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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstfacts contained in NASA SP-7037167) through
NASA SP-7037178) of Aeronautical Engineering A Special Bibliography NASA SP-7037 and
its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows
1 NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N76-10000 series)
2 AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A76- 10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index a personal author index a corporate source
index, a contract number index and a report/accession number index
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index
1 Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i e . not a valid
term, and the following term or terms are used instead For example
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2 Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found For
example
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items This is because subject terms readily include more than
one class of document For example
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role instrument landing
systems and guidance aids
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term
Ill
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index
for variants of an author's name For example
EMELIANOV M D
and
YEMELYANOV. M D
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged,versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements -The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear m the index For example
, •* "'
1
BOEING CO SEATTLE. WASH MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV
(Source citation entry)
BOEING CO SEATTLE, WASH (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in this index Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented
may require multiple searching for variants For example
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or
cataloging activity appear in this index Variations in initial cataloging may result in different
report number series For example
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each Supplement'appears
on the inside front cover of this index Once the range of page numbers containing the' selected
accession number is located in the second column the desired Supplement number will be
found in the first column For example
Page 243 will be found in bupplement 73
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement
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Typical Subject Index Listing
A I R F R A B E H A T E R I A L S •
i-l SUBJECT HEADING J
Foa« composite structures for fire retardant
1 airframe materials
CBASA-CR-1 37831]
1 ,
TITLE
REPORT
NUMBER
p0252 176-
1 — ' \
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The title is used to provide a description of the subject mailer When the
title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content a title extension is
added separated from the title by three hyphens The STAR or IAA
accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautical
Engineering If applicable a report number is also included as an aid in
identifying the document The page and accession numbers are located
beneath and to the right of the title Under any one subject heading the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers
appearing first
i-U ilBCBAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics of an A-1B aircraft
with simulated and actual gunfire damage to one
ving
[NASA-TH-I-73119] pO«22 N76-30159
A-6 ilBCBAFT
Aeronautical analytical rework program:
Acoustical holography system demonstration on
A-6 ving skin stiffener acoustic mage inspection
[AD-A012581] p0079 N76-12312
Development of a system for scoring simulated
bombing runs
pQ.395 N76-29312
A-7 AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic parameter identification for the A-7
airplane at high angles of attack
p0309 A76-36913
A study of the effects of high lateral/directional
feedback gains at moderate angles of attack
p0310 A76-36921
Flight evaluation of a digital multimode fl ight
control system in an A-7D aircraft
[ A I A A 76-1913] p0369 A76-U1131
History and development of a system for
stall-departure improvement for the A-7 attack
aircraft
C A I A A P A P E R 76-891] p0411 A76-45379
Flight certification testing for the A-7D advanced
composite outer wing panel
C A I A A P A P E R 76-907] p0445 A76-15392
Plight test development and evaluation of a
mnltimode digital flight control system in an A-7D
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-927] p0417 A76-15101
Estimating life-cycle costs: A case study of the
A-7D
[AD-A0116«3] pOOQM N76-11915
Interim progress summary and description of A-7
Aloft system
[AD-A021257] p0386 N76-29222
The A-7 ALOFT cost model: A study of high
technology cost estimating
(AD-A021913] p0129 H76-31081
Lou and high frequency aircraft gunfire vibration:
Prediction and laboratory simulation
[AD-A023619] pOU73 N76-32601
A-10 AIRCRAFT
A-10 progress report
p0099 A76-18653
Stall/post-stall/spin avoidance tests of the YA-10
aircraft
p0269 A76-3H217
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Product support A300 Airbus project
[D6LR PAPEB 75-011] p0096 A76-18278
Stability tests involving aircraft structural
components
pO««9 A76-U5185
Interaction of GE CF6-50 jet reactors with the
airbus body during cruising flight: Rind turnel
simulation
[AAAF-NT-75-15] p0128 N76-15160
ABLATIOH
Boundary-layer transition experiments on
pre-ablated graphite nosetips in a
hyperballistics range
[AIAA PAPER 76-356] p0312 A76-37008
ABORT APPARATUS
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical summary
[NASA-CR-2652] pOU2<4 N76-30198
ABOBT TRAJECTORIES
Study of fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft, volume 2
[KASA-CR-1UU920] p0178 R76-18103
ABSORBERS (HATERIALS)
NT RADAR ABSORBERS
Impedance theory and measurements of single- and
multi-layer liners in a duct with flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-539] p036~ '76-M38i
Energy-absorbing materials for improving
helicopter crashworthiness
[AD-A023006] p0178 H76-331V,
RAT SCAT evaluation of commercially available
radar absorbing materials, volume 1
[AD-A024H69] pO«82 N76-33398
ABSTRACTS
Hydrogen embrittlement of structural alloys. A
technology survey
[NASA-CR-13M962 ] p029U N76-25375
AC (COEBEBT)
D ALTEHNATIHS CURRENT
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Investigation of accelerated life ptediction
techniques
[AD-A016925] p0215 U76-20129
ACCBLERATIOB
An experimental study about the effect of
thresholds on C. G. acceleration countings
obtained from a military airplane
[TB-123(1975)] p0178 876-1810*
ACCBLERATIOH (PHYSICS)
HI ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NT DECELERATION
NT HIGH ACCELERATION
HI SPIN REDUCTION
Experimental investigation of the effect of
ambient conditions on the acceleration of
gas-turbine engines
p0133 A76-19779
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory. Application to
helicopters
pOIIO N76-32122
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulators
[NASA-TN-X-7395H] p0177 N76-33189
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Rotor burst protection program: statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in OS commercial aviation during 1973
[NASA-CR-134854] p0042 S76-11099
ACCEPTABILITY
Acceptance rates and tooling capacity for selected
military aircraft
[AD-A011501] p0030 N76-10909
A-1
iCCEPTABCE SDBJECT IHDEX
ACCBPTAHCE
'J ACCEPTABILITY
iCCIDEHT INVESTIGATION
8T AIBCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
General investigation of accidents
p0265 A76-31131
ACCIDEIT PREVENTION
R A S A study of an automated Pilot Advisory System
[SAE PAPER 760*60] p0255 A76-31958
General aviation crashworthiness
p0265 A76-31136
Seeking failure-free systems for fighter
aircraft
p0363 A76-10126
Operational problems from the professional pilots
perspective
p0107 A76-12902
Rationale for improving the protection against
mid-air collisions. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A023810/5] p0378 N76-28205
ACCIDEBTS
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
ACOOSTIC ATTEBOATIOS
NT SHOCK H A V E A T T E N U A T I O N
Discrete components in ejector noise and
techniques for suppressing them
p0002 A76-102U1
Bonding development of improved adhesives for
acoustic structures jet engine liners
p0066 A76-15159
Selected problems of cockpit acoustic design
p0208 A76-28515
Exact Wiener-Hopf solution of multi-section dact
liners
[ A I A A PAPER 76-513] p0320 A76-380U2
Effects of multi-element acoustic treatment on
compressor inlet noise
[ A I A A PAPER 76-515] p0320 A76-38013
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a turbofan
engine inlet
[ A I A A PAPER 76-511] p0321 A76-38060
wing shielding of high-velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-517] p0322 1176-38066
Observations of the properties of acoustic
materials and structures designed to lower noise
level in aircraft cabins
pOlOO A76-11919
German Federal regulations for sound insulation
against aircraft noise /Decree on sound
insulation/
p0116 A76-11580
Sound absorbing structures for engine noise
reduction in aircraft design
pOU17 A76-11588
~ Design optimization of gas turbine silencers
pOU18 A76-11591
Acoustic characteristics of interacting supersonic
jets
pOIII A76-1U765
Coupling of Helmholtz resonators to improve
acoustic liners for turbofan engines at low
frequency
[BASA-CP-131912] p0221 N76-21210
Sound attenuator for DO 27 aircraft engine
construction and an^choic chamber tests
[DLR-IB-555-71/1 ] p0215 N76-22203
Aircraft noise reduction by means of acoustic
screening and engine controls
p0278 H76-2I4252
Systematic investigations in the field of acoustic
screening of aircraft engine noise by wings
and tail surfaces
p0279 N76-21253
Sonic environment of aircraft structure immersed
in a supersonic jet flow stream
[NASA-CR-111996] p0281 N76-25168
Attenuation of high-intensity sound in a
droplet-laden gas
[PB-252185/7] p0182 N76-33959
ACODSTIC COBBOSTIOS
0 COMBDSTION STABILITY
ACOUSTIC DOCTS
Bonding development of improved adhesives for
acoustic structures jet engine liners
p0066" A76-15159
Advanced Acoustic Nacelle concepts
[ A S B E PAPER 76-GT-35] p0199 A76-25786
Exact Biener-Hopf solution of multi-section duct
liners
[ A I A A PAPER 76-513] p0320 A76-38012
Effects of multi-element acoustic treatment on
compressor inlet noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-515] p0320 A76-38013
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a tnrbofan
engine inlet
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-511] p0321 A76-38060
DC-10 composite acoustic inlet structural
verification program
[ A I A A PAPEE 76-731] p0329 A76-38238
Aeroacoustics: Fan noise and control; Duct
acoustics; Rotor noise Book
p0365 A76-10975
Impedance theory and measurements of single- and
multi-layer liners in a duct with flow
[ A I A A PAPER 76-539] p0368 A76-11389
Opportunities for future improvements in aircraft
noise
[ICAS PAPEB 76-50] p0161 A76-17391
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 3: Fan C
[NASA-TH-X-3360] p0181 H76-18131
Propagation of supersonic rotor sound radiations
in jet engine inlet ducts
p0193 N76-19150
A comparison of matrix methods for calculating
eigenvalues in acoustically lined ducts
[NASA-TN-D-8186] p0218 N76-20911
ACODSTIC EXCITATION
Acoustic excitation of high-velocity jets
p0092 A76-16710
On the amplification of broad band jet noise by a
pure tone excitation
p0091 A76-17171
Effect of aeroacoustic interactions on ejector
performance
p0139 A76-21139
On the amplification of broadband jet noise by a
pure tone excitation
[AIAA PAPER 76-189] p0319 A76-38028
Acoustic emission for in-flight monitoring on
aircraft structures
p0399 A76-11571
The amplification of broadband jet noise by pure
tone excitation
[DLB-FB-75-72] p0218 N76-20912
ACODSTIC GEBEBATOBS . ^ .,
0 SOUND GENERATORS ' '
ACODSTIC IHPEDANCE
Impedance theory and measurements of single- and
multi-layer liners in a duct with flow
[AIAA PAPEB 76-539] ' p0368 A76-11389
ACODSTIC BEASOBEHEBTS '
BT NOISE MEASUREMENT
Rake vortex program status
p0010 A76-10399
Study of the sound emission from a single airfoil
profile located in a hydrodynaaic field induced
by a mixing zone
p0070 A76-15719
Research on aircraft noise - Test methods
p0098 A76-18523
The CFB56 turbojet engine - Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
p0098 A76-18526
Edge noise attenuation by porous-edge extensions
blown airfoil tests
[AIAA PAPER 76-80] p0102 A76-18779
Some research towards quieter aircraft survey
of current projects
p0136 A76-20810
Progress report on propeller aircraft flyover
noise research
[SAE PAPER 760151] p0255L A76-31 951
OTH noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wi<ng geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-38018
Ose of the Bertin Aerotrain for the investigation
of flight effects on aircraft engine exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-531] p0321 A76-38055
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C1
[AIAA PAPEB 76-510] p0321 A76-38059
A-2
SUBJECT IIDEI ADAPTIVE COBTEOL
Inflight siialation experiments on turbulent jet
mixing noise
[ A I A A P A P E B 76-5SH] p0323 A76-38072
Bear field noise of high tip speed propellers in
forward flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-565] p032<4 A76-38081
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angle for a variable-pitch, 6-foot diameter fan
stage
[AIAA PAPER 76-573] p0325 A76-38086
Combustion noise characteristics of a can-type
coabnstor
[ A I A A P A P E B 76-578] p0325 A76-38089
Use of a spherical concave reflector for
jet-noise-source distribution diagnosis
p0352 A76-38482
A modeling approach to nonpropulsive noise in
DC-10 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-525] p0367 A76-41384
Simulation of flight effects on the structure of
jet mixing layers for acoustical applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-559] p0368 A76-41391
^Experimental investigation of the discrete
component in the noise spectrum of supersonic jets
p0458 A76-46973
Evaluation of the noise emitted by a single
profile encountering a wake
p0459 A76-47147
Noise generated wavelike eddies in a turbulent jet
[ICAS PAPEB 76-42] p0463 A76-47386
Design, fabrication and acoustic tests of a 36
inch (0.914 meter) statorless turbotip fan
[HASA-CR-2597] p0027 H76-10125
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on H A S A quiet engine C
[BASA-TH-X-73424] p0340 N76-27168
Acoustic measurement of the circulation of
vortices and the circulation distributions in
wind tunnel model investigations ultrasonic
pulse delay method
[HPIS-HITT-61] p0422 N76-30163
ACOUSTIC IOZZLES
Silencing an executive jet aircraft
pOOSO A76-14147
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Aircraft flight effects on high freguency sound
emerging from a constant area jet pipe flov
p0235 A76-30894
Conditions for the onset of focusing in the
presence of a sonic boom
p0318 A76-37901
Radiation, refraction and scattering of acoustic
waves in a free shear flow
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-544] p0321 A76-38063
On sound transmission into a stiffened cylindrical
shell under flight conditions
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-549] p0322 A76-38068
The radiation of plane-wave duct noise from a jet
exhaust, statically and in flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-581] p0325 A76-38091
A wind tunnel investigation of vortex refraction
effects on aircraft noise propagation
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-588] p0326 A76-38096
Aeroacoustics: Acoustic wave propagation; Aircraft
noise prediction; Aeroaconstic instrumentation
Book
p0366 A76-40977
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
[AIAA PAPEB 76-571] p0368 A76-41393
Direct combustion generated noise in
tnrbopropulsion systems - Prediction and
measurement
[AIAA PAPEB 76-579] p0369 A76-41395
Propeller noise of an aircraft flying in the D.S.
standard atmosphere
p0417 A76-44585
ACODSTIC PBOPEBTIES
»T ACOUSTIC IHPEDAHCE
BT ACOUSTIC SCATTERIHG
Investigation of the acoustic characteristics of a
supersonic jet flowing into a cylindrical tube
p0002 A76-10250
Outlook on the acoustic characteristics of future
subsonic aircraft
p0098 A
Correlation ot internal surface turbulence with
far-field noise of the augmentor wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPEB 76-79] p0102 A76-18778
The aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of an
over-the-wing target-type thrust reverser model
[AIAA PAPEB 76-523] p0320 A76-38049
High forward speed helicopter noise
[AIAA PAPEB 76-562] p0323 A76-33078
Kind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibration loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration
[BASA-Tn-X-72794] p0085 N76-13068
The effect of helicopter main rotor blade phasing
and spacing on performance, blade loads, and
acoustics
[ HASA-CR-2737] p0469 H76-32124
ACOUSTIC BADIATIOI
0 SOUND HATES
ACOOSTIC SCATTBBISG
Radiation, refraction and scattering of acoustic
waves in a free shear flow
[AIAA PAPEB 76-544] p0321 A76-38063
Shielding and scattering by a jet flow
[AIAA PAPEB 76-545] p0322 A76-38064
ACOOSTIC SIHOLATIOB
Current research on the simulation of flight
effects on the noise radiation of aircraft engines
p0290 B76-25280
Problems of noise testing in ground-based
facilities with forward-speed simulation
p0290 K76-25281
ACODSTIC STREAHIHS
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a turbofan
engine inlet
[BASA-TH-X-71904] p0252 876-23268
ACODSTIC VIBBATIORS
D SOUND HATES
ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
Aeronautical analytical rework program:
Acoustical holography system demonstration on
A-6 wing skin stiffener acoustic image inspection
[AD-A012584] p0079 M76-12342
ACODSTICS
Effects of perforated flap surfaces and screens on
acoustics of a large externally blown flap model
[HASA-TH-I-3335] p0241 B/6-22156
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design
[BASA-CB-134801 ] p0277 N76-24236
Single stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 3: Acoustic design
[NASA-CR-134803] p0277 B76-24238
Development of the United Technologies Research
Center acoustic research tunnel and associated
test techniques
p0290 N76-25279
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angles for a variable pitch, 6 foot diameter fan
stage turbofans
[BASA-TH-I-73418] p0332 H76-26155
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 5:
Acoustic final report
[ BASA-CR-134831] p0335 N76-26198
Effect of external ]et-flow deflector geometry on
OTH aero-acoustic characteristics
[NASA-TH-X-73460] p0421 B76-30156
ACQOISITIOB
HT DATA ACQUISITION
HI TARGET ACQUISITION
ACBOBATICS
An aerobatic PT6 lubrication system
introduction into turboprop engine
[AIAA PAPEB 76-620] p0326 A76-38172
ACTOATOBS
Electromechanical flight control actuator for
space shuttles
[NASA-CR-147557] p0246 N76-22260
Redundancy of hydraulic flight control actuators
p0433 B76-31177
ACDITI
BT TISDAL ACDITI
ADAPTIVE COBTBOL
BT SELF ADAPTITE CONTBOL STSTESS
Estimation of characteristics and stochastic
control of an aircraft flying in atmospheric
A-3
ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SYSTEMS SDEJECT IHDEX
turbulence
p0308 A76-36905
Digital adaptive control laws for the F-8
[ A I A A 76-1952] p0370 A76-11463
A single-purpose adaptive analog model for
in-process identification of a twin-shaft
turboprop engine
pOI406 476-12591
Predictive adaptive control of a non-linear
time-varying aircraft system
[ICAS P A P E R 76-60) pO«65 A76-<t7U01
The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the Multiple Model Adaptive Control (BBAC) method
[ N A S A - C R - 1 U 8 1 0 0 ] p0287 H76-25211
A velocity-command controller for a VTOL aircraft
fNASA-CR-1118535] p0380 N76-28239
Use of active control technology to improve ride
qualities of large transport aircraft
p0430 N76-31150
ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEMS
0 A D A P T I V E CONTROL
ADDITIVES
NT PROPELLAHT ADDITIVES
Static electrification with liquid aviation fuels
- Its occurrence and suppression
p0053 A76-1111«
The development of an aircraft safety fuel
pOOSt A76-11119
Aviation turbine fuel lubricity evaluation of
corrosion inhibitors
t A D - A 0 1 7 3 7 6 ] p02«6 N76-22U04
ADHESIVE BOBDIRG
Controlled flow structural adhesives for fi lm
reticulation
p0066 A76-15158
Bonding development of improved adhesives for
acoustic structures ]et engine liners
p0066 A76-15159
Advancements in applications of adhesive to core
cell edge and flat sheet material
p0066 A76-15160
Betal-to-metal adhesive bonded aircraft structures
p0066 A76-15161
Structural adhesives with emphasis on aerospace
applications Book
p0359 A76-39731
Metal-to-metal adhesive bonded aircraft structures
[FOK-K-81] p0281 N76-24U11
ADHESIVES
Long-term artificial ageing tests on structural
adhesive R E D U X 775 liguid powder tensile
shear tests on lap joints
[FOK-R-1796] p03U7 N76-27K31
High performance composites and adhesives for
V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A022331] p0395 N76-29372
ADVASCED TECHHOLOGY LIGHT T»IH AIBCBAFT
0 ATLIT PROJECT
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
High altitude applications of the Gates Lear]et
[ S A E PAPER 760191] p0257 A76-31973
AERIAL RODDERS
Development of an advanced composite rudder for
flight service on the DC-10
[ S H E P A P E R EM76-116] p0301 A76-35971
Basic strength and trial production tests on a
carbon fiber reinforced plastics aircraft rudder
surface
p0351 A76-3B351
Transformation of eudder angles for vehicles with
cruciform wings
fDLR-IB-552-75/11] p0311 N76-27177
A E R O D Y N A M I C AXIS
I] A E R O D Y N A M I C B A L A N C E
AEBODTHABIC BALANCE
Balancing of a single-rotor helicopter Russian
book
p0236 A76-31075
Some comments on trim drag
p0033 H76-11019
Minimum trim drag design for interfering lifting
surfaces using vortex-lattice methodology
p037U N76-28169
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
ST LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WING FLAPS
AERODYNAMIC BUZZ
n FLUTTER
AERODTBAHIC CENTER
D AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
AERODYBAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DBAG
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT ROTOH LIFT
NT STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT SUPERSONIC DBAG
NT ZERO LIFT
Practical aerodynamics of the Iak-10 aircraft /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Russian book
pOOOS A76-10307
Unsteady transonic aerodynamics - An aeronautics
challenge
p0007 A76-10350
Response of a nozzle to an entropy disturbance
Example of thermodynamically unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOB A76-10356
On lifting-line theory in unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOS A76-10357
Generalized similarity laws for flows past
three-dimensional bodies
p0013 A76-11510
Hanging gliders - Theory and practice. I
pOOIS A76-11897
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the
aerodynamic performance of aerofoils
p0015 A76-12921
On an anomalous result in linearised slender
lifting surface theory
p0016 A76-12953
Fluid mechanics and the design of new slender
aircraft
p0017 A76-13115
Study of circular arc wing profiles with
asymptotic critical Mach number. Ill
pOOUS A76-13279
Dynamic simulation in the wind tunnel
p0019 A76-13401
Conical wings in subsonic flow
pOOSO A76-13937
Calculation of flow around profile cascades with
arbitrary kinematic parameter time dependence
p0051 A76-11332
Approximate calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of channel wings with spanwise
constant sweep
p0052 A76-1U3H
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
rectangular wing with endplates near a screen
p0052 A76-11357
Have we overlooked the full potential of the
conventional rotor helicopter wing design
p0057 A76-11569
Aerodynamic design rationale for the fan-in-fin of
the S-67 helicopter
p0058 A76-1U570
Shear flow aerodynamics - Lifting surface theory
p0063 A76-11804
Nonlinear characteristics of a thin-section wing
for shock-free flow at the leading edge
p0067 A76-15390
Hanging gliders. II - Theory and practice
p0070 A76-15822
Aeromechanics of supersonic flows past power-law
bodies of revolution Russian book
p0091 A76-16675
Viscous flow around a rotationally oscillating
circular cylinder
p0092 A76-16715
Viscous flow around a transversally oscillating
elliptic cylinder
p0092 A76-16746
Potential flow past a biplane determination of
lift distribution on wings
p0093 A76-17001
Supersonics and the environment effect of
Concorde
p0098 A76-18524
Nonlinear slender wing aerodynamics delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 76-19] p0101 A76-18738
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Studies of a new family of general aviation airfoils
[AI»A PAP3R 76-217] p0131 A76-19131
Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a ran ving
p0132 A76-19575
The supercritical wing experimental programme
p0133 A76-20109
Coiapacison of some aerodynaaic properties of a
canard and a conventional airplane
p0135 A76-2061U
Effect of aeroacoastic interactions on elector
performance
p0139 A76-21139
Aircraft pay-offs and requirements for a jet flap
propulsion system
[SAE PAPER 751091] p0115 A76-22309
The aerodynamic behaviour of a compressor rotor
p0165 A76-23020
Mathematical model of a flight vehicle for the
investigation of unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics
p0169 A76-23912
Two dimensional motion of an oscillating airfoil
in a fluctuating oncoming stream at supersonic
speed
p0171 A76-24845
Influence of the shape of a moderately flat screen
on the hydrodynamic characteristics of a wing
moving above the screen
p0173 A76-25731
Dynamics of helicopter flight Book
p0202 A76-26U50
Aerodynamic derivatives of the longitudinal motion
of the whole aircraft
p0207 A76-28256
Extension of slender body theory
p0207 A76-28258
Grumman F-14 'Tomcat1 Book
p0227 A76-29586
Parametric studies of a triple-slotted flap
influence on wing aerodynamic characteristics
p0227 A76-29699
Hypersonic flow past a three-dimensional wing
p0227 A76-29703
Evaluation of the influence of diffusion of
vortices on the separated flow past a plate
p0228 A76-29701
Computation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a body with compound carrier surfaces in the
presence of high supersonic flow velocities
p0228 A76-29708
Evaluation of the generalized geometrical
parameter of a triple-slotted wing flap
p0228 A76-29710
Calculation of a tail unit with a distributed
reaction in aircraft structures
p0228 A76-29711
New theoretical developments on the wings with
lateral jets
p0233 A76-30630
Impulse theory of a helicopter rotor
p0233 A76-3063<4
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings with
sharp leading edges - A review
p023» A76-30857
The aerodynamics of the TU-134A Russian book
p0235 A76-309SO
Generalized similarity laws in flows past solid
bodies
p0238 A76-31715
Feasibility study of propeller design for general
aviation by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPEH 760Q78] p0257 A76-31970
Fluid-dynamic lift: Practical information on
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic lift Book
p0258 A76-32167
Experinental determination of improved aerodynamic
characteristics utilizing biplane wing
configurations
p0262 A76-33116
'Spilled1 leading-edge vortex effects on dynamic
stall characteristics
p0262 A76-33120
The use of a Stalker-tube for studying the
high-enthalpy, non-equilibrium airflow over
delta wings
p0299 A76-35508
A mathematical model of aircraft for the
investigation of nonstationary aerodynamic
characteristics
p0307 A76-36692
Parametric analysis of advanced technology applied
to a single engine trainer
[SAE PAPEH 760159] p0307 A76-36325
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVII
p0307 A76-36882
S u m m a r y of some recent studies of subsonic vortex
lift and parameters affecting the leading-edge
vortex stability
[ A I A A P A P E R 76- t lU] p0313 A76-37051
Aerodynamic characteristics of blunt bodies with
elliptical cross sections
p0317 A76-37885
Corrections for the effect of flow boundaries
/tunnel induction/ to the aerodynamic
characteristics of models tested near a screen
p0317 A76-37886
The aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of an
over-the-wing target-type thrust reverser model
[ A I A A PAPER 76-523] p0320 A76-380M9
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on N A S A Quiet Engine 'C1
[ A I A A PAPER 76-510] p0321 A76-38059
Nozzle and wing geometry effects on OT9
aerodynamic characteristics Over The Wing
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-622] p0326 A76-3817U
Gamma-effec ts on 2-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics specific heat ratio due to
shock induced separation
p035U A76-38632
Bind-tunnel testing with a rotary-balance
apparatus to simulate aircraft spin motions
p0351 A76-386U2
A multifaceted store separation analysis
p0355 A76-38657
Technological constraints on the aerodynamic
design of fluid flow engines
p0356 A76-39178
Fundamental aspects of turbine blade cooling
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1976-123] p0357 A76-39180
Fundamental aspects of the aerodynamics of
turbojet engine combustors
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1976-124] p0357 A76-39181
Practical applications of combustion chamber
aerodynamics
p0357 A76-39182
A survey of transonic aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPER 76-326] p0360 A76-39855
The ]et flap wing near ground, giving particular
attention to large angles of attack and jet f lap
angles
p0362 A76-39996
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry on
OT» aero-acoustic characteristics
Over-The-Wing
[AIAA PAPER 76-199] p0366 A76-11377
Fundamentals of aviation /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Russian book
p0102 A76-12023
Parametric study of three-element aft flap
wing aerodynamic characteristics influence
p0115 A76-4U310
Hypersonic flow around three-dimensional wing
pO«15 A76-1U311
Estimation of generalized geometric parameter of
multi-element wing mechanization
p0115 A76-11321
Design of empennage with distributed reaction
in aircraft structures
pOIIS A76-11322
Dse of generalized similarity laws in computing
the aerodynamic characteristics of
three-dimensional bodies
pOall A76-1U909
For modeling and analysis. I - Pilot's practical
aerodynamics for variable geometry wing
aircraft
p0442 A76-45081
New developments and accuracy limits an aircraft
flight testing
[ A I A A PAPER 76-897] pOIII A76-15381
High speed aerodynamic design of an innovative
V/STOI canard-wing configuration vertical
takeoff XFV-12A supersonic fighter
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-910] pOOtS A76-15391
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characteristics of STOL configurations with
externally blown high lift devices
[lliS PAPER 76-9311] p0447 A76-45H10
Towards a second generation of supersonic transport
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Paraglider wings of small conical camber in
supersonic flow
pOU57 A76-46892
Helicopter dynamics Book
p0460 A76-47350
Developments in transonic steady and unsteady flow
theory
[ ICAS P A P E R 76-06] pO»60 A76-47355
Advanced aerodynamics for transonic flight
fighter aircraft design
f l C A S PAPEH 76-12] p0461 A76-47360
Aerodynamic performance of two variable-pitch fan
stages
[ICAS PAPER 76-1(1] p0463 A76-47385
Transonic aerofoils - Advances in theory and design
p0467 A76-47879
A passive gust alleviation system for a light
aircraft
[NASA-CR-2605] p0017 N76-10002
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale
hybrid upper surface blown flap model having
four engines
[NASA-TC-X-6246Q] p0022 H76-10063
Aerodynamic characteristics of a tandem wing
configuration of a Bach number of 0.30
[NASA-TH-X-72779] p0022 N76-10066
An application of the Ogee tip
p0032 K76-11011
Certain problems of experimental aerodynamics
[HASA-TT-F-16565 ] p003U N76-11031
Transonic airfoil theory: A critical comparison
of various methods
[DGLR-PAPER-72-132] pC038 H76-11059
The transonic test-section for airfoil
measurements in the Institute for Aerodynamics,
Braunschweig
[DGLR-PAPEB-72-133] p0038 H76-11060
Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
f N A S A - T B - X - 7 2 7 9 2 ] p0074 H76-12017
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibration loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration
[HASA-TM-X-72794] p0085 1176-13068
Low angle-of-attack longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of Navy T-2 trainer aircraft
extracted from flight data: A comparison of
identification techniques. Volume 1: Data
acquisition and modified Newton-Eaphson analysis
[AD-A013181] p0086 N76-1308U
Aircraft characteristics
p0107 N76-14036
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings at angles of
attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach numbers
from 0.6 to 2.0
[HASA-TB-X-3309J p0121 N76-15080
On the formulation of the aerodynamic
characteristics in aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TH-R-156] ~" p0121 B76-15082
An investigation of several N A C A 1-series inlets
at Bach numbers from 0.4 to 1.29 for mass flow
ratios near 1.0
[NASA-TB-X-3324] p0121 H76-15084
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
deflected-thrust propulsive-lift transport model
wind tunnel tests of aircraft models of jet
transport aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-323U) p0121 N76-15085
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered,
externally blown flap STOL transport model with
two engine simulator sizes
[HASA-TH-D-8057] p0122 H76-15088
Mated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for O.Ot-scale model Boeing 747 CAH/external
tank (model AX1284 E-5) combination in the
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory
F. K. Kirsten Wind Tunnel (CA11)
[NASA-CR-141835] p0122 H76-15089
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap jet
flap analogy and wind tunnel tests
[ARC-CP-1319] p0123 H76-15095
Some aerodynamic problems raised by the airship
[AD-A014401] p0124 H76-15119
Extended measurements of aerodynamic stability and
limb dislodgement forces with the iCES-2
ejection seat
[AD-A011132] p0125 B76-15127
The development and application of an analysis for
the determination of coupled tail
rotor/helicopter air resonance
[AD-A014989] p0150 H76-16074
Airfoil studies in SAB 5 ft x 5 ft wind tunnel,
second-order wave research, and current projects
[DBE/NAE-1975(3) ] p0151 N76-16102
A method for determining aerodynamic
characteristics for mission completion studies
in a nuclear environment
[AD-A015745] p0179 H76-18113
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.83-meter (6-ft) diameter 1.25-pressure-ratio
fan (QF-8)
[MASA-TN-D-8130] p0181 H76-18130
Advanced Supersonic Technology concept AST-100
characteristics developed in a baseline-update
study
[HASA-TB-X-72815] p0185 H76-19055
Properties of low-aspect-ratio pointed wings at
speeds below and above the speed of sound
[REPT-835] p0189 H76-19082
Wing planforms for high-speed flight
[REPT-863] p0189 1176-19083
Some recent developments in the aerodynamics of
wings for high speeds
p0191 S76-19098
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings and tail at
angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[HASA-TB-X-3310] p0212 H76-20079
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades supersonic unsteady aerodynamic
phenomena in a controlled oscillating cascade
[4D-A017203] p0213 H76-20095
The ground effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an aircraft steady
horizontal flight
[AD-A017309] p0213 H76-20098
Effect of the GBD-15 (cruciform wing) and SBD-15
(planar wing) stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-A017378] p0215 H76-20135
Design of a 4 1/2 stage turbine with a stage
loading factor of 4.66 and high specific work
output
[NASA-CR-2659] p0216 H76-20146
Small scale noise and wind tunnel testts of upper
surface blowing nozzle flap concepts. Volume 1.
Aerodynamic test results
[NASA-CB-137747] p0219 H76-21159
An investigation into the effects of aspect ratio
and centre keel camber on the aerodynamic
characteristics of conical parawings
[BD-176] p0221 H76-21170
Unsteady response of an airfoil to wake cutting
p0241 H76-22151
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic characteristics
of the GAi-1 airfoil
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10585-1] p0241 H76-22154
Correction factory techniques for improving
aerodynamic prediction methods
[NASA-CH-144967] p0248 H76-23159
Prediction of the pressure oscillations in
cavities exposed to aerodynamic flow
[AD-A018S18] p0250 H76-23175
Aircraft flight performance methods
[AD-A018547] p0251 H76-23256
Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model to
JT8D refan stage
[HASA-TB-I-3356] p0272 H76-24153
Approximate method of calculating the interaction
of finite-span airfoils in unsteady motion above
a solid surface
[AD-A019222] p0274 H76-21190
single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design
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Application of advanced aerodynamic concepts to
large subsonic transport airplanes
[AD-A019956J p0283 H76-25159
Flight measurements of the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored thrust
aircraft (HS-P1127) throughout the transition
(V/STOL aircraft)
p0292 H76-25296
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AI1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
rHASA-CR-144612] p0293 H76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7i|7 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 i 4 foot high
speed Kind tunnel (C126), volume 2
[HASA-CR-144613] p0293 H76-25323
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AI1318I-1) in the LTV 4 i 1-foot high
speed Hind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
(NASA-CR-14461»:] p0294 N76-25324
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
'(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4 foot high
, speed vind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
[HASA-CR-144615] p0294 H76-25325
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV «x» foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[HASA-CR-144616] p0294 1176-25326
Unsteady aerodynamic flow field analysis of the
space shuttle configuration. Part 4:
747/orbiter aeroelastic stability
[NASA-CR-144335] p0294 H76-25331
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
(ring/body combination incorporating jet flaps
[HASA-TH-X-62461] p0331 N76-26153
Aeroiynamic performance of two variable-pitch fan
stages
[HASA-TH-I-73416]
 P0332 K76-26154
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angles for a variable pitch, 6 foot diameter fan
stage turbofans
[HASA-TH-X-73418] p0332 N76-26155
High-attitude Ion-speed static aerodynamic
characteristics of an F-4D fighter airplane
model tilth leading edge slats
[HASA-TH-X-62355] p0333 H76-26190
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: Aerodynamic data
[HASA-CR-134828]
 P0334 H76-26195
Two-stage, lov noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 3: Acoustic data
CHASA-CR-134829] p0334 N76-26196
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 4:
Aerodynamic final report
[HASA-CR-134830] p0334 H76-26197
Nozzle and wing geometry effects on OTR
aerodynamic characteristics
[HASA-TB-I-73420] p0340 H76-27167
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on N A S A guiet engine C
[HASA-TH-X-73424] p0340 N76-27168
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-40 aircraft
CHASA-TT-F-17010] p03»1 H76-27171
Low subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of five
irregular planform wings with systematically
varying wing fillet geometry tested in the
HASA/Aaes 12 foot pressure tunnel (LA65)
CHASA-CR-144600] p0341 H76-27174
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
tilt-proprotor wind tunnel model
[HASA-TB-X-72818] p0343 H76-27213
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed wind tunnel tests of aircraft
models
[NASA-TN-D-8198 ] p0373 H76-28160
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
p0374 B76-28175
Effect of wing-tip dihedral on the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a
supersonic cruise configuration at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-72693] p0383 H76-29156
An aerodynamic investigation of a low aspect ratio
wing
[AD-A021733] p0384 H76-29175
On lifting-line theory in unsteady aerodynamics
[AD-A021449] p0334 N76-29177
Predicted dynamic characteristics of the XV-15
tilting proprotor aircraft in flight and in the
40- by 80-ft. wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-I-73158] p0421 176-30148
Aerodynamic performance studies for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-73915] p0421 S76-30154
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry on
OT» aero-acoustic characteristics
tNASA-TH-X-73460] p0421 H76-301S6
Prediction of static aerodynamic characteristics
for slender bodies alone and with lifting
surfaces to very high angles of attack
[NASA-TH-1C-73123] p0421 N76-30158
Aerodynamic characteristics of an A-4B aircraft
with simulated and actual gunf i re damage to one
wing
[NASA-Tfl-X-73119] p0422 N76-30159
US Air Force Helicopter operational flight spectra
survey program: Past and present
p0425 H76-30211
Critique and summary of the specialists meeting on
helicopter design mission load spectra
p0426 N76-30213
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin
Ho. 1975-1
[ESA-TT-232] p0434 876-31180
A technical summary of air cushion craft development
[AD-A022S83] p0437 H76-31227
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-flap
configurations with externally blown flaps
[NASA-CR-2706] p0469 H76-32131
Experimental effects of fuselage camber on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
series of wing-fuselage configurations at a Hach
number of 1.41
[SASA-TB-K-3411 ] p0474 N76-33133
Theoretical and experimental study of twisted and
cambered delta wings designed for a Hach number
of 3.5
[HASA-TN-D-8247] p0475 H76-33143
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angles (transonic and supersonic)
[AD-A023425] p0475 H76-33154
Experimental and theoretical control surface
characteristics on low aspect ratio delta wing
vehicles at subsonic Hach numbers
[AD-A023408] p0478 H76-33194
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On aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary biplane
wing sections
p0011 A76-10713
Recent contributions of German aeronautical
research in the field of aircraft aerodynamics
[DSLR PAPEB 75-036] p0097 A76-18298
& simplified semigraphical approach to
curve-fitting aerodynamic and propulsive data
for trainers and simulators
p0166 A76-23152
Subsonic loads on wings having sharp leading edges
and tips
p0208 A76-28606
Representation of the drag polar of a fighter
aircraft
' ' p0209 A76-28610
Aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft and wing at
subsonic speeds Russian book
p0236 A76-31019
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Effect of the initial value of the vanational
problem on the geometry and drag coefficient of
the optimum-optimorum delta wing in supersonic
flow
p0237 A76-31585
Analog-digital filtering for the determination of
steady and variable forces in tunnel testing
p0238 A76-3163U
Flight test design for efficient extraction of
aircraft parameters
P0309 476-36912
Aerodynamic parameter identification for the A-7
airplane at high angles of attack
p0309 A76-36913
notion analysis procedure for asymmetric vehicles
p0309 A76-36911
Haximum likelihood estimates of lift and drag
characteristics obtained fron dynamc aircraft
maneuvers
p0310 A76-36916
A method for computation of the aerodynamic
coefficients of missiles in the high Hach number
range for small angles of attack and tail
deflection and arbitrary roll angles
p0362 A76-39997
Ef fec t of flap deflection on lift coefficients of
biplane wings
pOtOO A76-11918
Determination of the moments of aerodynamic forces
acting on three-dimensional bodies that move
under the "law of locality1
p04«1 A76-44906
Computer methods in aircraft design at the Air
Force Academy
[ A I A A PAPER 76-901] p0445 A76-15388
Response analysis of flexible aircraft with active
control
tAIAA PAPER 76-913] p<W6 A76-45395
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic and supersonic flovs
p0020 N76-100U2
An approximate numerical method for the
optimization of flap design for maximum lift
coefficient
p0075 N76-12037
The planar dynamics of airships
p0115 N76-15031
An investigation of airflow over the aft portions
of a variable sweep fighter configuration
[NASA-CR-1H6361] p0155 H76-17022
Aerodynamic coefficients for a staggered cascade
of oscillating airfoils in subsonic flow
[AD-A0159121 p0177 N76-1B081
Leading-edge singularities in thin-airfoil theory
p0190 N76-19092
Aerodynamic design for supersonic speeds
p0191 N76-19101
Airfoil profile drag
TAD-A017321] p0213 N76-20093
Computer program for calculating pressure
distribution and coefficients of wings, bodies,
wing-body combinations and wing-tail
combinations in subsonic, supersonic and
hypersonic flow based on potential theory
[HBB-UFE-101U-0] p0220 N76-21165
Preface to figures and tables
p0219 H76-23168
Calculation of aerodynamic derivatives in unsteady
two-dimensional transonic flow using Dowell's
linearization method
fAHS-1238-T] p0272 S76-2U15U
The drag and lift characteristics of a cylinder
placed near a place surface
[AD-A0192861 p0283 N76-25152
Systematical investigations of the influence of
wind tunnel turbulence on the results of model
force-measurements
p0289 N76-25259
Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations, wind tunnel
tests, and flight tests data reduction for the
Alpha Jet aircraft
p0292 N76-25295
Application of the measurements of static and
dynamic aerodynamic coefficients for the
calculated prediction of spin observed in wind
tunnels
[NASA-TT-F-17122] p0376 876-28193
Identification of T-2 aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data
[AD-A021996] p0386 H76-29225
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tunnel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 N76-29252
Stability of helicoidal motions at high incidences
p0390 H76-29251
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on 2-D supersonic inlet performance
[AIAA PAPER 75-1183] p0003 A76-10253
Aerodynamic profiles conformal mapping
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p0012 A76-11097
Aerodynamic design consideration for maneuverability
p0015 A76-11972
Solution of two- and three-dimensional problems
involving transonic flows past bodies
p0093 A76-16937
Fighter design philosophy
p009» A76-17343
Optimal configuration of rotor blades for
horizontal wind energy converters
p0097 A76-1837U
Aircraft aerodynamic design and evaluation methods
[AIAA PAPER 76-15] p0100 A76-18735
A new surface singularity method for multi-element
airfoil analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 76-20] p0101 A76-18739
Form of minimum-drag body in hypersonic gas flow
p01U1 476-21653
Selection of the optimum singularity carrier
auxiliary curve in designing airfoil cascades
p0165 A76-23036
Thrust reverser design for airframe compatibility
p0203 A76-26650
An exact method for the design of airfoil profiles
in incompressible flow with a given velocity
distribution on the contour
p0236 A76-31165
Remarks on 'local linearization* in near-sonic
subsonic flows past a profile with a break
p0237 A76-31581
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers on straight-tapered swept wings
p0259 A76-32587
On the aerodynamic design of airfoil cascades - A
new exact method based on conformal mapping
p0269 A76-34II84
The finite element method in subsonic aerodynamics
p0298 A76-35120
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
p0311 A76-37268
Effect of the shape of a lifting body on ^ its
lifting power at supersonic and hypersonic
flying speeds
p0318 A76-37899
Approximate prediction of airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-526] p0321 A76-38051
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-572] p0324 A76-38085
Applications of flow diagnostic techniques to
aerodynamic problem solving
p0355 A76-38651
Synthesis of subsonic airplane design Book
p0358 A76-39218
A report on the aerodynamic design and wind tunnel
test of a Prop-Fan model
[AIAA PAPER 76-667] p0401 &76-<!2<H8
Nacelle aerodynamic design and integration stud;
on a Hach 2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-757] pO»05 A76-12136
Airships - General considerations and possible
solutions
pO«10 A76-13234
Rotors and gas bags - A marriage of convenience
for helicopter lift augmentation
p0110 A76-13235
The Airfloat HL project Heavy lift airships
pO<J10 A76-032<n
Skyship - Present activities cargo airship
design
pOU11 A76-«3243
The aerodynamic concept of hybrid airships
pO»12 A76-15032
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aerodynamics
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Recent developments in propulsive-lift aerodynaaic
theory
p0020 H76-10039
An integrated systei for the aerodynamic design
and analysis of supersonic aircraft
p0021 H76-100116
Indicial compressible potential aerodynamcs
around complex aircraft configurations
p0021 H76-100H7
Design, fabrication and acoustic tests of a 36
inch (0.911 meter) statorless turbotip fan
[HASi-CB-2597] p0027 H76-10125
Asymptotic analytical methods in fluid mechanics
related to drag prediction
p0032 H76-11006
Influence of configuration factors on buffeting
p0106 H76-11029
The development of a two-dimensional, high
endurance airfoil Kith given thickness
distribution and Reynolds number
[AD-A011126] p0127 H76-15153
Applications of computer graphics to aircraft
synthesis
p0153 S76-16822
Unsteady pressure measurements in wing-with-store
configurations
p0177 B76-18063
Vortex maneuver lift for super-cruise configurations
[NASA-TH-X-72836] p0220 N76-21161
Navy jet trainer (VTX) conceptual design studies
TAD-A018779] p0275 H76-21222
Geometrical properties of cranked and straight
tapered wing planforms
[ESDB-76003] p03U7 H76-27598
Optinization and design of three-dimensional
aerodynamic configurations of arbitrary shape by
a vortex lattice method
p0371 S76-28168
Applications of vortex lattice theory to
preliminary aerodynamic design
p0371 H76-28170
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations vith
externally blown flaps
p0374 S76-28175
An experimental investigation of the drag on a
circular cylinder and carved shell in transonic
flow
[AD-A021871] p0381 N76-29180
Effects of airframe design on spin characteristics
P0390 N76-29255
Seneral survey of computer-methods used for
aerodynamic design in the Federal Republic of
Germany
[DLB-IB-151-75/13] p0436 N76-31223
The oscillating jet flap
[AD-A022768] p0176 H76-33162
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Estimation of velocities and roll-up in aircraft
vortex wakes
p0012 A76-11229
A study on the flow around bluff bodies immersed
in turbulent boundary layers. I
p0052 A76-11371
On the drag of bodies of revolution at transonic
speeds
p0096 476-18011
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVI wing shape
effects
p0139 A76-21163
Predicting propulsion related drag of jet aftbodies
CSAE PAPEB 751088] p01<!1 A76-22307
Representation of the drag polar of a fighter
aircraft
p0209 A76-2B610
Approxiaate methods for transonic flow past finite
wedge profiles
p0228 A76-29789
Effect of the initial value of the variational
problea on the geometry and drag coefficient of
the optimum-optimorum delta wing in supersonic
flow
p0237 A76-31S85
A method for predicting the drag of airfoils
[SAE PAPEB 760179] p0257 A76-31971
Lift and drag characteristics of a supercavitating
cambered hydrofoil with a jet flap beneath a
free surface
p0270 A76-34926
flaximnm likelihood estimates of lift and drag
characteristics obtained from dynamic aircraft
maneuvers
p0310 A76-36916
Hinimnm induced drag of ground effect wings
p0351 A76-38158
Design for minimum fuselage drag
p0360 A76-39818
A theoretical study of body drag in subcritical
axisymmetnc flow
p0361 A76-10578
Aftend drag data correlation and prediction
technique for twin jet fighter type aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-672] pOIOI A76-12120
Possible means of decreasing helicopter drag
p01«1 A76-11923
Estimating the state of nonlinear dynamical
systems in the presence of unmodeled accelerations
low-altitude satellite orbit estimation
under atmospheric drag
p0113 A76-15162
Effects of jet exhaust gas properties on exhaust
simulation and afterbody drag
[HASA-TR-B-111] p0017 H76-10006
Prospects and time tables for analytical
estimation of the drag of complete aircraft
configuration
p0031 H76-10999
Simplified theoretical methods for aerodynamic
design
p0031 H76-11001
Propeller blockage research needs
p0031 H76-11000
Asymptotic analytical methods in fluid mechanics
related to drag prediction
p0032 N/6-11006
The economic impact of drag in general aviation
p0032 N76-11007
Drag of the complete configuration aerodynamic
considerations, 2
p0033 H76-11023
Learjet model 25 drag analysis
p0033 H76-11021
Influence of splitter wedges on the lift and drag
of a rectangular wing with a blunt trailing edge
[ESA-TT-187] p0038 H76-1106»
A study of the effects of braking on drag force
and sinkage
[AD-A010912] p0150 876-16075
The minimum drag of thin wings in frictionless flow
p0190 B76-1909U
The compressibility rule for drag of airfoil noses
p0191 B76-19100
Airfoil profile drag
[AD-A017321] p0213 H76-20093
Drag due to grooves in a flat plate with turbulent
boundary layer, at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[ESDD-75028] p0219 H76-21153
Flight/tunnel comparison of the installed drag of
wing mounted stores on the Buccaneer aircraft
p0293 H76-25300
Influence of viscosity on profile lift and drag
near a screen
CAD-A02118U] p0312 N76-27189
A method for predicting helicopter hub drag
[AD-A021201] p03»2 H76-27192
Numerical method to calculate the induced drag or
optimum loading for arbitrary non-planar aircraft
p037li H76-28167
Hinimnn trim drag design for interfering lifting
surfaces using vortex-lattice methodology
p037» 876-28169
An experimental investigation of the drag on a
circular cylinder and curved shell in transonic
flow
[AD-A021871] p038» H76-29180
The characteristics of a family of rooftop
aerofoils designed at their drag-rise condition
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rCP-13201 p013U N76-31193
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Forces on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase notion with applications to harmonic
oscillation
pOOOB A76-10359
The planar dynamics of airships[ A I A A PAPER 75-1395] pOO<17 A76-13188
Bow big is a windmil l - Glauert revisited
windpowered generator size-power relationship
p0063 A76-14619
Boundary-layer effect in panel flutter
p0063 A76-1U819
Comparison of suboptimal control programs and the
effect of.aerodynamic forces on the time-minimal
transition to takeoff of VTOL aircraft
German book
p0065 A76-15007
Delta wings in a rarefied hypersonic air stream
with sweep angle and incidence effects
p0103 A76-18873
Aerodynamic excitation of torsional vibrations in
, turbomachlnery blading
p0131 A76-19100
Plow-induced vibrations of structures
p0132 A76-1925U
Effects of (lach number and afterbody length on
; , aerodynamic side forces at zero sideslip on
symmetric bodies at high angles of attack
C A I A A PAPER 76-66] P0138 &76-20928
Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[OBERA, TP NO. 1975-121] p01<42 A76-21991
Stabilized resonance method for measuring the
oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives at subsonic
and transonic speeds
p016t A76-22742
Determination of aerodynamic forces for
aeroelastic analysis of lifting surfaces
p0269 A76-3UI481
On the design of subsonic airfoils for high lift
[AIAA PAPER 76-106] p0313 A76-3701*
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
p031i( A76-37268
The unsteady forces on flat-plate-airfoils in
cascade moving through sinusoidal gusts
; p0316 A76-378H5
Experimental investigation of the stable
self-oscillations of an aileron in transonic flow
p0318 A76-37929
Effect of aerodynamic cross linking on the free
longitudinal-lateral motion of a flight vehicle
p0318 A76-37930
Effect of loading and rotor wake characteristics
on the acoustic field of stator blades
[AIAA PAPER 76-566] p0324 A76-38082
Aerodynamics of slender rolling wings at incidence
in separated flo»
p0358 A76-39t33
Application of simplified inflow models to
rotorcraft dynamic analysis
p0362 A76-U0035
Study on the unsteady force on a blade due to a
moving cylinder in an airstream
pOtll A76-U33H8
A near-wake model for the aerodynamic pressures
exerted on singing trailing edges
p0449 A76-a5169
Unsteady and steady aerodynamic forces of slender
delta wings according to Newtonian theory
[ICAS PAPER 76-36] pOt62 A76-47381
Induced side forces at high angles of attack
bodies of revolution in subsonic and transonic
flow
p0165 A76-17552
Qnsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the
aeroelastic vibration of a jet engine in a pod
pOOBO H76-12989
Vector thrust induced lift effects for several
ejector exhaust locations on a V/STOL wind
tunnel model at forward speed
[BASA-CR-137733] p0081 S76-13020
A new unified approach to analyze wing-body-tall
configurations with control surfaces in steady,
oscillatory and fully unsteady, subsonic and
supersonic flows
[NASA-CR-1«6073] p0120 H76-15077
The reduction of aileron operating force by
differential linkage
[TB-586] p0186 B76-19065
Aerodynamic forces on a blunt store released from
a swept wing
[AD-A019330] p0274 »76-2»189
Some current research in unsteady aerodynamics: A
report from the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p0285 H76-25192
Systematical investigations of the influence of
wind tunnel turbulence on the results of model
force-measurements
p0289 H76-25259
Static force tests of a sharp leading edge
delta-wing model at ambient and cryogenic
temperatures with a description of the apparatus
employed
[NASA-TH-X-73901 ] p0373 H76-28159
Comparison of vortex lattice predicted forces with
wind tunnel experiments for the F-4E(CCV)
airplane with a closely coupled canard
p0375 S76-28178
Asymmetric aerodynamic forces on aircraft at high
angles of attack - some design guides
p0390 B76-29257
ABRODYHAHIC HEAT TRAISFEB
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
A survey of leeside flow and heat transfer on,
delta planfora configurations
[ilAA PAPER 76-118] p0102 A76-18803
Aerodynamics and heat transfer at the trailing
edge of transonic blades
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-95] p0200 A76-25835
ABRODTBiBIC HEATHS
NT SHOCK HEATING
Towards hypersonics civil and military flight
p0016 176-12300
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test
heat-transfer measurements on a pylon-mounted
store
p0355 A76-38656
Equilibrium temperature distribution of blades
situated in high-speed flow
pO»58 A76-U6989
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The development of theoretical models for
jet-induced effects on V/STOL aircraft
CAIAA PAPER 75-1216] p0003 A76-10263
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at NAE
p0006 A76-10330
Some conclusions from an investigation of
blade-vortex interaction
pOOIt A76-11772
Tunnel interference reduction on a finite airfoil
p006<l A76-1U957
Vortex interactions in multiple vortex wakes
behind aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-62] p0101 A76-18769
Ring profiles in an incompressible fluid in the
presence of rigid or fluid walls
p0233 &76-30653
Aircraft flight effects on high frequency sound
emerging from a constant area jet pipe flow
p0235 A76-3089H
An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor
p0309 A76-36911
A new unified approach for analyzing
wing-body-tail configurations with control
surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 76-l»18] p0313 A76-37053
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a propeller
or helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPEB 76-560] p0323 A76-38076
Rind tunnel wall interference effects on a
supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38627
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Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall Kind tunnel at
transonic speeds
P0353 A76-38628
Toward the correctable-interference transonic wind
tunnel
p0353 A76-38630
Rind tunnel/flight test correlation program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-6731 p0404 A76-42419
Induced drag of a straight wing in a vind tunnel
of circular cross section
p0408 A76-43048
Interference effects on lateral forces and moments
on high L/B SES arrangements
[ A I A A PAPES 76-859] p0450 A76-45508
Wing-body interference on a generalized load
distribution on the body due to triangular wings
at supersonic speeds
[ICAS PAPEB 76-23] p0461 A76-47369
A comparison of methods used in interfering
lifting surface theory
[AGA8D-R-643-SOPPL] p0249 876-23163
Interference and nonplanar lifting surface theories
p0249 N76-23164
The nonplanar kernel functions
p0249 H76-23165
Subsonic methods
p0249 H76-23166
Supersonic methods
p0249 H76-23167
Investigation of the mutual interference of
wing/engine combinations
[ESA-TT-217] p0274 N76-24184
Hind tunnel investigation of Hacelle-Airframe
interference at Hash numbers of 0.9 to
1.4-pressure data, volume 2
CSASi-TM-X-73088] p0282 H76-2514U
Influence function method in wind tunnel wall
interference problems
p0287 H76-25228
Two-dimensional tnnnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flow
p0287 H76-25233
Rind tunnel investigation of nacelle-airframe
interference at Hach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4 -
pressure data, volume 1
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Two-dimensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flow
[NLR-BP-75021-tJ] p03«1 H76-27181
Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations in inviscid, incompressible flow
[ABC-B/H-3781] p0422 H76-30170
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Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with
steady blade loading - Basic formulation
pOOOS A76-10360
Parameter identification technology used in
determining in-flight airloads parameters
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1417] p0048 A76-13197
Laser velocimeter measurements of rotor blade
loads and tip vortex rollup
p0057 A76-1456C
Analytical solution for inviscid vortex rollap
from elliptically loaded wings
p0139 A76-21138
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of time to service crack initiation
p0262 A76-33117
Some problems of aeroelasticity with separated flow
p0303 A76-36561
Unsteady aerodynamic loads on the blade surface of
a model of a heavily loaded lifting propeller
p0319 A76-37936
High frequency broadband rotor noise
(AIAA PAPES 76-561] p0323 A76-38077
Effect of loading and rotor wake characteristics
on the acoustic field of stator blades
[AIAA PAPEB 76-566] p0324 A76-38082
Effect of F-15 aircraft induced aerodynamic loads
on the evolution of the F100 balanced beam nozzle
tAIAA PAPEB 76-733] p0329 A76-38237
An improved method for the prediction of
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic load
distributions of configurations with leading
edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPEB 76-417] p0361 A76-39873
Bean number of loads and acceleration in roll of
an airplane flying in turbulence
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1976-9] p0409 A76-43142
Plight certification testing for the A-7D advanced
composite outer wing panel
[AIAA PAPEB 76-907] p0445 A76-45392
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of time to service crack initiation
[AD-A011646] p0026 H76-10120
Bedesigned rotor for a highly loaded, 1800 ft/sec
tip speed compressor fan stage 1: Aerodynamic
and mechanical design
[NASA-CH-134835] p0028 876-10133
A numeric method to calculate the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wings in subsonic flow.
Part 1: Theory and results for incompressible
flow
[DLB-PB-75-37] p0082 N76-13025
Aerodynamic computer code for computing pressure
loading on wings for structural analysis
[AD-A013314] p0082 N76-13031
Calculation of the aerodynamic loading on the
blade of a main rotor in the general case of
helicopter flight
[AD-A014047] p0107 N76-14055
An aerodynamic load criterion for airships
p0115 N76-15030
A wind tunnel test of symmetric loads on two
wing-body combinations at Hach numbers 4 and 7
noting water cooled six component strain
gage balance
[FFA-TN-AU-636] p0123 B76-15106
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for
a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
(second wind tunnel test)
[NASA-CB-137534] p0177 N76-18069
Estimated lift-drag ratios at supersonic speed -
[TN-1350] p0189 H76-19087
Ring loading theory satisfying all boundary points
p0248 H76-2315S
Hind tunnel test technigues for the measurement of
unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems
and full-span models
p0271 N76-24150
Application of the MSB panel method to calculation
of wing-body configurations with external store
loads
[SBB-OFE-1073-0] ' p0273 N76-24176
On the vortex-induced loading on long bluff
cylinders
p0273 H76-24177
The unsteady aerodynamic response of an airfoil
cascade to a time-variant supersonic inlet flow
field
p0285 1176-25195
Unsteady airloads on a cascade of staggered blades
in subsonic flow
p0286 N76-25200
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
flutter suppression and gust alleviation by use
of active controls
[BASA-TN-D-8212] p0339 N76-26585
Numerical method to calculate the induced drag or
optimum loading for arbitrary non-planar aircraft
p0374 H76-28167
Influences of sting support on aerodynamic loads
acting on captive store models
[AD-A022257] p0385 H76-2918U
Helicopter design mission load spectra
[AGABD-CP-206] p0425 H76-30207
Helicopter design mission load spectra
p0425 H76-30210
Historical review of C-5A lift distribution
control systems
p0430 1176-31147
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory. Application to
helicopters
p0440 H76-32122
Technical and economic assessment of
span-distributed loading cargo aircraft concepts
[BASA-CB-145034] pO»77 B76-33186
Development of prediction technigues for
aerodynamic loads acting on external stores
[AD-A021435] p0479 B76-33202
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Discrete components in ejector noise and
techniques for suppressing them
p0002 A76-10241
Acoustic pressure field of vortex sound near
rotating blades
p0002 A76-10242
Influence of the turbulence of the flow incident
on a body on the intensity of vortex sound
emission
p0002 i76-102i»3
Vortex noise of rotating machinery
p0002 A76-10244
Blade-wheel noise caused by random inhomogeneities
of an incoming flow
p0002 A76-10248
Noise-con 75; Proceedings of the National
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Gaithersburg, Md. , September 15-17, 1975
pOOOS A76-10318
Jet noise - Age 25 aerodynamic flow and noise
generation theories
pOOOS A76-10319
Study of the sound emission from a single airfoil
profile located in a hydrodynamic field induced
by a mixing zone
p0070 A76-15749
Correlation of internal surface turbulence with
far-field noise of the augmentor wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPER 76-79] p0102 A76-18778
Edge noise attenuation by porous-edge extensions
blown airfoil tests
[AIAA PAPEB 76-80] p0102 A76-18779
fake-related sound generation from isolated airfoils
p0134 A76-20224
Lip noise generated by flow separation from nozzle
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 76-3] p0137 A76-20916
A model for predicting aero-acoustic
characteristics of coaxial ]ets
[AIAA PAPER 76-<l] p0137 A76-20917
vortex noise from nonrotating cylinders and airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 76-81] p0138 A76-20929
On the effects of flight on ]et engide exhaust noise
p0172 A76-25142
Acoustics of attached and partially attached flow
for simplified OTW configurations with 5:1 slot
nozzle engine Over The Ring aircraft
p0172 A76-25144
Noise level measurements on a quiet short haul
turboprop transport de Havilland Dash 7 STOL
propulsion
[ S A E PAPER 760155] p0255 A76-31955
Jet noise research by means of shock tubes
p0300 A76-35552
The issue of source terms for jet noise
[ A I A A PAPER 76-U87] p0319 A76-38026
Comparison of predictions and under-the-wing EBP
noise data Externally Blown Flaps
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-501] p0319 A76-38037
Jet/surface interaction noise - Analysis of
farfield low frequency augmentations of jet
noise due to the presence of a solid shield
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-502] p0319 A76-38038
Bach wave emission from supersonic jets
[ A I A A PAPER 76-505]' . p0319 A76-38039
Noise of swirling exhaust jets
[ A I A A P A P E H 76-510] p0320 A76-38040
OTW noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-521] p0320 A76-38048
Approximate prediction of airframe noise
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-526] p0321 A76-38051
The outlook for simulation of forward flight
effects on aircraft noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-530] p0321 A76-38053
Numerical evaluation of the jet noise source
distribution from far-field cross correlations
[AIAA PAPER 76-543] p0321 A76-38062
Shielding and scattering by a jet flow
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-545] p0322 A76-38064
Wing shielding of high-velocity ]et and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
[ A I A A PAPER 76-547] p0322 A76-38066
Inflight simulation experiments on turbulent jet
mixing noise
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-554] p0323 A76-38072
Flight effects on JT8D engine jet noise as
measured in the NASA Ames 10-by 80-foot wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 76-556] p0323 A76-38073
Effect of flight on the noise from a-convergent
nozzle as observed on the Bertin Aerotrain
[AIAA PAPEH 76-557] p0323 A76-38074
Effects of external boundary layer flow on jet
noise in flight
[AIAA PAPEH 76-558] p0323 A76-38075
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a propeller
or helicopter rotor '
[AIAA PAPEB 76-560] p0323 A76-38076
Development of a noncompact source theory with
applications to helicopter rotors
[AIAA PAPEH 76-563] p0324 A76-38079
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-572] p0324 A76-38085
Use of a spherical concave reflector for
]et-noise-source distribution diagnosis
p0352 A76-38482
A general rotor model system for wind-tunnel
investigation of rotorcraft aerodynamics and
acoustics
p035<l A76-38641
Noise due to turbulent flow past a trailing edge
p0365 A76-40806
Aeroacoustics: Fan noise and control; Duct
acoustics; Rotor noise Book
p0365 A76-40975
Development of a technique for inflight jet noise
simulation. I, II
[AIAA PAPER 76-532] p0368 A76-41388
Correlation microphone for measuring airfrane
noise in large-scale wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 76-553] p0368 A76-41390
Simulation of flight effects on the structure of
jet mixing layers for acoustical applications
[AIAA PAPEH 76-559] p0368 A76-41391
Direct combustion generated noise in
turbopropulsion systems - Prediction and
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 76-579] p0369 A76-41395
Forward motion and installation effects on engine
noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-584] p0369 A76-41397
vortex shedding from a blunt trailing edge with
equal and unequal external mean velocities
p0400 A76-41761
Design optimization of gas turbine silencers
p0418 A76-44594
Reduction of air flow noise by expanded barrel
diffuser
p0418 A76-44595
Simulation of the effects of forward velocity on
jet noise in an open circuit wind tunnel
[ONERA, IP NO. 1976-6E] p0455 A76-46368
Evaluation of the noise emitted by a single
profile encountering a wake
' p0459 A76-47147
New developments in blown flap noise technology
[ICAS PAPER 76-49J p0463 A76-47393
Theory of noise generation from moving bodies with
an application to helicopter rotors
[NASA-TR-R-451] p0079 N76-12828
Jet noise: A survey and a prediction for subsonic
flows
[AD-A013794] p0112 N76-14134
A computer program for the determination of the
acoustic pressure signature of helicopter rotors
due to blade thickness
[NASA-TH-I-3323] p0160 H76-17925
Bibliography on aircraft noise
[FOK-N-00-28] p0216 N76-20138
Possibilities and problems of helicopter noise
reduction
p0274 N76-24211
On the calculation of fan noise high bypass •
ratio aircraft turbines
p0278 N76-24248
Preliminary measurements of aircraft airframe
noise with the NASA CV-990 aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-73116] p0331 N76-26145
Rotor broadband noise resulting from tip
vortex/blade interaction
[AD-A020692] p0335 H76-26207
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Experimental evaluation of HAS Hiramar flash House
(project P-114), volume 1
[ A D - A 0 2 4 4 0 3 ] p0482 H76-33957
AEBODTBABIC STABILITT
A method for analyzing the stability of a King in
flight
p0011 476-10701
The CCV concept Control Configured Vehicle
[ONEBA, TP BO. 1975-511) p0014 A76-11660
The fundamenta ls of helicopters
p0017 A76-13131
Static stability and aperiodic divergence in
subsonic and supersonic flight
p0049 A76-13317
Unsteady pressure measurements in ving-with-store
configurations
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-102] p0056 A76-14463
Effect of combined roll rate and sideslip angle on
aircraft flight stability
p0064 A76-14958
A contribution to the dynamics of aircraft with
variable sweep during the process of changing
ving sweep
p0069 A76-15676
On the use of Pade appronmants to represent
unsteady aerodynanic loads for arbitrarily snail
actions of wings
[AliA PAPER 76-17] p0101 A76-18737
Simplified methods of predicting aircraft rolling
moments due to vortex encounters
[AIAA PAPEB 76-61] p0101 A76-18768
Fin design criteria for tail-rotor-off operation
of the aerial scout helicopter
[AIAA PAPEB 76-200] p0103 A76-18867
Investigation of the aerodynanic characteristics
of a ran wing
p0132 A76-19575
A bifurcation method to calculate flutter
characteristics of a helicopter blade having
complex damping
p0167 A76-23471
find tunnel investigation of Crow instability
p0171 A76-24823
An experimental determination of the unsteady
aerodynamics in a controlled oscillating cascade
[ASBE PAPER 76-GT-17] p0199 A76-25773
Investigation of the dynamics of aircraft descent
at a constant flight path angle
p0233 A76-30515
Unsteady notion of airfoils with boundary-layer
separation
p0236 A76-31181
Stability derivatives for bodies of revolution at
subsonic speeds
p0236 A76-31187
Aeroelastic stability of trimmed helicopter blades
in forward flight
p0261 A76-32849
Aerodynamic measurements for an oscillating
two-dimensional jet-flap airfoil
p0297 A76-35327
Noise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[AIAA PAPER 76-576] p0325 A76-38088
Measured pressure distributions on an airfoil with
oscillating jet flap
p0451 A76-45760
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVIII - Aerodynamic
principles
p0454 A76-45866
Gust load regulations passenger aircraft
airworthiness
p0459 A76-47122
Aeroelastic stability and control of an oblique wing
p0467 A76-47849
A flight test determination of the static and
dynamic longitudinal stability of the Cessna
310B aircraft
[AD-A010795] p0029 N76-10141
Stability and control status for current fighters
P0105 B76-14023
Stability and control potential for future fighters
p0105 N76-1U024
Extended measurements of aerodynamic stability and
limb dislodgeoent forces with the ACES-2
ejection seat
[AD-A014432] p0125 H76-15127
The effects of stability augmentation on the gust
response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach
[AD-A014301] p0126 B76-15145
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLEISTAB theoretical description
[NASA-CB-111712] p0159 N76-17151
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[NASA-CB-114713] - p0160 N76-17152
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[KASA-CK-114714] p0160 N76-17153
Theoretical stability and control characteristics
of wings with various amounts of taper and twist
[REPT-635] p0187 N76-19067
An experimental investigation of three
oblique-wing and body combinations at Hach
numbers between 0.60 and 1.40
[NASA-TH-I-62256] p0191 N76-19105
Aeroelastic characteristics of an obligue wing
for supersonic transport
p0192 N76-19108
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilever rotor blades in hover with
variable structural coupling
[HASA-TN-D-8192] p0220 H76-21162
Flutter of asymmetrically swept wings
[NASA-CB-146815] p0220 N76-21164
Effect of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic
stability and control characteristics of a 55
deg clipped-delta-wing orbiter configuration at
supersonic Hach numbers
[NASA-TH-X-3376] p0249 N76-23170
Approximate changes in aircraft stability
derivatives caused by battle damage •
[AD-A019813] p0287 K76-25207
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at NAE
p0338 H76-26507
Aeroelastic rotor stability analysis
[AD-A020871] p0342 H76-27193
The effect of winglets on the static aerodynamic
stability characteristics of a representative
second generation ]et transport model
[HASA-TN-D-8267] p0383 M76-29167
Design technology for departure resistance of
fighter aircraft
p0389 N76-29250
F-14A stall spin prevention system flight test
p0391 H76-29263
An assessment of the importance of the residual
flexibility of neglected modes in the dynamical
analysis of deformable aircraft
[ARC-CP-1336] p0422 N76-30171
Aeroelastic stability behavior of obligue-winged
aircraft
p0426 N76-30220
Development of methods for the analysis and
evaluation of CCV aircraft
p0433 N76-31171
The influence of roll, pitch, and yaw rate
perturbations on the alpha-beta stability
envelope of the F-4D aircraft
[AD-A023216] p0480 1176-33215
AEBODIBiBIC STALLIIG
Becent developments in dynamic stall
p0006 A76-10327
Transonic buffet response testing and control
p0007 A76-10341
Nonlinear relay model for post-stall oscillations
p0012 A76-11228
Synthesized unsteady airfoil data with
applications to stall flutter calculations
p0059 A76-14588
Investigation of the stall behavior of T-tail
aircraft - Contribution to the 'super-stall1
problem German book
p0065 A76-15009
Flight mechanics studies concerning recovery
procedures in the case of super-stall conditions
p0069 A76-15677
A new analysis of spin based on French experience
with combat aircraft
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1975-143] • p0142 A76-21993
A-13
ABBODYNABIC VEHICLES SUBJECT IBDEX
'Spilled1 leading-edge vortex effects on dynamic
. stall characteristics
p0262 A76-33120
,TF-17 stall/post-stall testing
p0269 A76-34246
Stall/post-stall/spin avoidance tests of the IA-10
aircraft
p0269 A76-34247
- Dynamic stall reconsiderations
p0309 476-36909
Recent research related to prediction of
stall/spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
p0309 A76-36910
History and developnent of a system for
stall-departure improvement for the i-7 attack
, aircraft
[AI4A PAPER 76-891] p0444 A76-45379
Experimental studies of flo» separation and
stalling on two-dimensional airfoils at low
speeds. Phase 2: Studies with Fowler flap
extended
[NASA-CR-145741] p0035 H76-11037
Prediction of span loading of
straight-wing/propeller combinations up to stall
propeller slipstreams and wing loading
[NASA-CR-2602] p0073 N76-12006
Ch-47C fixed-system stall-flutter damping
fAD-A014890] p0149 H76-16069
Further studies of stall flutter and nonlinear
divergence of"two-dimensional wings
[NASA-CR-144924] p0155 N76-17025
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for
a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
(second wind tunnel test)
[NASA-CR-137534] p0177 N76-18069
Unsteady surface flow behavior on a cascade of
airfoils oscillating below stall
[AD-A017073] p0213 N76-20096
Development of capabilities for stall/spin research
[NASA-CR-148287] p0337 H76-26221
Stall/spin problems of military aircraft
[ AGARD-CP-199] p0389 N76-29245
The stall/spin problem
p0389 N76-29246
The stall/spin problem - American'industry1 s
approach
p0389 N76-29247
A comparison of model and full scale spinning
characteristics on the lightning
p0389 N76-29249
Stall behavior and spin estimation method by use
of rotating balance measurements
, . p0390 N76-29253
Limiting flight control systems
, , p0390 N76-29256
Stall/spin test technigues used by NASA
p0390 N76-29258
, A new analysis of spin, based on French experience
on combat aircraft
p0390 H76-29260
Spin investigation of the Hansa Jet
p0391 N76-29261
AGARD highlights, September, 1976
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-76/2] p0434 N76-31179
AEBODTRABIC VEHICLES
U AIRCRAFT
ABRODYNABICS
NT AEROTHERMODTNABTCS
HI ROTOE AERODTNAHCS
Onsteady aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Symposium, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.,
March 18-20, 1975. Volumes 1 6 2
__ p0006 A76-10326
On the unsteady motion of a thin body in an
incompressible fluid
p0316 476-37814
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 9th, Arlington,
Tex., June 7-9,1976, Proceedings
p0353 A76-38626
Separated flow induced by trailing-edge flaps on
delta wings at H = 8.2
- - p0167 A76-47878
Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers,
Part 1
[NASA-SP-347-PT-1] p0017 N76-10007
A technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
[NASA-TH-X-62496] p0035 H76-11039
Theoretical aerodynamics of upper-surface-blowing
]et-wing interaction
[NASA-TH-D-7936] p0035 N76-11041
A study of the finite element method for
aerodynamic applications
p0073 N76-12007
Flow field aspect of transonic phenomena
p0105 N76-14021
Buffet analysis
p0106 N76-14026
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics for complex aircraft configurations
with applications to flutter
[SASA-CR-146067] p0120 N76-15078
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics for complex aircraft configurations
for flutter applications
[NASA-CR-146573] p0212 N76-20077
Onsteady aerodynamics for example, in
helicopters
[AGARD-R-645] p0271 N76-24146
Onsteady aerodynamic prediction methods applied in
aeroelasticity
p0271 N76-24147
Some remarks on unsteady transonic flow
unsteady aerodynamics
p0271 S76-24148
Onsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
p0271 N76-24149
Abstracts of Aerodynamics Department computer
programs
[AD-A020719] p0342 N76-27187
Some applications of the quasi vortex-lattice
method in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
p0376 N76-28184
The calculation of steady non-linear transonic
flow over finite wings with linear theory
aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-115023] p0376 N76-2819I4
AEROELASTICITY
Rotor stability prediction correlation with model
and full scale tests
p0059 A76-14584
Response of an airfoil to turbulence when damping
is moderate
p0093 A76-16797
On the use of Pade approximants to represent
unsteady aerodynamic loads for arbitrarily small
motions of wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-17] p0101 A76-18737
Nonlinear slender wing aerodynamics delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 76-19] p0101 A76-18738
Designing supersonic transports for low sonic boom
p0138 A76-20968
An unsteady vortex panel method and its
application to aeroelastic calculations of a
fixed, thin wing and an unconstrained flying
vehicle Book
p0146 A76-2237U
Analysis of longitudinal dynamic stability of an
airplane with a deformable control system
p0164 A76-22977
A bifurcation method to calculate flutter
characteristics of a helicopter blade having
complex damping
p0167 A76-23471
Nonlinear vibrations of a plate and a cylindrical
panel in unsteady separated flow thin wing
aeroelasticity and flutter analysis
p0173 A76-25352
Aeroelastic tailoring of composite materials to
improve performance
p0229 A76-30009
Aeroelastic tailoring of advanced composite
lifting surfaces in preliminary design
p0229 A76-30010
Aeroelastic airframe transfer function synthesis
p0230 476-30045
B-ffect of modified aerodynamic strip theories on
rotor blade aeroelastic stability
p0231 A76-30047
An investigation of flap-lag stability of wind
turbine rotors in the presence of velocity
gradients and helicopter rotors in forward flight
p0231 A76-30049
Aeroelastic stability of trimmed helicopter blades
in forward flight
p0261 A76-32849
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SUBJECT IHDEI AEROHAOTICS
A review of some tilt-rotor aeroelastic research
at BASi-Langley
p026a 476-33795
Determination of aerodynamic forces for
aeroelastic analysis of lifting surfaces
p0269 476-34481
Structural optimization in aeroelastic conditions
p0270 476-31)186
some problems of aeroelasticity with separated flow
p0303 476-36561
Applications of a digital evaluation method for
the determination of the dynamic characteristics
of a linear elastomechanical system on the basis
of inpulse responses
p0362 476-39999
Effect of phase angle on nnltibladed rotor flatter
for helicopter rotors
p04S6 476-16631
Aeroelastic stability and control of an oblique
wing - Vind tunnel experiments
p0159 476-47200
4 general approach to sapersonic aeroelastic
vibrations problems
[IC4S PAPER 76-28] p0162 476-17371
An integrated capability for the preliminary
design of aeroelasticity tailored wings
[4144 P4PEH 76-912] p0466 176-17682
Aeroalastic stability and control of an oblique wing
p0167 476-17819
The design, analysis and experimental evaluation
of an elastic model wing
[SAS4-CR-141535] p0024 H76-10092
Finite state modeling of aeroelastic systems
for flutter suppression
P0081 H76-13011
Bingeless rotor servo-aeroelasticity
[4D-4013571] p0086 H76-13082
4D investigation of sapersonic aeroelastic
characteristics of obligue winged aircraft
[N4S4-CR-116141] p0117 876-16036
4 method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Voluae
1: FLEXSTAB theoretical description
[H4SA-CB-114712] p0159 M76-17151
4 method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEISTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[B4SA-CB-114713] p0160 K76-17152
4 method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[H4S4-CB-111711] p0160 H76-17153
4eroelastic characteristics of an obligue wing
for sapersonic transport
p0192 B76-19108
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades sapersonic unsteady aerodynamic
phenomena in a controlled oscillating cascade
[4D-4017203] p0213 H76-20095
Flutter of asymmetrically swept wings
[BASA-CB-116815] p0220 B76-21161
Some recent trends in aircraft flutter research
p02«7 B76-22567
Unsteady aerodynanic prediction methods applied in
aeroelasticity
p0271 F76-21147
Brief overview of some 4ir Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory research efforts in aeroelasticity
and aero-acoustics feasibility analysis of
feedback control of flutter using scale models
of a B-52 aircraft
p0272 H76-21151
Static vibration tests for resolving aeroelastic
problems of v/STOL rotary wing aircraft
p0271 H76-21212
flodel systems and their implications in the
operation of pressurized wind tunnels
p0288 B76-25248
Some aeroelastic distortion effects on aircraft
and wind tunnel models
p0290 S76-2S278
Dnsteady aerodynamic flow field analysis of the
space shuttle configuration. Fart 4:
747/orbiter aeroelastic stability
CHASA-CB-144335] p0291 B76-25331
aeroelastic rotor stability analysis
C1D-4020871] p0312 H76-27193
Hathenatical approaches to the dynamics of
deferrable aircraft
[ARC-R/M-3776-flOBO] p0377 H76-28195
The dynamics of deformable aircraft
p0377 H76-28197
User's manual for the coupled mode version of the
normal modes rotor aeroelastic analysis computer
program
[B4S4-CB-137899] p0382 H76-29153
An investigation of aeroelastic phenomena
associated with an oblique winged aircraft
[BASA-CB-148723] p0421 B76-30157
Aeroelastic stability behavior of oblique-winged
aircraft
p0126 B76-30220
Some experiences using wind-tunnel models in
active control studies minimization of
aeroelastic response
p0132 B76-31170
Development of methods for the analysis and
evaluation of CCV aircraft
p0133 H76-31171
AEBOHAGBBTO PLDTTEB
D FLDTTER
ABROHAOTICAL BBGIBEEBIIG
4ntivibration insulation in the aeronautics field
pOOlO 476-10517
International Council of the 4eronautical
Sciences, Congress, 9th, Haifa, Israel, August
25-30, 1971, Proceedings. Volume 1 - Fluid
Dynamics, 4erodynamics and Gas Dynamics. Volume
2 - Structures, Haterials, Dynamics, Propulsion,
Design, Boise and Pollution
p0012 476-11166
Some aspects of aeronautical research
p0046 476-13114
4ircraft engineering handbook: Operation,
servicing, maintenance, reliability /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0166 476-23162
N4S4's goal - Keeping the OS number one in
aeronautics
p0167 476-23553
Bew developments in aeronautics technology
alloys and composite materials review
p0202 476-26412
Thrust reverser design for airframe compatibility
p0203 476-26650
Applications of beryllium and alloys of titanion
and magnesium in aeronautical and space structures
p0356 476-39106
The aviation engine industry
p0359 476-39572
An integrated capability for the preliminary
design of aeroelasticity tailored wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-912] p0466 476-47682
Actual design criteria in mechanical engineering
[IC4F-DOC-794] p0044 B76-11440
Pioneers of aviation: Hugo Junkers, Ferdinand
Ferber, Adolf Bohrbach lectures
[DLB-SITT-74-15] pOOBO H76-13009
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1975 activities
p0340 B76-27129
Vortex-Lattice utilization in aeronautical
engineering and aircraft design
[B4S4-SP-405] p0373 B76-28163
Computer technology forecast study for general
aviation
[HASA-CR-137889] p0426 B76-30214
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands during the period April 1973 -
Barch 1975 bibliography
[BLB-HP-75011-0] ' p0439 B76-31582
Introduction: 4 survey of the problem of
aircraft corrosion
p0481 B76-33333
AEBOHAOTICS
The entire program for aeronautical research and
technology of the federal government during the
period from 1975 to 1978 German program
[DGLB P4PER 75-020] pOO~97 476-18285
Fifty years of technical progress in aviation and
a look ahead
[4IA4 PAPER 76-893] p0414 476-45380
International bibliography of Air Law: Supplement
1972-1976 Book
p0449 A76-45474
The future of aviation, volume 1 in the United
States[GPO-72-600] p0474 B76-33131
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AEROSPACE ESGI8EEBIHG SUBJECT INDEX
Ihe future of aviation, volume 2 in the United
States
fGPO-77-667] p0474 H76-33132
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
NT A E R O N A U T I C A L E N G I N E E R I N G
Advanced composites - An assessment of the future
for use in aerospace technology
p0162 A76-22542
Co-operation and diversification project
management in European aerospace industry
p0359 A76-39598
Structural adhesives with emphasis on aerospace
applications Book
p0359 A76-39731
Overview of research and development N A S A air
transportation programs
p0452 A76-45783
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bimonthly Bulletin No.
1971-5
[ESA-TT-181] p0030 N76-10979
AEROSPACE ENVIEONHENTS
Lightning phenomena in the aerospace environment.
I - The lightning discharge
p0052 A76-14403
Environmental effects on advanced composite
materials; Proceedings of the Symposium,
aontreil, Canada, June 22-27, 1975
p0454 A76-45876
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
Aeronautics and astronautics in Europe. Balance
and perspectives - The necessity for future
cooperation in Europe and vith the U.S.
[DGLR PAPER 75-008] p0096 A76-18276
The entire program for aeronautical research and
technology of the federal government during the
period from 1975 to 1978 German program
[DSLR PAPER 75-020] p0097 A76-18285
Grumman still flies for Navy, but it is selling
the world
p013<t A76-20319
Design principles of plants and workshops for
aircraft production /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Russian book
p0146 A76-22401
The economics, organization and planning of
aircraft production Russian, book
p0301 A76-35861
USAF's crusade to streamline industrial production
p0458 A76-47017
Tenth Aerospace Hechanisms Symposium
[NASA-CR-1148515] p0381 N76-28272
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
Systems engineering and air transport
p0015 A76-12154
1975 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Symposium, Beverly
Bills, Calif., September 24-27, 1975
p0099 A76-18651
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Symmetry effects in electromagnetic shielding of
aerospace vehicles
p0055 A76-14437
Integrated design and analysis of aerospace
structures; Proceedings of the Sinter Annual
Heeting, Houston, Tex., November 30-December 5,
1975
p0161 A76-22468
Critical evaluation of todays fireproof testing of
aerospace materials
p0109 N76-14070
Some aspects of smoke and fume evolution from
overheated non-metallic materials
p0109 N76-14072
AEBOSPACEPLANES
Orbital rocket airplanes - A fresh perspective
p0173 A76-25723
AEROSTATS
U AIRSHIPS
AEROTHERBODYHAHICS
Aeromechanics of supersonic flows past power-law
bodies of revolution Russian book
p0091 A76-16675
A correlation between pressure and heat transfer
distributions at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
p0095 A76-17993
Efficiency criterion for an air-cooled turbine
blading
p0411 A76-43552
Second-order thermal boundary-layer on a blunted
wedge
p0456 A76-46818
Equilibrium temperature distribution of blades
situated in high-speed flow
p0458 A76-46989
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
aerothermodynamic control of aircraft jet
propulsion systems
[ILR-2-1974] p0151 H76-16084
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
1: Hach 6 component integration
[NASA-TH-X-72821] p0251 N76-23264
Analysis of experimental results of the inlet for
the NASA hypersonic research engine
aerothermodynamic integration model wind
tunnel tests of ramjet engine hypersonic inlets
[NASA-TH-X-3365] p0335 N76-26203
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
2: Bach 6 performance
[NASA-TH-X-72822] p0345 N76-27238
APCS (CONTROL SYSTEB)
U AUTOHATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
AFTERBODIES
Reynolds number effect on nozzle/afterbody
throttle-dependent pressure forces in YF-17
scale model
[AIAA PAPER 75-1295] p0004 A76-10282
Effect on wind tunnel walls and afterbody shape on
the pressure distribution around a wedge
p0045 A76-12925
Effects of Bach number and afterbody length on
aerodynamic side forces at zero sideslip on
symmetric bodies at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 76-66] p0138 A76-20928
Predicting propulsion related drag of jet aftbodies
[SAE PAPER 751088] p01«4 A76-22307
Nozzle afterbody configuration development for the
B-1 strategic bomber
[AIAA PAPER 74-1102] p0208 A76-28608
Design techniques for high by-pass ratio
powerplant nozzle systems
[ICAS PAPER 76-32] p0462 A76-47377
Effects of jet exhaust gas properties on exhaust
simulation and afterbody drag
[NASA-TR-R-444] p0017 N76-10006
An experimental study of the influence of the jet
parameters on the afterbody drag of a jet engine
nacelle scale model
p0153 N76-16360
AFTERBURNERS
U AFTERBURNING
AFTERBURNING
Air-cooled ground noise suppressor for
afterburning engines using the Coanda effect
[AIAA PAPER 75-1328] pOOOS A76-10289
Some reasons for crack formation in afterburner
chamber shells
p0015 A76-11895
Aircraft pay-offs and requirements for a jet flap
propulsion system
[SAE PAPER 751091] p0145 A76-22309
Exhaust emission calibration of two J-58
afterburning turbojet engines at simulated
high-altitude, supersonic flight conditions
[NASA-TN-D-8173] p0180 N76-18126
Development of emissions measurement techniques
for afterburning turbine engines
[AD-A019094] p0279 N76-24260
AGE HARDENING
U PRECIPITATION HARDENING
AGING (BATEBIALS)
NT AGING (METALLURGY)
AGING (HETALLUBGY)
Long-term artificial ageing tests on structural
adhesive REDDX 775 liquid powder tensile
shear tests on lap joints
[FOK-R-1796] p0347 N76-27431
AGRICULTURE
Agricultural and special purpose aircraft - A
manufacturer's viewpoint
p0225 A76-29191
Aircraft use in agriculture and forestry
spraying with helicopters and light aircraft in
the D.S.S.R.
[HASA-TT-F-16846] p0212 N76-20078
A-16
SUBJECT IHDEX JIB ISLETS
Ergononic aspects of air accidents during
agricultural service
CNASA-TT-F-171<46] p0378 R76-28207
AB-63 HELICOPTER
The Bell TAH-63 advanced attack helicopter
configuration, design considerations and
development status
p0058 »76-1i4571
iH-60 HELICOPTER
YAH-614 advanced attack helicopter design
pOOSS A76-1<4572
AILERONS
Application of Liapnnov's direct method to
nonlinear problems of stabilizing aircraft
lateral notion
p0228 A76-29705
Lateral stability of an aircraft and aileron
vibrations, »ith flexural defornability of the
wings and control system elasticity taken into
account
p0235 476-30886
Design of an advanced composites aileron for
commercial aircraft
p0261 A76-32651
Exper imental investigation of the stable
self-oscillations of an aileron in transonic flow
p0318 A76-37929
Application of the direct Lyapnnov method to
nonlinear problems of flight vehicle lateral
motion stabilization
pOH15 A76-1414316
The reduction of aileron operating force by
differential linkage
[TN-586] p0186 N76-19065
Hind-tunnel investigation of a beveled aileron
shape designed to increase the useful deflection
range
[L-651 ] p0188 B76-19080
AIB BAG EESTE1IHT DEVICES
Helicopter stabilization system
p0266 A76-3416I4
AIB BEABIHGS
0 GAS B E A R I N G S
AIB BREATHING EHGIHES
NT DOCTED FAS ENGINES
HI G»S TOBBINE ENGINES
NT J-85 E H G I N E
NT J-97 E N G I N E
NT JET ENGINES
NT RABJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAHJET E N G I N E S
NI T-53 E N G I N E
NT TUBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TOBBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
Use of a laser energy source for the production ofjet thrust
pO"467 A76-147868
AIB CABGO
Impact of Hide-body jets on cargo facilities
P00914 A76-17224
A view of air freight developments in the next
decade
pOM09 A76-I43196
Symposium on the Future of the Airship: A
Technical Appraisal, London, England, November
20, 1975, Proceedings
pOU09 A76-13233
Airship project for heavy and cumbersome load
transport
pO<410 A76-132<40
Action rather than words airship design for
natural gas transport
p0410 A76-143212
Some elements of the airline fleet planning
problem - Or, why h u m a n fleet planners /and not
computers/ do airline fleet plans
pO"412 A76-I44100
Future air cargo transportation systen - A
national need
f A I A A P A P E B 76-922} pO«"46 A76-45399
An outlook for cargo aircraft of the future
assessment of the f u t u r e of air cargo by
analyzing statistics and trends
(HASA-TH-Z-72796] p0082 N76-13038
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
Air cycle ground air conditioners for aircraft
support
f A I A A P A P E B 76-9147] pOQ«9 A76-<45«20
AIB COOLIHG
Air-cooled ground noise suppressor for
afterburning engines using the Coanda effect
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1328] pOOOS A76-10289
Heat transfer in air-cooled turbine blades of
high-temperature gas-turbine engines
pOOSO A76-13859
Heat transfer in high-temperature GTE air-cooled
turbine blades
p0202 A76-2658*
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-729] p0328 A76-3823U
Fundamental aspects of turbine blade cooling
C O H E B A , TP NO. 1976-123] p0357 A76-39180
Efficiency criterion for an air-cooled turbine
bidding
pO»11 A76-143552
Computational and experimental investigation of
the thermal state of a turbine rotor blade
pO<412 A76-43571
Performance of a new positive-displacement air
cycle machine for aircraft environmental
control systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-9146] p O U U B A76-I45I419
An exploratory investigation of the cooling drag
associated with general aviation propulsive
systems
p0033 H76-11017
AIB COBBENTS
NT VERTICAL AIB C U R R E N T S
AIH CUSHION VEHICLES
0 G R O U N D EFFECT HACBINES
AIB DEFENSE
HT ANTIMISSILE DEFENSE
Design for attrition
pO<»01 A76-11972
Application and employment of R P V ' s in Central
Europe
[DSLB PAPEB 76-061] pO»»9 A76-45H87
The outlook for aeronautics, 1980 - 2000 - Study
report trends affecting civil air
transportation and defense
[NASA-TH-X-72995] p0211 N76-20063
The outlook for aeronautics, 1980 - 2000: Appendix
B: Study group report on an
industry-university-government survey
[NASA-TM-J-72996] p0211 H76-2006U
Domestic and world trends affecting the future of
aviation (1980 - 2000) , appendix C
[NASA-TH-X-72997] p0211 N76-20065
The outlook for aeronautics, 1980 - 2000:
Executive summary trends affecting civil air
transportation and air defense
[8ASA-TH-X-72998] p0211 N76-20066
1IB PLOH
NT VEBTICAL AIB CDBRENTS
Integrated airflow concepts for helicopter engine
and drive system
p0062 &76-1»605
A linearized theory of three-dimensional airfoils
in nonuniform flow
p0203 A76-27329
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demonstration of the IRSB microwave landing system
fNASA-r i l -X-73943] p0471 N76-32146
AIBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACING
Trailing vortex wakes /First Society Anglo-Dutch
Exchange Lecture/
f0013 A76-11621
Guidance logic for spiral approaches
[ A I A A 76-1959] p0370 A76-41470
AIRCRAFT BASES
0 MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
AIBCBAFT BBAKES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
HT SPLIT FLAPS
ST THAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT RIDS FLAPS
Aircraft stopping systems
p0010 A76-10556
Mechanical and electrical signals assure failsafe
operation of aircraft speed brakes
p0315 A76-37775
Aspects of braking control
p0418 A76-44714
Evaluation of materials and design modifications
for aircraft brakes
[HASA-CR-134896] p0113 1)76-14464
The design of aircraft brake systems, employing
cooling to increase brake life
[NASA-CR-134980] p0247 N76-22544
Tests of the Bell Aerospace LA-4 ACLS fitted with
suction braking and predictions for other aircraft
rAD-A0238-;0] p0478 N76-33200
AIBCBAFT CABINS
D AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS
AIBCBAFI CABBIEBS
Vertical attitude takeoff and landing remotely
piloted demonstration vehicle
[ S A F P A P E R 751103T p0145 A76-22317
Determination of min imum catapult launch speeds
for maximum combat effectiveness of carrier
aircraft
p0269 A76-34249
The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier
landing
[AD-A014057] p0111 N76-14095
Catapult launch fatigue investigation of the model
E-1B/C-1 airplane
TAD-A019519] p0276 N76-24223
The operation of helicopters from small ships
p0348 N76-27848
Aircraft carrier turbulence study for predicting
air flow dynamics with increasing wind-over-deck
velocities
[AD-A020223] p0377 N76-2B19S
Application of flight simulation to develop, test,
and evaluate the F-14A automatic carrier landing
system
p0392 N76-29292
AIBCBAFT COHHUIICATIOI
NASA study of an automated Pilot Advisory System
[SAE PAPER 760460] p0255 A76-31958
Aircraft L-band balloon simulated satellite
experiments. Volume 1: Experiment description
and data modem test results
[AD-A017090] p0217 H76-20301
Aircraft communications interference tests
[AD-A022954/2] p0281 N76-24435
AIRCRAFT COHPARTBEITS
Concorde interior engineering
p0048 A76-13246
Smoke emission from burning cabin materials and
the effect on visibility in wide-bodied jet
transports
p0068 A76-15426
Cabin noise in light aircraft
p0162 A76-22632
Fire containment tests of aircraft interior panels
p0227 A76-29557
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPER 760466] p0256 A76-31962
Observations of the properties of acoustic
materials and structures designed to lower noise
level in aircraft cabins
p0400 A76-41919
A thermal analysis method for aircraft compartment
constructions
p0411 A76-43558
Refurbishment of NASA aircraft with fire-retardant
materials aircraft compartments of
commercial aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-58165] p0083 N76-13040
Characteristics of Halon 1301 dispensing systems
for aircraft cabin fire protection
p0110 N76-14082
Passenger aircraft cabin fires
p0110 N76-14086
Development of deicing techniques for dielectric
windows
[AD-A017097] p0216 N76-20136
Noise level measurements in cockpits and cabins of
DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen flight unit aircraft
(results of a first series of measurements)
[DLR-IB-555-74/11] p0245 N76-22204
Full-scale aircraft cabin flammability tests of
improved fire-resistant materials, test series 2
[NASA-TM-X-58172] p0250 N76-23181
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety
[NASA-TH-X-73126] p0294 N76-25354
Study of thermal stability and degradation of fire
resistant candidate polymers for aircraft
interiors
[NASA-CR-148567] p0396 N76-29419
AIBCBAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Impact of wide-body }ets on cargo facilities
p0094 A76-17224
The Soviet YAK-40 passenger aircraft
con figurations
p0095 A76-18000
Sil Hi-24 - The first Soviet combat helicopter
p0096 A76-18100
Recent contributions of German aeronautical
research in the field of aircraft aerodynamics
[DGLR PAPER 75-036] p0097 A76-18298
Fin design criteria for tail-rotor-off operation
of the aerial scout helicopter
[AHA PAPER 76-200] p0103 A76-18867
Comparison of some aerodynamic properties of a
canard and a conventional airplane
p0135 A76-20614
CASA C-101 - A Spanish trainer for 1980
p0137 A76-20871
The role of integrated computer systems in
preliminary design
p0162 A76-22472
Acoustics of attached and partially attached flow
for simplified 3TI configurations with 5:1 slot
nozzle engine Over The wing aircraft
p0172 A76-25144
Nozzle afterbody configuration development for the
B-1 strategic bomber
[AIAA PAPER 74-1102] p0208 A76-28608
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics of complex aircraft configurations
for flutter applications
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p0232 A76-30066
Aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft and wing at
subsonic speeds Bnssian book
p0236 476-31019
Expenaental determination of laproved aerodynaaic
characteristics utilizing biplane wing
configurations
p0262 176-33116
The case for the wide-bodied airship for heavy
lift applications
p0302 476-36545
Propalsive-lift concepts for improved low-speed
performance of supersonic cruise arrow-wing
configurations
p0309 476-36908
in experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects f rom a wing and proprotor
p0309 A76-36911
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
p0314 476-37268
Sound radiation from aircraft wheel-well/landing
gear configurations
[4144 PAPER 76-552] p0322 476-38071
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-572] p0324 A76-38085
Scraijet integration on hypersonic research
airplane concepts
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-755] p0329 A76-38250
A general rotor nodel system for wind-tunnel
investigation of rotorcraft aerodynamics and
acoustics
p0354 476-38641
A multifaceted store separation analysis
p0355 476-38657
Forward motion and installation effects on engine
noise
[4I4A PAPEB 76-5814] p0369 A76-41397
Prediction of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of STOL configurations with
externally blown high lift devices
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-934] p0447 476-45410
Ring-body interference on a generalized load
distribution on the body due to triangular wings
at supersonic speeds
[IC4S P4PEB 76-23] p0461 476-17369
Indicial compressible potential aerodynamics
around complex aircraft configurations
p0021 N76-10047
Proceedings of the NASA, Industry, University,
General Aviation Drag Seduction workshop
[NASA-CB-145627] p0031 876-10997
General overview of drag
p0031 N76-10998
Prospects and time tables for analytical
estimation of the drag of complete aircraft
configuration
p0031 N76-10999
Drag reduction: Back to basics
p0031 N76-11002
Propeller blockage research needs
p0031 H76-11004
Installation drag considerations as related to
turboprop and turbofan engines
p0032 N76-11015
Reduction of trimmed drag
p0033 N76-11020
Drag of the complete configuration aerodynamic
considerations, 2
p0033 N76-1102J
Problems in propulsion system integration
p0034 N76-11025
Propulsion airfrane integration
p0034 N76-11026
Hinimnm vertical tail drag
p0034 N76-11029
Systems integration studies for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[N4S4-TH-X-72781] p0076 N76-12041
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics for complex aircraft configurations
with applications to flutter
[NASA-CR-146067] p0120 H76-15078
Light aircraft design projects 1972: Lutrac and
Twilight
[TT-7505] p0149 N76-16068
Viscous flow interaction studies
[AD-A015191] p0153 N76-16387
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to
three-dimensional aircraft configurations
p0154 N76-16841
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics for complex aircraft configurations
for flutter applications
[HASA-CH-146573] p0212 N76-20077
Two-dimensional wind tunnel experiments with
single and double slotted flaps noting
optimum high lift configuration
[FFA-TN-AO-1083] p02»2 N76-22168
Investigation of the mutual interference of
wing/engine combinations
[ESA-TT-217] p0274 N76-24184
4 unigne formulation of elastic airplane
longitudinal eguations of motion
[NASA-CR-148205] p0333 N76-26137
Progress toward development of civil airworthiness
criteria for powered-lift aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-73124] p0424 N76-30200
Investigation of upper-snrface-blowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
engine simulators
[HASA-TH-X-73447] p0424 N76-30201
Passenger ride comfort technology for transport
aircraft situations
[NASA-TH-X-73953] p0475 N76-33134
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AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION HATEBIALS
NT AIBFBAHE H4TEBIALS
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
HT HELICOPTER COHTBOL
Development of an integrated propulsion control
systen for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1178] p0002 A76-10251
Status of a digital integrated propulsion/flight
control system for the Yp-12 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 75-1180] p0002 476-10252
The CCV concept Control Configured Vehicle
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-54] p0014 A76-11660
Universal system for loading the control elements
of flight simulators
p0016 A76-12487
The flight simulation installation of the •
Institute of Aeronautics of the Technical
University Darmstadt
p0049 476-13321
Comparison of suboptimal control programs and the
effect of aerodynamic forces on the time-minimal
transition to takeoff of VTOL aircraft
German book
p0065 A76-15007
Beal model following control
p0171 476-24824
Improvement of the precision of aircraft control
during completion of a plane turn maneuver
• p0207 A76-27930
Fundamental formulation of airship performance and
flight dynamics
p0207 A76-28033
Application of Liapunov's direct method to
nonlinear problems of stabilizing aircraft
lateral motion
p0228 A76-29705
The optimum trajectories of programmed stable
motion of an aircraft
p0228 A76-29706
Flutter and gust response analysis of flexible
aircraft with active control
p0231 A76-30046
Investigation of the dynamics of aircraft descent
at a constant flight path angle
p0233 A76-30515
Optimal trajectories of high-thrust aircraft
dynamics of maximum-turn-rate
p0234 A76-30859
Technical progress in the design of aircraft from
the standpoint of fuel economy
p0235 A76-30916
Stability and controllability of an airplane
Bnssian book
p0235 A76-31017
Advanced fighter control technignes
p0259 476-32627
Engine and jet induce* effects of a lift plus
lift-cruise 7/STOL aircraft
p0260 476-32631
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Singular perturbation methods for vanational
problems in aircraft flight
p0262 176-33305
Application of optimal input synthesis to aircraft
parameter identification
[ASBE PAPER 76-AUT-U] p0302 A76-36158
Air transport propulsion improvement opportunities
with advanced controls
[SiE PAPER 760509] p0304 A76-36588
On extreme length flight paths of airplanes
p0307 476-36815
Estimation of characteristics and stochastic
control of an aircraft flying in atmospheric
turbulence
p0308 A76-36905
Remotely piloted research vehicle evaluation of
advanced control system effects on spins
p0308 A76-36907
Study of an aircraft decoupled longitudinal
control system for approach and landing
p0311 A76-36925
Rethod for selecting the transfer numbers of a
system for the control of the lateral actions of
an aircraft
p0319 A76-37940
Solution of the minimum time-to-cliab problem by
matched asymptotic expansions
p0358 A76-39430
A functionally redundant altimeter in
automatic landing control systems
p0363 A76-40179
Digital flight control for the NASA 737 airplane
[ A I A A 76-1912] p0369 A76-41430
Flight evaluation of a digital multiaode flight
control system in an &-7D aircraft
[ A I A A 76-1913] p0369 A76-41431
Digital adaptive control lads for the F-8
[ A I A A 76-1952] p0370 A76-41463
Optimal control of a lo» mug-loading ST01 aircraft
[ A I A A 76-1950] p0370 476-41465
Optimal-path precision terrain following system
[ A I A A 76-1958] p0370 i76-41469
Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[ A I A A 76-1973] p0370 A76-41480
Dual redundant sensor FDI technigues applied to
the NASA F8C DFBH aircraft Failure Detection
and Identification
[ A I A A 76-1976] p0371 A76-41482
Development of a fluidic rudder
[ A I A A 76-1990] p0371 476-41488
Flight test evaluation of a separate surface
attitude command control system on a Beech 99
airplane
[ A I A A 76-1991] p0371 476-41489
Digital engine control
p0409 476-43175
Application of the direct Lyapunov method to
nonlinear problems of flight vehicle lateral
motion stabilization
p0415 A76-44316
Optimal trajectories of programmed stable flight
vehicle motion
p0415 A76-44317
I he fighter CCV program - Demonstrating new
control methods for tactical aircraft
C A I A A PAPER 76-889] p0444 A76-45378
Bore effective aircraft stability and control
flight testing through use of system
identification technology
[AIAA PAPER 76-894-] p0444 476-45381
A wind tunnel study of a circulation-controlled
elliptical airfoil
[AIAi PAPER 76-933] pO<Ht7 476-45409
The electronic environment - A major discipline in
the future growth of aeronautical transportation
p0452 476-45785
The art and science of modern flight testing - A
personal view
[ICAS PAPER 76-15] p0463 476-47389
Evaluation of a new flight path command control
concept
[ICAS PAPER 76-56] p0464 A76-47400
Aeroelastic stability and control of an obligue wing
p0167 A76-47849
A passive gust alleviation system for a light
aircraft
[SASA-CR-2605] p0017 1176-10002
Development of helicopter flight path models
utilizing modern control technigues
p0028 H76-10138
Explicit form of the optimal piloting law of a
rigid aircraft flying in turbulence aircraft
control
p0030 S76-10983
Control configured vehicles (CCV)
[ESA-TT-164] pOOIlO S76-11081
Control technology aspects of aircraft with
artificial stability (CCV) with particular
respect to handling under maneuver loading
p0040 N76-11082
Flight-determined stability and control
derivatives for an executive jet transport
control stability/control equipment - maximum
likelihood estimates
[NASA-TB-X-56034] p0042 N76-11105
On the performance criteria for the dynamic
behavior of aircraft
[DLR-FB-74-30] p0086 N76-13075
Stability and control status for current fighters
p0105 N76-14023
Stability and control potential for future fighters
p0105 N76-14024
Flight investigation of fighter side-stick
force-deflection characteristics
[AD-A013926] p0113 N76-14141
Design and simulation of a descent controller for
strategic four-dinensioual aircraft navigation
[NASA-CR-146127] p01«9 H76-16058
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
aerothermodynamic control of aircraft jet
propulsion systems
[ILR-2-1974] p0151 N76-16084
An analytical study of aircraft
lateral-directional handling qualities using
pilot models
[SiSA-TN-D-8103] p0151 N76-16100
An adaptive learning control system for aircraft
[NAS4-CR-146283] p0182 N76-18140
Hover control tests on flying test bed for VTOL
aircraft
[N4L-TR-425] p0182 H76-18142
Use of active control systems to improve bending
and rotor flapping response of a tilt rotor VTOL
airplane
[NASA-CR-137815] p0183 N76-18144
A study of the two-control operation of an airplane
[REPT-579] p0186 N76-19061
The influence of lateral stability on disturbed
motions of an airplane with special reference to
the motions produced by gusts
[REPT-638] p0187 N76-19068
Notes on the stability and control of tailless
airplanes
[TN-837] p0188 N76-19075
A simulator experiment to investigate a lateral
rate field display assessing pilot
performance during dual complex task
[HLR-TR-74093-D] p0244 N76-22195
Some exploratory studies on a pilot's aggravation
of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence
assessing pilot performance on aircraft
airworthiness
p0245 N76-22212
Practical aspects of a maximum likelihood
estimation method to extract stability and
control derivatives from flight data
[NASA-TN-D-8209] p0252 N76-23272
Reduced state feedback gain computation
optimization and control theory for aircraft
control
[NASA-CR-148491] p0380 N76-28238
a velocity-command controller for a VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-118535] p0380 N76-28239
Benefits of flight simulation work for the
definition, layout/ and verification with
hardware in the loop, of the HRCA flight control
system
p0393 H76-29296
Interaction between aircraft structure and command
and stability augmentation system
p0397 N76-29660
Aircraft digital control design methods
[NASA-CH-1 4860<t] p0427 N76-30222
A summary of the application of active controls
technology in the ATT system studies
p0431 H76-31160
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A survey of active controls benefits to supersonic
transports
p0432 N76-31161
Advanced control technology and airworthiness
flying qualities requirements
P0432 N76-31164
Handling qualities requirements for control
configured vehicles
pO<432 H76-31165
The F-12 series aircraft approach to design for
control system reliability
p0432 876-31166
B-52 stability augmentation system reliability
p0432 N76-31167
The ACT transport: Panacea for the 80's or
designer's illusion (panel discussion)
P0432 H76-31169
Some experiences using wind-tunnel models in
active control studies minimization of
aeroelastic response
p0432 N76-31170
Active control system trends
pOi»33 1176-31173
Problems and methods in evaluating force steering
and other flight control modes: A study and an
experimental design pilot active control
during automatic landing
[FB-20] p0438 B76-31233
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways, phase 1
[HASA-CR-145084J p0472 N76-32203
AIBCRAFT DESIGH
BT HELICOPTER DESIGN
Hybrid upper surface blown flap propulsive-lift
concept for the Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft
t A I A A PAPER 75-12201 p0003 A76-10264
Propulsion systen and airframe structural
integration analysis
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1310] p0004 A76-10286
Investigation o£ non-symmetric two-dimensional
nozzles installed in twin-engine tactical aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1319] pOOOS A76-10288
International air transportation; Proceedings of
the Conference, San Francisco, Calif., (larch
21-26, 1975
p0009 A76-10389
The 1971 energy crisis - A perspective - The
effect on commercial aircraft design
p0009 A76-10391
Review of NASA short-haul studies
p0009 A76-10393
Reducing the impact of aircraft noise - An airport
viewpoint
p0009 A76-10397
The Dolphin airship with undulating drive -
Undulators with rigid or elastic blade with
different undnlator diameter at rest and during
circular running
p0012 A76-10845
Concorde now /The Sholto Douglas Memorial Lecture/
development testing and prognosis for
implementation
p0012 A76-11100
Dassault-Breguet - Prom the Hercure-100 to the
Mercure-200. I twin-jet transport aircraft
design
p0012 A76-11134
The CCV concept Control Configured Vehicle
[OBEBA, TP NO. 1975-54] p0014 A76-11660
Hanging gliders - Theory and practice. I
p0015 A76-11897
Aerodynamic design consideration for maneuverability
p0015 A76-11972
Airline profit pinch clouds harvest of gains
lower-cost fuel-efficient transport technology
p0015 A76-12159
Builders vie for short/medium market transport
aircraft design
p0015 A75-12160
Short-haul designs include trade-offs
p0016 A76-12161
Towards hypersonics civil and military flight
p0016 A76-12300
The airship - Phoenix or Dodo
p0016 A7S-12500
The present outlook for aerostatic techniques
p0016 A76-12516
Some aspects of aeronautical research
p0046 A76-13114
Fluid mechanics and the design of new slender
aircraft
p0047 A76-13145
Backfire - Soviet counter to the B-1
p0048 A76-1324i|
Concorde interior engineering
p0048 A76-13216
The development of supplementary computational
procedures for supercritical wings
p0049 A76-13402
Design considerations affecting performance of
glass/plastic windshields in airline service
pOOSO A76-13970
IC-15 - A STOL performer for the 'eighties
p0051 A76-14171
Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity,
Abingdon, Oxon, England, April 14-17, 1975,
Proceedings
p0052 A76-14U02
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[OHERA, TP BO. 1975-62] p0056 A76-14457
Application of a variable diameter rotor system to
advanced VTOL aircraft
p0058 A76-14574
Structural design of aircraft Russian book on
basic design criteria
p0065 A76-14976
The passenger version of the aircraft C-212 Aviocar
p0067 A76-15362
Symposium on the Changing Balance of Design
Requirements and How Designers are Reacting to
It, London, England, February 26, 1975,
Proceedings
p0067 A76-15401
Design and development for maximum reliability and
minimum maintenance costs of subsonic
transport aircraft
p0067 A76-15402
Haintainability by design aircraft reliability
p0067 A76-15403
Symposium on Designing from the Inside Out,
London, England, February 6, 1975, Proceedings
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15408
Keynote address - Designing from the Inside Out
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15409
Cost effectiveness of systems aircraft design
p0067 A76-15411
Passenger and crew considerations in transport
aircraft design
p0068 A76-15413
A contribution to the dynamics of aircraft with
variable sweep during the process of changing
wing sweep
p0069 A76-15676
Hanging gliders. II - Theory and practice
p0070 A76-15822
The Dash 7 at the airport
p0094 A76-17223
Fighter design philosophy
p0094 A76-17343
The new Soviet airliner Jak-42
p0094 A76-17411
The Soviet YAK-40 passenger aircraft
configurations
p0095 A76-18000
the introduction of the short-haul aircraft 7F»
614 into the market
[DGLB PAPER 75-012] p0096 A76-18279
The Alpha Jet Program trainer aircraft
development
[DGLB PAPER 75-014] p0097 A76-18281
Rotary-wing aircraft, today and in the future
[DGLB PAPEB 75-022] p0097 A76-1B287
Outlook on the acoustic characteristics of future
subsonic aircraft
p0098 A76-18516
The conversion of aircraft - Acoustic and
performance benefits
p0098 A76-18518
Supersonics and the environment effect of
Concorde
p0098 A76-18524
Hulti role combat aircraft /SRCA/ progress report
p0099 A76-18655
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Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ test program on
the XC-84
p0099 476-18657
ft pilot's view of the YC-11 airplane
p0099 476-18658
X-21B flight test program
p0099 476-18659
Evolution of the TriStar family
p0100 A76-18700
ftircraft aerodynamic design and evaluation oethods
[4144 P4PEB 76-15] p0100 A76-1B735
The strategic bomber Bockwell B-1
p0103 476-18871
4 design synthesis progran for business jet aircraft
[4144 P4PEB 76-216] p0131 476-19130
Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a ran wing
p0132 A76-19575
Improving aircraft energy efficiency
p0132 476-19593
Landing on a cushion of air XC-8& aircraft
p0132 476-19597
Short-range transports to save fuel
p0132 A76-19598
The supercritical wing experimental programme
p0133 476-20109
Modern fibre technology carbon reinforced
plastics for aerospace applications
p0133 A76-20110
4 nonlinear design theory of supercavitating
cascades
p0131 476-20181
Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 21, 1975, Proceedings
p0136 476-20805
Designing for noise reduction for aircraft
p0136 476-20809
Designing supersonic transports for low sonic boom
p0138 476-20968
The medium-haul jet transport aircraft Tu-1514
p0139 A76-21157
The principles and practice of airworthiness
control /The Lawrence Margrave Henonal Lecture/
p0111 476-21719
Design freedom offered by fly-by-wire CCV
technology application
[S4E P4PEF 751011] p01«3 476-22283
Fly-by-wire flight control system design
considerations for fighter aircraft
C S A E PAPEB 751016] p0113 476-22281
Impact of active controls on fu ture transport
design, performance, and operation
[ S A E PAPEB 751051] p0113 A76-22289
Fairchild Republic advanced fighter technology
integrator /AFTI/ - Phase 1 program review
[ S A E P4PEB 751077] p0111 476-22303
4ircraft pay-offs and requirements for a jet f lap
propulsion system
[ S A E P A P E B 751091] p0115 476-22309
Hechanically coupled lift fan propulsion and
control for mult mission V/STOL aircraft
[SAE P4PEB 751100] p0115 476-22315
How requirements influence the lift/cruise fan
aircraft
[ S A E P4PEB 751101] p0115 A76-22316
Three-engine two-fan Navy multimission V/STOL
aircraft considerations
[ S A E PAPEB 751101] p0145 476-22318
Some implications of interactive computer
application to aircraft~development
p0161 A76-22169
Structures technology and the impact of computers
p0161 A76-22171
The role of integrated computer systems in
preliminary design
p0162 476-22172
Navy plans emphasis on V/STOL
p0162 476-22516
Birage across the horizon Delta Mirage 2000
design
p0162 476-22550
The design and development of a military combat
aircraft* I Design for performance
p0170 476-2-.063
Sukhoi's Stt-19 Fencer combat aircraft
p0170 476-21065
Method for developing 'around-the-clock1 gust
spectra
p0171 476-21825
Orbital rocket airplanes - 4 fresh perspective
p0173 476-25723
Advanced 4coustic Nacelle concepts
[ASHE PAPEB 76-ST-35] p0199 476-25786
Status report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction
[ASHE PAPEB 76-GT-116] p0201 A76-25819
Engineering aspects of flight safety Russian
book
p0201 476-26018
Some considerations in the design of transport
aircraft /The ». Bupert Turnbnll Lecture for 1975/
p0203 A76-27271
Calculation of buffet onset for supercritical
airfoils
p0205 476-27832
Design and test of a sonic roof-top pressure
distribution wing
p0205 A76-27855
Aerodynamic derivatives of the longitudinal motion
of the whole aircraft
p0207 A76-28256
Hydraulic systems for transport aircraft
Russian book
p0207 476-28351
Selected problems of cockpit acoustic design
p0208 476-28515
Dse of fracture mechanics in estimating structural
life and inspection intervals airframe
damage tolerance defined design
p0208 476-28607
The B-1 - Strategic deterrence into the
twenty-first century
p0225 476-29166
Agricultural and special purpose aircraft - A
manufacturer's viewpoint
p0225 476-29191
The N4S4 structures and materials research program
for supersonic cruise aircraft
p0226 476-29320
Designing military aircraft for survival in combat
p0226 476-29322
Grumman F-11 'Tomcat' Book
p0227 476-29586
1976 technology options for cost-effective design
of aircraft
p0229 476-30005
Aeroelastic tailoring of advanced composite
lifting surfaces in preliminary design
p0229 476-30010
4 new titanium alloy for cost-effective design of
military aircraft - Ti-1.54l-5Ho-1.5Cr
p0229 476-30016
The computer aided design/drafting /CADD/ system -
Applications and economic factors in the
design/manufacturing process
p0230 A76-30026
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 476-30050
Optimization of multi-constrained structures based
on optimality criteria
p0231 476-30051
Some future trends in aero engine design for
subsonic transport aircraft
[ASHE P4PEB 75-GT-2] p0233 A76-30625
Advanced fighter program stress shifts
HcDonnell Douglas Vector lift Fighter design
p0231 A76-30701
The new 'Bercure 200' HcDonnell
Douglas-Dassault Breguet enlargement of Bercure
100 aircraft
p0231 476-30750
Technical progress in the design of aircraft from
the standpoint of fuel economy
p0235 476-30916
Stability and controllability of an airplane
Russian book
p0235 476-31017
Aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft and wing at
subsonic speeds Bussian book
p0236 A76-31019
Opportunities for development of advanced large
cargo aircraft
p0237 A76-31192
Fracture in thin sections of aircraft structures
[SAE PAPEB 760152] p0255 A76-31953
NASA general aviation research overview - 1976
[SAE PAPER 760158] p0255 476-31957
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Design, development and flight test of the Cessna
Citation thrust reverser
[SAE PAPER 760168] p0256 A76-31963
Laminar flow rethink - Using composite structure
in Bellanca Skyrocket II design
[SAE PAPER 760173] p0256 A76-31966
General aviation design synthesis utilizing
interactive computer graphics
[SAE PAPER 760176] p0256 A76-31968
Airfoil section drag reduction at transonic speeds
by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPER 760177] p0257 A76-31969
Lightning protection of aircraft fuel caps
[SAE PAPER 760186] p0257 A76-31972
High altitude applications of the Gates Learjet
fSAE PAPER 760*91] p0257 A76-31973
GA/H/-2 Airfoil Plight Test Evaluation
[SAE PAPER 760192] p0257 A76-31971I
Initial flight test phase of the
Dassault-Breguet/Dornier Alpha-Jet
p0259 A76-32626
Hawker siddeley Hawk T Bk 1 two-seat ground
attack/trainer aircraft
p0260 A76-32631
The design and development of a military combat
aircraft. II - Sizing the aircraft
p0261 A76-32650
System complexity - Its conception and measurement
in the design of engineering systems
p0261 A76-33100
Airfoil response to an incompressible skewed gust
of small spanvise nave-number
p0263 A76-33725
Bawker siddeley Bank T Bk 1 two-seat ground
attack/trainer aircraft
p0263 A76-33772
The design and development of a military combat
aircraft. Ill - Longitudinal stability and control
p0261 A76-33915
Sukhoi's swing-wing Su-17/20 Fitter C
p0261 A76-33916
General aviation crashworthiness
p0265 A76-31136
Development of design criteria for crashworthy
armored aircrew seats
p0266 A76-31151
Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
p0266 A76-31157
On the conception and measurement of trade-off in
, engineering systems - A case study of the
aircraft design process
p0269 A76-31313
On the conception and measurement of technology -
A case study of the aircraft design process
p0269 A76-31311
Development of an advanced composite rudder for
flight service on the DC-10
[SSE PAPER EB76-116] p0301 A76-35971
Manufacturing view of primary composite structure
for B-1 aircraft
[SHE PAPER EB76-117] p0301 A76-35972
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
p0301 A76-36095
Aerial combat simulation in industry from the
preparatory phase to the development
[DGL8 PAPER 16-053] p0303 A76-36516
Representation of the activities of
defense-technology-related simulation for the
BBVg during the EB-BAT ». German ministry of
defense development and acguisition of armed
services supplies
TDGLR PAPER 76-018] p0303 A76-36517
A systems approach to aviation safety: FAA
comments on design for regulatory compliance - A
safety system
[SAE PAPER 760500] p0303 A76-36582
Feasibility demonstration of a turbine engine
rotor mounted electrical generator for
aircraft accessory power
[SAE PAPER 760520] p0305 A76-36595
Powered wheels for aircraft
CSAE PAPER 760521] p0305 A76-36596
Fuel conservative potential for the use of
turboprop powerplants
[SAE PAPER 760537] p0306 A76-36605
Aircraft propulsion - A key to fuel conservation:
An aircraft manufacturer's view
fSAE PAPER 760538] p0306 A76-36606
YC-11 status report
[SAE PAPER 760539]
 P0306 A76-36&07
Status review - YC-15 advanced medium STOL prototyoe
[SAE PAPER 760510] p0306 A76-36o08
Parametric analysis of advanced technology applied
to a single engine trainer
[SAE PAPER 760159] P0307 S76-36325
The characteristics of flight mechanics in the
case of the aircraft Tu-131A
p0307 A76-36>m
An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor
p0309 A76-36911
The effects of aircraft design and atmospheric
turbulence on handling and ride qualities
p0310 A76-3692U
The design and development of a military combat
aircraft. IV - Lateral stability and control
p0315 A76-37527
Comparison of predictions and under-the-wing EBF
noise data Externally Blown Flaps
[AIAA PAPER 76-501] p0319 A76-38037
Hozzle and wing geometry effects on OTH
aerodynamic characteristics Over The Wing
[AIAA PAPER 76-622] p0326 A76-38171
The supersonic challenge world commercial jet
competition
p0355 A76-38351
Aircraft design engineering Spanish C-101
program status
p0355 A76-38853
Synthesis of subsonic airplane design Book
p0358 A76-39218
The user's point of view on operational aspects of
Concorde
p0359 A76-39571
General Dynamics F-16 Book
p0360 A76-33833
Conceptual design of reduced energy transports
p0360 A76-39813
Design for minimum fuselage drag
p0360 A76-39818
Applications of a digital evaluation method for
the determination of the dynamic characterise -s
of a linear elastomechanical system on * basis
of impulse responses
p0362 A76-399
The design and development of glass windscreens
for wide-bodied aircraft
p0363 A76-10011
Europe's tornado HSCA SB 199 engine,
capabilities and design
p0361 A76-10576
The Orao Yugoslav-Romanian combat aircraft
p0364 A76-10586
Tornado takes off BRCA program
p0366 A76-11175
Effect of external jet-flow deflect-r geometry on
OT» aero-acoustic characteristics
Over-The-»ing
[AIAA PAPER 76-199] p0366 A76-11377
Development and evaluation of precision control
modes for fighter aircraft
[AIAA 76-1950] p0370 A76-11161
In-plane stresses in edge stiffened swept panels
p0399 A76-11695
Effect of flap deflection on lift coefficients of
biplane wings
pOOOO A76-11918
Design for attrition
p0101 A76-11972
Fundamentals of aviation /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Russian book
p0102 A76-12023
Aftend drag data correlation and prediction
technique for twin jet fighter type aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-672] pOIOI A76-U2120
Nacelle aerodynamic design and integration study
on a Bach 2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-757] pOIOS A76-12136
Skyship - Present activities cargo airship
design
p0111 A76-13213
A thermal analysis method for aircraft compartment
constructions
p0111 A76-13558
Grumman VTOL aimed at small-ship use
p0115 A76-11525
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Bun up silencer for F-4EJ Phantom aircraft
noise reduction
P0117 A76-44586
Sound absorbing structures for engine noise
reduction in aircraft design
p0417 A76-44588
Analysis of noise levels for existing and future
airplanes in view of modifications to Federal
Aviation Regulations Part 36
p0118 A76-44596
The Jaguar program
p0418 A76-44707
The AFTI concept - A new approach to technology
transition
[ A I A A PAPER 76-888] p01U3 A76-45377
Fif ty years of technical progress in aviation and
a look ahead
T A I A A PAPEB 76-893]
 Po444 A76-45380
Computer interactive graphics in aerospace
engineering design education
[ A I A A PAPER 76-900] p0445 A76-45387
Computer methods in axrcraft design at the Air
Force Academy
[ A I A A PAPER 76-901] p0445 A76-45388
A structural design for a hypersonic research
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-906] p0445 A76-45391
Automated optimization technigues for aircraft
synthesis
f A I A A PAPEB 76-909] p0445 A76-45393
High speed aerodynamic design of an innovative
V/STOL canard-wing configuration vertical
takeoff XFV-12A supersonic fighter
f A I A A P A P E R 76-910] p0445 A76-45394
A hybrid airship concept for Haval missions
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-923] p0446 A76-45400
Parametric design and analysis of large advanced
military transports
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-921] pO«46 A76-45401
Prediction methods for jet V/STOL propulsion
aerodynamics
[ A T A A PAPER 76-932] p04<17 A76-45408
Prospective markets and design concepts for
civilian remotely piloted aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-939] pO«48 A76-45414
Integrated flight control system design for CCV
[ A I A A PAPER 76-941] p0448 A76-45415
Applications of obligvie-wing technology - An
overview
[AIAA PAPER 76-943] p0448 A76-45417
Performance of a new positive-displacement air
cycle machine for aircraft environmental
control systems
fAIAA PAPER 76-946] p0448 A76-45419
A review of sea loiter aircraft technology
[AIAA PAPER 76-876] pOISO A76-45519
The future of aeronautical transportation;
Proceedings of the Princeton University
Conference, Princeton, N.J., November 10, 11, 1975
p0451 A76-45776
First generation supersonic transports
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-113] p0452 A76-45777
Towards a second generation of supersonic transport
p0452 A76-45778
Recent developments in NASA's Supersonic Cruise
Aircraft Research /SCAR/ Program
p0452 A76-45779
Goals for a future SST
p0452 A76-45780
Advanced subsonic aircraft - The technological
response to future air transportation needs
p0452 A76-45781
Future of 7TOL and other radical concepts
p0452 A76-45782
RPV developments plumb the field's potential
p0455 A76-46263
Designing the 1985 ViTLIT Very Advanced
Technology Light Twin for general aviation
p0455 A76-46265
A solution to airport noise
p0455 A76-46533
Banagement and product safety for aircraft
P0457 A76-46854
The Mystere-50
p0459 A76-47271
Recent explorations in relaxation methods for
three-dimensional transonic potential flow
[ICAS PAPEB 76-22] p0461 A76-47368
Tornado - An advanced STOL fighter-bomber design
[ICAS PAPEB 76-51] p0464 A76-47395
Climatic impact assessment program - Conclusions
and recommendations aircraft operation in
stratosphere
[ICAS PAPEB 76-59] p0465 A76-47403
Technical applications for an experimental
supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-892] \ p0465 A76-47680
The demonstration of advanced metallic
technologies in primary wing structure
[AIAA PAPEB 76-908] p0466 A76-47681
A vectored-engine-over-wing propuisive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPER 76-917] p0466 A76-47684
The high-bypass-ratio variable-pitch turbofan for
transport aircraft propulsion
[&IAA PAPEB 76-919] p0466 A76-47685
Bevxew of V/STOL lift/cruise fan technology
[AIAA PAPEB 76-931] p0466 A76-47686
Aerodynamic design and analysis of winglets
[AIAA PAPER 76-940] p0466 A76-47687
A comparison of two lift fan propulsion concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 76-954] p0466 A76-47688
Aerodynamic design of a Bach 2.2 supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-955] p0467 A76-47689
Aeroelastic stability and control of an oblique wing
p0467 A76-47849
Hultivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (BARS) . Volume 1: DABS system and
analysis technigues
[NASA-CB-137671] p0023 H76-10089
Multivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and storage
system (HABS). Volume 6: BARS system; a sample
problem (gross weight of subsonic transports)
[NASA-CB-1 37722] p0023 N76-10091
Study of flutter related computational procedures
for minimum weight structural sizing of advanced
aircraft, supplemental data
[HASA-CR-132722] p0024 H76-10094
Aircraft design reference data for expeditionary
airfields
[AD-A011447] p0029 N76-10157
Overview of external Nacelle drag and interference
drag
p0032 N76-11014
Cost consideration for aircraft configuration
changes, 1
p0033 N76-11022
Possible applications of soaring technology to
drag reduction in powered general aviation
aircraft .- • .
p0034 H76-~11028
Development of a computer program to obtain
ordinates for NACA 4-digit, 4-digit modified,
5-digit, and 16 series airfoils
[NASA-TH-X-3284] p0034 N76-11033
Fundamental research into the optimal design of a
damper-stabilizer system with an elastic elevator
p0040 N76-11084
An approximate numerical method for the
optimization of flap design for maximum lift
coefficient
p0075 N76-12037
The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride 'quality
p0075 H76-12038
Systems integration studies for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-72781] p0076 N76-12041
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects
[NASA-CR-145848] p0081 N76-13015
DC-9 flight demonstration program with refanned
JT8D engines. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CR-134857] - p0084 N76-13060
DC-9 flight demonstration program with refanned
JT8D engines. Volume 2: Design and construction
[NASA-CR-134858] p0084 N76-13061
Perspective on the span-distributed-load concept
for application to large cargo aircraft design
[NASA-TH-X-3320] p0084 H76-13064
Preliminary analysis of the span-distributed-load
concept for cargo aircraft design
[NASA-TB-X-3319] p0084 N76-13065
Design definition study of a lift/cruise fan
technology V/STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Navy
operational aircraft
[NASA-CB-1 37678] p0085 N76-13066
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Design definition study of a lift/cruise fan
technology V/STO1 aircraft. Volune 2:
Technology aircraft
[HASA-CR-137698] p0085 H76-13067
Design definition study of NASA/Navy lift/crnise
fan V/STOL aircraft. Volune 1: summary report
of Havy nnltimission aircraft
[SiSA-CB-137695] p0085 B76-13070
Design definition study of HASA/Havy lift/cruise
fan V/STOL aircraft. Volune 2: Summary report
of technology aircraft
[HASA-CB-137696] p0085 H76-13071
Design of supercritical »ing sections with the aid
of rheoelectrical analogy
CDLB-PB-75-U3] p0086 H76-13076
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[HASA-CB-1U5862] p0089 H76-13113
Aircraft fire protection technology applied to
aircraft design ^
p0109 H76-11077
Evaluation of 3-D turbulence techniques for
designing aircraft
CAD-A013927] p0112 ".76-11119
The variable density aircraft concept
p0118 H76-15056
Airship logistics: The LTA vehicle; a total cargo
system
p0118 B76-150S9
Tndimensional linearized supersonic flow
computations
[AAAF-HT-75-17] p0123 H76-15102
Handling qualities specification deficiencies
[ AGABD-AR-89 ] p0127 N76-15146
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
of an executive aircraft
[AAAF-HT-75-14] p0127 876-15147
Fatigue and airplanes
[AD-A0114308] p0127 H76-15151
Light aircraft design projects 1972: Lutrac and
Twilight
[TT-7505] p01U9 S76-16068
Applications of computer graphics to aircraft
synthesis
p0153 H76-16822
Dse of graphics in the design office at the
lilitary Aircraft Division of the British
Aircraft Corporation
P0153.H76-16823
Interactive computer graphics system for
structural sizing and analysis of aircraft
structures
p0153 H76-16821
Computer graphics application in the engineering
design integration system
pOISI N76-16825
Cockpit design and evaluation using interactive
graphics
p015<4 N76-16830
Sikorsky interactive graphics surface
design/manufacturing system
p015l| N76-168U5
A non-ganssian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence for use in aircraft design
[HASA-CP-2639] p0157 H76-1707I4
Evolution of the role played by the stress
analysis office in the design of a prototype
p0158 N76-17091
Design definition study of a NASA/Navy lift/cruise
fan technology V/STOL airplane: Bisk assessment
addendum to the final report
[HASA-CB-137729] p0178 B76-18100
Design definition study of HASA/Havy lift/cruise
fan V/STOL aircraft
fNASA-CP-137727] p0178 N76-1B106
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles, summary
aircraft design of aircraft fuel systems
[NASA-CR-2651] p018« H76-18536
Advanced Supersonic Technology concept AST-100
characteristics developed in a baseline-update
study
fSASA-TB-X-72815] p0185 N76-19055
Hinimnm wave drag for arbitrary arrangements of
vings and bodies
[BEPT-1335] p0191 H76-19097
Theory of wing-body drag at supersonic speeds
(BBPT-1280] p0191 N76-19099
Aerodynamic design for supersonic speeds
p0191 H76-19101
Sew design goals and a new shape for the SSI
considering pivoting wings
p0191 H76-1910D
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boom
speed limit considering oblique winged
configuration
p0192 H76-19107
A computer program incorporating fatigue and
fractnre criteria in the preliminary design of
transport aircraft: An evaluation
[SASA-CR-1 46506] p0193 N76-19143
Study of flutter related computational procedures
for min imum weight structural sizing of advanced
aircraft
[HASA-CB-2607] p0193 H76-19117
Transonic and supersonic aircraft wherein the
problems of roll control at high angles of
attack are minimized
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11868-1 ] p019U N76-19159
The design of unswept large aspect ratio wings
with flaps for two flight conditions
[ESA-TT-224] p0215 H76-20128
Methods for parameter insensitive control system
design with application to a Control Configured
Vehicle (CCV) noting computerized controller
simulations
[ESA-TT-225] p0216 H76-22213
Height prediction methods - GBUGEH program
[HBB-OFE-1 072-0] p0275 N76-24215
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: Structural design
[HASA-CR-134802] p0277 H76-24237
Application of designs to improve aircraft flight
control survivability
[AD-A018733] p0281 H76-24279
A preliminary design study of a laminar flow
control wing of composite materials for long
range transport aircraft
[HASA-CR-144950] p0282 N76-25146
Technical and economic assessment of
span-distributed loading cargo aircraft concepts
[HASA-CB-144963] p0283 K76-25157
The H-15 aircraft in the air
[HASA-TT-F-17066] p0333 N76-26185
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1975 activities
p0340 N76-27129
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-40 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-17010] p0341 H76-27171
Preliminary analysis of long-range aircraft
designs for future heavy airlift missions
[NASA-TM-X-73131 ] p0343 H76-27215
An amphibian built by Russian students
[AD-A020319] p03U4 N76-27217
Geometrical properties of cranked and straight
tapered wing planforms
[ESDD-76003] p03U7 H76-27598
A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 1:
General description and theoretical development
[NASA-CB-2715] p0373 N76-28161
A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 3:
Computer program description
[NASA-CB-2717] p0373 N76-28162
Vortex-Lattice Utilization in aeronautical
engineering and aircraft design
[NASA-SP-i(05] p0373 H76-28163
Numerical method to calculate the induced drag or
optimum loading for arbitrary non-planar aircraft
p0374 H76-28167
Optimization and design of three-dimensional
aerodynamic configurations of arbitrary shape by
a vortex lattice method
p037U 876-28168
Applications of vortex lattice theory to
preliminary aerodynamic design
p037» H76-28170
Numerical airfoil optimization using a reduced
number of design coordinates
[NASA-TH-Z-73151] p0376 N76-29187
Hathematical approaches to the dynamics of
deformable aircraft
[ABC-B/B-3776-HONO] p0377 H76-28195
The mathematical foundation for an integrated
approach to the dynamical problems of deformable
aircraft
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p0377 N76-28196
the dynamics of deformable aircraft
p0377 N76-28197
M i n i m u m weight design of fuselage type stiffened
circular cylindrical shells subjected to pure
torsion and combined torsion with axial
compression with and without lateral pressure
p0378 N76-28218
Oblique-wing supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10<t70-3] p0385 N76-29217
Application of advanced technology to future
long-range aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-73921] p0385 N76-29218
Evolution of spin characteristics with aircraft
structure
[NASA-TT-F-17123] p0388 S76-2921IO
Stall/spin problems of military aircraft
C A 3 A R D - C P - 1 9 9 ] p0389 N76-292H5
The stall/spin problem
p0389 H76-29216
The stall/spin problem - American industry's
approach
p0389 N76-2921I7
Design technology for departure resistance of
fighter aircraft
p0389 N76-29250
Results of recent N A S A studies on spin resistance
p0389 N76-29251
Effects of a irframe design on spin characteristics
p0390 N76-29255
Asymmet r i c aerodynamic forces on aircraft at high
angles of attack - some design guides
p0390 N76-29257
F-HIA stall spin prevention system flight test
p0391 N76-29263
Use of the flight simulator in YC-14 design
p0393 N76-29294
Aeroiynamic performance studies for supersonic
cruise aircraft
r N A S A - T M - X - 7 3 9 1 5 ] pOU21 N76-30151
The promise of air cargo: System aspects and
vehicle design
[NASA-TS-X-71981] pOt23 N76-30182
Design of a control configured tanker aircraft
p0431 N76-31158
Study of an ACT demonstrator with substantial
performance improvements using a redesigned
JetStar
p0131 N76-31159
A s u m m a r y of the application of active controls
technology in the ATT system studies
p0131 H76-31160
A survey of active controls benefits to supersonic
transports
p0432 N76-31161
Establishing confidence in CCV/ACT technology
pOU32 N76-31162
Active control transport design criteria
pO"t32 N76-31163
The F-12 series aircraft approach to design for
control system reliability
p0132 N76-31166
Prel iminary study of a very large catamaran
fre ighter as a derivative of a current wide-body
aircraf t
[NASA-TH-X-739UO] pO«36 N76-31217
Supersonic transport aircraft design
[RASS-CASE-L4R-11932-1] p0436 N76-31219
General survey of computer-methods used for
aerodynamic design in-the Federal Republic of
Germany
rDLR-IB-151-75/13] pO«36 N76-31223
Lift fan propulsion concepts study
[ A.D-A023087] pO«72 H76-32196
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[SASA-TT-F-17177] pO«76 N76-33165
F-18 Savy air combat fighter
[SPO-f0-9111 pOU77 N76-33188
Integration of hybrid structure into low-cost
aircraft design: Rationale and methodology
[AD-A023U16] DOH78 N76-33199
Designing for corrosion prevention
p0481 N76-33339
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Detectability, vulnerability and survivability of
the Boeing-Vertol YDH-61A DTTAS
p0168 A76-23633
Heaas and procedures for obtaining an adeguate
survival probability in the case of RPV
[DGLR PAPER 76-065] p0419 A76-«5<188
AIBCBAFT ENGINES
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES
NT J-58 ENGINE
NT J-97 ENGINE
NT T-34 ENGINE
NT TF-34 ENGINE
Performance evaluation methods for the
high-bypass-ratio tnrbofan
[AIAA PAPER 75-1206] p0003 A76-10258
An early glimpse at long-term subsonic commercial
turbofan technology requirements fuel
conservation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1207] p0003 A76-10259
Engine life cycle cost considerations during the
validation phase aircraft turbine engine
[AIAA PAPER 75-1289] pOOOl A76-10279
application of new development concepts to F101
engine for B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1290] pOOO« A76-10280
The F101-GE-100 engine structural design
[AIAA PAPER 75-1308] pOOOl A76-10285
Thrust in aircraft powerplants
p0011 A76-10842
Airplane engine selection by optimization on
surface fit approximations
p0013 A76-11230
Compatibility analysis of turbojet engine and
engine intake
pOOIS A76-1189<t
Differential equations of engine thrust variation
in the unsteady operating regime
p0052 A76-143H8
Contribution to the study of material-strength and
dynamics problems in the design of impellers for
radial-flow compressors of aircraft turbine
engines
p0068 A76-15623
windmilling of the rotor of a turbojet engine with
an axial-flow compressor under flight conditions
p0070 A76-15825
The use of titanium castings to produce a complex
shaped intermediate casing of HRCA engine RB 199
p0091 A76-16543
Experimental investigation of some statistical
vibration characteristics of an aircraft engine
p0092 A76-16698
Experiences at B.A.C. /H.A.D./ Ltd. with titanium
casting feasibility for airplane engine parts
p0095 A76-17528
The significance of propulsion in commercial
aircraft productivity /17th sir Charles
Kingsford-Smith Memorial Lecture/
p0096 A76-18097
Recent contributions in research and development
work on turbojet propulsion
[DGLR PAPER 75-038] p0097 A76-18300
Evolution of the TriStar family
p0100 A76-18700
An analysis of jet aircraft engine exhaust nozzle
entrance profiles, accountability and effects
[AIAA PAPER 76-152] p0103 A76-18831
Engine technology - New maintenance concepts
p0132 A76-19310
Mutual relationship of factors determining the
development of aircraft engine service life
p0133 A76-20139
Permissible cost limits for improving a structure
for various criteria of effectiveness in
aircraft engine evaluation
p013« A76-20140
Optimal relations between the final design stage
and the initial mass production of aircraft
engines
p0134 A76-20112
Constructional-technological characteristics of
gas turbine engines and technical optimization
of production
p013« A76-201I13
Developmental status and trends in refractory
alloys employed in aviation turbine engines
p0135 A76-20620
Jet noise characteristics of unsuppressed duct
burning turbofan exhaust system
[AIAA PAPEB 76-1«9] p0138 A76-20931
Aero-acoustic performance characteristics of duct
burning turbofan exhaust nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 76-1M8] p0138 A76-21075
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Powerplants - Past, present and future /The Fifth
villiam Littlewood Beaorial lectnre/ Book on
•)et engine developnent
fSAE PAPBB 751120] p0111 A76-21697
Trends in high temperature materials technology
for advanced aircraft turbine engines
(SAE PAPER 7510503 p0113 A76-22238
Future SST engines with particnlar reference to
Olympus 593 evolution and Concorde experience
[SAE PAPER 751056] p0114 A76-22291
Variable cycle engines for advanced supersonic
transports
[SAB PAPER 751086] p01«4 A76-22305
Component performance and system payoff for
advanced internal power generation unit
rsAE PAPER 75111U] p0116 A76-22323
A review of the QCSEE program Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine
p0116 A76-22326
Aircraft engineering handbook: Operation,
servicing, maintenance, reliability /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0166 A76-23162
Nonsteady operating regimes of aviation gas
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Experimental study of certain statistical
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Some future trends in aero engine design for
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Alternative concepts for advanced energy
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OS8 environment measurements based on full-scale
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considerations
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Potential and problems of premixed combustors for
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Engine life cycle cost
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Technological constraints on the aerodynamic
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Fundamental aspects of turbine blade cooling
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3as turbine engine pollution
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Swirling-flow jet noise suppressors for aircraft
engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-508] p0367 A76-U1382
Physical models for analysis of computational
results and measurement results on a
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Reliability of aircraft engines and power plants
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edition/ Russian book
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integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
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Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruising
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[ A I A A PAPER 76-759] pO»03 A76-12IUC
Recent development in engine performance
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[ A I A A PAPER 76-616] p0403 AT6-12412
F A O E C - Digital propulsion control of the future
Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
for military aircraft engine
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Progress in electronic propulsion control for
commercial aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-655] p O U O l A76-42415
Variable cycle engines - The next step in
propulsion evolution
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Advanced integration technology to improve
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Engineering realization of electronic components
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Performance of the B 601 engine turboprop engine
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filter applications
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Procedure for calculating flight characteristics
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Advances in engine burst containment
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Determination of effects of ambient conditions on
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Determination of effects of ambient conditions on
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Fire-fighting and rescue techniques and equipment
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Refueling and lubrication of an aircraft
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Improving aircraft energy efficiency
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vioration signatures
p0057 A76-1G56U
Technology and flight safety aircraft
maintenance and quality control
p0067 A76-15363
Symposium on the Changing Balance of Design
Requirements and How Designers are Reacting to
It, London, England, February 26, 1975,
Proceedings
p0067 A76-15<I01
Design and development for maximum reliability and
minimum maintenance costs of subsonic
transport aircraft
p0067 A76-15K02
Maintainability by design aircraft reliability
p0067 A76-15403
Engine technology - New maintenance concepts
p0132 A76-19310
Mutual relationship of factors determining the
development of aircraft engine service life
p0133 A76-20139
Handbook on aircraft preventive maintenance and
routine repair Russian book
p0162 A76-22198
Aircraft engineering handbook: Operation,
servicing, maintenance, reliability /2nd revised
and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0166 A76-23162
Some basic guestions concerning guality assurance
in aircraft maintenance
p0203 A76-27361
Quality assurance by standardization for
aircraft maintenance and spare parts manufacturing
p020<l A76-27362
Licensing and the organization of the servicing
process in aircraft maintenance
p020« A76-27363
Problems in pinpointing and eliminating
malfunctions in aviation equipment
p0235 A76-30917
Mechanical function and engine performance for the
Army DH-1 H helicopter in the AIDAPS program
Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic
Systems
p0257 A76-32149
Reliability and maintainability testing of
prototype aircraft
p0267 A76-31237
Improved maintenance practices - The airlines'
contribution to lower ownership costs
[SAE PAPER 760501] p0303 A76-3658U
Maintenance - An investment process for airlines
[SAE PAPER 760505] p030M A76-36585
Dynamic technical tools - Or Dead Sea scrolls
cost effectiveness of statistical reporting in
aircraft maintenance
[SAE PAPER 760511] p0304 A76-36589
Management of service deficiencies - A component
manufacturer's view
[SAE PAPER 760512] p030» A76-36590
An aircraft manufacturer's view of service
problems and their correction
LSAE PAPER 760513] p030M A76-36591
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
II - Maintenance
p0366 A76-U1048
Recent development in engine performance
refurbishment for CF6-6 turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 76-6U6] pOU03 A76-42112
Microeconomic analysis of military aircraft
bearing restoration
pO«09 A76-U3149
Central Integrated Test Sub System F101 engine in
B-1 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-9Ut] pO<l<>8 A76-«5<*18
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The significance of high work quality in aircraft
maintenance as a contribution to the improvement
of safety and efficiency in aircraft operations
p0453 A76-45861
Possibilities for improvements in the planning and
control of maintenance processes involving
commercial aircraft
p0453 476-45862
Maintaining Concorde on the line - & look at
British iir»ays and Air France
p0456 476-46750
Basics of the planning of modern aircraft
technical maintenance systems
pOU58 476-47114
OH-1H assessment and comparative fleet evaluations
[AD-A010784] p0026 N76-10121
Statistical calculation and analysis for the
logistics of engine removal (SCALEB) methodology
aircraft maintenance
[AD-A010824] p0028 H76-10137
Helicopter maintenance effectiveness analysis
[AD-A012225] pOOtl N76-11089
Development program for an aircraft reliability
and maintainability simulation (ABHS) model.
Volume 1. Program description
[AD-A014102] p0130 H76-15487
ftn analysis of decision criteria for the selection
of F-16 reliability improvement incentive
alternatives
[AD-A014786] p0150 N76-16076
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), OH-58A
freewheeling assembly
[AD-A014895] p0151 K76-16077
Optimal replacement policy for the F-15 aircraft
engine nodules
[ A D - A 0 1 6 2 6 6 ] p0182 H76-18138
The identification of a precedence network
associated with base level aircraft maintenance
fAD-A016389] p0219 N76-21017
Relations between safety, reliability,
maintenance, and maintainability instrument
design
[DLfi-IB-555-74/7] p0243 H76-22178
A computer simulation of maintenance manpower
requirements for the DC-130H, volume .1
r iD-A020229] p0348 H76-28095
Evaluation of F-15 operations and maintenance
costs based on analysis of category 2 test
program maintenance data
FAD-A021258] p0386 H76-29221
OH-1H flat rate manual, volume 2
[AD-&020730] p0437 N76-31225
DH-1H flat rate manual, volume 1 maintenance
[4D-4020729] p0437 N76-31226
Corrosion prevention techniques, maintenance and
repair
p0481 N76-33337
AIRCRAFT BAHEDVEBS
Transonic buffet response testing and control
p0007 176-10311
Banging gliders - Theory and practice. I
p0015 A76-11897
Northrop F-5A aircraft transonic buffet pressure
data acguisition and response analysis
p0064 476-14963
Flight mechanics studies concerning recovery
procedures in the case of super-stall conditions
p0069 A76-15677
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions
p0172 476-25096
BPBV research focus on HiBAT
p0173 A76-25721
Improvement of the precision of aircraft control
daring completion of a plane turn maneuver
p0207 476-27930
Ergonomic analysis of maneuvers leading to
inaudibility of a shock wave
p0208 A76-28544
Differential-turn maneuvering
p0225 A76-28785
The dynamics of aircraft spin Russian book
p0261 A76-33022
YF-17 stall/post-stall testing
p0269 A76-34246
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
The maneuverability of a large whirling arm model
p0307 A76-36881
prediction of jump phenomena in roll-coupled
maneuvers of airplanes
p0308 476-36902
Calculation of differential-turning barrier surfaces
aircraft pair trajectories for evasive
maneuvers
p0308 476-36903
HaxiBum likelihood estimates of lift and drag
characteristics obtained from dynamic aircraft
maneuvers
p0310 A76-36916
Conditions for the onset of focusing in the
presence of a sonic boom
p0318 A76-37901
An aerobatic PT6 lubrication system
introduction into turboprop engine
[AI4A PAPBB 76-620] p0326 A76-38172
The user's point of view on operational aspects of
Concorde
p0359 476-39571
Development and evaluation of precision control
modes for fighter aircraft
[ A I A A 76-1950] p0370 476-41461
Stability and control of maneuvering
high-performance aircraft
[ 4 I A A 76-1973] p0370 476-41480
Design and preliminary evaluation of inlet
concepts selected for maneuver improvement
of transonic tactical aircraft
[ A I A A P4PEB 76-701] p0404 A76-42423
For modeling and analysis. I - Pilot's practical
aerodynamics for variable geometry wing
aircraft
p0442 A76-45084
History and development of a system for
stall-departure improvement for the A-7 attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-891] p0444 A76-45379
Accuracy limits in nonsteady flight testing
[ICAS PAPEB 76-46] p0463 A76-47390
Ground run maneuvering qualities of aircraft with
nose wheel control
[ICAS PAPEB 76-47] p0463 A76-47391
4 vectored-engine-over-wing propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPES 76-917] p0466 476-47684
Control technology aspects of aircraft with
artificial stability (CCT) with particular
respect to handling under maneuver loading
p0040 N76-11082
A methodology for determining the flight path of a
six degree of freedom aircraft and its
orientation with respect to a ground site
for turning flight
[AD-A015011] p0148 H76-16049
Effect of hinge-moment parameters on elevator
stick forces in rapid maneuvers
[BEPT-798] p0188 H76-19079
A method for studying the hunting oscillations of
an airplane with a simple type of automatic
control
[BEPT-801] p0188 H76-19081
Tortex maneuver lift for super-cruise configurations
[HASA-TH-X-72836] p0220 N76-21161
Studies of aircraft differential maneuvering.
Beport 75-27: Calculating of
differential-turning barrier surfaces. Beport
75-26: A user's guide to the aircraft
energy-turn and tandem-motion computer programs.
Beport 75-7: 4 user's guide to the aircraft
energy-turn hodograph program numerical
analysis of tactics and aircraft maneuvers of
supersonic attack aircraft
[HASA-CH-137819] p0222 H76-21188
Analysis of optimal evasive maneuvers based on a
linearized two-dimensional kinematic model
[TAE-230] p0334 H76-26192
The effect of rockets and dissymmetric loads on
the spin, by static moments
[H4S4TTT-F-17125] p0380 H76-28229
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tunnel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 H76-29252
Effects of airframe design on spin characteristics
p0390 H76-29255
Effects of static moments from rockets or
asymmetric loads on aircraft spins
p0390 N76-29259
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Mr combat maneuver ing training in a simulator
p0395 H76-29310
Study of a very low cost air combat maneuvering
trainer aircraft
[HASA-TH-I-73162] p0478 B76-33190
AIRCBAFI BODELS
The development of theoretical models for
jet-induced effects on V/STOL aircraft
[AHA PAPER 75-1216] p0003 A76-10263
Dynamic simulation in the wind tunnel
p0049 A76-13401
Lightning strike point location studies on scale
models of aircraft
p0052 A76-14U07
Scale model lightning attach point testing of
aircraft
p0053 A76-14408
Vortex interactions in multiple vortex wakes
behind aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-62] p0101 A76-18769
Stabilized resonance nethod for measuring the
oscillator? aerodynamic derivatives at subsonic
and transonic speeds
p0164 A76-22742
Mathematical model of a flight vehicle for the
investigation of unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics
p0169 A76-23942
Realistic evaluation of landing gear shinny
stabilization by test and analysis
[SAE P A P E R 760196] p0257 A76-31975
S mathematical model of aircraft for the
investigation of nonstationary aerodynamic
characteristics
p0307 A76-36692
Model and full-scale large transport airframe noise
[ A I A A PAPER 76-550] p0322 A76-38069
Wind-tunnel testing with a rotary-balance
apparatus to simulate aircraft spin motions
p0354 A76-38642
Periodic control and the optimality of aircraft
cruise for fuel consumption minimization
p0459 A76-47199
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arro»-»ing
configuration. Volume 1: Experimental data
report, base configuration and effects of wing
twist and leading-edge configuration wind
tunnel tests, aircraft models
[BASA-CF-132727] p0035 B76-11034
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 2: Experimental data
report, effects of control surface deflection
wind tunnel tests - aircraft models
[BASA-CR-132728] p0035 H76-11035
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 3: Data report,
comparison of attached flow theories to experiment
wind tunnel tests, aircraft models
[HiSA-CB-132729] p0035 B76-11036
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
transport node! having 42.33 deg swept low wing
with supercritical airfoil, double-slotted
flaps, and T-tail or low tail
[HASA-TH-X-3276] p0036 B76-11044
High Reynolds number tests of a C-141A aircraft
semispan model to investigate shock-induced
separation boundary layer separation
[HASA-CR-2604] p0039 S76-11078
An experimental study of several wind tunnel wall
configurations using two V/STOL model
configurations low speed wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-145562] p0078 N76-12086
Finite state modeling of aeroelastic systems
for flutter suppression
p0081 H76-13011
A STOL airworthiness investigation using
simulations of representative STOL aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-62198] p0107 B76-14045
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
deflected-thrust propulsive-lift transport model
wind tunnel tests of aircraft models of jet
transport aircraft
[BASA-TH-I-3234] p0121 H76-15085
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered,
externally blown flap STOL transport model with
two engine simulator sizes
[HASA-TH-D-8057] p0122 H76-15088
find tunnel test techniques for the measurement of
unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems
and full-span models
[DLR-FB-75-51] p0123 H76-151DP
Aircraft model prototypes which have specified
handling-quality time histories
[BASA-CB-146138] p01U9 B76-16054
Summary of flight tests to determine the spin and
controllability characteristics of a remotely
piloted, large-scale (3/8) fighter airplane model
[HASA-TH-D-8052] p0160 B76-17156
iind-tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
[SASA-TM-X-73091] /" p0185 B76-19054
Transonic wind-tunnel tests of an F-8 airplane
model equipped with 12 and 14-percent thick
oblique wings
[NASA-TM-X-62178] p0192 H76-19142
A technique using a nonlinear helicopter model for
determining trims and derivatives
[BASA-T8-D-8159] p0280 B76-24265
Bacelle-airframe integration model testing for
nacelle simulation and measurement accuracy
p0288 N76-25238
Model systems and their implications in the
operation of pressurized wind tunnels
p0288 B76-25248
Design and construction of the alpha ]et flutter
model
p0288 H76-25249
Magnetic suspension techniques for large scale
aerodynamic testing
p0288 H76-252SO
VSTOL wind tunnel model testing: An experimental
assessment of flow breakdown using a multiple
fan model
p0289 U76-25253
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at BAE
p0338 H76-26507
Correlation study of theoretical and experimental
results for spin tests of a 1/10 scale radio
control model
[BASA-CR-144995] p0343 N76-27214
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed wind tunnel tests of aircraft
models
[BASA-TH-D-8198] p0373 N76-28160
The effect of winglets on the static aerodynamic
stability characteristics of a representative
second generation jet transport model
[BASA-TH-D-8267] p0383 H76-29167
CH-54 operational statistics
[AD-A021692] p0387 N76-29228
Comparison of two- and three-dimensional transonic
tests made in various large wind tunnels for
transport aircraft models
[AD-A021348] p0391 N76-29276
Experiments with the statistical testing of the
fatigue life of model specimens
[AD-A020348] p0397 N76-29628
AIRCRAFT NOISE
HI JET AIRCRAFT BOISE
HT SOBIC BOOMS
NOISEXPO '75; Bational Boise and vibration Control
Conference, 3rd, Atlanta, Ga., April 30-May 2,
1975, Proceedings of the Technical Program
p0001 A76-10091
Application of the AICDZ concept to BAS Oceana,
Virginia Beach, Virginia Air Installation
Compatible Use zone
p0001 A76-10092
Community noise caused by small aircraft and noise
of small aircraft in takeoff configuration
p0001 A76-10094
Interior noise levels of two propeller driven
light aircraft
p0001 A76-10095
Reports of sleep interference and annoyance by
aircraft noise
p0001 A76-10096
Comparative noise and structural vibration levels
from Concorde and subsonic aircraft
p0001 A76-10097
Noise-con 75; Proceedings of the Bational
Conference on Boise Control Engineering,
Gaithersburg, Md., September 15-17, 1975
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pOOOS A76-10318
Aircraft noise - & Governnent point of view
pOOOS A76-10320
NASA aircraft noise reduction research and
technology program overview
pOOOS A76-10321
The USAF noise control program - in overview
p0006 A76-10323
Reducing the impact of aircraft noise - An airline
viewpoint
p0009 A76-10396
Reducing the impact of aircraft noise - An airport
viewpoint
p0009 A76-10397
The future transportation noise environment in the
United Kingdom
p0093 A76-16903
The Dash 7 at the airport
p0094 A76-17223
The coming era of the quiet helicopter /16th
Cierva Memorial Lecture/
p0096 676-18096
Outlook on the acoustic characteristics of future
subsonic aircraft
p0098 A76-18516
The helicopter and the environment - Need for a
compromise
p0098 A76-18M9
Aircraft noise - The United States government
point of view
p0098 A76-18522
Research on aircraft noise - Test methods
p0098 A76-18523
Evaluation of reactions of dwellers in airport
environs to aircraft noise
p0098 A76-18525
Edgs noise attenuation by porous-edge extensions
blown airfoil tests
[AIAA PAPER 76-80] p0102 A76-18779
Study of the stability of an estimator of
intensity in aircraft noise metrology
[ONEEA, TP NO. 1976-20] p0131 A76-18960
Aircraft noise-sound reduction techniques
p0133 A76-19708
Radiation from panels as a source of airframe noise
p0135 A76-20493
Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 24, 1975, Proceedings
p0136 A76-20805
The economics and noise of subsonic aircraft
p0136 A76-20807
Insights into the second generation supersonic
transport noise - Performances dilemma
p0136 A76-20808
Some research towards guieter aircraft survey
of current projects
p0136 A76-20810
A United Kingdom airline operational and
regulatory viewpoint in aircraft noise
reduction
p0136 A76-20812
Noise abatement - A U.S. airline operational and
regulatory viewpoint
p0137 A76-20813
Analysis of the costs, effectiveness and benefits
of aircraft noise reduction programs
p0137 A76-20814
A practical philosophy for noise reduction in
aircraft
p0137 A76-20815
Some comments on helicopter noise aspects
p0137 A76-20816
Noisa m aviation
p0137 A76-20870
Vortex noise from nonrotating cylinders and airfoils
[AtAA PAPER 76-81] p0138 A76-20929
Propagation of noise generated by helicopter rotors
p0139 A76-21192
Cabin noise in light aircraft
p0162 A76-22632
The accuracy of far-field noise obtained by the
mathematical extrapolation of near-field noise
data
p0164 A76-22756
Evolution of criteria for evaluating exposure to
aircraft noise
p0171 A76-25067
On sound transmission into a thin cylindrical
shell under "flight conditions'
p0172 A76-25136
Geometry effects on STOL engine-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5:1 slot nozzles
p0172 A76-25143
Acoustics of attached and partially attached flow
for simplified OT» configurations with 5:1 slot
nozzle engine Over The ding aircraft
p0172 A76-25144
Status report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction
[ASSE PAPER 76-GT-116] p0201 A76-25849
An aircraft noise pollution model for trajectory
optimization
p0202 A76-26384
Results of noise and vibration studies on An-24
aircraft
p0208 A76-28512
Ergonomics and the problem of aircraft-induced
external noise
p0208 A76-28543
Selected problems of cockpit acoustic design
p0208 A76-28545
Three-dimensional effects in sonic boom theory
p0237 A76-31580
Progress report on propeller aircraft flyover
noise research
[SAE PAPEB 7601(54] p0255 A76-31954
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPER 760466] p0256 A76-31962
Energy management - The delayed flap approach
p0258 A76-32200
The assessment of noise, with particular reference
to aircraft
p0263 A76-33771
Flying without doing harm aircraft approach
and takeoff noise abatement techniques
p0270 A76-34661
Environmental noise impact of Army helicopters
p0316 A76-37804
Is supersonic flight possible without sonic booms
p0318 A76-37900
Conditions for the onset of focusing in the
presence of a sonic boom
p0318 A76-37901
Comparison of predictions and under-the-wing EBP
noise data Externally Blown Flaps
[AIAA PAPER 76-501] p0319 A76-38037
Effects of multi-element acoustic treatment on
compressor inlet noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-515] p0320 A76-38043
OTB noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-38048
Approximate prediction of airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-526] p0321 A76-38051
The outlook for simulation of forward flight
effects on aircraft noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-530] p0321 A76-38053
An approach to the prediction of airplane interior
noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-548] p0322 A76-38067
On sound transmission into a stiffened cylindrical
shell under flight conditions
[AIAA PAPER 76-549] p0322 A76-38068
Hodel and full-scale large transport airfraie noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-550] p0322 A76-38069
Deasurement, analysis, and prediction of aircraft
interior noise
[AIAA PAPE8 76-551] p0322 A76-38070
Sound radiation from aircraft wheel-well/landing
gear configurations
[AIAA PAPER 76-552] p0322 A76-38071
High frequency broadband rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-561] p0323 A76-38077
High forward speed helicopter noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-562] p0323 A76-38078
Development of a noncompact source theory with
applications* to helicopter rotors
[AIAA PAPE8 76-563] p0324 A76-38079
An experimental study of helicopter rotor
rotational noise in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 76-564] p0324 A76-38080
Combustion noise characteristics of a can-type
combustor
[ A I A A PAPER 76-578] p0325 A76-38089
The radiation of plane-wave duct noise from a jet
exhaust, statically and in flight
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t4IAA PAPEB 76-581] p0325 476-38091
An investigation of possible causes for the
reduction of fan noise in flight
tAIAA PAPEB 76-585] p0325 A76-38093
4 vind tnnnel investigation of vortex refraction
effects on aircraft noise propagation
[ilSA PiPEH 76-588] p0326 476-38096
Flights at supersonic speeds in civil air traffic
- Coaaents concerning the change in the air
traffic regulations for the Federal Republic of
Germany /BE-Publication 169/75/
p0355 »76-38903
Sooe UK-government establishment research towards
quieter aircraft
p0357 A76-39193
Temperature inversion effects on aircraft noise
propagation
p0365 476-10810
Aeroacoustics: Fan noise and control; Duct
acoustics; Hotor noise Book
p0365 476-10975
Aeroacotistics; STOL noise; Airfraae and airfoil
noise Book
p0365 A76-10976
6 modeling approach to nonpropalsive noise in
DC-10 aircraft
[&I44 P&PEH 76-525] p0367 476-11381
Impedance theory and measurements of single- and
multi-layer liners in a duct mth flo»
f A I A A P&PER 76-539] p0368 476-11389
Correlation microphone for neasuring airfnne
noise in large-scale vind tunnels
[4144 P4PEB 76-553] p0368 476-11390
Design considerations for a novel Ion source noise
transonic fan stage
[AHA PiPES 76-577] p0368 A76-11390
Evaluation of proposed standards for aircraft
flyover noise analysis systems
[4144 P4PE8 76-589] p0369 476-11398
Observations of the properties of acoustic
materials and structures designed to lower noise
level in aircraft cabins
pOlOO 476-11919
Suggested changes in current noise certification
procedures for commercial transport aircraft
[S4E P4PEB 760615] p0109 476-13153
Inter-noise 75; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, Sendai,
Japan, August 27-29, 1975
p0116 476-11576
The status of noise control regulations in the a.S.A
pOU16 476-11577
Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology
p0116 476-11578
Aircraft operational procedures for community
noise control
p0116 A76-11579
German Federal regulations for sound insulation
against aircraft noise /Decree on sound
insulation/
p0116 476-14580
Noise zoning around airports in the Federal
Republic of Germany according to the Air Traffic
Noise Act
p0116 476-11581
The role of EP4 in regulating aircraft/airport noise
p0116 476-11582
Recent progress in the control of aircraft/airport
noise for community relief
p0116 476-11583
Prediction of noise exposare around an airbase
p0117 476-11581
Propeller noise of an aircraft flying in the O.S.
standard atoosphere
p0117 476-11585
Bun up silencer for F-1EJ Phantom aircraft
noise reduction
p0117 476-11586
Pan noise reduction at subsonic and supersonic tip
speeds with high Bach number inlets
p0117 476-11587
Sound absorbing structures for engine noise
reduction in aircraft design
p0117 476-11588
4 new method suggested for estimating the
psychological effect of the aircraft noise at an
airport
p0117 476-11589
Honitoring system of environmental noise
aircraft, traffic and factory noise
p0117 476-11591
Low noise level nozzles and exhaust silencers for
quieting air discharge
p0118 476-11593
Analysis of noise levels for existing and future
airplanes in view of modifications to Federal
Aviation Regulations Part 36
p0118 476-11596
Ihe layered weather correction for flyover noise
testing
[ 4 I A A P4PEB 76-895] pOIII 476-15332
Status Report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction:
Update Sept. 1976
[4IAA PAPER 76-921] p0116 A76-15398
Overview of noise aircraft noise pollution and
community reaction
p01S3 A76-15793
FAA's five-year environmental plan, 1976-1980 -
Noise
pOISI A76-15938
Scale model studies of the effects of wind on
acoustic barrier performance
pOISI A76-15939
Operational techniques for reducing noise
p0155 A76-16531
Airports and community design considerations for
aircraft noise alleviations
p0156 A76-16535
How quickly will the aircraft noise problem subside
p0159 A76-17125
External noise of light propeller-driven aircraft
[ICAS PAPER 76-18] p0163 A76-17392
Opportunities for future improvements in aircraft
noise
[ICAS P4PEH 76-50] p0161 476-17391
Transient airload computer analysis for simulating
wind induced impulsive noise conditions of ^
hovering helicopter rotor
[NASA-CB-137772] p0017 K76-100.~5
Ouct liner optimization for turbomachinery noise
sources aircraft noise/engine noise -
numerical analysis
[NASA-TM-X-72789] p0012 H76-11097
Theory of noise generation from moving bodies with
an application to helicopter rotors
[NASA-TR-B-151 ] p0079 N76-12828
Research needs in aircraft noise prediction
CNASA-TS-X-72787] p0087 N76-13099
National measure of aircraft noise impact through
the year 2000
[PB-213522/0] pOOSB H76-13106
Noise certification criteria and implementation
considerations for V/STOL aircraft
[4D-4018036/1] p0151 N76-16083
Aircraft noise abatement technology
[GPO-66-059] p0180 N76-18121
4 computer program to predict rotor rotational
noise of a stationary rotor from blade loading
coefficient
[N4S4-TH-I-3281] p0185 N76-18889
4-weighted sound levels in cockpits of fixed - and
rotary-wing aircraft
[4D-4015735] p0185 N76-18891
4ircraft noise certification rule for supersonic
civil aircraft
[PB-215802/1] p0191 N76-19151
Bibliography on aircraft noise
[FOK-N-00-28] p0216 N76-20138
4ircraft noise abatement
[GPO-62-786] p0218 H76-20695
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
(N4SA-TH-X-72838] p0218 N76-20910
Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-72839] p0221 N76-21990
Noise level measurements in cockpits and cabins of
DFVLB, Oberpfaffenhofen flight unit aircraft
(results of a first series of measurements)
[DLB-IB-555-71/11] p0215 N76-22201
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-71899] p0251 N76-23265
Brief overview of some Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory research efforts in aeroelasticity
and aero-acoustics feasibility analysis of
feedback control of flutter using scale models
of a B-52 aircraft
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P0272 H76-2IH51
Possibilities and problems of helicopter noise
reduction
p0274 N76-24211
Engine noise conference proceedings
[ESA-TT-244] p0278 N76-24243
Aircraft noise limits regulations in Germany
relating to design measures
p0278 N76-24247
Aircraft noise reduction by means of acoustic
screening and engine controls
p0278 N76-24252
Systematic investigations in the field of acoustic
screening of aircraft engine noise by wings
and tail surfaces
p0279 N76-24253
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Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA
computer program. Part 2: User and programmer
documentation
[HASA-CR-132732-2] p0075 H76-12040
Improvement of aircraft buffet characteristics
p0106 H76-14030
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLBXSTAB theoretical description
[HASA-CR-114712] p0159 H76-17151
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
[HASA-CR-114713] p0160 H76-17152
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[HASA-CR-114714] p0160 H76-17153
Optimum design considerations of a gust alleviator
for aircraft for aircraft stability of short
takeoff aircraft during atmospheric turbulence
[HASA-TH-D-8152] p0183 B76-18147
Collected works of Robert T. Jones
[HASA-TH-X-3334] p0186 H76-19059
Calculation of the notion of an airplane under the
influence of irregular disturbances
p0186 B76-19061
A simplified application of the method of
operators to the calculation disturbed motions
of an airplane
[REPT-560] p0186 H76-19062
The effect of lateral controls in producing motion
of an airplane as computed from wind-tunnel data
[HEPT-570] p0186 H76-19063
Resume and analysis of HACA lateral control research
[REPT-605] p0187 H76-19066
The influence of lateral stability on disturbed
motions of an airplane with special reference to
the motions produced by gusts
[REPT-638] p0187 H76-19068
Operational treatment of the nonuniform-lift
theory in airplane dynamics
[TN-667] p0187 H76-19069
An analysis of the stability of an airplane with
free controls
[REPT-709] p0187 S76-19072
Notes on the stability and control of tailless
airplanes
[TH-837] p0188 H76-19075
A method for predicting the stability in roll of
automatically controlled aircraft based on the
experimental determination of the
characteristics of an automatic pilot
[TB-1901] p0190 H76-19091
The ground effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an aircraft steady
horizontal flight
[AD-A017309] p0213 H76-20098
Roll-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation
system development
[AD-A016932] p0217 H76-20154
User's guide to computer program CIVH-JET 4B to
calculate the transient structural responses of
A-44
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partial and/or complete structural rings to
engine-rotor-fragment impact
[HASA-CB-13U907] p0250 H76-23182
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tannel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 876-29252
Stability of helicoidal actions at high incidences
p0390 H76-29254
Halting flight control systems
p0390 H76-29256
The graving contribution of flight simulation to
aircraft stability, control and guidance problems
p0392 H76-29288
Interaction between aircraft structure and command
and stability augmentation system
p0397 H76-29660
In investigation of aeroelastic phenomena
associated vith an oblique Hinged aircraft
[BiSA-CR-148723] pOU21 M76-30157
B-52 stability augmentation system reliability
pOH32 H76-31167
Development of nethods for the analysis and
evaluation of CCV aircraft
pO»33 N76-31171
AIBCBAFT STBDCTDEES
NT AFTERBODIES
HI AIBFBAHES
NT CEHTEBBODIES
HT FOBEBODIES
St FUSELAGES
HT HOSES (FOBEBODIES)
HT PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STHOCTORES
Technological progress in aircraft construction
Russian book
p0002 A76-10155
The fatigue substantiation of the Lynx helicopter
p0010 A76-10555
Building the B-1 graphite/epoxy slat
p0013 A76-11570
Hilitary cargo aircraft of the iHST program
Advanced Medium STOL Transport
p001« A76-11665
Low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis by the
discrete-continuous schene - Matrix differential
eguation of axial displacenents
p0051 A76-14331
Swept lightning stroke effects on painted surfaces
and composites of helicopters and fixed wing
aircraft
pOOSU A76-1<l«22
Structural design of aircraft Russian book on
basic design criteria
p0065 A76-14976
Metal-to-metal adhesive bonded aircraft structures
p0066 A76-15161
Application of advanced composites in place of
conventional materials
p0066 A76-15186
Some optimization problems in identifying
stochastic dynamic systems applied to
aircraft structural testing
p0069 A76-1S699
verification of various methods for fatigue notch
effect estimations in case of aircraft materials
p0070 A76-15830
A unified engineering approach to the prediction
of multiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft
structures
p0070 A76-15836
Experimental vibration-damping study for flat
aircraft-skin panels
p0091 A76-16390
measured response of a complex structure to
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 76-83] p0102 A76-18780
Atmospheric turbulence and the analysis of
aircraft structures
p0139 A76-21188
Effects of lightning on aircraft
p0139 A76-21190
The principles and practice of airworthiness
control /The Lawrence Hargrave Memorial Lecture
p01l|1 A76-217H9
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
Japan during the last years
[HAL-T8-28<tT] p01«1 A76-21801
Criteria concerning the use of titanium in
aircraft construction
p01H2 A76-220U8
Erosion damage to high-speed aircraft and guided
missiles
p0112 A76-22178
Study, of parameters of flight materials at speeds
up to 1000 metres per second rain erosion
investigation
p01«2 A76-22192
Analysis of rain erosion of coated materials
p01»2 A76-22198
Erosion behaviour of surface coatings rain
damage in aircraft and missiles
p01«3 A76-22199
Development of fatigue cracks in complex
mechanical structures
p0161 A76-22II39
The fatigue of aircraft structures
p0161 A76-224UO
Advanced composites - An assessment of the future
for use in aerospace technology
p0162 A76-225U2
Tooling for composite structure in military
aircraft
p0162 A76-22513
Materials and their influence on the most
significant characteristics of helicopters
p0168 A76-23637
Two-dimensional problem of radiative heat transfer
with allowance for shading
p0171 A76-21852
Thrust reverser design for airframe compatibility
p0203 A76-26650
Effect of the upper limit of distribution function
of aircraft structure on the main failure's
distribution
p0207 A76-2825*
Estimation of population reliability function of
aircraft structures from a limited fleet of
aircraft
p0207 A76-2825b
Use of fracture mechanics in estimating structural
life and inspection intervals airframe
damage tolerance defined design
p0208 A76-28607
Fire containment tests of aircraft interior panels
p0227 A76-29557
Calculation of the natural vibrations of
thin-walled aircraft structures
p0227 A76-29697
Calculation of a tail unit with a distributed
reaction in aircraft structures
p0228 A76-29711
Fracture control in composite materials using
integral crack arresters
p0229 A76-30008
Actively cooled airframe structures for high-speed
flight
' p0230 A76-30027
Development of a graphite reinforced thermoplastic
design concept for a target drone aircraft
fuselage structure application
p0230 A76-30028
Application of the flutter and strength
optimization program /FASTOP/ to the sizing of
metallic and composite lifting-surface structures
p0231 A76-30052
Developing methods for tracking crack growth
damage in aircraft in F-t fighter program
p0232 176-30051)
A new model of fatigue crack propagation using a
material flaw growth resistance parameter
p0232 A76-30055
Fracture in thin sections of aircraft structures
[SAE PAPER 760IJ52] p0255 A76-31953
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of time to service crack' initiation
p0262 A76-33117
Some problems of aeroelasticity with separated flow
p0303 A76-36561
Some aspects of smoke and fume evolution from
overheated non-metallic materials
p0315 A76-37292
Calculation of radiative heat transfer in aircraft
structures
p0319 A76-37911
Basic strength and trial production tests on a
carbon fiber reinforced plastics aircraft rudder
surface
p0351 A76-38351
A-B5
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES COMTD SUBJECT IHDEI
Converting fatigne loading spectra for
flight-by-flight testing of aircraft and
helicopter components
p0351 A76-38445
Hetals Society, National Physical Laboratory, and
Royal Society, Rosenhain Centenary Conference,
London, England, September 22-21, 1975,
Proceedings
p0352 176-38552
Airframe material reguirenents Al alloy
characteristics
p0352 A76-38553
Development of Al-Zn-Hg-Cu alloys for aircraft
p0353 A76-38563
Applications of beryllium and alloys of titanium
and magnesium in aeronautical and space structures
p0356 A76-39106
Manufacturing and service experience of the use of
titanium and magnesium in aircraft and missiles
p0356 A76-39107
Titanium structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
p0356 A76-39108
Aircraft structural stability: Methods for
normalizing design restriction on aircraft
structural stability Russian book
p0357 A76-39204
Armament exhaust structural heating effects on the
F-14 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-445] p0361 A76-39905
Experimental measurement of fields excited inside
the fuselage of an aircraft
p0365 A76-IK1738
Recent applications of coherent optics in
aerospace research holographic
nondestructive tests and laser anemonetry
p0365 A76-40893
Experimental research on vibration damping for
flat airplane panels
p0366 A76-41309
Hard object impact damage of metal matrix composites
p0399 A76-41524
p Acoustic emission for in-flight monitoring on
aircraft structures
p0399 A76-41571
Dynamic strength behavior of rivet joints in
aircraft construction
p0399 A76-41648
Skyship,- Present activities cargo airship
design
p0411 A76-43243
Calculation of free vibrations of thinwall
aircraft,structures
p0414 A76-44308
Design of empennage with distributed reaction
in aircraft structures
p0415 A76-44322
Damage tolerance assessment of F-4 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-904] , p0445 A76-45390
Stability tests involving aircraft structural
components
p0449 A76-45485
Program definition and preliminary results of a
• long-term evaluation program of advanced
composites for supersonic cruise aircraft
applications
p0454 A76-45877
Flight simulation testing eguipment for composite
material systems
p0454 A76-45878
Optimum design of composite primary structure
aircraft components
[ICAS PAPER 76-07] p0460 A76-47356
A new method for measuring the modal shapes of
aircraft structures
[ICAS PAPER 76-27] . p0462 A76-47373
Lightning protection of low density aircraft
structures
[ICAS PAPER 76-58] , p0464 A76-47402
Pyrotechnic bonkers for the inflight testing of
structures
p0030 H76-10989
On the development of a unified theory for vortex
flow phenomena for aeronautical applications
[AD-A012399] p0044 H76-11396
-A new device for the vibratory excitation of
, mechanical structures
[ESA-TT-184] p0044 B76-11472
Comparison of measured and predicted currents on
pipe models of aircraft structures
[AD-A012975] p0079 N76-12254
On the use of fiber composite materials in aviation
p0079 H76-12983
Dynamic response of aircraft structure
P0105 B76-14022
Reliability assessment of aircraft structures
based on probabilistic interpretation of the
scatter factor
[AD-A014359] p0130 N76-15486
The effect of secondary bending on the fatigue
strength of joints
[RAE-LIB-TRASS-1858] p0153 H76-16491
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet
structures
[NLR-MP-74017-D] p0153 M76-16500
Interactive computer graphics system for
structural sizing and analysis of aircraft
structures
p0153 H76-16824
Specialists Heeting on Structural Design Technology
aerodynamic and stress considerations, in
aircraft structural design
[AGARD-CP-184] p0158 H76-17092
The significance of various management and
technical techniques on aircraft structural design
p0158 H76-17093
Evolution of the role played by the stress
analysis office in the design of a prototype
p0158 N76-17094
The problems associated with international design
teams and their solutions considering
aircraft structures i
p0158 N76-17096
The introduction of new materials for
lightweight aircraft construction
p0158 N76-17097
The roles of analysis in relation to structural
testing fighter aircraft design
p0158 N76-17098
The use of computers to define military aircraft
structures
p0158 H76-17099
Height control and the influence of manufacturing
on structural design
p0158 H76-17100
Development of a protective decorative fire
resistant low smoke emitting, thermally stable
coating material
[NASA-CH-147479] p0183 N76-18234
NASA research on structures and materials for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-72790] p0184 N76-18531
Design of structures in composite materials (basic
data and interdisciplinary action) for use
in aircraft structures
[A6ARD-R-639] p0195 N76-19235
Seneration of composite material data for design
gnality control in the manufacturing of
laminates used in aircraft construction
p0195 N76-19236
Composite materials design from a materials and
design perspective for aircraft structures
p0195 N76-19237
Low-temperature large-area brazing of titanium
structures
[AD-A015860] p0196 N76-19464
Specialists Meeting on Impact Damage Tolerance of
structures
[AGARD-CP-186] p0197 S76-19471
Study of certain impact problems on aircraft
structures
p0197 H76-19175
Computer method for aircraft vulnerability
analysis and the influence of structural damage
on total vulnerability
p0197 N76-19476
Damage tolerance of semimonocogue aircraft
p0197 N76-19477
Definition of engine debris and some proposals for
reducmg potential damage to aircraft structure
p0197 H76-19478
Probability of perforation of aircraft structures
by engine fragments
p0198 N76-19479
Structural effects of engine burst non containment
p0198 N76-19480
The development of fatigue/crack growth analysis
loading spectra
[AGARD-H-640] p0198 H76-19487
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ieapon systea costing methodology for aircraft
airfranes and basic structures. Volaae 2:
Estiaating handbook and nser's manual, part 1
[AD-A016409] p0219 076-21024
Dynamics and identification of flexible aircraft
[HASA-CB-2672] p0219 H76-21158
Flatter of asymmetrically swept wings
[HASA-CR-146815] p0220 H76-21164
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airfranes and basic structnres. Volume 1:
Technical volnae
. [AD-A016408] p0223 876-21194
Weapon systea costing methodology for aircraft
airfranes and basic structures. Volume 2:
Estimating handbook and user's manual, part 2
[AD-A016410] p0223 876-21195
Beview of investigations on aeronautical fatigue
in the Federal Republic of Germany, July 1973 -
April 1975
[LBF-S-119] p0224 H76-21601
Engineering data on new aerospace structural
•aterials
[AD-A017848] p02U6 H76-22367
Some recent trends in aircraft flutter research
p0247 H76-22567
TF-12 Lockalloy ventral fin program, volume 1
design analysis, fabrication, and manufacturing
of aircraft structures using aluninnm and
beryllinn alloys for the lockheed IF-12 aircraft
[BASA-CR-144971] p0251 H76-23252
IF-12 Lockalloy ventral fin program, volume 2
design analysis, fabrication, and manufacturing
of aircraft structures using aluminum and
beryllium alloys for the lockheed IF-12 aircraft
[BASA-CB-144972] p0251 H76-23253
Development of lightweight fire retardant,
low-smoke, high-strength, thermally stable
aircraft floor paneling
[BASA-CB-147750] p0281 876-24365
»etal-to-metal adhesive bonded aircraft structures
[FOK-K-81] p0281 1176-24411
Interference-fit-fastener investigation
fatigue life of fasteners used in aircraft
structures
[AD-A018804] " p0282 876-24598
Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow
fields about aircraft fuselages and wings at
general angle of attack
[AD-A018715] p0283 H76-25151
Sonic environment of aircraft structure immersed
in a supersonic jet flow stream
[NASA-CB-144996] p0284 H76-25168
Parametric and nonlinear mode interaction
behaviour in the dynamics of structures
[AD-A020634] p0342 876-27186
Evolution of spin characteristics with aircraft
structure
[HASA-TT-F-17123] p0388 H76-29240
An experimental investigation of methods of
suppressing the unsteady torgue exerted on the
upper turning mirror of an aircraft mounted
coelostat turret
[AD-A021876] p0426 1176-30215
Beview of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands during the period April 1973 -
March 1975 bibliography
[BLB-BP-75011-0] p0439 H76-31582
Stress intensity factors for cracks in stiffened
sheets
[BAE-TB-75072] p0439 H76-31586
Advances in engine burst containment and finite
element applications to battle-damaged structure
[AGARD-B-648] p0471 H76-32183
Finite element applications to battle damaged
structure
p0472 876-32185
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in
aircraft materials under variable-amplitude
loading
[VTH-193] pO«73 876-32576
Prevention and combat of corrosion in aircraft
structures, bibliography
p0481 876-33340
AIRCRAFT SDBVIVABILIIt
Designing to survive tail rotor loss
p0060 176-14591
Detectability, vulnerability and snrvivability of
the Boeing-Vertol IOH-61A OTTiS
p0168 A76-23633
Designing military aircraft for survival in combat
p0226 A76-29322
Aircraft crashworthiness; Proceedings of the
Symposium, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,
Ohio, October 6-8, 1975
p0264 A76-34132
Crashworthiness of the Boeing Tertol OTTAS
p0265 A76-34138
Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
p0266 A76-34157
Crashworthiness and postcrash hazards from the
airline flight attendant's point of view
p0266 A76-34163
Crashworthy fuel systems
p0267 A76-34165
Aircraft crashworthiness - Plaintiff's viewpoint
p0407 A76-42904
Some comments on aircraft crashworthiness,
p0407 A76-42905
Damage tolerance assessment of t-» aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-904] • p0445 A76-45390
Means and procedures for obtaining an adegaate
survival probability in the case of RPV
[DGLB PAPER 76-065] p0449 A76-45488
Documentation of sorvivability/vulnerability
related aircraft military specifications and
standards
[AD-A011509] p0026 876-10118
A method for determining aerodynamic
characteristics for mission completion studies
in a nuclear environment
[AD-A015745] p0179 876-18113
Impact dynamics research facility for full-scale
aircraft crash testing
[HASA-TB-D-8179] p0221 876-21173
Application of designs to improve aircraft flight
control survivability v
[AD-A018733] p0281 876-24279
AIECBAFT TIRES
Badial ply aircraft tires: Design, construction,
and testing
[AD-A013837] p0111 876-14116
AIRCRAFT RAKES
8T HELICOPTER BAKES
HI PBOPELLEB SLIPSTREAMS
HI SLIPST8EIBS
Rake vortex program status
p0010 A76-10399
Estimation of velocities and roll-up in aircraft
vortex wakes
' p0012 A76-11229
Trailing vortex wakes /First Society Anglo-Dutch
Exchange Lecture/
p0013 A76-11621
Stability of a pair of co-rotating vortices
p0049 A76-13643
Supersonic high-temperature gas jet flow past a
body into a supersonic wake nozzle design
for aircraft thrust augmentation
p0097 A76-18477
Simplified methods of predicting aircraft rolling
moments due to vortex encounters -
[AIAA PAPER 76-61] p0101 A76-18768
Vortex interactions in multiple vortex wakes
behind aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-62] p0101 A76-18769
Rind tunnel investigation of Crow instability
p0171 A76-24823
Flight investigation of the response of a
helicopter to the trailing vortex of a
fixed-wing aircraft
p0310 A76-36922
Hazard criteria for wake vortex encounters
p0310 A76-36923
Implicit finite-difference procedures for the
computation of vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 76-385] p0312 A76-37028
Convective merging of vortex cores in
lift-generated wakes
[AIAA PAPEB 76-415] p0313 A76-37052
Lifespan of trailing vortices in a turbulent
atmosphere
p0314 A76-37269
Optical and physical regnirements for fluid
particles marking trailing vortices from aircraft
p031» A76-37270
Effect of loading and rotor wake characteristics
on the acoustic field of stator blades .
[AIAA PAPER 76-566] p0324 A76-38082
A-47
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Scanning laser Doppler velocimeter system
simulation for sensing aircraft wake vortices
p0360 A76-39847
Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vortex wakes between aircraft
CAIAA PAPER 76-416] p0361 A76-39872
The effect of wake thickness on the rolling-up
process in two dimensions
[ICAS PAPER 76-31] p0462 A76-47379
Survey of computational methods for lift-generated
wakes
p0020 H76-10040
Dse of a pitot probe for determining wing section
drag in flight
p0032 H76-11010
Flov visualization of vortex interactions in
multiple vortex wakes behind aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-62459] p0034 N76-11030
An investigation of the increase in vortex induced
rolling moment associated with landing gear wake
[HASA-TB-X-72786] p0035 H76-11038
Hazard criteria for wake vortex encounters
[HASA-TH-X-62473] p0039 H76-11069
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches
[NASA-TH-X-72908] p0107 N76-14046
Correlation of turbulent trailing vortex decay data
[HASA-CS-146282] p0176 N76-18057
Rind-tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
CSASA-TB-X-73091] p0185 N76-19054
Investigation of vortex wake stability near the
ground
[AD-A017586] p021» H76-20112
Characteristics of wake vortex generated by a
Boeing 727 jet transport during two-segment and
normal ILS approach flight paths
CBASA-TN-D-8222] p0221 H76-21175
Measurement of the trailing vortex systems of
large transport aircraft, using tower fly-by and
flow visualization (Summary, comparison and
application)
[AD-A021305/8] p0249 H76-23172
The relationships between a wing and its initial
trailing vortices
p0282 H76-25145
Aircraft wake vortices: An annotated bibliography
(1923-1975)
[AD-A023415/3] p0331 876-26149
Evaluation of a potential theoretical model of the
wake behind a wing via comparison of
measurements and calculations
[NL8-T8-7II063-0] p0341 H76-27178
lake vortex encounter hazards criteria for two
aircraft classes
[NASA-TH-X-73113] p0378 H76-28206
Gas turbine transpiration cooling research. Part
1: An experimental study of turbine airfoil
wakes as influenced by upstream nozzle vanes
CAD-A0231115] p0472 S76-32193
AIBCBERS
0 FLIGHT CREWS
AIRFIELD SDEFiCE HOVEHEBTS
Powered wheels for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 760521] p0305 A76-36596
Airports and community design considerations for
aircraft noise alleviations
pO«56 A76-46535
Ground run maneuvering qualities of aircraft with
nose wheel control
[ICAS PAPER 76-47] p0463 A76-47391
AIRFIELDS
a AIRPORTS
AIBFOIL CBiBACTBBISTICS
a AIRFOILS
AIRFOIL PROFILES
NT WING PROFILES
NT BINS SPAN
Recent developments in dynamic stall
p0006 A76-10327
Separation and reattachment of the boundary layer
on a symmetrical aerofoil oscillating at fixed
incidence in a steady flow
p0006 A76-10328
Experimental results for an airfoil with
oscillating spoiler and flap
p0006 A76-10329
Impulsive motion of an airfoil in a viscous fluid
p0007 A76-10347
An experimental investigation of unsteady airfoil
motion in a supersonic stream
pOOOS A76-10352
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow
p0008 A76-10354
Some examples of unsteady transonic flows over
airfoils
pOOOS A76-10358
Vibration characteristics of two types of subsonic
profiles
p0010 A76-10694
Aerodynamic profiles conformal mapping
generation with several corner points
p0012 A76-11097
Generalized similarity laws for flows past
three-dimensional bodies
p0013 A76-11540
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the
aerodynamic performance of aerofoils
pOOUS A76-12921
On the numerical computation of the minimum-drag
profile in laminar flow
p0070 A76-15745
Study of the sound emission from a single airfoil
profile located in a hydrodynamic field induced
by a mixing zone
p0070 A76-15749
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow past an
oscillating airfoil by a method of fractional
steps
[OHEHA, IP BO. 1975-115] p0095 A76-17503
Unsteady wake measurements of airfoils and cascades
[AIAA PAPER 76-7] p0100 A76-18729
A new surface singularity method for multi-element
airfoil analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 76-20] p0101 A76-18739
Studies of a new family of general aviation airfoils
[AIAA PAPES 76-217] p0131 A76-19131
A nonlinear design theory of supercavitating
cascades
p0134 A76-20184
Performance of aerofoil cascades in diverging
fluid deflection
p0164 A76-22990
Selection of the optimum singularity carrier
auxiliary curve in designing airfoil cascades
p0165 A76-23036
A contribution on design of axial flow compressors
with great mass flow rates and high pressure
ratios
p0165 A76-23039
Asymptotic representation of solutions on the
hodograph plane in problems of subsonic flow
past airfoil profiles
p0202 A76-26337
Iterative calculation of two-dimensional
compressible flow around ellipse and circular
arc profile
p0203 A76-27328
A linearized theory of three-dimensional airfoils
in nonuniform flow
p0203 A76-27329
On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap
p0204 A76-27830
Calculation of buffet onset for supercritical
airfoils
p0205 A76-27832
Review of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils
p0205 A76-27837
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
p0205 A76-27844
Hathematical method of designing a certain
compressor type plane blade cascade
p0205 A76-27863
A review of numerical techniques for calculating
supercritical airfoil flows
p0206 A76-27865
Review of some numerical solutions of the
transonic small disturbance equations
p0206 A76-27869
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Research in the UK on finite difference sethods
for computing stead; transonic flows
p0206 A76-27874
A direct nethod for computing non-symmetrical
plane flows at Bach number one
p0206 A76-27878
Preparation of eutectic snperalloys by EFG
Edge-defined Piln-fed Growth for directional
solidification in airfoil strnctures
p0207 A76-28029
Analysis of circulation controlled' airfoils
p0209 A76-28611
An eract method for the design of airfoil profiles
in incompressible flow vith a given velocity
distribution on the contour
p0236 A76-31165
Unsteady BOtion of airfoils Kith boundary-layer
separation
p0236 A76-31181
Remarks on 'local linearization* in near-sonic
subsonic flovs past a profile with a break
p0237 A76-31581
Generalized similarity laws in flows past solid
bodies
p0238 A76-31715
A study of two-dimensional accelerative cascades -
An investigation on the optimum blading and the
velocity distribution along the upper surface of
blade
p02«0 A76-31922
Airfoil section drag reduction at transonic speeds
by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPER 760477] p0257 A76-31969
A method for predicting the drag of airfoils
[SAE PAPER 760179] p0257 A76-31971
GA/B/-2 Airfoil Flight Test Evaluation
[SAE PAPER 760492] p0257 A76-31974
On the aerodynamic design of airfoil cascades - A
new exact method based on conforoal napping
p0269 A76-3448U
A complete second-order theory for the unsteady
flow about an airfoil due to a periodic gust
p0270 A76-34552
The finite element method in subsonic aerodynamics
p0298 A76-35420
Two inviscid computational simulations of
separated flow about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 76-379] p0312 A76-37025
On the design of subsonic airfoils for high lift
[AIAA PAPER 76-406] p0313 A76-37044
An integral approach to lifting ving theory at
Bach one
p0351 A76-38399
Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38628
Transonic testing of a self optimizing flexible
airfoil
p0351» A76-38631
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A near-wake model for the aerodynamic pressures
exerted on singing trailing edges
p0449 A76-45469
Second-order thermal boundary-layer on a blunted
wedge
p0456 A76-46818
Two- and three-dimensional flows around blunt
bodies with special regard to transonic
free-stream Mach numbers
pO«57 A76-16891
The turbulent near-wake of an axisymnetric blunt
based body at subsonic speeds
p0073 B76-12008
Pressure distribution at subsonic speeds over the
forepart of two blunt circular cylinders
[HASA-TM-X-7278lt ] p0074 H76-12018
An investigation into the effect of castellating a
blunt trailing edge in supersonic flow
[BU-175] p0221 S76-21169
BLOBBING
The effect of blurring on aircraft classification
by the moment method
[RM-620] p0347 N76-27451
BO-105 BELICOPTEB
High speed flight tests with the Bo.105
p0046 A76-13113
Development and testing of a deicing system for
the helicopter BO 105
p0169 A76-23638
Aerodynamic research on the suitability of a
helicopter for simulating 7/STOL aircraft
[ESA-TT-256] pO«24 N76-30203
B04TTAILS
Investigation of upper-surface-blowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
engine simulators
[NASA-TM-I-73447] p0424 K76-30201
BODIES
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to
three-dimensional aircraft configurations
p0154 N76-16841
BODIES OF BEVOLOTIOI
HT COHICAL BODIES
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES
ST ROTATING CYLINDERS
NT SLENDEB CONES
Aeromechanics of supersonic flows past power-lav
bodies of revolution Russian book
p0091 A76-16675
On the drag of bodies of revolution at transonic
speeds
p0096 A76-18011
Linearized theory of axisymmetric hypersonic
source flow past bodies of revolution
p0171 A76-24811
Some observations on the Adams body of minimum
wave drag
p0171 A76-24826
Stability derivatives for bodies of revolution at
subsonic speeds
p0236 A76-31187
Induced side forces at high angles of attack
bodies of revolution in subsonic and transonic
flow
p0465 A76-47552
Inviscid flow analysis on body of revolution with
slender cruciform
[AD-A012770] p0075 N76-12023
BODI KINEMATICS
Data processing as an aid to every stage of
landing gear design
p0139 A76-21175
Motion analysis procedure for asymmetric vehicles
p0309 A76-36914
On the unsteady motion of a thin body in an
' incompressible fluid
p0316 A76-37810
BOOT-RUG AND TAIL COIFI6DBATIOHS
A new unified approach for analyzing
wing-body-tail configurations with control
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 76-118] p0313 A76-37053
Investigation of upper-surface-blowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
engine simulators
[AIAA PAPER 76-623] p0103 A76-12108
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at transonic speed
p0021 N76-10049
Numerical modeling of tunnel-wall and body shape
effects on transonic flow over finite lifting
wings
p0021 N76-10050
Approximate method for calculating transonic flow
about lifting wing body combinations
p0021 N76-10051
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General overview of drag
Redaction of trimmed drag
p0031 H76-10998
p0033 H76-11020
Trim drag in the light of Hank's stagger theorem
p0033 H76-11021
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on
slender cruciform wing-body-tail configurations
in different pitch and roll positions
[FFA-TB-AO-988] p0038 H76-11061
A new unified approach to analyze wing-body-tall
configurations with control surfaces in steady,
oscillatory and fully unsteady, subsonic and
supersonic flows
[BASA-C8-146073] p0120 H76-15077
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings and tail at
angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Hach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[BASA-TH-X-3310] p0212 N76-20079
A method for the calculation of the twist and
camber of a wing with a specified load
distribution in the presence of a fuselage
theoretical potential flow method
[ESA.-TT-214] p0213 H76-20087
Computer program for calculating pressure
distribution and coefficients of vings, bodies,
wing-body combinations and wing-tail
combinations in subsonic, supersonic and
hypersonic flow based on potential theory
[HBB-UFE-1014-0] p0220 H76-21165
Theoretical and numerical investigations on the
aerodynamics of a yawing wing-body-tall
configuration (Airbus) using HBB panel
method for pressure distribution
[HBB-OFE-1164-0] p02<(1 B76-22166
Preface to figures and tables
p0249 H76-23168
Experimental effects of fuselage camber on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
series of wing-fuselage configurations at a Hach
number of 1.41
[BASA-TH-X-3411] p0474 N76-33133
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angles (transonic and supersonic)
[AD~A023425] .p0475 H76-33154
BODI-BIBG COBFIGDHATIOBS
Conical wings in subsonic flow
pOOSO A76-13937
Potential flow past a biplane determination of
lift distribution on wings
p0093 A76-17001
Aircraft aerodynamic design and evaluation methods
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-15] p0100 A76-18735
Aerodynamics of arbitrary wing body combinations
with vortex lattice and slender body theory
[ A I A A PAPER 76-198] p0103 A76-18865
Non-linear effect due to flow separation on flow
past wings and wing body combinations
p0204 A76-27741
Design and test of a sonic roof-top pressure
distribution ving
p0205 A76-27855
Some numerical results of a new three-dimensional
transonic flow method
p0206 A76-27875
The analysis of arbitrary wingbody combinations in
transonic flow using a relaxation method
p0206 A76-27879
Hnmerical solutions for transonic flows past
wing-body combinations
p0206 A76-27880
The influence of the type of fitting on the stress
state and weight of a ving
p0228 A76-29712
Aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft and wing .at
subsonic speeds Russian book
p0236 A76-31019
Experimental determination of improved aerodynamic
characteristics utilizing biplane wing
configurations
p0262 A76-33116
An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor
p0309 A76-36911
A finite element solution of unsteady transonic
flow problems for three-dimensional wings and
bodies
[AIAA PAPER 76-328] p0311 A76-36987
Summary of some recent studies of subsonic vortex
lift and parameters affecting the leading-edge
vortex stability
[AIAA PAPER 76-414] p0313 A76-37051
OT9 noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
CAIAA PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-38048
Nonlinear sonic boom analysis including the
asymmetric effects
[AIAA PAPER 76-587] p0325 A76-38095
Conceptual design of reduced energy transports
p0360 A76-39843
Design for minimum fuselage drag
p0360 A76-39848
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 76-381] p0360 A76-39865
An improved method for the prediction of
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic load
distributions of configurations with leading
edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 76-417] p0361 A76-39873
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry on
OTH aero-acoustic characteristics
Over-The-Bing
[AIAA PAPER 76-499] p0366 A76-41377
Influence of attachment nature on wing stress
state and weight
P0415 A76-44323
Developments in transonic steady and unsteady flow
theory
[ICAS PAPER 76-06] p0460 A76-47355
Ring-body interference on a generalized load
distribution on the body due to triangular wings
at supersonic speeds
[ICAS PAPER 76-23] p0461 A76-47369
Aerodynamic design of a Hach 2. 2 supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-955] p0467 A76-47689
Calculation of the displacement correction (solid
blocking) to rump and wing for arbitrary
rectangular wind tunnels. Part 1: Theory
[CH-6032-EHHEH-PT-1] p0029 H76-10144
Overview of external Nacelle drag and interference
drag
p0032 876-11014
Drag of the complete configuration aerodynamic
considerations, 2
p0033 N76-11023
Unsteady pressure measurements on oscillating
wing/body combinations. Comparison between
theory and experiment
[ESA-TT-189] p0038 H76-11065
Composite maneuver augmentation (COHHA) for
fighter aircraft preliminary design study
[AD-A011772] p0040 H76-11086
A wind tunnel test of symmetric loads on two
wing-body combinations at Hach numbers 4 and 7
noting water cooled six component strain
gage balance
[FFA-TH-AD-636] p0123 H76-15106
On the determination of body-wing interference in
the nonlinear angle of attack range
[BHV6-FBIT-75-2] p0148 H76-16044
Calculation of the inviscid flow field around
three-dimensional lifting wings, fuselages and
wing-fuselage combinations using the panel method
[ESA-TT-210] p0148 B76-16047
Design and wind tunnel measurement of a wing-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TT-F-16916] p0185 H76-19057
Possibilities of efficient high-speed transport
airplanes
p0190 H76-19096
Hinimum wave drag for arbitrary arrangements of
wings and bodies
[REPT-1335] p0191 N76-19097
Theory of wing-body drag at supersonic speeds
[HEPT-1284] p0191 H76-19099
Reduction of wave drag by antisymmetric
arrangement of wings and bodies
p0191 H76-19103
An experimental investigation of three
oblique-wing and body combinations at Bach
numbers between 0.60 and 1.40
[HASA-TH-I-62256] p0191 B76-19105
Application of the HBB panel method to calculation
of wing-body configurations with external store
loads
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[HBB-OPE-1073-0] p0273 H76-211176
Iind tunnel investigation of nacelle-airframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to 1.1 -
pressure data, volume 1
[HASA-TB-I-73149] p0331 H76-26146
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing/body combination incorporating jet flaps
[HASA-TH-X-62461] p0331 876-26153
Sabsonic finite elements for wing body combinations
p0374 H76-28165
Interference problems on ving-fnselage
combinations in inviscid, incompressible flow
[ABC-B/B-3781] p0422 H76-30170
Rave interactions in transonic and hypersonic flow
wing body combinations
[AD-A023189] pOU76 H76-33158
BOEIHG AIBCBAFT
HI B-52 ilBCBAFT
HT BOEIHG 707 AIBCBAFT
ST BOEIHG 727 1IBCB1FT
HI BOEIHG 737 1IBCR4PT
HI BOEING 747 tISCBiFT
HT C-135 AI8CBAFT
HT CH-47 HELICOPTER
HT CB-62 HELICOPTEB
Heavy-lift helicopter prinary flight control systen
pOOSS A76-14580
The Boeing Conpass Cope Program BPV system
p0260 A76-32632
Applications of flow diagnostic techniques to
aerodynanic problem solving
p0355 A76-38651
BOBIBG HILITABY ilECBAPT
0 BILITABI AIBCBAFT
BOBIBG 707 AIBCBAFT
Air France, Boeing 707-B-328B-FBLCA, near O'Heill,
Nebraska, 13 Bay 1974
[PB-242806/8] p0075 H76-12031
Aircraft noise definition: Individual aircraft
technical data model 707
[AD-A014642/3] p0087 H76-13094
Crash of the PP-VJZ aircraft
p0110 N76-14087
BOEIHG 727 AIBCBAFT
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches
[HASA-TB-X-72908] p0107 H76-14046
Aircraft accident report: Horthwest Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 727-251, B26 4DS, near Thlells, Hew
York, December 1, 1974
[PB-245581/4] p0157 H76-17082
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tarbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 1: Summary
[HASA-CB-134797] p0179 H76-18118
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tnrbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 2: Hardware design and
manufacturing
[HASA-CB-134798] pOISO H76-18119
Characteristics of wake vortex generated by a
Boeing 727 jet transport during two-segment and
normal ILS approach flight paths
[HASA-TH-D-8222] p0221 H76-21175
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tnrbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 3: Ground tests
[HASA-CR-134799] p0222 H76-21189
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tarbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 4: Airplane evaluation and
analysis
[HASA-CR-134800] p0222 H76-21190
BOBIHG 737 AIBCBAFT
An aircraft noise pollution model for trajectory
optimization
p0202 A76-26384
A comparison of digital flight control design
methods
CAIAA 76-1975] p0370 A76-41481
Research in ground-based near-terminal area 4D
guidance and control
[ICAS PAPEB 76-57] p0464 A76-47401
Aircraft noise definition: Individual aircraft
technical data-model 737 noise measurement
of jet aircraft noise of Boeing 737 aircraft
[&D-A014964/1] p0087 H76-13093
Simulation, guidance and navigation of the B-737
for rollout and turnoff using BLS measurements
[BASA-CB-144959] p0243 K76-22179
The design, development, and flight test results
of the Boeing 737 aircraft antennas for the ICAO
demonstration of the TBSB microwave landing system
[HASA-TB-X-73943] p0471 H76-32146
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
[BASA-CB-132663] p0471 H76-32181
BOBIHG 747 AIBCBAFT
Boeing 747 - An operational appraisal. II -
Operational performance and flight planning
p0046 A76-13074
Vortex interactions in multiple vortex wakes
behind aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-62] p0101 A76-18769
normal modes vibration analysis of the JI9D/747
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 76-732] ' p'0329'A76-38236
HASA/FBC wake turbulence flight test program:
Bide quality aspects
[HASA-CB-145700] ' p0035 H76-11040
Evaluation of viscous drag reduction schemes for
subsonic transports
[HASA-CB-132718] p0081 H76-13013
Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for 0.04-scale model Boeing 747 CAB/external
tank (model AX1284 E-5) combination in the
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory
F. K. Rirsten Rind Tnnnel (CA11)
[HASA-CB-141835] p0122 H76-15089
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (Bodel no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 1 wind tunnel tests
[HASA-CB-141844] p0147 H76-16033
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CAZO)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 2 wind tunnel tests
' [HASA-CB-141845] p0147 K76-16034
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (C120)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 3 wind tunnel tests
[HASA-CB-141846] p0147 H76-16035
wind-tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
[HASA-TB-X-73091] p0185 H76-19054
Besults of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
[HASA-CB-144612] p0293 H76-25322
Besults of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
1
 characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 2
[HASA-CB-144613] p0293 H76-25323
Besults of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
[HASA-CB-144614] p0294 H76-25324
Besnlts of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale oodels
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
[HASA-CB-144615] p0294 H76-25325
Besults of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AI1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
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speed wind tunnel (CA26) , volume 5
[NASA-CR-144616] p0294 K76-25326
Unsteady aerodynamic flow field analysis of the
space shuttle configuration. Part 1:
747/orbiter aeroelastic stability
[NASA-CR-144335] p0294 H76-25331
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/7U7 using a 0.0125-scale model (48-0 -
AX1318I-1 747) in the Ames Research center
14-foot wind tunnel (CA23B), volume 1
[NASA-CR-144603] p0294 N76-25333
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/747 using a 0.0125-scale model (48-0
AX1318I-1 7U7) in the Ames Research Center
14-foot wind tunnel (CA23B)
. [NASA-CR-14U604] p0294 N76-25334
BOLKOR AIBCBAFT
HI BO-10S HELICOPTER
BOLTZHAHi TBAISPOBI EQUATION
A numerical simulation of the rarefied hypersonic
flat plate problem
[IC-AERO-75-08] p0242 N76-22169
BOHBEB AIBCBAFT
HI A-4 AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIBCHAFT
•HI B-1 AIBCBAFT
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT
HI B-58 AIBCRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
Backfire - Soviet counter to the B-1
p0048 A76-13244
An update - Advanced aircraft oxygen systems
p0203 A76-27144
Acceptance rates and tooling capacity for selected
military aircraft
[AD-A011501] p0030 N76-10909
BOflBS (ORDNAHCE)
Exploratory study of aerodynamic loads on a
fighter-bomber at spin entry
[AD-1013246] p0082 N76-13035
Development of a system for scoring simulated
bombing runs
p0395 N76-29312
BONDING
NT ADHESIVE BONDING
NT METAL BONDING
N T M E T A L - M E T A L BONDING
General installation, bonding reguirements and
techniques
p0055 A76-14429
The crack containment capability of stiffened
bonded panels aircraft fuselage stress
analysis
p0225 A76-29195
BOOST
0 ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BORIDES
Hard object impact damage of metal matrix composites
p0399 A76-41524
BOSON CABBIDES
Cermet friction material boron carbides, boron
nitrides, zirconium carbides, iron compounds,
and carbon fibers used in landing gear
fAD-A018168] p0246 N76-22389
BOBOI COBPODNDS
NT BORIDES '
NT BOBON CARBIDES*
NT BORON NITRIDES
NT BORON-EPOXY COMPOUNDS
BORON NITRIDES
Cermet friction material boron carbides, boron
nitrides, zirconium carbides, iron compounds,
and carbon fibers used in landing gear
[AD-A018168] p0246 N-76-22389
BOBOI REINFORCED RATEBIALS
HI BORON-EPOXY COMPOUNDS
Advanced composite fan blade flight evaluation
program
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-75] p0200 A76-25818
B-1 composite horizontal stabilizer development
p0399 A76-41522
A new type of attachment for B/A1 compressor blades
[ICAS PAPER 76-10] p0460 A76-47359
On the use of fiber composite materials in aviation
p0079 N76-12983
Static and fatigue tests of F-111B boron wing tip
[AD-A018751] p0281 N76-24370
BOBOS-EPOXY COMPOUNDS
The application of advanced composites to military
aircraft
[ICAS PAPER 76-09] p0460 A76-47358
BODHDARIES
NT GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
BOUNDARY LAYEB CONTROL
NT PORODS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
Internal flow calculations for axisymmetric
supersonic inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 75-1214] p0003 A76-10262
Rotating cylinder for circulation control on an
airfoil
p0351 A76-38457
Design studies of transonic and STOL airfoils with
active diffusion control
[AD-A011928] p0041 N76-11088
Boundary layer control for airships
p0115 N76-15028
9ing loading theory satisfying all boundary points
p0248 H76-23155
An integral equation method for boundary
interference in perforated-wall wind tunnels at
transonic speeds
p0252 N76-23274
Cargo transportation by airships: A systems stud;
[NASA-CR-2636] p0340 N76-27164
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOI
NT BOONDARY LAYEB SEPARATION
NT BEATTACHED FLOW
NT SECONDABY FLOW
NT SEPARATED FLOW
Unsteady aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Symposium, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.,
Harch 18-20, 1975. Volumes 162
p0006 A76-10326
On the characteristics of a wing with a tip
clearance. V - An experimental study on the
effect of end-wall boundary layers
pOOSO A76-13677
On the numerical computation of the minimum-drag
profile in laminar flow
p0070 A76-15745
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow past an
oscillating airfoil by a method of fractional
steps
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-115] p0095 A76-17503
A survey of leeside flow and heat transfer on
delta planform configurations
[AIAA PAPER 76-118] p0102 A76-18803
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
p0209 A76-28611
Cross flow effects in oscillating boundary layers
p0299 A76-35422
Turbulent boundary-layer surface-pressure
fluctuation near an airfoil trailing edge
[AIAA PAPER 76-335] ' p0311 A76-36992
Recent results and summary of higher order
boundary-layer research
p0315 A76-37781
Laminar three dimensional flows past bodies of
arbitrary shape
p0315 A76-37782
Effects of external boundary layer flow on jet
noise in flight
[AIAA PAPER 76-558] p0323 A76-38075
Measurements in an axisynmetnc turbulent boundary
layer along a circular cylinder
p0364 A76-40581
The Legendre condition in optimum problems of
supersonic gasdynamics
p0443 A76-45199
Second-order thermal boundary-layer on a blunted
wedge
p0456 A76-46818
The design of transonic airfoils under
consideration of shock wave boundary layer
interaction
[ICAS PAPER 76-14] p0461 A76-47362
V3TOL wind tunnel model testing: An experimental
assessment of flow breakdown using a multiple
fan model
p0289 H76-25253
BOUNDARY LAYEB NOISE
D AEBODYHAHIC NOISE
U BOUNDARY LAYERS
BOUNDARY LAIEB SEPARATION
Separation and reattachment of the boundary layer
on a symmetrical aerofoil oscillating at fixed
A-70
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incidence in a steady flow
p0006 A76-10328
Vibration characteristics of two types of subsonic
profiles
p0010 A76-1069H
Experimental and theoretical study of a
two-dimensional turbulent incompressible
reattachment
CONEBA, IP HO. 1975-16] p0056 A76-1tt<|!t9
Hypersonic incipient separation on delta wing with
trailing-edge f lap
p O l O O A76-18683
Flow regimes over delta wings at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
pOnO A76-24090
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings with
sharp leading edges - A review
p023<t A76-30857
Unsteady motion of airfoils with boundary-layer
separation
p0236 A76-31181
•Spilled1 leading-edge vortex effects on dynamic
stall characteristics
p0262 A76-33120
Visual study of the three-dimensional flow pattern
at a delta wing in subsonic flow
p0261 A76-33869
A nonasymptotic triple deck model for supersonic
boundary-layer interaction
p0297 A76-35329
Some new results concerning the diffraction of a
shock wave around a convex corner
p0299 176-35538
Analysis of turbulent nnseparated flow in subsonic
diffusers
p0300 A76-35836
Dynamic stall reconsiderations
PU309 A76-36909
Rake effects in finite amplitude nonsteady motion
of slender profiles - •-
pOdOO A76-1I1717
Delta wings with leading-edge separation
[IAF PAPER ST-76-06] pO<!5« A76-U6171
An experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[ICAS PAPER 76-15] pO»61 A76-47363
High Reynolds number tests of a C-K11A aircraft
semispan model to investigate shock-induced
separation boundary layer separation
[HASA-CR-260U] p0039 H76-11078
Force and pressure measurements on an airfoil
oscillating through stall, part 2
CNASA-CR-115877] p0082 H76-13023
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
flow separation
[AD-A013334] p0082 K76-13033
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
mathematical model for thin wing boundary layer
flow
p0155 N76-17032
On the calculation of laminar separation bubbles
in two-dimensional incompressible flow
p0155 N76-170UO
Characteristics of a separating incompressible
turbulent boundary layer
p0155 N76-170U3
viscous interactions with separation under
transonic flow conditions
p0156 N76-17055
Unsteady shock wave-boundary layer interaction on
profiles in transonic flow
p0156 H76-17056
Three dimensional separation of an incompressible
turbulent boundary layer on an infinite swept wing
p0156 N76-17062
Effects of sweepback on boundary layer and
separation
[TH-1102] p0189 H76-19088
Unsteady surface flow behavior on a cascade of
airfoils oscillating below stall
[AD-A017073] p0213 N76-20096
stalled and partially stalled high aspect ratio,
straight wings
p0201 H76-22152
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory. Application to
helicopters
pOlito N76-32122
BODSDABT LATER STABILITY
Analytical formulas for conditions on blunt wedges
in hypersonic flow
p0063 A76-11818
Boundary-layer effect in panel flutttr
p0063 A76-1U819
Unsteady boundary layer research at VKI f ini te
difference methods
p0315 A76-37783
BODKDAET LATER TRANSITION
Analysis of high-lift wing systems
p0068 A76-15634
Boundary-layer transition experiments on
pre-ablated graphite nosetips in a
hyperballistics range
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-356] p0312 A76-37008
Effect of mass addition on the boundary layer of a
hemisphere at Hach 6
p0363 A76-U012«
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite sweptback
wing
[DGLR-PAPEH-72-12U] p0037 N76-11051
Some aspects on unsteady flow past airfoils and
cascades
p0285 N76-25193
BOOBDABT LATERS
NT COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
HI HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
NT INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
NT LAHIHAB BOUNDARY LAYER
NT SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS
NT THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
NT THREE DIHENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
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in integrated system for the aerodynamic design
and analysis of supersonic aircraft
p0021 876-10046
Indicial compressible potential aerodynamics
around complex aircraft configurations
p0021 876-10017
Hultivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (BARS). Volume 1: BARS system and
analysis techniques
[BASA-CR-137671] p0023 876-10089
Development of a computer program to obtain
ordinates for BACA "t-digit, 1-digit modified,
5-digit, and 16 series airfoils
[BiSA-TB-X-3281] p0031 N76-11033
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA
computer program. Part 1: Final report
[HASA-CB-132732-1] p0075 H76-12039
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA
computer program. Part 2: Dser and programmer
documentation
[HASA-CR-132732-2] p0075 H76-12010
Aerodynamic computer code for computing pressure
loading on wings for structural analysis
[AD-A013311] p0082 H76-13031
KSEP: The Savy KASA Engine Program
[B1SA-TB-X-71857] p01T2 H76-11127
The development and application of an analysis for
the determination of coupled tail
rotor/helicopter air resonance
[AD-A011989] p0150 876-16071
A computer program for fitting smooth snrfaces to
three-dimensional aircraft configurations
p0151 876-16811
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
1: FLEXSTAB theoretical description
[BASA-CR-111712] p0159 1176-17151
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
2: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 user's manual
fBiSA-CR-111713] p0160 H76-17152
A method for predicting the stability
characteristics of an elastic airplane. Volume
3: FLEXSTAB 1.02.00 program description
[BASA-CR-111711] p0160 N76-17153
A computer program for the determination of the
acoustic pressure signature of helicopter rotors
due to blade thickness
[HASA-TH-X-3323] p0160 H76-17925
A study of sound generation in subsonic rotors,
volume 2
[8ASA-CR-116120] pOISO H76-18121
A computer program to predict rotor rotational
noise of a stationary rotor from blade loading
coefficient
[HASA-TB-X-3281] p0185 H76-18889
i computer program incorporating fatigue and
fracture criteria in the preliminary design of
transport aircraft: An evaluation
[BASA-CR-116506] p0193 876-191*3
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
[HASA-TH-X-72838] p0218 876-20910
Computer program for calculating pressure
distribution and coefficients of wings, bodies,
wing-body combinations and wing-tail
combinations in subsonic, supersonic and
hypersonic flow based on potential theory
[HBB-OFE-1 011-0] p0220 1176-21165
Development of BHS cost model and demonstration of
alternative OB-58 maintenance scenarios
[AD-4017760] p0241 H76-22192
Detailed reguirements document for the integrated
structural analysis system, phase B
[HASA-CH-117550] p0217 876-22581
Development of a computer code for calculating the
steady super/hypersonic inviscid flow around
real configurations. Volume 2: Code description
[SASA-CB-2676] p0272 876-21152
Height prediction methods - GROGE1 program
[BBB-OFE-1 072-0] p0275 876-21215
Roll plane computer program
[AD-A019000] p0281 H76-21159
Abstracts of Aerodynamics Department computer
programs
[AD-A020719] p0312 876-27187
A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 1:
General description and theoretical development
[HASA-CR-2715] p0373 876-28161
A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft Part 3:
Computer program description
[8ASA-CH-2717] p0373 876-28162
Study of operational parameters impacting
helicopter fuel consumption using computer
techniques (computer programs)
[NASA-TB-X-73922] p0379 876-28221
Sonic boom research computer program
[HiSA-CR-118518] p0382 876-2"962
Development of methods for the analysis and
evaluation of CCV aircraft
p0133 S76-31171
A computer program to automate a method for
predicting acoustically induced vibration in
transport aircraft
[AD-A022571] p0137 876-31228
Evaluation of two swept-infinite-wing
potential/viscous-flow computer programs
[NASA-CR-115037] p0169 H76-32129
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-flap
configurations with externally blown flaps
[SASi-CR-2706] p0169 H76-32131
COBPOTBR SIBOLATIOB
D COBPDTERIZED SIBOLATION
COBPOTBB STORAGE DEVICES
Computer technology forecast study for general
aviation
[HASA-CR-1 37889] p0126 876-30211
COBPOTBR STSTBBS DESIGB
Some implications of interactive computer
application to aircraft development
p0161 A76-22169
Digital signal processing in a helicopter
flight-control system
p0168 176-23631
Computer technology forecast study for general
aviation
[HASA-CR-137889] p0126 876-30211
COBPDTBR STSTEBS PHOGHABS
Digital flight control for the NASA 737 airplane
[ A I A A 76-1912] p0369 A76-11130
Direction of arrival angle prediction
[AD-A021311] p0385 876-29211
COBPOTBR TECHBIQOBS
Bumeric calculation of unsteady forces over thin
pointed wings in sonic flow
p0007 A76-10351
Basic concepts of a progressive maintenance
system. II computerized aircraft maintenance
p0011 A76-10813
Aerodynamics of arbitrary wing body combinations
with vortex lattice and slender body theory
[ A I A A PAPER 76-198] p0103 A76-18865
Recent developments in multiplane-multispeed
balancing of flexible rotors in the United States
p0110 A76-21627
Bultiplicative signal processing for sound source
location on jet engines
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COHPOTERIZED CONTROL SOBJECT IHDEX
p023a 476-31738
Prediction of lump phenomena in roll-coupled
maneuvers of airplanes
p0308 476-36902
Procedure for calculating flight characteristics
of tnrbofan engines
p0406 476-12593
Calculation of gas-turbine-engine blades by the
finite element method
pOlt11 476-43536
Central Integrated Test Sub System F101 engine in
B-1 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-911] p0448 A76-45418
Evaluation of a new flight path command control
concept
[ICAS PAPER 76-56] p0464 A76-47400
Research in ground-based near-terminal area ID
guidance and control
CICAS PAPES 76-57] pO«64 A76-47401
Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers,
Part 1
[NASA-SP-347-PT-1] p0017 N76-10007
Application of numerical optimization techniques
to airfoil design
p0019 N76-10031
Calculation of inviscid shear flow using a
relaxation method for the Ealer equations
p0020 N76-10037
Process in application of direct elliptic solvers
to transonic flow computations
p0020 H76-10038
Survey of computational methods for lift-generated
wakes
p0020 N76-10010
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic and supersonic flows
p0020 N76-10012
Some recent applications of the suction analogy to
vortex-lift estimates
p0020 N76-10013
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading edge vortex separation
p0020 N76-10011
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at transonic speeu
p0021 N76-10019
Axisymmetric transonic flow including wind tunnel
wall effects
p0021 N76-10052
Approximate method for calculating transonic flow
about lifting wing body combinations
p0021 N76-10051
Application of multivariable search techniques to
the optimization of airfoils in a low speed
nonlinear inviscid flow field
[HAS4-CR-137760] p0021 N76-10062
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[N4S4-CR-115862] p<3089 B76-13113
Study of operational parameters impacting
helicopter fuel consumption using computer
techniques (computer programs)
[NASA-TH-X-73922] p0379 N76-28224
COHPOTBRIZED CONTROL
0 NOHERICAL CONTROL
COHPUTERIZED DESIGR
Dassault-Breguet - From the Uercare-100 to the
Slercure-200. I —=- twin-jet transport aircraft
design
p0012 A76-11134
Airplane engine selection by optimization on
surface fit approximations
p0013 A76-11230
The development of supplementary computational
procedures for supercritical wings
pOO«9 476-13102
A designer-augmented optimization strategy -
Concept and implementation
[ASBE PAPER 75-DET-99] p0135 A76-20736
Data processing as an aid to every stage of
landing gear design
p0139 A76-21175
Integrated design and analysis of aerospace
structures; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
Heeting, Houston, Tex., November 30-December 5,
1975
p0161 A76-22468
Some implications of interactive computer
application to aircraft development
p0161 476-22169
Structures technology and the impact of computers
p0161 476-22171
The role of integrated computer systems in
preliminary design
p0162 A76-22172
Applications spectrum of data processing in
development work illustrated by aircraft
engine turbine blade design
p0227 A76-29595
The computer aided design/drafting /CADD/ system -
Applications and economic factors in the
design/manufacturing process
p0230 A76-30026
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 A76-30050
Techniques for automated design using
Lagranqian function
p0210 A76-31867
General aviation design synthesis utilizing
interactive computer graphics
[SAE PAPER 760176] p0256 A76-31968
Airfoil section drag reduction at transonic speeds
by numerical optimization
[S4E PAPER 760477] p0257 476-31969
Parametric analysis of advanced technology applied
to a single engine trainer
[SAB PAPEB 760159] p0307 A76-36825
A systematic method for computer design of '
supercritical airfoils in cascade
pOIOS A76-42526
Computer interactive graphics in aerospace
engineering design education
[AIA4 PAPER 76-900] p0445 A76-15387
Computer methods in aircraft design at the Air
Force Academy
[AIAA PAPER 76-901] p0115 476-15388
A structural design for a hypersonic research
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-906] p0115 A76-45391
Automated optimization techniques for aircraft
synthesis
[4144 P4PEE 76-909] p0415 476-45393
A hybrid airship concept for Naval missions
[AIAA PAPER 76-923] p0446 476-15100
Parametric design and analysis of large advanced
military transports
[4144 P4PER 76-924] p0416 476-15401
An integrated capability for the preliminary
design of aeroelasticity tailored wings
[4I4A PAPER 76-912] p0466 476-17682
Aerodynamic design and analysis of winglets
[AIAA PAPER 76-940] p0166 A76-47687
Computerized procedures for airfoil design
p0019 N76-10032
Application of numerical optimization techniques
to airfoil design
p0019 N76-10034
An integrated system for the aerodynamic design
and analysis of supersonic aircraft
p0021 N76-10046
Design of supercritical wing sections with the aid
of rheoelectrical analogy
[DLR-FB-75-13] p0086 N76-13076
Computer aided flexible envelope designs
p0115 N76-15034
An introductory description of a hodograph method
for transonic shock-free aerofoil design
[NLR-TR-73152-0] p0147 H76-16041
The use of computers to define military aircraft
structures
p0158 N76-17099
Automated wing structural design
[N4S4-CB-117112] p0214 N76-22188
Navy jet trainer (VTX) conceptual design studies
[4D-4018779] p0275 S76-24222
Preliminary analysis of long-range aircraft
designs for future heavy airlift missions
[N4SA-TH-X-73131] p0313 N76-27215
A computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 1:
General description and theoretical development
[NASA-CR-2715] p0373 N76-28161
4 computational system for aerodynamic design and
analysis of supersonic aircraft. Part 3:
Computer program description
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SDBJECf IHDBX COHOOCTOBS
[8ASA-CB-2717] p0373 B76-28162
General survey o€ coapater-fflethods ased for
aerodynamic design in the Federal Republic of
Germany
[DLB-IB-151-75/13] pO<»36 H76-31223
COBPUTBBIZBD SIHOLiTIOB
HI ANALOG SIBOLATIOH
HT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOB
The flight simulation installation of the
Institute of Aeronautics of the Technical
University Darmstadt
pOOU9 A76-13321
Some recent computer studies on the stability of
rotors in fluid-film bearings
p01»1 A76-21643
A»AVS - An engineering simulator for design of
visual flight training simulators Aviation
Vide Angle Visual System to simulate pilot
visual tasks
p0226 A76-29U80
Flutter study for an elastic helicopter-rotor
blade, using an analog computer
p0227 A76-29700
Hodeling and analysis techniques for vehicle crash
simulation
p0266 A76-3<(158
Antiship cruise missile threat simulation
utilizing a BPV
p0268 A76-31239
Problems in the simulation or controllable flight
vehicles
f D G L B PAPEB 76-050] p0302 A76-36541
Two inviscid computational simulations of
separated flow about airfoils
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-379] p0312 A76-37025
Performance depreciation of some military turbofan
engines
/ [»!»» PAPEB 76-6M9] p0327 A76-38190
A modal transient rotordynamic model for
dual-rotor jet engine systems
[ASBE PAPEB 75-DE-S] pOU02 A76-12052
Accuracy of solving systems of equations in the
calculation of jet engine characteristics
pOU11 A76-13551
Simulation of turbulent transonic separated flow
over an airfoil computerized simulation
p0018 N76-10021
A study of design trade (OFFS) using a computer
model
p011t N76-15022
Development program for an aircraft reliability
and maintainability simulation (ARNS) model.
Volume 1. Program description
[AD-A01t102] p0130 H76-15187
Stimulation of a turbofan engine for evaluation of
multivariable optimal control concepts
(computerized simulation)
[BASA-TH-X-71912] p0223 N76-21208
A simulation study of curved, descending,
decelerating, landing approaches for transport
aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-8190] p022U N76-21216
Computational aspects of real-time simulation of
rotary-wing aircraft
[HASA-CB-117932] p02«9 N76-23169
Aircraft gas turbine cycle programs: Requirements
for compressor and turbine performance prediction
p0336 B76-26209
Validation of rotorcraft flight simulation program
through correlation with flight data for
soft-in-plane hingeless rotors
[AD-A021176] p031(2 N76-27190
Engine life management simulation model (ELHSIH)
user's model
[AD-A020307] p03M6 B76-2721S
A computer simulation of maintenance manpower
requirements for the DC-130B, volume 1
[AD-A020229] p03»8 N76-28095
CB-51 operational statistics
[AD-A021692] p0387 B76-29228
Simulation in support of flight test
p0393 1176-29297
Interactive computerized air combat opponent
p039« B76-29308
Bnmerical simulation of turbulent jet noise, part 2
CHASA-CB-1<|1(978] pO»29 H76-30921
COHPOTEBS
81 AIHBOBBE/SPACEBOBHE COBPOTEBS
CONCAVITY
Bypersonic flow over concave surfaces with
leading-edge bluntness
p0063 &76-11811
COSCOBDE AIBCBAFT
Comparative noise and structural vibration levels
from Concorde and subsonic aircraft
p0001 A76-10097
LHT - The training simulator for Concorde
p0010 A76-10518
Concorde now /The Sholto Douglas Benorial Lecture/
development testing and prognosis for
implementation
p0012 A76-11100
Concorde interior engineering
pOOUS A76-13216
Supersonics and the environment effect of
Concorde
p0098 476-18521
Concorde noise levels - Are they acceptable
p0132 A76-19585
The French connection British numerical
controlled machine tools in Concorde component
production
p0133 A76-20125
Insights into the second generation supersonic
transport noise - Performances dilemma
p0136 A76-20808
Future SSI engines with particular reference to
Olympus 593 evolution and Concorde experience
[SAE PAPEB 751056] pOIMt A76-22291
Limitations of the flight regime of a supersonic
transport /SSI/ by the sonic boom
p0208 A76-28169
The user's point of view on operational aspects of
Concorde
p0359 A7C-39571
Aspects of system procedure development for
Concorde and future aircraft flight
documentation and manual compilation
p0359 A76-39599
Concorde systems in airline operation
[AIAA PAPEB 76-925] pO«<l7 A76-15M02
Bain erosion characteristics of Concorde
pOU51 A76-15700
First generation supersonic transports
[OBEHA, IP NO. 1976-113] p0152 A76-U5777
Towards a second generation of supersonic transport
pO«52 A76-45778
Maintaining Concorde on the line - A look at
British Airways and Air France
p0456 A76-H6750
Operational experience on Concorde
[ICAS PAPEB 76-Uil] p0163 A76-07388
An investigation into the effect of castellating a
blunt trailing edge in supersonic flow
[BD-175] p0221 N76-21169
Analysis of the comparison between flight tests
results and wind tunnel tests predictions for
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
p0293 N76-25303
Concorde noise-induced building vibrations for
Sully Plantation, Chantilly, Virginia
[NASA-TH-X-73919] p0339 H76-26919
The Secretary's decision on Concorde supersonic
transport ,
[AD-A0223UO] p0385 H76-29190
Simulation techniques and methods used for the
study and adjustment of the automatic landing
system on the Concorde supersonic transport
aircraft
p0392's76-29293
A study of thermal fatigue acceleration in box
beams under mechanical and thermal stress
Concorde aircraft service life prediction
[AHC-CP-1342] pO«37 H76-3122H
COHDEHSATES
Investigation of the fuel fractions of gas
condensates from gas fields in Central Asia
p0306 A76-36667
COBDITIOBS
HI FLIGHT COBDITIONS
COHDOCriVE HEAT TBASSFEB
A thermal analysis method for aircraft compartment
constructions
p0111 A76-43558
CONDUCTORS
HI BOS CONDOCTOBS
NT ELECTRIC HIRE
A-87
COSES SUBJECT ISDEI
COSES
NT CIRCULAR CONES
NT CONICAL BODIES
NT SLENDER CORES
Numerical calculation of the three-dimensional
hypersonic viscous shock layer on a sharp cone
at incidence
p0298 A76-35418
COBFEBEHCES
NOISEXPO '75; National Noise and Vibration Control
Conference, 3rd, Atlanta, Ga., April 30-Bay 2,
1975, Proceedings of the Technical Program
p0001 A76-10091
Noise-con 75; Proceedings of the Rational
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Gaithersbnrg, Hd., September 15-17, 1975
pOOOS A76-10318
Unsteady aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Symposium, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.,
Harch 18-20, 1975. Volumes 182
p0006 A76-10326
International air transportation; Proceedings of
the Conference, San Francisco, Calif., Rarch
2U-26, 1975
p0009 A76-10389
International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Congress, 9th, Haifa, Israel, August
25-30, 1971, Proceedings. Volume 1 - Fluid
Dynamics, Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics. Volume
2 - Structures, Materials, Dynamics, Propulsion,
Design, Noise and Pollution
p0012 A76-11166
Design to Cost Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June
2, 3, 1975 and Boston, Hass., June 19, 20, 1975,
Abridged Proceedings
pOOSO A76-13825
Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity,
Abingdon, Oxon, England, April 11-17, 1975,
Proceedings
p0052 A76-14402
American Helicopter Society, Annual National
Forum, 31st, Washington, D.C., Bay 13-15, 1975,
Proceedings
p0057 A76-14565
Symposium on the changing Balance of Design
Requirements and How Designers are Reacting to
It, London, England, February 26, 1975,
Proceedings
p0067 A76-15401
Symposium on Designing from the Inside Out,
London, England, February 6, 1975, Proceedings
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15408
Symposium on Noise in Transportation, University
of Southampton, Southampton, England, July 22,
23, 1974, Proceedings
p0093 A76-16901
1975 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 24-27, 1975
p0099 A76-18651
Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 21, 1975, Proceedings
p0136 A76-20805
Dynamics of rotors; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Lyngby, Denmark, August 12-16, 1971
p0140 A76-21626
Integrated design and analysis of aerospace
structures; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
fleeting, Houston, Tex., November 30-December 5,
1975
p0161 A76-22468
Conference on Fluid Machinery, 5th, Budapest,
Hungary, September 15-20, 1975, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 G 2
p016U A76-22978
International Helicopter Forum, 11th, Bueckeburg,
West Germany, June 10-12, 1975, Reports
p0167 A76-23626
Association Technigue Maritime et Aeronantigue,
Session, 75th, Ecole Nationals Superieure de
Techniques Avancees, Paris, France, May 12-16,
1975, Proceedings
p0169 A76-24051
Symposium Transsonicum II, Goettingen, Rest
Germany, September 8-13, 1975, Proceedings
p0204 A76-27826
Aircraft crashworthiness; Proceedings of the
Symposium, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,
Ohio, October 6-8, 1975
p0264 A76-34132
Toward more effective testing; Proceedings of the
Sixth Annual Symposium, St. Louis, Ho., August
13-16, 1975
p0267 A76-3H233
Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute,
Meeting, 25th, University of California, Davis,
Calif., June 21-23, 1976, Proceedings
p0298 A76-35401
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, 3rd,
Arlington, Tex., June 7-9, 1976, Proceedings
p0308 A76-36901
Metals Society, National Physical Laboratory, and
Royal Society, Rosenhain Centenary Conference,
London, England, September 22-24, 1975,
Proceedings
P0352 A76-38552
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 9th, Arlington,
Tex., June 7-9,1976, Proceedings
p0353 A76-38626
Design to Cost Conference, Newport Beach, Calif.,
December 1, 2, 1975 and Arlington, Va., February
9, 10, 1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0358 A76-39219
Symposium on the Future of the Airship: A
Technical Appraisal, London, England, November
20, 1975, Proceedings
p0409 A76-43233
Inter-noise 75; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, Sendai,
Japan, August 27-29, 1975
p0416 A76-44576
Buckling of shells; Meeting on Shell Buckling,
Braunschweig, West Germany, June 19, 20, 1975,
Lectures and Discussion Contributions
p0449 A76-45476
Design to Cost Conference, Boston, Hass., Hay 27,
28, 1976 and Palo Alto, Calif., June 14, 15,
1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0453 A76-45798
Environmental effects on advanced composite
materials; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Montreal, Canada, June 22-27, 1975
p0454 A76-45876
Managing safety; Proceedings of the Twenty-eighth
International Air Safety Seminar, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, November 2-6, 1975
p0457 A76-46851
Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers,
Part 1
[HASA-SP-347-PT-1] p0017 N76-10007
Flight Flutter Testing Symposium
[NASA-SP-385] p0024 N76-10095
Proceedings of the N A S A , Industry, University,
General Aviation Drag Reduction Workshop
[NASA-CR-145627] p0031 N76-10997
Aerodynamics of airfoils in transonic flow
sweptback wings and shockfree flow calculation
[ESA-TT-175] p0036 N76-11048
Control configured vehicles (CCV)
[ESA-TT-164] p0040 D76-11081
Small gas turbines auxiliary power sources for
aircraft, and use as automobile engines
(conference proceedings)
[DLR-MITT-75-12] pOOSO N76-13001
Aircraft fire safety
[AGARD-CP-166] p0108 N76-14059
Proceedings of the Interagency Workshop on lighter
than air vehicles
[NASA-CR-137800] p0113 N76-15015
Conformal Antennas, Research Program Review and
Workshop
[AD-A015630] p0184 N76-18358
Specialists Meeting on Impact Damage Tolerance of
structures
[AGAHD-CP-186] p0197 H76-19471
Technical evaluation report of A G A R D Specialists
Meeting on WingWith-stores Flutter for
attack aircraft
[ A G A H D - A R - 9 6 ] p0220 N76-21163
Contributions to helicopter technology
conference proceedings
[DLR-MITT-75-24] p0274 N76-24209
Engine noise conference proceedings
[ESA-TT-244] p0278 N76-24243
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SUBJECT IHDBI CONSTRUCTION HATEBIALS
Aircraft gas turbine cycle programs: Requirements
for compressor and turbine performance prediction
p0336 S76-26209
Compressor and tarbine performance prediction
system development: Lessons from thirty years
of history
p0336 N76-26210
Axial flow compressor performance prediction
p0336 H76-26211
Flow field and performance map computation for
axial-flow compressors and tnrbines
P0336 N76-26212
Design optimization and performance map prediction
for centrifugal compressors and radial inflow
turbines
p0336 N76-26213
Characterization of conponents performance and
optimization of matching in jet-engine development
p0336 H76-26211
Bibliography on Modern Prediction Hethods for
Turbomachine Performance
p0336 H76-26215
Tenth Aerospace Hechanisms Symposium
[NASA-CR-1U8515] p0381 H76-28272
Stall/spin problems of military aircraft
[ AGARD-CP-199] p0389 N76-292U5
Helicopter design mission load spectra
[AGAHD-CP-206] pOU25 N76-30207
AGiRD highlights, September, 1976
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-76/2] pOH3« H76-31179
CONFIDENCE LIHITS
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost
predictions
p0173 A76-25318
CONFIGURATION HAHAGEHKHT
T53-L-703 military qualification test program
[AD-A012657] p0088 N76-13105
CONFLUENCE
0 CONVERGENCE
COHFOBSAL BAPPIHG
On aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary biplane
ving sections
p0011 A76-10713
Aerodynamic profiles confomal mapping
generation with several corner points
p0012 A76-11097
Iterative calculation of two-dimensional
compressible flow around ellipse and circular
arc profile
p0203 A76-27328
An exact method for the design of airfoil profiles
in incompressible flow with a given velocity
distribution on the contour
p0236 A76-31165
On the aerodynamic design of airfoil cascades - A
new exact method based on conformal mapping
p0269 A76-3«481
Analysis of two-element high lift systems in
transonic flow
[ICAS PAPER 76-13] p0461 A76-17361
CONPOBHAL TBAHSFOBMiTIOBS
0 CONFOBNAL HAPPING
CONGRESSIONAL BEPOBTS
Improved procedures needed by FAA for implementing
NTSB safety recommendations
[GPO-50-870] p0118 N76-16053
Aircraf t noise abatement technology
[GPO-66-059] p0180 N76-181214
Report on the oversight hearings and investigation
of the DC-10 aircraft
[GPO-33-379] p0192 S76-19131
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-62-786] p0218 N76-20695
International air transportation competition
[GPO-37-626] p0212 N76-2217U
Enforcer aircraft
[GPO-56-607] p0251 N76-2325U
Emergency locator transmitters
[GPO-60-520] p0283 N76-2515<l
P and D portions of the Airport and Airway
Development Act of 1975
fGPO-56-322] p03M N76-27201
The fu ture of aviation, volume 2
[GPO-72-601] p0373 N76-28155
N A S A authorization for fiscal year 1977, part 3
[GPO-68-258] p0382 N76-29051
Department of Transportation and related agencies
appropriations for 1977, part 1
[3PO-68-927] p0382 N76-29056
N A S A authorization for fiscal year 1977. Part <t:
Index
[GPO-73-502] p0382 N76-29057
Fuel problems of the nation's public
transportation system resulting from the current
energy shortage
[GPO-U8-891] p0128 N76-306H9
NASA authorization, 1977, volume 2, part 2
[GPO-69-739] pO«29 H76-31085
N A S A authorization, 1977, volume 3
[GPO-69-812] pO«29 N76-31086
Transportation of hazardous materials by air
[GPO-62-325] pO<470 N76-32139
F-18 N a v y air combat fighter
[GPO-60-913] pO«77 N76-33188
CONICAL BODIES
HI SLENDER CONES
Eigenvalue problems in the calculation of conical
paravings in steady supersonic flow
p0237 A76-31595
Effect of mass addition on the boundary layer of a
hemisphere at Hach 6
p0363 A76-H012U
Investigation of the separated flow around cones
with a turbulent boundary layer for Hach numbers
8.3 and 10
p0332 N76-26156
Nagnus forces on spinning supersonic cones. Part
2: The inviscid f low
[ A D - A 0 2 2 6 7 0 ] p O « 7 0 N76-32135
CONICAL C4HBEB
A solution for conically cambered delta wings in
supersonic flow
p0110 A76-21586
The problem of m i n i m u m drag of conical supersonic
wings with subsonic leading edges
p O U O S A76-U30K9
Paraglider wings of small conical camber in
supersonic flow
p0157 A76-U6892
COHICAL PLABE
D CONES
COMICAL FLOH
Systematic calculations of the flow past moving
cones on which a shock wave is incident
p0319 476-37932
Calculations of the steady conical flow past a
yawed slender delta wing with leading-edge
separation using vortex sheet model
[ARC-R/H-3767] p0122 H76-15091
COHICAL NOZZLES
The structure of jets from notched nozzles
p0262 A76-33361
The generation of sound by two-phase nozzle flows
and its relevance to excess noise of jet engines
p0356 A76-39006
Development of a technique for infl ight jet noise
simulation. I, II
[ A I A A PAPER 76-532] p0368 A76-11388
An exponential investigation of the behaviour of
conical diffusers in turbulent flow
pOi(56 A76-46817
Theory and experiments on the hypersonic source
flow over long, slender bodies in a conical nozzle
[ICAS PAPER 76-35] p0462 A76-17380
CONICAL SHELLS
Calculation of the natural vibrations of
thin-walled aircraft structures
p0227 A76-29697
Calculation of free vibrations of thinwall
aircraft structures
p041tt A76-44308
CONNECTIONS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONOIDS
D CONICAL BODIES
CONSERVATION
NT E N E R G Y CONSERVATION
CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS
0 V A R I A B L E PITCH PROPELLERS
CONSTRAINTS
NT HETEOROLOGICAL P A R A M E T E R S
CONSTRUCTION BATERIALS
Fabrication methods for YF-12 wing panels for the
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research Program
p0066 A76-15157
Fire dynamics of modern aircraft from a materials
point of view
p0068 A76-15430
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CONSUMPTION SUBJECT IHDEX
Developmental status and trends in refractory
alloys employed in aviation turbine engines
p0135 476-20620
New developments in aeronautics technology
alloys and composite materials review
p0202 A76-26412
Fracture analyses involving materials of aircraft
construction for machine elements
p0258 A76-32165
Some aspects of smoke and fume evolution from
overheated non-netallic materials
p0315 A76-37292
Metals Society, national Physical laboratory, and
Boyal Society, Bosenhain Centenary Conference,
London, England, September 22-21, 1975,
Proceedings
p0352 476-38552
Sas turbine requirements
p0353 476-38555
Development of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys for aircraft
p0353 476-38563
Handbook of masses of aviation and other
materials: Height characteristics. Volumes 1, 2,
1, 5 6 6 /1th revised and enlarged edition/
p0402 476-42050
Cabin finishing materials in civil passenger
aircraft
p0109 N76-14068
Potential contribution of high strength, high
modulus aramid fibers to the commercial
feasibility of lighter than air craft
p0116 K76-15037
Specialists Meeting on Structural Design Technology
aerodynamic and stress considerations in
aircraft structural design
[AGA8D-CP-184] p0158 U76-17092
The significance of various management and
technical technigues on aircraft structural design
p0158 H76-17093
The structural design process for helicopters with
emphasis on the rotor
p0158 N76-17095
The introduction of new materials for
lightweight aircraft construction
p0158 N76-17097
The roles of analysis in relation to structural
testing fighter aircraft design
p0158 N76-17098
CONSUMPTION
NT ENERGY CONSUMPTION
NT FDEL CONSUMPTION
CONTAINERS ,
Future air cargo transportation system - A
national need
[AI4A PAPER 76-922] p0446 476-45399
CONTAINMENT
Advances in engine burst containment and finite
element applications to battle-damaged structure
[AGARD-R-6H8] p0471 N76-32183
Advances in engine burst containment
p0471 N76-32184
CONTAMIHATIOH
NT FUEL CONTAMINATION
CONTINENTS
NT EUROPE
CONTINUOUS RADIATION
Rotor blade effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas mounted above the rotor
blade (CW) experiments
[ AD-A016866] p0217 N76-20360
Rotor effects on L-*>and signals received by
helicopter antennas. Part 3: Measurements of
the amplitude and phase distortions of CS signals
(signal distortion during radio reception)
[AD-4019506] p0281 N76-24455
CONTINUOUS RATES
U CONTINUOUS RADIATION
CONTINUUM FLOS
Transonic flows past wing profiles - A new direct
hodograph method
p023U 476-30656
CONTOURS
Sind-tunnel investigation of a beveled aileron
shape designed to increase the useful deflection
range
CL-651] p0188 N76-19080
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Joint contractor - 4ir Force flight test programs
p0267 476-34234
Design to Cost Conference, Newport Beach, Calif.,
December 1, 2, 1975 and Arlington, Va., February
9, 10, 1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0358 476-39219
Co-operation and diversification project
management in European aerospace industry
p0359 476-39598
DS4F's crusade to streamline industrial production
p0458 476-47017
CONTROL BOAEDS
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: 4 mathematical
treatment
[4D-4012655] p0086 N76-13078
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
The CCV concept Control Configured Vehicle
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-54] p0014 476-11660
Design freedom offered by fly-by-wire CCV
technology application
tS4E P4PER 751044] p0143 476-22283
Mirage across the horizon Delta Mirage 2000
design
p0162 476-22550
Advanced fighter control technigues
p0259 476-32627
Flight test status of the fighter CCV
[4144 P4PE8 76-884] p0443 476-45376
The fighter CCV program - Demonstrating new
control methods for tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-889] p0444 476-45378
Integrated flight control system design for CCV
[4IAA PAPEB 76-941] p0448 476-45415
Control configured vehicles (CCV)
[ES4-TT-164] p0040 N76-11081
Control technology aspects of aircraft with
artificial stability (CCV) with particular
respect to handling under maneuver loading
p0040 N76-11082
Parametric investigation of longitudinal movement
of CCV transport aircraft
pOOtO N76-11083
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal-tail loads, of a
control-configured vehicle with relaxed static
stability
[NAS4-TN-D-8142] p0183 N76-18145
Methods for parameter insensitive control system
design with application to a Control Configured
Vehicle (CCV) noting computerized controller
simulations
[ES4-TT-225] p0246 N76-22213
Hide quality sensitivity to S4S control law ,and to
handling quality variations
[NAS4-CH-148207] p0333 N76-26189
Description and test results of a digital
supersonic propulsion system integrated control
p0431 N76-31155
Design of a control configured tanker aircraft
p0431 N76-31158
Establishing confidence in CCV/4CT technology
p0432 N76-31162
Handling gualities requirements for control
configured vehicles
p0432 N76-31165
The F-12 series aircraft approach to design for
control system reliability
p0432 N76-31166
4G4BD highlights, September, 1976
[4G4RD-HIGHLIGHTS-76/2] p0434 N76-31179
CONTROL DEVICES
0 CONTROL EQUIPMENT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
NT CONTROL STICKS
Flight-determined stability and control
derivatives for an executive jet transport
control stability/control equipment - maximum
likelihood estimates
[NASA-TM-X-56034] p0042 N76-11105
Transonic and supersonic aircraft wherein the
problems of roll control at high angles of
attack are minimized
[N4S4-CASE-LAH-11868-1] p0194 N76-19159
Study of an 4CT demonstrator with substantial
performance improvements using a redesigned
Jetstar
p0431 N76-31159
4 summary of the application of active controls
technology in the ATT system studies
p0431 N76-31160
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SUBJECT I8DEI COHTEOL SURFACES
& survey of active controls benefits to supersonic
transports
p0432 N76-31161
Establishing confidence in CCV/1CT technology
p0432 H76-31162
Active control transport design criteria
pO»32 876-31163
COBTBOL PABELS
0 COMTBOL BOABDS
COBTBOL SIBUHTIOB
Simulation study of aircraft handling during
engine failure
p0016 A76-12486
The flight smulation installation of the
Institute of Aeronautics of the Technical
University Darmstadt
p0049 A76-13321
Optmal control of a helicopter turret control
system
p0166 A76-23115
Beal model following control
p0171 A76-24824
& model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach
p0301 A76-35850
Application of manned air combat simulation in the
development of flight control requirements for
weapon delivery
p0395 876-29311
Historical review of C-5A lift distribution
control systems
p0430 876-31117
COBTBOL STABILITY
The experimental hydrofoil platform H. 890 -
Automatic pilot, hydrodynamics, and performance
p0169 A76-24052
Model matching method for flight control and
stimulation for longitudinal control and
stability augmentation systems
p0259 A76-32396
An analytical method for ride quality of flexible
airplanes
p0311 A76-36926
Performance depreciation of so~<3 military turbofan
engines
[AIAA PAPEB 76-649] - p0327 A76-38190
Flight-determined stability and control
derivatives for an executive jet transport
control stability/control equipment - maximum
likelihood estimates
•[B&SA-TB-X-56034 ] p0042 N76-11105
Stability and control derivatives of the T-37B
airplane
[8ASA-TH-X-56036 ] p0112 876-14137
Bide quality sensitivity to SAS control law and to
handling quality variations
[B4SA-CB-148207] p0333 H76-26189
COBTBOL STICKS
Universal system for loading the control elements
of flight simulators
p0016 A76-12487
Peel force system with an inertia reduction
capability
p0394 876-29305
COBTBOL SURFACES
8T AEBIAL BUDDEBS
HT AILEBONS
BT ELEVATORS (C08TPOL SOBFACES)
ST ELEV08S
BT EXTBHBALLY BLOWN FLAPS
8T FLAPS (COHTBOL SURFACES)
BT GUIDE TABES
BT HORIZONTAL. TAIL SOBFACES
BT JET FLAPS
BT LEADIBG EDGE SLATS
BT BDDDEBS
BT SPLIT FLAPS
ST SPOILEBS
BT TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
BT WTBG FLAPS
Empennage 'snap-through1 oscillations airplane
multihinged control surface flutter analysis
p0051 A76-14343
Calculation of a tail unit with a distributed
reaction in aircraft structures
p0228 A76-29711
Fluid-dynamic lift: Practical information on
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic lift Book
P0258 A76-32167
ft new unified approach for analyzing
wing-body-tail configurations with control
surfaces
[ A I A A P A P E B 76-418] p0313 A76-37053
Development of a fluidic rudder
[ A I A A 76-1990] p0371 A76-41438
Flight test evaluation of a separate surface
attitude command control system on a Beech 99
airplane
[AIAA 76-1991] p0371 A76-41489
Design of empennage with distributed reaction
in aircraft structures
p0415 A76-44322
Transonic flight flutter tests of a control
surface utilizing an impedance response technique
p0026 876-10114
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 2: Experimental data
report, effects of control surface deflection
wind tunnel tests - aircraft models
[NASA-CB-132728] p0035 876-11035
Measurements of oscillatory aerodynamic hinge
moments from the response of a wind tunnel model
to turbulent flow comparing steady state
response technique results on same model
[1RC-CP-1317] p0123 876-15094
Collected works of Robert T. Jones
[HASA-TH-X-3334] p0186 876-19059
An analysis of the stability of an airplane with
free controls
[REPT-709] p0187 N76-19072
Wind-tunnel investigation of control-surface
characteristics. 5: The use of a beveled
trailing edge to reduce the hinge moment of a
control surface
[L-464] p0188 876-19076
Determination of opt imum p lanforus for control
surfaces
[REPT-731] p0188 N76-19077
Correction factory techniques for improving
aerodynamic prediction methods
[BASA-CR-144967] p0248 B76-23159
Hind tunnel measurements at M=1.6 of the
aerodynamic effects of a root gap on a c ol
surface of square planform mounted on a L ^/
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1641] p0272 876-2417
A preliminary desiqn study of a laminar flow
control wing of composite materials for long
range transport aircraft
[SASA-CR-144950] p0282 876-25146
Experimental investigation of the high velocity
Coanda wall ]et applied to bluff trailing edge
circulation control airfoils
[AD-A019417] p0338 B76-26438
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
flutter suppression and gust allei'ation by use
of active controls
[BASA-TN-D-8212] p0339 876-26585
Geared-elevator flutter study wind tunnel
tests of transonic flutter effects on control
surfaces of supersonic transport tail
assemblies, conducted in a SASA-Langley
transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-73902] p0373 B76-28158
A design of a modal controller for the B-52
Control Configured Vehicle (CCV)
[AD-A021872] p0389 B76-29244
Evaluation of a loading form for the calculation
of linearised theory pressure distributions on
wings with control surfaces having swept hinge
lines in steady subsonic flow
[ ABC-CP-1340] p0423 B76-30172
Investigation of a double slotted rudder for
application on advanced tactical transport
aircraft
[AD-A022481] p0424 876-30204
Active control technology and the use of multiple
control surfaces
p0433 876-31178
Seasurements in low-speed flow of unsteady
pressure distributions on a rectangular wing
with an oscillating control surface
[ARC-R/H-3763] p0475 B76-33149
Evaluation of pressure distributions on thin wings
with distorted control surfaces oscillating
harmonically in linearised, compressible,
subsonic flow. Part 1: Details of the pressure
distributions, and a set of numerical results
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COBTROL THEORY SUBJECT INDEX
including comparisons with experiment
[ARC-R/H-3783] pO«75 N76-33150
Experimental and theoretical control surface
characteristics on low aspect ratio delta wing
vehicles at subsonic Bach numbers
[ AD-A023108] pO«78 N76-33194
COHIBOl THEORY
OD the least time suboptimal control of nonlinear
processes applied to aircraft takeoff guidance
p0167 A76-23172
Hodel-following in linear-guadratic optimization
linear feedback control system design
p0358 A76-39U29
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[NASA-CR-105862] p0089 N76-13113
Theoretical stability and control characteristics
of wings with various amounts of taper and twist
[REPT-635] p0187 N76-19067
Explicit form of the optimum control law for a
rigid aircraft flying-in turbulent atmosphere
[NASA-TT-P-1709H] p03U6 N76-27248
Microeconomic thpory applied to parametric cost
estimation of aircraft airfraaes
[AD-A020210] p0348 N76-2809«
Seduced state feedback gain computation
optimization and control theory for aircraft
control
[ N A S A - C R - 1 U 8 U 9 1 ] p0380 N76-2B238
A design of a modal controller for the B-52
Control Configured vehicle (CCV)
fAD-A021872] p0389 N76-2924U
Study of an ACT demonstrator with substantial
performance improvements using a redesigned
Jetstar
pOU31 N76-31159
Advanced control technology and airworthiness
flying gualities reguirements
pO«32 B76-31164
The ACT transport: Panacea for the 80's or
designer's illusion (panel discussion)
p0432 N76-31169
Methodology for design of active controls for
V/ST01 aircraft
.p0433 N76-31172
Active control system trends
pOU33 H76-31173
CONTROL VALVES
Slide-valve-controlled vectoring nozzle
p006i( A76-14959
Comment on 'Advanced technology thrust vectoring
exhaust systems'
p006» A76-14962
COBTBOLLABILITY
Fundamental formulation of airship performance and
flight dynamics
p0207 A76-28033
Stability and controllability of an airplane
Bussian book
p0235 A76-31017
The effects of aircraft design and atmospheric
turbulence on handling and ride qualities
p0310 A76-36924
On the performance criteria for the dynamic
behavior of aircraft
[DLR-FB-74-30]
 ( p0086 N76-13075
Handling qualities specification deficiencies
r A G A B D - A R - 8 9 ] p0127 N76-151U6
Summary of flight tests to determine the spin and
controllability characteristics of a remotely
piloted, large-scale (3/8) fighter airplane model
[NASA-TN-D-8052] p0160 H76-17156
Effect of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic
stability and control characteristics of a 55
deg clipped-delta-wing orbiter configuration at
supersonic Mach numbers
[ N A S A - T K - X - 3 3 7 6 ] p0249 N76-23170
A piloted flight simulation of the Restland lynx
to predict handling gualities
[ARC-CP-1343] p0138 H76-3123H
COBTBOLLED STABILITY
U STABILITY
CONTBOLLEBS
NT S E R V O M E C H A N I S H S
Methods for parameter insensitive control system
design with application to a Control Configured
Vehicle (CCV) noting computerized controller
simulations
[ESA-TT-225] p0246 N76-22213
Proficiency training of pilots and controllers .
participating in BHLAF missions by the use of a
simulator
p0395 N76-29311
COBfAIB HILITABY AIRCRAFT
0 HILITABY AIHCBAFT
COSVAIB 310 AIRCRAFT
0 CV-340 AIBCBAFT
COHVAIB 990 4IBCBAFT
0 CV-990 AIBCBAFT
COBVECTIOB CLOODS
NT STBATDS CLOUDS
COSVBCTIVE FLOB
The far field of high frequency convected
singularities in sheared flows, with an
application to jet-noise prediction
p0259 A76-325I15
The issue of source terms for jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-1(87] p0319 A76-38026
COHVEBGEHCB
A technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
[NASA-TB-X-62496] p0035 H76-11039
The three shock confluence problem for the case of
normally impinging overexpanded jets
[BLH/7402] p0242 B76-22170
Hew convergence criteria for the vortex-lattice
models of the leading-edge separation
p0375 N76-28179
Lattice arrangements for rapid convergence
p0375 H76-28181
COHVB86EHT BOZZLES
Effect of flight on the noise from a convergent
nozzle as observed on the Bertin Aerotrain
[AIAA PAPER 76-557] p0323 A76-3807U
Analysis and testing of two-dimensional slot
nozzle ejectors with variable area mixing sections
p0352 A76-38U81
Reduction of air flow noise by expanded barrel
diffuser
p0418 A76-U4595
COHVEBGBHT-DIVER6EBT NOZZLES
An analysis of jet aircraft engine exhaust nozzle
entrance profiles, accountability and effects
[AIAA PAPEB 76-152] p0103 A76-18831
Effect of F-15 aircraft induced aerodynamic loads
on the evolution of the F100 balanced beam nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 76-733] p0329 A76-38237
Flows of a reacting mixture in Laval nozzles under
conditions of a quasi-frozen process
pO«<43 A76-45203
COHTEBTAPLABES
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT
COOLABTS
NT ENGINE COOLANTS
COOLIBG
BT AIB COOLIBG
NT FILM COOLING
NT GAS COOLING
HI REGENERATIVE COOLING
NT SURFACE COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING
COOLIB6 FIBS
Surface heat exchangers
p0171 A76-24093
COOLIBG STSTEHS
Turbine blade manufacture for modern aircraft
powerplants
p0170 A76-24062
Efficiency criterion for an air-cooled turbine
blading
pOU11 A76-I43552
Study of fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CB-144920] p0178 N76-18103
The design of aircraft brake systems, employing
cooling to increase brake life
[NASA-CR-134980] p0247 N76-225U1
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical summary
[NASA-CB-2652] pO«24 N76-30198
COORDIBATE TRABSFORBATIOIS
Transformation of rudder angles for vehicles with
cruciform wings
[DLR-IB-552-75/11] p0341 N76-27177
COORDIBATES
NT CARTESIAN COORDINATES
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SUBJECT IHDBI COST ANALYSIS
HT GEODETIC COOBDIHiTES
COPILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
CO BBS
HI HOHEICOBB CORES
COBHBB PLOB
Computation of the inviscid supersonic floii over
an external axial corner
p0298 &76-35I419
Soie new results concerning the diffraction of a
shock wave aroand a convex corner
p0299 A76-35538
COBBBCTIOH
Two-dimensional tannel vail interference for
multi-element,aerofoils in incompressible flow
rHL8-HP-75021-D] p0341 N76-27181
COBBBLATION
HT COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS
HT CBOSS COBBELATIOB
HT DATA COBBELATION
NT SIGNAL ANALTSIS
NT STATISTICAL COBBELATION
A note on correlation description rotorcraft
flight simulation
p0362 A76-40036
COBBELATION COEPPICIEHTS
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tannel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 N76-29252
COBEELATION FUNCTIONS
D COBBELATION
COBBOSI08
NT FBETTING COBBOSIOB
NT STBESS COHBOSION
The effects of salt and carbon particles on the
erosion and corrosion behaviour of gas turbine
materials rotor blades
fNGTE-B-339] pOt38 N76-31341
Introduction: A survey of the problem of
aircraft corrosion
p0481 N76-33333
Economics of corrosion
p0481 N76-33335
Corrosion in airframes, power plants and
associated aircraft equipment
p0481 N76-33336
COBBOSIOS PREVENTION
Aeronautical analytical rework program:
Thixotropic chemical conversion coating for the
corrosion protection of aircraft aluminum surfaces
CAD-A012345] p0079 N76-12177
Aviation turbine fuel lubricity evaluation of
corrosion inhibitors
[AD-A017376] p0246 N76-22404
Proceedings of the Triservice Corrosion of
Military Equipment Conference. Volume 1.2
Sessions 1-3
[AD-A021053] p0337 B76-26329
The theory, significance and prevention of
corrosion in aircraft
CAGABD-LS-84] pO«81 H76-33332
Corrosion prevention techniques, maintenance and
repair
p0481 N76-33337
Designing for corrosion prevention
p0481 N76-33339
Prevention and combat of corrosion in aircraft
structures, bibliography
p0481 N76-33340
COBBOSIOB RESISTANCE
NT OXIDATION BESISTANCE
Application and control of a powdered coating
anti-fretting epoxy coating for helicopter parts
p0060 A76-11)594
A study of parameters which affect corrosion
between solid film lubricants and aircraft alloys
(ASLE PBEPRINT 76-AH-6C-2] p0413 A76-44127
Corrosion resistance of aluminium alloys as a
function of pretreataent and paint system
noting adhesive primer effect
[POK-B-1806] p0346 S76-27415
COBB06ATBD PLATES
Stiffness and stress analysis of discretely
attached corrugated shear webs with
guasi-sinusoidal corrugations shear stress
of corrugated plates
[PB-248728/8] p02«7 N76-22610
COBSAIB AIBCBAFT
0 A-7 AIHCBAFT
COSHIC BAT SHOiEBS
The method of successive approximations in the
theory of electron-photon showers
p0412 A76-43926
COSBIC BATS
NT COSBIC BAT SHOiEBS
COST AHALISIS
Design to Cost Conference, Palo Alto, Calif., June
2, 3, 1975 and Boston, Bass., June 19, 20, 1975,
Abridged Proceedings
p0050 A76-13825
TAH-64 advanced attack helicopter design
p0058 A76-14572
Opportunities for development of advanced large
cargo aircraft
p0237 A76-31492
A perspective on airline regulatory reform
p0239 A76-31805
Alternatives to regulation - Competition in air
transportation and the aviation act of 1975
p0239 A76-31806
Airline deregulation - A hoax
p0239 A76-31808
Deregulation and its potential effect on airline
operations
p0239 A76-31d10
An alternative to the helicopter sidewall
hovercraft for shore base-offshore personnel
transfers
p0258 A76-32198
The case for the wide-bodied airship for heavy
lift applications
p0302 A76-36545
Joint AF/industry engine LCC methodology Life
Cycle Cost analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 76-751] p0329 A76-38-'l>8
Design to Cost Conference, Newport Beach, Calif.,
December 1, 2, 1975 and Arlington, Va., February
9, 10, 1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0358 A76-39219
Optimization of aircraft flight regimes:
Economical flight regimes Russian book
p0358 A76-39525
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
II - Haintenance
p0366 A76-41048
Design to Cost Conference, Boston, Mass., flay 27,
28, 1976 and Palo Alto, Calif., June 14, 15,
1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0453 A76-45798
Estimating life-cycle costs: A case study of the
A-7D
[AD-AO11643] p0044 B76-11915
An analysis of short haul airline operating costs
[NASA-CB-137763 ] p0107 N76-14057
An economic comparison of three heavy lift
airborne systems
p0114 N76-15023
Bajor Item Special Study (HISS), OH-58A
freewheeling assembly
[AD-A014895] p0151 N76-16077
BBAC analysis of CH-47 helicopter
[AD-A016117] p0179 N76-18111
Heavy lift helicopter engine development program
design to cost, 2nd period award fee evaluation
[AD-A016120] P0181 N76-18135
Development of BBS cost model and demonstration of
alternative OH-58 maintenance scenarios
[AD-A017760] p0244 N76-22192
An approach to the estimation of life cycle costs
of a fiber-optic application in military aircraft
prediction analysis techniques
[AD-A019379] p0282 N76-25017
Study of short-haul aircraft operating economics.
Phase 2: An analysis of the impact of jet
modernization on local service airline operating
costs
[NASA-CR-137863] p0385 N76-29188
Evaluation of F-15 operations and maintenance
costs based on analysis of category 2 test
program maintenance data
[AD-A021258] p0386 N76-29221
Feasibility study of initial aircraft propulsion
subsystem integration cost model, phase 1, part 1
[AD-A021075] p0388 N76-29238
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COST EFFECTIVENESS SUBJECT IHDEX
Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs for reducing the
energy consumption of the commercial air
transportation system
CSASA-CR-137891] p0429 N76-31079
Opportunities for R and D action to reduce
acquisition and support costs of tactical
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A023038] pOIIO N76-32016
COST EFFECTIfEHESS
The 1971* energy crisis - A perspective - The
effect on commercial aircraft design
p0009 A76-10391
The effect of the energy crisis on economic
regulation of the air transport industry
p0009 A76-10392
Airline profit pinch clouds harvest of gains
loner-cost fuel-efficient transport technology
p0015 A76-12159
The airship - Phoenix or Dodo
p0016 A76-12500
Boeing 717 - An operational appraisal. II -
Operational performance and flight planning
p0046 A76-13071
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[ONERA, TP SO. 1975-62] p0056 A76-11157
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p0106 N76-11027
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
A LTA flight research vehicle technology
assessment, airships
p0117 876-150*9
FLIGHT TESTS
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
High speed flight tests with the Bo.105
p0046 476-13113
Some aerodynamic measurements in helicopter flight
research
p0017 476-13116
Parameter identification technology used in
determining in-flight airloads parameters
t A I A A PAPER 75-1U17] p0018 &76-13197
H R C A development tempo quickens
p0018 476-13217
Flight-test studies of static electrification on a
supersonic aircraft
p0053 476-11112
N a v y shipboard trials of helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft
p0061 476-11599
Flight-test report on the Heavy-Lift Helicopter
flight-control system
p0061 476-11600
Army preliminary evaluation of the HLH 4TC
demonstrator fly-by-wire flight control system
Heavy Lift Helicopter Advanced Technology
Component .
p0061 A76-1U601
The design and testing of a tip to reduce blade slap
p0061 476-11602
Remotely piloted vehicle/vertical attitude
take-off and landing demonstration vehicle
[NSHDC-1697] _ p0061 476-11603
A composite pylon support structure for the
JetRanger helicopter
p0062 A76-11611
Northrop F-5A aircraft transonic buffet pressure
data acquisition and response analysis /
p0061 A76-11963
Testing Europe's Panavia MRCA
p0091 A76-16191
Nav attack trials - Successful first stage
MRCA avionics development
p0091 A76-16192
The status of MRCA flight tests
[D3LR PAPEB 75-013] p0097 476-18280
1975 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 2U-27, 1975
p0099 476-18651
F-15A spin tests
p0099 476-18652
4-10 progress report
B-1 flight test progress report
p0099 476-18653
p0099 476-18656
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ test program on
the X.C-8A
p0099 476-18657
X-21B flight test program
p0099 476-18659
Landing on a cushion of air XC-84 aircraft
p0132 476-19597
The supercritical wing experinental programme
p0133 476-20109
On the effects of flight on jet engine exhaust noise
p0172 476-25112
Inflight engine performance evaluations
applied to S-34 aircraft
[4SBE P4PER 76-GT-70] p0200 476-25813
4dvanced composite fan blade flight evaluation
program
[4SBE P4PER 76-GT-75] p0200 476-25818
In flight simulation - 4 unique approach to flight
testing an all-weather landing system
p0226 476-2919*
4 data acquisition system for in-flight airfoil
evaluation
[S4E P4PEB 760162] p0255 476-31960
Business jet approach noise abatement techniques -
Flight test results
fS4E PAPEB 760163] p0256 476-31961
Design, development and flight test of the Cessna
Citation thrust reverser
[S4E PAPEB 760168] p0256 476-31963
G4/H/-2 4irfoil Flight Test Evaluation
[S4E P4PEB 760192] p0257 476-31971
Preliminary flight-test results of an advanced
technology light twin-engine airplane /ATLIT/
[S4E P4PEB 760197] p0257 476-31976
Energy management - The delayed flap approach
p0258 476-32200
Initial flight test phase of the
Dassault-Breguet/Dornier 41pha-Jet
p0259 476-32626
4dvanced fighter control techniques
p0259 476-32627
B-1 flight test progress report
p0260 476-32628
Unusual pitch and structural mode testing of the B-1
p0260 476-32629
Special problems in the flight testing of sailplanes
p0260 476-32630
The Boeing Compass Cope Program RPV system
p0260 476-32632
The development testing of a short-haul
airframe/powerplant combination, the VFR 611/R15H
p0260 476-32633
Hawker Siddeley Hawk T Bk 1 two-seat ground
attack/trainer aircraft
p0260 476-32631
Toward more effective testing; Proceedings of the
Sixth Annual Symposium, St. Louis, Bo., August
13-16, 1975
p0267 476-31233
Joint contractor - 4ir Force flight test programs
p0267 476-31231
The O.S.4.F./Bockwell B-1 flight test program
progress report - Relationship of test
objectives to operational requirements
p0267 476-31235
The F-16 flight test program
p0267 476-31236
Reliability and maintainability testing of
prototype aircraft
p0267 476-31237
Status of the 4ir Cushion Landing System flight
test program
p0268 476-31238
Simulation - 4 flight test complement
p0268 476-31210
The T6E simulator - 4 comparison with flight test
results F-114 aircraft application
p0268 476-31213
Environmental tests of the F-15 in the 4ir Force
Climatic Laboratory
p0268 476-31211
High angle of attack flight tests of the F-15
p0268 476-31215
TF-17 stall/post-stall testing
p0269 476-31216
4-131
SUBJECT IBDBX FII6BT TESTS COSTD
stall/post-stall/spio avoidance tests of the YA-10
aircraft
p0269 A76-34247
Determination of mniotm catapult launch speeds
for maximam combat effectiveness of carrier
aircraft
p0269 A76-34249
Banagement of service deficiencies - A component
•anafactarer's view
[SAE PAPEB 760512] p0304 A76-36590
Bemotely piloted research vehicle evaluation of
advanced control system effects on spins
p0308 A76-36907
Plight test design for efficient extraction of
aircraft paraoeters
p0309 A76-36912
Determination of tail-off aircraft parameters
using systems identification
p0310 A76-36915
Flight investigation of the response of a
helicopter to the trailing vortex of a
fixed-ving aircraft
p0310 A76-36922
Converting fatigue loading spectra for
flight-by-flight testing of aircraft and
helicopter components
p0351 A76-384U5
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test
heat-transfer measurements on a pylon-nounted
store
p0355 A76-38656
General Dynamics F-16 Book
p0360 A76-39833
Europe's tornado HHCA KB 199 engine,
capabilities and design
p0364 A76-40576
Tornado takes off BRCA program
p0366 A76-41175
A new Mirage - The F1 two-seater
p0366 A76-41275
Flight evaluation of a digital multimode flight
control system in an A-7D aircraft
[AIAA 76-1913] p0369 A76-41431
Onega navigation for general aviation[AIAA 76-1987] p0371 A76-41486
Flight test evaluation of a separate surface
attitude coDraand control system on a Beech 99
airplane
C A I A A 76-1991] p0371 A76-41489
Flight experience with a digital integrated
propulsion control system on an F-111E airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-653] pO<103 A76-42411
Hind tunnel/flight test correlation program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/noz2le
t A I A A PAPEB 76-673] p0404 A76-42419
Flight test status of the fighter CCV
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-881] p0443 A76-45376
Bore effective aircraft stability and control
flight testing through use of system
identification technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-894] pO<!44 A76-45381
Hew developments and accuracy limits in aircraft
flight testing
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-897] p0444 A76-45384
Flight certification testing for the A-7D advanced
composite outer wing panel
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-907] p0445 A76-U5392
Flight test development and evaluation of a
maltimode digital flight control system in an A-7D
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-927] p0447 A76-45404
Flight evaluation of a digital data broadcast
technique as an aid to area navigation operations
[ A I A A PAPKB 76-928] p0447 A76-45405
The Franco-German experimental program for the
evaluation of a supercritical wing for a combat
aircraft application
[ICAS PAPEB 76-21] p0161 A76-»7367
The art and science of modern flight testing - A
personal view
[ICAS PAPEB 76-«5] p0463 A76-473B9
Accuracy limits in nonsteady flight testing
[ICAS PAPEB 76-46] p0463 A76-47390
B-1 flight test - Progress report[ A I A A PAPEB 76-886] p0465 A76-47678
Flight testing of the Tornado - The current
situation /August 1976/
C A I A A PAPEB 76-887] p0465 A76-47679
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-62491]
Flight Flutter Testing Symposium
[HASA-SP-385]
A theory of flight flutter testing
p0024 876-10093
p0024 H76-10095
P0024 B76-10096
In-flight damping measurement
p0024 H76-10098
A flight investigation of oscillating air forces:
Equipment and technigue
p0024 H76-10101
Flight flatter testing using pulse techniques
p0025 N76-10104
Stabilizer flutter investigated by flight test
p0025 1176-10105
Flight flutter testing of the P6H
p0025 N76-10107
Transient flight flutter test of a wing with tip
tanks
p0025 H76-10108
Flight flutter testing of multi-jet aircraft
p0025 H76-10109
Flight flutter testing of supersonic interceptors
p0025 H76-10110
Flight flutter testing the B-58 airplane
p0025 H76-10111
Douglas experience in flight flatter testing
p0025 N76-10112
Transonic flight flutter tests of a control
surface utilizing an impedance response technique
p0026 H76-10114
A flight test determination of the static and
dynamic longitudinal stability of the Cessna
310H aircraft
[AD-A010795] p0029 N76-10141
Pyrotechnic bonkers for the inflight testing of
structures
p0030 H76-10989
NASA/FBC wake turbulence flight test program:
Bide quality aspects
[HASA-CB-145700] p0035 H76-1'040
Free-flight model investigation of a
vertical-attitude VIOL fighter with twin
vertical tails
[HASA-TH-D-8089] p0036 H76-11042
An investigation of high-G maneuvers of the AB-16
helicopter --- flight sinulation/f light tests
[AD-A012234] p0041 H76-11093
Flight assessment of a large supersonic drone
aircraft for research use
[HASA-TB-X-3259] p0076 H76-12042
Development and flight tests of vortex-attenuating
splines
[HASA-TB-D-8083] p0081 876-13014
Low angle-of -attack longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of Havy T-2 trainer aircraft
extracted fron flight data: A comparison of
identification techniques. Volume 1: Data
acquisition and modified Hewton-Baphson analysis
[AD-A013181] p0086 H76-13084
Flight testing of a fan-in-fin antitorque and
directional control system and a Collective
Force Augmentation System (CFAS)
t AD-A013U07] p0089 876-13114
Buffet flight test techniques
p0106 H76-14027
Results of helicopter flight tests of a
circumferential carbon oil seal
[AD-A013500] p0111 H76-14114
Evaluation of an OB-58A helicopter with an Allison
250-C20B engine
[AD-A013861] p0111 N76-14117
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
of an executive aircraft
tAAAF-BT-75-14] p0127 H76-15147
An experimental study of the influence of the jet
parameters on the afterbody drag of a jet engine
nacelle scale model
p0153 H76-16360
Summary of flight tests to determine the spin and
controllability characteristics of a remotely
piloted, large-scale (3/8) fighter airplane model
[HASA-TH-D-80S2] p0160 N76-17156
Hover control tests on flying test bed for TTOL
aircraft
[SA1-TB-425] p0182 H76-181U2
Plight test of the aerospatiale SA-342 helicopter
[AD-A016921] p0215 N76-20131
Plight test evaluation of a 240 to 400 HHz
cavity-backed cross open-sleeve dipole antenna
A-135
FLIGHT TIBE SUBJECT IBDEX
[AD-A017298] p0217 N76-20386
Aircraft noise definition. Phase 2: Analysis of
flyover-noise data for DC-8-61 aircraft
flight tests for noise measureaent of jet
aircraft noise
[AD-AO19759/0] p0224 N76-21211
Flight test evaluation of a method to determine
the level flight performance propeller-driven
aircraft
[HASA-CR-147092] p0243 H76-22185
Typical flight tests to establish the perfornance
of the Lockheed T 33 A aircraft
[DLR-IB-555-74/12] p0244 N76-22190
A r m y preliminary evaluation YAH-1R improved Cobra
agility ana maneuverability helicopter
[AD-A018420] p0251 N76-23255
Practical aspects of a maximum likelihood
estimation method to extract stability and
control derivatives from flight data
[NASA-TH-D-8209] p0252 H76-23272
Aircraft/stores compatibility analysis and flight
testing
p0252 N76-23290
Zero-G flight test of a gauging system. Volume 1:
Summary for propellant tanks of C-135 aircraft
[HASA-CR-147706] p0252 H76-23349
Zero-G flight test of a gauging system. Volume 2:
System software For propellant tanks of
C-135 aircraft
[SASA-CR-147707] p0252 H76-23350
Navy evaluation F-11A in-flight thrust control
system
FAD-A019954] p0286 N76-25204
Flight measurements of helicopter rotor aerofoil
characteristics and some comparisons with
two-dimensional wind tunnel results
p0290 N76-25284
A new experimental flight research technique: The
remotely piloted airplane
p0291 N76-25287
Comments on wind tunnel/flight comparisons at high
angles of attack based on BAG one-eleven and
VC10 experience
p0291 H76-25290
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmentor-wing STOL research aircraft
p0292 S76-25292
Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight
test data for V/STOL aircraft
p0292 H76-25293
A brief flight-tunnel comparison for the Hunting H
126 jet flap aircraft
p0292 1176-25294
Comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations, wind tunnel
tests, and flight tests data reduction for the
Alpha Jet aircraft
p0292 H76-25295
Flight measurements of the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored thrust
aircraft (HS-P1127) throughout the transition
(V/STOL aircraft)
p0292 H76-25296
Comments on some wind tunnel and flight experience
of the post-buffet behaviour of the Harrier
aircraft
p0292 H76-25297
Swedish experience on correlations of flight
results with ground test predictions for the
SAAB 37 aircraft
p0293 N76-25299
Flight/tunnel comparison of the installed drag of
wing mounted stores on the Buccaneer aircraft
p0293 N76-25300
Comments on mathematical modelling of external
store release trajectories including comparison
with flight data (prediction analysis
technigues for jettisoning of external stores)
p0293 N76-25301
Comments on wind tunnel/flight correlations for
external stores jettison tests on the F 101 s
and G 91 Y aircraft
p0293 H76-25302
Analysis of the comparison between flight tests
results and wind tunnel tests predictions for
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
p0293 H76-25303
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x H foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
[NASA-CR-144612] p0293 N76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7117 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LIT 4x1 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 2
[HASA-CR-1114613] p0293 H76-25323
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
[HASA-CR-144614] p0294 N76-25324
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LT7 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
[HASA-CR-144615] p0294 H76-25325
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[NASA-CR-144616] p0294 1176-25326
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
on an executive aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-17068] p0333 H76-26186
Foise measurements for a twin-engine commercial
jet aircraft during 3 deg approaches and level
flyovers
[NASA-TB-X-3387] p0339 H76-26950
A flight investigation using variable glide path
trajectories to compensate for winds and
moderate Hind shears
[LR-589] p0346 H76-27246
Identification of T-2 aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data
[AD-A021996] p0386 N76-29225
Flight test methods for the study of spins
p0391 N76-29262
Spin flight test of the Jaguar, Mirage F1 and
Alpha-jet aircraft
p0391 N76-29264
Simulation in support of flight test
p0393 B76-29297
OS Air Force Helicopter operational flight spectra
survey program: Past and present
p0425 N76-30211
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0430 1176-31144
The design, development, and flight test results
of the Boeing 737 aircraft antennas for the ICAO
demonstration of the TRSB microwave landing system
[NASA-TH-X-73943] p0471 1176-32146
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
[HASA-CH-132663] p0471 K76-32181
Abbreviated full-scale flight test investigation
of the Lockheed L1011 trailing vortex system
using tower fly-by technique
[AD-A028095/8] p0477 H76-33187
AC power controllers for B-1 flight tests. Part
1: Design, development, fabrication and testing
of hybrid power controllers
[AD-A022616] p0479 H76-33211
FLIGHT TIBE
Determination of the realizable flight hours for
aircraft
p0204 A76-27364
Minimum time flight profile optimization for
piston-engine-powered airplanes
[SAB PAPER 760474] p0256 A76-31967
Optimization of aircraft flight regimes:
Economical flight regimes Russian book
p0358 A76-39525
FLIGHT TRAIHIHG
Air Force master plan - simulators for aircrew
training
[AD-A021576] p0391 H76-29279
A-136
SUBJECT IHDEI PLOi DISTBIBOTIOI
Feasibility of a nap-of-the-earth trainer using a
QB-50D remotely piloted helicopter and synthetic
flight training system
[AD-A022025] p0392 H76-29281
On improving the flight fidelity of operational
flight/weapon system trainers
p0393 H76-29299
iir combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0395 B76-29310
BiSI: Weapon ailing training simulator installation
p0395 B76-29313
Proficiency training of pilots and controllers
participating in BHLAF missions by the use of a
simulator
p0395 B76-29311
Research into the training effectiveness of a fall
nission flight simulator
p0395 H76-29315
FLOATIBG
Floating vs flying: 4 propulsion energy con pan son
p0115 B76-15032
FLOOBS
Development of lightweight fire retardant,
low-smoke, high-strength, thermally stable
aircraft floor paneling
[HASA-CB-117750] p0281 H76-21365
FLOW CHABACTEBISTICS
HI BOO DOS BY LATBB STABILITT
HI FLAHE STABILITY.
HI FLOW DISTBIBOTIOH
HI FLOW STABIIITY
HT FLOW VELOCITY
Boise of swirling exhaust jets
[AIAA PAPEB 76-510] p0320 A76-38040
A validation study of the aixed-foil concept for
high-speed hydrofoils
p036« A76-10395
Calculation nethods for the supersonic flow field
of an arrowed wing with subsonic leading edge
with part of the flow plane as fuselage
[VTH-195] p01»8 H76-16015
The oblique impingement of an axisymaetric jet
flow characteristics of jet flow over flat plates
[HASA-CB-131961] p0153 H76-16375
Characteristics of 2-D unsteady transonic flow
p0176 H76-18060
Evaluation of calculation nethods for 2-D unsteady
transonic flow
p0177 H76-18061
FLOI DBFLECTIOB
Blockage effect for single rows of bluff bodies
pOOIS A76-12926
Honexistence of stationary vortices behind a
two-dimensional normal plate
pOOSO A76-13991
Performance of aerofoil cascades in diverging
fluid deflection
p016» A76-22990
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry on
OTS aero-acoustic characteristics
Over-The-Bing
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-199] p0366 A76-11377
Recovery techniques for aircraft in spinning flight
control surface deflections
[AD-A019323] p0280 N76-21278
FLOB DISTOBTIOI
Plows around accelerated, slender bodies for B
less than, equal to, and greater than 1
pOOII A76-11870
A numerical method for calculating viscous flow
round multiple-section aerofoils
p0069 A76-15639
Flow over rectangular cylinders immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer. I - Correlation
between pressure drag and boundary-layer
characteristics
p0131 A76-19121
Flow over rectangular cylinders immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer. II - Flow patterns and
pressure distributions
p0131 A76-19122
The direct problem of the transonic airfoils on
the hodograph
p0205 A76-27838
Supercritical flow past airfoils at Bach numbers
close to one
p0206 A76-27877
numerical solutions for transonic flows past
wing-body combinations
p0206 A76-27880
Hote on a numerical scheme for the
three-dimensional flow of a supercavitating wing
or strut with thin cavity
p0209 176-28642
Perturbation potential for a thin wing of small span
p0316 A76-37821
A method of distortion pattern synthesis for high
response data screening
[AIAA PAPEB 76-701] p0328 A76-38218
Determination of maximum expected instantaneous
distortion patterns from statistical properties
of inlet pressure data
[AIAA PAPEB 76-705] p0328 A76-38219
Calculation of the displacement correction (solid
blocking) to rump and wing for arbitrary
rectangular wind tunnels. Part 1: Theory
[CH-6032-EHHEN-PT-1] p0029 B76-10111
Calculation of the displacement correction (solid
blocking) to rump and wing for arbitrary
rectangular wind tunnels. Part 2: Program and
results
[CH-6032-EHHEH-PT-2] p0029 H76-10115
'ortex maneuver lift for super-cruise configurations
[HASA-TS-I-72836] p0220 H76-21161
Bodeling and analysis of the TF30-P-3 compressor
system with inlet pressure distortion
[HASA-CB-131996] p0223 H76-21205
Transmission of circumferential inlet distortion
through a rotor
p0281 H76-25188
Multiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion
p0281 H76-25189
The effect of turbulent mixing on the decay of
sinusoidal inlet distortions in axial flow
compressors
p0285 H76-25190
The response of a lifting fan to crossflow-indnced ,
spatial flow distortions
p0285 H76-25191
The passage of a distorted velocity field through
a cascade of airfoils
p0286 H76-25199
Unsteady airloads on a cascade of staggered blades
in subsonic flow
p0286 H76-25200
FLOW DISTBIBOTIOI
On modeling aerodynanically induced nonlinear
responses of self-excited structures
p0007 A76-10312
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with
steady blade loading - Basic formulation
pOOOS 176-10360
A study on the flow around bluff bodies immersed
in turbulent boundary layers. I
p0052 A76-11371
A model rotor performance validation for the CCB
technology demonstrator helicopter
Circulation Control Botor
p0057 A76-11S68
Supersonic inlet contour interpolation
p0065 A76-11967
Extension of the lifting line model of helicopter
wings German book
p0065 A76-15011
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow past an
oscillating airfoil by a method of fractional
steps
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1975-115] p0095 A76-17503
Bind tunnel measurements of the trailing vortex
development behind a sweptback wing - Effect of
simulated jet engines on the flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 76-63] p0101 A76-18770
Experimental study of axial flow in wing tip
vortices
p0139 A76-21137
Contributions at the flow study on Bernoulli's
surfaces of relative motion
p0165 A76-22991
A contribution on design of axial flow compressors
with great mass flow rates and high pressure
ratios
p0165 A76-23039
Geometry effects on STOL engine-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5:1 slot nozzles
p0172 A76-25113
Acoustics of attached and partially attached flow
for simplified OTB configurations with 5:1 slot
1-137
PLO» EQOATIOIS SUBJECT IRDEX
nozzle engine Over The Hing aircraft
p0172 A76-25144
Transonic flovs past wing profiles - A new direct
hodograph method
p0234 176-30656
Flovfield in the plane of symmetry below a delta
wing
p0236 A76-31180
Flow around wings with inclined lateral jets
p0259 A76-32596
The structure of jets fron notched nozzles
p0262 A76-33361
Computation of the inviscid supersonic flow over
an external axial corner
p0298 A76-35419
Laminar supersonic flow over a backstep - A
numerical solution at higher Reynolds numbers
p0298 A76-35421
Cross flow effects in oscillating boundary layers
p0299 A76-35U22
Some flow patterns observed in shock tubes and the
comparison with results by numerical Emulation
p0300 A76-35551
Analysis of turbulent unseparated flow in subsonic
diffnsers
p0300 A76-35836
The blunt' body problem in nonuniforn flow field
[AIAA PAPER 76-354] p0311 A76-37006
Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38628
Computer controlled system for the investigation
of the flow behind a sweptback wing
p035<! A76-38639
Dissipative phenomena in axial fluid flow engines
p0357 A76-39179
Time developnent of the flow about an impulsively
started cylinder
p0358 A76-39434
Influence of nonconservative differencing on
transonic streamline shapes
p0400 A76-41718
Engineering flowfields and heating rates for
highly swept wing leading edges
pOtOO A76-41770
Generation of free-molecular flow for special
aerodynamics research
pO«58 A76-46974
An experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[ICAS PAPER 76-15] p0461 A76-47363
Design techniques for high by-pass ratio
powerplant nozzle systems
[ICAS PAPER 76-32] p0462 A76-47377
The effect of wake thickness on the rolling-up
process in two dimensions
[ICAS PAPEB 76-34] p0462 A76-47379
Simulation of turbulent transonic separated flow
over an airfoil computerized simulation
p0018 H76-10021
Process in application of direct elliptic solvers
to transonic flow computations
p0020 N76-10038
Application of tmltivanable search technigues to
the optimization of airfoils .in a low speed
nonlinear inviscid fl<jw field
[HASA-CR-137760], p0021 H76-10062
Analysis of the flow field of cross blown lifting
jets by flow field measurements
[ESA-TT-165] p0022 R76-10071
Propellers of minimum induced loss, and water
tunnel tests of such a propeller
p0033 H76-11018
On the effect of a strake on the flow field of a
delta wing (lamda equals 2) at near-sonic
velocities
[DSLH-PAPER-72-125] p0037 H76-11052
Theoretical and experimental investigations of jet
parallel to wing in cross flow. Part 1:
numerical integration of three-dimensional flow.
Part 2: Experimental-laser velocioeter flow
field investigations
[AD-A012824] p0079 H76-12322
Flow field aspect of transonic phenomena
p0105 H76-14021
Experimental investigation of multiple jet
impingement flows applicable to VTOL aircraft in
ground effect
[RB-605] p0111 H76-14110
Experimental investigation of separated flow
fields on an airfoil at subsonic speeds
p0120 H76-15074
Measurements of the three-dimensional
incompressible turbulent boundary layer induced
on the surface of a slender delta wing by the
leading-edge vortex
[ARC-B/H-3768] p0122 H76-15092
The application of a surface flow-visualisation
technique in flight compared to wind tunnel
tests
[ABC-R/H-3769] p0122 1176-15093
Calculation of the inviscid flow field around
three-dimensional lifting wings, fuselages and
wing-fuselage combinations using the panel method
[ESA-TT-210] p0148 H76-16047
Fluctuating pressures in flow fields of jets
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stagnation region gas film cooling for turbine
blade leading edge applications
[AIAA PAPER 76-728] p0328 A76-38233
Turbine vane gas film cooling with injection in
the leading edge region from a single row of
spanwise angled holes
[NASA-CR-117160] p0215 N76-22199
GAS DISCBABGE COUNTERS
U COUNTERS
GAS DISCBARGBS
Noise and structure of gas flow during critical
throttled discharge from a disk with multiple
openings
P0301 A76-35890
Low noise level nozzles and exhaust silencers for
quieting air discharge
pOIIS A76-11593
GAS DINiBICS
NT AERODYNABICS
NT AEROTBERBODYNAHICS
RT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
NT ROTOR AERODYNARICS
Flows around accelerated, slender bodies for B
less than, equal to, and greater than 1
p0011 A76-11870
Gasdynamic action as applied to combustion
chambers of gas turbine engines
p0236 A76-31090
Theoretical gas dynamics /3rd revised and enlarged
edition/ German book
p0112 A76-1379U
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SAS FLOI
NT AIR FLOW
HI CONTINOOH FLOW
NT EQniLIBBIDB FLOW
NT FBEE HOI.ECDLAR F10W
NT NONEO.OU.IBBIDH FLOW
NT PIPE FLOW
NT TRANSITION FLOW
RT VERTICAL AIR CDRRENTS
Unsteady transonic aerodynamics - An aeronautics
challenge
p0007 A76-10350
Response of a nozzle to an entropy disturbance
Example of thermodynamcally unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOS A76-10356
Solution of the inverse problem of hypersonic gas
flow around a slender blunt body
p0051 A76-14338
Form of minimum-drag body in hypersonic gas flow
p0141 A76-21653
Calculation of the unsteady-state hydrodynanic
characteristics of a thin-airfoil cascade in a
gas flow
p0173 A76-25726
Iterative calculation of two-dimensional
compressible flow around ellipse and circular
arc profile
p0203 A76-27328
Delta wing in hypersonic gas flow
p0233 A76-30471
Three-dimensional steady gas flows with straight
isohypse lines in the presence of the Bernoulli
integral
p0300 A76-35703
An alternative scheme to solve the equations for
unsteady gas flow
p0301 A76-35844
Noise and structure of gas flow during critical
throttled discharge from a disk with multiple
openings
p0301 A76-35890
Aerodynamic characteristics of blunt bodies with
elliptical cross sections
p0317 A76-37885
Theory of the curvilinear unsteady motion of a
thin lifting body in a gas
p0318 A76-37923
Systematic calculations of the flow past moving
cones on which a shock wave is incident
p0319 A76-37932
Dynamics and erosion study of solid particles in a
cascade
p0443 A76-45143
The problem of flow mixing in a double-flow engine
[NASA-TT-F-166U8] p0042 N76-11100
GAS GENERATOR ENGINES
V ENGINES
ff GAS GENERATORS
GAS GEBBBATOBS
The design and development of the Rolls-Royce Gem
engine
p0062 A76-14606
Some experiments on in-process identification of
the gas generator unit of a twin-shaft turboprop
engine
p0406 A76-42592
Design techniques for high by-pass ratio
powerplant nozzle systems
[ICAS PAPER 76-32] p0462 A76-U7377
Low cost ]et fuel starter
[AD-A012301] p0077 N76-12070
GAS INJECTION
Effect of geometry modifications on effectiveness
of slot injection in hypersonic flow
p0297 A76-35334
Turbine vane gas film cooling with injection in
the leading edge region from a single row of
spanvise angled holes
[NASA-CR-147160] p0245 N76-22199
GAS JETS
Acoustic excitation of high-velocity ]ets
p0092 A76-16740
Discharge into a submerged space of a supersonic
fan jet of an ideal gas with uniformly assigned
parameters in the initial section
p0317 A76-37888
GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS
0 3AS BEARINGS
GAS HIITDRES
Potential and problems of premized combustors for
application to modern aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-727] p0328 A76-38232
GAS RECOVEBI
Heat recovery from multi-turbine installations
p0363 A76-40312
GAS TEMPEBATORE
Equilibrium temperature distribution of blades
situated in high-speed flow
pOUSe A76-46989
GAS TOBBINE ENGINES
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT J-97 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT RAHJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION BARJET ENGINES
NT T-3U ENGINE
NT T-53 ENGINE
NT TUBBOFAN ENGINES
JIT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TDRBOPBOP ENGINES
A three-dimensional approach to the optimization
of a gas turbine disc and blade attachment
[AIAA PAPER 75-1312] pOOOS A76-10287
Thrust in aircraft powerplants
p0011 A76-10842
Heat transfer in air-cooled turbine blades of
high-temperature gas-turbine engines
pOOSO A76-13859
Experimental investigation of the effect of the
constructive inlet angle on the effectiveness of
the designed profile cascade
pOOSO A76-13868
Catalytic combustors for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-46] p0101 A76-18757
Experimental investigation of the effect of
ambient conditions on the acceleration of
gas-turbine engines
p0133 A76-19779
Constructional-technological characteristics of
gas turbine engines and technical optimization
of production
p013i( A76-20143
Developmental status and trends in refractory
alloys employed in aviation turbine engines
p0135 A76-20620
On predicting the natural frequencies of shrouded
bladed disks
[ASHE PAPER 75-DET-113] p0135 A76-20741
Powerplants - Past, present and future /The Fifth
William Littlewood Memorial Lecture/ Book on
jet engine development
[SAE PAPER 751120] p0141 A76-21697
Modern aviation turbine fuel handling systems
[SAE PAPER 751087] p014<l A76-22306
Component performance and system payoff for
advanced internal power generation unit
[SAE PAPEB 751114] p0146 A76-22323
Low cost P/H superalloy applications to present
and future turbines
p0163 A76-22708
Nonsteady operating regimes of aviation gas
turbine engines Bussian book
p0167 A76-23497
The pulsed thermocouple for gas turbine application
[ASHE PAPEB 76-GT-1] p0199 A76-25758
High performance epicyclic gears for gas turbines
for marine and industrial applications
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-88] p0200 A76-25829
Primary system preliminary design for gas turbine
HTGR power plant High Temperature Gas-cooled
Reactors
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-92] p0200 A76-25833
Control of a gas turbine HTGB High Temperature
Gas-cooled Reactors
[ASSE PAPER 76-GT-97] p0201 A76-25837
Adyanced turbine disk designs to increase
reliability of aircraft engines
p0201 A76-25875
Heat transfer in high-temperature GTE air-cooled
turbine blades
p0202 A76-26584
Gasdynamic action as applied to combustion
chambers of gas turbine engines
p0236 A76-31090
Air transport propulsion improvement opportunities
with advanced controls
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[SAE PAPEB 760S09] p0304 476-36588
Feasibility demonstration of a turbine engine
rotor Botmted electrical generator for
aircraft accessory power
[S4E PAPEB 760520] p0305 476-36595
Prediction of strength in gas turbine engines of
long service life state of art
p0313 476-37201
Fatigue of gas turbine blades Hade fron cast
heat-resistant alloys
p0314 476-37214
A digital neasaring systen for the registration of
unsteady tenperature fields
p031U A76-37220
An experimental investigation on loss reduction in
small guide vanes
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-617] p0326 A76-38169
Rhere do we go froo here - The non-propulsive
snail gas turbine
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-619] p0326 A76-38171
A lethod for the prediction of crack initiation in
coBbustion chamber liners
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-681] p0327 476-38206
A quasi-three-dimensional calculation procedure
for predicting the performance and gaseous
emissions of gas turbine combustors
C & I A A PAPEH 76-682] p0328 A76-38207
Oeternination of maximum expected instantaneous
distortion patterns from statistical properties
of inlet pressure data
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-705] p0328 A76-38219
Potential and problems of premixed combustors for
application to modern aircraft gas turbine engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-727] p0328 A76-38232
The pollution redaction technology program for
can-annular combustor engines - Description and
results
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-761] p0330 476-38252
Gas turbine regnirenents
p0353 A76-38555
Practical applications of combustion chamber
aerodynamics
p0357 A76-39182
Beat recovery fron multi-turbine installations
p0363 A76-II0312
Gas turbine engine pollution
p0363 A76-1»037<1
Variable cycle engines - The next step in
propulsion evolution
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-758] p0404 476-421211
Survey of the development and current application
of fluidics in control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
p0106 A76-12597
Aircraft engines: Technology and function
German book
p0408 476-43075
Calculation of gas-turbine-engine blades by the
finite element method
p0411 A76-U3536
Selecting the compression ratio of the compressor
of small-scale gas-turbine engines mounted in
the bypass duct of a turbojet engine
p0412 476-43562
A gas-tnrbine-engine regenerator employing heat
pipes
p0412 476-43577
An aircraft gas turbine engine simulator test for
evaluating lubricant deposition and degradation
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AH-2E-2] p0413 476-44105
Bineral oil lubrication of large gas turbines
[ A S L E PREPRINT 76-AB-44-1] p0413 A76-44110
Directional structures for advanced aircraft
turbine blades
[ A I A A PAPER 76-938] p0448 476-45U13
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. I -
Conventional engines
p0467 476-4784"'
Banufac ture of gas turbine engine power shaft by
induction brazing
p0468 A76-47918
Combustion generated noise in gas turbine combustors
engine noise/noise reduction
[N4S4-CR-134843] p0027 N76-10123
Experimental clean combnstor program, phase 1
aircraft exhaust/gas analysis - gas turbine
engines
[H4SA-CR-134736] p0027 H76-10124
Noise addendum experimental clean combustor
program, phase 1
[NASA-CB-134820] p0028 N76-10128
Advanced low HO sub x combustors for supersonic
high-altitude aircraft gas turbines
[NASA-C8-134889] p0042 S76-11098
Botor burst protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas tacbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in DS conmercial aviation during 1973
[NASA-CB-134854] p0042 H76-11099
Eotor burst protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in DS commercial aviation during 1974
[NAS4-CR-134855] p0088 H76-13103
Engineering computer graphics in gas turbine
engine design, analysis and manufacture
p0154 N76-16836
4ircraft gas turbine cycle programs: Requirements
for compressor and turbine performance prediction
p0336 N76-26209
Integrated accessory systems for small gas turbine
engines
[4D-A021177]
 P0345 N76-27212
Ham design characteristics of gas turbine engine
GTD-20
[4D-A021086] p0345 N76-27243
High temperature gas turbine materials for
turbine disks, blades, nozzle guide vanes, and
combustion cans
[NLR-TR-75098-0] p0347 N76-27416
Erosion and fatigue behavior of coated titanium
alloys for gas turbine engine compressor
applications
[AD-A022344] p0396 N76-29407
Pneumomechanical critical speed control for gas
turbine engine shafts
[4D-A021427] p0396 N76-29615
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of
Gatorized(TH) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment
concepts
[4D-A022158] p0428 H76-30581
Multi-fiber composites
[NASA-CR-135062] p0438 N76-31298
The effects of salt and carbon particles on the
erosion and corrosion behaviour of gas turbine
materials rotor blades
[NGTE-R-339] pO«38 N76-31341
Effect of inlet temperature and pressure on
emissions f rom a premixing gas turbine primary
zone conbustor
[N4SA-CH-2740] p0479 N76-33208
Inspection of composites using a computer-based
real-time radiographic facility
[NASA-TH-X-73504] pO«82 H76-33526
GaS TOBBIHES
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
during transient modes of operation. I for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
Rotating blade analysis by the finite element method
p0140 A76-21638
A new system for preventing icing of gas turbine
inlets combination heat exchanger/moisture
separator
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-84] p0200 476-25825
The potential of oxide dispersion strengthened
snperalloys for advanced gas turbines
[ASBE PAPER 76-GT-118] p0201 A76-25851
Design optimization of gas turbine silencers
p0418 476-44594
On the off-design operation of bypass-engines with
variable nozzles and turbines
p0458 476-46895
Study of startup regimes of the GT-35 gas turbine
installation turboconpressor tests
P0459 476-47280
Testing the annular combustion chamber of the NK-8
aircraft engine using natural gas for
stationary gas turbine installation
p0460 476-47281
Boundary-integral eguation method for
three-dimensional elastic fracture mechanics
analysis gas turbines - boundary value
problems
[AD-A011660] D0028 H76-10135
The unsteady aerodynamic response of an airfoil
cascade to a time-variant supersonic inlet flow
field
[AD-A012695] p0078 N76-12073
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GAS WELDING SUBJECT HDEX
Snail gas turbines auxiliary power sources for
aircraft, and use as automobile engines
(conference proceedings)
[DLR-MITT-75-12] p0080 N76-13001
Mechanical problems in the development of aircraft
auxiliary power units for VAK 191 and HRC1
aircraft noting rotor bearing and screw fastener
problems
pOOSO N76-13002
Investigations on an inlet enclosure for a small
gas turbine
pOOBO N76-13004
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 1:
Optimal controller synthesis and demonstration
[AD-A014229] P0128 N76-15166
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 2:
Simulation and controller software
[AD-A014230] p0128 N76-15167
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 3:
Experimental engine identification and modeling
[AD-A014231] P0129 H76-15168
Two-layer thermal barrier coating for turbine
airfoils - furnace and burner rig test results
[NASA-TH-X-3425] pO<!38 N76-31330
Sas turbine transpiration cooling research. Part
1: An experimental study of turbine airfoil
wakes as influenced by upstream nozzle vanes
[AD-A023445] p0472 N76-32193
A multi-variable control for the P100 engine
operating at sea level static
[AD-A022699] p0472 N76-32195
Choice of compressor pressure ratio of small gas
turbines placed in a bypass engine duct
[NASA-TT-F-17280] p0479 N76-33207
GAS WELDING
NT B R A Z I N G
HI LOW TEMPERATURE BRAZING
GAS-SOLID IHTERFACES
A wing-jet interaction theory for DSB configurations
Upper Surface Blowing
P0442 »76-45097
GASDTNAHIC LASEES
Aerospace Research. Bi-monthly Bulletin No. 1974-4
turbomachine blade profiles, jet mixing in
combustor, gasdynamic lasers, stress corrosion
resistance of Al alloy A U 4 S G , jet engine
unsteady flow, crack propagation, supersonic
blade cascades, photographic plate analysis
[ESA-TT-190] p0079 N76-12984
GASEOUS CAVITATIOH
0 CAVITATION FLOW
0 GAS FLOW
GASES
NT CARBON M O N O X I D E
HP COLD GAS
NT EXHAUST GASES
NT GAS M I X T U R E S
NT HELIUM
NT HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E GASES
NT IDEAL GAS
NT LIQUID H Y D R O G E N
NT LIQUID O X Y G E N
NT N A T U R A L GAS
Airships for transporting highly volatile
commodities
P0118 N76-15061
GASOLIRE
New potentials for conventional aircraft when
, powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
[SAE PAPER 760469] p0256 A76-31964
GAUSSIAN NOISE
U R A N D O M NOISE
GADSSBETERS
U H A G N E T O M E T E R S
GAB-1 AIRFOIL
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic characteristics
of the GAW-1 airfoil
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10585-1] p0241 N76-22154
Reflection-plane tests of spoilers on an advanced
technology wing with a large Fowler flap
[ NASA-CR-2696 ] p0383 N76-29157
GC-130 AIRCRAFT
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT
GEAR TEETH
A life study of ausforged, standard forged, and
standard machined AISI M-50 spur gears
[ A S M E P A P E R 75-LOB-20] p006U A76-14872
GEARS
Design and development of a free planet transmission
p0062 A76-14607
High performance epicyclic gears for gas turbines
for marine and industrial applications
[ASME PAPER 76-GT-88] p0200 A76-25829
Geared-elevator flutter study transonic
flutter characteristics of empennage
p0232 A76-30063
Development testing of free planet transmission
concept
[AD-A012899] p0076 N76-12047
Major Item Special Study (HISS), UH-1H 42 deg.
gearbox
[AD-A012629] p0076 N76-12048
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 3: Roller gear manufacture
[AD-A014135] p0129 N76-15468
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 5: Aircraft tiedown testing
[AD-A014267] p0130 N76-15469
Dynamic testing of a composite material helicopter
transmission housing
[AD-A015521] p0159 N76-17102
The 3,000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 2: Design report
[AD-A020327] p0428 N76-30575
Advanced helicopter structural design
investigation. Volume 2: Design application
study for free planet transmissions
[AD-A024478] p0478 N76-33201
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
NT DO-27 AIRCRAFT
NT YAK 40 AIRCRAFT
A design synthesis program for business ]et aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-216] p0131 A76-19130
Studies of a new family of general aviation airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 76-217] p0131 A76-19131
Cabin noise in light aircraft
p0162 A76-22632
Preliminary wind tunnel tests of a finite aspect
ratio high performance general aviation wing
p0234 A76-30862
Noise control - Blueprint for better community
relations for corporate jet aircraft
[SAE PAPER 760456] p0255 A76-31956
NASA general aviation research overview - 1976
[SAE PAPER 760458] p0255 A76-31957
A data acguisition system for in-flight airfoil
evaluation
[SAE PAPER 760462] p0255 A76-31960
Business jet approach noise abatement techniques -
Flight test results
[SAE PAPER 760463] p0256 A76-31961
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPER 760466] p0256 A76-31962
General aviation design synthesis utilizing
interactive computer graphics
[SAE PAPER 760476] p0256 A76-31968
Feasibility study of propeller design for general
aviation by numerical optimization
[SAE PAPER 760478] p0257 A76-31970
GA/W/-2 Airfoil Flight Test Evaluation
[SAE PAPER 760492] p0257 A76-31974
Crashworthiness observations in general aviation
accident investigations - A statistical overview
p0265 A76-34135
General aviation Crashworthiness
p0265 A76-34136
Crashworthiness in emergency ditching of general
aviation aircraft
p0265 A76-34140
Design for minimum fuselage drag
p0360 A76-39848
Omega navigation for general aviation
[AIAA 76-1987] p0371 A76-41486
New American development programs for small civil
and military turbofan engines
p0418 A76-44713
Designing the 1985 VATLIT Very Advanced
Technology Light Twin for general aviation
p0455 A76-46265
Corporate/business accident picture /USA/
P0457 A76-46852
A passive gust alleviation system for a light
aircraft
[NASA-CR-2605] , p0017 N76--10002
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Proceedings of the NASA, Indnstry, Oniversity,
General Aviation Drag Reduction Rorkshop
tHASA-CB-145627] p0031 B76-10997
The economic impact of drag in general aviation
p0032 B76-11007
Possible applications of soaring technology to
drag redaction in powered general aviation
aircraft
p0034 N76-11028
General aviation coiponents performance and
capabilities of general aviation aircraft
p0073 H76-11995
An in-flight snalation of lateral control
nonlinear!ties for general aviation aircraft
[HASA-CR-2625] p0078 H76-12077
Investigation of factors influencing propeller
blade failure
[AD-AO13918/8] p0083 H76-13059
General aviation technology assessment
[NASJ-CR-145979] p0110 B76-14089
A review of the NASA V-G/VGH general aviation
program
[HASA-TB-D-8058] p0121 H76-15083
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions.
OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244521/1] p0125 N76-15129
" Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244525/21 p0126 H76-15133
Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft. OS'general aviation
1973
[PB-214526/0] p0126 N76-15134
Briefs of accidents involving corporate/executive
aircraft. DS general aviation 1973
[PB-244527/8] p0126 N76-15135
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244528/6] p0126 N76-15136
Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations.
OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244529/4;] p0126 H76-15137
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations. DS general aviation 1973
[PB-244530/2] p0126 H76-15138
Comparison of Kind tunnel tests and flight tests
of an executive aircraft
[AA&P-NT-75-14] p0127 N76-15147
The general aviation industry; an overview
[AD-&015871] P0212 H76-20072
General aviation technology program
(HASA-TH-X-73051] p0214 B76-20106
Impact dynamics research facility for full-scale
aircraft crash testing
[HASA-TN-D-8179] p0221 H76-21173
Responses of small rigid aircraft to discrete and
continuous gust analysis, phase 1
[AD-A020103/8] p0222 H76-21191
Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft
[SASA-TB-X-72839] p022« H76-21990
Investigation into the noise propagation by
propeller aircraft in general aviation
p0279 B76-21251
Quieter propellers for general aviation: Present
position. Future expectations
p0279 N76-24255
Review of drag cleanup tests in Langley full-scale
tunnel (from 1935 to 1945) applicable to current
general aviation airplanes
(SASA-TN-D-8206J p0332 H76-26165
A study of attrition in the domestic aviation fleet
[AD-A023271/0] p0333 N76-26169
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
on an executive aircraft
tHASA-TT-F-17068] p0333 B76-26186
Development of capabilities for stall/spin research
[BASA-CR-148287] p0337 H76-26221
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor: OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250037/9] p0343 H76-27200
Briefs of accidents involving corporate/executive
aircraft, O.S. general aviation 1974
[PB-249984/6] p0343 H76-27203
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250515/4] p0378 H76-28210
OS general aviation takeoff accidents: The role
of preflight preparation
[PB-252203/5] p0385 H76-29191
Computer technology forecast study for general
aviation
CBASA-CR-137889] p0426 H76-30214
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations. OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250520/4] p0476 H76-33168
Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft. OS general aviation
1974
[PB-250516/2] p0476 H76-33169
Briefs of accidents involving aaatenr/home built
aircraft. OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250517/0] p0477 H76-33170
Briefs of accidents involving air taxi operations.
BS general aviation 1971
[PB-250518/8] p0477 B76-33171
GBIEBAL AVIATION fBITCOBB AIRFOIL
0 GAR-1 AIRFOIL
6RIBBAL DIBASICS AIRCRAFT
HT B-58 AI8CBAFT
BT CV-340 AIRCRAFT
BT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
ST F-106 AIRCRAFT
HT F-111 AIRCRAFT
GBHERAL DYNAMICS HILITAHI AIRCRAFT
0 BILITARI AIRCRAFT
GEODESIC LUES
Increased rotor blade survivability composite
geodesic structure
CAD-A016929] p0215 B76-20130
GEODETIC COORDIBATES
Helicopter version of the RDS-2 system for
determining landscape point coordinates by
linear cross bearing method
p0233 A76-30424
GEOIEIBT
BT ANGLE OF ATTACK
BT CARTESIAB COORDINATES
NT CATENARIES
ST COB7ATDHE
BT CORVES (GEOBETRI)
BT DIFFERENTIAL GEOBETRT
BT FLOR GEOBETRI
BT GEODESIC LINES
NT LEADING EDGE SRBEP
NT LINES (GEOMETRY)
BT NOZZLE GEOBETRY
BT RECTANGLES
BT SPECIBEH SEOHETRY
BT SREEP ANGLE
BT TENSOR ANALYSIS
BT VORTICITY
GBRDIEN ABC BBATERS
0 ARC BEATIBG
GBHHAITY
Recent contributions of German aeronautical
research in the field of aircraft aerodynamics
[DGLB PAPER 75-036] p0097 A76-18298
Flights at supersonic speeds in civil air traffic
- Comments concerning the change in the air
traffic regulations for the Federal Republic of
Germany /BR-Pablication 469/7S/
p0355 A76-38903
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue
in the Federal Republic of Germany, July 1973 -
April 1975
[LBF-S-119] p0224 N76-*,601
Some informal consents about the research aircraft
in the DFTLR
p0291 N76-25285
General survey of computer-methods used for
aerodynamic design in the Federal Republic of
Germany
[DLR-IB-151-75/13] p0436 N76-31223
GLARB
The use of opaqae louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: A mathematical
treatment
[AD-A012655] p0086 B76-13078
GLASS
The design and developnent of glass windscreens
for wide-bodied aircraft
p0363 A76-40041
The evaluation of VHB 2A and VBR 3A glasses
(Glaverbel-Becaniver S.A.) for aerospace
applications
[BB44083] p0043 N76-11292
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GLASS PIBEfi REINFORCED PLASTICS SUBJECT IIDEI
GLiSS FIBBB REIIFOBCED PLiSIICS
S-glass-reinforced plastic adopted for helicopter
rotor blades
p0013 A76-11569
Sand erosion of done and window materials
p01«3 A76-22207
Betal/composite hybrid rotor blade spar construction
[SAE PAPE8 751107] p0146 A76-22321
Laminar flov rethink - Using composite structure
in Bellanca skyrocket II design
CSAE PAPEB 760473] p0256 A76-31966
Vinaow contoured glass/plastic transparent arnor
for the UH-1D helicopter performance tests
[AD-A012215] p0041 N76-11087
On the use of fiber composite materials in aviation
p0079 H76-12983
Glass fiber reinforced plastics for small aircraft
structures. Activities over the years 1956 to
1971 in the Light Aircraft Division
[BBB-UFE-1067-0] p0281 N76-24368
Theoretical and experimental investigations on
fiber reinforced plastic landing gear spring
blades for light aircraft
[DLR-FB-76-06] p0337 N76-26291
GLiUERT COEFFICIENT
0 AEBODYNAHIC FORCES
0 BACH NOBBED
SLIDE AHGLES
a GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE PATHS
A flight investigation using variable glide path
trajectories to compensate for winds and
moderate wind shears
CLB-589] p0346 N76-27246
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Ground simulation and tunnel blockage for a
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Lifting jet flow fields
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Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
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regulation
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Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
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State-of-the-art
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Helicopter development at Boeing Vertol Company
p0013 A76-11623
Heavy-lift helicopter primary flight control system
p0058 A76-11580
Development of Heavy Lift Helicopter handling
qualities for precision cargo operations
p0059 A76-11589
Army preliminary evaluation of the HLB ATC
demonstrator fly-by-wire flight control system
Heavy lift Belicopter Advanced Technology
Component
p0061 A76-11601
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Comparison of undulator and propeller on the stand
p009« A76-17417
Improvements in VTOL engineering resulting from
the D.S. Army HLB and YOH-61 programs
[SAE PAPER 751105] p01«5 A76-22319
Rotor technology for new generation helicopters
[SAE PAPEB 751106] p01»6 A76-22320
An economic comparison of three heavy lift
airborne systems
p0114 N76-15023
Ultra-heavy vertical lift system: The Beli-Stat
helicopter - airship combination for
materials handling
p0118 N76-15055
Heavy lift helicopter engine development program
design to cost, 2nd period award fee evaluation
report
[AD-A016120] p0181 N76-18135
Flight data identification of six
degree-of-freedom stability and control
derivatives of a large crane type helicopter
[NASA-TM-I-73958] pOU80 N76-33212
3ELICAL INDUCEBS
On the redaction of compressor noise by means of
helical detnners
p0278 N76-24250
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS
U HELICOPTERS
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Technology research at Boeing Vertol Company
helicopter design
p0013 A76-11622
A model rotor performance validation for the CCR
technology demonstrator helicopter
Circulation Control Rotor
p0057 A76-11568
Heavy-lift helicopter primary flight control system
p0058 A76-14580
Development of Heavy Lift Helicopter handling
qualities for precision cargo operations
p0059 A76-1U589
Use of programmable force feel for handling
qualities improvement in a helicopter velocity
flight control system
I p0060 A76-1U590
Stability and control of the YUH-61A
; p0060 A76-11592
Flight-test report on the Heavy-Lift Helicopter
flight-control system
p0061 A76-14600
Army preliminary evaluation of the HLH ATC
demonstrator fly-by-wire flight control system
Heavy Lift Helicopter Advanced Technology
Component
p0061 A76-11601
Prediction of helicopter control load structural
limits
p0062 A76-11610
Optimal control of a helicopter turret control
system
p0166 A76-23115
Onboard flight control - Performance and design of
a helicopter flight control system which is
suitable for bad-weather conditions
p0168 A76-23627
Steering and regulation as part of a total
flight-control system
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p0168 476-23628
A projection nap system for tactical helicopters
p0168 476-23630
Digital signal processing in a helicopter
flight-control system
p0168 A76-23634
Dynamos of helicopter flight Book
p0202 476-26450
Rear-hover control of a helicopter with a hanging
load
p0234 A76-30861
Helicopter stabilization systen
p0266 A76-34164
Effect on pilot performance with refined
helicopter displays
p0268 476-34211
A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach
p0301 A76-35850
A conparison of optimal control theory predictions
vith actual pilot performance in a helicopter
longitudinal tracking task
[AD-A016441] p0216 B76-20153
A piloted flight Emulation of the Hestland Lynx
to predict handling qualities
TABC-CP-13IJ3] p0138 B76-31234
Effect of gnn pulse on helicopter attitudes
[AO-A023461] pO«80 H76-33214
BELICOPTEB DESIGH
State of development and effectiveness of flying
cranes in the GOB
p0011 A76-10838
Prospective development of helicopter cranes for
higher load levels
p0011 A76-10839
S-glass-reinforced plastic adopted for helicopter
rotor blades
p0013 A76-11559
Technology research at Boeing Vertol Company
helicopter design
p0013 A76-11622
Helicopter developnent at Boeing Vertol Company
p0013 A76-11623
Flap-lag stability of helicopter rotor blades in
forward flight
pOOH A76-11771
The fundamentals of helicopters
pOO<47 A76-13131
The fu ture of helicopters
' pOO«7 A76-13132
American Helicopter Society* Annual National
Forum, 31st, Washington, D.C., Hay 13-15, 1975,
Proceedings
p0057 A76-14565
The development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
p0057 476-14567
Have ve overlooked the full potential of the
conventional rotor helicopter wing design
p0057 476-14569
Aerodynamic design rationale for the fan-in-fin of
the S-67 helicopter
p0058 476-14570
The Bell TAH-63 advanced attack helicopter
configuration^ design considerations and
development status
pOOSB A76-14571
Y A H - 6 4 advanced attack helicopter design
p0058 476-14572
Bavy/Hanne 1980 rotary wing candidates
p0058 476-14573
Design variables for a controllable twist rotor
for helicopters
p0058 A76-14575
Sew concepts for helicopter main rotors
pOOSB A76-14576
Development of Heavy Lift Helicopter handling
qualities for precision cargo operations
p0059 A76-14589
Designing to survive tail rotor loss
p0060 476-1*4591
Hanufacturing technology applied to the prototype
XCH-62 Heavy-Lift Helicopter airfrane - The
first all-honeycomb, primary-structure aircraft
p0060 A76-14595
Diffusion bonded T1-6A1-U.V helicopter rotor hub
and blade spar technology
p0060 A76-14597
Navy shipboard trials of helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft
p0061 476-14599
The design and testing of a tip to reduce blade slap
p0061 476-14602
A composite pylon support structure for the
JetRanger helicopter
p0062 476-14611
Ballistic design support tests - A tool for
helicopter vulnerability reduction
p0063 476-14613
Helicopter technology and today's Army
p0065 476-15047
The coming era of the quiet helicopter /16th
Cierva Bemorial Lecture/
p0096 476-18096
8il Hi-24 - The first Soviet combat helicopter
p0096 476-18100
The helicopter and the environment - Need for a
compromise
p0098 476-1851°
Pin design criteria for tail-rotor-off operation
of the aerial scout helicopter
[4IAA PAPEB 76-200] p0103 476-18867
Some comments on helicopter noise aspects
p0137 476-20816
Improvements in VIOL engineering resulting from
the U.S. 4rmy HLH and TOH-61 programs
[SAE P4PEH 751105] p0145 476-22319
Rotor technology for new generation helicopters
[SAE PAPER 751106] p0146 A76-22320
Metal/composite hybrid rotor blade spar construction
[SAE PAPEB 751107] p0146 476-22321
Composite structures - Technical breakthrough for
helicopter rotor blades
[SAE PAPER 751108] p0146 476-22322
International Helicopter Forum, 11th, Bueckeburg,
Best Germany, June 10-12, 1975, Reports
p0167 A76-23626
Detectability, vulnerability and survivability of
the Boeing-Vertol TOH-61A OTTAS
p0168 476-23633
Helicopter multifunction system and hydrofluidic
control systems for helicopters
p0168 A76-23636
Haterials and their influence on the most
significant characteristics of helicopters
p0168 476-23637
Development and testing of a deicing system for
the helicopter BO 105
p0169 476-23638
Bell's new IAH-63 advanced attack helicopter
p0170 476-2*061
Transonic aerodynamics and the helicopter rotor
p0205 476-27861
Effect of gusts on helicopter loading
p0207 476-28259
Stability of hingeless rotor blades in hover with
pitch-link flexibility
p0231 476-30048
Impulse theory of a helicopter rotor
p0233 476-3063*
Balancing of a single-rotor helicopter Russian
book
p0236 A76-31075
Value analysis - Its application to the economical
light helicopter
p0238 476-31635
Crashworthiness design features for advanced
utility helicopters
p0265 476-34137
Crashworthiness of the Boeing Vertol OTTAS
p0265 A76-34138
Crashworthy fuel systems
p0267 A76-34165
Effect on pilot performance with refined
helicopter displays
p0268 A76-34241
notary wing aircraft helicopter design trends
p0300 A76-35748
Hew European helicopters
p0359 A76-39573
Fundamentals of aviation /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Russian book
p0102 A76-12023
Possible means of decreasing helicopter drag
p0441 A76-41923
Civil helicopter flight research for CH-53
helicopter
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[ A I A A PAPEB 76-896] p0444 A76-45383
Engine/transmission/airframe advanced integration
techniques
[AD-A012236] p0041 N76-11094
Producibility and serviceability of Kevlar-49
structures made on hot layup tools
T A D - A 0 1 2 2 6 5 ] p0042 N76-11095
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor study for LOH class
helicopters
fAD-A013501] p0111 N76-14115
Helicopters on the Baykal-Amur line
[HASA-TT-F-16869] p0149 N76-16067
Fan-io-tailcone vehicle definition resulting from
engine/transmission/airframe
[AD-A015000] p0150 N76-16071
Ihe structural design process for helicopters with
emphasis on the rotor
p0158 N76-17095
Increased rotor blade survivability composite
geodesic structure
[AD-A016929] p0215 N76-20130
Plight test of the aerospatiale SA-342 helicopter
[ A D - A 0 1 6 9 2 1 ] p0215 N76-20131
Identifying and analyzing methods for reducing the
energy consumption of helicopters
r N A S A - C R - 1 U U 9 5 3 ] p0250 H76-23250
Contributions to helicopter technology
conference proceedings
[DLB-HITT-75-P4] p0274 N76-24209
Advanced side-by-side concept helicopter rotor
configurations
p0275 N76-24214
Structural dynamics, stability, and control of
Helicopters
[!JASA-CP-1482a6] p0333 N76-26191
Belicopter design mission load spectra
[ AGASD-CP-206] p0425 N76-30207
The impact of helicopter mission spectra on fatigue
considering rotor system
p0425 876-30209
Helicopter design mission load spectra
p0425 N76-30210
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
helicopter by the branch-modes method
p0434 N76-31184
On the use of branch modes for the calculation of
helicopter structural dynamic characteristics
p0434 N76-31192
The development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
[NLB-HP-75032-D] p01»36 N76-31221
Advanced helicopter structural design
investigation. Volume 2: Design application
study for free planet transmissions
[ A D - A 0 2 4 4 7 8 ] p0478 N76-33201
BELICOPTEB ENGINES
Integrated airflow concepts for helicopter engine
and drive system
p0062 A76-14605
The design and development of the Bolls-Koyce Gem
engine
p0062 A76-14606
Ti tan ium DTTAS main rotor blade utility
Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0062 A76-1K609
Lycoming ITS 101 - An engine for the helicopters
of the next generation
p0168 A76-23631
The new engines Allison 250-C28 and -C30
p0169 A76-23639
Development testing of fre^ planet transmission
concept
[4D-A012899] p0076 N76-12047
Maior Item Special Study (HISS) , UB-1H 12 deg.
gearbox
CAD-A012629] p0076 N76-12018
Evaluation of an OH-58A helicopter with an Allison
250-C20B engine
[AD-A013861] p0111 N76-14117
Changes in helicopter reliability/maintainability
characteristics over time. Volume 2: Data
submitted by helicopter manufacturers
fAD-A011470] p0127 N76-15149
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 3: Boiler gear manufacture
rAD-A014135] p0129 N76-15468
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 5: Aircraft tiedown testing
[AD-A014267] p0130 N76-15469
Heavy lift helicopter engine development program
design to cost, 2nd period avard fee evaluation
report
[AD-A016120] p0181 N76-18135
Integrated accessory systems for small gas turbine
engines
[AD-A021177] p0345 N76-272<I2
Bepresentative engine power data for Army
helicopters
[AD-A022254] p0388 S76-29239
BELICOPTEB PEBFOBHAMCE
Experience in the use of helicopters in industrial
operations
p0011 A76-10840
Considerations concerning the' economic and
operational effectiveness of using helicopters
in the electrification of railroads
p0011 A76-10841
High speed flight tests with the Bo.105
p0046 A76-13113
Some aerodynamic measurements in helicopter flight
research
pOO<!7 A76-13116
Laser velocimeter measurements of rotor blade
loads and tip vortex rollup
p0057 A76-14566
Pendulum absorbers reduce transition vibration
of helicopters
p0059 A76-14583
Botor stability prediction correlation with model
and full scale tests '
p0059 A76-14584
An analytical study of a multicycle controllable
twist rotor of helicopters
p0059 A76-14585
Investigation of helicopter airframe normal modes
p0059 A76-14586
Synthesized unsteady airfoil data with
applications to stall flutter calculations
p0059 A76-14588
Stability and control of the TOH-61A
p0060 A76-14592
Rotary-wing aircraft, today and in the future
[DGLB PAPEB 75-022] p0097 A76-18287
Icing testing in the large Nodane wind tunnel on a
reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1975-142] p0103 A76-18872
Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-121] p0142 A76-21991
Besearch and development applications of the new
NAE air-borne simulator helicopter for
V/STOL flight simulation
p0143 A76-22222
A bifurcation method to calculate flutter
characteristics of a helicopter blade having
complex damping
p0167 A76-23471
International Helicopter Forum, 11th, Bueckeburg,
West Germany, June 10-12, 1975, Eeports
p0167 A76-23626
Onboard flight control - Performance and design of
a helicopter flight control system which is
suitable for bad-weather conditions
p0168 A76-23627
Deicing devices and protection against ice in the
case of dynamic structural groups and the cell
of helicopters
p0169 A76-23640
Dynamics of helicopter flight Book
p0202 A76-26450
Transonic aerodynamics and the helicopter rotor
p0205 476-27864
Flight investigation of the response of a
helicopter to the trailing vortex of a
fixed-wing aircraft
p0310 A76-36922
New European helicopters
p0359 A76-39573
A review of helicopter IFB operational
considerations - The OS viewpoint
p0364 A76-40583
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
I - Operations /Balford Memorial Lecture/
p0366 A76-41047
Helicopter dynamics Book
p0460 A76-47350
Optimization of the rotor-wing system from
helicopter performance point of view
[ICAS PAPEB 76-37] p0462 A76-47382
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DA approved small development requirement for a
family of external helicopter slings, 5,000 to
60,000 poand capacity
[AD-A014430] p0127 H76-15150
Helicopters on the Baykal-Anur line
[NASA-TT-F-16869] p01«9 H76-16067
It, method for predicting helicopter hob drag
[AD-A021201] p0342 H76-27192
in analytical investigation of the effects of
increased installed horsepower on helicopter
agility in the nap-of-the-earth environment
r A D - A 0 2 0 9 2 < l ] p034« N76-27221
Performance and handling qualities evaluation:
AH-1G helicopter with low reflective
infrared/optical paint
[AD-A021407] p0386 N76-29223
Model 540 main rotor blade fatigue test
[AD-i021472] p0425 N76-30206
The prediction of helicopter rotor hover
performance using a prescribed wake analysis
[ABC-CP-1341] p0135 N76-31205
The development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
rHLR-SP-75032-U] p0436 H76-31221
The effect of helicopter main rotor blade phasing
and spacing on performance, blade loads, and
acoustics
(NASi-CB-2737] pO»69 S76-3212i»
BBLICOPTER PEOPELLEB DBIVE
How big is a windmill - Glauert revisited
windpowered generator size-power relationship
p0063 A76-14619
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Comparison of undulator and propeller on the stand
p0094 A76-17417
Incipient failure detection in CH-U7 helicopter
transmissions
[ASBE PIPER 75-S&/DE-16] p01U2 A76-21874
Helicopter rotor blades - The new technology
p0209 A76-28693
OB-58 helicopter transmission failure analysis
CHASA-TH-I-71867] p0149 N76-16065
HELICOPTEB BOTOBS
0 ROTART RINGS
BELICOPTEB TAIL BOTOBS
Pin design criteria for tail-rotor-off operation
of the aerial scout helicopter
[AIAA PAPEB 76-200] p0103 A76-18867
Vortex noise from nonrotating cylinders and airfoils
t A I A A PAPER 76-811 p0138 A76-20929
Propagation of noise generated by helicopter rotors
p0139 A76-21192
Bajor Item Special Study (BISS), UH-1 tail rotor
blade
[AD-A010652] p0023 N76-10080
Fan-in-fin failure rate and scrap analysis
[AD-A015632] p0184 S76-18514
Boise phenomena with helicopter rotors and
possibilities of noise reduction
p0279 N76-24256
HELICOPTER BAKES
Botor blade wake flutter - A comparison of theory
and experiment
p0059 A76-14587
Helicopter lifting surface theory with force free
wakes, part 2
[AD-A015192] p015T N76-17077
Botorcraft wake analysis for the prediction of
induced velocities
[AD-A021202] P0312 H76-27191
Parametric study of the noise produced by the
interaction of the main rotor wake with the tail
rotor
[SASA-CR-1U5001] p0381 H76-28958
The prediction of helicopter rotor hover
performance using a prescribed wake analysis
[ABC-CP-1341] p0435 H76-31205
HELICOPTERS
BT AH-64 HELICOPTEB
NT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
HI CB-47 HELICOPTER
HI CH-54 HELICOPTER
SI CH-62 HELICOPTER
HP H-53 BBLICOPTER
HI HBA7Y LIFT HELICOPTERS
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HI OB-60A HELICOPTEB
NT DB-61A HELICOPTEB
NT SESTLAHD BHIRLBISD HELICOPTEB
The assembly of riveted aircraft and helicopter
parts Russian book
p0045 A76-12773
Technical bibliography of helicopters
pOOftT &76-13133
Svept lightning stroke effects on painted surfaces
and composites of helicopters and fixed wing
aircraft
pOOSH A76-14U22
Passive potential equalization between the cargo
handler and a hovering helicopter
pOOSI 476-141127
Supplier-designed components - Quality assurance
for user satisfaction
p0060 176-14596
A study of helicopter landing behavior on snail
ships
p0062 A76-14612
Extension of the lifting line model of helicopter
wings German book
p0065 A76-15011
Helicopter flight simulators
p0166 176-23253
Helicopter version of the BDS-2 system for
determining landscape point coordinates by
linear cross bearing method
p0233 A76-30424
An alternative to the helicopter sidewall
hovercraft for shore base-offshore personnel
transfers
p0258 A76-32198
Aeroelastic stability of trimmed helicopter blades
in forward flight
p0261 A76-328H;,
High forward speed helicopter noise
CAIAA PAPER 76-562] p0323 A76-38078
An experimental study of helicopter rotor
rotational noise in a wind tunnel
{AIAA PAPER 76-564] p0324 A76-38080
Converting fatigue loading spectra for
flight-by-flight testing of aircraft and
helicopter components
p0351 A76-38445
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
II - Maintenance
p0366 A76-41048
Effect of phase angle on multibladed rotor flutter
for helicopter rotors
p0456 A76-46631
Transient airload computer analysis for simulating
wind induced impulsive noise conditions of a
hovering helicopter rotor
[NASA-CR-137772] p0017 N76-10005
Botar induced power
[AD-A011270] p0026 N76-10119
Development of helicopter flight path models
utilizing modern control techniques
p0028 N76-10138
An investigation of high-G maneuvers of the AH-1G
helicopter flight simulation/flight tests
[AD-A012234] p0041 H76-11093
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations
[AD-A012233] p0043 876-11107
Feasibility study of helicopter-towed air cushion
logistic vehicles
[AD-A011803] p0043 H76-11317
Experimental investigation of three rotor hub
fairing shapes
[AD-A012537] p0076 N76-12016
A comprehensive review of helicopter noise
literature
[AD-A014640/7] p0087 H76-13091
Flight testing of a fan-in-fin antitorgne and
directional control system and a Collective
Force Augmentation System (CF&S)
[AD-A013407] p0089 N76-13114
Developnent compounding and evaluation of
phosphazene robber for helicopter seal
applications
[AD-A013373] p0090 N76-13300
Besnlts of helicopter flight tests of a
circumferential carbon oil seal
[AD-A013500] p0111 N76-14114
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Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft. OS
general aviation 1973
[PB-2IIK523/7] p0126 H76-15131
Changes in helicopter reliability/maintainability
characteristics over tine. Volume 1: Basic
report
[&D-A011469] p0127 N76-151<48
Changes in helicopter reliability/maintainability
characteristics over time. Volume 2: Data
submitted by helicopter manufacturers
[AD-MH4470] p0127 N76-15149
The role of the helicopter in transportation
technology assessment for use in civil aviation
[KASA-CR-146351] p0148 H76-16052
The development and application of an analysis for
the determination of coupled tail
rotor/helicopter air resonance
CAD-A01U989] p()150 H76-1607U
Bajor Item Special study (HISS), OH-58A
freewheeling assembly
t AD-A014895] p0151 N76-16077
Noise certification criteria and implementation
considerations for V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A018036/113 p0151 N76-16083
Dynamic testing of a composite material helicopter
transmission housing
CAD-A015521J p0159 H76-17102
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap
circulation control for reduction of rotor
vibratory forces, addendum
[NASA-CR-137779] p0182 N76-18139
Buettner cueing concept for helicopter flight
control
[AD-A016885] p0183 N76-18148
Aircraft use in agriculture and forestry
spraying with helicopters and light aircraft in
the O.S.S.K.
rHASA-TT-F-168»6] p0212 N76-20078
Investigation of accelerated life prediction
techniques
[AD-&016925] p0215 N76-20129
Flight test of the aerospatiale SA-3U2 helicopter
[AD-A016921] p0215 N76-20131
Botor blade effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas mounted above the rotor
blade (CW) experiments
[AD-A016866] p02.17 N76-20360
Unsteady aerodynamics for example, in
helicopters
[AGABD-R-645 ] p0271 N76-24146
Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
p0271 N76-2»1<I9
Possibilities and problems of helicopter noise
reduction
p0274 N76-24211
Performance and handling qualities: AH-1G
helicopter equipped with three hot metal/plnme
infrared suppressors
fAD-A019<l823 p0280 N76-2H277
Army preliminary evaluation TAH-IQ helicopter with
a flat-plate canopy
[AD-A020111] p028lt N76-25160
Validation of rotorcraft flight simulation program
through correlation with flight data for
soft-in-plane hingeless rotors
[AD-A021176] p0342 N76-27190
Aeroelastic rotor stability analysis
[AD-A020871] p0342 H76-27193
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, U.S.
general aviation, 19711
[PB-250038/71 p0313 H76-27201
Development of a backup cover for the AH-1 canopy
removal system
[AD-A021139] p03«t N76-27225
Aviator, performance measurement during low
altitude rotary wing flight with the AN/PVS-5
night vision goggles
[AD-A020631 ] p03U8 H76-28010
Study of operational parameters impacting
helicopter fuel consumption using computer
techniques (computer programs)
CHAsA-TH-X-73922] P0379 N76-28224
Simulation of a visual aid system used for the
piloting of helicopters in formation flying
p0393 N76-29301
Installation procedure of backup covers for the
AB-1 canopy removal system
[AD-A021H3U] pOU23 H76-30186
Hission spectra for the computation of life
expectancies for helicopter parts
pOH25 H76-30208
The 3,000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 2: Design report
[AD-A020327] pOt28 H76-30575
Energy-absorbing materials for improving
helicopter crashworthiness
[AD-A023006] pOH78 H76-33197
BELIUB
Use of a helium blast for the visual study of air
flow patterns about bodies
p0318 A76-37913
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HIGH ACCELERATION
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 1: Program summary
[AD-A011810] p0128 H76-15155
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 2: Test plan
[AD-A011811] p0128 N76-15156
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 3: Onsite pilot evaluations
[AD-A011812] p0128 H76-15157
HIGH ALTITUDE
High-attitude low-speed static aerodynamic
characteristics of an F-1D fighter airplane
model with leading edge slats
[NASA-TB-X-62355] p0333 H76-26190
HIGH ALTITUDE BALtOOIS
Unmanned powered balloons
p0119 N76-15064
Special problems and capabilities of high altitude
lighter than air vehicles
p0119 N76-15065
Aircraft L-band balloon simulated satellite
experiments. Volume 1: Experiment description
and data modem test results
[AD-A017090] p0217 N76-20301
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
0 HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
High altitude applications of the Gates Learjet
[SAE PAPER 760*91] p0257 A76-31973
HIGH ASPECT RATIO
On lifting-line theory in unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOS A76-10357
The design of unswept large aspect ratio wings
with flaps for two flight conditions
[ESA-TT-224] p0215 H76-20128
Stalled and partially stalled high aspect ratio,
straight wings
p02U1 H76-22152
Ground simulation of flutter on aircraft with
high-aspect-ratio wings
[ESA-TT-263] p0275 H76-21216
On lifting-line theory in unsteady aerodynamics
[AD-A021»49] p0384 M76-29177
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Actively cooled airframe structures for high-speed
flight
p0230 A76-30027
Wing planfores for high-speed flight
[EEPT-863] p0189 N76-19083
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/717 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(II8-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV <t x 4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
[NASA-CR-144612] p0293 N76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7t7 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(18-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 1x1 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26) , volume 2
[NASA-CR-1U1613] p0293 N76-25323
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Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7»7 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(18-0/An318I-1) in the LTV t x t-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
r8ASA-CR-1iKl614] p029i! S76-25321
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7<l7 carrier flight test
configuration to deternine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(U8-0/AX13 181-1) in the ITV » i H foot high
speed vind tunnel (C426), volume 4
CBASA-CR-1U1I615 ] p029« 876-25325
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7H7 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(U8-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV <4 x 1 foot high
speed vind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[BASA-CR-1H4616J p029U 876-25326
BIGB SPEED FLIGHT
0 BIGH SPEED
HIGB STEE8GTH ALLOTS
HI HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Criteria concerning the use of titanium in
aircraft construction
p01«2 A76-220U8
Long-term properties of some heat-resistant and
high-temperature naterials. II - Findings in
strength studies at different temperatures
p0302 A76-36401
Development of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys for aircraft
P0353 A76-38563
Production of drop forgings from high-strength
aluminum alloys with reference to residual
stress problems
p0356 A76-39100
High toughness titanium alloy development
[AD-A017452] P0196 N76-19286
Hydrogen embnttlement of structural alloys. A
technology survey
[HASA-CF-131962] p029H H76-25375
Review of the physical netallurgy of Alloy 718
a high strength, precipitation-hardenable nickel
based alloy
(ASCR-1292] p0138 H76-31333
HIGB STRE8GTH STEELS
Undercarriage material requirements aircraft
design
p0352 A76-3855U
Hechanical parameters (fatigue and toughness) of
certain very high strength steel alloys
p0195 N76-19274
Development of a veldable high strength steel
[AD-A02117U] p0337 N76-26336
HIGH JBHPBBiTUBB ALLOTS
D HEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
BISH TBBPBBATDBB FLUIDS
NT HIGB TESPEE6T08E GASES
HIGB IBHPERAIOEE GAS COOLED REACTOBS
Primary system preliminary design for gas turbine
BTGR power plant High Temperature Gas-cooled
Reactors
[ A S B E PAPEB 76-GT-92] p0200 A76-25833
Control of a gas turbine HTGE High Temperature
Gas-cooled Reactors
[ A S H E PAPEB 76-GT-97] p0201 A76-25837
HIGH fBBPEBATOBB GASES
Heat transfer in air-cooled turbine blades of
high-temperature gas-turbine engines
pOOSO A76-13859
Supersonic high-temperature gas jet flov past a
body into a supersonic vake nozzle design
for aircraft thrust augmentation
p0097 A76-18477
Heat transfer in high-temperature GTE air-cooled
turbine blades
p0202 A76-2658U
Bing shielding of high-velocity jet and
shock-associated noise wi th cold and hot flov jets
[ A I A A PAPER 76-547] p0322 A76-38066
Fundamental aspects of turbine blade cooling
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1976-123] p0357 A76-39180
BIGH TBSPEB&TOBB BATERIALS
0 REFRACTOR! MATERIALS
BIGH TBBPEBATOBB HDCLEA8 BBACTOBS
NT HIGB TEBPERATORE GAS COOLED REACTORS
BIGB TEBPEBATDBE RESBABCB
Applied high temperature technology program,
volume 1 niobium alloys for turbine blades
[AD-A018637] p0280 B76-2H262
Applied high temperature technology program.
Volume 2: Evaluation of coated Columbian alloys
for advanced turbine airfoils
[AD-A018638] p0280 H76-2H263
HIGH THRDST
Optimal trajectories of high-thrust aircraft
dynamics of mazimnm-tnrn-rate
p0231 A76-30859
HIGBBiTS
Forecast of landside airport access traffic at 211
major OS airports to 1990. Volume 1: The
forecasts
[AD-A025401/1 ] pO<430 N76-31091
Forecast of landside airport access traffic at
major OS airpo'rts to 1990. Volume 2: Detailed
technical description of forecasting methods
[AD-A0252U6/0] pO«30 N76-31092
BILLEB HILITART AIBCBAFT
0 HILITART AIRCRAFT
BISGE HOHENTS
0 TORQOE
HINGED ROTOB BLADES
0 BINGES
D ROTART WINGS
HINGBLESS BOTOBS
0 RIGID ROTORS
HISSES
HI FLAPPING HINGES
Vind-tunnel investigation of control-surface
characteristics. 5: The use of a beveled
trailing edge to reduce the hinge moment of a
control surface
[L-U6U] p0188 876-19076
HISTORIES
Pioneers of aviation: Hugo Junkers, Ferdinand
Ferber, Adolf Rohrbach lectures
[DLE-HITT-7H-15] pOOBO B76-13009
History of Messerschmitt aircraft manufacturing
[DLE-HITT-75-21] p0211 N76-20070
A study of the financial history of the D.S.
scheduled airlines and the improvement of
airline profitability through technology
[NASA-TH-X-73109] p021« N76-20101
HODOGRAPHS
Asymptotic representation of solutions on the
hodograph plane in problems of subsonic flov
past airfoil profiles
p0202 A76-26337
Reviev of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils
p0205 A76-27837
The direct problem of the transonic airfoils on
the hodograph
p0205 A76-27838
An exact hodographmethod for the design of
supercritical vingsections
p0205 A76-27860
Differential-turn maneuvering
p0225 A76-28785
Transonic flovs past ving profiles - A nev direct
hodograph method
p023« A76-30656
The design of transonic airfoils under
consideration of shock vave boundary layor
interaction
[ICAS PAPER 76-11] pOQ61 A76-17362
An introductory description of a hodograph method
for transonic shock-free aerofoil design
[HLR-TR-73152-0] p01<»7 S76-160U1
BOLLARD
0 NETHERLANDS
BOL06BAPHIC IBTBBFEBOSBTRT
Samoa-effects on 2-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics specific heat ratio due to
shock induced separation
p035<4 A76-38632
Recent applications of coherent optics in
aerospace research holographic
nondestructive tests and laser anemometry
p0365 A76-40893
BOL06BAPBT
NT ACOUSTICAL BOLOGBAPHT
HOLOHOBPBISH
0 ANALTTIC FUNCTIONS
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HOMING SDEJECT IBDEX
BOaiNG
Analysis of optimal evasive maneuvers based on a
linearized two-dimensional kinematic model
CAIAA 76-1979] p0371 A76-U1485
HOBIHG DEVICES
Emergency locator transmitters
[GPO-60-520] p0283 N76-2515U
HONEYCOMB COBBS
Advancements in applications of adhesive to cote
cell edge and flat sheet material
p0066 A76-15160
BONEYCOBB STEDCIOHES
NT HONEYCOMB CORES
Measurement of inner skin surface temperatures of
aluminum honeycomb panels subjected to lightning
strike
p0053 A76-14418
Manufacturing technology applied to the prototype
ltCH-62 Heavy-Lift Helicopter airfrane - The
first all-honeycomb, primary-structure aircraft
p0060 A76-14595
Controlled flow structural adhesives for film
reticulation
p0066 A76-15158
Design of an advanced composites aileron for
commercial aircraft
p0261 A76-32651
Basic strength and trial production tests on a
carbon fiber reinforced plastics aircraft rudder
surface
p0351 A76-38351
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
The ground effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an aircraft steady
horizontal flight
[AD-A017309] p0213 N76-20098
BOBIZOBTAL STABILIZERS
0 STABILIZERS (FLUID D Y N A M I C S )
HORIZONTAL TAIL SOBFACES
Geared-elevator flutter study transonic
flutter characteristics of empennage
p0232 A76-30063
Some comments on trim drag
p0033 N76-11019
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal-tail loads, of a*
control-configured vehicle with relaxed static
stability
[NASA-TH-D-8142] p0183 N76-18145
Transient effects of the wing wake on the
horizontal tail
[TN-771] p0187 N76-19071
A method for calculating the unsteady forces
caused by the interaction between tail surfaces
p0434 N76-31182
HOBSEPOBEB
Representative engine power data for Army
helicopters
[ AD-A022254] p0388 1176-29239
HOT GAS SISTERS
D HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E GASES
HOI GASES
!) HIGH TEHPERAT08E GASES
HOT JET EXBADST
0 HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E GASES
U JET E X H A U S T
BOT JETS
0 JET PLOH
BOT PRESSING
Low cost P/M saperalloy applications to present
and fu tu re turbines
p0163 A76-22708
V a c u u m hot pressing of titanium-alloy powders
p0163 A76-22709
Manufac tur ing of titanium airframe components by
hot isostatic pressing ••
[AD-A014130] p0128 N76-15154
HOT-WIRE FLOSMBTEBS
Sound generated in the vicinity of the trailing
edge of an upper surface blown flap
[ A I A A PAPER 76-503] p0366 A76-11378
BOT-8TBB TDBBDLEBCE BETEHS
a HOT-HIRE FLOWBETERS
0 T U R B U L E N C E DETERS
HOUSINGS
NT COHLINGS
NT R A D O H E S
Dynamic testing of a composite material helicopter
transmission housing
[AD-A015521] p0159 N76-17102
HOVERCRAFT
0 G R O U N D EFFECT MACHINES
HOVERCHAFT GBODND EFFECT MACHINES
The operation of hovercraft in the New York City
metropolitan area. Volume 1: A technical
evaluation
[PB-251234/1] pO«35 N76-31209
Development and testing of a fixed-base hovercraft
snmulator
[UTIAS-TN-197] p0438 N76-31236
HOVERIHG
Passive potential equalization between the cargo
handler and a hovering helicopter
pOOSt A76-14427
Army preliminary evaluation of the BLH ATC
demonstrator fly-by-wire flight control system
Heavy Lift Helicopter Advanced Technology
Component
p0061 A76-1U601
Dynamics of helicopter flight Book
p0202 A76-26450
Near-hover control of a helicopter with a hanging
load
p0234 A76-30861
Transient airload computer analysis for simulating
wind induced impulsive noise conditions of a
hovering helicopter rotor
[NASA-CR-137772] p0017 N76-10005
Hover control tests on flying test bed for VIOL
aircraft
[NAL-TR-125] p0182 N76-181U2
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilever rotor blades in hover with
variable structural coupling
[NASA-TN-D-8192] p0220 N76-21162
The prediction of helicopter rotor hover
performance using a prescribed wake analysis
[ARC-CP-1341 ] pOU35 N76-31205
HOVEBIHG STABILITY
Stability of hingeless rotor blades in hover with
pitch-link flexibility
p0231 A76-30048
Nonlinear eguations of motion for cantilever rotor
blades in hover with pitch link flexibility,
twist, precone, droop, sweep, torgue offset, and
blade root offset
[NASA-TH-X-73112] p0331 N76-26152
HP-115 AIRCRAFT
The application of a surface flow-visualisation
technique in flight compared to wind tunnel
tests
[AHC-R/H-3769] p0122 N76-15093
BIGB
D HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS
HU-1 HELICOPTER
0 UB-1 BELICOPTER
HOBS
Diffusion bonded T1-6A1-4V helicopter rotor hub
and blade spar technology
p0060 A76-14597
Experimental investigation of three rotor hub
fairing shapes
[AD-A012537] p0076 N76-12046
A method for predicting helicopter hub drag
[AD-A021201] p0342 N76-27192
HUGHES AIBCBAFT
NT AH-64 HELICOPTER
HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT
a MILITABY AIRCRAFT
HUL
U HARDWARE UTILIZATION LISTS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
Interference effects on lateral forces and moments
on high L/B SES arrangements
[AIAA PAPER 76-859] pO«50 A76-45508
HUMAN ENGINEERING
U BUHAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEEBIBG
Concorde- interior engineering
pOO>)8 A76-13246
Symposium on Designing from the Inside Out,
London, England, February 6, 1975, Proceedings
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15U08
Keynote address - Designing from the Inside Out
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15409
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SUBJECT IHDEI HTDBOFOILS
Passenger and crew considerations in transport
aircraft design
p0068 A76-15413
Selected problems of cockpit acoustic design
p0208 A76-28515
"Controlled flight into terrain /CFIT/1 accidents
- System-induced errors
p0258 A76-32231
General investigation of accidents
p0265 476-311311
Development of design criteria for crashworthy
arnored aircrew seats
p0266 A76-3115I)
Construction and verification of a nodel of
passenger response to STOL aircraft
characteristics
fSAE PAPER 760525] p0305 176-36599
The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride guality
p0075 N76-12038
Ergonomic aspects of air accidents daring
agricultural service
[NASA-TT-F-171146 ] p0378 H76-28207
Sioulation of a visual aid system used for the
piloting of helicopters in formation flying
p0393 N76-29301
Aircraft notion and passenger comfort response
data from TIPS ride-guality flight experiments
[NASA-TB-X-7391S ] pO«22 N76-30160
Annual review of aircraft accident data. US
general aviation calendar year .1971
[PB-252606/9] pOU70 N76-32111
ROHAN PEBFORBABCB
NT PILOT PERFORMANCE
Ergonomics and the problem of aircraft-induced
external noise
p0208 A76-28513
BUSAN BEACTIOSS
Reports of sleep interference and annoyance by
aircraft noise
p0001 A76-10096
Evaluation of reactions of dwellers in airport
environs to aircraft noise
p0098 A76-18525
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPER 760166] p0256 A76-31962
A new method suggested for estimating the
psychological effect of the aircraft noise at an
airport
p0117 A76-11589
HOHAS TOLEBABCES
Overview of noise aircraft noise pollution and
community reaction
p0153 A76-15793
BBHTIBG H-126 AIBCRAPT
0 H-126 AI8CBAPT
BDBEICABES
AGARD highlights, March 1976
CAGARD-BIGBLIGHIS-76/1] p0211 H76-20067
BOSTLBB AIBCBSFT
D B-58 AIRCRAFT
HYBRID COBBDSTIOB
D HYBRID PSOPELLAHT ROCKET ENGINES
HYBRID PBOPBLLAHT SOCKET ENGINES
Low pollution combnstor designs for CTOL engines -
Results of the Experimental Clean Conbustor
Program
[AIAA PAPER 76-762] p0330 A76-38253
HYDBAOLIC ACTOATOBS
0 ACTDATOHS
0 HTDRADLIC EQUIPBENT
HYDRAULIC COBTBOL
Aircraft power transfer units
p0010 A76-10557
Helicopter multifunction system and bydrofluidic
control systems for helicopters
p0168 A76-23636
Hydraulic systems for transport aircraft
Russian book
p0207 A76-28351
Aspects of braking control
pO»18 A76-M1711
Loaded hydraulic servo mechanism simulation study
[NAL-TR-121] p0182 N76-18113
Fluidic thrust vector control for the
stabilization of man/ejection seat systems
[AD-A021223] pO«23 N76-30187
Redundancy of hydraulic flight control actuators
p0033 N76-31177
BIDBAOLIC EQDIPBENT
NT AIRCRAFT HIDBADLIC SYSTEBS
Hydraulic servicing - A manufacturer's view
pOOlO A76-10558
Limited-energy hydraulic starting system
p0093 A76-17006
Conference on Fluid Machinery, 5th, Budapest,
Hungary, September 15-20, 1975, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 5 2
p0161 A76-22978
Calculation of a blade shape of a hydraulic machine
p0165 A76-22991
Bechanical and electrical signals assure failsafe
operation of aircraft speed brakes
p0315 A76-37775
Boll-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation
system development
[AD-A016932] p0217 H76-20151
BIDBAOLIC FLUIDS
Summary of ignition properties of jet fuels and
other aircraft
[AD-A021320] p0396 N76-29129
BIDBAOLIC HEATING SOURCES
0 HYDRAULIC EQUIPBENT
BYDBAULIC POflPS
0 HYDRAULIC EQUIPBENT
HYDBiULIC SHOCK
Fuel cell pressure loading during hydraulic ram
[AD-A012111] p0039 N76-11070
FY 75 experimental hydraulic ram studies
[AD-A012598] p0076 N76-12050
BYDBABLIC SISTEHS
0 HYDRAULIC EQDIPHENT
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
Bydrodynamic visualization study of various
procedures for controlling separated flows
p0263 A76-33715
Experimental study of a cavitating arched wing of
finite span
p0302 A76-36373
A water tunnel study of vortex breakdown over
wings with highly swept leading edges
[ARl/A-SOTE-356] p0073 N76-12011
HYDRAULIC VALVES
D HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDBOAEBOBECHABICS
U AERODYMABICS
HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT DIESEL FUELS
NT GASOLINE
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
Study of the properties of Pd-zeolite-containing
hydfogenation catalyst of aromatic hydrocarbons
in the presence of sulfur
p0306 A76-36666
Analysis of chitin in contaminated fuels
[AD-A020298J p0317 N76-27112
HYDBOCABBONS
NT BETHANE
NT NATURAL GAS
NT PARAFFINS
BIDBODYSABIC EQUATIOIS
Calculation of the unsteady-state hydrodynamic
characteristics of a thin-airfoil cascade in a
gas flow
p0173 A76-25726
On the unsteady motion of a thin body in an
incompressible fluid
p0316 A76-3781U
HYDBODYHABIC STABILITY
U FLOW STABILITY
HT.DBODI BASICS
The planar dynamics of airships
[AIAA PAPER 75-1395] p0017 A76-13188
The experimental hydrofoil platform H. 890 -
Automatic pilot, hydrodynamics, and performance
p0169 A76-21052
A validation study of the mixed-foil concept for
high-speed hydrofoils
p0361 A76-10395
HYDBOFOIL BOATS
0 HYDROFOIL CRAFT
HIDBOFOIL CBAPT
The experimental hydrofoil platform H. 890 -
Automatic pilot, hydrodynamics, and performance
p0169 A76-2D052
BTDBOFOILS
NT KEELS
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HYDROGEN SUBJECT IHDEI
Fluid-dynamic lift: Practical information on
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic lift Book
p0258 A76-32167
Lift and drag characteristics of a supercavitating
cambered hydrofoil with a jet flap beneath a
free surface
p0270 A76-34926
& validation study of the mixed-foil concept for
high-speed hydrofoils
p0364 A76-40395
HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
HYDROGEN EBBBITTLEHEHT
Hydrogen embrittlement of structural alloys. A
technology survey
[NASA-CR-134962] p029t N76-25375
BYDBOGEN FDE1S
Tank and fuel systems considerations for hydrogen
fueled aircraft
[SAE PAPER 751093] p0145 A76-22311
A simplified method for computing the ignition
delays of hydrogen-air mixture and its
experimental verification using a shock tube
p0225 A76-29145
Nev potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
[SAE PAPER 7601(69] p0256 A76-31964
Bydroxsystem - 4 hydrogen-propulsion system for
airships
p0441 A76-45030
Bydrogen energy technology - Update 1976
p0443 A76-45242
Study of LB2 fueled subsonic passenger transport
aircraft
[NASA-CR-1411935] p0193 N76-19144
BYDBOGEH-BASED ENEBGY
Bydrogen energy technology - Dpdate 1976
p0443 A76-45242
BYDROGENATION
Study of the properties of Pd-zeolite-containing
hydrogenation catalyst of aromatic hydrocarbons
in the presence of sulfur
p0306 A76-36666
BIDROBECHAIICS
KT HYDRODYNAMICS
BYDROPLAHES (SURFACES)
Aviation skis. I for aircraft landing on snow
p0235 A76-30915
BYDBOSKIS
0 HYDROPLANES (SDRPACES)
BYDHOIIL COHPOOHDS
NT ALCOBOLS
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
BYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
An analogue-analytical construction for
supercritical flows round an airfoil
electric potential flow
[DGLR-PAPER-72-129] p0037 1176-11056
BYPERSONIC 4IBCB4FT
Towards hypersonics civil and military flight
p0016 A76-12300
Propulsion concepts for high speed aircraft
[SAE PAPER 751092] p0115 A76-22310
Scram jet integration on hypersonic research
airplane concepts
[AIAA PAPER 76-755] p0329 A76-38250
A structural design for a hypersonic research
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-906] . p0445 A76-1I5391
Future of VTOL and other radical concepts
p0452 A76-45782
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 degree
swept double delta wing at Bach numbers from
1.50 to 2.86
[HASA-TH-D-8065] p0078 N76-12079-
Study of fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CB-144920] p0178 N76-18103
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles, summary
aircraft design of aircraft fuel systems
[NASA-CP-2651] p0184 N76-18536
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
1: Hach 6 component integration
[NASA-TB-JC-72821] p0251 N76-23264
Study of a fail-safe abort system for an actively
cooled hypersonic aircraft. Volume 1:
Technical summary
[NASA-CR-2652] p0424 H76-30198
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
leak viscous interaction at a plate with broken
leading edge laminar gas flow in hypersonic
boundary layer
p0317 476-37877
Effect of mass addition on the boundary layer of a
hemisphere at Hach 6
p0363 476-4012*
HYPBBSONIC FLIGHT
Effect of the shape of a lifting body on its
lifting power at supersonic and hypersonic
flying speeds
p0318 476-37899
Calculation of radiative heat transfer in aircraft
structures
p0319 A76-379U1
Rain erosion - A serious problen for slip-cast
fused silica radomes
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-98] p0455 A76-46367
Introduction to the aerodynamics of flight
including aircraft stability, and hypersonic
flight
[NASA-SP-367] p0036 N76-11043
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
4: Bach 5 component integration and performance
[NASA-TH-X-72824] p0223 N76-21209
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
2: Hach 6 performance
[NASA-TH-X-72822] p0345 N76-27238
Design and evaluation of thin metal surface
insulation for hypersonic flight
[NASA-CR-144914] p0346 N76-27400
HYPERSONIC FLOW
Solution of the inverse problem of hypersonic gas
flow around a slender blunt body
p0051 476-14338
Hypersonic flow over concave surfaces with
leading-edge bluntness
p0063 476-14811
Analytical formulas for conditions on blunt wedges
in hypersonic flow
p0063 476-14818
Inviscid hypersonic source flow, over slender
power-law bodies
p0069 476-15638
Aeromechanics of supersonic flows past power-law
bodies of revolution Russian book
p0091 476-16675
Hypersonic incipient separation on delta wing with
trailing-edge flap
p0100 476-18683
A survey of leeside flow and heat transfer on
delta planform configurations
[AIAA PAPER 76-118] p0102 476-18803
Form of minimum-drag body in hypersonic gas flow
p0141 476-21653
Flow regimes over delta wings at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
p0170 476-24090
Linearized theory of axisymmetric hypersonic
source flow past bodies of revolution
p0171 476-24811
Interaction between an external shock wave and a
blunted body in hypersonic flow
p0202 476-26339
Unsteady hypersonic flow over delta wings with
detached shock waves
p0263 476-33719
Law of cross sections for the three-dimensional
boundary layer on a thin-section wing in
hypersonic flow
p0264 476-33854
Effect of geometry modifications on effectiveness
of slot injection in hypersonic flow
p0297 476-35334
Shock tunnel experiments on hypersonic source flow
past slender bodies
p0299 476-35548
Recent results and summary of higher order
boundary-layer research
p0315 476-37781
Theory on the interaction of a hypersonic flow
with a boundary layer for two- and
three-dimensional stalled flows. I -
Three-dimensional flows
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SUBJECT IIDBI IFB (BOLES)
p031B A76-37905
A method for confutation of the aerodynamic
coefficients of missiles in the high Hach number
range for snail angles of attack and tall
deflection and arbitrary roll angles
p0362 A76-39997
Theoretical gas dynamics /3rd revised and enlarged
edition/ Gernan book
p0412 A76-43794
Theory and experiments on the hypersonic source
flo» over long, slender bodies in a conical nozzle
tICAS PiPEB 76-35] p0462 176-17380
Unsteady and steady aerodynamic forces of slender
delta wings according to Newtonian theory
[ICAS PAPEB 76-36) p0462 A76-47381
Beat transfer measurements on a delta ving vith
blunted leading edges in hypersonic flov
[PFA-TB-AO-648-PT-3] p01«7 N76-16039
A numerical simulation of the rarefied hypersonic
flat plate problen
[IC-AERO-75-08] p02<!2 N76-22169
The effects of geometric parameters on static
pressure measurements in a rarefied hypersonic
flow
[ESA-TT-266] p0242 H76-22173
Development of a computer code for calculating the
steady super/hypersonic inviscid flow around
real configurations. Volume 2: Code description
[HASA-CB-2676] p0272 N76-24152
Rave interactions in transonic and hypersonic flow
wing body combinations
[AD-A023189] p0476 H76-33158
BIPEBSOHIC BEAT TBAHSFBB
A correlation between pressure and heat transfer
distributions at supersonic and "hypersonic speeds
p0095 A76-17993
BIPEBSOHIC ISLETS
Analysis of experimental results of the inlot for
the NASA hypersonic research engine
aerothermodynamic integration model wind
tunnel tests of ramjet engine hypersonic inlets
[NASA-TH-X-3365] p0335 N76-26203
BIPEBSOHIC BEEilBI
The effects of recessed lower surface shape on the
lift and drag of conical wings at high incidence
and high Hach number
p0068 A76-1S626
Delta wings in a rarefied hypersonic air stream
with sweep angle and incidence effects
p0103 A76-1B873
BTPBBSOHIC SHOCK
Hypersonic flow past a three-dimensional wing
p0227 A76-29703
. Delta wing in hypersonic gas flow
p0233 A76-30K71
Hypersonic flow around three-dimensional wing
pOIIS A76-44314
BIPEBSOBIC VEHICLES
HI HTPEBSOKIC AIBCBAPT
NT LIFTING BEENTBI VEHICLES
Towards hypersonics civil and military flight
p0016 A76-12300
Computation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a body with compound carrier surfaces in the
presence of high supersonic flow velocities
p0228 A76-29708
HfPBBSOBIC iAKES
Study of the statistical characteristics of
pulsations of the boundary of the turbulent wake
behind bodies of various shapes flying at
supersonic velocity
p04«2 A76-45069
BfPEBSOBIC BIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE HIND TDNNELS
NT SHOCK TDNNELS
Langley facility for tests at Hach 7 of subscale,
hydrogen-burning, airframe-Integratable,
scramjet models
[AIAA PAPEB 76-11] p0100 A76-18732
Numerical calculation of the three-dimensional
hypersonic viscous shock layer on a sharp cone
at incidence
p0298 A76-35018
Shock tunnel experiments on hypersonic source flow
past slender bodies
p0299 A76-35518
A wind tunnel test of symmetric loads on two
wing-body combinations at Hach numbers 4 and 7
noting water cooled six component strain
gage balance
[FFA-TN-AO-636] p0123 H76-15106
HIPEBVBLOCITT FLO?
Boundary-layer transition experiments on
pre-ablated graphite nosetips in a
hyperballistics range
[AIAA PAPEB 76-356] p0312 A76-37008
BIPEBVBLOCITT ilHD TUNNELS
NT CASCADE HIND TUNNELS
NT SHOCK TDNNELS
ICBH (MISSILES)
D IHTEBCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
ICE FOBHATION
Icing testing in the large Hodane wind tunnel on a
reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-142] p0103 A76-18872
Ice formation on aircraft
p0139 A76-21187
ICE PEEVEHTIOB
Static electrification of windscreens and canopies
aircraft flight during icing
p0055 A76-14432
Development and testing of a deicing system for
the helicopter BO 105
p0169 A76-23638
Deicing devices and protection against ice in the
case of dynamic structural groups and the cell
,of helicopters
p0169 A76-236UO
A new system for preventing icing of gas turbine
inlets combination heat exchanger/moisture
separator
[ASHE PAPEB 76-GT-84] p0200 A76-25825
The development of an advanced anti-icing/deicing
capability for OS Army helicopters. Volume 1:
Design criteria and technology considerations
[AD-A0190UU] p0276 S76-2H229
The development of an advanced anti-icing/deicing
capability for US Army helicopters. Volume 2:
Ice protection system application to the DH-1H
helicopter
[AD-A019049] p0276 N76-24230
ICING
0 ICE FOBHATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
Calculation of flow around profile cascades with
arbitrary kinematic parameter time dependence
p0051 A76-14332
Application of the Hartensen method for the
analysis of thick airfoils in cascade
p0165 A76-23026
On mathematical simulation of separated flow past
a wing and breakup of a vortex sheet in an ideal
fluid
p0270 A76-3U693
Calculation of the velocity distribution on a wing
profile between two flat parallel walls
pOUOS A76-42545
IDEAL GAS
Solution of the inverse problem of hypersonic gas
flow around a slender blunt body
p0051 A76-14338
Vortex method for calculation of arbitrary profiles
p0051 A76-14339
Aerodynamic characteristics of blunt bodies with
elliptical cross sections
p0317 A76-37885
Discharge into a submerged space of a supersonic
fan jet of an ideal gas with uniformly assigned
parameters in the initial section
p0317 A76-37888
IDENTIFYING
Some optimization problems in identifying
stochastic dynamic systems applied to
aircraft structural testing
p0069 A76-15699
Bore effective aircraft stability and control
flight testing through use of system
identification technology
[AIAA PAPEB 76-894] p0444 A76-45381
Status of methods for aircraft state and parameter
identification
p0290 N76-25282
IFB (BOLES)
0 INSTBDHENT FLIGBT BOLES
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IGNITION SUBJECT INDEX
IGNITION
Ignition proofing of fuel tanks
p0108 N76-1lt06U
IGNITION LIBITS
& simplified method for computing the ignition
delays of hydrogen-air mixture and its
experimental verification using a shock tube
p0225 476-2911*5
ILS (LANDING SISTERS)
H INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
IMAGERY
NT ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
NT RADIOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Buettner cueing concept for helicopter flight
control
[AD-A016885] p0183 N76-181U8
IMP&CT DABAGE
NT RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
Impact damage effects on boron-aluminum composites
foreign object ingestion simulation for
engines
p0091 A76-16579
Sand erosion of dome and window materials
p01U3 A76-22207
Hetal/composite hybrid rotor blade spar construction
tSAE PAPER 751107] p01U6 A76-22121
Bard object impact damage of metal matrix composites
p0399 A76-U1521
Fuel cell pressure loading during hydraulic ram
[AD-A012U11] p0039 N76-11070
Specialists Meeting on Impact Damage Tolerance of
structures
[AGARD-CP-186] p0197 N76-19471
Structural integrity reguirements for projectile
impact damage; an overview
p0197 N76-19172
Structural analysis of impact damage on wings
p0197 N76-19173
Study of certain impact problems on aircraft
structures
p0197 N76-19U75
Computer method for aircraft vulnerability
analysis and the influence of structural damage
on total vulnerability
p0197 N76-19476
Damage tolerance of semimonocogue aircraft
p0197 N76-19477
Definition of engine debris and some proposals for
reducing potential damage to aircraft structure
p0197 N76-19478
Studies of engine rotor fragment impact on
protective structure
p0198 N76-19181
Behavior of engine cases associated with blade
ruptures
p0198 N76-19<(82
Impact dynamics research facility for full-scale
aircraft crash testing
[NASA-TN-D-8179] p0221 N76-21173
tlser's guide to computer program CIVM-JET 4B to
calculate the transient structural responses of
partial and/or complete structural rings to
engine-rotor-fragnent impact
[NASA-CR-13U907] p0250 N76-23182
Approximate changes in aircraft stability
derivatives caused by battle damage
CAD-A0198M3] " p0287 N76-25207
Aerodynamic characteristics of an A-1B aircraft
with simulated and actual gunfire damage to one
wing
[BASA-TM-X-73119] p0122 N76-30159
Impact of composite plates: Analysis of stresses
and forces
[NASA-CR-131999] pOU73 N76-32251
IMPACT DECELEBATIOR
0 DECELERATION
IMPACT LOADS
Technigues for predicting vehicle structure crash
impact response
p0266 A76-34156
Bird impact forces in aircraft windshield design
[AD-A023628] p0170 N76-32143 '
Impact of composite plates: Analysis of stresses
and forces
rSASA-CR-1311999] pOU73 N76-32251
"MPACT PHESSOBES
U IMPACT LOADS
IMPACT RESISTANCE
Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement
[NASA-CR-135001] p0427 N76-30296
Multi-fiber composites
[NASA-CR-135062] pO«38 N76-31298
Energy-absorbing materials for improving
helicopter crashworthiness
[AD-A023006] pOt78 N76-33197
IMPACT SENSITIVITY
0 IMPACT RESISTANCE
IMPACT TESTS
Low velocity transverse normal impact of graphite
epoxy composite laminates
p0169 A76-2367U
Hard object impact danage of metal matrix composites
p0399 A76-U152U
IMPEDANCE
NT ACOUSTIC IHPEDANCE
NT SKIN RESISTANCE
Transonic flight flutter tests of a control
surface utilizing an impedance response technique
p0026 N76-1011I1
IMPELLER BLADES
0 ROTOR BLADES (TUHBOHACHINERY)
IMPELLERS
Contribution to the study of material-strength and
dynamics problems in the design of impellers for
radial-flow compressors of aircraft turbine
engines
p0068 A76-15623
Substructures analysis of impeller vibration modes
CASME PAPER 75-DET-112] p0135 A76-207UO
On the determination of the wall shear velocity
from measured velocity profiles of a turbulent
boundary layer of centrifugal impeller blades
p0165 A76-23002
IMPINGEMENT
NT JET IMPINGEMENT
IMPROVEMENT
Improvement of aircraft buffet characteristics
p0106 N76-1U030
Fiber composite fan blade impact improvement
[NASA-CR-135001] pOt27 N76-30296
IMPULSES
Flight flutter testing using pulse technigues
p0025 N76-10101
IMPURITIES
Classification of impurities
[AD-A02028«] p0347 N76-274U3
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
Research and development applications of the new
NAE air-borne simulator helicopter for
V/STOL flight simulation
p0143 A76-22222
Inflight engine performance evaluations
applied to S-3A aircraft
[ASME PAPER 76-GT-70] p0200 A76-25813
Acoustic emission for in-flight monitoring on
aircraft structures
p0399 A76-11571
The application of a surface flow-visualisation
technigue in flight compared to wind tunnel
tests
[AHC-R/M-3769] p0122 N76-15093
DS Navy helicopter operational flight spectrum ,
survey program: Past and present
pO*25 N76-30212
Critique and summary of the specialists meeting on
helicopter design mission load spectra
p0426 N76-30213
INCIDENCE
wind tunnel measurements at M=1.6 of the
aerodynamic effects of a root gap on a control
surface of square planform mounted on a body
[RAE-TM-AERO-16U1] p0272 N76-24173
Stability of helicoidal motions at high incidences
p0390 N76-29251
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
Unsteady boundary layer research at VKI finite
difference methods
p0315 A76-37783
A finite difference method for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers on swept wings
p0316 A76-37787
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
Numerical solutions of the unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations for arbitrary bodies using
boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates
p0007 A76-10346
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SDBJECt IBDEZ IBFOEHATIOH RETRIEVAL
On lifting-line theory in unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOS A76-10357
Bonenstence of stationary vortices behind a
two-dimensional normal plate
pOOSO 176-13991
Experimental and theoretical study of a
two'-dinensional turbulent incompressible
reattachment
[OBEEA, IP HO. 1975-16] p0056 A76-14<4<t9
Shear flow aerodynaaics - Lifting surface theory
p0063 A76-1480U
i numerical method for calculating viscous flow
round multiple-section aerofoils
p0069 A76-15639
A new surface singularity method for multi-element
airfoil analysis and design
[ilAi P A P E B 76-20] p0101 A76-18739
A nonlinear finite-element analysis of vings in
steady incompressible flows with vake roll-up
[ A I A A PAPER 76-64] p0102 A76-18771
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
p0209 A76-26611
An eiact method for the design of airfoil profiles
in incompressible flow with a given velocity
distribution on the contour
P0236 A76-31165
Airfoil response to an incompressible skewed gust
of small spanvise wave-number
p0263 A76-33725
A-complete second-order theory for the unsteady
flow about an airfoil due to a periodic gust
p0270 A76-34552
The finite element method in subsonic aerodynamics
p0298 A76-35120
A numerical study of viscous flow around an airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 76-337] p0311 A76-36994
Application of the plane-cross-section method in
nonlinear wing theory
p0317 A76-37897
A numeric method to calculate the unsteady
aerodynamic pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wings in subsonic flow.
Part 1: Theory and results for incompressible
flow
[DLB-FB-75-37] p0082 H76-13025
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
flow separation
[AD-A01333U] p0082 H76-13:_,3
On the calculation of laminar separation bubbles
in two-dimensional incompressible flow
p0155 N76-17040
Two-dimensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flov
p0287 H76-25233
Two-dimensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flov
[HLR-HP-7S021-0] p03«1 H76-27181
Interference problems on wing-fuselage
combinations in inviscid, incompressible flov
[ABC-B/B-3781] pOU22 N76-30170
IBCOBPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Calculation of flov around profile cascades with
arbitrary kinematic parameter time dependence
pOOSI A76-14332
King profiles in an incompressible fluid in the
presence of rigid or fluid vails
p0233 A76-30653
On the unsteady motion of a thin body in an
incompressible fluid
p0316 A76-378U
Calculation of the velocity distribution on a wing
profile between two flat parallel walls
pO<105 A76-12515
IBDEPBBDEHT VARIABLES
Status of methods for aircraft state and parameter
identification
p0290 H76-25282
Flight data identification of sii
degree-of-freedom stability and control
derivatives of a large crane type helicopter
[HASA-TB-X-73958] pO«80 H76-33212
IBDICATIIG I8STRBBBSTS
ST APPROACH INDICATORS
HT RADIO DIRECTION FIHDERS
UDOCTIOB HEATIBG
manufacture of gas turbine engine power shaft by
induction brazing
p01|68 A76-17918
IIDOCTIOB SYSTEBS
0 IHTAKE STSTEBS
IBDBSTHIAL EBEBGY
Hydrogen energy technology - Dpdate 1976
pO«!43 A7t>-«5242
INDUSTRIAL BABAGEBEHT
HT INVENTORY COHTROLS
BT PERSOBBEL BAHAGEBENT
Economics of air transport Russian book
p0201 A76-26009
European perspectives in the helicopter field
p0238 A76-31632
IHDOSTRIAL PLAHTS
Design principles of plants and workshops for
aircraft production /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Russian book
p0116 A76-22101
IHDDSTEIES
HT AEROSPACE IHDDSTRY
HT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
Balloon logging with the inverted skyline
p0120 H76-15070
IBELASTIC BODIES
D RIGID STROCTDRES
IHEETIA
HT IBERTIA PRIHCIPLE
Feel force system vith an inertia reduction
capability
p039» H76-29305
IHEHTIA PRIHCIPLE
Inertia loading in finite element analysis of
structures subject to compound motion for
application to gas turbine aero-engines
p009« A76-17337
IBBRTIAL FORCES
D INERTIA
IHERTIAL NAVIGATION
Integrated aircraft navigation Book
p0453 A76-MS796
IHFIBITE SPAN RUGS
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings -
Theory and experiment
C&IAA PAPER 76-18] p0138 A76-20919
A method for predicting the drag of airfoils
[SAE PAPER 760079] p0257 A76-31971
Evaluation of two swept-infinite-ving
potential/viscous-flow computer programs
[HASA-CR-115037] p0469 B76-32129
IBFLAIABLE DEVICES
0 INFLATABLE STRDCTDRES
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT AID BAG RESTRAIBT DEVICES
NT GAS BAGS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOOHS
NT TETHERED BALLOOHS
Landing on a cushion of air XC-8A aircraft
p0132 A76-19597
Helicopter stabilization system
p0266 A76-34160
Symposium on the Future of the Airship: A
Technical Appraisal, London, England, November
20, 1975, Proceedings
P0409 A76-»3233
Airships - General considerations and possible
solutions
pOtlO A76-l»323i»
Airworthiness and the large modern airship
p0110 A76-43236
Optimisation of airship structures
p0110 A76-U3237
Atlas dirigible programme
pOU10 A76-U3239
Action rather than vords airship design for
natural gas transport
' pO*10 A76-13212
IBFLUEHCB COEFFICIENT
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-381] p0360 A76-39865
INFORMATION DISSEBIIATIOI
Benefits briefing notebook: The secondary
application of aerospace technology in other
sectors of the economy
[NASA-CR-118509] p0382 H76-29060
IHFOBBATIOB RETRIEVAL
Bnltivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (BARS). Volume 1- SIRS system and
analysis techniques
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INFORHATIOI SYSTEMS SUBJECT INDEX
[SASA-CR-137671] p0023 N76-10089
Bultivanate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (NABS). Volune 6: BASS system; a sample
problem (gross weight of subsonic transports)
[NASA-CR-137722] p0023 N76-10091
IHFOEHiTIOH SYSTEMS
NT BANAGEBBNT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Changes in helicopter reliability/maintainability
characteristics over time. Volume 1: Basic
report
[AD-A01U1I69] p0127 N76-151H8
INFORMATION THEOBY
System complexity - Its conception and measurement
in the design of engineering systems
p0261 A76-33100
IHPOBBATIOH TRANSMISSION
0 DATA TRANSMISSION
INFRARED ASTRONOBY
High altitude applications of the Gates Learjet
[SAE PAPER 760191] p0257 A76-31973
INFRABED INSTRUMENTS
Hot brick 3 airworthiness evaluation OV-1D airplane
and infrared instrument countermeasures
[AD-A012202] p0076 N76-12056
IHFBABED BADIATIOB
Performance and handling qualities: AH-1G
helicopter eguipped with three hot metal/plume
infrared suppressors
[AD-A019U82] p0280 N/6-2U277
I8FRARED SPECTRA
Performance and handling qualities evaluation:
AH-1G helicopter with low reflective
infrared/optical paint
[AD-A021407] p0386 N76-29223
Visible and near infrared spectral transmission
characteristics of windscreens in Army aircraft
[AD-A022769] pO«78 N76-33191
INITIAL VALOE PROBLEBS
0 BOONDARY VALDE PBOBIEBS
IBJECTIOB
NT FLOID INJECTION
NT FDEL INJECTION
ST GAS INJECTION
INJECTION CARBDHETORS
0 FDEL INJECTION
IHJECTORS
NT VORTEX INJECTORS
INJURIES
NT CRASH INJURIES'
Briefs of accidents involving corporate/executive
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
rPB-24t527/8] p0126 N76-15135
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-2IHI528/6] p0126 N76-15136
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft. US general aviation 1971
[PB-25051U/7] pO«76 N76-33167
INLET FLOB
Internal flow calculations for axisymmetric
supersonic inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 75-121t] p0003 A76-10262
Some factors affecting the flow unsteadiness in
supersonic intakes
p0006 A76-10340
An experimental investigation of unsteady airfoil
motion in a supersonic stream
pOOOS A76-10352
Supersonic inlet contour interpolation
p0065 A76-1U967
An analysis of ]et aircraft"engine exhaust nozzle
entrance profiles, accountability and effects
[AIAi PAPER 76-152] p0103 A76-18831
Unsteady flow through a cascade of non-staggered
flat plates
p0173 A76-25611
An experimental determination of the unsteady
aerodynamics in a controlled oscillating cascade
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-17] p0199 A76-25773
A new system for preventing icing of gas turbine
inlets combination heat exchanger/moisture
separator
[ASBE PAPER 76-GT-84] p0200 A76-25825
Inlets for high angles of attack
p0262 A76-33121
A new facility for mass flow calibration and
static inlet testing
p0354 A76-386SO
Investigation of heat transfer at the inlet
section of a tube under conditions of initial
swirl and transverse mass flow
pOt12 A76-U3566
An exponential investigation of the behaviour of
conical diffusers in turbulent flow
pO*56 A76-U6817
a comparison of a shock-capturing technique with
experimental data for three-dimensional internal
flows
pOOIS H76-10028
Blade row dynamic digital compressor program.
Volume 1: J85 clean inlet flow and parallel
compressor models
[NASA-CH-134978] p0245 N76-22200
Inlet spillage drag tests and numerical flow-field
analysis at subsonic and transonic speeds of a
1/8-scale, two-dimensional,
external-compression, variable-geometry,
supersonic inlet configuration
[NASA-CB-2680] p0277 N76-24240
Transmission of circumferential inlet distortion
through a rotor
p028<! N76-25188
Multiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion
p028U N76-25189
The unsteady aerodynamic response of an airfoil
cascade to a time-variant supersonic inlet flow
field
p0285 N76-25195
Investigation of two bifurcated-duct inlet systems
from Bach 0 to 2.0 over a wide range of angles
of attack
[NASA-TB-X-73118] p03«0 N76-27166
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 5: Fan acoustics. Section 1: Results
and analysis
[NASA-CR-13118911] p0387 N76-29231
Description and test results of a digital
supersonic propulsion system integrated control
p0131 N76-31155
INLBT NOZZLES
Design and preliminary evaluation of inlet
concepts selected for maneuver improvement
of transonic tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-701] pOIOI A76-12U23
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volume
1: Bach 6 component integration
[NASA-TM-X-72821] p0251 N76-2326*
Inlet spillage drag tests and numerical flow-field
analysis at subsonic and transonic speeds of a
1/8-scale, two-dimensional,
external-compression, variable-geometry,
supersonic inlet configuration
[NASA-CH-2680] p0277 N76-24240
INLET PRESSURE
Determination of maximum expected instantaneous
distortion patterns from statistical properties
of inlet pressure data
[AIAA PAPER 76-705] p0328 A76-38219
Modeling and analysis of the TF30-P-3 compressor
system with inlet pressure distortion
[NASA-CB-13U996] p0223 N76-21205
Effect of inlet temperature and pressure on
emissions from a premixing gas turbine primary
zone combustor
[NASA-CR-27MO] p0179 N76-33208
INLETS (DEVICES)
D INTAKE SYSTEBS
IBOBGAilC COATINGS
NT CEBABIC COATINGS
INSPECTION
Use of fracture mechanics in estimating structural
life and inspection intervals airframe
damage tolerance defined design
p0208 A76-28607
Optimal periodic proof test based on
cost-effective and reliability criteria
p0232 A76-30060
INSTABILITY
U STABILITY
INSTALLATION
U INSTALLING
INSTALLING
Installation drag considerations as related to
turboprop and turbofan engines
p0032 N76-11015
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SUBJECT IHDEI INTBBBAL COHBDSIIOH ENGINES
I1STBUCTIONS
D EDUCATION
INSTBDHBBT EBSOBS
Onega navigation for general aviation
[AIAA 76-1987] p0371 A76-U1U86
In inductively coupled gonioneter for a long-wave
and medium-wave aviation automatic radio
direction finder
p0401 A76-41921
IBStBUHEHT PLIGHT BOLES
Effect on pilot performance with refined
helicopter displays
p0268 A76-3H2tt1
4 review of helicopter IPB operational
considerations - The OS viewpoint
p036U A76-40583
effectiveness of a pilot ground trainer as a part
task instrument flight rales flight-checking
device stage 2
[&D-A0261SU/2] pOUSO H76-3321B
INSTBOHEIT LANDING SISTEHS
NT ALL-BEATHEH LANDING STSTEMS
HI AOrOHATIC LAUDING CONTBOL
Autoland starts to pay off for British airways. I
p036U A76-»058I»
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches
[BASA-TH-X-72908] p0107 N76-140U6
Characteristics of wake vortex generated by a
Boeing 727 jet transport during two-segnent and
nornal ILS approach flight paths
tNASi-TN-D-8222] p0221 H76-21175
INSfBUBEBT&L ANALYSIS
D ANALYZING
0 AUTOHATION
INSOLiTIBG BATBBIALS
0 INSULATION
INSOLATION
BI THEBHAL INSOLATION
Serman Federal regulations for sound insulation
against aircraft noise /Decree on sound
insulation/
p0416 A76-1U580
INTAKE STSTEHS
NT AIB INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
BT HELICAL INDOCERS
NT HYPEBSONIC INLETS
NT SOPEBSOHIC INLETS
A new system for preventing icing of gas turbine
inlets combination heat exchanger/moisture
separator
[ASHE PAPEB 76-GT-8I4] p0200 A76-25825
poppet valve control of throat stability bypass to
increase stable airflow range of a Hach 2.5.
inlet with 60 percent internal contraction
CNASA-TS-I-3297] p0017 N76-10004
IHTEGBAL CALCOLDS
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
fDLB-IB-151-75/8] p0273 N76-24180
IRTEGBAL EQUATIONS
NT FBEDHOLH EQUATIONS
Hr WIENER HOPP EQUATIONS
A comparison of two integral equation methods for
high subsonic lifting flows
p0068 A76-15631
The evaluation of an integral equation method for
two-dimensional shock-free flows
p0068 A76-15632
some computational aspects of thin-wire modeling
electric field integral equation solution
p0092 &76-16719
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
p0205 A76-278«q
A numerical study of viscous flow around an airfoil
C A I A A P A P E B 76-337] P0311 A76-3699"i
Boundary-integral equation method for
three-dimensional elastic fracture mechanics
analysis gas turbines - boundary value
problems
CAD-A011660] p0028 N76-10135
Study of viscous flow about airfoils by the
integro-differential method
tNaSA-CB-1»5693] p0036 N76-110U6
An integral equation method for boundary
interference in perforated-wall wind tunnels at
transonic speeds
p0252 N76-2327U
IHTEGBAL TBiBSFOBBATIOBS
HT PAST POUBIEB THAHSPOBHATIOSS
INTBGBODIFFEBEBTIAL EQUATIONS
U DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
D INTEGBAL EQUATIONS
IHTBBACTIOBS
Interactive computer graphics system for
structural sizing and analysis of aircraft
structures
p0153 N76-16821
Application of interactive computer graphics in
wind-tunnel dynamic model testing
p015« N76-16828
A flexible flight display research system using a
ground-based interactive graphics terminal
p0151 B76-16832
Subsonic finite elements for wing body combinations
p037t! N76-28165
npper-surface-blowing jet wing interaction
p037U N76-2817H
IHTEBCBPTOB AIBCBAFT
D PIGHTEB AIBCBAFT
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
High performance dash on warning air mobile,
missile system intercontinental ballistic
missiles - systems analysis
[NASA-TH-X-62»79] p0023 N76-10088
INTERFACES
NT GAS-SOLID INTEBPACES
IBTEBFBBENCE DBAS
Some comments on fuselage drag
p0031 N76-11003
Preservation of wing leading edge suction at the
plane of symmetry as a factor in wing-fusetage
design
p0031 N76-11005
Nacelle drag reduction: An analytically-guided
experimental progran
p0033 N76-11016
An exploratory investigation of the cooling drag
associated with general aviation propulsive
systems
p0033 N76-11017
An integral equation method for boundary
interference in perforated-wall wind tunnels at
transonic speeds
p0252 N76-2327U
Wind tunnel investigation of Nacelle-Airframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to 1.1-force
data
[NASA-TB-I-62«89] p0282 N76-25143
Interference problems in v/STOl testing at low
speeds
p0288 N76-25251
IBTEBPEBEBCE LIFT
Analytic studies of two-element airfoil systems
solution to problem of two interfering
lifting surfaces
[AD-A013261] p0082 N76-13032
Calculations of two-dimensional potential flow
wall interference for multi-component airfoils
in closed low speed wind tunnels noting wing
flap lift choice configuration
[?rA-TH-AO-1116-PT-1] p0117 N76-16040
Preface to figures and tables
p02U9 N76-23168
Minimum trim drag design for interfering lifting
surfaces using vortex-lattice methodology
p0371 N76-28169
Sonic boom research computer program
[NASA-CB-1H85I18] p0382 H76-28962
IHTEBFEBOHETBT
NT BOLOGBAPHIC INTEBFEBOHETBT
IHTBBNAL COHBOSTIOB EBSISES
NT DIESEL ENGINES
HT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TUBBINE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTEB ESGINES
BT J-85 ENGINE
NT J-97 ENGINE
8T JET ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SUPEBSONIC COMBUSTION BABJET ENGINES
BT T-3« ENGINE
NT T-53 ENGINE
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IHTEEHAL STRESS SDEJECT IgDEI
NT TUBBOF4N ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
Complex studies of the effect of technological
factors on the phenomenon of seizing in selected
> machine elements
p0396 H76-29596
INTEHN4L STBESS
0 RESIDU4L STRESS
INTEHH4TION4L COOPER&TION
International air transportation; Proceedings of
the Conference, San Francisco, Calif., Harch
24-26, 1975
p0009 476-10389
aeronautics ana astronautics in Europe. Balance
and perspectives - The necessity for future
cooperation in Europe and with the D.S.
[DS1R PIPER 75-008] p0096 476-18276
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development behind a sveptback wing - Effect of
simulated jet engines on the flov field
[AIAA PAPER 76-63] p0101 A76-18770
An analysis of jet aircraft engine exhaust nozzle
entrance profiles, accountability and effects
[AIAA PAPER-76-152] p0103 A76-18831
Potrerplants - Past, present and future /The Fifth
Rilliam Littlewood Bemorial Lecture/ Book on
jet engine development
[SAE PAPER 751120] p0141 A76-21697
nultiplicative signal processing for sound source
location on jet engines
p0238 A76-31738
High-potential clouds in jet-engine exhausts
[AIAA PAPER 76-397] p0313 A76-37037
The NASA Pollution-Reduction Technology Program
for small jet aircraft engines - A status report
[AIAA PAPER 76-616] p0326 A76-38168
Haintenance of performance in service operation
experience on the Rolls-Royce RB 211-22B engine
[AIAA PAPER 76-648] p0327 A76-38189
A method for the prediction of crack initiation in
combustion chanber liners
[AIAA PAPER 76-681] p0327 A76-38206
Effect of F-15 aircraft induced aerodynamic loads
on the evolution of the F100 balanced beam nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 76-733] p0329 A76T38237
A modal transient rotordynamic model for
dual-rotor jet engine systems
[ASHE PAPER 75-DE-S] p0402 A76-42052
Digital engine control
pO«09 A76-43175
Accuracy of solving systems of equations in the
calculation of jet engine characteristics
pO<l11 A76-43551
Endurance and failure characteristic of main-shaft
jet engine bearing at 3 million DN
[ASaE PAPER 76-LOBS-16] p0414 A76-44246
Use of a laser energy source for the production of
jet thrust
p0467 A76-47868
Installation drag considerations as related to
turboprop and turbofan engines
p0032 N76-11015
The problem of flow mixing in a double-flow engine
[NASA-TT-F-16648] p0042 N76-11100
Aerospace Research. Bi-monthly Bulletin No. 1974-4
turbomachine blade profiles, jet mixing in
combustor, gasdynamic lasers, stress corrosion
resistance of Al alloy AU4SG, jet engine
unsteady flow, crack propagation, supersonic
blade cascades, photographic plate analysis
[ESA-TT-190] p0079 N76-12984
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the
aeroelastic vibration of a jet engine in a pod
pOOSO N76-12989
Results of acoustic testing of the JT8D-109 refan
engines
[NASA-CB-134875] p0087 N76-13089
Jet noise: A survey and a prediction for subsonic
flows
[ A D - A 0 1 3 7 9 4 ] p0112 N76-14134
Interaction of GE CF6-50 jet reactors with the
airbus body during cruising flight: Rind tunnel
simulation
[AAAF-NT-75-15] p0128 N76-15164
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 1:
Optimal controller synthesis and demonstration
[AD-A014229] p0128 N76-15166
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 2:
Simulation and controller software
[AD-A014230] p0128 N76-15167
Turbine engine control synthesis. Volume 3:
Experimental engine identification and modeling
[AD-A014231] p0129 N76-15168
Integrated aerospace engine management.
Foundations in estimation and prediction of
engine removals
[AD-A014368] p0129 N76-15170
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
aerothermodynamic control of aircraft jet
propulsion systems
[ILR-2-1974] p0151 N76-16084
An experimental study of the influence of the jet
parameters on the afterbody drag of a jet engine
nacelle scale model
p0153 N76-16360
Effect of simulated jet engines on the vortex flow
field
p0176 N76-18053
Cascade plug nozzle for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11674-1] p0179 N76-18117
Characteristic jet engine parameters for project
comparisons
[DLR-IB-555-74/13] p0279 N76-24258
An improved turbine disk design to increase
reliability of aircraft jet engines
[NASA-CR-135033] p0335 N76-26201
A-174
SUBJECT IBDBI JET FLOR
Characterization of conponents performance and
optinization of matching in jet-engine developaent
p0336 B76-2621U
Coibnstion contribution to noise in jet engines
[BASA-CB-2704] p0381 H76-289I19
A case study of program evaluation and review
techniques as applied to the coapressor research
facility program
[AD-A020362] pO»37 H76-31232
Performance of an isolated two-dimensional wedge
nozzle with fixed cowl and variable vedge
centerbody at Hach nuobers up to 2.01
fHASA-TB-D-8218] pOI)69 S76-3213U
Durability of zirconia thermal-barrier ceramic
coatings on air-cooled turbine blades in cyclic
jet engine operation
[BASA-TH-X-3II10] p0172 N76-32192
JET EIBIOST
lir-cooled ground noise suppressor for
afterburning engines using the Coanda effect
f A I A A PAPER 75-1328] pOOOS A76-10289
Rave structure of exhausts
pOOSU A76-1II961
Jet noise characteristics of unsnppressed duct
burning turbofan exhaust system
[ A I A A PAPER 76-1U9] p0138 A76-20931
On the effects of flight on jet engine exhaust noise
p0172 A76-251U2
High-potential clouds in jet-engine exhausts
[ A I A A PAPER 76-397] p0313 A76-37037
Ose of the Bertin Aerotrain for the investigation
of flight effects on aircraft engine exhaust noise
[ A I A A PAPER 76-53U] p0321 A76-38055
Ring shielding of high-velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
[ A I A A PAPER 76-5<t7] p0322 A76-38066
The radiation of plane-wave duct noise fron a jet
exhaust, statically and in flight
[ A I A A PAPER 76-581] p0325 A76-38091
The NASA Pollution-Reduction Technology Program
for small jet aircraft engines - A status report
[AIAA PAPER 76-616] p0326 A76-38168
Swirling-flow jet noise suppressors for aircraft
engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-508] p0367 A76-41382
Effects of jet exhaust gas properties on exhaust
simulation and afterbody drag
fH»SA-TB-R-l|<ia;J p0017 H76-10006
On the effects of flight on jet engine exhaust noise
[BASA-TH-X-71819] p0077 H76-12066
Flight velocity effects on exhaust noise of a
wedge nozzle installed on an nnderwing nacelle
on an F-106 airplane
[H»SA-TH-X-3361] p0181 H76-1B128
Development of emissions measurement technigues
for afterburning turbine engines
[ AP-A019094] p0279 N76-24260
Ring shielding of high velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
[ HASA-TH-X-73128 ] p03<40 N76-27169
Reduction of Y/STOL downwash effects by jet
exbuast flow control
tAD-A021965] p0383 B76-2917H
JET FLARES
D JET FLOR
JET FLAPS
Augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft update
and powered-lift vehicle certification standards
p0071 A76-15977
Aircraft aerodynamic design and evaluation methods
[AIAA PAPER 76-15] p0100 A76-18735
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over
three-dimensional jet-flapped wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-98] p0102 A76-18789
The transonic jet flap - A review of recent results
[SAE PAPEB 751089] p0111 A76-22308
Aircraft pay-offs and reguirements for a jet flap
propulsion system
[S»E PAPEB 751091] p01U5 A76-22309
Propulsion system of a guiet STOL aircraft
German book
P0163 476-22681
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
p0172 A76-251»1
Energy management - The delayed flap approach
p0258 A76-32200
Lift and drag characteristics of a snpercavitating
cambered hydrofoil with a jet flap beneath a
free surface
p0270 A76-31926
Aerodynamic measurements for an oscillating
two-dioensional jet-flap airfoil
p0297 A76-35327
The jet f lap wing near ground, giving particular
attention to large angles of attack and jet flap
angles
p0362 A76-39996
History and development of a system for
stall-departure improvement for the A-7 attack
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-891] pO«14» A76-U5379
Measured pressure distributions on an airfoil with
oscillating jet f lap
pO«51 A76-U5760
Recent developments in propulsive-lift aerodynamic
theory
p0020 H76-10039
Conparison of model and flight test data for an,
augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft
(NASA-TH-X-62491] p002« H76-10093
Rind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibration loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration
[HASA-TH-X-7279U] p0085 H76-13068
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap jet
flap analogy and wind tunnel tests
[ARC-CP-1319] p0123 876-15095
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap
circulation control for reduction of rotor
vibratory forces, addendum ,
[HASA-CR-137779] p0182 H76-18139
A brief flight-tunnel comparison for the Hunting B
126 jet flap aircraft
p0292 ?76-2529<l
Iransonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing/body combination incorporating jet flaps
[NASA-TH-I-62M61] p0331 M76-26153
Ground simulation and tunnel blockage for a
jet-flapped, basic STOL model tested to very
high lift coefficients
[SASA-CR-137857] p0379 H76-28227
Noise and static performance characteristics of a
STOL aircraft jet flap
[SASA-CR-137581] pOU39 S76-31978
The oscillating jet flap
[AD-A022768] pO«76 B76-33162
JET FLIGHT
0 JET AIBCBAFT
JET FLOR
NT AIB JETS
NT PBBIPHERAL JET FLOR
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOR
Experimental investigation of oscillatory jet-flow
effects V/STOL aircraft
p0007 A76-10313
Experimental investigation of subsonic coaxial jets'
downstream noise sources ,
pOO»6 A76-129H7
A model for the flow in a supersonic axial
coapressor
[OUBHA, IP BO. 1975-59] p0056 A76-1<l<l5»
The perturbation potential in the Trefftz plane of
an inclined propeller with nonuniform disk loading
p0069 A76-15678
Lip noise generated by flow separation from nozzle
surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 76-3] p0137 A76-20916
Effect of aeroacoustic interactions on ejector
performance
p0139 A76-21139
New theoretical developments on the wings with
lateral jets
p0233 A76-30630
Aircraft flight effects on high frequency sound
emerging from a constant area jet pipe flow
p0235 A76-3089B
The structure of jets from notched nozzles
p0262 A76-33361
Noise of swirling exhaust jets
[AIAA PAPEB 76-510] p0320 A76-380UO
Shielding and scattering by a jet flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-5«5] p0322 A76-380SO
Effects of external boundary layer flow on jet
noise in flight
1-175
JET FUELS SUBJECT IBDEZ
[ A I A A PAPER 76-558] p0323 A76-38075
A Ming-jet interaction theory for OSB configurations
Upper Surface Bloving
p04«2 A76-45097
Theoretical aerodynamics of upper-surface-blowing
•jet-wing interaction
[NASA-TN-D-7936] p0035 N76-110U1
The oblique impingement of an axisymmetnc jet
f low characteristics of jet flow over flat plates
[NASA-CH-134961] p0153 N76-16375
Fluctuating pressures in flow fields of jets
[NASA-TH-X-71979] p0156 N76-17071
1 method for calculating the induced pressure
distribution associated with a jet in a crossflow
for a flat plate
[NASA-CR-146434] p0196 1176-19367
Experimental investigation of jet flow over an
airfoil (coanda effect)
[ESA-TT-23U] p0242 N76-22172
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry on
OTH aero-acoustic characteristics
[NASA-TH-X-73460] p0421 N76-30156
JET FUELS
U JET ENGINE FUELS
JET IBPIHGEHERT
King profiles in an incompressible fluid in the
presence of rigid or fluid walls
p0233 A76-30653
Jet/surface interaction noise - Analysis of
farfield low frequency augmentations of jet
noise due to the presence of a solid shield
[AIAA PAPER 76-502] p0319 A76-38038
An experimental study of the aeroacoustics of a
subsonic jet impinging normal to a large rigid
surface
[ A I A A PAPER 76-520] p0320 A76-38047
Noise generated by impingement of turbulent flow
on airfoils of varied chord, cylinders, and
other f low obstructions
[ A I A A PAPER 76-504] p0367 A76-41379
Impingement of a two-dimensional supersonic jet
upon a normal ground surface
p O t O O A76-41700
Experimental investigation of multiple jet
impingement flows applicable to VTOL aircraft in
ground effect
[Ra-605] p0111 N76-1U110
The oblique impingement of an axisynmetnc jet
flow characteristics of jet flow over flat plates
[NASA-CH-134961] p0153 N76-16375
Fluctuating pressures in flow fields of jets
[NASA-TM-X-71979] p0156 N76-17071
The three shock confluence problem for the case of
normally impinging overexpanded jets
[BLH/7402'] p0242 N76-22170
JBT LIFT
The calculation of jet contours with the aid of a
vortex ring model lifting jets
p0069 A76-15679
Experimental investigations of a nozzle-wing
propulsive-lift concept
[ A I A A PAPER 76-625] p0403 A76-42403
Prediction methods for jet V/STOL propulsion
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPER 76-932] p0447 A76-45408
Analysis of the flow field of cross blown lifting
jets by flow field measurements
[ESA-TT-165] p0022 N76-10071
The oscillating jet fla.p
[AD-A022768] p0476 N76-33162
JET HIXIHG FLOW
Tine dependent fuel injectors
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1305] p0004 A76-10284
Correlation of internal surface turbulence with
far-field noise of the augmentor wing
propulsive-lift concept
[ A I A A PAPER 76-79] p010/ A76-18778
Momentum flax development from three-dimensional
free jets
[ A S H E PAPER 76-FE-E] p0300 A76-35829
Inflight simulation experiments on turbulent jet
mixing noise
[ A I A A PAPER 76-5511] p0323 A76-38072
Vortex burning and mixing /Vorbix/ augmentation
system
[AIAA PAPER 76-678] p0327 A76-38203
Analysis and testing of two-dimensional slot
nozzle ejectors with variable area mixing sections
p0352 A76-38481
Entrainment method for V/STOL ejector analysis
[AIAA PAPER 76-U19] p0361 A76-39874
Simulation of flight effects on the structure of
jet mixing layers for acoustical applications
[AIAA PAPER 76-559] p0368 A76-41391
Propagation and nixing of a fluid injected into
the supersonic cross-flow of a gas
p0112 A76-43564
Acoustic characteristics of interacting supersonic
jets
p0441 A76-44765
Coherent structures in subsonic coaxial jets
in aircraft turbofan engines
p0456 A76-«6630
The problem of flow mixing in a double-flow engine
[NASA-TT-F-16648] p0042 N76-11100
Aerospace Research. Bi-monthly Bulletin No. 1974-1
turbomachine blade profiles, jet mixing in
combustor, gasdynamic lasers, stress corrosion
resistance of Al alloy AU1SG, jet engine
unsteady flow, crack propagation, supersonic
blade cascades, photographic plate analysis
[ESA-TT-190] p0079 N76-12984
Low cost hypermixing ejector ramjet program
[AD-A016430] p0216 N76-20148
Opper-surface-blowing jet wing interaction
p0374 N76-28174
JET NOISE
0 JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
JET HOZZLES
Acoustic excitation of high-velocity jets
p0092 A76-167I10
JET PILOTS
0 AIRCRAFT PILOTS
JET PROPULSIOH
The development of theoretical models for
jet-induced effects on V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1216] p0003 A76-10263
JET THBUST
Engine and jet induced effects of a lift plus
lift-cruise V/STOL aircraft
p0260 A76-32631
Use of a laser energy source for the production of
jet thrust
p0467 A76-47868
JETiVATOES
U GUIDE VANES
JETTISONING
Comments on mathematical modelling of external
store release trajectories including comparison
with flight data (prediction analysis
techniques for jettisoning of external stores)
p0293 H76-25301
Comments on wind tunnel/flight correlations for
external stores jettison tests on the F 104 S
and G 91 Y aircraft
p0293 N76-25302
JF 101 AIRCRAFT
U F-101 AIRCRAFT
JITTER
U VIBRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
NT LAP JOINTS
NT BETAL JOINTS
NT RIVETED JOINTS
Fatigue analysis of mechanically fastened joints
utilizing PSD loads Power Spectral Density
p0230 A76-30020
The effect of secondary bending on the fatigue
strength of joints
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1858] p0153 S76-16491
JOURNAL BEARINGS
Linear transient response of a flexible rotor
supported in gas-lubricated bearings
[ASSB PAPER 75-LUB-40] p0064 A76-14882
Vibration and its control in rotating systems
p0140 A76-21634
The effect of support flexibility on the stability
of rotors mounted in plain cylindrical journal
bearings
p0140 A76-21637
Performance of heavily-loaded oscillatory journal
bearings
[ASLE PREPRINT 76-AB-1C-1] p0413 A76-44118
JOUBNALS (SHAFTS)
D SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
A-176
SUBJECT IBDBI LABIBAB FLO»
K
KALBAg FILIEBS
Flight evaluation of advanced navigation
techniques for general aviation using frequency
scanning
[AIAA 76-1992J p0371 A76-<»1i»90
Use of the HAP stochastical nethod for identifying
aviation tnrbine engines extended Kalman
filter applications
pO«06 A76-U2590
Hanoum likelihood identification using Kalman
filtering. Least squares estimation. A
comparison for the estimation of stability
derivatives considering gust disturbances
CESA-TT-258] p0427 H76-30227
KABBAH VOBTEI STBEET
Effect of side nails of wind-tunnel on flow around
two-dimensional circular cylinder and its wake
p0050 A76-13680
Experimental study of flow in the wake behind flat
bodies with blunt stern section using optical
methods
p0317 A76-37891
Vortex shedding from a blunt trailing edge with
equal and unequal external mean velocities
pO!400 A76-U1761
KC-130 AIBCBAFT
D C-130 AIRCRAFT
FCC-135 AIBCBAFT
0 C-135 AIRCRAFT
KEELS
An investigation into the effects of aspect ratio
and centre keel camber on the aerodynamic
characteristics of conical paravings
CBD-176] p0221 N76-21170
KEBBEL FOBCTIORS
The nonplanar kernel functions
p02U9 N76-23165
KEROSESE
The development of an aircraft safety fuel
pOOSt A76-14119
Aircraft kerosine vs. wide-cut fuel - Safety
considerations
[SAE PAPER 760527] p0305 A76-36601
Wide-cut versus kerosene fuels: Fire safety and
other operational aspects
p0108 N7G-14062
KEYIHG
The keystroking ability of commercial pilots
[NASA-TH-I-73160 ] pO"423 H76-30196
KIBEB.ATIC EQOATIOHS
Impulsive motion of an airfoil in a viscous fluid
p0007 A76-103U7
KINESATICS
HT BODY FINEHATICS
Analysis of optimal evasive maneuvers based on a
linearized two-dimensional kinematic Bodel
[TAE-230] p0331 H76-26192
KIBBTIC EBEHGT
Analysis of turbulent nnseparated flow in subsonic
diffusers
p0300 A76-35836
The production of Kinetic energy turbulence in
supersonic separated flows
roSEHA, TP NO. 1976-72] p0301 A76-35997
Analysis of atmospheric flow over a surface
protrusion using the turbulence kinetic energy
equation with reference to aeronautical
operating systems
[HASA-CR-2630] p0083 N76-130U1
KIBEIIC BQUATIOHS
NT HYDHODYNAHIC EQUATIONS
HT R1BEHAT1C EQUATIONS
KIHETIC HEATIIG
NT AERODYNABIC HEATING
NT SHOCK BEATING
KIBEKCS
NT KINETIC ENERGY
ST VARIABLE BASS SYSTEMS
KIRCHBOPF-HBLHHOLTZ FLOW
0 PtPE FLOS
KITE BALLOONS
0 TBTBERED BALLOONS
L BABD
0 OLTRABIGH FBEQDEBCIES
L-1011 AIRCRAFT
Abbreviated full-scale flight test investigation
of the Lockheed L1011 trailing vortex system
using tower fly-by technique
[AD-A028095/8] pO«77 N76-33187
LABOBATOBIES
NT ENVIRONBENTAL LABORATORIES
LAGBANGB MULTIPLIERS
Techniques for automated design using
Lagrangian function
p02MO A76-31867
LASIHAB BOOHDAEr LAYEB
Laminar supersonic flow over a backstep - A
numerical solution at higher Reynolds numbers
p0298 A76-35121
Cross flow effects in oscillating boundary layers
p0299 A76-35U22
Interference heating due to shock wave impingement
on laminar and turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 76-355] p0311 A76-37007
Unsteady boundary layer research at 7KI finite
difference methods
p0315 A76-37783
Effect of discrete suction on the characteristics
of a three-dimensional laminar boundary layer on
a gliding wing
p0317 A76-37890
Determining skin friction coefficients in the
boundary layer with the aid of total pressure
microtubes wind tunnel tests on rectangular
wing models
p0107 A76-U2758
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible
laminar and turbulent boundary layers.
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible
boundary layers on arbitrary wings
p0017 N76-10010
Inverse solutions for laoioar boundary-layer flows
with separation and reattachment
[NASA-TR-R-M17] p007« B76-12015
On the calculation of laminar separation bubbles
in two-dimensional incompressible flow
p0155 N76-170UO
LABIBAB BOUNDARY LAYEB SEPARATION
a LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LABIBAB FLABBS
0 LAMINAR FLOB
LABIBAR FLOS
Numerical solutions of the unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations for arbitrary bodies using
boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates
p0007 A76-103146
Pressure drop in parallel plate rotary regenerators
laminar theory for heat exchangers
pOOIS A76-12919
On the numerical computation of the minimum-drag
profile in laminar flow
p0070 A76-1571I5
Laminar flow rethink - Dsing composite structure
in Bellanca Skyrocket II design
[SAE PAPER 760173] p0256 A76-31966
Bulk-parameter analysis for two-phase throaghflow
between parallel corotating disks
p0298 A76-35103
On the flow in an annnlus surrounding a whirling
cylinder
p0301 A76-36132
Laminar three dimensional flows past bodies of
arbitrary shape
p0315 A76-37782
Beak viscous interaction at a plate with broken
leading edge laminar gas flow in hypersonic
boundary layer
p0317 A76-37877
Influence of nonconservative differencing on
transonic streamline shapes
pOlOO A76-11718
The pressure distribution over the ogive nose of a
cylinder at large angles of inclination to a
uniform stream
[BO-173] p0221 B76-21168
Study of the application of advanced technologies
to laminar flow control systems for subsonic
transports. Volume 1: Summary
A-177
LAHIHAR FIO» AIRFOILS SUBJECT ISDBX
[NASA-CR-144975] p0271 N76-24144
Study of the application of advanced technologies
to laminar-flow control systems for subsonic
transports. Volume 2: Analyses
[NASA-CR-144949] p0271 N76-24145
A preliminary design study of a laminar flow
control wing of composite materials for long
range transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-144950] p0282 N76-25146
LAHIHAB PLOW AISPOILS
Onsteady response of an airfoil to wake cutting
p0241 N76-22151
LABIBAB FLOH CONTROL
0 B O U N D A R Y LATER CONTROL
D L A B I N A R B O U N D A R Y LAYER
L A B I H A E JETS
0 JET FLOW
a L A H I N A R FLOH
LAHINAR RAKES
A study of the trailing vortices behind a ring wing
p0331 N76-26151
LABI HATED HATEEIALS
0 LABINATES
LABINATES
Low velocity transverse normal impact of graphite
epoxy composite laminates
p0169 A76-23674
Optimum design of composite primary structure
aircraft components
[ICAS PAPER 76-07] p0460 A76-t7356
Evaluation study of composite reinforced wing
panel construction
[ICAS PAPER 76-09] p0460 A76-47357
The demonstration of advanced metallic
technologies in primary wing structure
[ A I A A PAPER 76-908] p0466 A76-47681
An integrated capability for the preliminary
design of aeroelasticity tailored wings
[ A I A A PAPER 76-912] p0466 A76-47682
' Evaluation of reinforced thermoplastic composites
and adhesives
[AD-A011407] pl)043 N76-11257
Seneration of composite material data for design
guality control in the manufacturing of
laminates used in aircraft construction
p0195 N76-19236
Design of a test machine for biaxial testing of
composite-laminate cylinders
[AD-A016961] p0217 N76-20232
Flutter of laminated plates in supersonic flow
p0248 N76-23154
LAHIBATIOHS
a L A H I N A T E S
LAND OSE
NOISEXPO '75; National Noise and Vibration Control
Conference, 3rd, Atlanta, Ga., April 30-day 2,
1975, Proceedings of the Technical Program
p0001 A76-10091
The DSAF noise control program - An overview
p0006 A76-10323
F A A ' s five-year environmental plan, 1976-1980 -
Noise
p0454 A76-45938
LAIDFOBHS
NT G R E A T BRITAIN
NT J A P A N
LANDING
NT AIRCRAFT LANDING
NT CRASH LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
NT VERTICAL LANDING
NT HATER LANDING
LANDING AIDS
NT ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT INSTRDBENT LANDING SYSTEBS
NT HICBOHAVE LANDING SYSTEBS
NT RONiAY LIGHTS
Two studies of predictor displays for ;jet aircraft
landings. 1. Optimization of control stick
dynamics and prediction span parameters. 2. A
•-' comparison between experienced and novice navy
F-4 pilot simulated landing performances
[AD-A021925] p0423 N76-30197
Tests of the Bell Aerospace LA-4 ACLS fitted with
suction braking and predictions for other aircraft
[AD-A023850] p0478 N76-33200
LANDING GEAR
A study of helicopter landing behavior on small
ships
p0062 A76-1U612
Landing on a cushion of air XC-8A aircraft
p0132 A76-19597
Graphite/epoxy landing gear environmental tests
p0133 A76-19824
Data processing as an aid to every stage of
landing gear design
p0139 &76-21175
Aviation skis. I for aircraft landing on snow
p0235 A76-30915
Realistic evaluation of landing gear shimmy
stabilization by test and analysis
[SAE PAPER 760496] p0257 A76-31975
Status of the Air Cushion Landing System flight
test program
p0268 A76-34238
Powered wheels for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 760521] p0305 A76-36596
Semi-empirical airframe noise prediction model
[AIAA PAPER 76-527] p0321 A76-38052
Sound radiation from aircraft wheel-well/landing
gear configurations
[AIAA PAPER 76-552] p0322 A76-38071
Undercarriage material reguirements aircraft
design
p0352 A76-38554
Aspects of braking control
pO<»18 A76-44714
An investigation of the increase in vortex induced
rolling moment associated with landing gear wake
[NASA-TB-X-72786] p0035 N76-11038
Aircraft gound test validation of a
variable-response landing gear concept
[AD-A011657] p0040 N76-11085
A study of the effects of braking on drag force
and sinkage
[AD-A014912] p0150 N76-16075
Feasibility determination of a dynamic taxi
facility for evaluating military landing gear
systems
[AD-A017038] p0217 N76-20169
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flyovers
[NASA-TH-X-3387] p0339 N76-269SO
Effect of simulated forward airspeed on
small-scale-model externally blown flap noise
[NASA-TN-D-8305] p0435 B76-31198
Boise and static performance characteristics of a
STOL aircraft jet flap
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Symposium on Noise in Transportation, University
of Southampton, Southampton, England, July 22,
23, 1974, proceedings
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The future transportation noise environment in the
United Kingdom
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Snpersonics and the environment effect of
Concorde
p0098 A76-1852U
Concorde noise levels - Are they acceptable
p0132 A76-19585
An aircraft noise pollution model for trajectory
optimization
p0202 A76-26381
Ergonomics and the problem of aircraft-induced
external noise
p0208 A76-285U3
The assessment of noise, with particular reference
to aircraft
p0263 A76-33771
Evaluation of proposed standards for aircraft
flyover noise analysis systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-589] p0369 A76-11398
The status of noise control regulations in the O.S.A
pO»16 A76-14577
Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology
p0416 A76-MS78
Monitoring system of environmental noise
aircraft, traffic and factory noise
P0417 A76-44591
Overview of noise -~— aircraft noise pollution and
community reaction
pO»53 A76-15793
A solution to airport noise
pOUSS A76-46533
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pOH59 A76-47125
National measure of aircraft noise impact through
the year 2000
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Aircraft noise certification rule for supersonic
civil aircraft
CPB-2»5802/U] p0194 B76-19154
Aircraft noise abatement
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Some general questions concerning the vibrations
of launch vehicles. Ill - High-frequency
vibrations
pOOIS A76-12399
Propagation of noise generated by helicopter rotors
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Noise due to turbulent flow past a trailing edge
p0365 A76-U0806
Temperature inversion effects on aircraft noise
propagation
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Research needs in aircraft noise prediction
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A study of noise source location on a model scale
augmentor wing using correlation techniques
noise measurement of far field noise by wind
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Investigation into the noise propagation by
propeller aircraft in general aviation
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Propagation of aircraft noise
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BOISEIPO '75; National Boise and Vibration Control
Conference, 3rd, Atlanta, Ga., April 30-Hay 2,
1975, Proceedings of the Technical Program
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Community noise caused by small aircraft and noise
of small aircraft in takeoff configuration
p0001 A76-1009M
Interior noise levels of two propeller driven
light aircraft
p0001 A76-10095
Discrete components in ejector noise and
technigues for suppressing them
p0002 A76-10241
Tortex noise of rotating machinery
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Air-cooled ground noise suppressor for
afterburning engines using the Coanda effect
[AIAA PAPER 75-1328] pOOOS A76-10289
Boise-con 75; Proceedings of the National
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
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pOOOS A76-10318
Aircraft noise - A Government point of view
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NASA aircraft noise reduction research and
technology program overview
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The OSAP noise control program - An overview
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Reducing the impact of aircraft noise - An airline
viewpoint
p0009 A76-10396
Reducing the impact of aircraft noise - An airport
viewpoint
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Aeroacoustic research at the OT Space Institute,
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Abatement of jet-aircraft noise Russian book
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Silencing an executive jet aircraft
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Status of the JT8D refan noise reduction program
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Bonding development of improved adhesives for
acoustic structures jet engine liners
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of Southampton, Southampton, England, July 22,
23, 197», Proceedings
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The future transportation noise environment in the
United Kingdom
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On the amplification of broad band jet noise by a
pure tone excitation
p009« A76-17171
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p0096 A76-18096
The conversion of aircraft - Acoustic and
performance benefits
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The helicopter and the environment - Need for a
compromise
p0098 A76-18519
Aircraft noise - The United States government
point of view
p0098 A76-18522
Research on aircraft noise - Test methods
p0098 A76-18523
The CFH56 turbojet engine - Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
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blown airfoil tests
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Aircraft noise-sound reduction techniques
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Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 21, 1975, Proceedings
p0136 A76-20805
Engine noise and economics noise redaction
effect on landing-takeoff operations
p0136 A76-20806
The economics and noise of subsonic aircraft
p0136 A76-20807
Insights into the second generation supersonic
transport noise - Performances dilemma
p0136 A76-20808
Designing for noise reduction for aircraft
p0136 A76-20809
Some research towards quieter aircraft survey
of current projects
p0136 A76-20810
A United Kingdom airline operational and
regulatory viewpoint in aircraft noise
reduction
p0136 A76-20812
Noise abatement - A D.S. airline operational and
regulatory viewpoint
p0137 A76-20813
Analysis of the costs, effectiveness and benefits
of aircraft noise reduction programs
p0137 A76-20811
A practical philosophy for noise reduction in
aircraft
p0137 A76-20815
Some comments on helicopter noise aspects
p0137 A76-20816
Noise in aviation
p0137 A76-20870
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[AIAA PAPER 76-1] p0137 A7S-20917
Designing supersonic transports for low sonic boom
p0138 A76-20968
Aero-acoustic performance characteristics of duct
burning tnrbofan exhaust nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 76-118] p0138 A76-21075
A review of the QCSEE prograa Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experimental Engine
p01<46 A76-22326
Acoustics of attached and partially attached flow
for simplified OTW configurations with 5:1 slot
nozzle engine Over The Wing aircraft
p0172 A76-25111
Advanced Acoustic Nacelle concepts
[ASHE PAPER 76-61-35] p0199 A76-25786
Noise technology requirements for future aircraft
powerplants
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-69] p0199 A76-25812
Status report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-116] p0201 A76-25849
An aircraft noise pollution model for trajectory
optimization
p0202 A76-2638U
Swept edge to reduce the noise generated by
turbulent flow over the edge
p0203 A76-26751
Ergonomics and the problem of aircraft-induced
external noise
p0208 A76-28513
'Noise control - Blueprint for better community
relations for corporate ]et aircraft
[SAE PAPER 760156] , p0255 A76-31956
Business jet approach noise abatement techniques -
Flight test results ~~
[SAE PAPER 760163] p0256 A76-31961
Energy management - The delayed flap approach
p0258 A76-32200
Flying without doing harm aircraft approach
and takeoff noise abatement techniques
p0270 A76-31661
Jet noise research by means of shock tubes
p0300 A76-35552
Noise and structure of gas flow during critical
throttled discharge from a disk with multiple
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Is supersonic flight possible without sonic booms
p0318 A76-37900
On the amplification of broadband ]et noise by a
pure tone excitation
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Noise of swirling exhaust jets
[AIAA PAPER 76-510] p0320 A76-38040
Effects of multi-element acoustic treatment on
compressor inlet noise
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Approximate prediction of airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-526] p0321 A76-38051
Use of the Bertin Aerotrain for the investigation
of flight effects on aircraft engine exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-531] p0321 A76-38055
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a turbofan
engine inlet
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Shielding and scattering by a jet flow
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»ing shielding of high-velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
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An approach to the prediction of airplane interior
noise
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Heasurement, analysis, and prediction of aircraft
interior noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-551] p0322 A76-38070
Inflight simulation experiments on turbulent jet
mixing noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-551] p0323 A76-38072
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-572] p0321 A76-38085
Noise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[AIAA PAPER 76-576] P0325 A76-38088
Combustion noise characteristics of a can-type
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 76-578] p0325 A76-38089
An investigation of possible causes for the
reduction of fan noise in flight
[AIAA PAPER 76-585] p0325 A76-38093
Nonlinear sonic boom analysis including the
asymmetric effects
[AIAA PAPER 76-587] p0325 A76-38095
A wind tunnel investigation of vortex refraction
effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 76-588] p0326 A76-38096
The generation of sound by two-phase nozzle flows
and its relevance to excess noise of jet engines
p0356 A76-39006
Some UK-government establishment research towards
quieter aircraft
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Putting a value on noise froa jet aircraft
p0359 A76-39596
Aeroacoustics: Fan noise and control: Duct
acoustics; Rotor noise Book
p0365 A76-10975
Aeroacoustics: STOL noise; Airframe and airfoil
noise Book
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Supersonic jet noise suppression by coaxial
cold/heated jet flows
[AIAA PAPER 76-507] p0367 A76-11381
Swirling-flow jet noise suppressors for aircraft
engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-508] p0367 A76-11382
Nozzle exit flow profile shaping for jet noise
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Observations of the properties of acoustic
materials and structures designed to lower noise
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A test facility for aircraft jet noise reduction
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Conference on Noise Control Engineering, Sendai,
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The status of noise control regulations in the D.S.A
p0416 A76-11577
Aircraft noise certification requirements which
ensure use of available noise control technology
p0416 A76-41578
Aircraft operational procedures for community
noise control
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German Federal regulations for sound insulation
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insulation/
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Boise zoning around airports in the Federal
Republic of Germany according to the Air Traffic
Noise Act
p0116 476-11581
The role of EPA in regulating aircraft/airport noise
p0116 i76-11582
Reqent progress in the control of aircraft/airport
noise for community relief
pOai6 A76-115B3
Ran op silencer for F-OEJ Phanton aircraft
noise reduction
p0117 A76-11586
Fan noise reduction at subsonic and supersonic tip
speeds with high Bach number inlets
pOU17 A76-U1587
Sound absorbing structures for engine noise
reduction in aircraft design
p0117 A76-11588
Low noise level nozzles and exhaust silencers for
quieting air discharge
pO<418 476-11593
Design optimization of gas turbine silencers
p0118 476-11591
Reduction of air flow noise by expanded barrel
diffuser
p0118 A76-11595
Analysis of noise levels for existing and future
airplanes in view of modifications to Federal
Aviation Regulations Fart 36
pO«18 476-11596
Status Report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction:
Update Sept. 1976
[ A I A 4 PAPER 76-921] p0116 476-15398
Investigation of decelerating approaches of a twin
engined jet transport aircraft noise reduction
[ 4 I A A PAPER 76-929] p0117 476-15106
Overview of noise aircraft noise pollution and
communi ty reaction
p0153 A76-15793
Noise technology requirements for fu tu re aircraft
powerplants
p0153 476-15791
F A A ' s five-year environmental plan, 1976-1980 -
Noise
pOISI A76-15938
Scale cod el studies of the effects of wind on
acoustic barrier performance
pOISI A76-15939
4 solution to airport noise
P0155 A76-16533
Operational techniques for reducing noise
p0155 476-16531
Airports and communi ty design considerations for
aircraft noise alleviations
p0156 476-16535
How quickly will the aircraft noise problem subside
p0159 476-17125
New developments in blown flap noise technology
[IC4S P4PEB 76-19] p0163 476-17393
Opportunities for future inprovements in aircraft
noise
[ICAS PAPER 76-50] p0161 476-17391
Combustion generated noise in gas turbine combustors
engine noise/noise reduction
[NAS4-CR-131813] p0027 H76-10123
Thrust performance of isolated 36-chute suppressor
plug nozzles with and without ejectors at Bach
numbers from 0 to 0.15
[BASA-TB-X-3298] p0027 N76-10126
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 en)
diameter fan, volume 1
CNASA-CR-131819] p0028 N76-10129
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volume 2
[BASA-CR-131850] p0028 H76-10130
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques of a twenty inch (50.8 en)
diameter fan, volume 3
[BASA-CH-131851] p0028 B76-10131
Geometry effects on STOL engine-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5.1 slot nozzles
[BASA-TB-X-71820] p0077 N76-12063
Reduction of noise from a fan stage for a turbofan
engine by use of long-chord acoustically-treated
stator vanes airfoil profiles
[NASA-TB-X-71811] p0077 B76-12065
Program for re fan JT8D engine design, fabrication
and test, phase 2
[BASA-CR-131876] p0077 N76-12067
Design and preliminary tests of a blade tip air
nass injection system for vortex modification
and possible noise reduction on a full-scale
helicopter rotor
[NASA-TB-I-3311] pOOSO N76-13000
Besults of acoustic testing of the JT8D-109 refan
engines
[N4S4-CR-131875] p0087 N76-13089
A comprehensive review of helicopter noise
literature
[AD-4011610/7] p0087 N76-13091
National measure of aircraft noise impact through
the year 2000
[PB-213522/0] p0088 N76-13106
Some comparisons of the flyover noise
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft having refanned
and hardwalled JT8D engines, with special
reference to measurement and analysis procedures
[NASA-TB-I-72801] p0112 N76-11130
Cascade plug nozzle for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11671-1 ] p0179 S76-18117
Airc ra f t noise abatement technology
[GPO-66-059] pOISO B76-18121
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.83-meter (6-ft) diameter 1.25-pressure-ratio
fan (QF-8)
[NASA-TN-D-8130] p0181 N76-18130
Noise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[NASA-CASE-4EC-10812-1 ] p0181 N76-18131
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 3: Fan C
[N4SA-TB-X-3360] p0181 B76-18131
Noise reduction in }et aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-16637] p0191 S76-19151
Bibliography on aircraft noise
[FOK-N-00-28] p0216 N76-20138
Bechanical engineering and aeronautical research
projects
[DBE/SAE-1975(1) ] p0217 N76-20156
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-62-786] p0218 N76-20695
Noise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[BASA-TB-X-71896] p0223 B76-21206
Coupling of Helmholtz resonators to improve
acoustic liners for turbofan engines at low
frequency
[NASA-CS-131912] p0220 B76-21210
Relative effectiveness of several simulated jet
engine noise spectral treatments in reducing
annoyance in a TV-viewing situation
[HASA-TB-X-72828] p0213'B76-22180
Boise reduction tests of large-scale-model
externally blown flap using trailing-edge
blowing and partial flap slot covering jet
aircraft noise reduction
[BASA-TH-X-3379] p0218 B76-22977
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-71899] p0251 B76-23265
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a tnrbofan
engine inlet
[NASA-TB-X-71901 ] p0252 B76-23268
Possibilities and problems of helicopter noise
reduction
p0271 B76-21211
Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in tnrbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary and selected
mnltinozzle configurations
[AD-A021958/1 ] p0276 N76-21233
Investigation of feasible nozzle configurations
for noise reduction in turbofan and turbojet
aircraft. Volume 2: Slot nozzle configurations
[AD-A021959/9] p0276 N76-2a23«
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 2, addendum 4: Hodel and full
scale plug nozzle tests
[AD-A023037/5] p0277 B76-21239
Engine noise conference proceedings
[ES4-TT-211] p0278 B76-21213
Optimised engines for QSTOL applications
p0278 N76-21211
\ircraft noise limits regulations in Germany
relating to design measures
p0278 B76-2U217
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On the calculation of fan noise high bypass
ratio aircraft turbines
p0278 B76-24248
Some technical problems of quiet aircraft technology
p0278 N76-24249
On the reduction of conpressor noise by Beans of
helical detuners
p0278 N76-24250
Possibilities of noise reduction for fan engines
by means of controls
p0278 H76-24251
Aircraft noise reduction by means of acoustic
screening and engine controls
p0278 N76-24252
Quieter propellers for general aviation: Present
position. Future expectations
p0279 N76-24255
Noise phenomena with helicopter rotors and
possibilities of noise reduction
p0279 B76-24256
Research on aircraft noise: Test methods
[NASA-TT-F-17090] p0284 N76-25166
mo-stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: Aerodynamic data
[NASA-CR-134828] p0334 N76-26195
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 3: Acoustic data
[NASA-CP-134829] p0334 N76-26196
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 4:
Aerodynamic final report
[NASA-CH-134830] p0334 H76-26197
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 5:
Acoustic final report
[NASA-CH-134831] p0335 N76-2619B
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Mach number inlet
installed on N A S A quiet engine C
[NASA-TM-X-73424 ] p0340 N76-27168
The CFH56 turbojet engine: Progress in the
reduction of engine noise[NASA-TT-F-17109 ] p0345 N76-27236
A i r f r a m e self-noise: Four years of research
aircraft noise reduction for commercial aircraft[NASA-TB-X-73908] p0381 N76-28957
Noise suppression with high Bach number inlets
[NASA-CR-2708] p038T N76-28959
Acoustic, performance, and wake survey
measurements of a lobed velocity-decayer nozzle
installed on a quieted TP-34 turbofan engine
[NASA-TB-X-3413] p0426 N76-30216
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin
No. 1973-6
[ESA-TT-308] p0434 N76-31187
The CFB56 turbofan engine. Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
[NASA-TT-F-17176] p0437 N76-31230
Proceedings of the Interagency symposium on
University Research in Transportation Noise (3rd)
[PB-252075/7] p0439 N76-31763
Static and wind tunnel near-fleld/far-field ]et
noise measurements from model scale single-flow
baseline and suppressor nozzles. Volume 1:
Noise source locations and extrapolation of
static free-field jet noise data
[NASA-CH-137913] p0474 N76-32972
Measured noise reductions resulting from modified
approach procedures for business jet aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-56037] p0474 N76-32973
Experimental evaluation of NAS Jliramar Hush House
(project p-114), volume 1
[AD-A024403] p0482 N76-33957
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Blade-wheel noise caused by random inhomogeneities
of an incoming flow
p0002 A76-10248
Study of the sound emission from a single airfoil
profile located in a hydrodynamic field induced
by a mixing zone
p0070 A76-15749
Hake-related sound generation f rom isolated airfoils
p0134 A76-20224
Analysis and correction of ground reflection
effects in measured narrowband sound spectra
using cepstral techniques aircraft noise
analysis
p0172 A76-25139
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
p0172 A76-25141
Developments in jet noise modelling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
p0238 A76-31735
A vortex model of cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-38050
High frequency broadband rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-561] p0323 A76-3B077
A study of factors affecting the broadband noise
of high speed fans
CAIAA PAPER 76-567] p0324 A76-38083
Sound generated in the vicinity of the trailing
edge of an upper surface blown flap
[AIAA PAPER 76-503] p0366 A76-41378
Noise generated by impingement of turbulent flow
on airfoils of varied chord, cylinders, and
other flow obstructions
[AIAA PAPER 76-504] p0367 A76-11379
Experimental investigation of the discrete
component in the noise spectrum of supersonic jets
p0458 A76-46973
Combustion contribution to noise in jet engines
[NASA-CH-2704] p0381 H76-28949
Noise generated by impingement of turbulent flow
on airfoils of varied chord, cylinders, and
other flow obstructions
[NASA-TS-X-73464] p0429 B76-30922
BOISE SUPPRESSORS
0 NOISE REDUCTION
BOISB THRESHOLD
Noise certification criteria and implementation
considerations for V/STOL aircraft
[&D-A018036/4] p0151 N76-16083
NOISE TOLERANCE
Reports of sleep interference and annoyance by
aircraft noise
p0001 A76-10096
The future transportation noise environment in the
Onited Kingdom
p0093 A76-16903
Evaluation of reactions of dwellers in airport
environs to aircraft noise
p0098 A76-18525
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPER 760466] p0256 A76-31962
The assessment of noise, with particular reference
to aircraft
p0263 A76-33771
Putting a value on noise from jet aircraft
p0359 A76-39596
NOMINAL VALDES
D APPROXIMATION
BOBADIABATIC PROCESSES
0 HEAT TRANSFER
HOBDBSTBOCTIVE TESTS
Experiences at B.A.C. /B.A.D./ Ltd. with titanium
casting feasibility for airplane engine parts
p0095 A76-17528
Incipient failure detection in CH-47 helicopter
[ASBE PAPER 75-HA/DE-16] p0142 A76-21874
Recent applications of coherent optics in
aerospace research holographic
nondestructive tests and laser anemometry
p0365 A76-40893
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D FRICTION DRAG
HOBBQOILIBRIDK FLOB
The use of a Stalker-tube for studying the
high-enthalpy, non-equilibrium airflow over
delta wings
p0299 A76-35508
Linearized noneguilibrium flow of a fuel mixture
during the interaction of two supersonic gas
streams
p0361 A76-39992
NONEDCLIDIAN GBOHETRT
D DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
HOSFLAHBABLE BATERIALS
Fire-resistant aircraft materials development and
evaluation program
[PAPER-70] p0043 B76-11179
Exploratory development of heat resistant and
nonflammable fibrous materials
[4D-A011725] p0076 B76-12045
Fire dynamics of modern aircraft from a materials
point of view
p0109 N76-14069
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Critical evaluation of todays fireproof testing of
aerospace materials
p0109 876-14070
Some aspects of smoke and fume evolotion froa
overheated non-metallic materials
p0109 B76-14072
Fire resistant resilient foans for seat cushions
(BASA-CB-147496) p0183 876-18278
Evaluation of materials and concepts for aircraft
fire protection
[BASA-CB-137838] p0246 B76-22330
Pall-scale aircraft cabin flamaability tests of
uproved fire-resistant materials, test series 2
[BASA-TH-X-58172] p0250 876-23181
Derelopaent of lightweight fire retardant,
low-smoke, high-strength, thermally stable
aircraft floor paneling
[BASA-CB-147750] p0281 876-21365
Study of thermal stability and degradation of fire
resistant candidate polyners for aircraft
interiors
[HASA-CB-148567] p0396 876-291419
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Differential equations of engine thrust variation
in the unsteady operating regime
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Beview of some numerical solutions of the
transonic small disturbance equations
p0206 476-27869
Phase plane analysis of transonic flows
[AIAA PAPEH 76-332] p0311 A76-36989
HOILISEAB PBOGRASHIBG
Optimal regulation of stochastic linear systems
Kith adjustable parameter
p0166 A76-23289
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 A76-300SO
Approziaation concepts for efficient structural
synthesis
[SASA-CR-2552] p0185 M76-18537
BOBLIBEAB SYSTEHS
On aodeling aerodynamically induced nonlinear
responses of self-excited structures
P0007 A76-10342
On the least time suboptiaal control of nonlinear
processes applied to aircraft takeoff guidance
p0167 A76-23472
Estimating the state of nonlinear dynamical
systems in the presence of nnmodeled accelerations
low-altitude satellite orbit estimation
under atmospheric drag
p0443 A76-U5162
Predictive adaptive control of a non-linear
tine-varying aircraft system
[ICAS PAPER 76-60] p0465 A76-47404
Bon-linear dynamic-motion characteristics of a
series of missile configurations from simulated
flight behaviour at Hach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0
[ARC-R/B-3764] p0122 N76-15090
Further development of the panel method. Part 1:
nonlinear panel method considering discrete
separated vortex sheets on swept slender wing
shapes
[BBB-DFE-1070-0] p0272 H76-24175
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On the formulation of the aerodynamic
characteristics in aircraft dynamics
[BASA-TR-B-456] p0121 N76-15082
On the determination of body-wing interference in
the nonlinear angle of attack ranqe
[BHVG-PBIT-75-2] p01U8 876-16041!
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Blade-wheel noise caused by random inhomogeneities
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Viscous flow around a transversally oscillating
elliptic cylinder
p0092 A76-16746
Viscous flow around a rotationally oscillating
circular cylinder
[ISAS-532] p0113 N76-14408
OSCILLATING FLOH
Separation and reattachment of the boundary layer
on a symmetrical aerofoil oscillating at fixed
incidence in a steady flow
p0006 A76-10328
Experimental results for an airfoil with
oscillating spoiler and flap
p0006 A76-10329
4-209
OSCILLATION DABPERS SUBJECT IHDEX
Experimental investigation of oscillatory jet-flo»
effects v/STOl aircraft
p0007 A76-103U3
Cascade with subsonic leading-edge locus
pOOSO A76-13992
Mathematical model of the vibrations induced by
vortex shedding
[ONERA, TP BO. 1975-110] p0095 A76-17513
The flow about the trailing edge of a supersonic
oscillating aerofoil
p0096 A76-1816U
Some developments in unsteady transonic flow
research
p020« A76-27827
Characteristics of turbulent wakes behind rotating
rotor blades
p026U A76-33852
Cross flow effects in oscillating boundary layers
p0299 A76-35122
A new unified approach to analyze wing-body-tail
configurations with control surfaces in steady,
oscillatory and fully unsteady, subsonic and
supersonic flows
[NASA-CR-146073] p0120 N76-15077
Unsteady surface flow behavior on a cascade of
airfoils oscillating below stall
[AD-A017073] p0213 N76-20096
The oscillating jet flap
[AD-A022768] p0476 N76-33162
OSCILLATION DABPEBS
fundamental research into the optimal design of a
damper-stabilizer system with an elastic elevator
pOOUO N76-11084
OSCILLATIOHS
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION
NT P8ESSDHE OSCILLATIOHS
NT SELF OSCILLATION
NT TRANSIENT OSCILLATIONS
NT WING OSCILLATIONS
Computation of the transonic perturbation flow
fields around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[NASA-CR-2599] p0156 N76-17072
Aerodynamic coefficients for a staggered cascade
of oscillating airfoils in subsonic flow
[AD-A015912] p0177 N76-18081
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades supersonic unsteady aerodynamic
phenomena in a controlled oscillating cascade
[AD-A017203] p0213 N76-20095
Heasnrements in low-speed flow of unsteady
pressure distributions on a rectangular wing
with an oscillating control surface
[ARC-R/B-3763] pO»75 N76-33149
OSCILLATORS
NT PENDOLDHS
NT SYNCHRONIZED OSCILLATORS
07-1 AIBCKAFT
Hot brick 3 airworthiness evaluation OV-1D airplane
and infrared instrument countermeasures
[AD-A012202] p0076 N76-12056
OXIDATION
A simplified method for computing the ignition
delays of hydrogen-air mixture and its
experimental verification using a shock tube
p0225 A76-291U5
OIIDATIOS RESISTANCE
Selectivity of the oxidative attack on a model
ester lubricant
[ASLE PREPRINT 76-AH-2A-1] pO!)13 A76-1U109
Bineral oil lubncabron of large gas turbines
[ASLE PREPRINT 76-AS-MA-1 ] p0113 A76-IHf110
OXIDES
NT CABBON BOHOXIDE
NT JIETAL OXIDES
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
NT SILICON DIOXIDE
NT ZIRCOHIOB OXIDES
OIIDIZERS
NT LIQDID OXYGEN
OXYGEN
NT LIQDID OXYGEN
OXIBEN SDPPLT EQDIPBENT
An update - Advanced aircraft oxygen systems
p0203 A76-27111
OXI6EN SISTERS
0 OXYGEN SOPPLY EQOTPMENT
P-531 HELICOPTER
Fin design criteria for tail-rotor-off operation
of the aerial scout helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 76-200] p0103 A76-18867
Pi-31 SBNECA AIRCRAFT
Designing the 1985 VATLIT Very Advanced
Technology Light Twin for general aviation
pO«55 A76-U6265
PACIFIC ISLANDS
ST JAPAN
PADS APPROXIMATION
On the use of Pade approximants to represent
unsteady aerodynamic loads for arbitrarily small
motions of wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-17] p0101 A76-18737
PAINTS
Epoxy and polyurethane paint compositions for
agricultural aircraft
p0093 A76-17005
Corrosion resistance of aluminium alloys as a
function of pretreatment and paint system
noting adhesive primer effect
[FOK-R-1806] p03«6 N76-27415
Performance and handling qualities evaluation:
AH-1G helicopter with low reflective
infrared/optical paint
[AD-A021407] p0386 N76-29223
PA8BL FLUTTER
Boundary-layer effect in panel flutter
p0063 A76-14819
Measured response of a complex structure to
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 76-83] p0102 A76-18780
Radiation from panels as a source of airfrane noise
p0135 A76-20193
An unsteady vortex panel method and its
application to aeroelastic calculations of a
fixed, thin wing and an unconstrained flying
vehicle Book
p01»6 A76-2237H
Investigation of the stressed state of panels
subjected to wide-band acoustic loads
resonant vibration of aircraft structures
p0262 A76-33S16
Structural optimization in aeroelastic conditions
p0270 A76-3<H86
A general approach to supersonic aeroelastic
vibrations problems
[ICAS PAPEB 76-28] pOK62 A76-4737<l
PANELS
NT CURVED PANELS
NT WING PANELS
Effect of simulated lightning strikes on
mechanical strength of CFRP laminates and
sandwich panels
pOOSt A76-14424
Experimental vibration-damping study for flat
aircraft-skin panels
p0091 A76-16390
Fire containment tests of aircraft interior panels
p0227 A76-29557
On the response of an aircraft to random gust
p0259 A76-32337
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-381] p0360 A76-39865
Experimental research on vibration damping for
flat airplane panels
p0366 A76-41309
In-plane stresses in edge stiffened swept panels
p0399 A76-11695
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CR-132733] p0026 876-10116
Further development of the panel method. Part 1:
Nonlinear panel method considering discrete
separated vortex sheets on swept slender wing
shapes
[MBB-DFE-1 070-0] p0272 N76-2<t175
Application of the BBB panel method to calculation
of wing-body configurations with external store
loads
[MBB-DFE-1073-0] p0273 H76-2U176
PARABOLIC DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
On the parabolic method and the method of local
A-210
SUBJECT IHDEI PENNSYLVANIA
linearization in transonic flow
p0263 476-33778
PAR4CHOTE P4BSICS
Exploratory development of heat resistant and
nonflammable fibrous materials
fAD-4011725] p0076 N76-12045
P4B4CHDTES
Theoretical investigation of the filling process
of a flexible parachute-payload systen
[DLR-FB-75-56] p0124 H76-15109
P4B4FPIHS
Classification of imparities
[AD-4020284] p0347 N76-27UI43
PAB4GLIDERS
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS
HT PABAWINGS
Paraglider wings of snail conical camber in
supersonic flow
pOM57 A76-46892
PiBlLLEL FLOW
NT PIPE FLOi
HT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
The calculation of jet contours with the aid of a
vortex ring model lifting jets
p0069 A76-15679
PABALLEL PLATES
Pressure drop in parallel plate rotary regenerators
laminar theory for heat exchangers
p0045 A76-12919
Bulk-parameter analysis for two-phase throughflow
between parallel corotating disks
p0298 A76-35403
PARAMETERIZATION
Flight test design for efficient extraction of
aircraft parameters
p0309 A76-36912
Aerodynamic parameter identification Cor the A-7
airplane at high angles of attack
p0309 A76-36913
Determination of tail-off aircraft parameters
using systems identification
p0310 A76-36915
PABAHETEBS
D INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
PABAWIBGS
Eigenvalue problems in the calculation of conical
parawings in steady supersonic flow
p0237 A76-31595
An investigation into the effects of aspect ratio
and centre keel camber on the aerodynamic
characteristics of conical parawings
tBO-176] p0221 N76-21170
PiBTIAL DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
[N4S4-TH-X-62496] p0035 N76-11039
PARTICLE FLOX DENSITY
The method of successive approximations in the
theory of electron-photon showers
p(H12 476-43926
PARTICLES
NT DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
NT BICROPAHTICLES
NT PLASHA LAYERS
NT POWDER (PARTICLES)
PABTICDLATE FILTERS
U FLUID FILTERS
PARTS
1 COMPONENTS
PASSEHGEB AIBCBAFT
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
HI BOEING 717 AIRCRAFT
NT CB-U7 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
81 CV-340 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-27 AIRCRAFT
NT EUBOPEAN AIRBUS
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT H-53 BELICOPTEB
NT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
HT SE-210 AIBCBAFT
NT TU-134 AIBCBAFT
NT VC-10 AIBCBAFT
NT YAK >40 AIBCBAFT
The passenger version of the aircraft C-212 Aviocar
p0067 A76-15362
Decision problem involving the introduction of
BTOL aircraft into commercial air transportation
systems Reduced Takeoff and Landing
p0093 A76-16845
Impact of wide-body jets on cargo facilities
p0094 A76-17224
The new Soviet airliner Jak-42
p0094 A76-17411
The Soviet YAK-10 passenger aircraft
configurations
p0095 A76-18000
The introduction of the short-haul aircraft VFW
614 into the market
[DGLB PAPEB 75-012] p0096 A76-18279
The medium-haul jet transport aircraft TU-154A
p0139 A76-21157
The impact of interior cabin noise on passenger
acceptance
[SAE PAPEB 760166] p02S6 A76-31962
Construction and verification of a model of
passenger response to STOL aircraft
characteristics
[SAE PAPEB 760525] p0305 A76-36599
Passenger acceptance of STOL - The Airtransit view
[SAE PAPEB 760526] p0305 A76-36600
Engineering cost characteristics of modern
passenger aircraft
p0316 A76-37802
Reasurement, analysis, and prediction of aircraft
interior noise
 t
[AIAA PAPEB 76-551] p0322 A76-38070*
An optimization approach to routing aircraft
pOUOS A76-42963
Civil helicopter flight research for CH-53
helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 76-896] p0444 A76-45383
Corporate/business accident picture /USA/
pO<457 476-16852
Gust load regulations passenger aircraft
airworthiness
pO«59 A76-,47122
The Mystere-50
p0459 A76-47271
Cabin finishing materials in civil passenger
aircraft
p0109 176-14068
Passenger aircraft cabin fires
p0110 N76-14086
Study of LB2 fueled subsonic passenger transport
aircraft
[NASA-CR-144935] p0193 N76-19144
PASSENGERS
Video tape presentation of passenger safety , ,
information
p0258 A76-32232
Passenger acceptance of STOL - The Airtransit view
[SAE PAPEB 760526] p0305 A76-36600
Aircraft motion and passenger comfort data from
scheduled commercial airline flights
[NASA-CR-2612] p0175 N76-18043
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Parameter identification technology used in
determining in-flight airloads parameters
[AIAA PAPER 75-1417] p0048 A76-13197
The effect of blurring on aircraft classification
by the moment method
[RH-620] p0347 N76-27451
PAYLOADS
Theoretical investigation of the filling process
of a flexible parachute-payload system
[DLB-FB-75-56] p0124 N76-15109
X-24C research vehicle
[NASA-CR-148832] p0471 N76-32180
PBHDULOHS
Pendulum absorbers reduce transition vibration
of helicopters
p0059 476-14583,
PBHHSYLVANIA
Aircraft accident report Federal Aviation
4dministration Douglas DC-3C, N6 DuBois,
A-211
PBBCEHTAGB SUBJECT IIDEI
Pennsylvania 27 [larch 1975
[PB-211221/2] p0110 N76-1U093
PEHCEHTAGB
0 RATIOS
PEBCEPTIOB
NT ADDITORY PERCEPTION
PERFECT GiS
0 IDEAL GAS
PERFORATED PLATES
Effects of perforated flap surfaces and screens on
acoustics of a large externally blown flap model
[NASA-TB-X-3335] p02U1 H76-22156
PEBFORATIHG
Probability of perforation of aircraft structures
by engine fragments
p0198 N76-19179
PERFORATES
An integral eguation method for boundary
interference in perforated-nail wind tunnels at
transonic speeds
p0252 H76-23274
PBBFOHHANCB
Design, fabrication and acoustic tests of a 36
inch (0.91* meter) statorless turbotip fan
[NASA-CR-2597] p0027 N76-10125
Theoretical performance of cross-wind axis
turbines with results for a catenary vertical
axis configuration
[NASA-TB-I-72662] p003<! B76-11032
The Sormovich experimental air cushion vehicle
[AD-A012080] p0011 N76-11091
On the development of a unified theory for vortex
flow phenomena for aeronautical applications
[AD-A012399] pOOII N76-11396
Systems problems associated with the use of safety
fuels performance
p0108 N76-11063
PEBFORBABCE PBEDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Near-hover control of a helicopter mth a hanging
load
p0231 A76-30861
Realistic evaluation of landing gear shimmy
stabilization by test and analysis
[ S A B PAPER 760196] p0257 A76-31975
Prediction of strength in gas turbine engines of
long service life state of art
p0313 A76-37201
Performance depreciation of some military turbofan
engines
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-619;) p0327 A76-38190
A quasi-three-dimensional calculation procedure
for predicting the performance and gaseous
emissions of gas turbine combustors
[ A I A A PAPER 76-682] p0328 A76-38207
Aeroacoustics: Acoustic wave propagation; Aircraft
noise prediction; Aeroacoustic instrumentation
Book
p0366 A76-10977
Af tend drag data correlation and prediction
technique for twin jet fighter type aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-672] pOIOI A76-12120
Some experiments on in-process identification of
the gas generator unit of a twin-shaft turboprop
engine
p0106 A76-12592
Transonic transport wings: Oblique or swept?
p0192 N76-19106
The prediction of the behaviour of axial
compressors near surge three dimensional
f low and rotating starl
p0286 N76-25203
Experience in predicting subsonic aircraft
characteristics from wind tunnel analysis
p0291 N76-25289
Analysis of the comparison between flight tests
results and wind tunnel tests predictions for
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
p0293 N76-25303
Aircraf t gas turbine cycle programs: Requirements
for compressor and turbine performance prediction
p0336 N76-26209
Compressor and turbine performance prediction
system development: Lessons from thirty years
of history
p0336 N76-26210
Axia l f low compressor performance prediction
p0336 N76-26211
Plow field and performance map computation for
axial-flow compressors and turbines
p0336 N76-26212
Design optimization and performance map prediction
for centrifugal compressors and radial inflow
turbines
p0336 H76-26213
Characterization of components performance and
optimization of matching in jet-engine development
p0336 N76-26214
Bibliography on Hodern Prediction Methods for
Turbomachine Performance
p0336 S76-26215
A method for predicting helicopter hub drag
[AD-A021201] p0312 N76-27192
Quiet Clean Short-Baul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
aerodynamic characteristics of 30* 5 centimeter
diameter inlets
[NASA-CR-131866] p03»5 H76-27210
Design and performance of the
four-degree-of-freedo» motion system of the HLH
research flight simulator
p039<l N76-2930U
The prediction of helicopter rotor hover
performance using a prescribed wake analysis
[AHC-CP-1341] p0135 H76-31205
A piloted flight simulation of the Restland Lynx
to predict handling qualities
[ARC-CP-1313] pO«38 H76-3123*
PERFORBANCE TESIS
Lightning strike performance of thin metal skin
pOOSM A76-1U121
Techniques of strike tests on structures,
components and materials using simulated
lightning
pOOSt A76-14123
A model rotor performance validation for the CCR
technology demonstrator helicopter
Circulation Control Rotor
p0057 A76-11568
Ballistic design support tests - A tool for
helicopter vulnerability reduction
p0063 A76-11613
A life study of ausforged, standard forged, and
standard machined AISI H-50 spur gears
[ASBE PAPER 7S-LOB-20] p0061 A76-11872
Application of advanced composites in place of
conventional materials
p0066 A76-15186
Future SST engines with particular reference to
Olympus 593 evolution and Concorde experience
[SAE PAPER 751056] p0111 A76-22291
Performance of aerofoil cascades in diverging
fluid deflection
p0161 A76-22990
The new engines Allison 250-C28 and -C30
p0169 A76-23639
The experimental hydrofoil platform H. 890 -
Automatic pilot, hydrodynamics, and performance
p0169 A76-21052
Inflight engine performance evaluations
applied to S-3A aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-70] p0200 A76-25813
The B-1 - Strategic deterrence into the
twenty-first century
p0225 A76-29166
Design, development and flight test of the Cessna
Citation thrust reverser
[SAE PAPER 760168] p0256 A76-31963
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C1
[AIAA PAPER 76-510] p0321 A76-38059
Development of a new class of engine - The small
turbofan
[ A I A A PAPER 76-618] p0326 A76-38170
The performance of a high-speed ball thrust
bearing using silicon nitride balls
[ASBE PAPER 76-LDBS-8] p0111 A76-11210
Concorde systems in airline operation
[ A I A A PAPER 76-925] p0117 A76-15102
Hindow contoured glass/plastic transparent armor
for the DH-1D helicopter performance tests
[AD-A012215] pOOI I N76-11087
Low cost jet fuel starter
[AD-A012301] p0077 N76-12070
Radial ply aircraft tires: Design, construction,
and testing
[AD-A013837] p0111 N76-11116
A-212
SUBJECT IHDEI PILOT TRAIHIHG
Perforoance of a low-pressure fan stage with
reverse flow
CNASA-TH-X-3309] p0155 876-170214
Overall and blade elenent performance of a 1.20
pressure ratio fan stage with rotor blades reset
-7 deg
[HASA-TB-X-33112] p0177 B76-18076
Overall and blade element performance of a
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage with rotor blades
reset -5 deg
[HASA-TH-X-3338] p0177 H76-18077
Aerodynamic perforuance of 0.1066-scale model to
JT8D refan stage
[HASA-TH-I-3356] p0272 B76-2I1153
Noise and static performance characteristics of a
STOL aircraft jet flap
[NASA-CH-137581] p01439 N76-31978
PERIPHERAL CIBCDLITIOR
& regenerative compressor using blades;
performance tests with machine acting as
compressor or vacuum pumps
[OOEL-1139/75] pOM28 B76-30568
PERIPBEBAL EQDIPHEBT (COBPOTBBS)
NT COHPDTE8 STORAGE DEVICES
PEBIPHEEiL JET FLOW
Flo* around wings with inclined lateral jets
p0259 A76-32596
PBBBEABILITT
SI DIELECTRIC PERHEABILITY
PEBSOHHEL
HT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
HT FLIGHT CREHS
HT OPERATORS (PERSONHEL)
HT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
HT TEST PILOTS
PERSONNEL HAHAGBHEHT
Licensing and the organization of the servicing
process in aircraft maintenance
p020« A76-27363
PEBTDEBATIOI
Computation of the transonic perturbation flow
fields around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[HASA-CS-2599] p0156 H76-17072
The influence of roll, pitch, and yaw rate
perturbations on the alpha-beta stability
envelope of the F-1D aircraft
[AD-A023216] p0480 N76-33215
PBBTORBATIOH THEORY
Modern developments in transonic flow small
disturbance theory
pOO«9 A76-13554
Analytical solution for inviscid vortex rollup
, from elliptically loaded wings
p0139 A76-21138
The analysis of arbitrary wingbody combinations in
transonic flow using a relaxation method
p0206 A76-27879
Singular perturbation methods for variational
problems in aircraft flight
p0262 A76-33305
Perturbation potential for a thin wing of small span
p0316 A76-37821
Calculation of the motion of an airplane under the
influence of irregular disturbances
p0186 H76-19061
A simplified application of the method of
operators to the calculation disturbed motions
of an airplane
[REPT-560] p0186 H76-19062
A study of the two-control operation of an airplane
[REPT-579] p0186 H76-19064
The effect of turbulent mixing on the decay of
sinusoidal inlet distortions in axial flow
compressors
p0285 H76-25190
PBABTOH AIRCRAFT
HT F-t AIRCRAFT
PHASE ABGLE
0 PHASE SHIFT
PHASE SHIFT
Effect of phase angle on multibladed rotor flutter
for helicopter rotors
pOU56 A76-I16631
PBASED ARRATS
Hemispherically scanned antennas
tAD-A015766] p0183 H76-18332
PHOTOCOBBESTS
B ELECTRIC CDRREHT
PHOTOGRAPBI
HT ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
HT FRACTOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOrOTBBBBOTEOPISR
0 PEHPEBATORE EFFECTS
PHOGOID OSCILLATIOSS
D OSCILLATIOHS
0 PITCH (IHCLIHATIOH)
PBISICAL PROPERTIES
Optical and physical reguirements for fluid
particles marking trailing vortices from aircraft
p0314 A76-37270
Mechanical parameters (fatigue and toughness) of
certain very high strength steel alloys
p0195 N76-1927U
PBISIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Certain conclusions on the supersonic transport
aircraft boom
[ BASi-TT-F-171119] p0380 N76-28236
PILOT EBROB
The safety of flight operations
p0015 A76-12156
Simulation of an aircraft navigation process
/RNAV/ which uses automated error tracking
p0166 A76-23153
Pilot error and other accident enabling factors
p0258 A76-32230
'Controlled flight into terrain /CFIT/' accidents
- System-induced errors
p0258 A76-32231
Operational problems from the professional pilots
perspective
pO«07 A76-U2902
Orientation-error accidents in regular army OH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1971: Relative
incidence and cost
[AD-A011U23] p0125 H76-15126
Hajor orientation-error accidents in regular Army
OH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1971 (accident
factors)
[AD-A017665] p0222 H76-21178
PILOT PEBFORHAHCB
Universal system for loading the control elements
of flight simulators
p0016 A76-12187
Use of programmable force feel for handling
gnalities improvement in a helicopter velocity
flight control system
pOOSO A76-14590
Effect on pilot performance with refined
helicopter displays
p0268 A76-34211
A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach
p0301 A76-35850
Flight evaluation of a digital data broadcast
technique as an aid to area navigation operations
[AIAA PAPER 76-928] pOI447 A76-U5405
The electronic environment - A major discipline in
the future growth of aeronautical transportation
pOU52 A76-45785
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 1: Program summary
[AD-A01U810] p0128 N76-15155
High acceleration cockpit controller locations,
volume 2: Test plan
[AD-A014811] p0128 B76-15156
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 3: Onsite pilot evaluations
[AD-A014812] p0128 B76-15157
A comparison of optimal control theory predictions
with actual pilot performance in a helicopter
longitudinal tracking task
[AD-A016111] p0216 H76-20153
Aviator performance measurement during low
altitude rotary wing flight with the AH/PVS-5
night vision goggles
[AD-A020631] p03«8 N76-28010
OS general aviation takeoff accidents: The role
of preflight preparation
[PB-252203/5] p0385 N76-29191
Simulation of a visual aid system used for the
piloting of helicopters in formation flying
p0393 H76-29301
PILOT TRilHIHG
LHT - The training simulator for Concorde
p0010 A76-10518
A-213
FILOILESS HBCBiFT SUBJECT I8DEX
CASA C-101 - A Spanish trainer for 1980
p0137 A76-20871
A simplified semigraphical approach to
curve-fitting aerodynamic and propulsive data
for trainers and simulators
p0166 A76-23152
A R A V S - An engineering simulator for design of
visual flight training simulators Aviation
Rile Angle Visual System to simulate pilot
visual tasks
p0226 A76-29480
Advanced flight simulation in air combat training
configured for F-UJ simulation
p0226 A76-29U96
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
I - Operations /Halford Memorial Lecture/
p0366 A76-U10U7
' A ne» Mirage - The F1 two-seater
p0366 A76-41275
Design, cost, and advanced technology applications
for a military trainer aircraft
[ N A S A - T M - X - 6 2 U 6 9 ] p0039 N76-11079
N a v y ]et trainer (VTX) conceptual design studies
[AD-A018779] p0275 N76-24222
OS general aviation takeoff accidents: The role
of preflight preparation
[PB-252203/5] p0385 N76-29191
PItOILESS AIBCBAFT
NT DBONE AIECEAFT
NT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT TEST PILOTS
A pilot's view of the YC-11 airplane
p0099 A76-18658
YAK UO cockpit system study. A pilot opinion
survey of the aircraft handling and system
gualities
[ESA-TT-259] p02<m N76-22191
The keystroking ability of commercial pilots
[NASA-TB-X-73160] pO«23 N76-30196
Effectiveness of a pilot ground trainer as a part
task instrument flight rules flight-checking
device stage 2
rAD-A02675t /2] pfltSO N76-33218
PIPE FLOS
Investigation of the acoustic characteristics of a
' supersonic jet flowing into a cylindrical tube
p0002 A76-10250
Aircraft flight effects on high frequency sound
•emerging from a constant area jet pipe f low
p0235 A76-30891I
An alternative scheme to solve the equations for
' ' uns teady gas f low
p0301 A76-358Mt
Stagnation region gas film cooling for turbine
blade leading edge applications
[ A I A A PAPER 76-728] p0328 A76-38233
Comparison of measured and predicted currents on
,pipe models of aircraft structures
[AD-A012975] p0079 N76-12251;
PIPES AIBCRAFT
NT PA-314 SENECA AIRCRAFT
Preliminary flight-test results of an advanced
technology light twin-engine airplane /ATLIT/
[SAE PAPER 7601(97] p0257 A76-31976
PIPES (TUBES)
Design of a test machine for. biaxial testing of
composite-laminate cylinders
[AD-A016961] p0217 N76-20232
PISTON E N G I N E S
NT DIESEL E N G I N E S
New potentials for conventional aircraft when
powered by hydrogen-enriched gasoline
[ S A E PAPER 760U69] p0256 A76-3196Q
M i n i m u m time flight profile optimization for
piston-engine-powered airplanes
C S A E P A P E R 76017a] p0256 A76-31967
Complex studies of the effect of technological
factors on the phenomenon of seizing in selected
machine elements
p0396 N76-29596
PITCH (INCLIBATIOS)
" The effect of various air density-altitude
relations on the phugoid German book
p0163 A76-22681
Stability of hingeless rotor blades in hover with
' " ' pitch-link flexibility
p0231 A76-3001I8
Unusual pitch and structural mode testing of the B-1
• p0260 A76-32629
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angle for a variable-pitch, 6-foot diameter fan
stage
[AIAA PAPER 76-573] " p0325 A76-38086
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on
slender cruciform wing-body-tail configurations
in different pitch and roll positions
[FFA-TN-AO-988] p0038 N76-11061
Spectral gust response for an airplane with
vertical motion and pitch
[AD-A021713] p0386 N76-29226
Hamilton Standard Q-fan demonstrator dynamic pitch
change test program, volume 1
[NASA-CB-131861] p0387 N76-29231
Hamilton Standard Q-fan demonstrator dynamic pitch
change test program, volume 2
[NASA-CR-131862] p0387 N76-29232
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angles (transonic and supersonic)
[AD-A023425] pO«75 N76-33154
PITCH ANGLES
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)
PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL
0 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
PITCHING MOMENTS
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVIII - Aerodynamic
principles
pOt5« A76-15866
PITOT TUBES
The structure of jets from notched nozzles
p0262 A76-33361
Determining skin friction coefficients in the
boundary layer with the aid of total pressure
microtubes wind tunnel tests on rectangular
wing models
pOU07 A76-«2758
PIVOTED RING AIBCBAFT
0 TILT WING AIBCBAFT
PLANAR STBDCTUBES
Effect of the GBU-15 (cruciform wing) and GBU-15
(planar wing) stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-A017378] p0215 N76-20135
PLANE RAVES
Experiments of reflexions of plane shock waves at •
cylindrical surfaces
p0299 A76-35537
The radiation of plane-wave duct noise from a jet
exhaust, statically and in flight
[AIAA PAPER 76-581] p0325 A76-38091
PLANPOBHS
NT ABROti RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
NT BECTANGOLAR PLANFORMS
NI RECTANGDLAH PLATES
NT RECTANGULAR RINGS
NT SREPTBACK RINGS
NT VARIABLE SREEP RINGS
NT RING PLANFORBS
PLANNING
NT AIRPORT PLANNING
NT MANAGEMENT PLANNING
NT MISSION PLANNING
NT PBODOCTION PLANNING
NT PBOJECT PLANNING
NT URBAN PLANNING
PLANTS (INDUSTRIES)
U INDOSTBIAL PLANTS
PLASMA LATEBS
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[NASA-TH-X-73126] pOU28 N76-30565
PLASHA PBOBES
NT ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES
PLASTIC AIBCBAFT STBUCTUBES
Design considerations affecting performance of
glass/plastic windshields in airline service
pOOSO A76-13971
Graphite/epoxy landing gear environmental tests
p0133 A76-1982*
Modern fibre technology carbon reinforced
plastics for aerospace applications
p0133 A76-20110
Sand erosion of dome and window materials "' .
p0143 A76-22207
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SOBJECT IHDEX POLYHER CBEHISTBI
Lov velocity transverse normal impact of graphite
epozy cooposite laminates
p0169 A76-2367*
Kevlar 19/Thornel 300 hybrid fabrxc composites for
aerospace applications
p0363 A76-40190
Plaamabllity characteristics of aircraft interior
composites
pOU02 A76-U2072
The application of advanced composites to Dilitary
aircraft
[ ICAS PAPEB 76-09] pOU60 176-1(7358
Static load tests on an LPO 205 wing of spanwise
tubular construction glass fiber structure
[ESA-TT-162] p0026 H76-10117
Flutter analysis of a plastic glider Standard
Cirrus
[VTH-187] p0193 N76-191<48
Glass fiber reinforced plastics for snail aircraft
structures. Activities over the years 1956 to
1971 in the light Aircraft Division
[BBB-OFE-1067-0] p0281 H76-2<1368
PLASTIC COATINGS
Application and control of a powdered coating
anti-fretting epozy coating for helicopter parts
p0060 A76-1H591
PLASTIC BATEBIALS
0 PLASTICS
PLASTIC PBOPEBTIES
NT SUPEBPLASTICITY
PLASTICS
HI CARBON FIBEB BEINFOSCED PLASTICS
FT EPOIY 8ESINS
NT HEIMFOBCED PLASTICS
NT TEFLON ( T R A D E H A R K )
NT TBERHOPLASTIC BESINS
Cabin finishing materials in civil passenger
aircraft
p0109 H76-14068
PLASTISOLS
NT S B O K E
PLATE (BETAL)
0 HBTAL PLATES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL HEHBEBS)
NT ANISOTBOPIC PLATES
NT C A N T I L E V E R PLATES
NT C O R R U G A T E D PLATES
NT P E R F O R A T E D PLATES
NT R E I N F O R C E D PLATES
Nonezistence of stationary vortices behind a
two-dimensional normal plate
pOOSO A76-13991
Flutter of laminated plates in supersonic flow
p02<!8 N76-23151
Impact of composite plates: Analysis of stresses
and forces
[NASA-CR-13t999] pO«73 N76-32251
PLAYBACKS
The National Aeronautical Establishment flight
recorder playback centre
p0169 A76-21050
Hechanical engineering and aeronautical research
projects
[DBE/NAE-1975<4) ] p0217 N76-20156
PLUS NOZZLES
Cascade plug nozzle for jet noise reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-116711-1] p0179 N76-18117
Heat-transfer characteristics of partially fila
cooled plug nozzle on a J-85 afterburning
turbojet engine
[ H A S A - T H - X - 3 3 6 2 ] p0181 N76-18129
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 2, addendum A: Bodel and full
scale plug nozzle tests
[AD-A023037/5] p0277 N76-21239
PLOBBS
NT ROCKET E X H A U S T
Performance and handling qualities: AH-1G
helicopter equipped vith three hot metal/plume
infrared suppressors
[AD-A019182] p0280 N76-21277
PODS (BITBRSAL STORES)
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the
aeroelastic vibration of a jet engine in a pod
pOOSO N76-12989
POUT BATCBIBS H8TBOD (BITHBBAIICS)
0 BOUNDART VALUE PBOBLEBS
POISEOILLE FLOW
D LABINAR FLOR
POISSON PROCESS
0 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
POLAR REGIONS
NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS
POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
Lightning phenonena in the aerospace environment.
I - The lightning discharge
p0052 A76-10103
POLABIZiTIOB CHABTS
U GBAPBS (CHARTS)
POLICIES
NT ENEBG POLICY
POLLUTION
NT AIR POLLUTION
NT NOISE POLLUTION
POLLUTION CONTROL
Abatement of jet-aircraft noise Russian book
pOO<45 A76-12772
Aircraft noise - The United States government
point of viev
p0098 A76-18522
The NASA Pollution-Reduction Technology Program
for small jet aircraft engines - A status report
[AIAA PAPER 76-616] p0326 A76-38168
Results of the pollution reduction technology
program for turboprop engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-760] p0330 A76-38251
The pollution reduction technology program for
can-annular conbustor engines - Description and
results
[AIAA PAPER 76-761] p0330 A76-38252
Low pollution combustor designs for CTOL engines -
Results of the Ezperioental Clean Combustor
Program
[AIAA PAPER 76-762] p0330 A76-38253
Results of the NASA/General Electric Ezperimental
Clean Combustor Program
[AIAA PAPEB 76-763] p0330 A76.-3825U
Gas turbine engine pollution
p0363 A76-1037U
Evaluation of proposed standards for aircraft
flyover noise analysis systems
[AIAA PAPEB 76-589] p0369 A76-H1398
The status of noise control regulations in the O.S.A
pOU16 A76-H4577
Aircraft noise certification requirements which .
ensure use of available noise control technology
pO»16 A76-H0578
Aircraft operational procedures for community
noise control
p0416 A76-14579
FAA's five-year environmental plan, 1976-1980 -
Hoise
pOU54 A76-45938
Noise addendun ezperimental clean combustor
program, phase 1
[NASA-CR-130820] p0028 N76-10128
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-62-786] p0218 N76-20695
Results of the pollution reduction technology
program for turboprop engines
[NASA-TB-I-71911] p0251 N76-23267
The NASA pollution-reduction technology program
for small jet aircraft engines
[NASA-TB-1C-731H9] p0335 N76-26199
Pollution reduction technology program, turboprop
engines, phase 1
[NASA-CB-135010] p0380 N76-28237
POLLUTION BOHITORIIG
Correlation interferometric measurement of carbon
monozide and methane from the Canada Centre for
Bemote Sensing Falcon fan-jet aircraft
p0359 A76-39680
Bonitoring system of environmental noise
aircraft, traffic and factory noise
pOU17 A76-i)»591
POLTGONS
NT BECTANGLES
POLIIBIDE BBSINS
Polyaminobismaleimides in high performance radomes
and new possibilities of utilizing then
pfli(51 A76-«S70«
Fire resistant resilient foams for seat cushions
[ NASA-CR-147496] p0183 N76-18278
POLYBER CBEBISTBY
Fire dynamics of modern aircraft from a materials
point of view
p0068 A76-15430
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POLY BEES SUBJECT IHDBI
POLTHERS
Flammability characteristics of aircraft interior
composites
pO»02 A76-42072
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin fire
safety
[NASA-TH-X-73126] p029<t N76-2535U
Study of thermal stability and degradation of fire
resistant candidate polymers for aircraft
interiors
[HASA-CR-1U8567:) p0396 N76-291H9
POLYSiCCHABIDES
NT CHIIIN
POLYDBETHiNE TO48
Enviromental study of external aircraft fuel tanks
stored in rigid polyurethane foam
r»D-l021200] p0380 N76-28231
POLYDRBTBAHE BESINS
Epoxy and polyurethane paint compositions for
agricultural aircraft
p0093 A76-17005
POBES
0 POHOSITY
POBOSITY
Wind-tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
rNASA-TM-X-73091] p0185 N76-19051
POROUS BOOBDAEY LAYER CONTROL
Technical progress in the design of aircraft from
the standpoint of fuel economy
p0235 A76-30916
Effect of mass addition on the boundary layer of a
hemisphere at (lach 6
p0363 A76-I4012H
The computation of transonic flows past aerofoils
in solid, porous or slotted wind tunnels
p0287 N76-25232
POBOOS WALLS
Tunnel interference reduction on a finite airfoil
p006<4 A76-11957
Edge noise attenuation by porous-edge extensions
blown airfoil tests
[AIAA PAPER 76-80] p0102 A76-18779
Supersonic flow past axisymmetnc bodies in the
presence of a perforated wall
p0316 A76-37876
Wind tunnel wall interference effects on a
supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38627
Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38628
Investigation of heat transfer at the inlet
section of a tube under conditions of initial
swirl and transverse mass flow
p0112 A76-U3566
PORTABLE EQOIPBEHT
An evaluation for the location and type of hand
portable fire extinguisher used on board the
AH-1 Army helicopter
p0106 A76-42635
Aircraft design reference data for expeditionary
airfields
[ AD-A011UH7] p0029 N76-10157
POSITIOH (LOCATIOH)
Bigh acceleration "cockpit controller locations.
Volume 1- Program summary
t AD-A01M810] "" p0128 N76-15155
High acceleration cockpit controller locations.
Volume 2: Test plan
[AD-A011811] p0128 N76-15156
High acceleration cockpit controller locations,
volume 3: Onsite pilot evaluations
[AD-A011812] p0128 N76-15157
Aircraft-mounted crash-activated transmitter device
[NASA-CASE-HFS-16609-3] pO«70 H76-321UO
POSITIOH EEROBS
Simulation of an aircraft navigation process
/RNAV/ which uses automated error tracking
p0166 A76-23153
POSITIOH IHDICATORS
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
POTEHTIAL EHEHGY
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
POTEHTIAL FLOW
Recent developments in dynamic stall
p0006 A76-10327
Flows around accelerated, slender bodies for H
less than, equal to, and greater than 1
p001« A76-11870
Nonexistence of stationary vortices behind a
two-dimensional normal plate
pOOSO A76-13991
Vortex method for calculation of arbitrary profiles
p0051 A76-1U339
Potential flow past a biplane determination of
lift distribution on wings
p0093 A76-17001
A new surface singularity method for multi-element
airfoil analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 76-20] p0101 A76-18739
Aerodynamics of arbitrary wing body combinations
with vortex lattice and slender body theory
[AIAA PAPER 76-198] p0103 A76-18865
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings -
Theory and experiment
[AIAA PAPER 76-18] p0138 A76-20919
Calculation of a blade shape of a hydraulic machine
p0165 A76-22991
A contribution on design of axial flow compressors
with great mass flow rates and high pressure
ratios
p0165 A76-23039
Unsteady flow through a cascade of non-staggered
flat plates
p0173 A76-25611
Some developments in unsteady transonic flow
research
p020« A76-27827
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
p0209 A76-28611
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics of complex aircraft configurations
for flutter applications
p0232 A76-30066
The finite element method in subsonic aerodynamics
p0298 A76-35420
Time development of the flow about an impulsively
started cylinder
p0358 A76-39434
Symmetrical singularity model for lifting
potential flow analysis
pOt42 A76-U5098
Delta wings with leading-edge separation
[I&F PAPER ST-76-06] pOUSt A76-46171
The design of transonic airfoils under
consideration of shock wave boundary layer
interaction
[ICAS PAPER 76-1U] pO»61 A76-U7362
Recent explorations in relaxation methods for
three-dimensional transonic potential flow
[ICAS PAPER 76-22] p0161 A76-17368
Indicial compressible potential aerodynamics
around complex aircraft configurations
p0021 N76-10017
A study of the finite element method for
aerodynamic applications
p0073 N76-12007
Steady subsonic flow around finite-thickness wings
[NASA-CR-2616] p0074 H76-12014
Calculations of two-dimensional potential flow
wall interference for multi-component airfoils
in closed low speed wind tunnels noting wing
flap lift choice configuration
[FFA-TH-AD-1116-PT-1] p0117 H76-160UO
Helicopter lifting surface theory with force free
wakes, part 2
[AD-A015192] p01S7 N76-17077
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings:
Theory and experiment
[NASA-TB-i-62513] p0176 N76-18051I
A method for the calculation of the twist and
camber of a wing with a specified load
distribution in the presence of a fuselage
theoretical potential flow method
[ESA-TT-211] p0213 H76-20087
A submerged singularity method for calculating
potential flow velocities at arbitrary
near-field points
[NASA-TB-X-73115] p02i»8 H76-23162
On the potential flow about an airfoil in ground
effect and undergoing unsteady motion
[AD-A0217U9] p0384 H76-29181
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SUBJECT ISDEI PEEDICTIOH ANALYSIS TECBHIQUES
Evaluation of two swept-infinite-wing
potential/viscons-flow conpnter programs
[NASA-CB-145037] p0169 N76-32129
POTENTIAL THEOBI
Linearized theory of axisymmetnc hypersonic
scarce flow past bodies of revolution
p0171 A76-21811
Computer program for calculating pressure
distribution and coefficients of wings, bodies,
wing-body coabinations and wing-tail
conbinations in subsonic, supersonic and
hypersonic flow based on potential theory
[HBB-UFE-101U-0] p0220 N76-21165
Evaluation of a potential theoretical nodel of the
wake behind a wing via comparison of
measurements and calculations
[NLB-TR-71063-U] p03«1 B76-27178
PORDER (PARTICLES)
Application and control of a powdered coating
anti-fretting epozy coating for helicopter parts
pOOSO A76-11591
PORDBR HETALLUBGY
Trends in high temperature materials technology
for advanced aircraft turbine engines
[ S A E PAPER 751050] p01H3 A76-22288
Advanced P/H technology for aerospace
p0163 A76-22706
Hickel-base snperalloy powder metallurgy -
State-of-the-art
p0163 A76-22707
Low cost P/H snperalloy applications to present
and future turbines
p0163 A76-22708
Vacuum hot pressing of titanium-alloy powders
p0163 A76-22709
POBEE EFFICIENCY
How big is a windmill - Glauert revisited
windpowered generator size-power relationship
p0063 A76-11619
Designing turbulent thrust bearings for reduced
power loss
TASLE PREPRINT 76-AH-2C-1] pO«ti3 A76-41123
Recent advances in wing-in-ground effect technology
fAIAA PAPEB 76-871] pOISO A76-15517
POBER GEHESATORS
0 ELECTRIC GENERATORS
POBER PLANTS
The aerodynamics of the TU-131A Russian book
p0235 476-30950
Reliability of aircraft engines and power plants
Russian book
p0102 A76-12020
Corrosion in airframes, power plants and
associated aircraft equipment
p0181 B76-33336
POBER SPECTRA
Fatigue analysis of nechanically fastened joints
utilizing PSD loads Power Spectral Density
p0230 A76-30020
Computed lateral rate and acceleration power
spectral response of conventional and STOL
airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-8022] p0082 N76-13022
Spectral gust response for an airplane with
vertical motion and pitch
[AD-A021713] p0386 H76-29226
POBER SUPPLIES
Emergency power supply
[AD-A013168] p0088 H76-13108
POSER SDPPLT CIBCDITS
AC power controllers for B-1 flight tests. Part
1: Design, development, fabrication and testing
of hybrid power controllers
[AD-A022616] p0179 H76-33211
POBEB TBABSHISSIOH
Design and development of a free planet transmission
p0062 A76-11607
PBABDTL-BEIEE EIPABSIOB
NT T H E E H A L BUCKLING
PBECADTIOSS
0 ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PRECESSION
Nonlinear excited and self-excited precessional
vibrations of symmetrical rotors
p01«0 A76-21611
PRECIPITATION (HETEOROLOGI)
Plight-test studies of static electrification on a
supersonic aircraft
P0053 A76-1lt»12
PBBCIPITATION H A R D E H I B G
The potential of oxide dispersion strengthened
superalloys for advanced gas turbines
[ A S H E PAPER 76-GT-118] p0201 A76-25851
Review of the physical metallurgy of Alloy 718
a high strength, precipitation-hardenable nickel
based alloy
[ A N C R - 1 2 9 2 ] p O H 3 8 N76-31333
PBBDICTIOH ANALYSIS TECBNIQDES
A P E R T U R E and DIFFUSION computer programs for
prediction of lightning induced voltages in
aircraft
p0055 A76-1UH36
Prediction of helicopter control load structural
limits
p0062 A76-11610
A study of helicopter landing behavior on small
ships
p0062 A76-1M612
Simplified methods of predicting aircraft rolling
moments due to vortex encounters
[AIAA PAPER 76-61] p0101 A76-18768
Rake-related sound generation from isolated airfoils
p013» A76-20221
On predicting the natural frequencies of shrouded
bladed disks
[ASHE PAPER 75-DET-113] p0135 A76-20711
Developments in jet noise modelling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
p0238 A76-31735
A method for predicting the drag of airfoils
[SAE PAPEB 760179] p0257 A76-31971
Techniques for predicting vehicle structure crash
impact response
p0266 A76-3U156
Modeling and analysis techniques for vehicle crash
simulation
p0266 A76-34158
Recent research related to prediction of
stall/spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
p0309 A76-36910
Semi-empirical airframe noise prediction model
[AIAA PAPER 76-527] p0321 A76-38052
Measurement, analysis, and prediction of aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-551] p0322 A76-38070
An improved method for the prediction of
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic load
distributions of configurations with leading
edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 76-H17] p0361 A76-39873
Performance of the H 601 engine turboprop engine
pO«06 A76-12589
Use of the HAP stochastical method for identifying
aviation turbine engines extended Hainan
filter applications
p0106 A76-12590
Some experiments on in-process identification of
the gas generator unit of a twin-shaft turboprop
engine
pOU06 A76-12592
Prediction of noise exposure around an airbase
p0417 J76-1t58it
Prediction methods for jet V/STOL propulsion
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 76-932] p04»7 A76-15008
Prediction of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of STOL configurations with
externally blown high lift devices
[AIAA PAPER 76-931] p0447 A76-15110
Induced side forces at high angles of attack
bodies of revolution in subsonic and transonic
flow
p0465 A76-17552
Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers,
Part 1
[NASA-SP-317-PT-1] p0017 N76-10007
Computational aspects of the prediction of
multidimensional transonic flows in turboiachinery
p O O I B N76-10026
Hnltivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system ( B A R S ) . Volume 1: HABS system and
analysis techniques
[NASA-CR-137671] p0023 N76-10089
Hultivariate Analysis, Betrieval, and Storage
system (HARS) . Volume 6: HABS system; a sample
problem (gross weight of subsonic transports)
[NASA-CH-137722] p0023 N76-10091
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PREDICTIONS SUBJECT INDEX
Nacelle drag reduction: An analytically-guided
experimental progran
p0033 H76-11016
Theoretical performance of cross-wind axis
turbines with results for a catenary vertical
axis configuration
f N A S A - T H - X - 7 2 6 6 2 ] p003i4 N76-11032
Research needs in aircraft noise prediction
[NASA-TH-X-72787] p0087 N76-13099
B u f f e t analysis
p0106 N76-1H026
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap ]et
f lap analogy and wind tunnel tests
CARC-CP-1319] p0123 N76-15095
A computer program to predict rotor rotational
noise of a stationary rotor fron blade loading
coefficient
[NASA-TM-X-3281] p0185 N76-18889
A method for predicting the stability in roll of
automatically controlled aircraft based on the
experimental determination of the
characteristics of an automatic pilot
(TN-1901] p0190 H76-19091
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
[NASA-TM-X-72838] p0218 N76-209UO
Volumetric pattern analysis of fuselage-mounted
airborne antennas prediction analysis
technignes for antenna radiation patterns of
microwave antennas on commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-1H7099] p0217 N76-22419
Correction factory techniques for improving
aerodynamic prediction methods
(NASA-CR-144967] p02»8 N76-23159
A comparison of methods used in interfering
lifting surface theory
[ A G A R D - R - 6 4 3 - S U P P L ] p02«9 N76-23163
Interference and nonplanar lifting surface theories
p02<!9 N76-23164
The nonplanar kernel functions
p0249 H76-23165
Subsonic methods
p0249 N76-23166
Supersonic methods
p<>249 N76-23167
Unsteady aerodynamic prediction methods applied in
aeroelasticity
p0271 N76-21117
Theoretical analysis and prediction methods for a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
exemplified for infinite swept wings
[ES4-TT-238] p0273 N76-2U182
An approach to the estimation of life cycle costs
of a fiber-optic application in military aircraft
prediction analysis techniques
[AD-A019379] p0282 N76-25017
Transmission of circumferential inlet distortion
through a rotor
p0284 N76-25188
Multiple segment parallel compressor model for
circumferential flow distortion
p028« S76-25189
The passage of a distorted velocity field through
a cascade of airfoils
p0266 H76-25199
Comments on mathematical modelling of external
store release trajectories including comparison
with flight data (prediction analysis
techniques for jettisoning of external stores)
p0293 H76-25301
Design technology for departure resistance of
fighter aircraft
p0389 N76-29250
Two studies of predictor displays for jet aircraft
landings. 1. Optimization of control stick
dynamics and prediction span parameters. 2. A
comparison between experienced and novice navy
P-U pilot simulated landing performances
[AD-A021925] pO<t23 N76-30197
Development of prediction techniques for
aerodynamic loads acting on external stores
[ AD-A021435] pOU79 N76-33202
PREDICTIONS
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Height prediction methods - GRUGEH program
CBBB-OFE-1072-0] p0275 N76-2U215
PHBDICTOBS
0 PREDICTIONS
PRBPLI6BT ANALYSIS
Aircraft/stores compatibility analysis and flight
testing
p0252 H76-23290
PREMIXED FLAMES
Linearized nonequilibrium flow of a fuel mixture
during the interaction of two supersonic gas
streams
p0361 A76-39992
PREPARATION
NT PRETREATBENT
PRESSURE
HI BASE PRESSURE
NT CRITICAL PEESSDRE
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT INLET PRESSURE
NT ISOSTATIC PRESSURE
NT SOUND PRESSURE
NT STAGNATION PRESSURE
NT STATIC PRESSURE
NT WALL PEESSDRE
Base pressure problems associated with supersonic
axisymmetnc external flow configurations
p0080 1176-13010
PRBSSUEE DISTRIBUTION
Acoustic pressure field of vortex sound near
rotating blades
p0002 A76-10242
Comparison of testing techniques for isolated
axisymmetric exhaust nozzles in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-1292] pOOOl A76-10281
Experimental results for an airfoil with
oscillating spoiler and flap
p0006 A76-10329
Effect on wind tunnel walls and afterbody shape on
the pressure distribution around a wedge
pOOIS A76-12925
A study on the flow around bluff bodies immersed
in turbulent boundary layers. I
p0052 A76-14371
A correlation between pressure and heat transfer
distributions at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
p0095 A76-17993
Unsteady wake measurements of airfoils and cascades
[AIAA PAPER 76-7] p0100 A76-18729
Flow over rectangular cylinders immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer. II - Flow patterns and
pressure distributions
p0131 A76-19122
Calculation of buffet onset for supercritical
airfoils
p0205 A76-27832
An improved Bach-box approach for the calculation
of supersonic oscillatory pressure distributions
p0232 &76-30065
Supersonic flow past a slender delta wing - An
experimental investigation covering the
incidence range from -5 to 50 deg
p0259 A76-325U3
The far field of high frequency convected
singularities in sheared flows, with an
application to jet-noise prediction
p0259 A76-32545
Theory of the curvilinear unsteady motion of a
thin lifting body in a gas
p0318 A76-37923
Aerodynamics of slender rolling wings at incidence
in separated flow
p0358 A76-39433
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-381] p0360 A76-39865
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 76-571] p0368 A76-1I1393
High frequency thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flo»
p0399 A76-41697
A Deaf-wake model for the aerodynamic pressures
exerted on singing trailing edges
p0449 A76-45469
Measured pressure distributions on an airfoil with
oscillating jet flap
p0451 A76-45760
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
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pOIIO 176-21626
Lints to nodal balancing of flexible rotors
pOltO A76-21636
Nonlinear excited and self-excited precessional
vibrations of symmetrical rotors
p0140 i76-21611
The balancing of flexible rotors
p0141 476-21642
Some recent computer studies on the stability of
rotors in flaid-fila bearings
p01«1 A76-21643
Stabilization of self-excited rotor vibrations by
an active damper
p0141 A76-216UII
Rotary engine experimental measurements using
telemetry
[ASLE PBEPBINT 76-AH-5B-B] pO«13 A76-<mi11
Possible means of decreasing helicopter drag
p01«1 A76-1U923
Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in OS commercial aviation during 1973
[NASA-CB-13H85U] p0042 H76-11099
Generalized model of a rotor on flexible supports
p0129 N76-15159
Investigation of combined vibration of a rotor by
the Balbi mean method
p0130 N76-15189
A study of sound generation in subsonic rotors,
volume 1
[NASA-CB-1lt6349] p0180 H76-18120
A study of sound generation in subsonic rotors,
volume 2
[NASA-CB-1U6U20] p0180 H76-18121
Studies of engine rotor fragment impact on
protective structure
p0198 H76-19U81
Experimental study of transient dynamics of a
flexible rotor
[HASA-CB-2703] p0339 H76-2651«
Vibration of rotors through critical speeds
p0339 H76-26566
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed wind tunnel tests of aircraft
models
[NASA-TN-D-8198] p0373 N76-28160
BOOTES
An optimization approach to routing aircraft
pO«08 A76-U2963
Contribution to rooting aircraft and to the
economy of air transportation
[ESA-TT-222] p02Q3 H76-22176
BPV
0 BEHOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
ROBBEB
NT ELASTOHEBS
Development compounding and evaluation of
phosphazene rubber for helicopter seal
applications
[AD-A013373] p0090 N76-13300
EODDEBS
NT AEBIAL R U D D E R S
Development of a fluidic rudder
C A I A A 76-1990] p0371 A76-<HU88
Investigation of a double slotted rudder for
application on advanced tactical transport
aircraft
rAD-A022181] pO«2« H76-3020U
BOLES
NT PLIGHT BOLES
NT I H S T R D H E N T PLIGHT BOLES
NT 7ISOAL FLIGHT BOLES
BOI TUB (COBPDTEBS)
Some computational aspects of thin-wire modeling
electric field integral equation solution
p0092 A76-16719
An improved Bach-box approach for the calculation
of supersonic oscillatory pressure distributions
p0232 A76-30065
Cyclic iterative method applied to transonic flow
analyses
p0352 A76-38192
BOHIAT LIGHTS
The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier
landing
[AD-A01<4057] p0111 N76-1U095
Digitally generated outside world display of
lighting pattern used in conjunction with an
aircraft simulator
p039» N76-29303
BOBB1IS
Aircraft design reference data for expeditionary
airfields
[ A D - A 0 1 1 < 4 U 7 ] p0029 N76-10157
A study of the effects of braking on drag force
and sinkage
[ AD-A011I912] p0150 N76-16075
Hodel study of C-SA landings on Dow truss web
landing mat
[AD-A015021] p0152 N76-16113
Expansion of flight simulator capability for study
and solution of aircraft directional control
problems on runways, phase 1
[NASA-CB-10508U] p0072 N76-32203
BDPTOBIBG
Botor burst protection program: statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in OS commercial aviation during 1973
[NASA-CB-134851] pOO«2 H76-11099
Behavior of engine cases associated with blade
ruptures
p0198 N76-19482
S BAUD
0 OLTBAHIGH FBEQOENCIES
S-H DIAGBAHS
Developing methods for tracking crack growth
damage in aircraft in F-4 fighter program
p0232 A76-3005«
S-6U HELICOPTER
0 CH-51 HELICOPTEB
S-3 AIBCBAPT
S-3A lightning protection program - Lightning
effects analysis
pOOSU A76-11126
Inflight engine performance evaluations
applied to S-3A aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-70] p0200 A76-25813
S-67 HELICOPTBB
Aerodynamic design rationale for the fan-in-fin of
the S-67 helicopter
p0058 A76-1U570
SAAB AIBCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Swedish experience on correlations of flight
results with ground test predictions for the
SAAB 37 aircraft
p0293 N76-25299
SADDLE POINTS
Technigues for automated design using
Lagrangian function
p0210 A76-31867
SAFETT
NT AIBCBAFT SAFETY
NT FLIGHT SAFETY
NT BEACTOB SAFETY
SAFETY DEVICES
NT ABOBT APPABATOS
NT AIB BAG BESTBAINT DEVICES
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT ESCAPE CAPSDLES
NT SEAT BELTS
Video tape presentation of passenger safety
information
p0258 A76-32232
Jet fuel handling and safety
p0338 876-26508
Advanced techniques in crash impact protection and
emergency egress from air transport aircraft
[AGABD-AG-221] p0385 N76-29187
SAFETY FACTOBS
Technology and flight safety aircraft
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SAFETY MABAG1MEHT SUBJECT IHDEI
maintenance and quality control
p006/ A76-15363
An update - Advanced aircraft oxygen systems
p0203 476-271114
Jet fuel 'handling and safety
p0270 A76-35222
;
 A systems approach to aviation safety: FAA
comments on design for regulatory compliance - A
safety system
f S A E PAPER 760500] p0303 A76-36582
SAFETY H A N A G E H E H T
General aviation crashworthiness
p0265 A76-34136
Managing service deficiencies - A pilot perspective
C S A E PAPER 760514] p0304 A76-36592
Managing safety; Proceedings of the Twenty-eighth
International Air Safety Seminar, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, November 2-6, 1975
pO<457 A76-46851
Management and product safety for aircraft
p0457 A76-46854
Improved procedures needed by FAA for implementing
HTSB "safety recommendations
[5PO-50-870] p0148 N76-16053
SAILPLANES
D GLIDERS
SALTS
The effects of salt and carbon particles on the
erosion and corrosion behaviour of gas turbine
materials rotor blades
[NGTE-R-339] p0438 N76-31341
SAMPLING'
NT AIR SAMPLING
SANDS
Sand erosion of dome and window materials
p0143 A76-22207
SANDWICH CONSTROCTIOH
0 SANDWICH STRDCTDRES
SANDWICH STROCTDRBS
Measurement of inner skin surface temperatures of
aluminum honeycomb panels subjected to lightning
strike
p0053 A76-14418
Effect of simulated lightning strikes- on
mechanical strength of CFRP laminates and
sandwich panels
p0054 A76-14424
Advancements in applications of adhesive to core
cell edge and flat sheet material
p0066 A76-15160
Laminar flow rethink - Using composite structure
in Bellanca Skyrocket II design
•[SAE" PAPER 760473] p0256 A76-31966
' Design of an advanced composites aileron for
commercial aircraft
p0261 A76-32651
Basic strength and trial production tests on a
' carbon fiber reinforced plastics aircraft rudder
surface
p0351 A76-38351
SATELLITE DRAG
Estimating the state of nonlinear dynamical
systems in the presence of unmodeled accelerations
low-altitude satellite orbit estimation
under atmospheric drag
p0443 A76-45162
SATELLITES
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
SCALE MODELS
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at NAE
p0006 A76-10330
Lightning strike point location studies on scale
models of aircraft
p0052 A76-14407
Scale model lightning attach point testing of
aircraft
p0053 A76-14408
Rotor stability prediction correlation with model
and full scale tests
p0059 A76-14584
'Experimental Investigations of a nozzle-wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPER 76-625] pO«03 A76-42403
Hind tunnel testing of motorized helicopter models
- Determination of rotor attitude
p0405 A76-42547
Scale model studies of the effects of wind on
1
 '-acoustic barrier performance »
p0454 A76-45939
Dynamic stability test results on an 0.024 scale
B-1 air vehicle
[NASA-CR-145903] p0089 N76-13112
A study of noise source location on a model scale
augmentor wing using correlation techniques
noise measurement of far field noise by wind
tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-137784] p0090 N76-13882
Mated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for 0.04-scale model Boeing 747 CAM/external
tank (model AX1284 E-5) combination in the
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory
F. K. Kirsten Wind Tunnel (CA11)
[NASA-CR-141835] p0122 H76-15089
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 1 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-141844] p0147 N76-16033
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 2 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-141845] p0147 N76-16034
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 3 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-141846] p0147 N76-16035
BSRA sixth scale wind tunnel test of scale
model of Sikorsky Whirlwind Helicopter
[NASA-CR-144964] p0215 N76-20126
Noise reduction tests of large-scale-model
externally blown flap using trailing-edge
blowing and partial flap slot covering }et
aircraft noise reduction
[HASA-TM-X-3379] p0248 N76-22977
Brief overview of some Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory research efforts in aeroelasticity
and aero-acoustics feasibility analysis of
feedback control of flutter using scale models
of a B-52 aircraft
p0272 N76-24151
Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model to
JT8D refan stage
[NASA-TM-X-3356] p0272 N76-24153
Further evidence and thoughts on scale effects at
high subsonic speeds
p0289 N76-25254
Flight simulation using free-flight laboratory
scale models
p0291 N76-25288
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmentor-wing STOL research aircraft
p0292 N76-25292
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models*
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
[NASA-CR-144612] p0293 N76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 2
[NASA-CH-144613] p0293 N76-25323
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shu.ttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
[NASA-CR-144614] p0294 N76-25324
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
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[BASA-CB-11<t615] p0294 B76-25325
Desalts of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/7<t7 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
I48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 z 4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[BASA-CR-1U4616] p0294 H76-25326
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/747 using a 0.0125-scale model (18-0
AX1318I-1 717) in the Ames Research center
11-foot Kind tunnel (CS23B), volume 1
[BASA-CR-114603] p0294 B76-25333
Basalts of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/7H7 using a 0.0125-scale nodel (48-0
AX1318I-1 717) in the imes Besearch Center
11-foot wind tunnel (CA23B)
[HASA-CR-110601] p0291 876-25331
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed wind tunnel tests of aircraft
models
tBASA-TB-D-8198] p0373 B76-28160
Effect of simulated forward airspeed on
small-scale-model externally blown flap noise
tBASA-TB-D-8305] p0135 B76-31198
Wind tunnel and ground static investigation of a
large scale model of a lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CR-137916] pOB71 H76-32178
SCANNING
HI FREQUESCJ SCABBING
SCABS (6BOLOGT)
0 EBOSI08
SCAT
0 SOPEBSOBIC COHBEECIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SCATTERING
BT iCODSTIC SCATTEBING
NT tlGHT SCATTEBIBG
SCATTERING PDBCTIOHS
Reliability assessment of aircraft structures
based on probabilistic interpretation of the
scatter factor
[AD-A011359] p0130 876-15*86
SCBEPOLING
8T PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
SCHLIEBEB PBOTO6BAPBY
The design and testing of a tip to reduce blade slap
p0061 A76-11602
SCOOT BBLICOPTBB
0 P-531 HELICOPTEB
SCRAHJBT ENGINES
0 S0PBRSONIC COMBUSTION RABJET ENGIHES
SCBAHJBTS
D SOPEBSOBIC COMBUSTION BAHJET ENGIBES
SCREW EFFECT
Corrections for the effect of flow boundaries
/tunnel induction/ to the aerodynamic
characteristics of models tested near a screen
p0317 A76-37886
Aircraft noise reduction by means of acoustic
screening and engine controls
p0278 876-24252
SCBBENING
Influence of the shape of a moderately flat screen
on the hydrodynamic characteristics of a wing
moving above the screen
p0173 A76-25731
Systematic investigations in the field of acoustic
screening of aircraft engine noise by wings
and tail surfaces
p0279 876-24253
Influence of viscosity on profile lift and drag
near a screen
[AD-A021184] p0312 B76-27189
SCBBE8S
Effects of perforated flap surfaces and screens on
acoustics of a large externally blown flap model
CNASA-TB-I-3335) p0241 876-22156
3E-210 ilECHArf
Data transmission in integrated avionics systems
on Caravelle aircraft
p0362 A76-40037
SEALANTS
0 SEALEBS
SEALBBS
Rotary engine experimental measurements using
telemetry
[ASLE PHEPBIHT 76-AB-5B-4] p0413 A76-14111
SEALS (STOPPBBS)
Development conpounding and evaluation of
phosphazene rubber for helicopter seal
applications
[AD-A013373] p0090 876-13300
Results of helicopter flight tests of a
circumferential carbon oil seal
[AD-A013500] p0111 N76-14111
Results of bench test on elastomeric oil seals for
the DH-1 helicopter transmissions
[AD-A022321] p0386 876-29221
SEAPLANES
A review of sea loiter aircraft technology
[AIAA PAPER 76-876] p0450 A76-15519
Practical considerations regarding
wing-in-gronnd-effect aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-878] pOISO A76-15521
SEiBCB BADAR
Radar investigations of the bat hazard to high
performance aircraft at Randolph AFB, Texas
[AD-A024500] p0477 876-33173
SEASONS
NT RIBTER
SB»T BELTS
Helicopter troop/passenger restraint systems
design criteria evaluation
[AD-A012270] p0023 B76-10082
SEATS
BT EJECTION SEATS
Development of design criteria for crashworthy
armored aircrew seats
p0266 A76-31151
Fire resistant resilient foams for seat cushions
CNASA-CB-117496] p0183 N76-18278
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulators
[8ASA-TH-X-73954] p0177 876-33189
SBCONDABI FLOW
An experimental investigation on loss reduction in
small guide vanes
[AIAA PAPER 76-617] p0326 A76-38169
SECOLAB PBBTOBBATIOI
0 L08G TERM EFFECTS
SBDI BENTS
BT SA8DS
SEEKERS
0 HOSING DEVICES
SEGREGATION
0 SEPARATIOB
SELF ADAPTIVE C08TBOL SISTERS
An adaptive learning control system for aircraft
[BASA-CR-146283] p0182 876-18110
SBLF EXCITATION
Lateral forces produced by leakage flows at the
rotors of thermal turbooachines German book
p0111 476-113219
SBLF IBDDCBD VIBBATIOB
BT PANEL FLDTTER
BT SOBSOKIC FLDTTEE
BT SBPERS08IC FLOTTER
BT TRA8S08IC FLUTTER
On modeling aerodynamically induced nonlinear
responses of self-excited structures
p0007 A76-10342
Bonlinear excited and self-excited precessional
vibrations of symmetrical rotors
pOIUO A76-21641
Stabilization of self-excited rotor vibrations by
an active damper
p0141 A76-21644
Investigation of combined vibration of a rotor by
the Balbi mean method
p0130 876-15489
SELF LOBBICATI08
Teflon-fabric bearings in the helicopter rotor
system
[ASHB PAPEB 75-DET-125] p0135 A76-20747
SBLF OSCILLATION
Experimental investigation of the stable
self-oscillations of an aileron in transonic flow
p0318 A76-37929
SBLF BBGOLATIIG
0 ADTOBATIC COBTBOL
SBHISPiB BODELS
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
•wing/body combination incorporating jet flaps -
(NASA-TH-I-62461] p0331 876-26153
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SEHECA 4IECRAFT
0 PA-34 SENECA AIRCRAFT
SBHSITIVITY.
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE
SBNSOBT PERCEPTION
NT AODITOBT PERCEPTION
SEPARATED FLOW
HI BOONDAHI LATER SEPARATION
Fluid mechanics and the design of new slender
aircraft
pOO«7 A76-13145
A numerical method for calculating
three-dimensional flows past blunted bodies with
a separated shock wave
p0093 A76-16940
Flow-induced vibrations of structures
p0132 A76-19254
Lip noise generated by flow separation from nozzle
surfaces
[ A I A A PAPER 76-3] p0137 A76-20916
Nonlinear vibrations of a plate and a cylindrical
panel in unsteady separated flow thin wing
aeroelasticity and flutter analysis
p0173 A76-25352
Non-linear effect due to flow separation on flow
past wings and wing body combinations
p020il A76-27741
Evaluation of the influence of diffusion of
vortices on the separated flow past a plate
p0228 A76-29704
Bydrodynamic visualization study of various
procedures for controlling separated flows
p0263 A76-33745
On mathematical simulation of separated flow past
a wing and breakup of a vortex sheet in an ideal
fluid
p0270 A76-3U693
The production of kinetic energy turbulence in
supersonic separated flows
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1976-72] p0301 A76-35997
Some problems of aeroelasticity with separated flow
p0303 A76-36561
Two inviscid computational simulations of
separated flow about airfoils
f A l A A PAPER 76-379] p0312 A76-37025
Turbulent flow connected with separation and
reattachment
p0315 A76-37784
Calculation of stalled flow about a slender delta
wing of small aspect ratio
p0317 A76-37898
Unsteady aerodynamic loads on the blade surface of
a model of a heavily loaded lifting propeller
p0319 A76-37936
Aerodynamics of slender rolling wings at incidence
in separated flow
P0358 A76-39433
Calculation of the transonic oscillating flap with
"viscous1 displacement effects
[Al iA PAPER 76-327] p0360 A76-39856
An improved method for the prediction of
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic load
distributions of configurations with leading
edge vortex separation
T A I A A P A P E R 76-417] p0361 A76-39873
Separated flow induced by trailing-edge flaps on
delta wings at H = 8.2
p0467 A76-47878
Simulation of turbulent rransonic separated flow
over an airfoil computerized simulation
p0018 N76-10021
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on two-dimensional airfoils at low
speeds* Phase 2: Studies with Fowler flap
extended
C N A S A - C R - 1 4 5 7 4 1 ] p0035 N76-11037
Inverse solutions for laminar boundary-layer f lows
with separation and reattachment
t N A 5 A - T R - R - 4 4 7 ] p0074 N76-12015
Base pressure problems associated with supersonic
axisymmetric external flow configurations
pOOBO N76-13010
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
flov separation
[AD-A013334] p0082 H76-13033
Experimental investigation of separated flow
fields on an airfoil at subsonic speeds
p0120 N76-15074
Calculations of the steady conical flow past a
yawed slender delta wing with leading-edge
•separation using vortex sheet model
[ARC-R/H-3767] p0122 N76-15091
Separation ahead of controls on swept wings
[AD-A014240] p0124 N76-15117
A review of separation in steady,
three-dimensional flow
p0156 N76-17059
Incidence angle bounds for lip flow separation of
three 13.97-centimeter-diameter inlets
[NASA-TM-X-3351] p0180 876-18127
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukowski
airfoil with separation and reattachment
[AD-A016457] p0213 N76-20091
Calculation method for separated flow of slender
arrow wings accounting for leading edge
separation
[ILR-5-1975] p0272 N76-24170
Investigation of the separated flow around cones
with a turbulent boundary layer for Hach numbers
8.3 and 10
p0332 N76-26156
Application of the vortex-lattice technique to the
analysis of thin wings with vortex separation
and thick multi-element wings
p0375 N76-28177
New convergence criteria for the vortex-lattice
models of the leading-edge separation
p0375 N76-28179
Onsteady flow past wings having sharp-edge
separation
p0376 H76-28185
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin
No. 1973-6
[ESA-TT-308] p0434 N76-31187
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issued
along a separation line near the leading edge of
a v ing
p0434 N76-31190
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory. Application to
helicopters
pOUtO N76-32122
SEPARATION
Special wind tunnel test techniques used at AEDC
p0290 N76-25270
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 1
[NASA-CR-144612] p0293 N76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 2
[NASA-CR-144613 ] p0293 N76-25323
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
[NASA-CR-1 (14611 ] p029» N76-25324
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
[NASA-CR-144615] p029U N76-25325
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4x4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[NASA-CR-144616] p029« N76-25326
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/7U7 using a 0.0125-scale model (48-0
AX1318I-1 747) in the Ames Research Center
14-foot wind tunnel (CA23B)
[HASA-CR-144604] p0294 N76-25334
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SERVICE LIFE
Engine life cycle cost considerations daring the
validation phase aircraft turbine engine
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1289] p0004 A76-10279
The fatigue substantiation of the Lynx helicopter
pOOlO A76-10555
Design and development of a free planet transmission
p0062 A76-14607
A life study of ausforged, standard forged, and
standard machined AISI H-50 spur gears
[ASBE PAPEB 75-LUB-20] p0064 A76-14872
Mutual relationship of factors determining the
development of aircraft engine service life
p0133 A76-20139
Teflon-fabric bearings in the helicopter rotor
system
[ASHE PAPEB 75-DET-125] p013S &76-20747
The problems of estimating a fatigue service life
with a low probability of failure of airframes
p0161 A76-22441
Prediction of strength in gas turbine engines of
long service life state of art
p0313 A76-37201
Life cycle fuel consumption of commercial turbofan
engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-61*5] p0327 A76-38188
Apsicost - Model and method for turbine engine
design to life cycle cost
[AIAA PAPER 76-750] p0329 A76-38247
Joint AF/industry engine LCC methodology Life
Cycle Cost analysis
[AIAA PAPER 76-751] p0329 A76-38248
Engine life cycle cost
[AIAA PAPER 76-751] p0329 A76-38219
Mission effects on engine structural life in
current weapon systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-735] p0405 A76-K2430
Estimating life-cycle costs: A case study of the
A-7D
[AD-A011613] p0044 N76-11915
Endurance and failure characteristics of
main-shaft jet engine bearings at 3x10 to the
6th power DN
[NASA-TM-X-71877] p0184 N76-18U99
The design of aircraft brake systems, employing
cooling to increase brake life
[HASA-CB-134980] p0247 N76-22544
T-28 service life evaluation
[AD-A018907] p0276 N76-24227
The A-7 ALOFT cost model: A study of high
technology cost estimating
[AD-A021913] p01(29 N76-31081
SBB70COBTROL
An analytical study of a multicycle controllable
twist roto- of helicopters
p0059 A76-14585
SBBVOaBCHARISHS
Loaded hydraulic servo mechanism simulation study
[NAL-TR-421] p0182 N76-1B143
SEBVOSTABILIIT COSTBOL
D SEHVOCONTBOL
SFERICS
0 ATHOSPHEBICS
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGBAPBT
NT SCHLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY
SHAFTS (HACBINE ELEMENTS)
NT TDHBOSHAFTS
Generalized model of a rotor on flexible supports
p0129 N76-15459
SBALLOi SHELLS
Stability tests involving aircraft structural
components
p0449 i76-4548S
SHARKS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SBABBOB INFORMATION TBEOBI
n T»pnBM»TIOS TBEOPI
SHAPES
NT ELLIPTICITT
NT FLATNESS
RI LINE SHAPE
NT OGEE SHAPE
SBABP LEiDIBG EDGES
Subsonic loads on wings having sharp leading edges
and tips
p0208 A76-28606
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings with
sharp leading edges - A review
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Beak viscous interaction at a plate with broken
leading edge laminar gas flow in hypersonic
boundary layer
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Calculation of stalled flow about a slender delta
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Unsteady flow past wings having sharp-edge
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Shear flow aerodynamics - Lifting surface theory
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On the determination of the wall shear velocity
from measured velocity profiles of a turbulent
boundary layer of centrifugal impeller blades
p0165 A76-23002
The far field of high freguency convected
singularities in sheared flows, with an
application to jet-noise prediction
p0259 A76-32545
The blunt body problem in nonuniform flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 76-351] p0311 A76-37006
Radiation, refraction and scattering of acoustic
waves in a free shear flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-5411] p0321 A76-38063
Calculation of inviscid shear flow using a
relaxation method for the Euler eguations
p0020 N76-10037
SHEAB LAIEES
Stability of a pair of co-rotating vortices
p0049 A76-13643
A vortex model of cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-524] p0320 A76-38050
Noise measurements in a free-jet, flight
simulation facility - Shear layer refraction and
facility-to-flight corrections
[AIAA PAPEB 76-531] p0367 476-41387
Experiments on thin airfoils spanning a transonic
shear flow
p0212 r76-20073
SHEAR STRESS
NT TORSIONAL STBESS
Turbulent boundary-layer growth over a
longitudinally carved surface
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Stiffness and stress analysis of discretely
attached corrugated shear webs with
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of corrugated plates
[PB-248728/8] p0247 N76-22610
SBEABIRG STBESS
0 SHEAR STBESS
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SHELL STABILITY
Random vibrations of a cylindrical shell due to an
excitation with uniformly varying frequency
p0261 A76-32869
Buckling of shells; Meeting on Shell Buckling,
Braunschweig, west Germany, June 19, 20, 1975,
Lectures and Discussion Contributions
p0449 A76-45476
Stability tests involving aircraft structural
components
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Installation procedure of backup covers for the
AH-1 canopy removal system
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Ring shielding of high velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
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N a v y shipboard trials of helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft
p0061 A76-11599
A study of helicopter landing behavior on small
ships
p0062 A76-11612
Conception and flight mechanics of a
ship-supported unmanned rotor platform
p0275 N76-21213
SHOCK ABSOSBEES
Antivibration insolation in the aeronautics field
p0010 A76-10517
Problem of the landing of a flight vehicle with a
- controlled shock absorber
p0133 A76-19931
Landing of flight vehicle with controllable shock
absorption
p0303 A76-36556
Active shimmy control system
[AD-&022146] pOt27 N76-30225
Analysis of shock-absorbing concepts for
bird-proof windshields of advanced Air Force
vehicles
[AD-A023621] pO«70 N76-32112
SHOCK DIFFOSBBS
D DIFFOSEBS
D SHOCK R A V E ATTENUATION
SHOCK FROHTS
Nonlinear sonic boom analysis including the
asymmetric effects
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-587] p0325 A76-38095
Flows of a reacting mixture in Laval nozzles under
conditions of a quasi-frozen process
pO<Hl3 A76-15203
SHOCK HEATING
Interference heating due to shock wave impingement
on laminar and turbulent boundary layers
[ A I A A PAPER 76-355] p0311 A76-37007
SHOCK LAYERS
The effects of recessed lower surface shape on the
lift and drag of conical wings at high incidence
and high Hach number
p0068 A76-15626
A numerical method for calculating
three-dimensional flows past blunted bodies with
a separated shock wave
p0093 A76-16910
Flow regimes over delta wings at supersonic and
hypersonic speeds
p0170 A76-24090
Supersonic flow past a slender delta wing - An
experimental investigation covering the
incidence range from -5 to 50 deg
p0259 A76-32543
' Unsteady hypersonic flow over delta wings with
detached shock waves
p0263 A76-33719
Numerical calculation of the three-dimensional
hypersonic viscous shock layer on a sharp cone
at incidence
p0298 A76-35418
SHOCK RESISTANCE
NT IMPACT BESISTANCE
SHOCK IDBBS
NT SHOCK TDBNELS
Shock tunnel experiments on hypersonic source flow
past slender bodies
p0299 A76-35548
Use of shock tubes in high Beynolds number
' transonic testing
P0299 A76-35550
Some flow patterns observed in shock tubes and the
comparison with results by numerical simulation
p0300 A76-35551
Jet noise research by means of shock tubes
p0300 A76-35552
Feasibility study of inlet shock stability system
of TF-12
[NASA-CR-134591] p0135 N76-31195
SHOCK TUNNELS
The use of a Stalker-tube for studying the
high-enthalpy, non-equilibrium airflow over
delta wings
p0299 A76-35508
SHOCK RAVE ATTENUATION
Ergonomic analysis of maneuvers leading to
inaudibility of a shock wave
p0208 A76-285t4
SHOCK HATE CONTROL
The evaluation of an integral equation method for
two-dimensional shock-free flows
p0068 A76-15632
Results on the use of shock-free transonic
airfoils for transport aircraft
[DGLR-PAPEB-72-130] p0037 N76-11057
SHOCK BATE GENERATOBS
NT SHOCK TDBES
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
Production and inhibition of Hach stems
p0299 A76-35536
Mechanism of the Hach wave generation
[AIAA PAPEB 76-506] p0367 A76-41380
SHOCK RATE IHTEEACTIOM
Some factors affecting the flow unsteadiness in
supersonic intakes
p0006 A76-103UO
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
p0172 A76-251U1
Optimal supersonic wing profile of given thickening
p0202 A76-26338
Interaction between an external shock wave and a
blunted body in hypersonic flow
p0202 A76-26339
Flowfield in the plane of symmetry below a delta
wing
p0236 A76-31180
A nonasymptotic triple deck model for supersonic
boundary-layer interaction
p0297 A76-35329
Some flow patterns observed in shock tubes and the
comparison with results by numerical simulation
p0300 A76-35551
Systematic calculations of the flow past moving
cones on which a shock wave is incident
p0319 A76-37932
Gamma-effects on 2-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics specific heat ratio due to
shock induced separation
p0354 A76-38632
Engineering flowfields and heating rates for
highly swept wing leading edges
pOUOO A76-i»1770
Investigation of unsteady wave structure in
turbine nozzle blade cascades
pO«56 A76-46723
The design of transonic airfoils under
consideration of shock wave boundary layer
interaction
[ICAS PAPEB 76-1U] p0461 A76-47362
Viscous interactions with separation under
transonic flow conditions
p0156 N76-17055
Unsteady shock wave-boundary layer interaction on
profiles in transonic flow
p0156 N76-17056
Flowfield analysis for successive oblique shock
wave-turbulent boundary layer interactions
[NASA-CR-2656] p0196 N76-19381
The three shock confluence problem for the case of
normally impinging overexpanded jets
[BLH/7U02] p0242 B76-22170
SHOCK HATE PBOFILES
Some examples of unsteady transonic flows over
airfoils
pOOOS A76-10358
Wave structure of exhausts
p006» A76-14961
SHOCK RATE PBOPAGATION
Internal flow calculations for axisymmetric
supersonic inlets at angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 75-1211] p0003 A76-10262
On sonic boom propagation from aircraft at low
supersonic speeds
p0046 A76-12935
On the drag of bodies of revolution at transonic
speeds
p0096 A76-18011
Calculation of transonic flow with shock through a
blade cascade
p0170 A76-24055
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On the lotion of shock Haves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap
p020» A76-27830
Experiments of reflexions of plane shock waves at
cylindrical surfaces
p0299 476-35537
Some nev results concerning the diffraction of a
shock wave aroand a convex corner
p0299 A76-35538
Sonic boon propagation through nonuniform flow
fields
[AHA PAPER 76-586] p0325 A76-38091
On the notion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap three shock yave
propagation nodes
rHLR-HP-75028-0] p03t2 H76-27182
SHOCK HATES
NT BACH CODES
HI HOBBAL SHOCK HAVES
HI OBLIQOB SHOCK HAVES
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The flow over a 'high' aspect ratio gothic wing at
supersonic speeds
p0069 A76-15610
Theoretical gas dynanics /3rd revised and enlarged
edition/ Gernan book
pO<M2 A76-0379<1
The Legendre condition in option! problems of
' supersonic gasdynamics
p01U3 A76-45199
A comparison of a shock-capturing technigue with
experimental data for three-dinensional internal
flows
p0018 H76-10028
Internal and external axial corner flows
p0019 N76-10029
High Reynolds number tests of a C-111A aircraft
semispan model to investigate shock-induced
separation boundary layer separation
[NASA-CR-2604] p0039 H75-11078
Hing shielding of high velocity jet and
shock-associated noise with cold and hot flow jets
[NASA-TH-JC-73U.28] p0310 H76-27169
Computations with the Garabedian and Korn program
for twa-dimensional transonic flows with
embedded shocks
tNIR-TR-7U091-0] p03U1 H76-27179
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SHOBT HAUL ilRCSAFT
HI A-300 AIRCRAFT
SI EUROPEAN AIRBUS
NT BERCDEE AIRCRAFT
Hybrid upper surface blown flap propulsive-lift
concept for the Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1220] p0003 A76-10264
Review of NASA short-haul studies
p0009 A76-10393
Canadian experience with short haul air transport
p0009 A76-10394
Builders vie for short/medium market transport
aircraft design
p0015 A76-12160
Short-haul designs include trade-offs
p0016 A76-12161
The introduction of the short-haul aircraft VF»
611 into the market
[DGLR PAPEB 75-012] p0096 A76-18279
Short-range transports to save fuel
p0132 A76-19598
A review of the QCSEE program Quiet Clean
Short-haul Experinental Engine
p0116 A76-22326
Propulsion system of a quiet STOL aircraft
German book
p0163 A76-2268Q
Can R-H aircraft provide efficient commercial
transport
p0203 A76-27068
Noise level measurements on a quiet short haul
turboprop transport lie Rav i l l an f l nanh 7 STOT
propulsion
r s A E PAPER 760*55] p0255 A76-31955
n i n i m u m time flight profile optimization for
piston-engine-powered airplanes
[SAE P A P E R 760*74] p0256 A76-31967
The development testing of a short-haul
airframe/powerplant combination, the VF» 614/H1I5H
p0260 A76-32633
Vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
p0301 A76-36095
The characteristics of f l ight mechanics in' the'
case of the aircraft Tu-1341
p0307 A76-36877
The aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of an
over-the-wing target-type thrust reverser model
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-523] p0320 A76-38019
Investigation of upper-surface-blowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
engine simulators
[ A I A A PAPER 76-623] pO«03 A76-12108
Future of VTOL and other radical concepts
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Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.6. cm)
diameter fan, volume 1
[ NASA-CR-131819] p0028 N76-10129
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volume 2
[NASA-CB-131850] p0028 N76-10130
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques of a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volume 3
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A brief study of the effects of tnrbofan-engine
bypass ratio on short and long haul cruise
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7890] p0077 N76-12068
Fixed-range optimum trajectories for short-haul
aircraft
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An analysis of short haul airline operating costs
[NASA-CB-1 37763] p0107 N76-11I057
Studies in the demand for short haul air
transportation ,
[NASA-CB-13776U] pOIOS N76-11058
Thrust and wing loading requirements for short
haul aircraft constrained by engine noise and
field length , ,
 (
[NASA-TN-D-811U] p0111 N76-1Q113
Operational factors of air service to small
communities
[NASA-CH-137820] p021« N76-20101
Supply functions for short-haul air transportation
p0250 N76-23180
Aerodynamic performance of two variable-pitch fan
stages
[NASA-TH-I-73U16] p0332 N76-2615*
Study of short-haul aircraft operating economics.
Phase 2: An analysis of the impact of jet
modernization on local service airline operating
costs
[NASA-CR-137863] p0385 S76-29188
Effect of aircraft technology improvements on
intercity energy use
[NASA-CR-137940] p0429 N76-31090
Evaluation of low wing-loading fuel conservative,
short-haul transports
[NASA-CR-1450»1 ] pO«71 N76732182
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Military cargo aircraft of the AHST program ---
Advanced Hedinm STOL Transport
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Aeroacoustic research at the OT Space Institute,
Tullahoma, Tennessee on slot nozzles without and
with shrouds
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Short-haul designs include trade-offs
p0016 A76-12161
TC-15 - A STOL performer for the 'eighties
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Augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft update
and powered-lift vehicle certification standards
p0071 A76-15977
The Dash 7 at the airport
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A pilot's view of the YC-m airplane
p0099 A76-18658
Propulsion system of a quiet STOL aircraft
German book
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Geometry effects on STOL engine-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5:1 slot nozzles
p0172 A76-25113
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Noise level measurements on a quiet short haul
turboprop transport de Havilland Dash 7 STOL
propulsion
[SAE PAPER 760155] p0255 476-31955
flodel matching method for flight control and
stimulation for longitudinal control and
stability augmentation systems
p0259 A76-32396
Status of the Air Cushion Landing System flight
test program
p0268 A76-34238
Construction and verification of a nodel of
passenger response to STOL aircraft
characteristics
[SAE PAPER 760525] p0305 A76-36599
Passenger acceptance of STOL - The Airtransit vie*
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Status review - YC-15 advanced medium STOL prototype
C S A E PAPER 7605UO] p0306 A76-36608
Study of an aircraft decoupled longitudinal
control system for approach and landing
p0311 A76-36925
DTK noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[ A I A A PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-380U8
Aeroacoustics: STOL noise; Airframe and airfoil
noise Book
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Optimal control of a low wing-loading STOL aircraft
[ A I A A 76-19511] p0370 A76-11165
A case study evaluation of peripheral metropolitan
STOL-VTOL development
p0112 A76-"H1099
Prediction of longitudinal aerodynaaic
characteristics of STOL configurations with
externally blown high lift devices
[ A I A A PAPER 76-931] p01U7 A76-15110
Tornado - An advanced STOL fighter-bomber design
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Resume of steep gradient research at RAE Bedford
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The Canadian STOL demonstration - The data
collection, the findings and their applications
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Flight testing of the Tornado - The current
situation /August 1976/
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Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmented jet f lap STOL research aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62191] p0021 N76-10093
Design studies of transonic and STOL airfoils with
active diffusion control
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Short field aircraft history of technology
development
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Opwash angles near engine inlets of an externally
blown f lap STOL transport
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The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride guality
p0075 N76-12038
Geomatry effects on STOL engine-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5.1 slot nozzles
[NASA-TM-X-71820] p0077 N76-12063
Computed lateral rate and acceleration power
spectral response of conventional and STOL
airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
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STOL aircraft transient ground effects. Part 1:
Fundamenta l analytical study
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STOL aircraft transient ground effects. Part 2:
Experimental techniques feasibility study
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Autopilot logic for the flare maneuver of STOL
aircraft
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Identification of min imum acceptable
characteristics for manual STOL flight path
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characteristics and generic model
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A STOL airworthiness investigation using
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Low speed wind tunnel investigation of a
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Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered,
externally blown flap STOL transport model with
two engine simulator sizes
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The effects of stability augmentation on the gnst
response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach
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Incidence angle bounds for lip flow separation of
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Optimality study of a gust alleviation system for
light wing-loading STOL aircraft
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Optimum design considerations of a gust alleviator
for aircraft for aircraft stability of short
takeoff aircraft during atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-8152] p0183 B76-18K17
A simulator evaluation of tentative STOL
airworthiness criteria. Volume 1: Simulation
results and analysis
[NASA-TH-X-73093] p0192 H76-19129
A simulator evaluation of tentative STOL
airworthiness criteria. Volume 2: Background
information
[HASA-TH-I-7309U] p0192 H76-19130
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial
tilt-rotor transports. Volume 1: STOL
substantiating data
[HASA-CH-137765] p0193 H76-19115
Three component measurements on a light STOL
aircraft with chordwise blowing
[DLH-FB-75-7M] p0215 H76-20127
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial tilt
rotor transports. Volume 3: STOL design summary
[HiSA-CR-2690] p02»3 H76-22175
Airworthiness and safety regulations for civil and
military aircraft in particular for VST01 and
STOL aircraft
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Optimised engines for QSTOL applications
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Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmentor-wing STOL research aircraft
p0292 H76-25292
Ground simulation and tunnel blockage for a
jet-flapped, basic STOL model tested to very
high lift coefficients
[HASA-CH-137857] p0379 1176-28227
Mixing duct pressure distributions and exhaust
flow characteristics of a high temperature and
pressure cylindrical ejector
[AD-A021626] p038ll B76-29182
Hamilton Standard Q-fan demonstrator dynamic pitch
change test program, volume 1
[HASA-CR-134861 ] p0387 H76-29231
Bamilton Standard Q-fan demonstrator dynamic pitch
change test program, volume 2
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Investigation of the landing approaches for a STOL
aircraft using a flight simulator
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Progress toward development of civil airworthiness
criteria for powered-lift aircraft
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Investigation of a double slotted rudder for
application on advanced tactical transport
aircraft
[AD-A022481] pO«21 H76-3020U
Decoupling control technology for medium STOL
transports
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Hoise and static performance characteristics of a
STOL aircraft jet flap
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Aeroacoustic research at the UT Space Institute,
Tullahoma, Tennessee on slot nozzles without and
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A ducted propulsor demonstrator
[SAE PAPER 760470] p0256 A76-31965
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Propeller-dact interaction due to loading and
thickness effects
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Fan-in-fin failare rate and scrap analysis
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On- predicting the natural frequencies of shrouded
bladed disks
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SB BO OPS
Tvo dimensional Hedge/translating shroud nozzle
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SHUTTLE OBBITERS
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SIDESLIP
Designing to survive tail rotor loss
p0060 A76-11591
Effect of combined roll rate and sideslip angle on
aircraft flight stability
pOOSa A76-1H958
Effects of Hach number and afterbody length on
aerodynanic side forces at zero sideslip on
symmetric bodies at high angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPER 76-66] p0138 A76-20928
Side-slipping airfoils in transonic f low vake
vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings at
transonic speeds
[DGLH-PAPEB-72-127] p0037 N76-11054
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Crosstalk analysis and design rules for Hiring
installation in the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft
p0365 A76-«07t2
SIGBAt DETECTION
Acoustic emission for in-flight monitoring on
aircraft structures
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SIGNAt DISTOBTIOB
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
Helicopter antennas. Part 3: Measurements of
the amplitude and phase distortions of CD signals
(signal distortion during radio reception)
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Digital signal processing in a helicopter
flight-control system
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Analysis and correction of ground reflection
effects in measured narrowband sound spectra
using cepstral techniques aircraft noise
analysis
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Multiplicative signal processing for sound source
location on jet engines
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A unified signal processor for TACAN navigation sets
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Botor blade effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas mounted above the rotor
Dlade ( C H ) experiments
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Analysis and correction of ground reflection
Affects in measured narrowband sound spectra
using cepstral techniques aircraft noise
analysis
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U S-67 HELICOPTEB
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R S R A sixth scale wind tunnel test of scale
model of Sikorsky Whirlwind Helicopter
[NASA-CB-1t«96<l ] p0215 B76-20126
SILEBCEBS
Bun up silencer for F-tEJ phantom aircraft
noise reduction
p0117 A76-»<tS86
Low noise level nozzles and exhaust silencers for
quieting air discharge
pOQ18 A76-UU593
Design optimization of gas turbine silencers
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SILICON DIOXIDE
Rain erosion - A serious problem for slip-cast
fused silica radomes
[ O N E R A , TP BO. 1976-98] p0155 A76-U6367
SILICON HITBIDES
The performance of a high-speed ball thrust
bearing using silicon nitride balls
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Ceramic airframe bearings friction and wear
tests
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SILICON OXIDES
NT SILICON DIOXIDE
SIMILARITIES
0 ANALOGIES
SIMILITUDE LAW
Generalized similarity laws for flows past
three-dimensional bodies
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Generalized similarity laws in flows past solid
bodies
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Dse of generalized similarity laws in computing
the aerodynamic characteristics of
three-dimensional bodies
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Natural lightning parameters and their simulation
in laboratory tests
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Simulation of lightning currents in relation to
measured parameters of natural lightning
aircraft hazard studies
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Effect of simulated jet engines on the vortex flow
field
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Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
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SPEED COSTBOL
A r m y preliminary evaluation of the HLH ATC
demonstrator fly-by-wire flight control system
Heavy Lift Helicopter Advanced Technology
Component
p0061 A76-1U601
Hechanical and electrical signals assure failsafe
operation of aircraft speed brakes
p0315 A76-37775
Optimization of governor design in helicopter
propulsion systems with zero torsional stiffness
couplings
[AD-A020195] p0345 N76-272U1
Pneunomechanical critical speed control for gas
turbine engine shafts
[AD-A021127] p0396 B76-29615
SPEED REGULATION
D SPEED CONTBOL
SPHERICAL SAVES
Production and inhibition of Hach stems
p0299 A76-35536
SPIKE ANTEHN1S
D HOHOPOLE ANTENNAS
SPIB
NT HETAL SPINNING
Exploratory study of aerodynamic loads on a
fighter-bomber at spin entry
[AD-A013216] p0082 B76-13035
Application of the measurements of static and
dynamic aerodynamic coefficients for the
calculated prediction of spin observed in wind
tunnels
[HASA-TT-F-17122] p0376 B76-28193
SPIN DTHAHICS
The dynamics of aircraft spin Bussian book
p0261 A76-33022
Becent research related to prediction of
stall/spin characteristics of fighter aircraft
p0309 A76-36910
Rind-tunnel testing with a rotary-balance
apparatus to simulate aircraft spin motions
p0354 A76-38612
Effects of airframe design on spin characteristics
p0390 B76-29255
Effects of static moments from rockets or
asymmetric loads on aircraft spins
p0390 B76-29259
Flight test methods for the study of spins
p0391 B76-29262
Spin flight test of the Jaguar, Sxrage F1 and
Alpha-jet aircraft
p0391 B76-29261
AGARD highlights, September, 1976
[iGABD-HIGBLIGHTS-76/2] p0131 N76-31179
SPIB FORGING
D HETAL SPINNING
SPIB REDUCTION
F-11A stall spin prevention system flight test
p0391 N76-29263
SPIB STABILIZATION
A new analysis of spin based on French experience
with combat aircraft
[OSEHA, TP NO. 1975-113] p01U2 A76-21993
Recovery techniques for aircraft in spinning flight
control surface deflections
[AD-A019323] p0280 N76-21278
The effect of rockets and dissymmetric loads on
the spin, by static moments
[HASA-TT-F-17125] p0380 N76-28229
Evolution of spin characteristics with aircraft
structure
[BASA-TT-F-17123] p0388 N76-29210
Stall/spin problems of military aircraft
[AGABD-CP-199] p0389 N76-29215
The stall/spin problem
p0389 N76-29216
The stall/spin problem - American industry's
approach
p0389 N76-29217
A comparison of model and full scale spinning
characteristics on the lightning
p0389 H76-29219
Results of recent NASA studies on spin resistance
p0389 N76-29251
Stall behavior and spin estimation method by use
of rotating balance measurements
p0390 N76-29253
Stability of helicoidal motions at high incidences
p0390 N76-29251
Limiting flight control systems
p0390 N76-29256
Stall/spin test techniques used by NASA
p0390 N76-29258
A new analysis of spin, based on French experience
on combat aircraft
p0390 N76-29260
Spin investigation of the Hansa Jet
p0391 N76-29261
TF-16 high angle of attack test experience
p0391 B76-29265
A-250
SUBJECT IHDBI STABILITY TESTS
SPZB TESTS
F-15A spin tests
p0099 176-18652
T34C turboprop trainer spin development program
p0099 A76-18654
Bigh angle of attack flight tests of the F-15
p0268 A76-34245
Stall/post-stall/spin avoidance tests of the YA-10
aircraft
p0269 A76-34247
Remotely piloted research vehicle evaluation of
advanced control system effects on spins
p0308 476-36907
Correlation study of theoretical and experimental
results for spin tests of a 1/10 scale radio
control model
[NASA-CR-144995] p03»3 N76-27214
The effect of rockets and dissymnetnc loads on
the spin, by static moments
[NASA-TT-F-17125] p0380 B76-28229
Comparison of the spin and lov incidence
autorotation of the Jaguar strike aircraft
p0389 H76-29248
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
vind tunnel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 N76-29252
Spin investigation of the Hansa Jet
p0391 N76-29261
SPIHHIHG (HETALLDBGT)
0 METAL SPINNING
SPLINE FUHCTIOHS
Terrain following control based on an optimized
spline model of aircraft motion
[AD-A021328] p0388 N76-29242
SPLISES
Development and flight tests of vortex-attenuating
splines
[BASA-TN-D-80833 pOOSI N76-13014
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of span load
alteration, forward-located spoilers, and
splines as trailing-vortex-hazard alleviation
devices on a transport aircraft model
[NiSA-TN-D-8133] p0121 N76-15087
SPLIT FLAPS
Parametric studies of a triple-slotted flap
influence on wing aerodynamic characteristics
p0227 A76-29699
Evaluation of the generalized geometrical
parameter of a triple-slotted wing flap
p0228 A76-29710
*' Paraoetric study of three-element aft flap
wing aerodynamic characteristics influence
p0115 A76-44310
SPLITTING
An analytic and experimental study of the effects
of splitter plate position on the trailing edge
modifications of a cambered circulation
controlled elliptical airfoil
[AD-A023354] p0176 N76-33163
SPOILEBS
Experimental results for an airfoil with
oscillating spoiler and flap
pOOOS A76-10329
An in-flight simulation of lateral control
nonlinearities for general aviation aircraft
[ N A S A - C R - 2 6 2 5 ] p0078 N76-12077
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of span load
alteration, forward-located spoilers, and
splines as trailing-vortex-hazard alleviation
devices on a transport aircraft model
[NASA-TN-D-8133] p0121 H76-15087
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of various
segments of flight spoilers as
trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a
transport aircraft model
tNASA-TN-D-8162] p0175 H76-180K1
Wind- tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
[NASA-TM-I-73091] p0185 N76-19054
Peflection-plasc tests of spoilers on an ad-aiccd
technology wing with a large Fowler f lap
[NASA-CE-2696] p0383 N76-29157
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
[NASA-CF-132663] p0471 B76-32181
SPBAIED PROTECTIVE COATIBGS
0 PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SPRAII8G
Aircraft use in agriculture and forestry
spraying with helicopters and light aircraft in
the D.S.S.R.
[ NASA-TT-F-16846] p0212 N76-20078
STABILITY
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
ST AIRCRAFT STABILITY
HI BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
HI COHBOSTIOH STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
HI DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLABE STABILITY
NT FLOH STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT L0» SPEED STABILITY
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT ROTARY STABILITY
ST SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
Unsteady aerodynamic flow field analysis of the
space shuttle configuration. Part 4:
747/orbiter aeroelastic stability
[ NASA-CR-144335] p0294 N76-25331
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT YAWING BOBENTS
On aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary biplane
wing sections
p0011 A76-10713
Aerodynamic derivatives of the longitudinal motion
of the whole aircraft
p0207 A76-282S6
Stability derivatives for bodies of revolution at
subsonic speeds
p0236 A76 -M187
Flight test design for efficient extract' of
aircraft parameters
p0309 A76-36
Aerodynamic parameter identification for the A-7
airplane at high angles of attack
p0309 A76-36913
Botion analysis procedure for asymmetric vehicles
p0309 A76-36914
Determination of tail-off aircraft parameters
using systems identification
p0310 A76-36915
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
p0314 A76~37268
Effect of aerodynamic cross linkit ' on the free
longitudinal-lateral motion of a flight vehicle
p0318 A76-37930
Determination of the moments of aerodynamic forces
acting on three-dimensional bodies that move
under the 'law of locality1
p0441 A76-44906
Computer methods in aircraft design at the Air
Force Academy
[AIAA PAPER 76-901] p0445 A76-45388
Stability and control derivatives of the T-37B
airplane
[NASA-TB-X-56036] p0112 N76-14137
Subsonic stability and control derivatives for an
unpowered, remotely piloted 3/8-scale F-15
airplane model obtained from flight test
[NASA-TH-D-8136] p0129 N76-15176
Practical aspects of a maximum likelihood
estimation method to extract stability and
control derivatives from flight data
[NASA-TH-D-8209] p0252 N76-23272
A technique using a nonlinear helicopter model for
determining trims and derivatives
[SiSi-TH-D-9159] p02SO N7S-21265
flaximum likelihood identification using Kalman
filtering. Least squares estimation. A
comparison for the estimation of stability
derivatives considering gust disturbances
[ESA-TT-258] p0427 B76-30227
STABILITY TESTS
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
NT BIND TOSNEL STABILITY TESTS
1-251
STABILIZATIOH SUBJECT IHDEI
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at HAE
pOOOS A76-10330
STABILIZATION
NT SPIN STABILIZATION
Investigations related to the use of atmospheric
electric fields for aircraft and RPV stabilization
[AD-A022051] p0388 N76-29243
STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNABICS)
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Manufacturing view of primary composite structure
for B-1 aircraft
[SHE PAPER EH76-417] p0301 A76-35972
B-1 composite horizontal stabilizer developnent
p0399 A76-111522
STA6GBBING
Unsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating,
staggered cascade. Part 1: Incompressible flow
[DLR-FB-75-57-PT-1] p012<4 S76-15110
Dnsteady pressures on a harmonically oscillating,
staggered cascade. Part 2: Compressible flow
[DLR-FB-75-58-PT-2] p012<t H76-15111
STAGNATION FLOI
Stagnation region gas film cooling for turbine
blade leading edge applications
[AIAA PAPER 76-728] p0328 A76-38233
STAGNATION PRESSURE
Compatibility analysis of turbojet engine and
engine intake
p0015 A76-11894
STAINLESS STEELS
Exploration of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.063-inch mill-annealed
Ti-6Al-«V sheet and 0.050-inch heat-treated
17-7PH steel sheet under simulated
flight-by-flight loading
[AD-A011717] p0079 N76-12170
STAlLIBS
Theory on the interaction of a hypersonic flow
with a boundary layer for two- and
three-dimensional stalled flows. I -
Three-dimensional flows
p0318 A76-37905
STANDARD ATBOSPHEBES
U REFERENCE ATHOSPHEHES
STANDABDIZflTIOn
Quality assurance by standardization for
aircraft maintenance and spare parts manufacturing
p020H A76-27362
Current standards of fatigue test on strike aircraft
[AGARD-AB-92] p0178 N76-18108
STANDARDS
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
Canadian Air Cushion Vehicle legislation and
regulation
p0237 A76-31125
Modern methods of evaluating the properties of jet
fuels
p0306 A76-36669
Evaluation of proposed standards for aircraft
flyover noise analysis systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-589] p0369 A76-I41398
Introduction to a Fighter Aircraft Loading
Standard for Fatigue evaluation (Falstaff)
[NLR-BP-75017-U] p02U7 N76-22598
STANDS
0 SUPPORTS
ST4BFIGHTER AIRCRAFT
a F-104 AIRCRAFT
STARLIFTER AIRCRAFT
0 C-111 AIRCRAFT
STARTERS
NT ENGINE STARTERS
ST&TE ESTIMATION
'J OHBITSL POSITION ESTIHATIOS
STATE VECTORS
An analytical method for ride guality of flexible
airplanes
p0311 A76-36926
STATIC AERODYHABIC CHAHACTBRISTICS
Static stability and aperiodic divergence in
subsonic and supersonic flight
p0019 A76-13317
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 degree
swept double delta wing at Hach numbers from
1.50 to 2.86
[NASA-TN-D-8065] p0078 N76-12079
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tunnel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 N76-29252
STATIC ELECTRICITY
Conference on Lightning and static Electricity,
Abingdon, Oxon, England, April 14-17, 1975,
Proceedings
p0052 A76-14402
Static electrification with liquid aviation fuels
- Its occurrence and suppression
p0053 A76-W1*
Variables which influence spark production due to
static electricity in tank truck loading
p0053 A76-14116
Passive potential equalization between the cargo
handler and a hovering helicopter
p005« A76-11127
Static electrification of windscreens and canopies
aircraft flight during icing
p0055 A76-11432
Atmospheric electricity Russian book
pO»58 A76-47001
static electrification of aircraft and trial
bodies under various aeteorological conditions
pOU58 A76-U7011
STATIC LOADS
Static load tests on an LFD 205 wing of spanwise
tubular construction glass fiber structure
[ESA-TT-162] p0026 H76-10117
Effects of static moments from rockets or
asymmetric loads on aircraft spins
p0390 H76-29259
STATIC PRESSURE
Effect of geometry modifications on effectiveness
of slot injection in hypersonic flow
p0297 A76-3533t
The effects of geometric parameters on static
pressure measurements in a rarefied hypersonic
flow
[ESA-TT-266] p02«2 H76-22173
STATIC STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
HI STRUCTURAL STABILITY
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal-tail loads, of a
control-configured vehicle with relaxed static
stability
[NASA-TN-D-81t2] p0183 N76-181U5
Lateral ride quality of the B-1 aircraft subjected
to a reduction of lateral static stability
[NASA-CH-148206] p0333 N76-26188
The effect of Kinglets on the static aerodynamic
stability characteristics of a representative
second generation jet transport model
[NASA-TN-D-8267] p0383 N76-29167
Hind tunnel test of a twin-engined canard
configurated mini-remotely piloted vehicle
[AD-A023359] pOU78 H76-33192
STATIC TESTS
A multi-variable control for a turbofan engine
operating at sea level static
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-71] p0200 A76-2581*
A new facility for mass flow calibration and
static inlet testing
p035« A76-38650
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings and tail at
angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[NASA-TH-I-3310] p0212 H76-20079
Static vibration tests for resolving aeroelastic
problems of V/STOL rotary wing aircraft
p027« N76-21212
Static force tests of a sharp leading edge
delta-wing model at ambient and cryogenic
temperatures with a description of the apparatus
employed
[NASA-TB-X-73901] p0373 N76-28159
Noise and static performance characteristics of a
STOL aircraft jet flap
[NASA-CR-137581] p0139 N76-31978
STATIC THBUST
Entrainment method for V/STOL ejector analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 76-119] p0361 A76-39871
The accuracy of thrust in flight derived from
engine calibrations in an altitude test facility
[ICAS PAPER 76-30] pOM62 A76-17375
A-252
SUBJECT IBDBI STEEPEST DESCEHT BETBOD
ST&TIOBS
BT GROBBD STATIOBS
STATISTICAL ARALYSIS
Hf COBBELATIOB COEFFICIENTS
8T BOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL AB1LTSIS
RT REGRESSION ABALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL COHHELATIOB
HT STATISTICAL TESTS
Lightning phenomena in the aerospace environment.
II - Lightning strikes to aircraft
p0052 176-11101
An analysis of lightning strikes in airline
operation in the OSA and Europe
p0055 A76-11135
Crashworthiness observations in general aviation
accident investigations - A statistical overview
p0265 476-31135
On the conception and measurement of trade-off in
engineering systems - A case study of the
aircraft design process
p0269 176-31313
On the conception and measurement of technology -
A case study of the aircraft design process
p0269 176-31311
Dynanic technical tools - Or Dead sea scrolls
cost effectiveness of statistical reporting in
aircraft aaintenance
[SAE PAPEE 760511] p0301 176-36589
An approach to the prediction of airplane interior
noise
[AIAl PAPER 76-518] p0322 176-38067
Determination of naximnn expected instantaneous
distortion patterns from statistical properties
of inlet pressure data
tAIAA PAPER 76-705] p0328 A76-38219
Statistical calculation and analysis for the
logistics of engine removal (SCALER) methodology
aircraft maintenance
[AD-A010821] p0028 876-10137
Botor burst protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in Os commercial aviation daring 1973
[HASA-CB-131851] p0012 K76-11099
Exploration of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.063-inch mill-annealed
T1-6A1-1V sheet and 0.050-inch heat-treated
17-7PH steel sheet under simulated
flight-by-flight loading
[1D-A011717] p0079 H76-12170
An outlook for cargo aircraft of the future
assessment of the future of air cargo by
analyzing statistics and trends
[SASA-TB-X-72796] p0082 R7B-13038
An experimental study about the effect of
thresholds on c. G. acceleration countings
obtained from a military airplane
[TB-123(1975)] p0178 876-18101
Briefs of accidents involving corporate/executive
aircraft, O.S. general aviation 1971
[PB-219981/6] p0313 H76-27203
STATISTICAL COBBELATIOB
Predicting propulsion related drag of jet aftbodies
[SAE PAPER 751088] p0111 A76-22307
STATISTICAL DISTBIBOTIOBS
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of time to service crack initiation
p0262 A76-33117
Development of flight-by-flight fatigue test data
from statistical distributions of aircraft
stress data. Volume 2: Documentation of the
6-58 and F-106 fatigue spectra simulation program
[AD-A016107] p0275 876-21219
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
0 PROBABILITY THEORY
STATISTICAL TESTS
Experiments »ith the statistical testing of the
fatigue life of model specimens
[AD-A020318] p0397 B76-2962C
STATISTICS
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, O.S.
general aviation, 1974
[PB-250038/7] p0313 876-27201
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make
and model, O.S. civil aviation, 1971
tPB-250039/5] p0313 B76-27202
STATOR BLADES
Effect of loading and rotor wake characteristics
on the acoustic field of stator blades
[AIAA PAPEB 76-566] p0321 A76-38082
Influence of blade characteristics on axial flow
compressor noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-570] p0321 A76-38081
Reduction of noise from a fan stage for a tnrbofan
engine by use of long-chord acoustically-treated
stator vanes airfoil profiles
[SASA-TS-X-71811] p0077 876-12065
Boise reduction fron the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[BASl-TB-x-71896] p0223 B76-21206
Effects of long-chord acoustically treated stator
vanes on fan noise. 2: Effect of acoustical
treatment
[BAS1-TB-D-8250] p0179 876-33206
SIAIOBS
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
during transient modes of operation. I for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
Boise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[1I1A PAPER 76-576] p0325 A76-38088
Data analysis and noise prediction for the QF-1B
experimental fan stage
[BASA-CR-135066] p0171 876-32971
STEADY FLOS
Separation and reattachment of the boundary layer
on a symmetrical aerofoil oscillating at fixed
incidence in a steady flow
p0006 A76-10328
A nonlinear finite-element analysis of wings in
steady incompressible flows with wake roll-up
[AIAA PAPER 76-61] p0102 A76-18771
On the computation of two- and three-dimensional
steady transonic flows by relaxation methods
p016« 176-22952
Research in the OK on finite difference methods
for computing steady transonic flows
p0206 A76-278711
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings with
sharp leading edges - A review
p0231 176-30857
Eigenvalue problems in the calculation of conical
paravings in steady supersonic flow
p0237 176-31595
Use of shock tubes in high Reynolds number
transonic testing
p0299 A76-3555Q
Some flow patterns observed in shock tubes and the
comparison with results by numerical simulation
p0300 A76-35551
Three-dimensional steady gas flows with straight
isohypse lines in the presence of the Bernoulli
integral
p0300 176-35703
A technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics—
p0352 A76-38193
Direct method for calculating sonic flow past a
given wing profile - Ronsymmetric flow
p0108 A76-12910
Developments in transonic steady and unsteady flow
theory
[ICAS PAPER 76-06] p0160 A76-17355
Some applications of the guasi vortex-lattice
method in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
p0376 B76-28181
Representation and calculation of flow past wings
in steady supersonic flight, based on
lift-npwash relations
[DLR-FB-75-61] p0135 B76-31201
STEADY STATS FLOH
0 EQOILIBRIOB FLOS
STBAB TORBIBES
Study of startup regimes of the GT-35 gas turbine
installation turbocompressor tests
p0159 176-17280
STEELS
BT CBBOHIOH STEELS
BT 3135 3TKEBGTH STEELS
BT STAIBLESS STEELS
STEEP GBADIBBT AIRCRAFT
0 7/STOL AIRCRAFT
STEEPEST ASCEBT HETBOD
0 STEEPEST DESCEBT HETHOD
STEEPEST DBSCEBT HETBOD
Ose of steepest descent and various approximations
for efficient computation of minimum noise
A-253
STEEBIHG SUBJECT IgDEX
aircraft landing tra3ectones
(NASA-CR-1U8718] p0129 N76-30919
SIEEEIHG
Problems and methods in evaluating force steering
and other flight control modes: & study and an
experimental design pilot active control
during automatic landing
[FB-20] pO«38 H76-31233
STERILIZATIOH EFFECTS
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION
STERNS
D AFTERBODIES
STIFF STHDCTOBBS
0 RIGID STROCTURES
SUFFERING
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet
structures
r NLR-MP-7<t017-U] p0153 N76-16500
STIFFNESS
Stiffness and stress analysis of discretely
attached corrugated shear webs with
guasi-sinusoidal corrugations shear stress
of corrugated plates
[PB-2H8728/8] p02U7 N76-22610
STIHDLATED EBISSIOH DEVICES
81 GASDYNAMIC LASERS
SIOCH1STIC PfiOCESSES
NT RANDOM PROCESSES
Some optimization problems in identifying
stochastic dynamic systems applied to
aircraft structural testing
p0069 176-15699
Optimal regulation of stochastic linear systems
with adjustable parameter
p0166 A76-23289
Estimation of characteristics and stochastic
control of an aircraft flying in atmospheric
turbulence
p0308 A76-36905
Dse of the HAP stochastical method for identifying
aviation turbine engines extended Ralman
filter applications
pO«06 A76-U2590
'The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using
the Multiple Bodel Adaptive Control (HHAC) method
[NASA-CR-m8100] pb287 N76-25211
STOL AIRCRAFT
0 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
SIOBABLE PBOPELLANTS
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
STORMS
NT HURRICANES
NT THUNDERSTORMS
STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
ST HURRICANES
NT THUNDERSTORMS
STRAIGHT WIBGS
U RECTANGULAR HINGS
STRAIN AGING
U PRECIPITATION HARDENING
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
U STRESS CONCENTRATION
STRAIN FATIGUE
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRATEGY
First write your scenario, then choose your actors
military aviation
p0051 A76-1H172
STBATOFOBTBESS AIBCBAFT
U B-52 AIRCRAFT
STRATOSPHERE
A closed form variational solution of
stratospheric cruise flights with minimum direct
operating costs
pOOU9 H76-13318
Zoom-climb altitude maximization of the F-1C and
F-15 aircraft for stratospheric sampling missions
p0308 A76-36906
Climatic impact assessment program - Conclusions
and recommendations aircraft operation in
stratosphere
[ ICAS P A P E R 76-59] p0165 A76-H7«03
STR&TOTANKER AIRCRAFT
U C-135 AIRCRAFT
STRATUS CLOUDS
Static electrification of aircraft and trial
bodies under various meteorological conditions
pOU58 A76-I47011
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)
A numerical study of viscous flow around an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 76-337] p0311 A76-3699U
STREAMLINE FLOI
0 LAMINAR FLOW
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STRESS ANALYSIS
On the modification of subsystems in structural
dynamics
p009U A76-17219
Inertia loading in finite element analysis of
structures subject to compound motion for
application to gas turbine aero-engines
p009« A76-17337
The crack containment capability of stiffened
bonded panels aircraft fuselage stress
analysis
"p0225 A76-29195
The influence of the type of fitting on the stress
state and weight of a wing
p0228 A76-29712
Fatigue analysis of mechanically fastened 3oints
utilizing PSD loads Power Spectral Density
p0230 A76-30020
Advanced fighter program stress shifts
McDonnell Douglas Vector Lift Fighter design
p023H A76-3070U
Influence of attachment nature on wing stress
state and weight
pO<!15 A76-Ut323
Airship stresses due to vertical velocity
gradients and atmospheric turbulence
p0115 (176-15029
Evolution of the role played by the stress
analysis office in the design of a prototype
p0158 N76-1709I4
Responses of small rigid aircraft to discrete and
continuous gust analysis, phase 1
[AD-A020103/8] p0222 N76-21191
Stiffness and stress analysis of discretely
attached corrugated shear webs with
guasi-sinusoidal corrugations shear stress
of corrugated plates
[PB-248728/8] p02U7 N76-22610
Development of flight-by-flight fatigue test data
from statistical distributions of aircraft
stress data, volume 1
[AD-A016106] p0275 N76-21218
Development of flight-by-flight fatigue test data
from statistical distributions of aircraft
stress data. Volume 2: Documentation of the
B-58 and F-106 fatigue spectra simulation program
[AD-A016107] p0275 N76-21219
STBESS CALCULATIONS
U STRESS ANALYSIS
STBESS CONCENTRATION
A three-dimensional approach to the optimizatior
of a gas turbine disc and blade attachment
[AIA4 PAPER 75-1312] pOOOS A76-10287
Practical use of the 'equivalent* neasured stress
intensity factor to control fatigue crack
propagation rates in aircraft full-scale fatigue
tests - First assessment of the method in
testing of a pressurized aircraft fuselage
p0070 A76-15831
A new aodel of fatigue crack propagation using a
material flaw growth resistance parameter
p0232 A76-30055
Method for determining the parameters of a
uniform-strength, variable-thickness cantilever
plate under prescribed permissible stresses,
loads, and structural constraints
p0317 A76-37883
In-plane stresses in edge stiffened swept panels
p0399 A76-41695
Calculation of stresses in the blades of
radial-flow turbomachines
pOIUI A76-1U78U
A study of thermal fatigue acceleration in box
beams under mechanical and thermal stress
Concorde aircraft service life prediction
[ABC-CP-1312] pOU37 N76-31224
Stress intensity factors for cracks in stiffened
sheets
CBAE-TB-75072] pO«39 N76-31586
STRESS COBBOSION
NT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
A-25U
SUBJECT IBDBI STBDCTOBAL DESIGN
Aerospace Eesearch. Bi-aonthly Bulletin Bo. 197H-4
tnrbomachine blade profiles, jet rilling in
combustor, gasdynamic lasers, stress corrosion
resistance of Al alloy AD4SG, jet engine
unsteady flow, crack propagation, sapersonic
blade cascades, photographic plate analysis
[ESi-TT-190] p0079 H76-12981
STBBS5 COBBOSIOB CBACKIBG
grought aluminium alloys as materials for
structural components subject to dynamic stresses
p0356 A76-39092
Beasurements of stress corrosion cracks in
aluminum alloy DCS specimens using an ultrasonic
pulse-echo technique
[AD-A023185] pOUSO 1176-33328
STRESS CYCLES
A nev model of fatigue crack propagation using a
material flaw growth resistance parameter
p0232 A76-30055
Converting fatigue loading spectra for
flight-by-flight testing of aircraft and
helicopter components
p0351 A76-38»«5
STBESS DISTRIBUTION
0 STRESS COBCENTRATIOH
STRESS HEASUBEflBBT
Beasured response of a complex structure to
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
[AIAi PAPEB 76-83] p0102 A76-18780
STBESS TEHSOBS
Beasnrements of the Reynolds stress tensor in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer under
infinite swept wing conditions
[BLR-TR-74095-0] p02«1 H76-22167
STBBSS-STBAIH DISTRIBUTION
B STRESS COBCEHTRATIOS
SIBESS-STBAIH-TIBB EELATIOIS
Nonlinear finite element techniques for aircraft
crash analysis
p0266 A76-34159
STRESSES
BT COMBINED STRESS
NT RESIDOA1 STBESS
BT REYNOLDS STRESS
NT SHEAR STRESS
NT T H E R H A L STRESSES
NT TORSIONAL STRESS
NT V I B R A T I O N A l STRESS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT DTNAHIC STROCTDRAL AHALTSIS
BT FLUTTER ANALYSIS
BT HATRIX BETHODS
Finite elenents for the analysis of anisotropic
plates in the presence of geoaetrical
nonlinearities
pOOU7 A76-13127
Low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis by the
discrete-continuous scheme - flatrix differential
equation of axial displacements
pOOSI A76-11331
Application of advanced composites in place of
conventional materials
p0066 476-15186
Integrated design and analysis of aerospace
structures; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
fleeting, Houston, Tex., Bovember 30-December 5,
1975
p0161 A76-22468
Association Technique Bantime et Aeronantiqne,
Session, 75th, Ecole Nationale Superieure de
Techniques Avancees, Paris, France, Bay 12-16,
1975, Proceedings
p0169 A76-20051
Structural analysis of a cooled, directionally
solidified turbine blade
p0230 A76-30036
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 A76-30050
Buckling of shells: Beeting on Shell Buckling.
Braunschweig, Rest Germany, June 19, 20, 1975,
Lectures and Discussion Contributions
pOU«9 A76-45176
Long fluid filled bags suspended by line forces
pQ115 B76-15033
Lighter than air: A look at the past, a look at
the possibilities
p0116 N76-150K1
The Slate all metal airship
p0116 B76-150UH
Approximation concepts for efficient structural
synthesis
[BASA-CR-2552] p0185 H76-18537
Structural integrity requirements for projectile
impact danage; an overview
p0197 N76-19072
Structural analysis of impact damage on wings
p0197 B76-19S73
Structural effects of engine burst non containment
p0198 N76-19M80
Calculation of the reinforced thin-walled
structures by the method of finite elements
for reinforced shells such as fuselages
[AD-A016387] p0218 N76-20515
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue
in the Federal Republic of Germany, July 1973 -
April 1975
[LBF-S-119] p0224 B76-21601
Detailed requirements document for the integrated
structural analysis system, phase B
[NASA-CB-1U7550] p02»7 B76-2258U
STRUCTURAL BEABS
0 BEABS (SUPPORTS)
STBDCTOBAL DESIGB
Composite jet engine frame fabrication
technology utilizing epoxy/graphite composite
p0066 A76-1515U
On the modification of subsystems in structural
dynamics
p009U A76-17219
Efficient optimal design of suspension systems for
rotating shafts
[ A S H E PAPER 75-DET-91] p0135 A76-20733
Data processing as an aid to every stage of
landing gear design
p0139 A76-21175
Integrated design and analysis of aerospace
structures; Proceedings of the Rinter Annual
fleeting, Houston, Tex., November 30-December 5,
1975
p0161 A76-22468
Structures technology and the impact of computers
p0161 A76-22171
The computer aided design/drafting /CiDD/ system -
Applications and economic factors in the
design/manufacturing process
p0230 A76-30026
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 A76-30050
Comparison of supercritical and conventional wing
flutter characteristics
p0232 A76-3006«
Techniques for predicting vehicle structure crash
impact response
p0266 A76-3U156
Development of an advanced composite rudder for
flight service on the DC-10
[SBE PAPEB EB76-116] p0301 A76-35971
Banufacturing view of primary composite structure
for B-1 aircraft
[SRB PAPER ES76-U17] p0301 A76-35972
The case for the wide-bodied airship for heavy
lift applications
p0302 A76-36515
Normal modes vibration analysis of the JT9D/717
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 76-732] p0329 A76-38236
Optimisation of airship structures
p0410 A76-13237
Atlas dirigible programme
pOIIO A76-03239
Airship project for heavy and cumbersome load
transport
pOIIO 176-13210
Action rather than words airship design for
natural gas transport
P0!J10 i7S-«32!!2
A structural design for a hypersonic research
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-906] pO«t5 A76-«5391
Optimum design of composite primary structure
aircraft components
[ICAS PAPER 76-07] pOU60 A76-H7356
A new type of attachment for B/A1 compressor blades
[ICAS PAPER 76-10] pO«60 A76-17359
i-255
STROCTOBAL DESIGH CRITBBIi SUBJECT ISDEI
Study of flutter related computational procedures
for minimum weight structural sizing of advanced
aircraft, supplemental data
[NASA-CR-132722] p0024 N76-10094
King tip vortex drag
p0032 S76-11013
Actual design criteria in nechanical engineering
t ICAF-DOC-794] p0044 H76-11440
The fracture mechanics approach in structural design
[ICAF-DOC-795] pOOIt N76-11456
The design and construction of the CAD-1 airship
p0117 876-15048
Reliability assessment of aircraft structures
based on probabilistic interpretation of the
scatter factor
[AD-A014359] p0130 S76-15486
Optimum design considerations of a gust alleviator
for aircraft for aircraft stability of short
takeoff aircraft during atmospheric turbulence
[NASA-TN-D-8152] p0183 N76-18147
Resizing procedure for optimum design of
structures under combined mechanical and thermal
loading
[NASA-TS-X-72816] p018<t H76-18530
Wing analysis: Pobjoy raceplane
p0186 N76-19060
Determination of optimum planforms for control
surfaces
[REPT-731] p0188 H76-19077
Study of flutter related computational procedures
for min imum Height structural sizing of advanced
aircraft
(BASA-CR-2607] p0193 N76-19147
Transonic airfoil design using Cartesian coordinates
[HASA-CH-2578] p0213 N76-20082
Automated wing structural design
[NASA-CR-147142] p0244 1176-22188
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: Structural design
[NASA-CR-134802] p0277 H76-24237
A vortex-lattice method for the mean camber shapes
of trimmed noncoplanar planforms with minimum
vortex drag
[NASA-TN-D-8090] p0332 N76-26161
Practical aerodynamics of the Yak-40 aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-17010] p0341 N76-27171
Evolution of spin characteristics with aircraft
structure
[HASA-TT-F-17123] p0388 N76-29240
The promise of air cargo: System aspects and
vehicle design
[HASA-TH-X-71981] p0423 N76-30182
StBUCTORAL DESIGH CRITERIA
The F101-GE-100 engine structural design
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1308] p0004 A76-10285
Analytic design of a monolithic wing
p0051 A76-14329
Structural design of aircraft Russian book on
basic design criteria
p0065 A76-14976
Criteria concerning the use of titanium in
aircraft construction
p0142 A76-22048
Impact of active controls on future transport
design, performance, and operation
[SAE PAPER 751051] p01 43 A76-22289
The fatigue of aircraft structures
p0161 A76-22440
Hov the Air Force assures ~eafe, durable airframes
p0167 A76-23467
Thrust reverser design for airframe compatibility
p0203 A76-26650
Fracture control in composite materials using
integral crack arresters
p0229 A76-30008
Aeroelastic tailoring of composite materials to
improve performance
p0229 A76-30009
Actively cooled airframe structures for high-speed
flight
p0230 A76-30027
Development of a graphite reinforced thermoplastic
design concept for a target drone aircraft
fuselage structure application
p0230 A76-30028
Optimization of multi-constrained structures based
on optimality criteria
p0231 A76-30051
Technignes for automated design using
Lagrangian function
p0240 A76-31867
Development of design criteria for crashworthy
armored aircrew seats
p0266 A76-34154
Structural optimization in aeroelastic conditions
p0270 A76-34486
Hetals Society, National Physical Laboratory, and
Royal Society, Rosenhain Centenary Conference,
London, England, September 22-21, 1975,
Proceedings
p0352 A76-38552
Undercarriage material requirements aircraft
design
p0352 A76-3855«
Aircraft structural stability: Hethods for
normalizing design restriction on aircraft
structural stability Russian book
p0357 A76-39204
B-1 composite horizontal stabilizer development
p0399 A76-41522
The development phase, design, manufacture and
quality control of the BRCA-radome
p0451 A76-45696
Simplified theoretical methods for aerodynamic
design
p0031 H76-11001
Some comments on fuselage drag
p0031 H76-11003
Preservation of wing leading edge suction at the
plane of symmetry as a factor in wing-fuselage
design
p0031 H76-11005
Some methods for reducing wing drag and
wing-Hacelle interference
p0032 H76-1100*
Propellers of minimum induced loss, and water
tunnel tests of such a propeller
p0033 H76-11018
Reliability of step-lap bonded joints
[AD-A012009] p0044 N76-11448
The basic characteristics of hybrid aircraft
structural design criteria and weight analysis
of airships for materials handling
p0117 1176-15051
The Dynairship structural design criteria and
feasibility analysis of an airplane - airship
p0117 H76-15053
Specialists Heeting on structural Design Technology
aerodynamic and stress considerations in
aircraft structural design
[AGARD-CP-184] p0158 N76-17092
The significance of various management and
technical techniques on aircraft structural design
p0158 N76-17093
The structural design process for helicopters with
emphasis on the rotor
p0158 H76-17095
The problems associated with international design
teams and their solutions considering
aircraft structures
p0158 H76-17096
The use of computers to define military aircraft
structures
p0158 N76-17099
ffeight control and the influence of manufacturing
on structural design
p0158 1176-17100
A computer program incorporating fatigue and
fracture criteria in the preliminary design of
transport aircraft: An evaluation
[NASA-CR-1 46506] p0193 N76-19143
Design of structures in composite materials (basic
data and interdisciplinary action) for use
in aircraft structures
[ AGAHD-R-639] p0195 H76-19235
Composite materials design from a materials and
design perspective for aircraft structures
p0195 N76-19237
Design and construction of the alpha jet flutter
model
p0288 H76-252U9
Low subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of five
irregular planform wings with systematically
varying wing fillet geometry tested in the
NASA/Ames 12 foot pressure tunnel (LA65)
[NASA-CH-144600] p0341 1176-27174
A-256
SUBJECT IHDEI ST80CTDE4L VIBBATIOB
Arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft structural
design concepts evaluation. Volume 1: Sections
1 through 6
[NASA-CH-132575-1] p0378 H76-2B219
Arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft structural
design concepts evaluation. Volume 2: Sections
7 through 11
[RASA-CR-132575-2] p0379 N76-28220
Arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft structural
design concepts evaluation. Volume 3: Sections
12 through 1«
[HASA-CR-132575-3] p0379 N76-28221
Arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft structural
design concepts evaluation. Volune 4: Sections
15 through 21
fNASA-CR-132575-it] p0379 H76-28222
Air Force Sero Propulsion Laboratory component
test air facility study
[AD-A020140] p0392 H76-29281
Helicopter design mission load spectra
[AGA8D-CP-206] pO«25 H76-30207
Belicopter design mission load spectra
pOU25 H76-30210
OS Air Force Helicopter operational flight spectra
survey program: Past and present
p0125 N76-30211
OS Navy helicopter operational flight spectr.ua
survey program: Past and present
pOi)25 H76-30212
Critigue and summary of the specialists meeting on
helicopter design mission load spectra
p0426 H76-30213
Active control transport design criteria
pO<l32 H76-31163
stancTOSAL DIBARICS
0 D Y N A M I C STRDCTDRAL A N A L Y S I S
STBOCTORAL BHGIBEBBIiG
General installation, bonding requirements and
techniques
p0055 A76-14U29
Handbook on aircraft preventive maintenance and
routine repair Russian book
p0162 A76-22U98
LTA structures and materials technology
p0116 H76-15036
Airship construction
p0116 H76-15038
Pan-in-tailcone vehicle definition resulting from
engine/transmission/airframe
[AD-A015000] p0150 N76-16071
Design of structures in composite materials (basic
data and interdisciplinary action) for use
in aircraft structures
[AGARD-R-639] p0195 H76-19235
Engineering data on new aerospace structural
materials
[AD-A017848] p02<!6 876-22367
STBOCIOBAL FilLORE
The principles and practice of airworthiness
control /The Lawrence Hargrave Nemorial Lecture/
p01»1 A76-21749
The problems of estimating a fatigue service life
with a low probability of failure of airframes
p0161 A76-22441
Effect of the upper limit of distribution funct ion
of aircraft structure on the main failure's
distribution
p0207 A76-28254
The crack containment capability of stiffened
bonded panels aircraft fuselage stress
analysis
p0225 A76-29195
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-19/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
CNASA-CB-132733] p0026 N76-10116
Hathematieal approaches to the dynamics of
deformable aircraft
[ARC-R/B-3776-BONO] p0377 H76-28195
An assessment of the importance of the residual
flBij.ui.IiiY of neglected modes in the dynamical
analysis of deformable aircraft
tARC-CP-1336) pO»22 N76-30171
Bodel 510 main rotor blade fatigue test
[AD-A021U72] p0425 N76-30206
STBDCTDBAL yjTIGDB
0 FATIGUE ( H A T E B I A L S )
STRDCTOBAL HATBBIALS
1 CONSTBOCTIOH SATERIALS
SIBDCIOBAL HEHBEBS
HI ANISOTROPIC PLATES
NT BEADS (SDFPORTS)
HT BOX BEABS
NT CANTILEVER PLATES
NT CORRDGATED PLATES
NT FLAT PLATES
NT PERFORATED PLATES
NT PLATES (STROCTDHAL HEHBEBS)
8T REINFORCED PLATES
NT SKIN (STRDCTOBAL BEMBER)
HT »ING PANELS
STHOCTDBiL BBLIABILITY
Propulsion system and airframe structural
integration analysis
(AIAA PAFER 75-1310] pOOO« A76-10286
Development of fatigue cracks in complex
mechanical structures
p0161 A76-22439
Estimation of population reliability function of
aircraft structures from a limited fleet of
aircraft
p0207 A76-28255
Optimal periodic proof test based on
cost-effective and reliability criteria
p0232 A76-30060
Fracture in thin sections of aircraft structures
[SAE PAPEB 76M52] p0255 A76-31953
Airframe material requirements Al alloy
characteristics
p0352 A76-38553
Dynamic strength behavior of rivet joints in
aircraft construction
p0399 A76-U1618
Mission effects on engine structural life in
current weapon systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-735] pOIOS A76-42430
Evaluation study of composite reinforced wing
panel construction
[ICAS PAPER 76-08) pOH60 A76-B7357
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of time to service crack initiation
[AD-A011616] p0026 R76-10120
STBOCIDBAL BIGIDITT.
U STRDCTD-RAL STABILITY
STBOCTOBAL STABILITY
NI SBELL STABILITY
A composite pylon support structure for the
JetRanger helicopter
p0062 A76-14611
Composite inlays increase flutter resistance of
turbine engine fan blades
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-29] p0199 A76-25781
Theory of calculating low-aspect-ratio wings,
using a discretely continuous computational
scheme /matrix differential equation for
additional displacements/
p0227 A76-29696
Crashworthiness and postcrash hazards from the
airline flight attendant's point of view
p0266 476-31163
The stability of the Laval shaft with internal and
external damping, taking into account the
gyroscopic effect of the rotor mass
p0357 A76-39198
Aircraft structural stability: Hethods for
normalizing design restriction on aircraft
structural stability Russian book
p0357 A76-3920*
In-plane stresses in edge stiffened swept panels
p0399 A76-41695
Theory of low-aspect ratio wing calculation using
discrete-continuous analysis scheme /matrix
differential equation of secondary displacements/
pO«1» A76-41307
STBOCTOBAL STRAIN
The impact of helicopter mission spectra on fatigue
considering rotor system
p0425 N76-30209
STRUCTURAL VIBBATIOI
NT SENDING VIBRATION
NT FLUTTER
NT PANEL FLDTTEB
NT SELF IBDOCED VIBRATION
NT SDBSONIC PLOTTER
ST SOPEBSOHIC FLDTTEB
NT TORSIONAL VIBRATION
NT TRANSONIC FLDTTER
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STBOCTUR1L IBIGBT SUBJECT IHDEI
Comparative noise and structural vibration levels
from Concorde and subsonic aircraft
P0001 476-10097
Antivibration insulation in the aeronautics field
P0010 476-10517
Some general questions concerning the vibrations
of launch vehicles. Ill - High-frequency
vibrations
P0016 A76-12399
The effects of maintenance actions on helicopter
vibration signatures
P0057 476-11564
Matheaatical model of the vibrations induced by
vortex shedding
[ O N E B A , TP NO. 1975-140] p0095 476-17513
Flov-induced vibrations of structures
p0132 476-19254
Reduction of the flotf-indaced vibration of complex
structures
P0132 476-19256
Vibration and its control in rotating systems
p0140 476-216311
Two dimensional motion of an oscillating airfoil
IB a fluctuating oncoming stream at supersonic
speed
p0171 476-21845
The dynamic stability of rotor-bearings systens
P0236 476-31111
Bealistic evaluation of landing gear shinny
stabilization by test and analysis
C S A E PAPEB 760196] p0257 476-31975
Unusual pitch and structural mode testing of the B-1
p0260 476-32629
1 note on transonic flow past a thin airfoil
oscillating in a wind tunnel
P0262 476-33365
Aerodynamic measurements for an oscillating
tuo-dinensional jet-flap airfoil
P0297 476-35327
An approach to the prediction of airplane interior
noise
[4144 P4PEB 76-518] p0322 476-38067
Effect of air flow, panel curvature, and internal
pressunzation on field-incidence transmission
loss
P0352 476-38187
4 quick, graphical nay to analyze rotor vhirl
/ P0157 476-16825
4 new method for measuring the modal shapes of
aircraft structures
[IC4S PAPEB 76-27] p0462 476-17373
4 new device for the vibratory excitation of
mechanical structures
[ESA-TT-181] pOO«1 H76-11172
A method for studying the hunting oscillations of
an airplane with a simple type of automatic
control
[BEPT-801] P0188 N76-19081
On the use of branch modes for the calculation of
helicopter structural dynamic characteristics
P0131 1176-31192
A computer program to automate a method for
predicting acoustically induced vibration in
transport aircraft
[4D-4022571] P0137 H76-31228
STBOCTOBAL HEIGHT
Optimization of multi-cell wings for strength and
natural frequency requirements
_ pOOIS A76-13303
Height control and the influence of manufacturing
on structural design
p0158 H76-17100
STUDIES
0 INVESTIGATION
SUBCBITICAL FLOW
8 theoretical study of body drag in subcritical
axisymmetnc flow
p036U A76-10578
Transonic aerofoils - Advances in theory and design
P0467 476-17879
The prediction of airfoil distributions for
subcritical viscous flow and for supercritical
inviscid flow
[DGLB-P4PER-72-131] p0038 N76-11058
SOBL4TTICES
0 LATTICES (HATHEH4TICS)
SDBSOHIC 4IBCB4FT
Comparative noise and structural vibration levels
from Concorde and subsonic aircraft
p0001 V76-10097
An early glimpse at long-term subsonic commercial
turbofan technology requirements fuel
conservation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1207] p0003 476-10259
Static stability and aperiodic divergence in
subsonic and supersonic flight
p0019 476-13317
Outlook on the acoustic characteristics of future
subsonic aircraft
p0098 476-18516
The economics and noise of subsonic aircraft
p0136 476-20807
Advanced Acoustic Nacelle concepts
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-35] p0199 476-25786
Status report - Subsonic aircraft noise reduction
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-116] p0201 A76-25849
Some future trends in aero engine design for
subsonic transport aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-2] p0233 476-30625
Determination of aerodynamic forces for
aeroelastic analysis of lifting surfaces
p0269 476-31181
Titanium structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
p0356 476-39108
Synthesis of subsonic airplane design Book
p0358 476-39218
Status Report - subsonic aircraft noise reduction:
Opdate Sept. 1976
[AIAA PAPEB 76-921] p0446 476-15398
Advanced subsonic aircraft - The technological
response to future air transportation needs
p0152 476-15781
The Franco-German experimental program for the
evaluation of a supercritical wing for a combat
aircraft application
[ICAS PAPEB 76-21] p0461 476-17367
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft
[NASA-TB-Z-72833] p0211 H76-20121
Hacelle-airframe integration model testing for
nacelle simulation and measurement accuracy
p0288 B76-2S238
Experience in predicting subsonic aircraft
characteristics from wind tunnel analysis
p0291 H76-25289
Analysis of the comparison between flight tests
results and wind tunnel tests predictions for
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
p0293 H76-25303
4 vortex-lattice method for the mean camber shapes
of trimmed noncoplanar planforms with minimum
vortex drag
[N4S4-TH-D-8090] p0332 S76-26161
Arrangement of vortex lattices
p0375 H76-28180
SOBSOHIC FlOt
Effects of compressibility in unsteady airfoil
lift theories
pOOOS A76-10353
Effect on wind tunnel walls and afterbody shape on
the pressure distribution around a wedge
pOOIS A76-12925
Experimental investigation of subsonic coaxial jets
downstream noise sources
p0016 A76-12917
Study of circular arc wing profiles with
asymptotic critical Bach number. Ill
pOOIS A76-13279
Conical wings in subsonic flow
pOOSO A76-13937
Cascade with subsonic leading-edge locus
pOOSO A76-13992
A comparison of two integral equation methods for
high subsonic lifting flows
p0068 A76-15631
Acoustic excitation of high-velocity jets
p0092 A76-16740
An unsteady vortex panel method and its
application to aeroelastic calculations of a
fixed, thin wing and an unconstrained flying
vehicle Book
p0116 A76-22374
Asymptotic representation of solutions on the
hodograph plane in problems of subsonic flow
past airfoil profiles
p0202 476-26337
Subsonic loads on wings having sharp leading edges
and tips
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p0208 476-28606
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics of complex aircraft configurations
foe flatter applications
p0232 476-30066
Stability derivatives for bodies of revolution at
subsonic speeds
P0236 A76-31187
ReL^rks on 'local linearization* in near-sonic
subsonic flows past a profile with a break
p0237 A75-31581
Visual study of the three-dmensional flow pattern
at a delta wing in subsonic flow
p026<t 476-33869
The finite eleaent method in subsonic aerodynamcs
p0298 A76-35120
Turbulent boundary-layer surface-pressure
fluctuation near an airfoil trailing edge
[4144 P4PEB 76-335] p0311 476-36992
On the design of subsonic airfoils for high lift
[4144 P4PEB 76-106] p0313 A76-37011
Summary of some recent studies of subsonic vortex
lift and parameters affecting the leading-edge
vortex stability
[4144 P4PER 76-111] p0313 476-37051
A new unified approach for analyzing
wing-body-tail configurations with control
surfaces
[4144 P4PER 76-118] p0313 476-37053
The influence of low free stream turbulence on the
development of the turbulent boundary layer at
zero pressure gradient - Preliminary results
p0315 476-37785
Experimental study of flow in the wake behind flat
bodies with blunt stern section using optical
methods
p0317 476-37891
Resistance of vortex generators at near-sonic speeds
p0319 476-37938
4n experimental study of the aeroacoustics of a
subsonic jet impinging normal to a large rigid
surface
[4144 P4PEH 76-520] p0320 A76-380U7
4pplications of flow diagnostic techniques to
aerodynamic problem solving
p0355 476-38651
Low-freguency approximations in unsteady small
perturbation subsonic flows
p0356 476-39005
Three dimensional supersonic flows with subsonic
axial flach numbers
FAIAA PAPER 76-383] p0361 476-39867
High frequency thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flow
p0399 476-11697
Approximate unsteady thin-airfoil theory for
subsonic flow
pfllOO 476-11698
Coherent structures in subsonic coaxial jets
in aircraft turbofan engines
p0156 476-16630
A computer program for the analysis of
multielement airfoils in two-dimensional
subsonic, viscous flow
p0019 1176-10033
4dvanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic and supersonic flows
p0020 H76-100U2
The numerical calculation of linearized subsonic
flows around wings by finite element method
p0030 S76-109BO
Certain problems of experimental aerodynamics
[H4S4-TT-P-16565] p003« N76-11031
Jet noisei & survey and a prediction for subsonic
flows
[AD-A013791] p0112 H76-11131
Folly unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamcs for complex aircraft configurations
with applications to flutter
CNASA-CR-116067] p0120 1176-15078
Calculation methods for the supersonic flow field
of an arrowed wing with «5nhsnnic leading edge
with part of the flow plane as fuselage
[VTH-195] p0118 N76-16015
Theoretical investigation of the flutter
characteristics of supersonic cascades with
subsonic leading-edge locus
[4D-4011636] p0160 H76-17315
Aerodynamic coefficients for a staggered cascade
of oscillating airfoils in subsonic flow
[4D-4015912] p0177 B76-18081
Fully unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential
aerodynamics for complex aircraft configurations
for flutter applications
[HAS4-CR-116573] p0212 N76-20077
Visualization of the subsonic flow around two
space glider configurations using hydrogen
bubble technique in water basin
[DLR-PB-75-19] p0213 H76-20083
Subsonic methods
p0219 H76-23166
Inlet spillage drag tests and numerical flow-field
analysis at subsonic and transonic speeds of a
1/8-scale, two-dimensional,
external-compression, variable-geometry,
supersonic inlet configuration
[NASA-CB-2680] p0277 N76-20210
4pplication of advanced aerodynamic concepts to
large subsonic transport airplanes
[4D-4019956] p0283 N76-25159
Dnsteady airloads on a cascade of staggered blades
in subsonic flow
p0286 H76-25200
Subsonic finite elements for wing body combinations
p0371 H76-28165
Subsonic and transonic flow over sharp and round
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Investigation of a double slotted rudder for
application on advanced tactical transport
aircraft
[AD-A022481] p0424 N76-30204
TAIL BOONTIBGS
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES
TAIL PL1NES
0 HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
TAIL ROTORS
NT HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
Designing to survive tail rotor loss
p0060 A76-14591
The development and application of an analysis for
the determination of coupled tail
rotor/helicopter air resonance
[AD-A014989] p0150 H76-16074
Parametric study of the noise produced by the
interaction of the main rotor wake with the tail
rotor
tNASA-CR-145001] p0381 N76-28958
TAIL SURFACES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT T TAIL SURFACES
Minimum vertical tail drag
p0034 N76-11029
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
NT B-58 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT HP-115 AIRCRAFT
NT BIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
Notes on the stability and control of tailless
airplanes
[TN-837] p0188 N76-19075
TAILS (ASSEBBLIES) '
0 TAIL ASSEMBLIES
TAKEOFF
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA
computer program. Part 1: Final report
[NASA-CR-132732-1] p0075 N76-12039
Addition of flexible body option to the TOLA
computer program. Part 2: Dser and programmer
documentation
[NASA-CR-132732-2] p0075 N76-12040
Effects of airplane characteristics and takeoff
noise and field length constraints on engine
cycle selection for a Mach 2.32 cruise application
[NASA-TH-X-71865] p0151 N76-16081
3S general aviation takeoff accidents: The role
of preflight preparation
tPB-252203/5] p0385 N76-29191
TAKEOFF RONS
Community noise caused by small aircraft and noise
of small aircraft in takeoff configuration
• p0001 A76-10094
Comparison of suboptimal control programs and the
effect of aerodynamic forces on the time-minimal
transition to takeoff of VIOL aircraft
German book
p0065 A76-15007
Flying without doing harm aircraft approach
and takeoff noise abatement techniques
p0270 A76-34661
Performance measurement - Time for a change
Onited Kingdom takeoff requirements
p0307 A76-36898
TAKEOFF SYSTEMS
U AIRCRAFT L A U N C H I N G DEVICES
TALON AIRCRAFT
0 T-38 A I R C R A F T
TANDEB ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
T A N D E B BING AIBCBAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics of a tandem wing
configuration of a Bach number of 0.30
[NASA-TH-X-72779] p0022 H76-10066
T A N K TRUCKS
Variables which influence spark production due to
static electricity in tank truck loading
p0053 A76-14416
TAHKEB AIBCBAFT
Decision making within the advanced tanker/cargo
aircraft program
[AD-A020360] p0344 N76-27218
Design of a control configured tanker aircraft
p0431 N76-31158
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
NT FOEL TANKS
NT PBOPE1LAHT TANKS
HI BING T A N K S
Mated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for 0.04-scale model Boeing 747 CAH/external
tank (model AX1284 E-5) combination in the
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SDBJECT IHDEI TECBBOLOGY ASSBSSHEHT
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory
F. K. Kirsten Rind Tunnel (CA11)
[NASA-CR-111835] p0122 H76-15089
TAPBBED UIBGS
0 SSEPT WIHGS
TARE (DATA HEDDCTIOH)
0 DATA BEDOCTIOB
TABSET ACQOISITIOH
Simulation of an aircraft navigation process
/BBAV/ which nses automated error tracking
p0166 A76-23153
Development of a system for scoring simulated
bombing runs
p0395 H76-29312
VAST: Weapon aiming training simulator installation
p0395 R76-29313
SABGBT DBOIE AIBCEAFT
Development of a graphite reinforced thermoplastic
design concept for a target drone aircraft
fuselage structure application
p0230 A76-30028
Composite maneuver augmentation (COMHA) for
fighter aircraft preliminary design study
[AD-A011772] pOOlO B76-11086
Flight assessment of a large supersonic drone
aircraft for research use
[HASA-TH-X-3259] p0076 H76-12042
A methodology for determining the flight path of a
six degree of freedom aircraft and its
•^ orientation with respect to a ground site
for turning flight
[AD-A015011] p0118 B76-16019
TEACBIBG
0 EDUCATION
TECHNIQUES
0 METHODOLOGY
TECHBOLOGICAL FOBECASTIBG
NT DELPHI METHOD (FOBECASTING)
The future of helicopters
p0017 A76-13132
The coming era of the quiet helicopter /16th
Cierva Memorial Lecture/
p0096 A76-18096
Aeronautics and astronautics in Europe. Balance
and perspectives - The necessity for future
cooperation in Europe and with the U.S.
[DGLB PAPER 75-008] p0096 A76-18276
Rotary-wing aircraft, today and in the future
[DGLB PAPEB 75-022] p0097 A76-18287
Outlook on the acoustic characteristics of future
subsonic aircraft
p0098 A76-18516
CASA C-101 - A Spanish trainer for 1980
p0137 A76-20871
Future SST engines with particular reference to
Olympus 593 evolution and Concorde experience
[SAE PAPER 751056] p0111 A76-22291
Structures technology and the impact of computers
p0161 A76-22171
BASA's goal - Keeping the US number one in
aeronautics
p0167 A76-23563
The technology and economics of air transport in
its next phase /Sixty-fourth Wilbur and Orville
Wright Memorial Lecture/
p0225 A76-29192
Future military airlift reguirements Canadian
air transportation review
p0226 A76-29196
F-16 - Swing-force fighter for the '80s
p0233 A76-30212
Civil transport technology up to 2000 - BASA
believes fuel consumption is the major
consideration
p0261 A76-32619
Botary wing aircraft helicopter design trends
p0300 A76-35748
Fuel conservative propulsion concepts for future
air transports
[SAE PAPEB 760535] p0305 A76-36603
Thp Scientific-technical prngrp'ss a** th«* Bain
intensifying factor at Interflng
p0307 A76-36876
The prediction of air travel and aircraft
technology to the year 2000 using the Delphi
method
p0361 A76-II0418
The future role of BPVs in TACAIR
pO«01 A76-II1973
Variable cycle engines - The next step in
propulsion evolution
[AIAA PAPEB 76-758] pOUOM A76-12121
A view of air freight developments in the next
decade
p0109 A76-13196
Flying the flight deck of the future
p0115 A76-11500
The airship - Means of transportation for the
future - Its technical concept and the results
of economy and marketing studies as projected by
the firm Kommanditgesellschaft Flugschiffbau
Hamburg GmbH & Co
p0112 A76-U5031
The future of aeronautical transportation;
Proceedings of the Princeton University
Conference, Princeton, N.J., November 10, 11, 1975
pOU51 A76-15776
Future trends in transport aircraft propulsion
pOI452 A76-15781
Opportunities for future improvements in aircraft
noise
[ICAS PAPER 76-50] pOf(6l» A76-17391
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. I -
Conventional engines
p0167 A76-178U7
TECHBOLOGIES
BT BUBBLE TECHBIQOE
BT ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY
NT MABINE TECHBOLOGI
BT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY ASSBSSHBIT
Technological progress in aircraft construction
Russian book
p0002 S76-10155
The revolution in production processes
p0011 A76-10711
Concorde now /The Sholto Douglas Memorial Lecture/
development testing and prognosis for
implementation
p0012 A76-11100
The present outlook for aerostatic techniques
p0016 A76-12516
Some aspects of aeronautical research
p0016 A76-13111
Why the airship failed
p0046 A76-13115
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-62] p0056 A76-14M57
Technology and flight safety aircraft
maintenance and quality control
p0067 A76-15363
Symposium on the Changing Balance of Design
Reguirements and How Designers are Reacting to
It, London, England, February 26, 1975,
Proceedings
p0067 A76-15101
Nav attack trials - Successful first stage
HRCA avionics development
p0091 A76-16U92
Bulti role combat aircraft /MRCA/ progress report
p0099 A76-18655
A pilot's view of the YC-11 airplane
p0099 A76-18658
Developmental status and trends in refractory
alloys employed in aviation turbine engines
p0135 A76-20620
Powerplants - Past, present and future /The Fifth
William Littlewood Memorial Lecture/ Book on
jet engine development
[SAE PAPEB 751120] p01«1 A76-21697
Design freedom offered by fly-by-wire CCV
technology application
[SAE PAPEB 751011] p0113 A76-22283
Aircraft pay-offs and reguirements for a jet flap
propulsion system
[SAE PAPER 751091] p01U5 A76-22309
Advanced composites - An assessment of the future
for use in aerospace technology
p0162 A76-22S12
Advanced P/H technoloav for aerosoace
p0163 A76-22706
Nickel-base superalloy powder metallurgy -
State-of-the-art
p0163 A76-22707
Helicopter flight simulators
p0166 A76-23253
Evolution of criteria for evaluating exposure to
aircraft noise
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SUBJECT IBDEX
p0171 176-25067
New developments in aeronautics technology
alloys and composite materials review
p0202 176-26112
Ballistics of ejection seats
p0201 176-27713
Helicopter rotor blades - The ne» technology
p0209 176-28693
1976 technology options for cost-effective design
of aircraft
p0229 A76-30005
Technical progress in the design of aircraft from
the standpoint of fuel economy
p0235 176-30916
Opportunities for development of advanced large
cargo aircraft
p0237 176-31192
European perspectives in the helicopter field
, • p0238 176-31632
On the conception and measurement of technology -
1 case study of the aircraft design process
p0269 176-31311
YC-11 status report
[S1E PIPER 760539] p0306 176-36607
Development of a new class of engine - The small
turbofan
[1111 PIPER 76-618] p0326 176-38170
The supersonic challenge world commercial jet
competition
p0355 176-38851
lircraft design engineering Spanish C-101
program status
p0355 176-38853
Symposium on the Future of the lirship: 1
Technical Appraisal, London, England, November
20, 1975, Proceedings
p0109 176-13233
CFH56 engine still looking for an aircraft
p0111 176-11292
Recent progress in the control of aircraft/airport
noise for community relief
p0116 176-11583
The 1FTI concept - A new approach to technology
transition
C1I11 PIPER 76-888] p0113 176-15377
Fifty years of technical progress in aviation and
a look ahead
(1111 PIPER 76-893], pOIII 176-15380
Applications of oblique-wing technology - An
overview
CAIAl PIPER 76-913] pOU18 176-15117
Evaluation of Advanced Naval Vehicles Concepts
[1111 PIPER 76-816] pOISO 176-15501
Recent,advances in wing-in-ground effect technology
[AIA1 PIPER 76-871] pOISO 176-15517
1 review of sea loiter aircraft technology
,[AIA1 PIPES 76-876] pOISO 176-15519
Goals for a future SST
p0152 A76-15780
New developments in blown flap noise technology
[ICAS PAPER 76-19] p0163 A76-17393
(An ^appraisal of present and future large
commercial hovercraft
p0167 A76-17818
Short field aircraft history of technology
development
p0073 N76-11996
Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phase 2
propulsion system performance, design analysis
and technology assessment
[NASA-CR-131901] p0087 N76-13100
General aviation technology assessment
[NASA-CH-1U5979] p0110 N76-11089
Advanced supersonic propulsion system technology
study, phase 2
[NASl-CR-131913] p0112 N76-11129
An assessment of lighter than air technology
[N1SI-CR-137799] p0113 N76-15011
An economic comparison of three heavy lift
airborne systems
p0111 N76-15023
Basic relationships for LTA technical analysis
p0111 N76-15026
LTA structures and materials technology
p0116 N76-15036
_A LT1 flight research vehicle technology
assessment, airships
p0117 N76-15019
1 semibuoyant vehicle for general transportation
missions technology assessment of airships
for civil aviation
p0117 N76-15052
The role of the helicopter in transportation
technology assessment for use in civil aviation
[NASA-CB-116351] p0118 N76-16052
General aviation technology program
[N1S1-TH-X-73051] p0211 H76-20106
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft
[N1S1-TH-X-72833] p0211 N76-20121
Technical and economic assessment of span-loaded
cargo aircraft concepts
[N1S1-CR-111962] p0379 N76-28225
Evaluation of materials for lir Force systems and
hardware applications
[AD-1022275] p0396 N76-29116
The promise of air cargo: System aspects and
vehicle design
[NASA-TB-X-71981] p0123 N76-30182
Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[NAS1-TM-X-73U63] p0126 N76-30217
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0130 N76-31111
1 pilot's opinion of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
airplane
p0130 N76-31115
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow ^
[N1S1-TT-F-17177] p0176 N76-33165
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Rotors in reverse helicopter technology
applied to windpowered generators
p0016 176-13073
Co-operation and diversification project
management in European aerospace industry
p0359 176-39598
Possible applications of soaring technology to
drag reduction ID powered general aviation
aircraft
p0031 N76-11028
Benefits briefing notebook: The secondary
application of aerospace technology in other
sectors of the economy
[NIS1-CR-118509] p0382 N76-29060
TECHHOLOGI UTILIZATION
State of development and effectiveness of flying
cranes in the GDR
p0011 176-10838
Prospective development of helicopter cranes for
higher load levels
p0011 176-10839
Experience in the use of helicopters in industrial
operations
p0011 176-10810
The future of helicopters
p0017 176-13132
Possible applications of the airship
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-60] p0056 176-11155
Structural adhesives with emphasis on aerospace
applications Book
p0359 176-39731
Civil uses of remotely piloted aircraft
p0101 176-11968
lirships - General considerations and possible
solutions
p0110 176-13231
More effective aircraft stability and control -
flight testing through use of system
identification technology
[1111 PIPER 76-891] pOIIM 176-15381
In outlook for cargo aircraft of the future
assessment of the future of air cargo by
analyzing statistics and trends
[N1S1-TM-X-72796] p0082 N76-13038
Effect of present technology on airship capabilities
p0111 N76-15019
The effects of selected modern technological
concepts on the performance and handling
characteristics of LTA vehicles
p0111 N76-15027
Vortex-Lattice utilization in aeronautical
engineering and aircraft design
[NASA-SP-105] p0373 H76-28163
A technical summary of air cushion craft development
[AD-A022583] p0137 N76-31227
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SUBJECT IBDBX TEST FACILITIES
Passenger ride coifort technology for transport
aircraft situations
[NA5A-TB-X-73953] p0475 N76-33134
TEFLOH (TBADEBABS)
Teflon-fabric bearings in the helicopter rotor
system
[ASBB PiPEE 75-DET-125] p0135 A76-20747
TELECOBBCHICATIOH
HI AIBC8AFT COBBUHICATIOB
HT BBOAPCASTIBG
SI CLOSED CIBCDIT TELEVISIOB
HT GROOSD-AIB-GBODND COHBDHICATIOHS
HT BADIO COHBDBICATIOB
HT TELEBETBY
HT VIDEO COBHOBICATIOB
HT VOICE COBBOHICATIOH
Contemporary law of the sea: Transportation,
communication and flight
[PB-249924/2] p0349 H76-28107
TBLBBETEBS
0 TELEBETBY
T8LBBBTBT
Rotary engine experimental measurements using
telemetry
[AS1E PREPBIBT 76-AB-SB-U] p0413 A76-44114
TELEVISIOS EQDIPBEHT
The effect of blurring on aircraft classification
by the moment method
CRs-620] p03«7 H76-27451
TELEVISIOB BECEPTIOB
Belative effectiveness of several simulated jet
engine noise spectral treatments in reducing
annoyance in a TV-viewing situation
[NASA-TB-X-72828] p0243 H76-22180
TELEVISION SYSTEBS
HT CLOSED CIBCOIT TELEVISIOB
AHAVS - An engineering simulator for design of
visual flight training simulators Aviation
Wide Angle Visual System to simulate pilot
visual tasks
p0226 A76-29480
TELLBGBH THBOBY
0 HETHORK SIHTBESIS
TBBPEBaTOBE
NT GAS fEBPEBATORE
HT SDRPACE TEBPEBATORE
TEBPEBATUEE COHTROL
Integrated engine inlet thermal anti-icing and
environmental control system /TAI/ECS/
fSAB PAPER 760517] p0305 A76-36593
TBBPBBAT0BE DISTRIBOTIOB
A digital measuring system for the registration of
unsteady temperature fields
p0314 A76-37220
Calculation of radiative heat transfer in aircraft
structures
p0319 A76-37941
Computational and experimental investigation of
the thermal state of a turbine rotor blade
pOU12 A76-H3571
IEBPEBATOBE EFFECTS
Long-term properties of some heat-resistant and
higb-temperature materials. II - Findings in
strength studies at different temperatures
p0302 A76-36401
Effect of inlet temperature and pressure on
emissions from a premixing gas turbine primary
zone combustor
[NASA-CR-27UO] p0479 H76-33208
IEBPBBATDBB FIELDS
0 TEBPEBATDBE DISTRIBUTION
CEBPEBAT0BE IBVEBSIOBS
Temperature inversion effects on aircraft noise
propagation
p0365 A76-I10810
TEBPEBATOBE BEASOBEBEBT
Advances in turbine blade temperature measurements
CBASA-TB-X-71878] p0180 H76-18125
Vibration and temperature survey production CH-H7C
helicopter
r»n->0223U8] pQ«25 «n6-30205
TEBPEBATDBE BEASDBIH6 IBSTBDHBHTS
NT TEBPERATOBE PBOBES
TEBPEBATOBE PBOBES
The pulsed thermocouple for gas turbine application
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-1] p0199 A76-2S758
TBBPERATOEE SEHSORS
Testing a fluidic temperature sensor on a subscale
ramjet engine combustion chamber
[AD-A016455] p0218 N76-20455
fEBSILB PBOPEBIIES
Review of the physical metallurgy of Alloy 718
a high strength, precipitation-hardenable nickel
based alloy
[ABCB-1292] p0438 H76-31333
TEBSILE STBEBGTB
Bodern fibre technology carbon reinforced
plastics for aerospace applications
p0133 A76-20110
Undercarriage material requirements aircraft
design
p0352 A76-38551
Hard object impact damage of metal matrix composites
p0399 A76-41524
High toughness titanium alloy development
[AD-A017452] p0196 B76-19286
XEBSOB AHALISIS
Finite elements for the analysis of anisotropic
plates in the presence of geometrical
nonlinearities
pOO«7 A76-13127
Contributions at the flou study on Bernoulli's
surfaces of relative motion
p0165 A76-22991
TBSSOBS
BT STBESS TENSOBS
TERCOB
Optimal-path precision terrain following system
[AIAA 76-1958] p0370 A76-»1«69
TBBBIBAL FACILITIES
Impact of Hide-body jets on cargo facilities
p0091 476-17221
TEBBIHAL GOIDAICE
Research in ground-based near-terminal area ID
guidance and control
[ICAS PAPEB 76-57] pO«6<4 A76-47101
CEBBABT SISTBBS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL SISTEHS
TBBHAIH
An analytical investigation of the effects of
increased installed horsepower on helicopter
agility in the nap-of-the-earth environment
[AD-A020924] p03»4 N76-27221
TBBBAIB CONTOOH BATCHIIG BAVIGATIOH SYSIEB
0 TERCOB
TBBBAIN FOLLOVIBS AIBCBiFT
Terrain following control based on an optimized
spline model of aircraft motion
[AD-A021328] p0388 H76-29212
TEST BEDS
a TEST EQDIPBEHT
TEST CHABBEBS
A test facility for aircraft jet noise reduction
P0402 A76-42318
TEST BQOIPBEBT
A data acquisition system for in-flight airfoil
evaluation
tSAE PAPEB 760462] p0255 A76-31960
Hover control tests on flying test bed for VTOL
aircraft
[NAL-TB-425] p0182 B76-18142
Design of a test machine for biaxial testing of
composite-laminate cylinders
[1D-A016961] p0217 H76-20232
TEST FACILITIES
BT BALLISTIC RANGES
HT BLOWDOHH RIND TDNNELS
BT CASCADE RIND TDHHELS
HT EHVIBOHBEHTAL LABOBATORIES
HT HIDBAOLIC TEST TDNHELS
HT HYPEBSOHIC RIND TDNNELS
BT LOR SPEED RIBD TOBHELS
HT BECTAHGOLAB RIND TDBBELS
HT SHOCK TUBHBLS
HT SLOTTED RIHD TUNNELS
NT SDBSONIC RIND TDNNELS
HT SDPEBSOHIC RIND TDNNELS
NT TEST BAHGES
HT TEST STANDS
HT TBiKSOBIC SISE TBBH2LS
NT RIND TDNNELS
Techniques of strike tests on structures,
components and materials using simulated
lightning
pOOSU A76-14423
Design and development of a free planet transmission
p0062 A76-14607
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TEST PILOTS SUBJECT IBDBX
Research on aircraft noise - Test nethods
p0098 A76-18523
Some research towards quieter aircraft survey
of current projects
p0136 A76-20810
Windshield Flight Environment Simulator
p0202 A76-26648
Toward more effective testing; Proceedings of the
sixth Annual symposium, St. Louis, Bo., August
13-16, 1975
p0267 A76-34233
Joint contractor - Air Force flight test programs
p0267 A76-34234
A new facility for mass flow calibration and
static inlet testing
p0354 A76-38650
YC-14 propulsion system ground rig test
[ A I A A PAPER 76-918] p0446 A76-45396
The accuracy of thrust in flight derived from
engine calibrations in an altitude test facility
[ICAS PAPER 76-30] p0462 A76-47375
Chronology and analysis of the development of
altitude performance and mechanical
characteristics of a turbofan engine at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center
CAD-A018691] p0280 N76-24261
Research on aircraft noise: Test methods
[NASA-TT-F-17090] p0284 N76-25166
Development of the United Technologies Research
Center acoustic research tunnel and associated
test technigues
p0290 H76-25279
Problems of noise testing in ground-based
facilities with forward-speed simulation
p0290 N76-25281
Air Force Aero propulsion Laboratory component
test air facility study
[AD-A0201UO] p0392 N76-29284
TEST PILOTS
YF-16 pilot report
p0458 A76-47016
TEST RABGES
NT BALLISTIC RAHGES
B-1 forward radome microwave test range
pO.451 A76-45703
TEST STABDS
Suspension of an aircraft during test-stand
resonance trials
p0229 A76-29868
Ground simulation of flutter on aircraft with
high-aspect-ratio wings
[ESA-TT-263] p0275 N76-24216
TEST VEHICLES
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
TESTERS
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TESTING MACHINES
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TETHERED BALLOONS
POBAL-S, the analysis and design of a high
altitude airship fuel cell powered,
propeller driven tethered balloon
[AD-A012292] p0041 N76-11090
A practical concept for powered or tethered
weight-lifting LTA vehicles
p0119 N76-15066
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat
system illustrating new LTA technology for
ground-air-ground communications
p0119 N76-15067
Technology update: Tethered aerostat structural
design and material developments
p0119 N76-15068
Twp lighter than air systems in opposing flight
regimes: An unmanned short haul, heavy load
transport balloon and a manned, light payload
airship
p0119 N76-15069
TETRAGONS
NT RECTANGLES
TF-34 EBGIIE
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a turbofan
engine inlet
[ A I A A PAPER 76-511] p0321 A76-38060
Acoustic, performance, and wake survey
measurements of a lobed velocity-decayer nozzle
installed on a quieted TF-34 turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-X-3413] pOU26 N76-30216
TFX AIRCRAFT
D F-111 AIRCRAFT
THEODORSEN TRANSFORSATIOI
Adaptation of the Theodorsen theory to the
representation of an airfoil as a combination of
a lifting line and a thickness distribution
[NASA-TN-D-8117] p0081 N76-13017
THEOREMS
NT BAIBS THEOBEB
NT BERNOULLI THEOREM
THEORETICAL PHYSICS
Comparison of theoretical and experimental profile
drags
[NASA-TT-F-16981] p0250 N76-23173
THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
second-order thermal boundary-layer on a blunted
wedge
pOU56 A76-U6818
THERMAL BUCKLING
Thermal buckling of uniform rectangular plates
[AD-A023U72] pOU73 H76-32599
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Calculation of radiative heat transfer in aircraft
structures
p0319 A76-379I41
THERMAL COBTROL COATIBGS
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[ A I A A PAPER 76-729] p0328 A76-38234
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[NASA-TH-X-73426] p0428 B76-30565
Two-layer thermal barrier coating for turbine
airfoils - furnace and burner rig test results
[NASA-TM-X-3425] p0438 N76-31330
THERMAL CURRENTS
U CONVECTIVE FLOS
THEBHAL DEGRADATION
Study of thermal stability and degradation of fire
resistant candidate polymers for aircraft
interiors
[NASA-CR-148567] p0396 N76-29419
IHERHAL EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
THERMAL EFFICIENCY
U THERMODTNAMIC EFFICIENCY
THEBB1L EIPiSSIOB
NT T H E R M A L BUCKLING
THERMAL FATIGUE
Actively cooled airfraoe structures for high-speed
flight
p0230 A76-30027
Endurance of steel 45 in the environment of some
jet fuels at elevated temperatures
p0412 A76-43813
THERHAL INSOLATION
Design and evaluation of thin metal surface
insulation for hypersonic flight
[NASA-CR-144914] p0346 N76-27400
THERMAL POWER
U TURBOGENERATORS
THEBHAL PROPERTIES
U THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
IHERHAL PROTECTION '
A structural design for a hypersonic research
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 76-906] p0445 A76-45391
Design and evaluation of thin metal surface
insulation for hypersonic flight
[NASA-CR-144914] p0346 N76-27UOO
THERMAL RESISTANCE
Trends in high temperature materials technology
for advanced aircraft turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 751050] p0143 A76-22288
Development of a protective decorative fire
resistant low smoke emitting, thermally stable
coating material
[NASA-CR-147479] p0183 N76-18234
Fire resistant resilient foams for seat cushions
[NASA-CR-147496] p0183 N76-18278
THERHAL STABILITY
Development of lightweight fire retardant,
low-smoke, high-strength, thermally stable
aircraft floor paneling
[NASA-CR-147750] p0281 N76-24365
Study of thermal stability and degradation of fire
resistant candidate polymers for aircraft
interiors
[NASi-CR-148567] p0396 B76-29419
THERHAL STRESSES
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
A-27 2
SUBJECT IHDBI TBIH PLATES
daring transient nodes of operation. I for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
A digital measuring systen for the registration of
unsteady temperature fields
p031« A76-37220
Resizing procedure for optimum design of
structures under combined mechanical and thermal
loading
[NASA-TB-I-72816] p0181 H76-18530
A stud? of theraal fatigue acceleration in box
Deans under mechanical and thermal stress
Concorde aircraft service life prediction
[ ABC-CP-1312] pO«37 H76-31221
TBEBBOCBEBICAL PROPERTIES
Flammability characteristics of aircraft interior
composites
pO«02 A76-12072
TH8BBOCOOPLES
The pulsed thermocouple for gas turbine application
[ASSE PAPER 76-GT-1] p0199 A76-25758
TBBBBODYHABIC CYCLES
Thrust in aircraft powerplants
p0011 A76-108U2
Performance of a new positive-displacement air
cycle machine for aircraft environmental
control systems
CAIAA PAPEH 76-946] pOt48 A76-H5U19
TBEBBODYHAHIC EFFICIENCY
Future SST engines with particular reference to
Olympus 593 evolution and Concorde experience
[SAE PAPER 751056] pOllt A76-22291
Efficiency criterion for an air-cooled turbine
blading
pO»11 476-43552
TBEBHODYHAHIC PBOPEBTIES
HT CRITICAL PRESSDBE
NT ENTHALPY
HI ENTROPY
HI SPECIFIC HEAT
NT THERMAL BUCKLING
HT THERHiL COSDOCXIVITY
HT THERBAL STABILITY
NT THERBOCHEBICAL PROPERTIES
Response of a nozzle to an entropy disturbance
Example of thermodynamically unsteady aerodynamics
pOOOS A76-10356
THEBHODYBABICS
HT 4EROTHERBODYNAHICS
NT COBBOSTION PHYSICS
THBBSOELASTICIT1
Calculation of gas-turbine-engine blades by the
finite element method
p0411 A76-43536
THBBHOBBTHY
0 TEBPERATDEE HEASDREBENT
fHBBHONOCLEAB PROPULSI08
o NOCLEAR PROPDLSION
TBBBNOPHYSICiL PBOPBBTIE5
NT CRITICAL PRESSURE
NT SPECIFIC HEAT
HT THERBAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT THEHBAL STABILITY
TBBBROPLASTIC RBSIHS
Development of a graphite reinforced thermoplastic
design concept for a target drone aircraft
fuselage structure application
p0230 A76-30028
Evaluation of reinforced thermoplastic composites
and adhesives
rAD-A011«07] pOO"43 H76-11257
THEBBOSETTIBG BESIBS
NT EPOXY RESINS
TBBBBOSTABILITT
0 THEHBAL STABILITY
laBBBOTBOPISH
0 TEBPEBATOBE EFFECTS
TBICKHESS
Optimum design of axial flow fans with cambered
blades of constant thickness
p0016 A76-12285
SSICgnESS BATIO
Adaptation of the Theodorsen theory to the
representation of an airfoil as a combination of
a lifting line and a thickness distribution
[HASA-TN-D-8117] pOOBI N76-13017
Calculation and analysis of the development of the
turbulent boundary layer on a thick symmetrical
rotating body of large span such as rotary
mngs
p0120 B76-15076
The development of a two-dimensional, high
endurance airfoil with given thickness
distribution and Beynolds number
[AD-A01II126] p0127 H76-15153
Relation between flexural properties and span to
thickness ratios of carbon fibre reinforced
epoxy resin
[FOK-R-1805] p03«6 H76-27375
TBIH AIRFOILS
- NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
HT THIN IINGS
Forced on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase motion with applications to harmonic
oscillation
pOOOS A76-10359
Calculation of flow around profile cascades with
arbitrary kinematic parameter time dependence
p0051 A76-14332
Two dimensional motion of an oscillating airfoil
in a fluctuating oncoming stream at supersonic
speed
p0171 A76-2U845
Calculation of the unsteady-state hydrodynamic
characteristics of a thin-airfoil cascade in a
gas flow
p0173 A76-25726
Asymptotic representation of solutions'on the
hodograph plane in problems of subsonic flow
past airfoil profiles
p0202 A76-26337
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
p0205 A76-278U4
A note on transonic flow past a thin airfoil
oscillating in a wind tunnel
p0262 A76-33365
On the unsteady notion of a thin body in an
incompressible fluid
p0316 476-37814
Cyclic iterative method applied to transonic flow
analyses
p0352 476-38492
A technigue for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
p0352 476-38493
High freguency thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flov
p0399 476-41697
Approximate unsteady thin-airfoil theory for
subsonic flow
p0400 476-41698
The use of conical and cylindrical fields in
supersonic wing theory
p0189 N76-19089
Leading-edge singularities in thin-airfoil theory
p0190 N76-19092
The compressibility rule for drag of airfoil noses
p0191 B76-19100
Experiments on thin airfoils spanning a transonic
shear flow
p0212 N76-20073
A cascade in unsteady flow
p0285 N76-25194
On the potential flow about an airfoil in ground
effect and undergoing unsteady motion
[4D-4021749] p0384 S76-29181
The effects of blowing over various trailing-edge
flaps on an NACA 0006 airfoil section,
comparisons with various types of flaps on other
airfoil sections, and an analysis of flow and
power relationships for blowing systems
[NASA-TH-D-8293] pOU69 H76-32133
TBIB BODIES
Fracture in thin sections of aircraft structures
[SAE PAPEH 760U52] p0255 476-31953
Theory of the curvilinear unsteady motion of a
thin lifting body in a gas
p0318 A76-37923
7SIS FIL33
Analysis of rain erosion of coated materials
p01«2 A76-22198
TBIH PLATES
An investigation of the free vibration of plates
constructed from composite materials using the
finite element method
p0313 A76-371S8
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On sound transmission into a. thin cylindrical
shell under 'flight conditions'
p0172 A76-25136
Calculation of the natural vibrations of
thin-walled aircraft structures
p0227 A76-29697
Calculation of free vibrations of thinwall
aircraft structures
p0114 A76-44308
IBIS BALLS
Calculation of the reinforced thin-nailed
structures by the nethod of finite elements
for reinforced shells such as fuselages
[AD-A016387] p0218 N76-20545
IBIS fHSS
HI ISPINITE SPIN RINGS
numeric calculation ot unsteady forces over thin
pointed vings in sonic flow
p0007 A76-10351
Influence of the initial values on the camber,
twist, planform, and wave-drag coefficient of
the absolutely optimum thin-section delta »ing
in supersonic flow
pOOII A76-11868
Approximate calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of channel wings with spanwise
constant sweep
p0052 A76-14341
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
rectangular wing with endplates near a screen
p0052 A76-11357
Nonlinear characteristics of a thin-section wing
for shock-free flow at the leading edge
p0067 A76-15390
Transonic equivalence rule - A nonlinear problem
involving lift
p0070 A76-15736
A lifting surface theory for the analysis of
nonplanar lifting systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-16] p0100 A76-18736
On the use of Fade approximants to represent
unsteady aerodynamic loads for arbitrarily small
motions of wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-17] p0101 A76-18737
An unsteady vortex panel method and its
application to aeroelastic calculations of a
fixed, thin wing and an unconstrained flying
vehicle Book
p0146 A76-22374
Nonlinear vibrations of a plate and a cylindrical
panel in unsteady separated flow thin wing
aeroelasticity and flutter analysis
p0173 A76-2S352
Hypersonic flow past a three-dimensional wing
p0227 A76-29703
Flowfield in the plane of symmetry below a delta
wing
p0236 A76-31180
Numerical investigation of leading-edge vortex for
low-aspect ratio thin wings
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-88] p0237 A76-31190
Law of cross sections for the three-dimensional
boundary layer on a thin-section wing in
hypersonic flow
p0264 476-3365*
On mathematical simulation of separated flow past
a wing and breakup of a vortex sheet in an ideal
fluid
p0270 A76-3<(693
Perturbation potential For a thin wing of snail span
p0316 A76-37821
Comparison of calculated and experimental values
of the efficiency and hinge moments of elevens
on thin isolated wings of small aspect ratio
P0317 A76-37887
Hypersonic flow around three-dimensional wing
pO«15 A76-UU314
A general aerodynamic approach to the problem of
decaying or growing vibrations of thin, flexible
wings with supersonic leading and trailing edges
and no side edges
p0024 N76-10097
Side-slipping airfoils in transonic flow wake
vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings at
transonic speeds
[DGL8-PAPEB-72-127] p0037 N76-1105U
Steady subsonic flow around finite-thickness wings
[NASA-CR-2616] p007U H76-1201U
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings at angles of
attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach numbers
from 0.6 to 2.0
[NASA-TB-X-3309] p0121 N76-15080
Thin oblique airfoils at supersonic speed
[HBPT-851] p0189 876-19085
The minimum drag of thin wings in frictionless flow
p0190 876-19094
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings and tall at
angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[HASA-TB-I-3310] p0212 N76-20079
Application of the vortex-lattice technique to the
analysis of thin wings with vortex separation
and thick multi-element wings
p0375 H76-28177
Arrangement of vortex lattices
p0375 H76-28180
Unsteady flow past wings having sharp-edge
separation
p0376 H76-28185
Evaluation of pressure distributions on thin wings
with distorted control surfaces oscillating
harmonically in linearised, compressible,
subsonic flow, part 1: Details of the pressure
distributions, and a set of numerical results
including comparisons with experiment
[ABC-B/S-3783] pO«75 N76-33150
THIXOTBOPY
Aeronautical analytical rework program:
Thixotropic chemical conversion coating for the
corrosion protection of aircraft aluminum surfaces[AD-A012315] p0079 H76-12177
THEEE DIBBHSIOHAL BOOIDAHI LAIBB
Law of cross sections for the three-dimensional
boundary layer on a thin-section wing in
hypersonic flow
p026« A76-33854
Cross flow effects in oscillating boundary layers
p0299 &76-35H22
Experimental measurements of the turbulent
boundary layer oa a yawed, spinning slender body
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-365] p0312 A76-37016
A finite difference method for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers on swept wings
p0316 A76-37787
Effect of discrete suction on the characteristics
of a three-dimensional laminar boundary layer on
a gliding wing
p0317 A76-37890
Theory on the interaction of a hypersonic flow
with a boundary layer for two- and
three-dimensional stalled flows. I -
Three-dimensional flows
p0318 A76-37905
Experimental study of the effect of air suction
through a slot on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
P0106 A76-H2754
Hypersonic flow around three-dimensional wing
pOU15 A76-«i|311
Three dimensional separation of an incompressible
turbulent boundary layer on an infinite swept wing
p0156 K76-17062
Measurements of the Reynolds stress tensor in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer under
infinite swept wing conditions
[DLR-TB-71095-0] p02<!1 N76-22167
A finite difference method for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers on swept wings
p0272 N76-24166
Theoretical analysis and prediction methods for a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
exemplified for infinite swept wings
[ESA-TT-238] p0273 H76-21182
IHREE DISEHSIOHAL PLOU
HI SECOHDABT FLOd
Comparison of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional transonic tests in several
large wind tunnels
[OHERA, TP NO. 1975-61] p0056 A76-11456
Solution of two- and three-dimensional problems
involving transonic flows past bodies
p0093 A76-16937
A numerical method for calculating
three-dimensional flows past blunted bodies with
a separated shock wave
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p0093 A76-16940
Recent contributions of German aeronautical
research in the field of aircraft aerodynamics
[DGLR PAPEB 75-036] p0097 A76-18298
On the computation of two- and three-dimensional
steady transonic flows by relaxation methods
p0164 A76-22952
A linearized theory of three-dimensional airfoils
in nonuniform flow
p0203 A76-27329
Some numerical results of a new three-dimensional
transonic flow method
p0206 A76-2787S
Sote on a numerical scheae for the
three-dimensional flow of a sopercavitating wing
or strut with thin cayity
p0209 A76-28642
Three-dimensional effects in sonic boom theory
p0237 A76-31580
Visual study of the three-dimensional flow pattern
at a delta wing in subsonic flow
p0264 A76-33869
numerical calculation of the three-dimensional
hypersonic viscous shock layer on a sharp cone
at incidence
p0298 A76-35418
Three-dimensional steady gas flows with straight
isohypse lines in the presence of the Bernoulli
integral
p0300 A76-35703
Homentum flux development from three-dimensional
free jets
[ASHE PAPER 76-FE-B] p0300 A76-35829
A finite element solution of unsteady transonic
flow problems for three-dimensional wings and
bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 76-328] p0311 A76-36987
Laminar three dimensional flows past bodies of
arbitrary shape
p0315 A76-37782
Comparison of predictions and under-the-wing EBF
noise data Externally Blown Flaps
C A I A A PAPER 76-soi] p03i9 A76-38037
A quasi-three-dimensional calculation procedure
for predicting the performance and gaseous
emissions of gas turbine combustors
fAIAi PAPER 76-682] p0328 476-38207
Low-frequency approximations in unsteady small
perturbation subsonic flows
p0356 A76-39005
Three dimensional supersonic flows with subsonic
axial Bach numbers
[AIA4 PAPER 76-383] p0361 A76-39867
Numerical studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vortex wakes between aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-416] p0361 A76-39872
An improved method for the prediction of
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic load
distributions of configurations with leading
edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPER 76-017] p0361 A76-39873
Ejectors for supersonic transport aircraft - A
theoretical method
pO<418 A76-44712
Use of generalized similarity laws in computing
the aerodynamic characteristics of
three-dimensional bodies
p04«1 A76-44909
Symmetrical singularity model for lifting
potential flow analysis
p0442 A76-45098
Two- and three-dimensional flows around blunt
bodies with special regard to transonic
free-stream Hach numbers
p0457 A76-46891
Recent explorations in relaxation methods for
three-dimensional transonic potential flow
CICAs PAPER 76-22] p0461 A76-47368
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible
laminar and turbulent boundary layers.
Calculation of three-dippnsinnal compressible
boundary layers on arbitrary wings
p0017 H76-10010
A comparison of a shock-capturing technique with
experimental data for three-dimensional internal
flows
p0018 H76-10028
Numerical methods for the calculation of
three-dimensional nozzle exhaust flow fields
p0019 N76-10030
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading edge vortex separation
p0020 N76-10044
Theoretical and experimental investigations of jet
parallel to wing in cross flow. Part 1:
Numerical integration of three-dimensional flow.
Part 2: Experimental-laser velocimeter flow
field investigations
[AD-A012824] p0079 N76-12322
Tridimensional linearized supersonic flow
computations
[AAAF-NT-75-17] p0123 N76-15102
A review of separation in steady,
three-dimensional flow
p0156 N76-17059
Calculation of the three-dimension, supersonic,
inviscid, steady flow past an arrow-winged
airfrane, part 1
[NASA-CR-1U7230] p0248 N76-23160
Development of a computer code for calculating the
steady super/hypersonic inviscid flow around
real configurations. Volume 2: Code description
[SASA-CR-2676] p0272 N76-24152
Numerical method to calculate the induced draq or
optimum loading for arbitrary non-planar aircraft
p0374 N76-28167
Optimization and design of three-dimensional
aerodynamic configurations of arbitrary shape by
a vortex lattice method
p0374 N76-28168
Comments on difference schemes for the
three-dimensional transonic small-disturbance
equation for swept wings
[NASA-TH-X-71980] p0376 H76-28189
FHSEB DIHENSIOBAL BOTIOI > '
NT SECONDARY FLOI
NT THREE DIHENSIONAL FLOW
On the stability of three-dimensional motion of an
aircraft
p0048 A76-13219
Boundary-integral equation method for
three-dimensional elastic fracture mechanics1
analysis gas turbines - boundary value
problems
[AD-A011660] p0028 876-10135
THRESHOLDS (PBBCBPTIOI)
A study on ITS due to DC-8 aircraft noise
Temporary Threshold Shift
p0417 A76-14590
THROTTLING ' '
Noise and structure of gas flow during critical
throttled discharge from a disk with multiple
openings
p0301 A76-35890
Effects of airplane characteristics and takeoff
noise and field length constraints on engine
cycle selection for a Hach 2.32 cruise application
[NASA-TS-X-71865] p0151 N76-16081
Interface of fighter throttle/energy management
functions with DAIS
[AD-A015804] p0179 N76-18112
CHRDST
NT HIGH THRUST
NT JET THRUST
NT ROCKET TBRDST
NT STATIC THRUST
NT VARIABLE THRUST
Propulsive effects due to flight through turbulence
p0013 A76-11233
Thrust performance of isolated 36-chute suppressor
plug nozzles with and without ejectors at Hach
numbers from 0 to 0.45
[NASA-TH-I-3298] p0027 B76-10126
THRUST AOG9EHTATION
Experimental investigation of oscillatory jet-flow
effects V/STOL aircraft
p0007 A76-10343
Supersonic high-temperature gas jet flow past a
body into a supersonic wake nozzle design
for aircraft thrust augmentation
p0097 A76-18477
XFV-12A propulsion system development
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-125] p0201 A76-25855
Vortex burning and nixing /Vorbix/ augmentation
system
[AIAA PAPER 76-678] p0327 A76-38203
Entrainment method for V/STOL ejector analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 76-419] p0361 A76-39874
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THBOST BEABIHGS SUBJECT INDEX
Selecting the compression ratio of the compressor
of small-scale gas-turbine engines mounted in
the bypass duct of a turbojet engine
P0412 A76-43562
Flow visualization studies of the XFV-12A
[AD-A010794] p0023 N76-10078
Mixing duct pressure distributions and exhaust
flow characteristics of a high temperature and
pressure cylindrical ejector
[AD-H021626] p038« N76-29182
THHOS* BEAHIHGS
Incipient failure detection in CH-47 helicopter
transmissions
[ASBE PAPER 75-HA/DE-16] p0142 A76-21874
Designing turbulent thrust bearings for reduced
power loss
[ASLE PHEPBINT 76-AS-2C-1] p0413 A76-44123
The performance of a high-speed ball thrust
bearing using silicon nitride balls
[&SHE PAPER 76-LOBS-8] pOMU A76-4U240
THBOST CONTROL
NT THRDST VECTOB COHTBOL
Air transport propulsion improvement opportunities
with advanced controls
[SAE PAPEB 760509] p030« A76-36588
Analysis of response requirements for V/STOL
lift/cruise engines used to provide height and
moment control
[AD-A014868] p0151 N76-16095
Possibilities of noise reduction for fan engines
by means of controls
p0278 N76-24251
Navy evaluation P-11A in-flight thrust control
system
[AD-A019954] p0286 N76-25204
TBBDST HEASOBEBENT
Thrust in aircraft powerplants
p0011 A76-10842
The Dolphin airship with undulating drive -
ondulators with rigid or elastic blade with
different undulator diameter at rest and during
circular running
p0012 A76-10845
THBOST POKES
D THBOST
THBOST PBOGBAHBING
Stability conditions of flight vehicle programmed
motion with initial coordinate deviations
p0052 A76-14345
TBBUST BEVERSAL
Thrust reverser design for airframe conpatibility
p0203 A76-26650
Design, development and flight test of the Cessna
Citation thrust reverser
[SAE PAPER 760468] p0256 A76-31963
The aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of an
over-the-wing target-type thrust reverser model
[AIAA PAPER 76-523] p0320 A76-38049
THBOST VECTOB COHTBOL
Stability conditions of flight vehicle programmed
motion with initial coordinate deviations
p0052 A76-14345
Slide-valve-controlled vectoring nozzle
p006<t A76-14959
Comment on 'Advanced technology thrust vectoring
exhaust systems'
p0064 A76-14962
Propulsive-lift concepts for improved low-speed
performance of supersonie- cruise arrow-wing
configurations
p0309 A76-36908
A two-dimensional Airframe Integrated Nozzle
design with inflight thrust vectoring and
reversing capabilities for advanced fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-626] p0403 A76-42404
In-flight thrust vector control
p0028 N76-10139
Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
[SASA-TH-X-72792] p0074 N76-12017
Vector thrust induced lift effects for several
elector exhaust locations on a V/STOL wind
tunnel model at forward speed
[SASA-CB-137733] p0081 N76-13020
Plight measurements of the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored thrust
aircraft (HS-P1127) throughout the transition
(V/STOI aircraft)
p0292 H76-25296
Fluidic thrust vector control for the
stabilization of man/ejection seat systems
[AD-A021223] p0423 N76-30187
TBOHDEBCHIEF AIBCBAFT
B F-105 AIRCRAFT
THDNDEBSTOBHS
Some observations of thunderstorm induced
low-level wind variations
[AIAA PAPEB 76-388] p0312 A76-37031
Atmospheric electricity Bussian book
p0458 A76-47001
if inter thunderstorms in Japan - A hazard to aviation
p0465 A76-47571
TILT
0 ATTITODE (INCLINATION)
TILT BOTOB RESEABCH AIBCBAFT PBOGHAH
& review of some tilt-rotor aeroelastic research
at NASA-Langley
p0264 A76-33795
Analysis of the wind tunnel test of a tilt rotor
power force model
[NASA-CB-137529] p0178 H76-18107
Analytical evaluation of tilting proprotor wind
tunnel test requirements
[NASA-CB-137826] p0193 H76-19146
Evaluation of XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft for flying
qualities research application
[NASA-CB-137828] p0274 H76-24208
Predicted dynamic characteristics of the XV-15
tilting proprotor aircraft in flight and in the
40- by 80-ft. wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-I-73158] p0421 N76-30148
TILT WIRG AIRCBAFT
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial
tilt-rotor transports. Volume 4: STOL
substantiating data
[NASA-CB-137765] p0193 H76-19145
Rind tunnel test results of 25 foot tilt rotor
during autorotation
[HASA-CR-137824] p0376 H76-28190
TILTED PBOPELLEBS
The perturbation potential in the Trefftz plane of
an inclined propeller with nonuniform disk loading
p0069 A76-15678
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
tilt-proprotor wind tunnel model
[NASA-TH-X-72818] p0343 N76-27213
TILTING
0 ATTITODE (INCLINATION)
TILTHS BOTOBS
Electromagnetic forces and moments of engines with
tilting rotors
p0360 A76-39734
Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response
[NASA-TB-X-62494] p0030 1176-10995
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial tilt
rotor transports. Volume 3: STOL design summary
[NASA-CR-2690] p0243 B76-22175
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
tilt-proprotor wind tunnel model
[NASA-TH-X-72818] p0343 B76-27213
Mind tunnel test results of 25 foot tilt rotor
during autorotation
[NASA-CR-137824] p0376 N76-28190
TIBE
NT FLIGHT TIBE
TIBE DEPENDENCE
Time dependent fuel injectors
[AIAA PAPER 75-1305] p0004 A76-10284
Time development of the flow about an impulsively
started cylinder
p0358 A76-39434
Time-dependent transonic flow solutions for axial
turbomacbinery
p0018 N76-10027
TIBE OPTIMAL COHTBOL
Comparison of suboptimal control programs and the
effect of aerodynamic forces on the time-minimal
transition to takeoff of VIOL aircraft
German book
p0065 A76-15007
On the least time suboptimal control of nonlinear
processes applied to aircraft takeoff guidance
p0167 A76-23472
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Long-range energy-state maneuvers for BiniauB tiae
to specified terminal conditions
p0172 A76-25096
Optiial trajectories of high-thrnst aircraft
dynamics of maxiBum-tnrn-rate
p0231 476-30859
BiniBnm tine flight profile optimization for
piston-engine-povered airplanes
[SAE PAPER 760171] p0256 A76-31967
Solution of the minimum time-to-climb problem by
Batched asynptotic expansions
p0358 176-39130
TIBE EESPOSSE
Besponse analysis of flexible aircraft Kith active
control
[AliA PAPER 76-913] p0116 A76-15395
TIP SPEED
Fan noise reduction at subsonic and supersonic tip
speeds with high Bach number inlets
p0117 A76-11587
Redesigned rotor for a highly loaded, 1800 ft/sec
tip speed coapressor fan stage 1: Aerodynamic
and Bechanical design
[HASA-CH-131835] p0028 H76-10133
An experiaental study of axial flow in wing tip
vortices
[ABL/J-HOTE-355] p0073 B76-12010
PerforBance of lov-pressure-ratio low-tip-speed
fan stage vith blade tip solidity of 0.65
[HASA-TB-l-3311] p0156 H76-17073
TIPS
HI BLADE TIPS
HI WIHG TIPS
TIBBS
HI AIRCRAFT TIBES
TITABIDB
Acceleration of fatigue tests for built-up
titaniuB components
[SASA-CR-2658] p0253 N76-23626
tlTAHIOB ALLOTS
Titanium alloy castings for aircraft parts
p0010 A76-10513
Diffusion bonded T1-6A1-1V helicopter rotor hub
and blade spar technology
pOOSO A76-1U597
Titanium UTTAS main rotor blade utility
Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0062 A76-11609
The nse of titanium castings to produce a complex
shaped intermediate casing of BRCA engine RB 199
p0091 A76-16513
Impact damage effects on boron-aluminum composites
foreign object ingestion simulation for
engines
p0091 A76-16579
Experiences at B.A.C. /B.A.D./ Ltd. with titanium
casting feasibility for airplane engine parts
p0095 A76-17528
Titanium castings - Bore cost effective than you
think
p0095 A76-17533
Historical quality assurance in titanium castings
p0095 A76-17531
Criteria concerning the use of titanium in
aircraft construction
P0112 A76-22018
Vacuum hot pressing of titanium-alloy povders
p0163 A76-22709
Superplastic forming of Ti-6Al-<tV beam frames
p0167 A76-23168
A new titanium alloy for cost-effective design of
military aircraft - Ti-1.5Al-5Bo-1.5Cr
p0229 A76-30016
Applications of beryllium and alloys of titaniui
and magnesium in aeronautical and space structures
p0356 A76-39106
Bannfactnring and service experience of the use of
titaniua and magnesium in aircraft and missiles
p0356 A76-39107
Titanium structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
p0356 A76-39108
Exploration of statistical fatigne failure
characteristics of 0.063-inch mill-annealed
T1-6A1-1V sheet and 0.050-inch heat-treated
17-7PH steel sheet under simulated
flight-by-flight loading
[AD-A011717] p0079 H76-12170
Banufactnring of titanium airframe components by
hot isostatic pressing
[AD-A011130] p0128 H76-15151
Titaninm structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
[HLB-BP-71030-tJ] p0193 N76-19119
High toughness titanium alloy development
[AD-A017152] p0196 H76-19286
Low-temperature large-area brazing of titanium
structures
[AD-AO15860] p0196 H76-19161
Engineering data on new aerospace structural
materials
[AD-A017818] p0216 H76-22367
Erosion and fatigue behavior of coated titanium
alloys for gas turbine engine compressor
applications
[AD-A022311] p0396 (176-29107
IOLEBAHCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
HT BORAH TOLERANCES
TOIOHETBY
0 PRESSURE BEASOBEBEHTS
rOOLISG
Tooling for composite structure in military
aircraft
p0162 A76-22513
TOOLS
NT BACHIHE TOOLS
TOPOGEAPBT
SI TEBBAIS
COBED: A combined display including a fuel
electronic facility and a topographical moving
map display for use in fighter/attack aircraft
p0159 H76-17131
TOBHADO AIBCBAFT
D BRCA AIRCRAFT
TOBQOE
Comparison of calculated and experimental values
of the efficiency and hinge moments of elevons
on thin isolated wings of small aspect ratio
p0317 A76-37887
Beasurements of oscillatory aerodynamic hinge
moments from the response of a wind tunnel model
to turbulent flow comparing steady state
response technique results on same model
[ARC-CP-1317] p0123 H76-15091
An experimental investigation of methods of
suppressing the unsteady torque exerted on the
upper turning mirror of an aircraft mounted
coelostat turret
[AD-A021876] p0126 H76-30215
TOBQOE BOTOBS
Representative engine power data for Army
helicopters
[AD-A022251] p0388 N76-29239
TORSIOI
Design variables for a controllable twist rotor
for helicopters
p0058 A76-11575
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilever rotor blades in hover with
variable structural coupling
[NASA-TH-D-8192] p0220 B76-21162
Minimum weight design of fuselage type stiffened
circular cylindrical shells subjected to pure
torsion and combined torsion with axial
compression with and without lateral pressure
p0378 H76-28218
TORSIONAL STRESS
Prediction of helicopter control load structural
limits
p0062 A76-11610
TOBSIOHAL VIBBATIOB
A method for analyzing the stability of a wing in
flight
p0011 A76-10701
An analytical study of a multicycle controllable
twist rotor of helicopters
p0059 A76-11585
Rotor blade wake flutter - A comparison of theory
and experiment
p0059 A76-11587
Aerodynamic excitation of torsional vibrations in
turbomachinery blading
pOUl A?b-i9iOO
Semi-analytic methods for rotating Timoshenko beams
p0135 A76-20521
Coupled bending-torsion vibrations of rotating
blades
[ASBE PAPER 76-GT-13] p0199 A76-25792
Optimization of governor design in helicopter
propulsion systems with zero torsional stiffness
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IODGHHESS SUBJECT IHDEI
couplings
[AD-A020U95] p03H5 H76-27211
TOOGBHESS
Hechanical parameters (fatigue and toughness) of
certain very high strength steel alloys
p0195 N76-1927<t
High toughness titanium alloy development
[AD-A017452] p0196 H76-19286
TOSED BODIES
Feasibility study of helicopter-towed air cushion
logistic vehicles
[AD-A011803] pOO«3 K76-11317
TOIED TARGETS
D TOBED BODIES
TOiEBS
NT AIBPOBT TOWERS
TOWHSEND DISCBABGE
NT GAS OISCBABGES
TOXIC HAZABDS
Transportation of hazardous materials by air
[GPO-62-325] p0170 H76-32139
TOIICITI AHD SAFETT. HAZARD
Fire containment tests of aircraft interior panels
p0227 A76-29557
Some aspects of smoke and fume evolution fron
overheated non-metallic materials
p0315 A76-37292
TRACKING (POSITION)
NT COMPENSATORY TRACKING
NT OPTICAL TRACKING
NT PDBSOIT TRACKING
NT RADAB TRACKING
Optimal command generation for tracking a class of
discontinuous trajectories
(ASHE PAPER 76-AOT-B] p0302 A76-36160
TRACKING STUDIES
0 TBACKING (POSITION)
IBADEOFFS
On the conception and measurement of trade-off in
engineering systems - A case study of the
aircraft design process
p0269 A76-31313
A study of design trade (OFFS) using a computer
model
pOllt N76-15022
Study of cost/benefit tradeoffs for redusing the
energy consumption of the commercial air
transportation system
CNASA-CH-137891] p0429 N76-31079
TBADEB AIBCBAFT
B C-1A AIBCRAFT
TRAFFIC
NT AIR TRAFFIC
Forecast of landside airport access traffic at 211
major OS airports to 1990. Volume 1: The
forecasts
[AD-A025it01/1 ] p0130 N76-31091
Forecast of landside airport access traffic at
ma^or OS airports to 1990. Volume 2: Detailed
technical description of forecasting methods
[AD-A0252M6/0] p0430 N76-31092
TBAFFIC CONTROL
NT AIR TBAFFIC CONTROL
TRAILING EDGES
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the
aerodynamic performance of aerofoils
pOOIS A76-12921
The flow about the trailing edge of a supersonic
oscillating aerofoil
_ p0096 A76-18161
Wind tunnel measurements of the trailing vortex
development behind a sweptback wing - Effect of
simulated jet engines on the flow field
[ A I A A PAPER 76-63] p0101 A76-18770
Reduction of base drag
P0167 A76-23559
Aerodynamics and heat transfer at the trailing
edge of transonic blades
[ A S M E PAPER 76-GT-95] p0200 A76-25835
Evaluation of the generalized geometrical
parameter of a triple-slotted wing flap
p0228 A76-29710
Unsteady motion of airfoils with boundary-layer
separation
p0236 A76-31181
Turbulent boundary-layer surface-pressure
fluctuation near an airfoil trailing edge
[ A I A A PAPER 76-335] p0311 A76-36992
Semi-empirical airframe noise prediction model
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-527] p0321 A76-38052
Rotating cylinder for circulation control on an
airfoil
p0351 A76-38157
Transonic testing of a self optimizing flexible
airfoil
p0354 A76-38631
Nnnencal studies of three-dimensional breakdown
in trailing vortex wakes between aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-116] p0361 A76-39872
Noise due to turbulent flow past a trailing edge
p0365 A76-40806
Sound generated in the vicinity of the trailing
edge of an upper surface blown flap
[AIAA PAPEB 76-503] p0366 A76-41378
Vortex shedding from a blunt trailing edge with
equal and unequal external mean velocities
p O U O O A76-IH761
Estimation of generalized geometric parameter of
multi-element wing mechanization
P01115 A76-»«321
A near-wake model for the aerodynamic pressures
exerted on singing trailing edges
pO<l«9 A76-45II69
Asymptotic theory of two-dimensional trailing-edge
flows
p0018 N76-10015
A general aerodynamic approach to the problem of
decaying or growing vibrations of thin, flexible
wings with supersonic leading and trailing edges
and no side edges
p002U N76-10097
Influence of splitter wedges on the lift and drag
of a rectangular wing with a blunt trailing edge
[BSA-TT-187] ' p0038 N76-1106U
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
mathematical model for thin wing boundary layer
flow
p0155 N76-17032
Theoretical correction for the lift of elliptic
wings
p0188 N76-19071
Rind-tunnel investigation of control-surface
characteristics. 5: The use of a beveled
trailing edge to reduce the hinge moment of a
control surface
[L-«6«] p0188 N76-19076
An investigation into the effect of castellating a
blunt trailing edge in supersonic flow
[BD-175] p0221 N76-21169
Experimental investigation of the high velocity
Coanda wall jet applied to bluff trailing edge
circulation control airfoils
[AD-A019U17] p0338 N76-26138
A wind tunnel study of the effects of trailing
edge modifications on the lift-drag ratio of a
circulation controlled airfoil
[AD-A023356] p0476 N76-33161
An analytic and experimental study of the effects
of splitter plate position on the trailing edge
modifications of a cambered circulation
controlled elliptical airfoil
[AD-A023354] p0176 N76-33163
TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
Hypersonic incipient separation on delta wing with
trailing-edge flap
p0100 A76-18683
Measured pressure distributions on an airfoil with
oscillating jet flap
p0151 A76-45760
Separated flow induced by trailing-edge flaps on
delta wings at a =• 8.2
pO«67 A76-47878
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on two-dimensional airfoils at low
speeds. Phase 2: Studies with Fowler flap
extended
[NASA-CR-11571H] p0035 S76-11037
Improvement of maneuverability at high subsonic
speeds fighter aircraft maneuverability
improvement at high subsonic speeds by slotted
and unslotted leading and trailing edge flaps on
delta wing
[DGLH-PAPEB-72-126] p0037 N76-11053
Separation ahead of controls on swept wings
[AD-A014240] p012<4 N76-15117
Noise reduction tests of large-scale-model
externally blown flap using trailing-edge
A-278
SOBJECT INDBI TBABSIEBT BESP08SE
bloving and partial flap slot covering jet
aircraft noise redaction
[BASA-TB-I-3379] p02«8 B76-22977
the effects of bloving over various trailing-edge
flaps on an NACA 0006 airfoil section,
conparisons vith various types of flaps on other
airfoil sections, and an analysis of flov and
pover relationships for blowing systems
[BASA-TB-D-8293] p0469 H76-32133
TEilBIHG
D EDUCATION
TE1IHIBG AIBCBAFT
HI ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
HI G-91 AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAB AIRCRAFT
HI T-2 AIBCBAFT
HI T-28 AIBCHAFT
81 T-33 AIBCRAFT
NT T-37 AIBCRAFT
HI T-38 AIRCRAFT
T34C turboprop trainer spin developnent progran
p0099 476-186511
CASA C-101 - A Spanish trainer for 1980
p0137 A76-20871
Banker Siddeley Bavk T Uk 1 tvo-seat ground
attack/trainer aircraft
p0260 A76-32634
Hawker Siddeley Bavk T Mk 1 two-seat ground
attack/trainer aircraft
p0263 A76-33772
Parametric analysis of advanced technology applied
to a single engine trainer
[SAE PAPER 760459] p0307 A76-36825
Joint aircraft loading/structure response
statistics of tiie to service crack initiation
[AD-A011646] p0026 N76-10120
Design, cost, and advanced technology applications
for a military trainer aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62469] p0039 B76-11079
Study of a very lov cost air combat maneuvering
trainer aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-73162] p0478 B76-33190
TBAIBIHG SIHDLATOBS
HI COCKPIT SIMULATORS
NT FLIGBT SIMULATORS
LMT - The training simulator for Concorde
pOOlO A76-10518
Simulation - A growth market in a contracting
industry display devices for flight simulators
pOOIS A76-13245
The flight simulation installation of the
Institute of Aeronautics of the Technical
University Darmstadt
p0049 A76-13321
A simplified semigraphical approach to
curve-fitting aerodynamic and propulsive data
for trainers and simulators
p0166 A76-23152
Helicopter flight simulators
p0166 A76-23253
ANAVS - An engineering simulator for design of
visual flight training simulators Aviation
Hide Angle Visual System to simulate pilot
visual tasks
p0226 A76-29480
Advanced flight simulation in air combat training
configured for F-UJ simulation
p0226 A76-29496
Simulation - A flight test complement
p0268 A76-34240
Civil helicopter operations with British Airways.
I - Operations /Halford Memorial Lecture/
p0366 A76-41047
TEAJECTOBIES
NT ABOBT TRAJECTORIES
NT ASCEBT TRAJECTORIES
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
A flight investigation using variable glide path
trajectories to compensate for winds and
moderate wind shears
CLR-589] p0346 N76-27246
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
Calculation of differential-turning barrier surfaces
aircraft pair trajectories for evasive
maneuvers
p0308 A76-36903
A mnltifaceted store separation analysis
p0355 A76-38657
Conflict detection and resolution in the
Netherlands ATC-system SARP II
[ICAS PAPER 76-55] pOU6« A76-47399
Comments on mathematical modelling of external
store release trajectories including comparison
with flight data (prediction analysis
techniques for jettisoning of external stores)
p0293 N76-25301
Store separation from aircraft using a captive
trajectory yawmeter system
[BRE-TB-1522(BB/D)] p0341 N76-27172
TBAJECTOBI CONTROL
BT TBAJECTOBY OPTIBIZATIOH
TRAJECTORY OPTIHIZATIOI
Stability conditions of flight vehicle programmed
motion with initial coordinate deviations
p0052 A76-14345
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions
p0172 A76-25096
An aircraft noise pollution model for trajectory
optimization
p0202 A76-26384
The optimum trajectories of programmed stable
motion of an aircraft
p0228 A76-29706
Optimal trajectories of high-thrust aircraft
dynamics of maximum-turn-rate
p0234 A76-30859
Optimal command generation for tracking a class of
discontinuous trajectories
[ASHE PAPER 76-AUT-B] p0302 A76-36160
Calculation of differential-turning barrier surfaces
aircraft pair trajectories for evasive
maneuvers
p0308 A76-36903
Zoom-climb altitude maximization of the F-4C and
P-15 aircraft for stratospheric sampling missions
p0308 A76-36906
Solution of the minimum time-to-climb problem1 t>y
matched asymptotic expansions
p0358 A76-39430
Optimal-path precision terrain following system
[AIAA 76-1958] p0370 A76-41469
Optimal flight-path-angle transitions in minimum
time airplane climbs
[AIAA PAPER 76-795] pOOOS A76-43102
Optimal trajectories of programmed stable flight
vehicle motion
p0115 A76-44317
Predictive adaptive control of a non-linear
time-varying aircraft system
[ICAS PAPER 76-60] p0465 A76-47404
Fixed-range optimum trajectories for short-haul
aircraft
[NASA-TB-D-8115] p0083 B76-13052
TRAISDUCEBS
BT HICROPHOBES
BT PRESSURE SENSORS
Fluctuating surface pressure measurements on DSB
wing using tvo types of transducers
[NASA-TM-Z-72750] p0022 N76-10067
TRABSFER FDBCTIOBS
Atmospheric turbulence and the analysis of
aircraft structures
p0139 A76-21188
Aeroelastic airframe transfer function synthesis
p0230 A76-30045
Hethod for selecting the transfer numbers of a
system for the control of the lateral motions of
an aircraft
p0319 A76-37940
TRANSFORMATIONS (HATHEBATICS)
HT COORDINATE TBA8SFOBMATIOBS
BT FAST FOURIER TRANSFOHBATIONS
TRANSIENT BEATING
BT SHOCK HEATING
TBABSIEBT LOADS
BT GOST LOADS
BT IMPACT LOADS
TRANSIENT OSCILLATIONS
An analvsis of the stability of an airplane with
free controls
[BEPT-709] p0187 N76-19072
TBABSIEBT BESPOISB
Linear transient response of a flexible rotor
supported in gas-lubricated bearings
[ASME PAPEB 75-LUB-40] p0064 A76-11882
A-27 9
TR1HSIEHTS (SURGES) SOBJBCT INDEX
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
during transient modes of operation. I for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
Dynamic stall reconsiderations
p0309 A76-36909
A modal transient rotordynamic model for
dual-rotor jet engine systems
[ASHE PAPER 75-DE-S] p0402 A76-U2052
SIOL aircraft transient ground effects. Part 1:
Fundamental analytical study
(HiSA-CR-137766] p0085 H76-13072
STOL aircraft transient ground effects. Part 2:
Experimental techniques feasibility study
[NASA-CR-137767] p0086 H76-13073
Transient effects of the wing wake on the
horizontal tail
[TN-771] p0187 N76-19071
Experimental study of transient dynamics of a
flexible rotor
CNASA-CR-2703] p0339 H76-26511
TEAHSIEHTS (SURGES)
B SOBGES
TEAHSITIOi FLOR
A numerical simulation of the rarefied hypersonic
flat plate problem
[IC-AEEO-75-08] p0242 B76-22169
lifting jet flow fields
[AD-A021968] p0384 N76-29178
TBAHSITIOH BETALS
HI TITANIUH
TBAHSLATIOHAL MOTION
NT SECONDARY FLOW
NT THBEE DIMENSIONAL FLOS
NT T H B E E DIMENSIONAL BOTION
Rotor aerodynamics. Rake equilibrating
tAAAF-ST-75-18] p0123 N76-15103
TBAISUSSIOf
NT &CODSTIC PBOPA6ATION
NT A E R O D Y N A M I C BEAT TRANSFER
NT CONDDCTIVE HEAT TBAHSPBB
NT DATA TRANSHISSION
NT HEAT T R A N S F E R
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT LIGHT SCATTERIBG
NT LIGHT TRANSHISSION
NT B A D I A T I V E HEAT T R A N S F E R
NT SHOCK R A V E PROPAGATION
NT SIGNAL T R A N S M I S S I O N
NT SODND TRANSMISSION
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT TURBULENT HEAT TBANSFEB
Development testing of free planet transmission
concept
[AD-A012899] p0076 N76-120U7
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY
Data transmission in integrated avionics systems
on Caravelle aircraft
p0362 A76-10037
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 5: Aircraft tredown testing
[AD-A014267] p0130 N76-15»69
TRANSMISSION FLUIDS
Integrated airflow concepts for helicopter engine
and drive system
p0062 476-11(605
TRANSMISSION LINES
NT COMMUNICATION CABLES
Eight-terminal, bidirectional, fiber optic trunk
data bus
[AD-A019M29] p0281 N76-21983
Interim progress summary and description of A.-7
Aloft system
[AD-A021257] p0386 N76-29222
TBANSHISSION LOSS
Effect of air flow, panel curvature, and internal
pressurization on field-incidence transmission
loss
p0352 A76-38087
TBANSHITTEBS
NT BADIO TRANSMITTERS
TBANSOBIC AIBCBAFT
D SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
TBANSOBIC FLIGHT
The development of supplementary coaputational
procedures for supercritical wings
p0049 A76-13102
The development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
p0057 A76-1U567
Northrop F-5A aircraft transonic buffet pressure
data acquisition and response analysis
p0064 A76-14963
An integral approach to lifting wing theory at
Mach one
p0351 A76-38399
Variable cycle engines - The next step in
propulsion evolution
[AIAA PAPER 76-758] pOUOl A76-U2a2U
Advanced aerodynamics for transonic flight
fighter aircraft design
[ICAS PAPEB 76-12] p0461 A76-U7360
Transonic flight flutter tests of a control
surface utilizing an impedance response technique
p0026 N76-10114
Design studies of transonic and STOL airfoils with
active diffusion control
[AD-A011928] pOOII N76-11088
The effects of buffeting and other transonic
phenomena on maneuvering combat aircraft
[AGABD-AB-82] p0105 N76-1U018
Buffet analysis
p0106 N76-14026
Transonic airfoil design using Cartesian coordinates
[NASA-CB-2578] p0213 N76-20082
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angles (transonic and supersonic)
[AD-A023425] pO«75 N76-33154
TBAHSONIC FLOR
Comparison of testing techniques for isolated
axisymmetric exhaust nozzles in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1292] pOOOt A76-10281
Unsteady transonic aerodynamics - An aeronautics
challenge
p0007 A76-10350
Numeric calculation of unsteady forces over thin
pointed wings in sonic flow
p0007 A76-10351
Modern developments in transonic flow small
disturbance theory
p0019 A76-1355H
Approximate shock-free transonic solution for
lifting airfoils
pOOSO A76-13982
A comparison of two integral equation methods for
high subsonic lifting flows
p0068 A76-15631
Transonic equivalence rule - A nonlinear problem
involving lift
p0070 A76-15736
Solution of two- and three-dimensional problems
involving transonic flows past bodies
p0093 A76-16937
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow past an
oscillating airfoil by a method of fractional
steps
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1975-115] p0095 A76-17503
On the drag of bodies of revolution at transonic
speeds
p0096 A76-18011
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over
three-dimensional jet-flapped wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-98] p0102 A76-18789
The transonic jet flap - A review of recent results
[SAE PAPER 751089] p01<l« A76-22308
On the computation of two- and three-dimensional
steady transonic flows by relaxation methods
p0161 A76-22952
Numerical solution of transonic flow in a straight
cascade
p0165 A76-23021
Calculation of transonic flow with shock through a
blade cascade
p0170 A76-2S055
Aerodynamics and heat transfer at the trailing
'edge of transonic blades
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-95] p0200 A76-25835
Asymptotic representation of solutions on the
hodograph plane in problems of subsonic flow
past airfoil profiles
p0202 A76-26337
Symposium Transsonicum II, Goettingen, Rest
Germany, September 8-13, 1975, Proceedings
p020» A76-27826
Some developments in unsteady transonic flow
research
p020« A76-27827
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On the notion of shock naves on an airfoil vith
oscillating flap
p0201 476-27830
Review of the application of hodograph theory to
transonic aerofoil design and theoretical and
experimental analysis of shock-free aerofoils
p020S 176-27837
The direct problem of the transonic airfoils on
the hodograph
p0205 176-27838
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flo» by an integral
method
p0205 176-27811
Supercritical wing design for a fighter type
experimental aircraft
p0205 176-27856
in exact hodographmethod for the design of
supercritical wingsections
p0205 A76-27860
Hathematical nethod of designing a certain
compressor type plane blade cascade
p0205 A76-27863
Transonic aerodynamics and the helicopter rotor
p0205 176-27861
A review of numerical techniques for calculating
supercritical airfoil flows
p0206 A76-27865
Review of some numerical solutions of the
transonic small disturbance equations
p0206 A76-27869
Research in the DK on finite difference methods
for computing steady transonic flows
p0206 176-2787"!
Some numerical results of a new three-dimensional
transonic flow method
p0206 A76-27875
Supercritical flow past airfoils at Hach numbers
close to one
p0206 176-27877
1 direct method for computing non-symmetrical
plane flows at Hach number one
p0206 176-27878
The analysis of arbitrary wingbody combinations in
transonic flow using a relaxation method
p0206 176-27879
Numerical solutions for transonic flows past
wing-body combinations
p0206 176-27880
Approximate methods for transonic flow past finite
wedge profiles
p0228 176-29789
Transonic flows past wing profiles - 1 new direct
hodograph method
p0231 176-30656
Remarks on 'local linearization' in near-sonic
subsonic flows past a profile with a break
p0237 176-31581
lirfoil section drag reduction at transonic speeds
by numerical optimization
[S1E PAPER 7601477] p0257 176-31969
On the parabolic method and the method of local
linearization in transonic flow
p0263 176-33778
Skin friction reduction by slot injection at Hach
0.8
p0298 176-35<I09
Dse of shock tubes in high Reynolds number
transonic testing
p0299 176-35550
Some flow patterns observed in shock tubes and the
comparison with results by numerical simulation
p0300 176-35551
1 finite element solution of unsteady transonic
flow problems for three-dimensional wings and
bodies
[AI11 PIPER 76-328] p0311 176-36987
Phase plane analysis of transonic flows
[6111 PIPER 76-332] p0311 176-36989
numerical solution of periodic transonic flow
through a fan stage
[Sill PIPES 76-369] p0312 176-37019
Turbulent Clow connected with separation and
reattachnent
p0315 176-37781
Perturbation potential for a thin wing of small span
p0316 176-37821
Experimental investigation of the stable
self-oscillations of an aileron in transonic flow
p0318 176-37929
Resistance of vortex generators at near-sonic speeds
p0319 176-37938
Cyclic iterative method applied to transonic flow
analyses
p0352 176-38192
1 technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
p0352 176-38193
Sanaa-effects on 2-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics specific heat ratio due to
shock induced separation
P0351 176-38632
A survey of transonic aerodynamics
[AIll PIPER 76-326] p0360 176-39855
Calculation of the transonic oscillating flap with
•viscous1 displacement effects
[1111 PAPER 76-327] p0360 A76-39856
Design considerations for a novel low source noise
transonic fan stage
[1111 PAPER 76-577] p0368 176-11391
Influence of nonconservative differencing on
transonic streamline shapes
pOlOO A76-11718
Direct method for calculating sonic flow past a
given wing profile - Nonsymmetnc flow
pOIOS A76-12910
Two- and three-dimensional flows around blunt
bodies with special regard to transonic
free-stream Hach numbers
p0157 176-16891
Developments in transonic steady and unsteady flow
theory
[ICIS PIPEB 76-06] p0160 176-17355
Analysis of two-element high lift systems in
transonic flow
[ICIS PIPER 76-13] p0161 176-17361
The design of transonic airfoils under
consideration of shock wave boundary layer
interaction ..
[ICAS PAPER 76-11] p0161 176-17362
In experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[ICIS PAPER 76-15] p0161 176-17363
Recent explorations in relaxation methods for
three-dimensional transonic potential flow
[ICIS PIPES 76-22] p0161 176-17368
Induced side forces at high angles of attack
bodies of revolution in subsonic and transonic
flow
p0165 A76-17552
Transonic aerofoils - Advances in theory and design
pO»67 176-17879
Computational aspects of the prediction of
multidimensional transonic flows in turbomachinery
p0018 N76-10026
Time-dependent transonic flow solutions for axial
turbomachinery
p0018 H76-10027
TSFOIL: 1 computer code for two-dimensional
transonic calculations, including wind-tunnel
wall effects and wave-drag evaluation
p0019 H76-10035
Numerical integration of the small-disturbance
potential and Euler equations for unsteady
transonic flow
p0019 N76-10036
Process in application of direct elliptic solvers
to transonic flow computations
p0020 N76-10038
Numerical modeling of tunnel-wall and body shape
effects on transonic flow over finite lifting
wings
p0021 N76-10050
Axisymmetric transonic flow including wind tunnel
wall effects
p0021 N76-10052
Approximate method for calculating transonic flow
about lifting wing body combinations
p0021 S76-10051
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 1: Experimental data
report, base configuration and effects of wing
twist and leading-edge configuration wind
tunnel tests, aircraft models
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[HASA-CR-132727] p0035 H76-11034
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 2: Experimental data
report, effects of control surface deflection
mad tunnel tests - aircraft nodels
[KASA-CR-132728] p0035 876-11035
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 3: Data report,
comparison of attached flow theories to experiment
mnd tunnel tests, aircraft models
[NASA-CR-132729] p0035 N76-11036
A technique for accelerating iterative convergence
in numerical integration, with application in
transonic aerodynamics
CNASA-TH-X-62a96] p0035 H76-11039
Aerodynamics of airfoils in transonic flow
sweptback wings and shockfree flow calculation
[ESA-TT-175] p0036 H76-11018
The calculation of the buffet boundary for
sweptback wings at transonic flow
[DGIR-PAPER-72-123] p0036 H76-11050
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in tbe boundary layer on an infinite sweptback
wing
[DGJ.R-PAPBR-72-12U] p0037 H76-11051
Transonic airfoil theory: A critical comparison
of various methods
CDGIR-PAPER-72H32] p0038 H76-11059
An integral approach to lifting wing theory at
Hacb one problem solving for lifting
surfaces, transonic flow
[AD-A011770] p0075 H76-12021
Blade profiles for turbine engines, adapted to
reversible transonic flows
pOOBO N76-12985
Flow field aspect of transonic phenomena
pOIOS K76-14021
On the computation of two-dimensional transonic
flow with boundary layer
[AAAF-HT-75-20] p0123 H76-1510"
An introductory description of a hodograph method
for transonic shock-free aerofoil design
[HLB-TB-73152-0] p.0147 N76-160«1
Viscous interactions with separation under
transonic flow conditions
p0156 H76-17055
Computation of the transonic perturbation flow
fields around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[HASA-CR-2599] p0156 N76-17072
Characteristics of 2-D unsteady transonic flow
p0176 H76-18060
Evaluation of calculation methods for 2-D unsteady
transonic flow
p0177 H76-18061
Unsteady transonic flow
p0177 H76-18062
Experiments on thin airfoils spanning a transonic
shear flow
p0212 H76-20073
Some remarks on unsteady transonic flow
unsteady aerodynamics
p0271 H76-2I4148
Calculation of aerodynamic derivatives in unsteady
two-dimensional transonic flow using Dowell's
linearization method
[AHS-1238-T] p0272 H76-2115U
Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
CDLR-IB-151-75/8] p0273 N76-24180
Transonic problems in rotor aerodynamics
p027<4 N76-24210
Inlet spillage drag tests and numerical flow-field
analysis at subsonic and transonic speeds of a
1/8-scale, two-dimensional,
external-compression, variable-geometry,
supersonic inlet configuration
rHASA-CR-2680] p0277 H76-2U2HO
Effects of buffet ing and other transonic phenomena
for fighter aircraft
p0292 N76-25298
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing/body combination incorporating jet flaps
rHASi-TH-X-62i(61 ] p0331 N76-26153
Computations with the Garabedian and Korn program
for two-dimensional transonic flows with
embedded shocks
[HLB-TR-71091-0] p03i(1 1176-27179
On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap three shock wave
propagation modes
[NLB-HP-75028-D] p0312 H76-27182
The calculation of steady non-linear transonic
flow over finite wings with linear theory
aerodynamics
[HASA-CB-115023] p0376 H76-28194
An experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[HASA-TB-X-73157] p0381 H76-2851*
An experimental investigation of the drag on a
circular cylinder and curved shell in transonic
flow
CAD-A021874] p0384 N76-29180
Comparison of two- and three-dimensional transonic
tests made in various large wind tunnels for
transport aircraft models
[AD-A0213U8] p0391 H76-29276
Subsonic and transonic flow over sharp and round
nosed nonlifting airfoils
p0421 H76-30149
Pressure distribution over symmetric wing profiles
for transonic flow
[HASA-TT-F-17201] pOU35 H76-3119U
The development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
[NLB-HP-75032-0] p0436 H76-31221
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-ving
configuration
tHASA-CH-2610] pOU69 H76-32132
Rave interactions in transonic and hypersonic flow
wing body combinations
[AD-A023189] pO»76 H76-33158
TBABSOHIC FLOTTEB
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow
p0008 A76-103511
Some examples of unsteady transonic flows over
airfoils
pOOOB A76-10358
On the computation of the transonic perturbation
flow field around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[AIAA PAPEB 76-99] p0102 A76-18790
Geared-elevator flutter study transonic
flutter characteristics of empennage
p0232 A76-30063
A note on transonic flow past a thin airfoil
oscillating in a. wind tunnel
p0262 A76-33365
A preliminary study of the effects of vortex
diffusers (winglets) on wing flutter
[NASA-TM-X-72799] p0081 H76-13019
Geared-elevator flutter study wind tunnel
tests of transonic flutter effects on control
surfaces of supersonic transport tail
assemblies, conducted in a NASA-Langley
transonic wind tunnel
tHASA-TB-X-73902] p0373 H76-28158
TBABSOHIC ISLETS
0 SOPERSOHIC IHLETS
TBAHSOHIC HOZZLES
Design and preliminary evaluation of inlet
concepts selected for maneuver improvement
of transonic tactical aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-701] pOlOU A76-42423
Flows of a reacting mixture in Laval nozzles under
conditions of a guasi-frozen process
pOi»i»3 A76-15203
TRAHSOIIC SPEED
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrow-wing
configuration at transonic speed
p0021 H76-10049
Pressure data from a 6UA010 airfoil•at transonic
speeds in heavy gas media of ratio of specific
heats from 1.67 to 1.12
[ HASA-TS-X-621168] p0022 N76-1006I*
Side-slipping airfoils in transonic flow wake
vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings at
transonic speeds
[DGLB-PAPEB-72-127] p0037 N76-11054
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Airfoil section drag redaction at transonic speeds
by numerical optimization
[BASA-TH-X-73097] p0155 876-17026
Soie recent developments in the aerodynamics of
wings for high speeds
p0191 H76-19098
in integral equation method foe boundary
interference in perforated-wall wind tunnels at
transonic speeds
p0252 H76-23274
Comparative two and three dimensional transonic
testing in various tunnels
p0289 B76-25267
A critigue of transonic aerofoil testing techniques
[NASA-TT-F-17251] pO«75 N76-33136
TBAHSOBIC USD TOHHELS
Transonic buffet response testing and control
p0007 A76-103K1
High-speed wind tunnel TVH 150 of the Institute of
Aeronautics of the Technical Dniversity Darmstadt
p0049 A76-13320
Comparison of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional transonic tests in several
large wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-61] p0056 A76-11456
State-of-the-art data acquisition and reduction
techniques for transonic airfoil testing
p0163 A76-22735
An experimental investigation of Garabedian and
Horn's shockless lifting aerofoil Ho. 1
p0205 A76-27857
'Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 9th, Arlington,
Tex., June 7-9,1976, Proceedings
p0353 A76-38626
Kind tunnel wall interference effects on a
' supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38627
Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38628
Toward the correctable-interference transonic wind
tunnel
p0353 A76-38630
Transonic testing of a self jptiaizing flexible
airfoil
p0354 A76-38631
Comparative measurements on three geometrically
similar calibration models of a transport
aircraft type in the transonic wind-tunnel at
the AVA, Goettingen
' - 1- [DGLR-PAPER-72-122] p0036 N76-11019
The transonic test-section for airfoil
measurements in the Institute for Aerodynamics,
Braunschweig
[DGL8-PAPER-72-133] p0038 N76-11060
High Reynolds number transonic testing
[AD-A011983] p0039 N76-11067
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
110A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. <45-0)
and the Boeing 717 carrier (node! no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 1 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-1iH8<m] p0147 B76-16033
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
110A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. «5-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 2 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-1II18U5] p01»7 N76-16031
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale nodels of the configuration
1MOA/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 15-0)
and the Boeing 7U7 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 3 wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CR-KI18U6] p01U7 N76-16035
Study of multipiece, flow-through wind tunnel
models for HI8I
[AD-A017286] p0152 B76-16111
Application of interactive computer graphics in
wind-tunnel dynamic model testing
p015» N76-16828
Transonic wind-tunnel tests of an F-8 airplane
model equipped with 12 and 11-percent thick
oblique wings
CBASA-TB-X-62H78] p0192 N76-19112
The computation of transonic flows past aerofoils
in solid, porous or slotted wind tunnels
p0287 H76-25232
Bodel systems and their implications in the
operation of pressurized wind tunnels
p0288 N76-25248
Design and construction of the alpha jet flutter
nodel
p0288 N76-25209
The character of flow unsteadiness and its
influence on steady state transonic wind tunnel
measurements
p0289 B76-25256
Comment on results obtained with three ONERA
airplane calibration models in FFA transonic
wind tunnels
p0289 N76-25268
Geared-elevator flutter study wind tunnel
tests of transonic flutter effects on control
surfaces of supersonic transport tail
assemblies, conducted in a MASA-Langley
transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73902] p0373 N76-28158
Comparison of two- and three-dimensional transonic
tests made in various large wind tunnels for
transport aircraft models
[AD-A021318] p0391 N76-29276
Pressure distribution over symmetric wing profiles
for transonic flow *
[NASA-TT-F-17201 ] pO<»35 H76-31 191
Two-dimensional airfoil test facility in the
modane-avrienx S3 blowdown wind tunnel
[BASA-TT-F-172S3] pOUBO 1176-33221
T8AHSOHICS
D TRANSOBIC FLOW
TBiBSPABBBCE
The evaluation of VBR 2A and VHR 3A glasses
(Glaverbel-Hecaniver S.A.) for aerospace
applications
[BHUU083] pOO«3 S76-11292
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ST C-111 AIRCRAFT
NT CARGO AIRCRAFT
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NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT DC 3 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIBCRAFT
ST DC 9 AIRCRAFT
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NT F-27 AIBCRAFT
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NT TANKER AIRCRAFT
BT TO-15M AIRCBAFT
NT UH-60A HELICOPTER
NT OH-61A HELICOPTEB
NT VC-10 AIRCRAFT
BT YC-1« AIRCBAFT
Economic benefits of engine technology to
commercial airline operators
[AIAA PAPER 75-1205] p0003 A76-10257
Dassault-Breguet - From the Hercure-100 to the
Bercure-200. I twin-jet transport aircraft
design
p0012 U6-1113Q
Dassault-Breguet - From the nercure-100 to the
gercure-200. II civil transport aircraft
specifications
p0012 A76-11135
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Probabilistic evaluation of safe landing for a
transport aircraft
pOOIS A76-11898
Airline profit pinch clouds harvest of gains
lower-cost fuel-efficient transport technology
p0015 176-12159
Builders vie for short/medium market transport
aircraft design
p0015 A76-12160
Short-haul designs include trade-offs
p0016 A76-12161
YC-15 - A STOL performer for the 'eighties
p0051 A76-14171
Conditions of Ixghtning strikes on air transports
and certain general lightning protection
requirements
p0055 A76-14430
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[ONERA, TP NO, 1975-62] p0056 A76-14457
Design and development for maximum reliability and
minimum maintenance costs of subsonic
transport aircraft
p0067 A76-15402
Baintainability by design aircraft reliability
p0067 A76-15403
Keynote address - Designing from the Inside Out
human factors in aircraft design
p0067 A76-15U09
Passenger and crew considerations in transport
aircraft design
p0068 A76-15413
Smoke emission from burning cabin materials and
the effect on visibility in wide-bodied jet
transports
p0068 A76-15126
The new Soviet airliner Jak-42
p0094 A76-17411
The medium-haul ]et transport aircraft TU-154A
p0139 A76-21157
Impact of active controls on future transport
design, performance, and operation
[SAE PAPER 751051] p0143 A76-22289
Tank and fuel systems considerations for hydrogen
fueled aircraft
[SAE PAPER 751093] p0145 A76-22311
Advanced Acoustic Nacelle concepts
[ASME PAPER 76-GT-35] p0199 A76-25786
Can E-w aircraft provide efficient commercial
transport
p0203 A76-27068
Some considerations in the design of transport
aircraft /The H. Rupert Turnbull Lecture for 1975/
p0203 A76-27274
Determination of the realizable flight hours for
aircraft
p020U A76-27364
Hydraulic systems for transport aircraft
Russian book
p0207 A76-28354
Some future trends in aero engine design for
subsonic transport aircraft
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-2] p0233 A76-30625
Noise level measurements on a guiet short haul
turboprop transport de Havilland Dash 7 STOL
propulsion
[SAE PAPER 760455] p0255 A76-31955
Civil transport technology up to 2000 - NASA
believes fuel consumption is the na^or
consideration
p0261 A76-32649
Design for regulatory compliance - A designer's
viewpoint transport aircraft operational
safety
[ S A E PAPER 760501] p0303 A76-36581
Integrated engine inlet thermal anti-icing and
environmental control system /TAI/ECS/
[ S A B P A P E B 760517] p0305 A76-36593
Status review - yc-15 advanced medium STOL prototype
[SiE P A P E R 760540] p0306 A76-36608
Model and full-scale large transport airframe noise
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-550] p0322 A76-38069
Optimization of aircraft flight regimes:
Economical flight regimes Russian book
p0358 A76-39525
Conceptual design of reduced energy transports
p0360 A76-39843
Interference survey in military transport aircraft
p0365 A76-40747
Advanced integration technology to improve
installed propulsion efficiency
[AIAA PiPEH 76-665] pO«04 &76-42K26
Parametric design and analysis of large advanced
military transports
[1IAA PAPER 76-924] p0446 A76-45401
Advanced subsonic aircraft - The technological
response to future air transportation needs
pO«52 A76-45781
The high-bypass-ratio variable-pitch torbofan for
transport aircraft propulsion
[4IAA PAPER 76-919] p0466 476-47685
Plight service evaluation of Kevlar-49/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-132733] p0026 H76-10116
Acceptance rates and tooling capacity for selected
military aircraft
[AD-A011501] p0030 H76-10909
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
transport model having 42.33 deg swept low wing
with supercritical airfoil, double-slotted
flaps, and T-tail or low tail
[NASA-TH-X-3276] p0036 H76-1104H
Comparative measurements on three geometrically
similar calibration models of a transport
aircraft type in the transonic wind-tunnel at
the AVA, Goettingen
[DGLR-PAPER-72-122] p0036 N76-11049
Parametric investigation of longitudinal movement
of CCV transport aircraft
pOO<10 H76-11083
Fire, fuel and survival: A study of transport
aircraft accidents, 1955 - 1974
pOIIO K76-11085
Airship logistics: The LTA vehicle; a total cargo
system
p0118 H76-15059
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
deflected-thrust propulsive-lift transport nodel
wind tunnel tests of aircraft models of jet
transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3234] p0121 H76-15085
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered,
externally blown flap STOL transport model with
two engine simulator sizes
[NASA-TK-D-8057] p0122 N76-15088
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of various
segments of flight spoilers as
trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a
transport aircraft nodel
[NASA-TN-D-8162] p0175 N76-18041
Study of LH2 fueled subsonic passenger transport
aircraft
[UASA-CR-144935] p0193 N76-19144
Handling guality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
flight control systems
[NLR-MP-71022-U] p0195 H76-19160
A simulation study of curved, descending,
decelerating, landing approaches for transport
aircraft
[NASA-TR-D-8190] p0224 N76-21216
Measurement of the trailing vortex systems of
large transport aircraft, using tower fly-by and
flow visualization (Summary, comparison and
application)
[AD-A021305/8] p0249 N76-23172
Study of the application of advanced technologies
to laminar flow control systems for subsonic
transports. Volume 1: Summary
[ NASA-CR-144975] p0271 B76-24144
Study of the application of advanced technologies
to laminar-flow control systems for subsonic
transports. Volume 2: Analyses
[NASA-CR-144949] p0271 H76-24145
Single stage, low noise, advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: structural design
[NASA-CR-134802] p0277 H76-24237
Single stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 3: Acoustic design
[NASA-CR-134803] p0277 N76-24238
A preliminary design study of a laminar flow
control wing of composite materials for long
range transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-144950] p0282 H76-25146
Application of advanced aerodynamic concepts to
large subsonic transport airplanes
[AD-A019956] p0283 N76-25159
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Comment on results obtained Kith three OHEBA
airplane calibration models in FFA transonic
wind tunnels
p0289 H76-25268
A high sabsonic speed wind tunnel investigation of
vinglets on a representative second-generation
jet transport wing
[BASA-TN-D-8260] p0332 N76-26164
Comparison of a linear and a nonlinear washout for
motion simulators utilizing objective and
subjective data from CTOL transport landing
approaches
[HASA-TN-D-8157] p033M N76-2619<4
A computer simulation of maintenance manpower
requirements for the DC-130H, volume 1
[AD-A020229] p0318 N76-28095
Annual review of aircraft accident data, U.S. air
carrier operations 197U
fPB-250813/3] p0378 N76-28209
The effect of vinglets on the static aerodynamic
stability characteristics of a representative
second generation jet transport model
[NASA-TH-D-8267] p0383 1176-29167
Comparison of two- and three-dimensional transonic
tests made in varions large wind tunnels for
transport aircraft models
[AD-A0213H8] p0391 H76-29276
Investigation of a double slotted rudder for
application on advanced tactical transport
aircraft
C AD-A022181] pOU2<4 876-3020*
Dse of active control technology to inprove ride
qualities of large transport aircraft
p0430 N76-31150
Decoupling control technology for medium STOL
transports
pO»31 B76-31151
A summary of the application of active controls
technology in the ATT system studies
p0431 N76-31160
Active control transport design criteria
pO»32 N76-31163
The ACT transport: Panacea for the 80's or
designer's illusion (panel discussion)
p0432 H76-31169
Preliminary study of a very large catamaran
freighter as a derivative of a current wide-body
aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-739»0] pO«36 H76-31217
A computer program to automate a method for
predicting acoustically induced vibration in
transport aircraft
[AD-A022571] pO»37 N76-31228
Passenger ride comfort technology for transport
aircraft situations
[NASA-TB-X-73953] p0475 N76-33131
Technologies for the air transport of tomorrow
[NASA-TT-F-17177] pO»76 H76-33165
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NT DBBAN TRANSPORTATION
Symposium on Noise in Transportation, University
of Southampton, Southampton, England, July 22,
23, 1971, Proceedings
p0093 A76-16901
Department of Transportation and related agencies
appropriations for 1977, part 1
[6PO-68-927] p0382 H76-29056
Proceedings of the Interagency Symposium on
University Besearch in Transportation Noise (3rd)
CPB-252075/7] pOU39 H76-31763
TBAHSPOBTATIOB EBEBGY
Hydrogen energy technology - Opiate 1976
pO»43 A76-II5212
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TBOPICAL BESIOHS
Environmental tests of the F-15 in the Air Force
Climatic Laboratory
p0268 A76-342UD
TBOPICAL STOBHS
NT HURRICANES
TBOPICS
U TBOPICAL BEGIONS
IBOPOSPHEBE
Climatic impact assessment program - Conclusions
and recommendations aircraft operation in
stratosphere
[ICAS PAPEB 76-59] pO»6S A76-17U03
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TRUCKS
NT TAHK TRUCKS
TBOBCATIOH (BATHEBATICS)
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TBDNHIONS
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TO-13* AIBCBAFT
The aerodynamics of the TU-134A Bnssian book
p0235 A76-30950
The characteristics of flight mechanics in the
case of the aircraft TU-131A
p0307 A76-36877
10-151 AIBCBAPT
The median-haul jet transport aircraft TU-151A
p0139 A76-21157
TUBIBG
D PIPES (TUBES)
TUPOLBV AIBCBAFT
NT 10-134 AIBCBAFT
NT TU-151 AIBCBAFT
Backfire - Soviet counter to the B-1
pOOM8 A76-1321U
TUBBIHE BLADES
Blade-wheel noise caused by random inhomogeneities
of an incoming flow
p0002 A76-J0248
A three-dimensional approach to the optimization
of a gas turbine disc and blade attachment
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1312] pOOOS A76-10287
Forces on unstaggered airfoil cascades in unsteady
in-phase motion with applications to harmonic
oscillation
pOOOB A76-10359
Sabsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with
steady blade loading - Basic formulation
pOOOS A76-1.0360
Optimum design of axial flow fans with cambered
blades of constant thickness
p0016 A76-12285
Heat transfer in air-cooled turbine blades of
high-temperature gas-turbine engines
pOOSO A76-13859
Experimental investigation of the effect of the
constructive inlet angle on the effectiveness of
the designed profile cascade
pOOSO A76-13868
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
during transient modes of operation. I for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
Turbine vane leading edge gas film cooling with
spanwise angled coolant holes
[AIAA PAPEB 76-1(3] p0101 A76-18754
On predicting the natural frequencies of shrouded
bladed disks
[ASBE PAPEB 75-DET-113] p0135 A76-207H1
Botating blade analysis by the finite element method
p01«0 A76-21638
Calculation of transonic flow with shock through a
blade cascade
p0170 A76-21055
Turbine blade manufacture for modern aircraft
powerplants
?0170 A7S-240S2
Composite inlays increase flutter resistance of
turbine engine fan blades
[ A S B E PAPEB 76-GT-29] p0199 A76-25781
Advanced composite fan blade flight evaluation
program
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-75] p0200 A76-25818
Heat transfer in high-temperature GTE air-cooled
turbine blades
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p0202 476-26584
Applications spectrum of data processing in
development work illustrated by aircraft
engine turbine blade design
p0227 476-29595
Structural analysis of a cooled, directionally
solidified turbine blade
p0230 A76-30036
A study of two-dimensional accelerative cascades -
An investigation on the optimum blading and the
velocity distribution along the upper surface of
blade
p0210 A76-31922
Stagnation region gas film cooling for turbine
blade leading edge applications
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-728] p0328 A76-38233
Dissipative phenomena in axial fluid flow engines
p0357 A76-39179
Fundamental aspects of turbine blade cooling
[ O N E R A , TP SO. 1976-123] p0357 A76-39180
An investigation of directional solidification of
Hi3Cb reinforced eutectics in complex shapes
of turbine blade
p0411 476-43323
Efficiency criterion for an air-cooled turbine
blading
p0411 A76-43552
Calculation of stresses in the blades of
radial-flow turbomachines
p0441 A76-44784
Dynamics and erosion study of solid particles in a
cascade
p0443 476-45143
Low and intermediate temperature application of
composite materials to aircraft engines
[ A I A A PAPER 76-936] p0447 476-45411
Directional structures for advanced aircraft
turbine blades
[ A I A A PAPER 76-938] p0448 A76-45413
Investigation of unsteady wave structure in
turbine nozzle blade cascades
p0156 476-46723
Equilibrium temperature distribution of blades
situated in high-speed flow
p0458 476-46989
Design of a t 1/2 stage turbine with a stage
loading factor of 1.66 and high specific work
output
[NASA-CR-2659] p0216 N76-20146
Turbine vane gas film cooling with injection in
the leading edge region from a single row of
spanwise angled holes
[N4S4-CR-147160] p0245 H76-22199
Applied high temperature technology program,
volume 1 niobium alloys for turbine blades
[AD-A018637] p0280 N76-24262
Applied high temperature technology program.
Volume 2: Evaluation of coated Columbian alloys
for advanced turbine airfoils
[AD-A018638] p0280 N76-24263
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of
Gatorized(TM) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment
concepts
[AD-A022158] p0428 N76-30581
Multi-fiber composites
[NASA-CR-135062] p0438 N76-31298
Durability of zirconia thermal-barrier ceramic
coatings on air-cooled turbine blades in cyclic
jet engine operation
[NASA-TH-X-3410] p0472 N76-32192
Impact of composite-plates: Analysis of stresses
and forces
[8ASA-CR-134999] p0473 H76-32251
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The design and development of the Rolls-Royce Gem
engine
p0062 A76-14606
Contribution to the study of material-strength and
dynamics problems in the design of impellers for
radial-flow compressors of aircraft turbine
engines
p0068 A76-15623
Limited-energy hydraulic starting system
p0093 476-17006
Inertia loading in finite element analysis of
structures subject to compound motion for
application to gas turbine aero-engines
p0094 A76-17337
The coming era of the guiet helicopter /16th
Cierva Beoorial Lecture/
p0096 A76-18096
The significance of propulsion in commercial
aircraft productivity /17th Sir Charles
Kingsford-Smith Memorial Lecture/
p0096 A76-18097
Trends in high temperature materials technology
for advanced aircraft turbine engines
[SiE PAPER 751050] p0143 A76-22288
The new engines Allison 250-C28 and -C30
p0169 A76-23639
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[AIAA PiPEB 76-729] p0328 A76-38234
Apsicost - Model and method for turbine engine
design to life cycle cost
[AIAA PAPER 76-750] p0329 476-38247
Technological constraints on the aerodynamic
design of fluid flow engines
p0356 A76-39178
Dissipative phenomena in axial fluid flow engines
p0357 A76-39179
Mission effects on engine structural life in
current weapon systems
[AIAA PAPEB 76-735] p0405 A76-42430
Evaluation of ball and roller bearings restored by
grinding
p0409 476-43148
Status of research on antimist aircraft turbine
engine fuels in the United States
p0108 N76-14061
NNEP: The Navy N4S4 Engine Program
[N4S4-TH-X-71857] p0112 N76-14127
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244522/9] p0125 N76-15130
Turbine engine exhaust nozzle performance with
nonuniform inlet flow
[AD-A014261] p0129 H76-15169
Development of emissions measurement techniques
for afterburning turbine engines
[AD-A019094] p0279 N76-24260
Flow field and performance map computation for
axial-flow compressors and turbines
p0336 N76-26212
Bibliography on Modern Prediction Methods for
Turbomachine Performance
p0336 N76-26215
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[NASA-TM-X-73426] p0428 N76-30565
TDBBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
Investigation of unsteady wave structure in
turbine nozzle blade cascades
p0456 476-46723
Gas turbine transpiration cooling research. Part
1: An experimental study of turbine airfoil
wakes as influenced by upstream nozzle vanes
[4D-4023445] p0472 N76-32193
TURBINE IHSTROMEBTS
Survey of the development and current application
of flnidics in control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
p0406 476-42597
TURBINE POMPS
Some problems in calculation of mixed-flow pumps
and fans
p0165 476-23007
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Blade-wheel noise caused by random inhomogeneities
of an incoming flow
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4 three-dimensional approach to the optimization
of a gas turbine disc and blade attachment
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Vindnilling of the rotor of a turbojet engine with
an axial-flow compressor under flight conditions
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vibration and its control in rotating systems
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The effect of support flexibility on the stability
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Bickel-base supetalloy powder metallurgy -
State-of-the-art
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Advanced turbine disk designs to increase
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Axial flow compressor performance prediction
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Flow field and performance map computation for
axial-flow compressors and turbines
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Turbo-compressors
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Erosion and fatigue behavior of coated titanium
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applications
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Economic benefits of engine technology to
commercial airline operators
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Performance evaluation methods foe the
high-bypass-ratio turbofan
[AliA PAPER 75-1206] p0003 A76-10258
An early glimpse at long-term subsonic commercial
turbofan technology requirements fuel
conservation
C A I A A PAPER 75-1207] p0003 A76-10259
The Prop-Fan - A new look in propulsors
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1208] p0003 A76-10260
Application of new development concepts to F101
engine for B-1 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1290] p0004 A76-10280
The F101-GE-100 engine structural design
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1308] p0004 A76-10285
Status of the JT8D refan noise reduction program
p0051 A76-14148
Jet noise characteristics of unsuppressed duct
burning turbofan exhaust system
[ A I A A PAPER 76-119] p0138 A76-20931
Aero-acoustic performance characteristics of duct
burning turbofan exhaust nozzles
[ A I A A PAPER 76-148] p0138 A76-21075
Propulsion system of a quiet STOL aircraft
German book
p0163 A76-22684
Composite inlays increase flutter resistance of
turbine engine fan blades
[ASME PAPER 76-GT-29] p0199 A76-25781
A multi-variable control for a turbofan engine
operating at sea level static
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-71] p0200 A76-25814
CFM56 turbofan engines - General Electric/SNECMA
cooperative engineering development program
[ASHE PAPER 76-GT-78] p0200 A76-25821
The development testing of a short-haal
airframe/powerplant combination, the VFW 6It/Hi5H
p0260 A76-32633
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number inlet
installed on NASA Quiet Engine 'C'
[AIAA PAPER 76-540] p0321 A76-38059
Flight effects on JT8D engine jet noisg as
measured in the NASA Ames 40-by 80-foot wind
tunnel
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-556] p0323 A76-38073
A study of factors affecting the broadband noise
of high speed fans
[AIAA PAPER 76-567] p0324 A76-38083
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angle for a variable-pitch, 6-foot diameter fan
stage
[ A I A A PAPER 76-573] p0325 A76-38086
Nodal structure inferred from static far-field
noise directivity
[ A I A A PAPER 76-574] p0325 A76-38087
Noise reduction f rom the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[ A I A A PAPER 76-576] p0325 A76-38088
An investigation of possible causes for the
reduction of fan noise in flight
[ A I A A PAPER 76-585] p0325 A76-38093
Development of a new class of engine - The small
turbofan
[AIAA PAPER 76-618] p0326 A76-38170
Life cycle fuel consumption of commercial tnrbofan
engines
[ A I A A PAPER 76-645J p0327 A76-38188
Performance depreciation of some military turbofan
engines
[ A I A A PAPER 76-649] p0327 A76-38190
Vortex burning and mixing /Vorbix/ augmentation
system
[ A I A A PAPER 76-678] p0327 A76-38203
A combustion model for low frequency instability
in tnrbofan angmentors
[ A I A A PAPER 76-680] p0327 A76-38205
A method of distortion pattern synthesis for high
response data screening
[ A I A A PAPER 76-704] p0328 A76-38218
Three applications of Honte Carlo simulation to
the development of the F100 turbofan engine
[ A I A A PAPER 76-731] p0329 A76-38235
Results of the NASA/General Electric Experimental
Clean Combustor Program
[ A I A A PAPER 76-763] p0330 A76-3825I1
Potential improvements in turbofan engine fuel
economy
[AIAA PAPER 76-666] p0351 A76-38400
The CFH 56 - A novel concept in industrial
cooperation
p0355 A76-38852
Design considerations for a novel low source noise
transonic fan stage
[AIAA PAPER 76-577] p0368 A76-U1394
Forward motion and installation effects on engine
noise
[AIAA PAPER 76-584] p0369 A76-41397
Investigation of upper-surface-blowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing powered
engine simulators
[AIAA PAPER 76-623] p0403 A76-42408
Flight experience with a digital integrated
propulsion control system on an F-111E airplane
[AIAA PAPER 76-653] p0403 A76-42411
Recent development in engine performance
refurbishment for CF6-6 turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 76-646] p0403 A76-42412
Procedure for calculating flight characteristics
of turbofan engines
p0406 A76-42593
Selecting the compression ratio of the compressor
of small-scale gas-turbine engines mounted in
the bypass duct of a turbojet engine
p0412 A76-43562
CFH56 engine still looking for an aircraft
p0414 A76-44292
Fan noise reduction at subsonic and supersonic tip
speeds with high Hach number inlets
p0417 A76-44587
Sound absorbing structures for engine noise
reduction in aircraft design
p0417 A76-44588
New American development programs for small civil
and military turbofan engines
p0418 A76-44713
Low and intermediate temperature application of
composite materials to aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEE 76-936] p0447 A76-45411
The turbofan jet engine at optimal and nonoptinal
design
p0454 A76-45868
Coherent structures in subsonic coaxial jets
in aircraft turbofan engines
p0456 A76-46630
On the off-design operation of bypass-engines with
variable nozzles and turbines
p0458 A76-46895
testing the annular combustion chamber of the NK-8
aircraft engine using natural gas for
stationary gas turbine installation
p0460 A76-47281
Design techniques for high by-pass ratio
powerplant nozzle systems
[ICAS PAPER 76-32] p0462 A76-47377
Aerodynamic performance of two variable-pitch fan
stages
[ICAS PAPEB 76-41] p0463 A76-47385
The high-bypass-ratio variable-pitch tnrbofan for
transport aircraft propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 76-919] p0466 A76-47685
Future trends in aero gas turbine design. I -
Conventional engines
p0467 A76-47847
Hultivariate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (BARS) . Volume 4: Turbojet and tnrbofan
data base (by engine)
[NASA-CB-137674] p0023 N76-10090
Study of variable cycle engines equipped with
supersonic fans
[NASA-CB-134777] p0027 B76-10127
Reduction of noise from a fan stage for a turbofan
engine by use of long-chord acoustically-treated
stator vanes airfoil profiles
[NASA-TH-X-71811] p0077 N76-12065
Programr for refan JT8D engine design, fabrication
and test, phase 2
[NASA-CR-134876] p0077 N76-12067
A brief study of the effects of turbofan-engine
bypass ratio on short and long haul cruise
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7890] p0077 H76-12068
DC-9 flight demonstration program with refanned
JT8D engines. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CH-134857] p0084 N76-13060
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DC-9 flight demonstration progray with refanned
JT8D engines. Volume 2: Design and construction
[HASA-CB-134858] p0084 N76-13061
DC-9 flight demonstration progran with refanned
JT8D engines. Volune 3: Performance and analysis
CNASA-CR-134859] p0081 H76-13062
DC-9 flight denonstration program with refanned
J18D engines. Voluae 4: Flyover noise
[BASA-CB-134860] p0084 B76-13063
Bind-tnnnel investigation of the aerodynanic
performance, steady and vibration loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration
fBASA-TB-X-72794] pOOSS H76-13068
Preliminary evaluation of a heat pipe heat
exchanger on a regenerative turbofan
[BASA-TB-X-71853 ] p0088 876-13101
Advanced supersonic propulsion system technology
study, phase 2
[BASA-CR-134913] p0112 N76-14129
Simulation techniques for pylon-mounted turbo-fan
engines, volnae 1
[ABA-36-VOL-1] p0112 H76-1U133
Additional design studies of the NASA/Navy
lift/cruise fan
[HASA-CB-134928] p0159 N76-17144
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tnrbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CB-134797] p0179 S76-18118
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
tnrbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volune 2: Bardvare design and
manufacturing
[NASA-CB-134798] p0180 H76-18119
Noise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10812-1] p0181 H76-18131
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 3: Fan C
[HASA-TB-X-3360] p0181 B76-18134
Optimal replacement policy for the P-15 aircraft
engine nodules
[AD-A016266] p0182 N76-18138
Propagation of supersonic rotor sound radiations
in jet engine inlet ducts
p0193 S76-191SO
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
turbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volume 3: Ground tests
[BASA-CB-134799] p0222 N76-21189
Phase 2 program on ground test of refanned JT8D
turbofan engines and nacelles for the 727
airplane. Volune 4: Airplane evaluation and
analysis
[NAS&-CR-134800] p0222 N76-21190
Modeling and analysis of the TF30-P-3 conpressor
system vith inlet pressure distortion
[NASA-CR-134996] p0223 N76-21205
Noise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
[BASA-TH-X-71896] p0223 N76-21206
Stimulation of a tarbofan engine for evaluation of
multivariable optinal control concepts
(conputerized simulation)
[BASA-TB-X-71912] p0223 H76-21208
Coupling of Helaholtz resonators to improve
acoustic liners for tnrbofan engines at lov
frequency
[HASA-CR-134912] p0224 H76-21210
Study of turbofan engines designed for lov energy
consupption
[NASA'CB-135002] p0245 H76-22197
Noise reduction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatnent in a tnrbofan
engine inlet
tHASA-TH-X-71904] p02S2 B76-23268
Possibilities of noise reduction for fan engines
by means of controls
p0278 B76-24251
Hnlt-ipie fault gas path analysis applied to z tsia
spool, mixed flow, variable geometry, turbofan
engine
[AD-A019183] p0279 B76-24259
Chronology and analysis of the development of
altitude perfornance and nechanical
characteristics of a turbofan engine at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center
[AD-A018691] p0280 S76-24261
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 2: Aerodynanic data
[BASA-CB-134828] p0334 N76-26195
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan.
Volume 3: Acoustic data
(BASA-CB-134829] p0334 B76-26196
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 4:
Aerodynanic final report
[BASA-CB-134830] p0334 N76-26197
Two-stage, low noise advanced technology fan. 5:
Acoustic final report
[BASA-CB-134831] p0335 N76-26198
An improved turbine disk design to increase
reliability of aircraft jet engines
[NASA-CR-135033] p0335 B76-26201
Study of turbofan engines designed for low enery
consumption
[NASA-CB-135053] p0426 H76-30218
The CFH56 turbofan engine. Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
[BASA-TT-F-17176] p0437 N76-31230
Data analysis and noise prediction for the QF-1B
experimental fan stage
[ BASA-CB-135066] pO»74 B76-32971
Effects of long-chord acoustically treated stator
vanes on fan noise. 2: Effect of acoustical
treatment
[BASA-TB-D-8250] p0479 N76-33206
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Optimum design of axial flow fans with cambered
blades of constant thickness
p0016 A76-12285
Some problems in calculation of mixed-flow pumps
and fans
p0165 A76-23007
Advanced composite fan blade flight evaluation
program
[ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-75] p0200 A76-25818
Numerical solution of periodic transonic flow
through a fan stage
[AIAA PAPEB 76-369] p0312 A76-37019
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 76-572] p0324 A76-38085
Design, fabrication and acoustic tests of a 36
inch (0.914 neter) statorless tnrbotip fan
[BASA-CB-2597] p0027 B76-10125
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 en)
diameter fan, volume 1
CBASA-CB-134849] p0028 B76-10129
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques on a twenty inch (50.8 en)
diameter fan, volune 2
[BASA-CB-134850] p0028 B76-10130
Demonstration of short-haul aircraft aft noise
reduction techniques of a twenty inch (50.8 cm)
diameter fan, volnne 3
[NASi-CB-134851] p0028 B76-10131
Seduction of noise fron a fan stage for a tnrbofan
engine by use of long-chord acoustically-treated
stator vanes airfoil profiles
[BASA-TB-X-71811] p0077 B76-12065
Overall and blade element performance of a 1.20
pressure ratio fan stage with rotor blades reset
-7 deg
[BASA-TB-I-3342] p0177 N76-18076
Overall and blade element performance of a
1.20-pressnre-ratlo fan stage with rotor blades
reset -5 deg
[NASA-TH-I-3338] p0177 N76-18077
Noise comparisons of single and two stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-71899] p0251 B76-23265
Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model to
JT8D refan stage
[NASA-TB-X-3356] p0272 B76-20153
On the calculation of fan noise high bypass
ratio aircraft turbines
p0278 B76-2S2S8
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angles for a variable pitch, 6 foot diameter fan
stage turbofans
[NASA-TB-X-73418] p0332 B76-26155
Data analysis and noise prediction for the QF-1B
experimental fan stage
[NASA-CB-135066] p0474 B76-32971
Effects of long-chord acoustically treated stator
vanes on fan noise. 2: Effect of acoustical
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TURBOGENERATORS
Thermal effects in gas turbine rotors and stators
during transient nodes of operation. I --- for
electric power generation
p0092 A76-16762
Designing turbulent thrust bearings for reduced
power loss
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The evolution of turbojet control systems
p0014 A76-11663
Nonsteady operating regimes of aviation gas
turbine engines --- Russian book
p0167 A76-23H97
FADEC - Digital propulsion control of the future
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
for military aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPER 76-652] pO«03 A76-121H4
Engineering realization of electronic components
of a combined control system --- for aviation
turbine engines
p0406 476-12588
Survey of the development and current application
of fluidics in control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
pOI(06 A76-42597
Accuracy of solving systems of eguations in the
calculation of jet engine characteristics
p0111 A76-43551
Possibilities of noise reduction for fan engines
by means of controls
p0278 H76-2»251
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Compatibility analysis of turbojet engine and
engine intake
p0015 A76-11894
Some reasons for crack formation in afterburner
chamber shells
p0015 A76-11895
Silencing an executive jet aircraft
pOOSO A76-1i»1U7
Hindmilling of the rotor of a turbojet engine with
an axial-flow compressor under flight conditions
p0070 A76-15825
The use of titanium castings to produce a complex
shaped intermediate casing of HBCA engine RB 199
p0091 A76-165U3
Experimental investigation of some statistical
vibration characteristics of an aircraft engine
p0092 A76-16698
Becent contributions in research and development
work on turbojet propulsion
[DGIR PAPER 75-038] p0097 A76-18300
The CFM56 turbojet engine - Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
p0098 A76-18526
Design and test of a highly-loaded three-stage,
axial-flow compressor
[AIAA PAPER 76-6] p0100 A76-18728
Experimental study of certain statistical
vibration characteristics of an aircraft engine
p0226 A76-29308
Jet fuel handling and safety
p0270 A76-35222
Jet fuel in Canadian operations
[SAE PAPER 760528] p0305 A76-36602
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled turbines
[AIAA PAPEB 76-729] p0328 476-38234
Fundamental aspects of the aerodynamics of
turbojet engine combustors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1976-12<t] p0357 A76-39181
Selecting the compression ratio of the compressor
of small-scale gas-turbine engines mounted in
the bypass duct of a turbojet engine
pOH12 A76-13562
/ Propagation and mixing of a fluid injected into
the supersonic cross-flow of a gas
p0112 A76-4356H
Investigation of heat transfer at the inlet
section of a tube under conditions of initial
swirl and transverse mass flow
p0112 476-43566
Bultivanate Analysis, Retrieval, and Storage
system (MARS) . Volume 1: Turbojet and turbofan
data base (by engine)
[N4S4-CR-137674] p0023 N76-10090
Low cost jet fuel starter
[4D-4012301] p0077 N76-12070
Possibilities of efficient high-speed transport
airplanes
p0190 N76-19096
Aviation turbine fuel lubricity evaluation of
corrosion inhibitors
[AD-A017376] p02t6 H76-22404
Small, low-cost, expendable turbojet engine. 1:
Design, fabrication, and preliminary testing
[N4S4-TB-X-3392] p0277 H76-24242
The-CFH-56: Balance sheet of 18 months of testing
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The CFH56 turbojet engine: Progress in the
reduction of engine noise
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Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft. OS general aviation 1971
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Acoustic pressure field of vortex sound near
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Aerodynamic excitation of torsional vibrations in
turbomachinery blading
p0131 476-19100
Calculation of a blade shape of a hydraulic machine
p0165 476-22994
Coupled bending-torsion vibrations of rotating
blades
[ASBE PAPER 76-GT-43] p0199 A76-25792
Sound generated by a single cambered blade in wake
cutting
p0297 A76-35328
Fatigue of gas turbine blades made from cast
heat-resistant alloys
p031« 476-37214
Study on the unsteady force on a blade due to a
moving cylinder in an airstream
pO»11 476-43348
Calculation of gas-turbine-engine blades by the
finite element method
p0411 476-1(3536
Causes of breakage of centrifugal compressor
blading in Lis type engines
p0459 476-47115
Aerospace Research. Bi-monthly Bulletin No. 1974-4
turbomachine blade profiles, jet mixing in
combustor, gasdynamic lasers, stress corrosion
resistance of Al alloy 404SG, jet engine
unsteady flow, crack propagation, supersonic
blade cascades, photographic plate analysis
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Blade profiles for turbine engines, adapted to
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Vortex noise of rotating machinery
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Hungary, September 15-20, 1975, Proceedings.
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Lateral forces produced by leakage flows at the
rotors of thermal tnrbomachines German book
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Perfornance of a new positive-displacement air
cycle oachine for aircraft environmental
control systems
[ A I A A P A P E H 76-9U6] p O U U S A76-U5Q19
Computational aspects of the prediction of
multidimensional transonic flows in turbomachinery
p0018 H76-10026
Time-dependent transonic flow solutions for axial
tnrbomachinery
p0018 H76-10027
Theoretical performance of cross-wind axis
turbines with results for a catenary vertical
axis configuration
[NASA-TH-X-72662 ] p0031 N76-11032
Duct liner optimization for turbonachinery noise
sources aircraft noise/engine noise -
numerical analysis
[NASA-T1I-X-727B9] p0012 H76-11097
Influence of unsteady flow phenomena on the design
and operation of aero engines
p0281 H76-25171
Some current research in unsteady aerodynamics: A
report from the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p028S 876-25192
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Noise level measurements on a gniet short haul
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propulsion
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The Prop-Fan - A new look in propnlsors
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1208] p0003 A76-10260
T31C turboprop trainer spin development program
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Results of noise and vibration studies on An-24
aircraft
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Fuel conservative potential for the use of
turboprop powerplants
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Bear field noise of high tip speed propellers in
forward flight
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An acrobatic PT6 lubrication system
introduction into turboprop engine
[AIAA PAPER 76-620] p0326 A76-38172
Results of the pollution reduction technology
program for turboprop engines
[AIAA PAPER 76-760] p0330 A76-38251
Direct combustion generated noise in
turbopropulsion systems - Prediction and
measurement
[AIAA PAPEH 76-579] p0369 A76-»1395
Performance of the H 601 engine turboprop engine
p0406 A76-U2589
Ose of the BAP stochastical method for identifying
aviation turbine engines extended Kalnan
filter applications
pO«06 A76-142590
A single-purpose adaptive analog model for
in-process identification of a twin-shaft
turboprop engine
p0106 476-112591
Some experiments on in-process identification of
the gas generator unit of a twin-shaft turboprop
engine
p0106 A76-U2592
Results of the pollution reduction technology
program for turboprop engines
[HASA-TH-I-71911] p0251 H76-23267
Pollution reduction technology program, turboprop
engines, phase 1
[NASA-CR-1350HO] p0380 N76-28237
Determination of effects of ambient conditions on
aircraft engine emissions engine testing.
Volume 1: GTCP 85 Apu, TPB 331 turboprop
[PB-252825/5] pO<!79 H76-33209
Determination of effects of ambient conditions on
aircraft engine emissions engine testing.
Volume 2: GTCP 85 apn, TPE 331 turboprop
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The design and development of the Rolls-Royce Gen
engine
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Lycoming LTS 101 - An engine for the helicopters
of the next generation
p0168 A76-23631
A single-purpose adaptive analog model for
in-process identification of a twin-shaft
turboprop engine
pO«06 A76-12591
Some experiments on in-process identification of
the gas generator unit of a twin-shaft turboprop
engine
pOI406 A76-12592
T53-L-703 military qualification test program
[AD-A012657] p0088 N76-13105
Optimization of governor design in helicopter
propulsion systems with zero torsional stiffness
couplings
[AD-A020U95] p03<45 N76-272W
Pneumomechanical critical speed control for gas
turbine engine shafts
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Manual and automatic flight control during severe
turbulence penetration
[NASA-CR-2677] p0216 N76-20151
TURBULENCE EFFECTS
Propulsive effects due to flight through turbulence
p0013 A76-11233
Atmospheric turbulence and the analysis of
aircraft structures
p0139 A76-21188
Two dimensional motion of an oscillating airfoil
in a fluctuating oncoming stream at supersonic
speed
p0171 A76-2«8»5
Estimation of characteristics and stochastic
control of an aircraft flying in atmospheric
turbulence
p0308 A76-36905
The effects of aircraft design and atmospheric
turbulence on handling and ride qualities
p0310 A76-3692U
Lifespan of trailing vortices in a turbulent
atmosphere
p031i» A76-37269
Bigh freguency broadband rotor noise
[AIAA PAPEB 76-561] p0323 A76-38077
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 76-571] p0368 A76-11393
Designing turbulent thrust bearings for reduced
power loss
[ASLE PREPRINT 76-AM-2C-1] pO»13 A76-4<»123
Heasurements of oscillatory aerodynamic hinge
moments from the response of a wind tunnel model
to turbulent flow comparing steady state
response technique results on same model
[ARC-CP-1317] p0123 N76-1509*
Developments in the simulation of atmospheric
turbulence
p039« N76-29306
Simulation of patchy atmospheric turbulence, based
on measurements of actual turbulence
p039« N76-29307
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
r«»S»-CR-27331 pOU7U S76-3297U
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Turbulence intensity indicator
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Some factors affecting the flow unsteadiness in
supersonic intakes
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1 study on the flow around bluff bodies immersed
in turbulent boundary layers. I
p0052 A76-14371
Measured response of a complex structure to
supersonic turbulent boundary layers
[ilAA PAPER 76-83] p0102 A76-18780
Plow over rectangular cylinders immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer. I - Correlation
between pressure drag and boundary-layer
characteristics
p0131 A76-19121
Plow over rectangular cylinders immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer. II - Plow patterns and
pressure distributions
p0131 A76-19122
Turbulent boundary-layer growth over a
longitudinally curved surface
p0134 A76-20480
On the determination of the wall shear velocity
from measured velocity profiles of a turbulent
boundary layer of centrifugal impeller blades
p0165 A76-23002
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers on straight-tapered swept wings
p0259 A76-32587
Skin friction reduction by slot injection at Bach
0.8
p0298 A76-35409
The production of kinetic energy turbulence in
supersonic separated flows
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1976-72] p03'j1 A76-35997
Turbulent boundary-layer surface-pressure
fluctuation near an airfoil trailing edge
[AIAA PAPER 76-335] p0311 A76-36992
Interference heating due to shock wave impingement
on laminar and turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 76-355] p0311 A76-37007
experimental measurements of the turbulent
boundary layer on a yawed, spinning slender body
[AIAA PAPER 76-365] p0312 A76-37016
The influence of low free stream turbulence on the
development of the turbulent boundary layer at
zero pressure gradient - Prelininary results
p0315 A76-37785
4 finite difference method for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers on swept wings
p0316 A76-37787
3amma-effects on 2-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics -— specific heat ratio due to
shock induced separation
p0354 A76-38632
Dissipative phenomena in axial fluid flow engines
p0357 A76-39179
Approximate solutions of fluid mechanics and their
physical interpretation
p0361 A76-39995
Measurements in an axisymmetric turbulent boundary
layer along a circular cylinder
p0364 A76-40581
Experimental study of the effect of air suction
through a slot on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
p0406 A76-42754
An experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[ICAS PAPER 76-15] pO<!61 A76-47363
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible
laminar and turbulent boundary layers.
Calculation of three-dimensional compressible
boundary layers on-arbitrary wings
p0017 876-10010
The calculation of the buffet boundary for
sweptback wings at transonic flow
[DGLR-PAPER-72-123] p0036 876-11050
Calculation and analysis of the development of the
turbulent boundary layer on a thick symmetrical"
rotating body of large span such as rotary
wings
p0120 876-15076
Measurements of the three-dimensional
incompressible turbulent boundary layer induced
on the surface of a slender delta wing by the
leading-edge vortex
[ARC-R/H-3768] p0122 876-15092
Characteristics of a separating incompressible
turbulent boundary layer
p0155 876-17013
Flowfield analysis for successive oblique shock
wave-turbulent boundary layer interactions
[HASA-CR-2656] p0196 1176-19381
Drag due to grooves in a flat plate with turbulent
boundary layer, at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[ESDO-75028] p0219 H76-21153
Measurements of the Reynolds stress tensor in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer under
infinite swept wing conditions
t NLH-TR-74095-U] p0241 H76-22167
A finite difference method for the calculation of
three-dimensional boundary layers on swept wings
p0272 N76-24166
Theoretical analysis and prediction methods for a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
exemplified for infinite swept wings
[ESA-TT-238J p0273 D76-24182
Investigation of the separated flow around cones
with a turbulent boundary layer for Bach numbers
8.3 and 10
p0332 H76-26156
Drag of two-dimensional steps and ridges immersed
in a turbulent boundary layer for Hach numbers
up to 3
[ESDD-75031] p0347 S76-27597
An experimental and computational investigation of
the flow field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flow with turbulent boundary-layer
separation
[NASA-TB-X-73157] p0381 N76-28514
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Evaluation of the influence of diffusion of
vortices on the separated flow past a plate
p0228 A76-29704
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Influence of the turbulence of the flow incident
on a body on the intensity of vortex sound
emission
p0002 A76-10243
Experimental and theoretical study of a
two-dimensional turbulent incompressible
reattachment
[OHERA, TP NO. 1975-16] p0056 A76-14449
Extension of the lifting line model of helicopter
wings German book
p0065 A76-15011
Correlation of internal surface turbulence with
far-field noise of the angmentor wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPER 76-79] p0102 A76-18778
Swept edge to reduce the noise generated by
turbulent flow over the edge
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Bulk-parameter analysis for two-phase throughflow
between parallel corotating disks
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Analysis of turbulent unseparated flow in subsonic
diffusers
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Prediction of recirculating, swirling, turbulent
flow in rotating disc systems
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Convective merging of vortex cores in
lift-generated wakes
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Turbulent flow connected with separation and
reattachment
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Noise produced by turbulent flow into a propeller
or helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 76-560] p0323 A76-38076
Application of simplified inflow models to
rotorcraft dynamic analysis
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Noise due to turbulent flow past a trailing edge
p0365 176-40806
Noise generated by impingement of turbulent flow
on airfoils of varied chord, cylinders, and
other flow obstructions
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An exponential investigation of the behaviour of
conical diffusers in turbulent flow
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Simulation of turbulent transonic separated flow
over an airfoil computerized simulation
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Analysis of atoosphecic flow over a surface
protrusion nsing the turbulence kinetic energy
equation with reference to aeronautical
operating systens
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Correlation of turbulent trailing vortex decay data
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Systematical investigations of the influence of
vind tunnel turbulence on the results of model
force-measurements
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Turbulent pressure data relevant to airframe noise
sources correlated to turbulence levels
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Noise generated by impingement of turbulent flow
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other flow obstruction"
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Acoustic excitation of high-velocity jets
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A model for predicting aero-acoustic
characteristics of coaxial jets
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Developnents in jet noise modelling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
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Homentun flux development from three-dimensional
free jets
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numerical evaluation of the jet noise source
distribution from far-field cross correlations
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Simulation of flight effects on the structure of
jet mixing layers for acoustical applications
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Sound radiation due to unsteady dissipation in
turbulent flows
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Boise generated wavelike eddies in a turbulent jet
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Theoretical study of refraction effects on noise
produced by turbulent jets
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Interaction of a buoyant turbulent planar jet with
a co-flowing wind
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Turbulent pressure data relevant to airframe noise
sources correlated to turbulence levels
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Numerical simulation of turbulent jet noise, part 2
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profile located in a hydrodynamic field induced
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Inflight simulation experiments on turbulent jet
mixing noise
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Sound generated in the vicinity of the trailing
edge of an upper surface blown flap
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Acoustic characteristics of interacting supersonic
jets
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Low cost hypermixing ejector ramjet program
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The effect of turbulent ailing on the decay of
sinusoidal inlet distortions in axial flow
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Estimation of velocities and roll-up in aircraft
vortex wakes
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Bean and turbulent characteristics of the wake of
a flat plate heated on one of its sides
p0132 A76-19149
Sake-related sound generation from isolated airfoils
p0134 A76-20224
Similarity in the turbulent near wake of bluff
bodies
p0134 A76-20476
Characteristics of turbulent wakes behind rotating
rotor blades
p0264 A76-33852
Wall-wake velocity profile for compressible
nonadiabatic flows
p0297 A76-35336
A note on the two-dimensional cylinder wake
p0300 A76-35835
Time development of the flow about an impulsively
started cylinder
p0358 A76-39434
Rake effects in finite amplitude nonsteady motion
of slender profiles
pOlOO A76-41717
Study on the unsteady force on a blade due to a
moving cylinder in an airstream
pOim A76-43348
Study of the statistical characteristics of
pulsations of the boundary of the turbulent wake
behind bodies of various shapes flying at
supersonic velocity
p0442 A76-45069
Evaluation of the noise emitted by a single
profile encountering a wake
pO«59 A76-47147
NASA/FRC wake turbulence flight test program:
Ride quality aspects
[NASA-CB-1U5700] p0035 N76-110HO
The turbulent near-wake of an axisymmetric blunt
based body at subsonic speeds
p0073 N76-12008
Performance optimization and aerodynamics of ,
. propulsive and sustaining systems in cyclic mode
[AAAF-BT-75-5] p0123 H76-15099
Rotor aerodynamics. Hake equilibrating
[AAAF-NT-75-18] p0123 H76-15103
Unsteady response of an airfoil to wake cutting
P0241 N76-22151
TURNING FLIGHT
Optimal trajectories of high-thrust aircraft
dynamics of maximum-turn-rate
p0234 A76-30859
A methodology for determining the flight path of a
six degree of freedom aircraft and its
orientation with respect to a ground site
for turning flight
[AD-A015011] p0148 N76-16049
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An experimental investigation of methods of
suppressing the unsteady torgue exerted on the
upper turning mirror of an aircraft mounted
coelostat turret
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Influence of the initial values on the camber,
twist, planform, and wave-drag coefficient of
the absolutely optimum thin-section delta wing
in supersonic flow
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Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 1: Experimental data
report, base configuration and effects of wing
twist and leading-edge configuration wind
tunnel tests, aircraft models
[NASA-CB-132727] p0035 H76-11034
On the lifting problem of warped wings in
supersonic flows
[ESA-TT-17U] p0038 B76-11Q63
A sethcd for the calculation of the tvist and
camber of a wing with a specified load
distribution in the presence of a fuselage
theoretical potential flow method
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Theoretical and experimental study of twisted and
cambered delta wings designed for a Bach number
of 3.5
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Recent developments in dynamic stall
pOOOS A76-10327
Effect of side walls of wind-tunnel on flow around
two-dimensional circular cylinder and its wake
pOOSO A76-13680
Uonexistence of stationary vortices behind a
two-dimensional normal plate
pOOSO A76-13991
On the computation of the transonic perturbation
flow field around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[ A I A A PAPER 76-99] p0102 &76-18790
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings -
Theory and experiment
[AIAA PAPER 76-18] p0138 A76-20919
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
[ A I A A PAPER 76-571] p0368 A76-11393
numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for arbitrary two-dimensional airfoils
p0018 N76-10023
The development of a two-dimensional, high
endurance airfoil with given thickness
distribution and Reynolds number
[AD-A011126] p0127 H76-15153
further studies of stall flutter and nonlinear
divergence of two-dimensional wings
rNASA-CR-111921] p0155 N76-17025
Computation of the transonic perturbation flow
fields around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[KASA-CR-2599] p0156 S76-17072
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings:
Theory and experiment
[NASA-TH-X-62513] p0176 H76-18051
Test techniques for high-lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application to rotary wing aircraft
[AD-A015623] p0177 N76-18085
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
[NASA-CASE-LA8-11919-1] p02«5 N76-22202
Inlet spillage drag tests and numerical flow-field
analysis at subsonic and transonic speeds of a
1/8-scale, two-dimensional,
external-compression, variable-geometry,
supersonic inlet configuration
[NASA-CR-2680] p0277 N76-21210
Drag of two-dimensional steps and ridges immersed
in a turbulent boundary layer for Bach numbers
up to 3
[ESDO-75031] p0317 N76-27597
Two-dimensional airfoil test facility in the
modane-avrieux S3 blowdown wind tunnel
[NASA-TT-F-17253] pOIBO N76-33221
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Description of wakes by vortex sheets flow
models axial compressors
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A note on the two-dimensional cylinder wake
p0300 A76-35835
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Numerical solutions of jthe unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations for arbitrary bodies using
boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates
p0007 A76-10316
Impulsive motion of an airfoil in a viscous fluid
p0007 A76-10317
Unsteady transonic aerodynamics - An aeronautics
challenge
p0007 A76-10350.
Experimental study of a supersonic blade array *
with small deflection angle
p0011 A76-11661
Blockage effect for single rows of bluff bodies
pOOIS A76-12926
Experimental and theoretical study of a
two-dimensional turbulent incompressible
reattachment
[OHERA, IP »O. 1975-16] p0056 476-11119
Comparison of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional transonic tests in several
large wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-61] p0056 476-11156
The evaluation of an integral equation method for
two-dimensional shock-free flows
p0068 476-15632
Solution of two- and three-dimensional problems
involving transonic flows past bodies
p0093 476-16937
Dean and turbulent characteristics of the wake of
a flat plate heated on one of its sides
p0132 476-19119
A nonlinear design theory of supercavitating
cascades
p0131 476-20181
Similarity in the turbulent near wake of bluff
bodies
p0131 A76-20U76
On the computation of two- and three-dimensional
steady transonic flows by relaxation methods
p0161 A76-22952
Application of the Bartensen method for the
analysis of thick airfoils in cascade
p0165 476-23026
Reduction of base drag
p0167 A76-23559
Two dimensional motion of an oscillating airfoil
in a fluctuating oncoming stream at supersonic
speed
p0171 476-21815
Two-dimensional problem of radiative heat transfer
with allowance for shading
p0171 476-21852
Iterative calculation of two-dimensional
compressible flow around ellipse and circular
arc profile
p0203 476-27328
A direct method for computing non-symmetrical
plane flows at Bach number one
p0206 A76-27878
Phase plane analysis of transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 76-332] p0311 A76-36989
A numerical study of viscous flow around an airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 76-337] p0311 476-36991
Humerical solution of periodic transonic flow
through a fan stage
[AIAA PAPER 76-369] p0312 A76-37019
Turbulent flow connected with separation and
reattachment
p0315 476-37781
A vortex model of cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-521] p0320 A76-38050
Low-frequency approximations in unsteady small
perturbation subsonic flows
p0356 A76-39005
Approximate unsteady thin-airfoil theory for
subsonic flow
pOlOO 476-11698
Two- and three-dimensional flows around blunt
bodies with special regard to transonic
free-stream Bach numbers
p0157 476-16891
Analysis of two-element high lift systems in
transonic flow
[ICAS PAPER 76-13] p0161 476-17361
The effect of wake thickness on the rolling-up
process in two dimensions
[ICAS PAPER 76-31] p0162 476-17379
Transonic aerofoils - Advances in theory and design
p0167 476-17879
Asymptotic theory of two-dimensional trailing-edge
flows
p0018 H76-10015
A computer program for the analysis of
multielement airfoils in two-dimensional
subsonic, viscous flow
p0019 H76-10033
TSFOIL: A computer code for two-dimensional
transonic calculations, including wind-tunnel
wall effects and wave-drag evaluation
p0019 H76-10035
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on two-dimensional airfoils at low
speeds.' Phase 2: Studies with Fowler flap
extended
[N4S4-CR-115711] p0035 H76-11037
Blade profiles for turbine engines, adapted to
reversible transonic flows
pOOSO N76-12985
On the computation of two-dimensional transonic
flow with boundary layer
[4AAF-HT-75-20] p0123 H76-15101
Calculations of two-dimensional potential flow
wall interference for multi-component airfoils
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On the calculation of laminar separation babbles
in two-dimensional incompressible flow
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Characteristics of a separating incompressible
turbulent boundary layer
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Characteristics of 2-D unsteady transonic flow
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Systems
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The development of an advanced anti-icing/deicing
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Botor technology for new generation helicopters
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Crashworthiness design features for advanced
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Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas. Part 3: Measurements of
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ULTRASONIC RADIATION
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design
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An analysis of lightning strikes in airline
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Synthesized unsteady airfoil data with
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Calculation of unsteady transonic flow past an
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Unsteady wake measurements of airfoils and cascades
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On the computation of the transonic perturbation
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Unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blades
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An unsteady vortex panel method and its
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Some developments in unsteady transonic flow
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Aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings with
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Unsteady motion of airfoils with boundary-layer
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A complete second-order theory for the unsteady
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An alternative scheme to solve the equations for
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On the unsteady motion of a thin body in an
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Unsteady transonic flow
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Differential equations of engine thrust variation
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Effects of airplane characteristics and takeoff
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distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
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Wall-wake velocity profile for compressible
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p0297 476-35336
Experimental measurements of the turbulent
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Toward the correctable-interference transonic vind
tunnel
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Measurements in an axisymmetric turbulent boundary
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Calculation of the velocity distribution on a wing
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Direct method for calculating sonic flow past a
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Rotor aerodynamics. Wake eguilibrating
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Airfoil design for a prescribed velocity
distribution in transonic flow by an integral
method
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On the determination of the wall shear velocity
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accuracy
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VERTEBRATES
NT BATS
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gradients and atmospheric turbulence
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Measurements of the vertical movements of an
aircraft altitude and velocity measurement
accuracy
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VERTICAL LANDING
A study of helicopter landing behavior on small
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Measurements of the vertical movements of an
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accuracy
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Spectral gust response for an airplane with
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Short-haul designs include trade-offs
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take-off and landing demonstration vehicle
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piloted demonstration vehicle
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Flow visualization studies of the XFV-12A
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Response of an airfoil to turbulence when damping
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Reduction of the flow-induced vibration of complex
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Passive flutter suppression
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Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issued
along a separation line near the leading edge of
a wing
p0434 H76-31190
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YOHTEI STREETS SUBJECT IHDEZ
VOBTEX STREETS '
NT KABBAH VORTEX STREET
Recent developments in dynamic stall
pOOOS A76-10327
Blockage effect for single rows of bluff bodies
pOO<15 A76-12926
Mathematical model of the vibrations induced by
vortex shedding
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-1UO] p0095 A76-17513
Flow-induced vibrations of structures
p0132 A76-19254
Vortex noise from nonrotating cylinders and airfoils
CiliA PAPER 76-81] p0138 A76-20929
Flight investigation of the response of a
helicopter to the trailing vortex of a
fixed-wing aircraft
p0310 A76-36922
Hazard criteria for wake vortex encounters
p0310 A76-36923
Lifespan of trailing vortices in a turbulent
atmosphere
p031» A76-37269
Optical and physical reguirements for fluid
particles marking trailing vortices from aircraft
p0314 A76-37270
Low-frequency approximations in unsteady small
perturbation subsonic flows
p0356 A76-39005
Wake effects in finite amplitude nonsteady motion
of slender profiles
p0400 A76-41717
A near-wake model for the aerodynamic pressures
exerted on singing trailing edges
p0449 A76-45469
VORTEX TUBES
0-VORTICES
VORTICES
NT WIHS TIE VORTICES
Acoustic pressure field of vortex sound near
rotating blades
p0002 A76-10242
Influence of the turbulence of the flow incident
on a body on the intensity of vortex sound
emission
pOb02 A76-10243
Vortex noise of rotating machinery
p0002 A76-10244
Some conclusions from an investigation of
blade-vortex interaction
pOOIt A76-11772
Vortex method for calculation of arbitrary profiles
p0051 A76-14339
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
rectangular wing with endplates near a screen
p0052 A76-14357
Laser velocimeter measurements of rotor blade
loads and tip vortex rollup
p0057 A76-14566
Extension of the lifting line model of helicopter
wings German book
p0065 A76-15011
Nonlinear characteristics of a thin-section wing
for shock-free flow at the leading edge
p0067 A76-15390
Simplified methods of predicting aircraft rolling
moments due to vortex encounters
TAIAA PAPER 76-61]. p0101 A76-18768
Vortex interactions in multiple vortex wakes
behind aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-62] p0101 A76-18769
Hind tunnel measurements of the trailing vortex
development behind a sweptback wing - Effect of
simulated jet engines on the flow field
CAIAA PAPER 76-63] p0101 A76-18770
A survey of leeside flow and heat transfer on
delta planform configurations
[AIAA PAPER 76-118] p0102 A76-18803
Aerodynamics of arbitrary wing body combinations
with vortex lattice and slender body theory
[AIAA PAPER 76-198] p0103 A76-18865
Experimental study of axial flow in wing tip
vortices
p0139 A76-21137
wind tunnel investigation of Crow instability
p0171 A76-24823
Evaluation of the influence of diffusion of
vortices on the separated flow past a plate
p0228 A76-29704
Unsteady motion of airfoils with boundary-layer
separation
p0236 A76-31181
'Spilled' leading-edge vortex effects on dynamic
stall characteristics
p0262 A76-33120
Prediction of recirculating, swirling, turbulent
flow in rotating disc systems
p0300 A76-35842
Dynamic stall reconsiderations
p0309 A76-36909
Summary of some recent studies of subsonic vortex
lift and parameters affecting the leading-edge
vortex stability
[AIAA PAPER 76-1111] p0313 A76-37051
Noise of swirling exhaust jets
[AIAA PAPER 76-510] p0320 A76-38040
A vortex model of cavity flow
[AIAA PAPER 76-524] p0320 A76-38050
A wind tunnel investigation of vortex refraction
effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPEE 76-588] p0326 476-38096
Vortex burning and mixing /Vorbix/ augmentation
system
[AIAA PAPER 76-678] p0327 A76-38203
Noise generated wavelike eddies in a turbulent jet
[ICAS PAPER 76-<42] p0463 A76-47386
Some recent applications of the suction analogy to
vortex-lift estimates
p0020 N76-100U3
ling tip vortex drag
p0032 N76-11013
Flow visualization of vortex interactions in
multiple vortex wakes behind aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62459] p0034 N76-11030
An investigation of the increase in vortex induced
rolling moment associated with landing gear wake
[HASA-TH-X-72786] p0035 H76-11038
Hazard criteria for wake vortex encounters
[NASA-TB-X-62473] p0039 H76-11069
On the development of a unified theory for vortex
flow phenomena for aeronautical applications
[AD-A012399] pOO«4 H76-11396
An experimental study of axial flow in wing tip
vortices
[ AHL/A-NOTE-355] p0073 N76-12010
Development and flight tests of vortex-attenuating
splines
[NASA-TN-D-8083] p0081 N76-13014
A preliminary study of the effects of vortex
diffusers (winglets) on wing flutter
[NASA-TB-X-72799] p0081 N76-13019
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of span load
alteration, forward-located spoilers, and
splines as trailing-vortex-hazard alleviation
devices on a transport aircraft model
[HASA-TN-D-8133] p0121 N76-15087
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of various
segments of flight spoilers as
trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a
transport aircraft model
[NASA-TN-D-8162] p0175 N76-18041
Investigation of the development of the trailing
vortex system behind a swept-back wing
[HE/A-75-3] p0175 N76-18045
On the experimental approach to the problem a
discussion of wind tunnel tests and flow
visualization experiments
p0175 N76-18047
Experimental set-up of wind tunnel tests
p0175 N76-18048
Induced rolling moment measurements
p0175 N76-18050
Flow field measurements
p0176 N76-18051
Discussion of the clean wing configuration results
p0176 H76-18052
Effect of simulated jet engines on the vortex flow
field
p0176 H76-18053
Flow visualization of vortices locked by spanwise
blowing over wings featuring a unique leading
and trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TB-X-72788] p0176 H76-18056
Investigation of vortex wake stability near the
ground
[AD-A017586] p0214 H76-20112
Vortex maneuver lift for super-cruise configurations
[NASA-TB-X-72836] p0220 N76-21161
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SDBJECT IHDEI HALLS
Characteristics o£ wake vortei generated by a
Boeing 727 jet transport daring two-segment and
normal ILS approach flight paths
[HASA-TH-D-8222] p0221 H76-21175
Heasurement of the trailing vortex systems of
large transport aircraft, using tower fly-by and
flow visualization (Summary, comparison and
application)
[AD-A021305/8] p0219 H76-23172
On the vortei-indoced loading on long blaff
cylinders
p0273 H76-24177
The relationships between a wing and its initial
trailing vortices
p0282 B76-25115
Aircraft wake vortices: An annotated bibliography
(1923-1975)
[AD-A023115/3] p0331 H76-26H9
Botor broadband noise resnlting from tip
vortex/blade interaction
[AD-A020692] p0335 N76-26207
Vortex-Lattice Utilization in aeronautical
engineering and aircraft design
[NASA-SP-105] p0373 N76-28163
Optimization and design of three-dimensional
aerodynamic configurations of arbitrary shape by
a vortex lattice method
p037H N76-28168
Hinimuu trim drag design for interfering lifting
surfaces using vortex-lattice methodology
p037U B76-28169
Applications of vortex lattice theory to
preliminary aerodynamic design
p037t N76-28170
Application of the vortex-lattice technique to the
analysis of thin wings with vortex separation
and thick multi-element wings
p0375 N76-28177
Comparison of vortex lattice predicted forces with
wind tunnel experiments for the F-4E (CCV)
airplane with a closely coupled canard
p0375 N76-28178
Hew convergence criteria for the vortex-lattice
models of the leading-edge separation
p0375 N76-28179
Arrangement of vortex lattices
p0375 H76-2B180
Some applications of the quasi vortex-lattice
method in steady and unsteady aerodynamics
p0376 N76-281814
Sample wings for study of the vortex lattice
methods
p0376 N76-28186
An analytic and experimental investigation of the
wakes behind flapped and unflapped wings
[AD-A0213U4] p0377 N76-28202
Acoustic measurement of the circulation of
vortices and the circulation distributions in
wind tunnel model investigations ultrasonic
pulse delay method
[SPIS-HITT-61] p0122 H76-30163
Abbreviated full-scale flight test investigation
of the Lockheed L1011 trailing vortex system
using tower fly-by technigue
[ AD-A028095/8] pOt77 N76-33187
VORTICITY
Impulsive motion of an airfoil in a viscous fluid
p0007 A76-1031I7
Visual study of the three-dimensional flow pattern
at a delta wing in subsonic flow
p0261 A76-33869
A numerical study of viscous flow around an airfoil
[A1AA PAPEB 76-337] p0311 A76-3699Q
The effect of wake thickness on the rolling-up
process in two dimensions
[ICAS PAPER 76-31] p0162 A76-17379
Side-slipping airfoils in transonic flow wake
vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings at
transonic speeds
[DGLR-PAPEfl-72-127] p0037 H76-110S<1
Persistence and decay of wake vorticity
p0290 H76-2S283
VOBTICITI EQOATIOHS
Stability of a pair of co-rotating vortices
p0049 A76-13613
A lifting surface theory for the analysis of
nonplanar lifting systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-16] p0100 A76-18736
Implicit finite-difference procedures for the
computation of vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPEE 76-385] p0312 A76-37028
VTOl
0 VERTICAL LANDING
TTOL AIRCRAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VDLIERABILITT
Ballistic design support tests - A tool for
helicopter vulnerability reduction
p0063 A76-11613
Dynamic modeling of aircraft fuel tank
environments and vulnerability
p0108 N76-11067
Increased rotor blade snrvivability composite
geodesic structure
[AD-A016929] p0215 H76-20130
Explosion proofing B-53 range extension tank
[AD-A018353] p0283 N76-25158
w• WIHGS
0 V A R I A B L E SHEEP RINGS
WAKES
NT AIRCRAFT H A K E S
BT HELICOPTER WAKES
ST HYPERSONIC RAKES
HT LiHIHAB W A K E S
NT NEAR W A K E S
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTHEAHS
NT SLIPSTREAMS
NT SOPEHSONIC W A K E S
NT TURBULENT (TAKES
Description of wakes by vortex sheets flow
models axial compressors
> pOO«5 A76-12910
Effect fef side walls of wind-tunnel on flow around
two-dimensional circular cylinder and its wake
< pOOSO A76-13680
Unsteady wake measurements of airfoils and cascades
[AIAA PAPER 76-7] p0100 A76-18729
Sound generated by a single cambered blade in wake
cutting
p0297 A76-35328
Experimental study of flow in the wake behind flat
bodies with blunt stern section using optical
methods
p0317 A76-37891
Side-slipping airfoils in transonic flow wake
vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings at
transonic speeds
[DGLR-PAPER-72-127] p0037 H76-1105U
Transient effects of the wing wake on the
horizontal tail
[TN-771] p0187 S76-19071
Persistence and decay of wake vorticity
p0290 N76-25283
An analytic and experimental investigation of the
wakes behind flapped and nnflapped wings
[AD-A0213UU] p0377 N76-28202
•ALL FLOW
On the characteristics of a wing with a tip
clearance. V - An experimental study on the
effect of end-wall boundary layers
pOOSO A76-13677
Effect of side walls of wind-tunnel on flow around
two-dimensional circular cylinder and its wake
pOOSO A76-13680
Wing profiles in an incompressible fluid in the
presence of rigid or fluid walls
p0233 A76-30653
Wall-wake velocity profile for compressible
nonadiabatic flows
p0297 A76-35336
Supersonic flow past axisyaaetric bodies in the
presence of a perforated wall
p0316 A76-37876
Improvements in the slotted-wall boundary condition
p0353 A76-38629
BALL PRESSURE
On the determination of the wall shear velocity
from measured velocity profiles of a turbulent
boundary layer of centrifugal impeller blades
p0165 A76-23002
BALLS
NT POROUS WALLS
NT THIN WALLS
NT WIND TURHEL WALLS
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BARFABB SUBJECT IIDEZ
RABPABB
HI COB BAT
First write your scenario, then choose your actors
military aviation
p0051 A76-14172
Acceptable cost ratios for several BPV missions
p0401 A76-41970
RARHING DEVICES
D HASHING SISTEHS
BARBING SIGHALS
U BURNING SYSTEMS
RABNING SISTEHS
NT EABLY RARHING SYSTEMS
Helicopter multifunction system and hydrofluidic
control systems for helicopters
p0168 A76-23636
Ground proximity naming system testing
p0268 A76-34242
Ground proximity naming systems - iill they
survive the enthusiasm
pO<!1<l A76-U4293
Conflict detection and resolution in the
Netherlands ATC-system SABP II
[ICAS PAPEB 76-55] p0464 A76-47399
A new analysis of spin, based on French experience
on combat aircraft
p0390 1176-29260
• ASSESS (SPACERS)
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of
rectangular wing with endplates near a screen
p0052 A76-14357
RATER EROSION
Erosion damage to high-speed aircraft and guided
missiles
p0142 A76-22178
Study of parameters of flight materials at speeds
up to 1000 metres per second rain erosion
investigation
p0142 A76-22192
Analysis of rain erosion of coated materials
p0142 A76-22198
Erosion behaviour of surface coatings rain
damage in aircraft ana missiles
p01U3 A76-22199
Rain erosion characteristics of Concorde
p0451 A76-&5700
RATER LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
Crashworthiness in emergency ditching of general
aviation aircraft
p0265 A76-34140
Helicopter stabilization system
p0266 A76-34164
RATER' TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIBCBAFT
NT SEAPLANES
Practical considerations regarding
wing-in-ground-effect aircraft
[SIAA PAPER 76-8783 pO<450 A76-45521
RATER TUHBELS
0 HYDRAULIC TEST TONNELS
IATEB VEHICLES
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
NT CARGO SHIPS
NT SHIPS
Evaluation of Advanced Naval Vehicles Concepts
[ A I A A PAPER 76-846] p0450 476-45501
RATER IAVES
Airfoil studies in -NAE 5 ft z 5 ft wind tunnel,
second-order wave research, and current projects
[DMB/NAE-1975(3( ]~ p0151 N76-16102
HAVE ATTENDATIOS
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENDATION
NT SHOCK H A V E ATTENOATION
RAVE DIFFRACTION
Aircraft antenna system analysis
p0163 A76-2~2637
Some new results concerning the diffraction of a
shock wave around a convex corner
p0299 476-35538
Systematic calculations of the flow past moving
cones on which a shock wave is incident
p0319 A76-37932
RAVE DBAG
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
Some observations on the Adams body of minimum
wave drag
p0171 A76-24826
The Legendre condition in optimum problems of
supersonic gasdynamics
p0443 A76-45199
Effects of nacelle shape on drag and weight of a
supersonic cruising aircraft
[BASA-CR-144893] p0085 H76-13069
Minimum wave drag for arbitrary arrangements of
wings and bodies
[REPT-1335] p0191 H76-19097
Theory of wing-body drag at supersonic speeds
[BEPT-1284] p0191 H76-1909S
Reduction of wave drag by antisymmetric
arrangement of wings and bodies
p0191 H76-19103
Rave drag reduction for aircraft fuselages
CAD-A021718] p038» H76-29176
Experimental investigation concerning the
redaction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of egnal volume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanwise and chordwise
directions
[ESA-TT-269] p0423 B76-30175
RAVE EQUATIONS
The issue of source terms for jet noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-487] p0319 A76-38026
RIVE EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC BZCITATIOH
RAVE FROSTS
NT SHOCK FRONTS
RAVE INTERACTION
BT SHOCK RAVE IBTERICTIOS
Supersonic flow past axisymmetric bodies in the
presence of a perforated wall
p0316 476-37876
Rave interactions in transonic and hypersonic flow
wing body combinations
[AD-A023189] p0476 N76-33158
RAVB PROPAGATIOI
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT SHOCK RAVE PROPAGATION
BATE REFLECTION
Experiments of reflexions of plane shock waves at
cylindrical surfaces
p0299 A76-35537
RAVB BESISTANCB
Influence of the initial values on the camber,
twist, planform, and wave-drag coefficient of
the absolutely optimum thin-section delta wing
in supersonic flow
p0014 A76-11868
RAVB SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
RAVBFOBHS
Simulation of lightning currents in relation to
measured parameters of natural lightning
aircraft hazard studies
p0053 A76-14410
8E1PON SISTER HANAGBHERT
Faith restored - The F-15 program
p0141 A76-21700
RBAPOH SISTEHS
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
NT MISSILE SYSTEMS
Unsteady flow phenomena causing weapons
fire-aircraft engine inlet interference problems
- Theory and experiments
p0006 A76-10339
Helicopter technology and today's Army
p0065 A76-15047
RPV - Perspectives of a military application
[DGLR PAPER 75-024] p0097 A76-18289
Grumman F-14 'Tomcat' Book
p0227 A76-29586
Problems in the simulation of controllable flight
vehicles
[DGLR PAPER 76-050] p0302 A76-3654U
Design to Cost Conference, Newport Beach, Calif.,
December 1, 2, 1975 and Arlington, Va., February
9, '10, 1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0358 A76-39219
Armament exhaust structural heating effects on the
F-14 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 76-445] p0361 A76-39905
A new Mirage - The F1 two-seater
p0366 A76-41275
Design for attrition
p0401 A76-41972
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SUBJECT ZHDBX WELDIIS
Bission effects on engine structural life in
current weapon systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-735] pOtOS A76-42430
Application and employment of EPV's in Central
Europe
[ D G L B PAPEB 76-061] p0449 A76-45M87
Design to Cost Conference* Boston, Hass., Hay 21,
28, 1976 and Palo Alto, Calif., June 14, 15,
1976, Abridged Proceedings
p0453 A76-45798
Estinating life-cycle costs: A case study of the
A-7D
[AD-A011643] p0044 B76-11915
Electromagnetic compatibility in military aircraft
p0152 H76-16273
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 2:
'Estimating handbook and user's manual, part 1
[AD-A016409] p0219 N76-21024
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1:
Technical volume
[AD-A016408] p0223 B76-21194
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 2:
Estimating handbook and user's manual, part 2
[AD-A016410] p0223 N76-21195
On improving the flight fidelity of operational
flight/weapon system trainers
p0393 N76-29299
Application of manned air combat simulation in the
development of flight control requirements for
weapon delivery
p0395 N76-29311
WASI: Weapon aiming training simulator installation
p0395 H76-29313
WBAB TESTS
Service life of aircraft friction elements
Bussian book
p0402 A76-42043
WEATBEB
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor: OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244524/5] p0126 H76-15132
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor: OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250037/9] , p0343 N76-27200
WEATHEB COIDITIOHS
0 iEATHEB
VBATBEB BODIFICATIOH
BT FOG DISPEBSAL
HI LIGHTNING SOPPBESSION
REAVING
Inventory of possibilities that a weaver offers to
radome manufacturers
p0451 A76-45699
HEDGE FLQW
Effect on wind tunnel walls and afterbody shape on
the pressure distribution around a wedge
p0045 A76-12925
Analytical formulas for conditions on blunt wedges
in hypersonic flow
p0063 A76-14818
Similarity in the turbulent near wake of bluff
bodies
p0134 A76-20476
Approximate methods for transonic flow past finite
wedge profiles
p0228 A76-29789
Interference heating due to shock wave impingement
on laminar and turbulent boundary layers
[ A I A A PAPEB 76-355] p0311 A76-37007
Experimental study of flow in the wake behind flat
bodies with blunt stern section using optical
methods
p0317 A76-37891
Second-order thermal boundary-layer on a blunted
wedge
p0456 A76-U6818
The three shock confluence problem for the case of
serially impinging overexpanded jots
[BLH/7402] p0242 H76-22170
Performance of an isolated two-dimensional wedge
nozzle with fixed cowl and variable wedge
centerbody at Hach numbers up to 2.01
CNASA-TN-D-8218] p0469 N76-32134
(EDGES
Influence of splitter wedges on the lixx and drag
of a rectangular wing with a blunt trailing edge
[ESA-TT-187] p0038 B76-11064
Flight velocity effects on exhaust noise of a
wedge nozzle installed on an nnderwing nacelle
on an P-106 airplane
[NASA-TB-I-3361] p0181 876-18128
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11919-1] p0245 B76-22202
An experimental investigation of supersonic flow
past a wedge-cylinder configuration
[NASA-CB-147741] p0282 B76-25148
•EIGHT (BASS)
HI STBDCTOBAL »EIGBT " •
Bandbook of masses of aviation and other
materials: Weight characteristics. Volumes 1, 2,
4, 5 & 6 /4th revised and enlarged edition/
p0402 A76-42050
Study of flutter related computational procedures
for minimum weight structural sizing of advanced
aircraft, supplemental data
[NASA-CB-132722] p0024 B76-10094
Effects of nacelle shape on drag and weight of a
supersonic cruising aircraft
[HASA-CB-144893] pOOBS B76-13069
Ninimum weight design of fuselage type stiffened
circular cylindrical shells subjected to pure
torsion and combined torsion with axial
compression with and without lateral pressure
p0378 H76-28218
BBIGBT ABALISIS
The influence .of the type of fitting on the stress
state and weight of a wing
p0228 A76-29712*
The design and development of a military combat
aircraft. II - Sizing the aircraft
p0261 A76-32650
Influence of attachment nature on wing stress •
state and weight
p0415 A76-44323
Hultivariate Analysis, Betrieval, and Storage
system (BABS) . Volume 6: HABS system; a sample
problem (gross weight of subsonic transports)
[NASA-CB-137722] p0023 H76-10091
The basic characteristics of hybrid aircraft
structural design criteria and weight analysis
of airships for materials handling
p0117 K76-15051
Weight prediction methods - GROGEH program
[HBB-OFE-1072-0] p0275 H76-24215
WEIGHT FACTOBS
D BEIGBT (HASS)
WEI6BT BEDOCTIOI
Optimization of multi-cell wings for strength and
natural frequency requirements
. p0048 A76-13303.'
An advanced structural analysis/synthesis
capability - ACCESS 2
p0231 A76-30050
Optimization of multi-constrained structures based
on optimality criteria
p0231 A76-30051
Application of the flutter and strength •
optimization program /FASTOP/ to the sizing of
metallic and composite lifting-surface structures
p0231 A76-30052
Structural optimization in aeroelastic conditions
p0270'A76-34»86
Titanium structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
p0356 A76-39108
A hybrid airship concept for Naval missions
[AIAA PAPEB 76-923] p0446 A76-45400
Titanium structures in commercial subsonic aircraft
[N1B-BP-74030-0] p0193 N76-19149
WBIGHT1ESSHESS
Zero-G flight test of a gauging system. Volume 1:.
Summary for propellant tanks of C-135 aircraft
[HASA-CB-147706] p0252 H76-23349
Zero-G flight test of a gauging system. Volume 2:
System software For propellant tanks of
C-135 aircraft
[BASA-CB-147707] p0252 B76-23350
BELD1SILITT
Development of a weldable high strength steel
[AD-A021174] p0337 B76-26336
WBLDIBG
NT ABC WELDIBG
NT BRAZING
NT DIFFUSION WELDING
NT ELECTBOB BEAB WELDING
NT LOW TEBPEBATOBE BR4ZING
A-307
WEST GEBBAHI SUBJECT IIDEZ
REST GERB4BY
D GEBHANY
HESTLAID AIBCB4FT
HI P-531 HELICOPTER
NT WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
A piloted flight simulation of the Westland Lynx
to predict handling qualities
[4RC-CP-1343J p0438 N76-31234
WESTLAND BK-10 HELICOPTEB
0 IESTL4ND RHIHLBIHD HELICOPTEB
RESTL1ID P-531 HELICOPTEB
0 P-531 HELICOPTER
RESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
The operation of helicopters from small ships
p0348 N76-27848
•HEEL BRAKES
Aircraft stopping systems
p0010 476-10556
Aspects of braking control
p0418 A76-44714
WHEELS
HI NOSE WHEELS
HT TURBINE WHEELS
HI VEHICLE WHEELS
•HIRL INSTABILITY
0 ROTARY STABILITY
WHIRLIBG TESTS
0 SPIN TESTS
WHIRLWIND BK-10 HELICOPTEB
D WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTEB
WHITE BOISE
Study of the stability of an estimator of
intensity in aircraft noise metrology
[ONERA, TP NO. 1976-20] p0131 A76-18960
WIDEBAND
D BROADBAND .
WIENER HOPF EQUATIONS
Exact Wiener-Hopf solution of multi-section duct
liners
[AIAA PAPEB 76-513] p0320 A76-38042
WILDLIFE
NT BATS
NT BIRDS
WINCHES
LTA application of a long trailing wire high
speed/low weight reeling system
p0115 N76-15035
RIND (BETEOROLOGT)
NT GEODND WIND
NT GUSTS
A flight investigation using variable glide path
trajectories to compensate for winds and
moderate wind shears
[LR-589]
 P0346 N76-27246
HIND EFFECTS
Propulsive effects due to flight through turbulence
p0013 476-11233
On sonic boom propagation from aircraft at low
supersonic speeds
p0046 A76-12935
Bethod for developing 'around-the-clock1 gust
spectra
p0171 A76-2U825
Airfoil response to an incompressible skewed gust
of small spanwise wave-number
p0263 A76-33725
On extreme length flight paths of airplanes
p0307 A76-36815
Scale model studies of the effects of wind on
acoustic barrier performance
p0454 A76-H5939
Aircraft carrier turbulence study for predicting
air flow dynamics with increasing wind-over-deck
velocities
[AD-4020223] p0377 N76-28198
RIND PROFILES
Hethod for developing 'around-the-clock1 gust
spectra
p0171 A76-24825
HIND SHEAR
Wind shear program and status
[AIAA PAPER 76-386] p0312 A76-17029
Some observations of thunderstorm induced
low-level wind variations
[AIAA PAPER 76-388] p0312 A76-37031
Scanning laser Doppler velocimeter system
simulation for sensing aircraft wake vortices
p0360 A76-39847
Wind shear and clear air turbulence
p0408 476-12908
Analysis of atmospheric flow over a surface
protrusion using the turbulence kinetic energy
equation with reference to aeronautical
operating systems
[N4SA-CR-2630] p0083 N76-13041
A flight investigation using variable glide path
trajectories to compensate for winds and
moderate wind shears
tLR-589] p0346 N76-27246
Wind shear detection using measurement of aircraft
total energy change
[NASA-CB-137839] p0380 N76-28232
RIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
High-speed wind tunnel TVB 150 of the Institute of
Aeronautics of the Technical University Darnstadt
p0049 A76-13320
Analytical models for rotor test module, strut,
and balance frame dynamics in the 40 by 80 ft
wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-I-73153] p0391 N76-29268
Two-dimensional airfoil test facility in the
modane-avrienx S3 blowdown wind tunnel
[N4SA-TT-F-17253] pO«80 N76-33221
RIND TONNEL BALANCES
0 WIND TUNNEL APP4R4TUS
RIND TUNNEL CALIBRATIOB
Comparative measurements on three geometrically
similar calibration models of a transport
aircraft type in the transonic wind-tunnel at
the AVA, Goettingen
[DGLB-PAPEH-72-122] p0036 H76-11049
Comment on results obtained with three ONERA
airplane calibration models in FF4 transonic
wind tunnels
p0289 N76-25268
RIBD TUBIEL HODELS
Effect of forebody shape and shielding technique
on 2-D supersonic inlet performance
[4144 PAPER 75-1183] p0003 A76-10253
A model rotor performance validation for the CCR
technology demonstrator helicopter
Circulation Control Rotor
p0057 A76-14568
The application of a lifting-surface method to
large, steady or oscillating models in subsonic,
closed, open or slotted wind tunnels
p0068 476-15630
Design and test of a sonic roof-top pressure
distribution wing
p0205 476-27855
Analog-digital filtering for the determination of
steady and variable forces in tunnel testing
p0238 A76-31634
The use of carbon fibre-reinforced plastics in the
construction of wings for testing in wind tunnels
p0261 A76-32655
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
The maneuverability of a large whirling arm model
p0307 A76-36881
Corrections for the effect of flow boundaries
/tunnel induction/ to the aerodynamic
characteristics of models tested near a screen
p0317 A76-37886
Improvements in the slotted-wall boundary condition
p0353 A76-38629
A report on the aerodynamic design and wind tunnel
test of a Prop-Fan model
[AIAA PAPEB 76-667] pO<104 A76-42418
Simplified sculptured-snrface technique applied to
wind-tunnel models
p0442 A76-45099
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale
hybrid upper surface blown flap model having
four engines
[NAS4-TB-I-62460] p0022 N76-10063
The design, analysis and experimental evaluation
of an elastic model wing
[NASA-CB-144535] p0024 N76-10092
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmented ]et flap STOL research aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-62491] p0024 N76-10093
Calculation of the displacement correction (solid
blocking) to rump and wing for arbitrary
rectangular wind tunnels. Part 2: Program and
results[CH-6032-EHBEN-PT-2] p0029 N76-10145
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Comparative measurements on three geometrically
sinllar calibration models of a transport
aircraft type in the transonic wind-tunnel at
the AVi , Goettingen
[DGLR-PAPEB-72-122] p0036 N76-11019
Vector thrust induced lift effects for several
ejector exhaust locations on a V/STOl Hind
tunnel nodel at forward speed
[HASA-CH-137733] p0081 N76-13020
A remotely controlled wind tunnel node! for the
demonstration of aircraft stability and control
characteristics with degrees of freedon in
roll, pitch, and y a v _
[AD-A013167] p0089 N76-13127
Study of mnltlpiece, flow-through wind tunnel
•odels for HIRT
[AD-A017286] p0152 H76-16111
Design and wind tunnel measurement of a wing-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
[HASA-TT-F-16916] p0185 H76-19057
Transonic lateral and longitudinal control
characteristics of an F-8 airplane nodel
equipped with an obligue wing
[NASA-TN-X-73103] p0213 N76-22186
VSTOL wind tunnel model testing: An experimental
assessment of f low breakdown using a multiple
fan model
p0289 N76-25253
Systematical investigations of the influence of
wind tunnel turbulence on the results of model
force-measuresents
p0289 H76-25259
Comment on results obtained with three O N E B 4
airplane calibration models in FFa transonic
wind tunnels
p0289 N76-25268
Some aeroelastic distortion effects on aircraft
and wind tunnel models
p0290 H76-25278
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
tilt-proprotor wind tunnel model
[NASA-TH-X-72818] p03<43 1176-27213
Acoustic measurement of the circulation of
vortices and the circulation distributions in
wind tunnel model investigations ultrasonic
pulse delay method
[HPIS-SITT-61 ] p0122 N76-30163
Some experiences using wind-tunnel models in
active control studies minimization of
aeroelastic response
p0132 N76-31170
HDD TDHIEL STABILITY TESTS
Two-dimensional wind tunnel experiments with
single and double slotted flaps noting
optimum high lift configuration
[FFA-TH-AD-1083] p02U2 H76-22168
Hind-tunnel investigation of a Fowler flap and
spoiler for an advanced general aviation wing
CNASA-TN-D-8236] p0336 N76-26218
Recent advances in techniques for dynamic
stability testing at MAE
p0338 N76-26507
Stall behavior and spin estimation method by use
of rotating balance measurements
p0390 S76-29253
Predicted dynamic characteristics of the XV-15
tilting proprotor aircraft in flight and in the
10- by 80-ft. wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73158] p0121 N76-301U8
wind tunnel test of a twin-engined canard
configurated mini-remotely piloted vehicle
[AD-A023359] pOU78 N76-33192
BUD TOHIEL TESTS
Comparison of testing techniques for isolated
axisymmetric exhaust nozzles in transonic flow
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1292] pOOOl A76-10281
Reynolds number effect on nozzle/afterbody
throttle-dependent pressure forces in YF-17
scale model
[AIAA PAPER 75-1295] pOOOt A76-10282
Experimental investigation of oscillatory jet-flow
effects V/STOL aircraft
p0007 A76-10313
An experimental investigation of unsteady airfoil
motion in a supersonic stream
pOOOS A76-10352
Vibration characteristics of two types of subsonic
. profiles
pOOlO A76-1069H
Experimental study of a supersonic blade array
with small deflection angle
p001« A76-11661
Some conclusions from an investigation of
blade-vortex interaction
p0011 A76-11772
B. Kasprzyk airfoil - The first wind-tunnel tests
pOOIS A76-11893
High-speed wind tunnel TVH 150 of the Institute of
Aeronautics of the Technical University Darmstadt
p0019 A76-13320
Dynamic simulation in the wind tunnel
p0019 A76-13101
The development of supplementary computational
procedures for supercritical wings
p0019 A76-13102
Conical wings in subsonic flow
pOOSO A76-13937
A study on the flow around bluff bodies immersed
in turbulent boundary layers. I
p0052 A76-11371
Comparison of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional transonic tests in several
large wind tunnels
[ONERA, IP HO. 1975-61] p0056 A76-1UU56
Application of a variable diameter rotor system to
advanced VTOL aircraft
p0058 A76-14571
Investigation of the stall behavior of T-tail
aircraft - Contribution to the "super-stall1
problem German book
p0065 A76-15009
T31C turboprop trainer spin development program
p0099 A76-18651
Langley facility for tests at Bach 7 of subscale,
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integratable,
scramjet models
[AIAA PAPEE 76-11] p0100 A76-18732
find tunnel measurements of the trailing vortex
development behind a sweptback wing - Effect,of
simulated jet engines on the flow field
[AIAA PAPER 76-63] p0101 A76-18770
Correlation of internal surface turbulence with
far-field noise of the angmentor wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPEE 76-79] p0102 A76-18778
Icing testing in the large Hodane wind tunnel on a
reduced-scale model of a helicopter rotor
[OHERA, IP NO. 1975-112] p0103 A76"-18872
Turbulent boundary-layer growth over a
longitudinally curved surface
p0131 A76-20180
Vortex noise from nonrotating cylinders and airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 76-81] p0138 A76-20929
State-of-the-art data acquisition and reduction
techniques for transonic airfoil testing
p0163 A76-22735
Stabilized resonance method for measuring the
oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives at subsonic
and transonic speeds
p0161 A76-22712
Bind tunnel investigation of Crow instability
p0171 A76-21823
Design and test of a sonic roof-top pressure
distribution wing
p0205 A76-27855
An experimental investigation of Garabedian and
Horn's shockless lifting aerofoil No. 1
p0205 A76-27857
Nozzle afterbody configuration development for the
B-1 strategic bomber
[AIAA PAPER 71-1102] p0208 A76-28608
Parametric studies of a triple-slotted flap
influence on wing aerodynamic characteristics
p0227 A76-29699
Preliminary wind tunnel tests of a finite aspect
ratio high performance general aviation wing
p023« A76-30862
Analog-digital filtering for the determination of
steady and variable forces in tunnel testing
P0238 A76-31631
A note on transonic flow past a thin airfoil
oscillating in a wind tunnel
p0262 A76-33365
Effect of geometry modifications on effectiveness
of slot injection in hypersonic flow
p0297 A76-35331
An experimental investigation of favorable
interference effects from a wing and proprotor
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p0309 A76-36911
Passive flutter suppression
p0315 A76-37276
Ose of a helium blast for the visual study of air
flow patterns about bodies
p0318 476-37913
Experimental investigation of the stable
self-oscillations of an aileron in transonic flow
p0318 A76-37929
Unsteady aerodynamic loads on the blade surface of
a model of a heavily loaded lifting propeller
p0319 A76-37936
Resistance of vortex generators at near-sonic speeds
p0319 A76-37938
Radiation, refraction and scattering of acoustic
waves in a free shear flow
[AIAA PAPEB 76-544] p0321 A76-38063
Hodel and full-scale large transport airfraae noise
(AIAA PAPER 76-550] p0322 A76-38069
Flight effects on JT8D engine jet noise as
measured in the NASA Ames 10-by 80-foot wind
tunnel
[ A I A A PAPER 76-556] p0323 A76-38073
An experimental study of helicopter rotor
rotational noise in a Hind tunnel
[ A I A A PAPER 76-56")] p0324 A76-38080
Sonic boom propagation through nonnniform flow
fields
[AIAA PAPER 76-586] p0325 A76-38094
A wind tunnel investigation of vortex refraction
effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 76-588] p0326 A76-38096
A method of distortion pattern synthesis for high
response data screening
[AIAA PAPER 76-701] p0328 A76-38218
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 9th, Arlington,
Tex., June 7-9,1976, Proceedings
p0353 A76-38626
Kind tunnel wall interference effects on a
supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38627
Computer controlled system for the investigation
of the flow behind a sweptback wing
p035a A76-38639
A general rotor model system for wind-tunnel
investigation of rotorcraft aerodynamics and
acoustics
p0354 A76-386U1
Wind-tunnel testing with a rotary-balance
apparatus to simulate aircraft spin motions
p0354 A76-38642
Comparison of wind tunnel and flight test
heat-transfer measurements on a pylon-mounted
store
p0355 A76-38656
A multifaceted store separation analysis
p0355 A76-38657
The art and science of rotary wing data correlation
p0362 A76-40034
Recent applications of coherent optics in
aerospace research holographic
nondestructive tests and laser anemometry
p0365 A76-40893
Noise measurements in a free-jet, flight
simulation facility - Shear layer refraction and
facility-to-flight corrections
[ A I A A PAPER 76-531] p0367 A76-41387
Development of a technique for inflight jet noise
simulation. I, II
[ A I A A PAPES 76-532] p0368 A76-41388
Correlation microphone, for measuring airframe
noise in large-scale wind tunnels
[ A I A A PAPER 76-553] p0368 A76-41390
Development of a fluidic rudder
[ A I A A 76-1990] p0371 A76-41488
Experimental investigations of a nozzle-wing
propulsive-lift concept
[ A I A A PAPER 76-625] p0403 A76-42403
Bind tunnel/flight test correlation program on the
B-1 nacelle afterbody/nozzle
[ A I A A P A P E R 76-673] p0404 A76-42419
Wind tunnel testing of motorized helicopter models
- Determination of rotor attitude
pOIOS A76-42547
Experimental study of the effect of air suction
through a slot on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
p0406 A76-42754
Determining skin friction coefficients in the
boundary layer with the aid of total pressure
microtubes wind tunnel tests on rectangular
wing models
p0107 A76-42758
Induced drag of a straight wing in a wind tunnel
of circular cross section
p0408 A76-43048
Parametric study of three-element aft flap
wing aerodynamic characteristics influence
p0415 A76-44310
A wind tunnel study of a circulation-controlled
elliptical airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 76-933] p0447 A76-45409
Heasured pressure distributions on an airfoil with
oscillating jet flap
p0451 A76-45760
Scale model studies of the effects of wind on
acoustic barrier performance
p0454 A76-45939
Simulation of the effects of forward velocity on
jet noise in an open circuit wind tunnel
[ONEBA, TP SO. 1976-6E] pO<!55 A76-46368
Aeroelastic stability and control of an oblique
wing - Wind tunnel experiments
p0459 A76-17200
The art and science of modern flight testing - A
personal view
[ICAS PAPER 76-45] p0463 A76-47389
A vectored-engine-over-wing propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPEB 76-917] pOU66 A76-47684
Review of V/STOL lift/cruise fan technology
[AIAA PAPEB 76-931] pO«66 A76-47686
Calculation of the displacement correction (solid
blocking) to rump and wing for arbitrary
rectangular wind tunnels. Part 1: Theory
[CH-6032-EBHEH-PT-1] p0029 N76-10144
Summary of drag clean-up tests in NASA Langley
full-scale tunnel
p0031 N76-11000
Drag reduction: Back to basics
p0031 N76-11002
Learjet model 25 drag analysis
p0033 N76-11024
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 1: Experimental data
report, base configuration and effects of wing
twist and leading-edge configuration wind
tunnel tests, aircraft models
[NASA-CB-132727] p0035 N76-11034
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 2: Experimental data
report, effects of control surface deflection
wind tunnel tests - aircraft models
[NASA-CR-132728] p0035 N76-11035
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison of
theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 3: Data report,
comparison of attached flow theories to experiment
wind tunnel tests, aircraft models
[NASA-CR-132729] p0035 N76-11036
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on
slender cruciform wing-body-tail configurations
in different pitch and roll positions
[FFA-TN-AO-988] p0038 N76-11061
High Reynolds number transonic testing '
[AD-A011983] p0039 N76-11067
Experimental investigation of three rotor hub
fairing shapes
[AD-A012537] p0076 N76-12046
An experimental study of several wind tunnel wall
configurations using two V/STOL model
configurations low speed wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-145562] p0078 N76-12086
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibration loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper surface blown
jet-filap configuration
[NASA-TH-X-72794] p0085 N76-13068
Dynamic stability test results on an 0.024 scale
B-1 air vehicle
[NASA-CB-145903] p0089 N76-.13112
A study of noise source location on a model scale
augmentor wing using correlation techniques
noise measurement of far field noise by wind
tunnel tests
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[BASA-CB-137784J p0090 H76-13882
An investigation of several BACA 1-senes inlets
at Bach nnabers from 0.1 to 1.29 foe mass flow
ratios near 1.0
IBiSA-TB-X-3324] p0121 876-1508*
Longitudinal aerodynamc characteristics of a
deflected-thrust propulsive-lift transport nodel
wind tunnel tests of aircraft models of jet
transport aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-3234] p0121 876-15085
Lo« speed wind tunnel investigation of a
four-engine upper surface blown model having
swept wing and rectangular and D-shaped exhaust
nozzles
(BASA-TB-D-8061] p0121 876-15086
Hated aerodynamic characteristics investigation
for 0.04-scale model Boeing 717 CAB/external
tank (nodel AX1284 E-5) combination in the
University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratory
F. K. Kirsten lind Tunnel (CA11)
[BASA-CB-141835] p0122 H76-15089
The application of a surface flow-visualisation
technique in flight compared to wind tunnel
tests
CAHC-B/M-3769] p0122 876-15093
Heasnreaents of oscillatory aerodynamic hinge
moments from the response of a wind tunnel nodel
to turbulent flow comparing steady state
response technique results on same nodel
CARC-CP-1317] p0123 876-15094
I wind tunnel test of symmetric loads on two
wing-body combinations at Bach numbers 4 and 7
noting water cooled six component strain
gage balance
[FFA-TN-AD-636] p0123 H76-15106
Hind tunnel test techniques for the leasurement of
unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems
and full-span models
[DLB-FB-75-51] p0123 B76-15108
Extended measurements of aerodynamic stability and
limb dislodgenent forces with the ACES-2
ejection seat
[AD-A014432] p0125 B76-15127
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
of an executive aircraft
fAAAF-BT-75-14] p0127 876-15147
Aerodynamic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (nodel no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 1 wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CH-141844] p0147 87^ -16033
Aerodynaaic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 2 wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-141845J p01«7 876-16034
Aerodynaaic results of a separation test (CA20)
conducted at the Boeing transonic wind tunnel
using 0.030-scale models of the configuration
140A/B (modified) SSV orbiter (model no. 45-0)
and the Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319
1-1), volume 3 wind tunnel tests
(BASA-CB-141846] p0147 H76-16035
Airfoil studies in BAE 5 ft x 5 ft wind tunnel,
second-order wave research, and current projects
[DHE/BAE-1975(3)] p0151 H76-16102
On the experimental approach to the problem a
discussion of wind tunnel tests and flow
visualization experiments
p0175 B76-180M7
Experimental set-up of wind tunnel tests
p0175 H76-18048
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for
a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
(second wind tunnel test)
[BASA-CB-137534] p0177 B76-18069
Analysis of the wind tunnel test of a tilt rotor
power force model
[BASA-CH-137529] p0178 B76-18107
Incidence angle bounds for lip flow separation of
three 13.97-centiaeter-diameter inlets
[BASA-TB-X-3351] p0180 B76-18127
Bind-tunnel investigation of the effect of porous
spoilers on the wake of a subsonic transport model
[BASA-TB-X-73091] p0185 B76-19054
Transonic wind-tunnel tests of an F-8 airplane
model equipped with 12 and 14-percent thick
oblique wings
[HASA-TH-I-62478] p0192 N76-19142
Analytical evaluation of tilting proprotor wind
tunnel test requirements
[NASA-CB-137826] p0193 876-19146
RSBA sixth scale wind tunnel test of scale
model of Sikorsky whirlwind Helicopter
[BASA-CB-144964] p0215 876-20126
Small scale noise and wind tunnel tests of upper
surface blowing nozzle flap concepts. Volume 1.
Aerodynaaic test results
[ NASA-CB-137747] p0219 876-21159
Small scale noise and wind tunnel tests of upper
surface blowing nozzle flap concepts. Volume 2.
Acoustic test results
[BASA-CR-137748] p0219 876-21160
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results. Volnae
<4: Bach 5 component integration and performance
[BASA-TH-I-72824] p0223 876-21209
uind tunnel test techniques for the measurement of
unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting systems
and full-span models
p0271 B76-24150
lind tunnel investigation of Bacelle-Alrframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4-force
data
[BASA-TH-X-62489] p0282 B76-25143
lind tunnel design studies and technical
evaluation of advanced cargo aircraft concepts
[BASA-CH-148149] p0283 876-25156
A low-correction wall configuration for airfoil
testing
p0287 876-25234
Nacelle-airfraoe integration model testing for
nacelle simulation and measurement accuracy
p0288 876-25238
Air driven ejector units for engine simulation in
wind tunnel models
p0288 B76-25239
Design and construction of the alpha jet flutter
model
p0288 876-25249
Bagnetic suspension techniques for large scale
aerodynaaic testing
p0288 876-25250-
Interference problems in V/STOL testing at low
speeds
p0288 876-25251
The removal of wind tunnel panels to prevent flow
breakdown at low speeds
p0289 876-25252
VSTOL wind tunnel model testing: An experimental
assessment of flow breakdown using a multiple
fan model
p0289 876-25253
Further evidence and thoughts on scale effects at
high subsonic speeds
p0289 876-25254
The character of flow unsteadiness and its
influence on steady state transonic wind tunnel
measurements
p0289 876-25256
Comparative two and three dimensional transonic
testing in various tunnels
p0289 B76-25267
Special wind tunnel test techniques used at AEDC
p0290 B76-25270
Dynamic simulation in wind tunnels, part 1
p0290 876-25275
Flight measurements of helicopter rotor aerofoil
characteristics and some comparisons with
two-dimensional wind tunnel results
p0290 876-25284
Experience in predicting subsonic aircraft
characteristics from wind tunnel analysis
p0291 876-25289
Comments on wind tunnel/flight comparisons at high
angles of attack based on BAC one-eleven and
VC10 experience
p0291 876-25290
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmentor-wing STOL research aircraft
p0292 876-25292
Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight
test data for V/STOL aircraft
p0292 876-25293
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A brief flight-tunnel comparison for the Bunting H
126 jet flap aircraft
p0292 N76-25294
comparison of aerodynamic coefficients obtained
from theoretical calculations, wind tunnel
tests, and flight tests data reduction for the
Alpha Jet aircraft
p0292 N76-25295
Comments on some wind tunnel and flight experience
of the post-buffet behaviour of the Harrier
aircraft
p0292 N76-25297
Flight/tunnel comparison of the installed drag of
wing mounted stores on the Buccaneer aircraft
p0293 N76-25300
Consents on wind tunnel/flight correlations for
external stores jettison tests on the F 104 S
and G 91 Y aircraft
p0293 H76-25302
Analysis of the comparison between flight tests
results and vind tunnel tests predictions for
subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft
p0293 S76-25303
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/747 using a 0.0125-scale model (48-0
AX1318I-1 747) in the Ames Research center
14-foot wind tunnel (CA23B), volume 1
[HASA-CR-144603] p0294 H76-25333
Results of an experimental investigation to
determine separation characteristics for the
Orbiter/747 using a 0.0125-scale model (48-0
AX1318I-1 747) in the Ames Research Center
14-foot wind tunnel (CA23B)
[NASA-CR-144604] p0294 N76-25334
Rind tunnel investigation of nacelle-airfrane
interference at Hach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4 -
pressure data, volume 1
tNASA-TH-X-73149] p0331 N76-26146
Comparison of wind tunnel tests and flight tests
on an executive aircraft
[NASA-IT-F-17068] p0333 H76-26186
Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D-17
engine in a guiet nacelle and a conventional
nacelle as measured in the NASA-Ames, 40- by
80-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-2576] p0335 H76-26202
Analysis of experimental results of the inlet for
the NASA hypersonic research engine
aerothermodynaaic integration model wind
tunnel tests of ramjet engine hypersonic inlets
[NASA-TH-X-3365] p0335 N76-26203
An experioental investigation of end treatments
for nonreturn wind tunnels
[NASA-TH-X-3402] p0337 H76-26225
Bind tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift/cruise fan V/STOL aircraft
CNASA-TH-X-73139] p0340 N76-27170
Store separation from aircraft using a captive
trajectory yawmeter system
[BRE-TN-1522 (BR/D) ] p0341 N76-27172
Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
aerodynamic characteristics of 30.5 centimeter
diameter inlets
[NASA-CR-134866] p0345 K76-27240
Geared-elevator flutter study wind tunnel
tests of transonic flutter effects on control
surfaces of supersonic transport tall
assemblies, conducted"in a NASA-Langley
transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-73902] p0373 H76-28158
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft with the
rotors removed wind tunnel tests of aircraft
models
[NASA-TN-D-8198] p0373 H76-28160
Comparison of vortex lattice predicted forces with
wind tunnel experiments for the F-4E (CCV)
airplane with a closely coupled canard
p0375 N76-28178
Bind tunnel test results of 25 foot tilt rotor
during autorotation
(HiSA-CR-137824] p0376 H76-28190
Application of the measurements of static and
dynamic aerodynamic coefficients for the
calculated prediction of spin observed in wind
tunnels
[NASA-TT-F-17122 ] p0376 B76-28193
Ground simulation and tunnel blockage for a
jet-flapped, basic STOL model tested to very
high lift coefficients
[HASA-CS-137857] p0379 B76-28227
Parametric study of the noise produced by the
interaction of the main rotor wake with the tail
rotor
[NASA-CR-145001] p0381 H76-28958
Reflection-plane tests of spoilers on an advanced
technology wing with a large Fowler flap
[NASA-CR-2696] p0383 N76-29157
Application of static and dynamic aerodynamic
coefficients to the mathematical correlation of
wind tunnel test results on aircraft spins
p0389 N76-29252
Analytical models for rotor test module, strut,
and balance frame dynamics in the 40 by 80 ft
wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-73153] p0391 N76-29268
Comparison of two- and three-dimensional transonic
tests made in various large wind tunnels for
transport aircraft models
[AD-A021348] p0391 N76-29276
An analytical study and wind tunnel tests of an
aeromechanical gust-alleviation system for a
light airplane
[NASA-TN-D-8234] p0430 N76-3113U
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin
No. 1975-1
[ESA-TT-232] p0434 N76-31180
Rind tunnel and ground static investigation of a
large scale model of a lift/cruise fan V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CR-137916] p0471 N76-32178
Acoustic radiation and surface pressure
characteristics of an airfoil due to incident
turbulence
[NASA-CR-2733] p0474 R76-32974
A critique of transonic aerofoil testing techniques
[NASA-TT-F-17251] pO»75 N76-33136
A wind tunnel study of the effects of trailing
edge modifications on the lift-drag ratio of a
circulation controlled airfoil
[AD-A023356] p0476 N76-33161
WIND TUMEL BALLS
Effect on wind tunnel walls and afterbody shape on
the pressure distribution around a wedge
p0045 A76-12925
Effect of side walls of wind-tunnel on flow around
two-diuensional circular cylinder and its wake
pOOSO A76-13680
Tunnel interference reduction on a finite airfoil
p0064 A76-14957
Calculation of vortex sheet roll-up in a
rectangular wind tunnel
p0065 A76-14964
The influence of low free stream turbulence on the
development of the turbulent boundary layer at
zero pressure gradient - Preliminary results
p0315 A76-37785
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 9th, Arlington,
Tex., June 7-9,1976, Proceedings
p0353 A76-38626
Bind tunnel wall interference effects on a
supercritical airfoil at transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38627
Analytical methods for determining blockage
effects in a perforated wall wind tunnel at
transonic speeds
p0353 A76-38628
Improvements in the slotted-wall boundary condition
p0353 A76-38629
Toward the correctable-interference transonic wind
tunnel
p0353 A76-38630
TSFOIL: A computer code for two-dimensional
transonic calculations, including wind-tunnel
wall effects and wave-drag evaluation
p0019 B76-10035
Numerical modeling of tunnel-wall and body shape
effects on transonic flow over finite lifting
wings
p0021 H76-10050
Axisymmetric transonic flow including wind tunnel
wall effects
p0021 H76-10052
Calculations of two-dimensional potential flow
wall interference for multi-component airfoils
in closed low speed wind tunnels noting wing
A-312
SUBJECT IBDEI •IHG FLAPS
flap lift choice configuration
[FFA-TN-AU-1116-PT-1] p0117 N76-16040
An integral equation method for boundary
interference in perforated-wall wind tannels at
transonic speeds
p0252 N76-23274
Influence function method in vind tunnel wall
interference problems
p0287 H76-25228
Two-dimensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flow
p0287 N76-25233
A low-correction wall configuration for airfoil
testing
p0287 N76-25234
Two-dinensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flow
CNLR-HP-75021-U] p0311 H76-27181
BIHD TOHHE1S
NT SLOWDOWN HIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE WIND TDNNELS
NT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT LOU SPEED RIND TUNNELS
HT RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
NT SHOCK TUS8ELS
NT SLOTTED WIND TDNNELS
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUHNELS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TDNNELS
Development of the United Technologies Research
Center acoustic research tunnel and associated
test technigues
p0290 N76-25279
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 x 4 foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26) , volume 1
[NASA-CR-144612] P0293 N76-25322
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to deternine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LT7 4 x <l foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 2
[NASA-CR-144613] p0293 N76-25323
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 i 4-foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 3
[NASA-CB-144614] p0294 N76-25324
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV txl foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 4
[NASA-CR-144615] p0294 N76-25325
Results of an aerodynamic investigation of a space
shuttle orbiter/747 carrier flight test
configuration to determine separation
characteristics utilizing 0.0125-scale models
(48-0/AX1318I-1) in the LTV 4 i H foot high
speed wind tunnel (CA26), volume 5
[NASA-CR-144616] p0294 N76-25326
•IND ViBIATIOIS
Some observations of thunderstorm induced
low-level wind variations
[AIAA PAPER 76-388] p0312 A76-37031
RIND TELOCITI
Interaction of a buoyant turbulent planar jet with
a co-flowing winfl
[AD-A018060] p0221 N76-21172
WIHDIHG
HT PILAHENf WINDING
WIIDBILLIIG
0 AUTOROTATIOiJ
SINDHILLS (WIBDPOSEBBD BACHIBES)
Wind energy concentrators
pOIOS A76-42479
Theoretical performance of cross-wind axis
turbines with results for a catenary vertical
axis configuration
[NASA-TH-I-72662] p0034 H76-11032
WIBDPOWBRED GENEBiTOBS
Rotors in reverse helicopter technology
applied to windpowered generators
p0046 A76-13073
How big is a windmill - Glauert revisited
windpowered generator size-power relationship
p0063 A76-14619
Optimal configuration of rotor blades for
horizontal wind energy converters
p0097 A76-1837U
An investigation of flap-lag stability of wind
turbine rotors in the presence of velocity
gradients and helicopter rotors in forward flight
p0231 A76-30049
Wind energy concentrators
p0405 A76-42479
WISDSCBEEHS
D WINDSHIELDS
WINDSHIELDS
Design considerations affecting performance of
glass/plastic windshields in airline service
pOOSO A76-13974
Static electrification of windscreens and canopies
aircraft flight during icing
p0055 A76-14432
Windshield Flight Environment Simulator
p0202 A76-26648
The design and development of glass windscreens
for wide-bodied aircraft
p0363 A76-40041
The transmission, absorption coefficient, and
index of refraction of the B-1 and FB-3
windscreens
[AD-A007040] p0029 N76-10845
Window contoured glass/plastic transparent armor
for the UH-1D helicopter performance tests
[AD-A012215] p0041 N76-11087
Development of deicing techniques for dielectric
windows
[AD-A017097] p0216 N76-20136
Analysis of shock-absorbing concepts for
bird-proof windshields of advanced Air Force
vehicles
[AD-A023621] p0470 N76-321U2
Bird impact forces in aircraft windshield design
[AD-A023628] p0470 N76-32143
Visible and near infrared spectral transmission
characteristics of windscreens in Amy aircraft
[AD-A022769] p0478 N76-33191
WING CABBEB
Influence of the initial values on the camber,
twist, planform, and wave-drag coefficient of
the absolutely optimum thin-section delta wing
in supersonic flow
p0014 A76-11868
A method for the calculation of the twist and
camber of a wing with a specified load
distribution in the presence of a fuselage
theoretical potential flow method
[ESA-TT-214] p0213 N76-20087
A vortex-lattice method for the mean camber shapes
of trimmed noncoplanar planformr *itb minimum
vortex drag
[HASA-TN-D-8090] p0332 N76-26161
WING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT THAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Preliminary wind tunnel tests of a finite aspect
ratio high performance general aviation wing
p0234 A76-30862
OTW noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[AIAA PAPEE 76-521] p0320 A76-38048
Calculation of the transonic oscillating flap with
•viscous' displacement effects
[AIAA PAPER 76-327] p0360 A76-39856
The jet flap wing near ground, giving particular
attention to large angles of attack and jet flap
angles
p0362 A76-39996
Effect of flap deflection on lift coefficients of
biplane wings
P0400 A76-41918
Estimation of generalized geometric parameter of
multi-element wing mechanization
p0415 A76-4B321
Three component measurements on a light STOL
aircraft with chordwise blowing
[DLB-FB-75-74] p0215 N76-2012";
The design of unswept large aspect ratio wings
with flaps for two flight conditions
i-313
SIHS FLOW BETHOD TESTS SUBJECT IHDEX
[ESA-TT-221] p0215 H76-20128
Two-dimensional wind tunnel experiments with
single and doable slotted flaps noting
optimum high lift configuration
[FFA-TN-AU-1083] p0212 N76-22168
A design approach and selected wind tunnel results
at high subsonic speeds for wing-tip mounted
winglets
[NASA-TN-D-8260] p0332 H76-26163
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of wing-flap configurations with
externally blown flaps
p0371 H76-28175
Effect of Krueger nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics of an oblique
wing
[NASA-TH-X-3372] p0388 H76-29211
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-flap
configurations with externally blown flaps
fNASA-CR-2706] p0169 N76-32131
BIHG FLOW BETHOD TESTS
Influence of the shape of a moderately flat screen
on the hydrodynamic characteristics of a wing
moving above the screen
p0173 A76-25731
Induced drag of a straight wing in a wind tunnel
of circular cross section
pOIOS A76-13018
Supersonic flow past a slender delta wing - An
experimental study
[ICAS PAPER 76-21] p0161 A76-17370
HUG LOADISG
Optimization of multi-cell wings for strength and
natural frequency requirements
p0018 A76-13303
Analytical solution for inviscid vortex rollup
from elliptically loaded wings
p0139 A76-21138
Effect of aeroacoustic interactions on ejector
performance
p0139 A76-21139
A new analysis of spin based on French experience
with combat aircraft
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-113] p01«2 A76-21993
Some considerations in the design of transport
aircraft /The H. Rupert Turnbull lecture for 1975/
P0203 A76-27274
Aerodynamic derivatives of the longitudinal motion
of the whole aircraft
p0207 A76-28256
Effect of gusts on helicopter loading
p0207 A76-28259
Subsonic loads on wings having sharp leading edges
and tips
p0208 476-28606
Theory of calculating low-aspect-ratio wings,
using a discretely continuous computational
scheme /matrix differential equation for
additional displacements/
P0227 A76-29696
The influence of the type of fitting on the stress
state and weight of a wing
p0228 A76-29712
Development and application of marker loads for a
fatigue crack growth study on a full-scale test
article
p0230 A76-30017
Fatigue analysis of mechanically fastened joints
utilizing PSD loads Power Spectral Density
p0230 A76-30020
Aerodynamic derivatives of an aircraft and wing at
subsonic speeds Russian book
p0236 A76-31019
Aerodynamics of slender rolling wings at incidence
in separated flow
p0358 A76-39133
Optimal control of a low wing-loading STOL aircraft
[AIAi 76-1951] p0370 A76-11165
Theory of low-aspect ratio wing calculation using
discrete-continuous analysis scheme /matrix
differential equation of secondary displacements/
p0111 176-11307
Influence of attachment nature on wing stress
state and weight
p0115 A76-11323
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVIII - Aerodynamic
principles
p015« A76-15866
Static load tests on an LFD 205 wing of spanaise
tubular construction glass fiber structure
[ESA-TT-1623 p0026 B76-10117
Drag reduction through higher wing loading
p0032 1176-11009
Prediction of span loading of
straight-wing/propeller combinations up to stall
propeller slipstreams and wing loading
[HASA-CH-2602] p0073 N76-12006
Aerodynamic computer code for computing pressure
loading on wings for structural analysis
[AD-A013311] p0082 N76-13031
Thrust and wing loading requirements for short
haul aircraft constrained by engine noise and
field length
[HASA-TH-D-8111] p0111 N76-11113
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of span load
alteration, forward-located spoilers, and
splines as trailing-vortex-hazard alleviation
devices on a transport aircraft model
[NASA-TN-n-8133] p0121 N76-15087
Investigation of the development of the trailing
vortex system behind a swept-back wing
[HE/A-75-3] p0175 H76-18015
Ring loading and surface flow visualization
p0175 H76-18019
Discussion of the clean wing configuration results
p0176 S76-18052
Optimality study of a gust alleviation system for
light wing-loading STOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-8180] p0182 N76-18111
Calculation of jack loads for a wing fatigue test
using linear programming
[ARL/STHOC-NOTE-116] p0181 N76-18527
A method for the calculation of the twist and
camber of a ving with a specified load
distribution in the presence of a fuselage
theoretical potential flow method
[ESA-TT-211] p0213 H76-20087
Wing loading theory satisfying all boundary points
p0218 N76-23155
Technical and economic assessment of
span-distributed loading cargo aircraft concepts
[NASA-CB-111963] p0283 B76-25157
Upper-surface-blowing jet wing interaction
p0371 H76-28171
Technical and economic assessment of span-loaded
cargo aircraft concepts
[NASA-CB-111962] p0379 H76-28225
The C-5A active lift distribution control system
p0130 U76-31118
Evaluation of low wing-loading fuel conservative,
short-haul transports
[NASA-CR-115011] p0171 H76-32182
Technical and economic assessment of
span-distributed loading cargo aircraft concepts
[SASA-CH-115031] pOM77 N76-33186
BIBS OSCILLATIOMS
On modeling aerodynamically induced nonlinear
responses of self-excited structures
p0007 A76-10312
Experimental investigation of oscillatory jet-flow
effects V/STOL aircraft
pOOOT A76-10313
A simplified theory of oscillating airfoils in
transonic flow
pOOOS A76-10351
A method for analyzing the stability of a wing in
flight
p0011 A76-10701
Empennage 'snap-through1 oscillations airplane
multihinged control surface flutter analysis
p0051 A76-11313
Unsteady pressure measurements in wing-with-store
configurations
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1975-102] p0056 A76-11163
The application of a lifting-surface method to
large, steady or oscillating models in subsonic,
closed, open or slotted wind tunnels
p0068 A76-15630
Besponse of an airfoil to turbulence when danping
is moderate
p0093 A76-16797
On the use of Pade approximants to represent
unsteady aerodynamic loads for arbitrarily small
motions of wings
[AIAA PAPBB 76-17] p0101 A76-18737
A-311
SDBJECI IHDEI 81BG FBOFILES
Nonlinear vibrations of a plate and a cylindrical
panel in unsteady separated flow thin wing
aeroelastieity and flatter analysis
p0173 476-25352
Extension of slender body theory
p0207 476-28258
Some problems of aeroelasticity with separated flov
p0303 476-36561
Dynamic stall reconsiderations
p0309 476-36909
Calculation of the transonic oscillating flap with
•viscous1 displacement effects
[AI4A P4PBB 76-327] p0360 476-39856
4pplications of a digital evaluation aethod for
the determination of the dynamic characteristics
of a linear elastomechanical system on the basis
of impulse responses
p0362 476-39999
Approximate unsteady thin-airfoil theory for
subsonic flow
pOtOO 476-41698
Analog computer study of elastic helicopter blade
flutter
p0115 476-44311
Unsteady and steady aerodynamic forces of slender
delta wings according to Newtonian theory
[IC4S PAPER 76-36] p0462 476-l»7381
Beasnreaents of oscillatory aerodynamic hinge
moments from the response of a wind tunnel model
to turbulent flow comparing steady state
response technique results on same model
[4RC-CP-1317] p0123 H76-15091
Comparison of supercritical and conventional wing
flutter characteristics
[NAS4-TB-S>72837] p0241 N76-22159
On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap three shock wave
propagation modes
[NLH-BP-75028-0] p0342 H76-27182
RIBS P4HE1S
Fabrication nethods for YF-12 wing panels for the
Supersonic Cruise 4ircraft Research Program
p0066 476-15157
Honlinear vibrations of a plate and a cylindrical
panel in unsteady separated -low thin wing
aeroelasticity and flutter analysis
p0173 476-25352
Aeroelastic tailoring of composite materials to
improve performance
p0229 476-30009
Free vibration of curved skew panels
' ' ' ' p0236 476-31185
Flight certification testing for the A-7D advanced
composite outer wing panel
[4144 PAPER 76-907] p0445 476-45392
Evaluation study of composite reinforced wing
panel construction
[ICAS PAPER 76-08] p0460 476-47357
Influence of detected crack length at inspections
on probability of fatigue failure of wing panel
[FF4-HO-1745-PT-2] p0473 S76-32583
BIHG PLAHFOBHS
NT ARBOR KINGS
Nl DELTA RINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN DINGS
NT SREPTBACK RINGS
NT VARIABLE SREEP RINGS
Influence of the initial values on the camberf
twist, planform, and wave-drag coefficient of
the absolutely optimum thin-section delta wing
in supersonic flow
p0014 476-11868
flodern developments in transonic flow small
disturbance theory
p0049 476-13554
Conical wings in subsonic flow
pOOSO 476-13937
Low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis by the
discrete-continuous scheme - Batnx differential
equation of axial displacements
puOSi A76-i»33i
Spproncate calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of channel wings with spanwise
constant sweep
p0052 476-11344
4 relaxation solution for transonic flow over
three-dimensional jet-flapped wings
[ 4 I A A PAPER 76-98] p0102 476-18789
Numerical investigation of leading-edge vortex for
low-aspect ratio thin wings
[ O N E E A , TP NO. 1976-88] p0237 A76-31190
The use of carbon fibre-reinforced plastics in the
construction of wings for testing in wind tunnels
p0261 A76-32655
An integral approach to lifting wing theory at
Hach one
p0351 A76-38399
Designing the 1985 VATLIT Very Advanced
Technology Light Twin for general aviation
p0455 476-46265
Paraglider wings of small conical camber in
supersonic flow
p0457 A76-46892
Advanced aerodynamics for transonic flight
fighter aircraft design
[ICAS PAPER 76-12] p0461 476-47360
An integrated capability for the preliminary
design of aeroelasticity tailored wings
[AIAA PAPER 76-912] p0466 A76-47682
Aerodynamic design of a Hach 2.2 supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA P4PER 76-955] p0467 476-47689
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading edge vortex separation
p0020 N76-10044
On the effect of a strake on the flow field of a
delta wing (lamda eguals 2) at near-sonic
velocities
[DGLR-PAPER-72-125] p0037 N76-11052
Calculation of jack loads for a wing fatigue test
using linear programming
[ARL/STBUC-NOTE-416] p0184 N76-18527
Collected works of Robert T. Jones
[N4S4-TB-I-3334] p0186 H76-19059
Theoretical stability and control characteristics
of wings with various amounts of taper and twist
[REPT-635] p0187 N76-19067
Ring planforms for high-speed flight
[BEPT-863] p0189 N76-19083
Some recent developments in the aerodynamics of
wings for high speeds
p0191 N76-"°098
A vortex-lattice method for the mean cambr Chapes
of trimmed noncoplanar planforms with m. an
vortex drag
[BASA-TB-D-8090] p0332 H76-261t>i
Low subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of five
irregular planform wings with systematically
varying wing fillet geometry tested in the
NASA/Ames 12 foot pressure tunnel (LA65)
[NASA-CR-144600] p0341 N76-27174
Geometrical properties of cranked and straight
tapered wing planforms
[ESDO-76003] p0347 N76-27598
Experimental investigation concerning the
reduction of wave drag of pointed symmetrical
wings of egual volume with subsonic leading edge
and bell-shaped planform for different thickness
distributions in the spanwise and chordwise
directions
[ESA-TT-269] pO«23 N76-30175
•INS PROFILES
NT RING SPAN
On aerodynamic coefficients of arbitrary biplane
wing sections
p0011 A76-10713
H. Kasprzyk airfoil - The first wind-tunnel tests
p0015 476-11893
Study of circular arc wing profiles with
asymptotic critical Bach number. Ill
p0048 476-13279
The development of supplementary computational
procedures for supercritical wings
p0049 A76-13402
Bathematical description of wing surfaces
p0051 A76-14336
Vortex method for calculation of arbitrary profiles
pOOSI 476-14339
•fne effects of recessed lower surface snape on tne
lift and drag of conical wings at high incidence
and high Bach number
p0068 A76-15626
Analysis of high-lift wing systems
p0068 A76-1S634
A numerical method for calculating viscous flow
round multiple-section aerofoils
p0069 A76-15639
i-315
HIHS BOOTS SUBJECT IHDEI
A contribution to the dynamics of aircraft with
variable s»eep daring the process of changing
wing sweep
p0069 A76-15676
Potential flow past a biplane determination of
lift distribution on wings
p0093 A76-17001
Recent contributions of German aeronautical
research in the field of aircraft aerodynamics
[ D G L H PAPER 75-036] p0097 A76-18298
Evolution of the TriStar famly
p0100 A76-18700
Simplified methods of predicting aircraft rolling
moments due to vortex encounters
[ A I A A PAPER 76-61] p0101 A76-18768
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over
three-dimensional jet-flapped wings
[ A I A A PAPER 76-98] p0102 A76-18789
On the computation of the transonic perturbation
flow field around two- and three-dimensional
oscillating wings
[ A I A A PAPER 76-99] ' p0102 A76-18790
Investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of a ram wing
p0132 A76-19575
Viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings -
Theory and experiment
[ A I A A PAPER 76-18] p0138 A76-20919
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVI wing shape
effects
p0139 A76-21163
Optimal supersonic wing profile of given thickening
p0202 A76-26338
The direct problem of the transonic airfoils on
the hodograph
p0205 A76-27838
Supercritical wing design for a fighter type
experimental aircraft
p0205 A76-27856
An exact hodographmethod for the design of
supercritical wingsections
p0205 A76-27860
Research in the OK on finite difference methods
for computing steady transonic flows
p0206 A76-27871
Comparison of supercritical and conventional wing
flutter characteristics
p0232 A76-3006«
Ding profiles in an incompressible fluid in the
presence of rigid or fluid walls
p0233 A76-30653
Transonic flows past wing profiles - A new direct
hodograph method
p0231 A76-30656
On the parabolic method and the method of local
linearization in transonic flow
p0263 A76-33778
Experimental study of a cavitating arched wing of
finite span
p0302 A76-36373
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XVII
p0307 A76-36882
Application of the plane-cross-section method in
nonlinear wing theory
p0317 A76-37897
Dse of a helium blast for the visual study of air
flow patterns about bodies
p0318 A76-37913
Nozzle and wing geometry effects on OTH
aerodynamic characteristics over The Hing
[AIAA PAPER 76-622] p0326 A76-38171
Hinimum induced drag of ground effect wings
p0351 A76-384J58
Wake effects in finite amplitude nonsteady motion
of slender profiles
pOlOO A76-U1717
Experimental investigations of a nozzle-wing
propulsive-lift concept
[AIAA PAPEE 76-625] p0403 A76-42U03
Calculation of the velocity distribution on a wing
profile between two flat parallel walls
pOUOS A76-12515
Direct method for calculating sonic flow past a
given wing profile - Honsymmetric flow
pOMOB A76-12910
Induced drag of a straight wing in a wind tunnel
of circular cross section
pOIOS A76-43048
The problem of minimum drag of conical supersonic
wings with subsonic leading edges
pOU08 A76-43019
Computer methods in aircraft design at the Air
Force Academy
LAIAA PAPER 76-901] pO<t45 A76-»5388
{fing-body interference on a generalized load
distribution on the body due to triangular wings
at supersonic speeds
[ICAS PAPER 76-23] pOU61 A76-47369
The demonstration of advanced metallic
technologies in primary wing structure
[AIAA PAPER 76-908] pO<466 A76-U7681
Aerodynamic design and analysis of winglets
[AIAA PAPEE 76-940] p0466 A76-47687
The numerical calculation of linearized subsonic
flows around wings by finite element method
p0030 H76-10980
Simplified theoretical methods for aerodynamic
design
p0031 1176-11001
Results on the use of shock-free transonic
airfoils for transport aircraft
[DG1R-PAPER-72-130] p0037 H76-11057
Further studies of stall flutter and nonlinear
divergence of two-dimensional wings
[NASA-CR-1i»492lt] p0155 1176-17025
Unsteady shock wave-boundary layer interaction on
profiles in transonic flow
p0156 H76-17056
Discussion of the clean wing configuration results
p0176 H76-18052
Theoretical determination of the minimum drag of
airfoils at supersonic speeds
p0190 N76-19095
Two-dimensional wind tunnel experiments with
single and double slotted flaps noting
optimum high lift configuration
[FFA-TH-AO-1083] p02»2 H76-22168
A high subsonic speed wind tunnel investigation of
winglets on a representative second-generation
jet transport wing
[NASA-TH-D-8264] p0332 N76-26161
Influence of viscosity on profile lift and drag
near a screen
[AD-A021181] p0312 1176-27189
OTH noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/wing geometry with 5:1 slot nozzles
[HASA-TH-X-73<»25] p0318 H76-27957
Pressure distribution over symmetric wing profiles
for transonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-17201] pO*35 H76-31191
BIDS HOOTS
Hind tunnel measurements at H=1.6 of the
aerodynamic effects of a root gap on a control
surface of square planform mounted on a body
[HAE-TH-AERO-1641] p0272 H76-24173
Subsonic finite elements for wing body combinations
p037l| H76-28165
•IIS SLATS
0 LEADIHG EDGE SLATS
•IHS SLOTS
Evaluation of the generalized geometrical
parameter of a triple-slotted wing flap
p0228 A76-29710
Experimental study of the effect of air suction
through a slot on the development of a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
p0106 A76-12754
Estimation of generalized geometric parameter of
multi-element wing mechanization
pOillS A76-1I4321
Three component measurements on a light STOL
aircraft with chordwise blowing
[DLR-FB-75-711] p0215 N76-20127
HIHG SPAS
Experimental study of a cavitating arched wing of
finite span
p0302 A76-36373
Static load tests on an LFD 205 wing of spanwise
tubular construction glass fiber structure
[ESA-TT-162] p0026 H76-10117
Perspective on the span-distributed-load concept
for application to large cargo aircraft design
[HASA-TB-X-3320] p008<t N76-13061
i-316
SUBJECT IHDEX
Preliminary analysis of the span-distnbuted-load
concept foe cargo aircraft design[NASA-TB-I-3319] p008» H76-13065
Flo* visualization of vortices locked by spantfi.se
bloving over wings featuring a unique leading
and trailing-edge flap system
fNASA-TH-X-72788] p0176 H76-1B056
Emergency measures for increasing the range of
fighter airplanes[1-223] p0188 H76-19078
The spanvise distribution of lift for min imum
indnced drag of Kings having a given lift and a
given bending moment
[TN-2249] p0190 N76-19093
Approximate nethod of calculating the interaction
of finite-span airfoils in unsteady action above
a solid surface
rAD-A019222] p027i| H76-21I190
Relation between flexural properties and span to
thickness ratios of carbon fibre reinforced
epoxy resin[FOK-R-1805] p03H6 N76-27375
RUG TABES
Transient flight flutter test of a wing with tip
tanks
p0025 H76-10108
Influence of sloshing in wing tip tanks on the
vibration natural nodes of an aircraft
p0030 1176-10985
RIHG TIP VOBTICBS
Effect of wing-tip dihedral on the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a
supersonic cruise configuration at subsonic speeds
[HASA-TB-1-726931 p0383 H76-29156
1IBG TIPS
On the characteristics of a wing with a tip
clearance. T - An experimental study on the
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AHBt AEROBEDICAL BESEABCB LAB., FOB! BOCKEB, ALA.
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control
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Historical inflation program
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blade (CW) experiments
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Botor effects on L-band signals received by
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the amplitude and phase distortions of CI
signals
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A study of the effects of braking on drag force
and sinkage
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Calculation of the aerodynamic loading on the
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Erosion and fatigue behavior of coated titanium
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applications
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Generic airborne fire suppression system
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Analysis of chitin in contaminated fuels
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ABHI HATICK LABS., HASS.
Development compounding and evaluation of
phosphazene rubber for helicopter seal
applications
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An experimental study of several wind tunnel
wall configurations using two V/STOL model
configurations
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Jet noise: A survey and a prediction for
subsonic flows
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Turbine engine exhaust nozzle performance with
nonuniform inlet flow
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Effect of the GBD-15 (cruciform wing) and GBD-15
(planar wing) stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
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Three-dimensional wings of minimum pressure drag
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summary
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methods applied to subsonic and supersonic flows
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Flight flutter testing of multi-jet aircraft
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Transonic pressure measurements and comparison
of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 1: Experimental data
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Transonic pressure measurements and comparison
of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 2: Experimental data
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{ HASA-CS-132728] p0035 S76-11035
Transonic pressure measurements and comparison
of theory to experiment for an arrow-wing
configuration. Volume 3: Data report,
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experiment
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Exploration of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.063-inch mill-annealed
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technical data model 707
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service evaluation
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potential and Buler equations for unsteady
transonic flow
p0019 B76-10036
Calculation of inviscid shear flow using a
relaxation method for the Euler equations
p0020 B76-10037
Process in application of direct elliptic
solvers to transonic flow computations
p0020 B76-10038
Becent developments in propulsive-lift
aerodynamic theory
p0020 876-10039
Survey of computational methods for
lift-generated wakes
p0020 176-10040
Some recent applications of the suction analogy
to vortex-lift estimates
p0020 B76-10043
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale
hybrid upper surface blown flap model having
four engines
[BASA-TB-X-62460J p0022 176-10063
Pressure data from a 64A010 airfoil at transonic
speeds in heavy gas media of ratio of specific
heats from 1.67 to 1.12
[BASA-TB-X-62468] p0022 H76-10064
Bigh performance dash on warning air mobile,
missile system
[BASA-TB-Z-62479] p0023 B76-10088
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft
[BASA-TB-I-62491] p0024 B76-10093
A general aerodynamic approach to the problem of
decaying or growing vibrations of thin,
flexible wings with supersonic leading and
trailing edges and no side edges
p0024 B76-10097
Optimal control alleviation of tilting proprotor
gust response
[BASA-TH-X-62494] p0030 B76-10995
An economic study of an advanced technology
supersonic cruise vehicle
[BASA-TH-I-62499] p0031 B76-10996
General overview of drag
p0031 B76-10998
Flow visualization of vortex interactions in
multiple vortex wakes behind aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-62459J p0034 B76-11030
A technique for accelerating iterative
convergence in numerical integration, with
application in transonic aerodynamics
[BASA-Tfl-Z-62496] p0035 H76-11039
Bazard criteria for wake vortex encounters
[BASA-TB-X-62473] p0039 B76-11069
Design, cost, and advanced technology
applications for a military trainer aircraft .
[BASA-TH-X-62469] p0039 B76-11079
Fixed-range optimum trajectories for, short-haul
aircraft
[BASA-TH-D-8115] p0083 B76-13052
A STOL airworthiness investigation using
simulations of representative STOL aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-62498] p0107 B76-14045
Fire dynamics of modern aircraft from a
materials point of view
p0109 B76-14069
Thrust and wing loading requirements for short.
haul aircraft constrained by engine noise and
field length
[BASA-TB-D-8144] p0111 B76-14113
Preliminary estimates of operating costs for
lighter than air transports
p0113 B76-15017
A semibnoyant vehicle for general transportation
missions
p0117 B76-15052
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
slender bodies with thin wings at angles of
attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach numbers
from 0.6 to 2.0
[BASA-TB-X-3309] p0121 B76-15080
On the formulation of the aerodynamic
characteristics in aircraft dynamics
[BASA-TB-B-456] p0121 B76-15082
Applications of computer graphics to aircraft
synthesis
p0153 B76-16822
Airfoil section drag reduction at transonic
speeds by numerical optimization
[BASA-TH-X-73097] pOISS H76-17026
viscous/potential flow about multi-element
two-dimensional and infinite-span swept wings:
Theory and experiment
[BASA-TB-X-62513] p0176 H76-18054
Boise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10812-1] p0181 B76-18131
Optimality study of a gust alleviation system
for light wing-loading STOL aircraft[BASA-TB-D-8180] p0182 B76-18141
Bind-tnnnel investigation of the effect of
porous spoilers on the wake of a subsonic
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transport model
[H»SA-TB-X-73091] pOI85 876-19054
Collected works of Sobert I. Jones
CBASA-TB-X-3334] p0186 876-19059
Ring analysis: Pobjoy raceplane
p0186 876-19060
Theoretical correction for the lift of elliptic
wings
p0188 876-19074
Hind-tunnel investigation of a beveled aileron
shape designed to increase the useful
deflection range
CL-651J p0188 876-19080
Subsonic flow over thin oblique airfoils at zero
lift
[BBPI-902] p0189 876-19086
Estimated lift-drag ratios at supersonic speed
[TB-1350] p0189 876-19087
Effects of sveepback on boundary layer and
separation
[TB-1402] p0189 876-19088
The use of conical and cylindrical fields in
supersonic ving theory
p0189 876-19089
Economy o£ flight at supersonic speeds
p0190 876-19090
Leading-edge singularities in thin-airfoil theory
p0190 876-19092
The spanvise distribution of lift for minimum
induced drag of Mings having a given lift and
a given bending moment
[TB-2249] p0190 876-19093
The minimum drag of thin vings in frictionless
flov
p0190 876-19094
Theoretical determination of the minimum drag of
airfoils at supersonic speeds
p0190 876-19095
Possibilities of efficient high-speed transport
airplanes
p0190 876-19096
Binimom nave drag for arbitrary arrangements of
vings and bodies
[HEPT-1335] p0191 876-19097
Some recent developments in the aerodynamics of
wings for high speeds
p0191 876-19098
Theory of wing-body drag at supersonic speeds
[BEPT-1284] p0191 876-19099
The compressibility rule for drag of airfoil noses
p0191 876-19100
Aerodynamic design for supersonic speeds
p0191 876-19101
Seduction of wave drag by an t is y me trie
arrangement of vings and bodies
p0191 876-19103
Bev design goals and a nev shape for the SSI
p0191 876-19104
An experimental investigation of three
oblJ-gue-ving and body combinations at Bach
nnmPers betveen 0.60 and 1.40
[BASA-TB-X-62256] p0191 876-19105
Transonic transport vings: obligue or svept?
p0192 876-19106
Aircraft design for flight belov the sonic boom
spetid limit
p0192 876-19107
Aeroelastic characteristics of an oblique wing
p0192 876-19108
A simulator evaluation of tentative STOL
airworthiness criteria. Volume 1: Simulation
results and analysis
[BASA-TB-X-73093] p0192 876-19129
A simulator evaluation of tentative STOL
airworthiness criteria. Volume 2: Background
information
CBASA-Tfl-X-73094] p0192 876-19130
Transonic vind-tnnnel tests of an F-8 airplane
•odtfl eguipped vith 12 and 14-percent thick
oblj-gue vings
[BASA-TB-X-62478] p0192 876-19142
.Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for
' slender bodies vith thin vings and tail at
angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach
numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[BASA-TB-X-3310) p0212 876-20079
A study of the financial history of the D.S.
scheduled airlines and the improvement of
..airline profitability through technology
[BASA-TB-X-73109] p021« 876-20101
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilever rotor blades in hover vith
variable structural coupling
[BASA-TB-D-8192] p0220 B76-21162
Characteristics of wake vortez generated by a
Boeing 727 jet transport during two-segment
and normal ILS approach flight paths
[BASA-TB-D-8222] - p0221 876-21175
transonic lateral and longitudinal control
characteristics of an F-8 airplane model
equipped vith an obligue ving
[BASA-TB-X-73103] p02*3 876-22186
i submerged singularity methoi for calculating
potential flov velocities at arbitrary
near-field points
[BASA-TB-X-73115] p0248 876-23162
Bind tunnel investigation of Bacelle-Airframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to
1.4-force data
[BASA-TB-X-62489] p0282 876-25143
iind tunnel investigation of Bacelle-Airframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to
1. it-pressure data, volume 2
[81SI.-TB-X-73088J p0282 H76-25144
Some current research in unsteady aerodynamics:
A report from the Fluid Dynamics Panel
p0285 876-25192
Some aspects on unsteady flov past airfoils and
cascades
p0285 876-25193
Persistence and decay of vake vorticity
P0290 876-25283
Comparison of model and flight test data for an
augmentor-ving STOL research aircraft
pQZ92 H76-25292
Correlation of lov speed vind tunnel and flight
test data for V/STOL aircraft
p0292 876-25293
A composite system approach to aircraft cabin
fire safety
[BASA-TB-X-73126] p0294 876-25354
Preliminary measurements of aircraft airframe
noise vith the BASA CV-990 aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73116] p0331 876-26145
Rind tunnel investigation of nacelle-airframe
interference at Bach numbers of 0.9 to 1.4 -
pressure data, volume 1
[BASA-TB-X-73149] p0331 876-26146
Bonlinear equations of motion for cantilever
rotor blades in hover vith pitch link
flexibility, twist, precone, droop, sveep, .
torque offset, and blade root offset
[BASA-TB-X-73112] p0331 876-26152
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
ving/body combination incorporating jet flaps
[ BASA-TB-X-62461] p0331 876-26153
High-attitude Ipv-speed static aerodynamic
characteristics of an F-4D fighter airplane
model vith leading edge slats
[ BASA-TB-X-62355] p0333 876-26190
An experimental investigation of end treatments
for nonreturn wind tunnels
[BASA-TB-X-3402] p0337 876-26225
Investigation of two bifurcated-duct inlet
systems from Bach 0 to 2.0 over a vide range
of angles of attack
[BASA-TB-X-73118] p0340 876-27166
Rind tunnel investigation of a large-scale model
of a lift/cruise fan V/STOL aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73139] p0340 876-27170
Preliminary analysis of long-range aircraft
designs for future heavy airlift missions
[BASA-TB-I-73131] p0343 876-27215
Bnmerical airfoil optimization using a reduced
number of design coordinates
[BASA-TB-I-73151] p0376 876-28187
Rake vortex encounter hazards criteria for tvo
aircraft classes
[ BASA-TB-X-73113] p0378 876-28206
An experimental and computational investigation
of the flov field about a transonic airfoil in
supercritical flov vith turbulent
boundary-layer separation
[BASA-TB-X-73157] p0381 B76-28514
Oblique-wing supersonic aircraft
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10470-3] p0385 876-29217
Effect of Krueger nose flaps on the experimental
force and moment characteristics of an oblique
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ving
[BASA-TB-X-3372] p0388 B76-29241
Asymmetric aerodynamic forces on aircraft at
high angles of attack - some design guides
p0390 876-29257
Analytical models for rotor test module, strut,
and balance frame dynamics in the 40 by 80 ft
vind tunnel
[BASA-TB-I-73153] p0391 H76-29268
Predicted dynamic characteristics of the IV-15
tilting proprotor aircraft in flight and in
the 40- by 80-ft. Kind tunnel
[BASA-TB-I-73158] p0421 H76-30148
Prediction of static aerodynamic characteristics
for slender bodies alone and with lifting
surfaces to very high angles of attack
[BASA-TB-X-73123J p0421 B76-30158
aerodynamic characteristics of an A-4B aircraft
•ith simulated and actual gunfire damage to
one ving
[BASA-TH-X-73119] p0422 B76-30159
The keystroking ability of commercial pilots
(BASA-TB-X-73160] p0423 H76-30196
Progress tovard development of civil
airworthiness criteria for powered-lift aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73124] p0424 H76-30200
Advanced control technology and aimorthiness
flying qualities requirements
p0432 876-31161
Bethodology for design of active controls for
V/STOL aircraft
p0433 B76-31172
the effects of -bloving over various
trailing-edge flaps on an BACA 0006 airfoil
section, comparisons with various types of
flaps on other airfoil sections, and an
analysis of flov and power relationships for
bloving systems
[BASA-TB-D-8293J p0469 H76-32133
Study of a very lov cost air combat maneuvering
trainer aircraft
[8ASA-TH-X-73162] p0478 B76-33190
BATIOBAL 4EBOHAOTICS ABO SPACE ADBIBIS1BATIOI. HOGB
L. DBIDEB FLI6BI BBSEABCB CBBSBB, EDBABDS, CALIF.
Status of the BASA IP-12 propulsion research
program
CBASA-TB-I-56039] p0194 H76-19152
Practical aspects of a maxinnn likelihood
estimation method to extract stability and
control derivatives from flight data
[BASA-TB-D-8209] p0252 B76-23272
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0430 B76-31144
A pilot's opinion of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
airplane
p0430 B76-31145
Potential benefits of propulsion and flight
control integration for supersonic cruise
vehicles
p0431 B76-31152
Study of an ACT demonstrator with substantial
performance improvements using a redesigned
Jetstar
p0431 H76-31159
The ACT transport: Panacea for the 80's or
designer's illusion '(panel discussion)
p0432 H76-31169
The effects of lightning on digital flight
control systems
p0433 B76-31176
BATIOBAL ABBOIADTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISIBATIOB.
FLIGHT'BBSEABCB CBBTBB. BDBABDS, CALIF.
Dse of a pitot probe for determining ving
section drag in flight
p0032 B76-11010
Flight test investigation of the vortex vake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
tvo-segment and normal ILS approaches
[BASA-TB-1-72908] p0107 H76-14046
Stability and control derivatives of the T-37B
airplane
[BASA-TB-X-56036] p0112 H76-14137
Subsonic stability and control derivatives for
an nnpovered, remotely piloted 3/8-scale p-15
airplane model obtained from flight test
CHASA-TB-D-8136] p0129 B76-15176
Summary of flight tests to determine the spin
and controllability characteristics of a
remotely piloted, large-scale (3/8) fighter
airplane model
[BASA-TS-D-8052] p0160 B76-17156
A nev experimental flight research technique:
The remotely piloted airplane
p0291 B76-25287
Beasnred noise reductions resulting from
modified approach procedures for business jet
aircraft[BASA-TB-I-56037] p0474 B76-32973
BATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS AID SPACE ADBIBISTBATI01.
LI8DOB B. JOSBSOB SPACE CEITEB. HODSTOH, IBS.
Fire-resistant aircraft materials development
and evaluation program[PAPBB-70] pOOU3 B76-11179
Befnrbishment of BASA aircraft with
fire-retardant materials
[BASA-TB-X-58165] p0083 B76-13040
Full-scale aircraft cabin flammability tests of
improved fire-resistant materials, test series 2
[ BASA-TB-X-58172] p0250 B76-23181
HATIOBAL ABBOBABTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
LABGLBT BBSEABCB CEITEB. LAB6LBI STAIIOB, VA.
Effects of jet exhaust gas properties on exhaust
simulation and afterbody drag
[BASA-TB-B-444] p0017 B76-10006
Aerodynamic Analyses Requiring Advanced
Computers, Part 1
[BASA-SP-347-PT-1] p0017 H76-10007
Computerized procedures for airfoil design
p0019 B76-10032
A computer program for the analysis of
multielement airfoils in tvo-dimensional
subsonic, viscous flov
p0019 B76-10033
An integrated system for the aerodynamic design
and analysis of supersonic aircraft
p0021 B76-10046
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions on an arrov-ving
configuration at transonic speed
p0021 B76-10049
Bnmerical modeling of tunnel-wall and body shape
effects on transonic flov over finite lifting
vings
p0021 B76-10050
Axisymmetric transonic flov including vind
tunnel vail effects
p0021 B76-10052
Approximate method for calculating transonic
flov about lifting ving body combinations
p0021 H76-10054
Aerodynamic characteristics of a tandem wing
configuration of a Bach number of 0.30[BASA-TB-X-72779] p0022 B76-10066
Fluctuating surface pressure measurements on DSB
ving using tvo types of transducers
[BASA-TH-X-72750] p0022 B76-10067
A flight investigation of oscillating air
forces: Equipment and technique
p002<4 B76-10101
Summary of drag clean-up tests in HASA Langley
full-scale tunnel
p0031 H76-11000
Simplified theoretical methods for aerodynamic
design
p0031 876-11001
Drag reduction: Back to basics
p0031 B76-11002
Some methods for reducing ving drag and
ving-Bacelle interference
p0032 B76-11008
Problems in propulsion system integration
p0034 H76-11025
Theoretical performance of cross-wind axis
turbines vith results for a catenary vertical
axis configuration[BASA-TB-X-72662] p0034 B76-11032
Development of a computer program to obtain
ordinates for BACA 4-digit, 4-digit modified,
5-digitf and 16 series airfoils
[BASA-TH-X-3284] p0034 B76-11033
An investigation of the increase in vortex
induced rolling moment associated vith landing
gear vake
[BASA-TB-X-72786] p0035 B76-11038
Theoretical aerodynamics of
upper-surface-blowing jet-ving interaction[BASA-TB-D-7936] p0035 B76-11041
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Free-flight model investigation of a
vertical-attitude VIOL fighter Kith twin
vertical tails
[BASA-TB-D-8089] p0036 H76-11042
Introduction to the aerodynamics of flight
fBASA-SP-367] p0036 H76-110U3
Lov speed aerodynanic characteristics of a
transport model having 42.33 deg stiept low
•ing with supercritical airfoil,
doable-slotted flaps, and T-tail or low tail
[HASi-TH-Jt-3276] p0036 876-11044
Doct liner optiuzation for tnrbomachinery noise
sources
[BASA-TB-X-72789] p0042 H76-11097
Opwash angles near engine inlets of an
externally blown flap SIOL transport
CSASA-TH-D-8091] p007U N76-12013
Inverse solutions for laminar boundary-layer
flows with separation and reattachment
[BASA-TB-B-447] p0074 B76-12015
Effects of upper-surface blowing and thrust
vectoring on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a large-scale supersonic
transport model
CBASA-TB-X-72792] p0074 H76-12017
Pressure distribution at subsonic speeds over
the forepart of two blunt circular cylinders
CBASA-TB-X-72784] p0074 H76-12018
Boraal- and oblique-shock flow parameters in
equilibrium air including attached-shock
solutions for surfaces at angles of attack,
sweep, and dihedral
[HASA-SP-3093] p0074 876-12019
Systems integration studies for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-72781 ] p0076 876-12041
Flight assessment of a large supersonic drone
aircraft for research use
CHASA-IH-I-3259] p0076 876-12042
A brief study of the effects of tnrbofan-engine
bypass ratio on short and long haul cruise
aircraft
CHASA-TH-D-7890] p0077 H76-12068
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
research airplane concept having a 70 degree
swept double delta wing at Bach nuabers froo
1.50 to 2.86
[HASA-TH-D-8065] p0078 N76-12079
Theory of noise generation fron moving bodies
with an application to helicopter rotors
CBASA-TB-B-451] p0079 H76-12828
Design and preliminary tests of a blade tip air
mass injection system for vortex modification
and possible noise reduction on a full-scale
helicopter rotor
[BASA-TB-X-3314] pOOBO H76-13000
Development and flight tests of
vortex-attenuating splines
[HASA-TS-D-8083] p0081 876-13014
Adaptation of the Theodorsen theory to the
representation of an airfoil as a combination
of a lifting line and a thickness distribution
[BASA-TH-D-8117] p0081 H76-13017
A preliminary study of the effects of vortex
diffnsers (winglets) on wing flatter
tBASA-TB-X-72799] p0081 H76-13019
Computed lateral rate and acceleration power
spectral response of conventional and STOL
airplanes to atmospheric turbulence
[BASA-TB-D-8022] p0082 B76-13022
An ontlooK for cargo aircraft of the future
tHASA-TB-X-72796] p0082 H76-13038
Perspective on the span-distributed-load concept
for application to large cargo aircraft design
[BASA-TB-X-3320] p0084 876-13064
Preliminary analysis of the
span-distributed-load concept for cargo
aircraft design
[HASA-TB-I-3319] pOOBH H76-1306S
Bind-tnnnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibration loads,
surface temperatures and acoustic
characteristics of a large-scale twin-engine
upper surface blown jet-flap configuration
[BASA-TR-X-72794} p0085 H76-13068
Research needs in aircraft noise prediction
CBASA-TH-X-72787] p0087 876-13099
Some comparisons of the flyover noise
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft having
refanned and hardwalled JI8D engines, with
special reference to measurement and analysis
procedures
[HASA-TB-X-72804] p0112 H76-14130
A review of the BASA V-G/VGH general aviation
program
[BASA-TB-D-8058] p0121 B76-15083
An investigation of several NACA 1-series inlets
at Bach numbers from 0.4 to 1.29 for mass flow
ratios near'1.0
[BASA-TB-X-3324] p0121 B76-15084
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
deflected-thrust propulsive-lift transport model
CBASA-TB-X-3234] p0121 B76-15085
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of a
four-engine upper surface blown model having
swept wing and rectangular and D-shaped
exhaust nozzles
[BASA-TH-D-8061] p0121 H76-15086
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of span load
alteration, forward-located spoilers, and
splines as trailing-vortex-hazard alleviation
devices on a transport aircraft model
[BASA-TH-D-8133] p0121 B76-15087
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered,
externally blown flap SIOL transport model
with two engine simulator sizes
[HASA-TH-D-8057] p0122 H76-15088
An analytical study of aircraft
lateral-directional handling qualities using
pilot models
[SASA-TB-D-8103] p0151 B76-16100
Application of interactive computer graphics in
wind-tunnel dynamic model testing
p0154 B76-16828
A flexible flight display research system using
a ground-based interactive graphics terminal
p0154 B76-16832
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces
to three-dimensional aircraft configurations
p01S4 B76-16841
Fluctuating pressures in flow fields of jets
[HASA-TB-X-71979] p0156 B76-17071
A computer progran for the determination of the
acoustic pressure signature of helicopter
rotors due to blade thickness
[BASA-TH-X-3323J p0160 B76-17925
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of various
segments of flight spoilers as
trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a
transport aircraft model
[BASA-TB-D-8162] p0175 H76-18041
Flow visualization of vortices locked by
spanwise blowing over wings featuring a unique
leading and trailing-edge flap system
[ BASA-TB-X-72788] p0176 B76-18056
Cascade plug nozzle
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11674-1] p0179 B76-18117
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal-tail loads, of a
control-configured vehicle with relaxed static
stability
[BASA-TB-D-8142] p0183 B76-18145
Optimum design considerations of a gust
alleviator for aircraft
[BASA-TN-D-8152] p0183 876-18147
Besizing procedure for optimum design of
structures under combined mechanical and
thermal loading
[BASA-TB-X-72816] p0184 876-18530
BASA research on structures and materials for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-IB-X-72790] p0184 H76-18531
A computer program to predict rotor rotational
noise of a stationary rotor from blade loading
coefficient
[BASA-TB-X-3281] p0185 876-18889
Advanced Supersonic Technology concept AST-100
characteristics developed in a baseline-update
study
[BASA-TB-X-72815] p0185 876-19055
Calculation of the motion of an airplane under
the influence of irregular disturbances
p0186 876-19061
A simplified application of the method of
operators to the calculation disturbed motions
of an airplane
[BEPT-560] p0186 876-19062
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The effect of lateral controls in producing
motion of an airplane as computed from
wind-tunnel data
[BBPT-570] p0186 B76-19063
1 stud; of the two-control operation of an
airplane
[BBPT-579] p0186 B76-19064
the redaction of aileron operating force by
differential linkage
[TH-586] p0186 B76-19065
Besnme and analysis of SACA lateral control
research
[BBPT-605] p0187 B76-19066
Theoretical stability and control
characteristics of wings with various aiounts
of taper and twist
ffiBPT-635] p<M87 876-19067
The influence of lateral stability on disturbed
•otions of an airplane with special reference
to the lotions produced by gusts
tBBPT-638] p0187 876-19068
Operational treatment of the nonnniform-lift
theory in airplane dynamics
CTH-667] p0187 B76-19069
The unsteady lift of a wing of finite aspect ratio(BEPT-681] p0187 H76-19070
Transient effects of the wing wake on the
horizontal tail[TB-771] p0187 876-19071
in analysis of the stability of an airplane with
free controls
[BEPT-709] p0187 H76-19072
A graphical method of determining pressure
distribution in two-dimensional flow
[BEPT-722] p0187 876-19073
Rotes on the stability and control of tailless
airplanes
CTB-837] p0188 H76-19075
Bind-tonnel investigation of control-surface
characteristics. 5: The use of a beveled
trailing edge to rednce the hinge moment of a
control surface
(L-464] p0188 H76-19076
Determination of optimum planforms for control
surfaces
[BEPT-731] pOJ88 H76-19077
Emergency measures for increasing the range of
fighter airplanes
[1-223] p0188 H76-19078
Effect of hinge-nooent paraneters on elevator
stick forces in rapid maneuvers
[BEPT-798] p0188 876-19079
A method for studying the banting oscillations
of an airplane with a simple type of aotonatic
control
[REPT-801] p0188 876-19081
Properties of low-aspect-ratio pointed wings at
speeds below and above the speed of sound
[REPT-835] p0189 876-19082
Wing planforms for high-speed flight
[BEPT-863] p0189 876-19083
Flow over a slender body of revolution at
supersonic velocities
[TB-1081] p0189 876-19084
Thin oblique airfoils at supersonic speed
[BEPT-851] p0189 876-19085
A method for predicting the stability in roll of
automatically controlled aircraft based on the
experimental determination of the
characteristics of an automatic pilot
[TB-1901J p0190 876-19091
Transonic and supersonic aircraft wherein the
problems of roll control at high angles of
attack are minimized
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11868-1] p0194 876-19159
Pressure distributions on a rectangular
aspect-ratio-6, slotted supercritical airfoil'
wing with externally blown flaps
[BASA-TH-X-3337] p0212 876-20081
Hagnetic heading reference
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11387-1] p0214 876-20114
Energy and economic trade offs for advanced
technology subsonic aircraft
[BASA-TB-x-72833] p0214 B76-20124
Prediction of light aircraft interior noise
CBASA-TH-X-72838J p0218 B76-20940
A comparison of matrix methods for calculating
eigenvalues in acoustically lined ducts
[BASA-TB-D-8186] p0218 876-20941
Vortex maneuver lift for super-cruise
configurations
[BASA-TH-X-72836] p0220 876-21161
Impact dynamics research facility for full-scale
aircraft crash testing
CBASA-TB-D-8179] p0221 876-21173
Bypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results.
Volume 4: Bach 5 component integration and
performance
[HASA-TH-I-72824] p0223 876-21209
A simulation study of carved, descending,
decelerating, landing approaches for transport
aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-8190] p0224 876-21216
Sources and characteristics of interior noise in
general aviation aircraft
[BASA-TB-I-72839] p0224 876-21990
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10585-1J p0241 876-22154
Comparison of supercritical and conventional
wing flatter characteristics
[BASA-TB-I-72837] p0241 876-22159
Belative effectiveness of several simulated jet
engine noise spectral treatments in reducing
annoyance in a TV-viewing situation
[BASA-TH-X-72828] p0243 876-22180
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
[ BASA-CASB-LAB-11919-1] p0245 876-22202
Effect of Beynolds number on the aerodynamic
stability and control characteristics of a 55
deg clipped-delta-wing orbiter configuration
at supersonic Bach numbers
[BASA-TH-X-3376] p0249 876-23170
Bypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results.
Volume 1: Bach 6 component integration
[BASA-TH-X-72821] p0251 B76-23264
A technique using a nonlinear helicopter model
for determining trims and derivatives
[8ASA-T8-D-8159] p0280 876-24265
Simulator study of the effectiveness of an
automatic control system designed to improve
the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of a
fighter airplane
[BASA-TN-D-8176] p0280 876-24266
Botor Systems Research Aircraft (BSBA)
p0291 876-25286
A vortex-lattice nethod for the mean camber
shapes of trimmed noncoplanar planforms with
minimus vortex drag
[ BASA-TB-D-8090] p0332 876-26161
A design approach and selected wind tunnel
results at high subsonic speeds for wing-tip
mounted winglets
[SASA-TB-D-8260) p0332 876-26163
A high subsonic speed wind tunnel investigation
of winglets on a representative
second-generation jet transport wing
[ BASA-TB-D-8264] p0332 B76-26164
Beview of drag cleanup tests in Langley
full-scale tunnel (from 1935 to 1945)
applicable to current general aviation airplanes
[BASA-TB-D-8206] p0332 876-26165
Comparison of a linear and a nonlinear washout
for motion simulators utilizing objective and
subjective data from CTOL transport landing
approaches
[BASA-TB-D-8157] p0334 876-26194
Analysis of experimental results of the inlet
for the B&SA hypersonic research engine
aerothernodynanic integration model
[BASA-TH-X-3365] p0335 876-26203
Rind-tunnel investigation of a Fowler flap and
spoiler for an advanced general aviation wing
[SASA-TH-D-8236] p0336 B76-26218
Application of the aerodynamic energy concept to
flutter suppression and gust alleviation by
use of active controls
[BASA-TB-0-8212] p0339 876-26585
Concorde noise-inoucea building vibrations for
Sally Plantation, Chantilly, Virginia
[BASA-Tn-X-73919] p0339 876-26949
Boise measurements for a twin-engine commercialjet aircraft daring 3 deg approaches and level
flyovers
CBASA-TH-X-3387) p0339 876-26950
Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered
tilt-proprotor wind tunnel model
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tBASA-IB-I-72818] p0343 H76-27213
Hypersonic research engine/aerothermodynamic
integration model, experimental results.
Volume 2: Bach 6 performance
CBASA-fB-X-72822] p0345 H76-27238
Geared-elevator flatter study
[BASA-TB-X-73902] p0373 B76-28158
Static force tests of a sharp leading edge
delta-King model at ambient and cryogenic
temperatures with a description of the
apparatus employed
. [BASA-TB-I-73901) p0373 B76-28159
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of the rotor systems research aircraft vith
the rotors removed
[BASA-fB-D-8198] p0373 H76-28Y60
Vortex-Lattice Utilization
[BASA-SP-405] p0373 B76-28163
Sabsonic finite elements for wing body
combinations
p0374 H76-28165
Hinimam trim drag design for interfering lifting
surfaces using vortex-lattice methodology
P0374 H76-28169
Applications of vortex lattice theory to
preliminary aerodynamic design
p0374 1176-28170
Some recent applications of the suction analogy
to asymmetric flow situations
' - p0375 H76-28176
Sample wings for study
p0376 H76-28186
Comments on'difference schemes for the
three-dimensional transonic small-disturbance
equation for swept wings[HASA-fH-I-71980] p0376 H76-28169
Study of operational parameters impacting
helicopter fuel consumption
[BASA-TB-X-73922] p0379 B76-28224
Airframe self-noise: Four years of research
CHASA-TH-I-73908 ] p0381 H76-28957
Effect of wing-tip dihedral on the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a
supersonic cruise configuration at subsonic
speeds
tBASA-TB-X-72693] p0383 H76-29156
The effect of mnglets on the static aerodynamic
stability characteristics of a representative
second generation jet transport model
tBASA-TB-D-8267] p0383 H76-29167
Application of advanced technology to future
long-range aircraft
[HASA-TH-I-73921] p0385 B76-29218
Besnlts of recent RASA studies on spin resistance
p0389 B76-29251
Stall/spin test techniques used by BASA
p0390 H76-29258
Interactive computerized air combat opponent
p0394 B76-29308
Aerodynamic perforaance studies for supersonic
cruise aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73915J pO<*21 H76-30154
Aircraft motion and passenger comfort response
data from IIFS ride-quality flight experiments
tSASA-TB-X-73944] p0422 N76-30160
The promise of air cargo: System aspects and
vehicle design
tHASA-TB-X-71981] p0423 B76-30182
Application of a helicopter mathematical model
to the Langley differential maneuvering
simulator for use in a helicopter/fighter
evasive maneuver study
tBASA-TB-X-73935] p0424 H76-30199
An analytical study and wind tunnel tests of an
aeromechanical gust-alleviation system for a
light airplane
CBASA-TB-D-8234] p0430 B76-31134
A summary of the application of active controls
technology in the ATT system studies
p0431 B76-31160
A survey of active controls benefits to
supersonic transports
p0432 H76-31161
Some experiences using wind-tunnel models in
active control studies
p0432 B76-31170
Preliminary study of a very large catamaran
freighter as a derivative of a current
wide-body aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-73940] p0436 B76-31217
Supersonic transport
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11932-1] p0436 H76-31219
Turbulence intensity indicator
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11833-13 p0437 H76-31229
Performance of an isolated two-dimensional wedge
nozzle with fixed cowl and variable wedge
centerbody at Bach numbers up to 2.01
[BASA-TB-D-8218] p0469 B76-32134
The design/ development, and flight test results
of the Boeing 737 aircraft antennas for the
ICAO demonstration of the IBSB microwave
landing system
[BASA-TH-X-73943] p0471 B76-32146
Experimental effects of fuselage camber on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
series of wing-fuselage configurations at a
Bach number of 1.41
[BASA-TB-I-3411] p0474 B76-33133
Passenger ride comfort technology for transport
aircraft situations
[BASA-TB-I-73953] p0475 B76-33134
Theoretical and experimental study of twisted
and cambered delta wings designed for a Bach
number of 3.5
[ BASA-TB-D-8247] p0475 B76-33143
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulators
[HASA-TB-X-73954] pOU77 H76-33189
Flight data identification of six
degree-of-freedom stability and control
derivatives of a large crane type helicopter
CBASA-TB-I-73958] p0480 876-33212
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAB)
program bibliography, July 1972 - June 1976
[BASA-TB-I-73950] p0482 876-34039
BATIOHAL AEBOBADTICS AID SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOH.
LB»IS BBSE1BCB CEBTEB, CLBVBLAHD. OBIO.
Poppet valve control of throat stability bypass
to increase stable airflow range of a Bach
2.5. inlet with 60 percent internal contraction
[BASA-TB-I-3297] p0017 B76-10004
lime-dependent transonic flow solutions for
axial turbomachinery
pOOIS B76-10027
Thrust performance of isolated 36-chate
suppressor plug nozzles with and without
ejectors at Bach numbers from 0 to 0.45
[BASA-TB-X-3298] p0027 B76-10126
Propulsion airframe integration
p0034 B76-11026
Geometry effects on STOL engiae-over-the-wing
acoustics with 5.1 slot nozzles
[BASA-TB-X-71820] p0077 B76-12063
Seduction of noise from a fan stage for a
turbofan engine by use of long-chord
acoustically-treated stator vanes
[BASA-TB-X-71811] p0077 B76-12063
On the effects of flight on jet engine exhaust
noise
[BASA-TB-X-71819] p0077 B76-12066
Preliminary evaluation of a heat pipe heat
exchanger on a regenerative turbofan
[BASA-Tfl-X-71853] p0088 876-13101
The experimental clean combustor program:
Description and status to Hovember 1975
[BASA-TB-X-71849] p0088 H76-13102
NBEP: The Bavy BASA Engine Program
[BASA-TB-X-71857] p0112 876-14127
OH-58 helicopter transmission failure analysis
[BASA-Tfi-X-71867] p0149 B76-16065
Effects of airplane characteristics and takeoff
noise and field length constraints on engine
cycle selection for a Bach 2.32 cruise
application
[BASA-TB-X-71865] p0151 B76-16081
Performance of a low-pressure fan stage with
reverse flow
[BASA-tB-X-3349] p0155 B76-17024
Performance of low-pressure-ratio low-tip-speed
fan stage with blade tip solidity of 0.65
[ BASA-TB-X-3341] p0156 B76-17073
Advanced turbine disk designs to increase
reliability of aircraft engines
[BASA-TB-X-71804] p0159 B76-17143
Overall and blade element performance of a 1.20
pressure ratio fan stage with rotor blades
reset -7 deg
[BASA-TB-I-3342] p0177 B76-18076
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Overall and blade element performance of a
1.20-pressure-ratio fan stage vith rotor
blades reset -5 deg
[BASA-TH-X-3338] p0177 B76-18077
advances in turbine blade temperature measurements
[HASA-TH-X-71878] p0180 B76-18125
Erhaast emission calibration of t«o J-S8
afterburning turbojet engines at simulated
high-altitude, supersonic flight conditions[N1S&-TH-D-8173] pOISO H76-18126
Incidence angle bounds for lip flov separation
of three 13.97-centi«eter-dia«eter inlets
[BASA-TH-X-3351] pOISO H76-18127
Flight velocity effects on exhaust noise of a
vedge nozzle installed on an undenting nacelle
on an F-106 airplane
tHASi-TH-X-3361] p0181 H76-18128
Beat-transfer characteristics of partially film
cooled plug nozzle on a J-85 afterburning
turbojet engine
[BASA-TH-X-3362] p0181 H76-18129
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a
1.83-meter (6-ft) diameter 1.25-pressure-ratio
fan (QF-8)
[HASA-TH-D-8130] p0181 H76-18130
Boise generated by gniet engine fans. 3: Fan C
[HASA-TB-X-3360] pOISI H76-18134
Endurance and failure characteristics of
main-shaft jet engine bearings at 3x10 to the
6th pover DB
[BASA-TB-X-71877] p0184 876-18499
-Boise reduction from the redesign of a fan stage
to minimize stator lift fluctuations
CSASA-TB-X-71896] p0223 H76-21206
Stimulation of a tnrbofan engine for evaluation
of mnltivariable optimal control concepts
[HASA-TH-X-71912] p0223 876-21208
Effects of perforated flap surfaces and screens
on acoustics of a large externally blown flap
model
CBASA-TH-X-3335] p0241 H76-22156
Boise reduction tests of large-scale-model
externally blotm flap using trailing-edge
bloving and partial flap slot covering
[BASA-TH-X-3379] p0248 B76-22977
Noise comparisons of single and tvo stage
demonstrator fans for advanced technology
aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-71899] p0251 H76-23265
Besnlts of the pollution reduction technology
program for turboprop engines
[BASA-TH-X-71911] p0251 H76-23267
noise redaction as affected by the extent and
distribution of acoustic treatment in a
tnrbofan engine inlet
[HASA-TB-X-71904] p0252 N76-23268
Aerodynamic performance of 0.4066-scale model to
J18D refan stage
[HASA-TB-X-3356] p0272 876-24153
Small, lov-cost, expendable turbojet engine. 1:
Design, fabrication, and preliminary testing
[HASA-TB-X-3392] p0277 876-24242
The passage of a distorted velocity field
through a cascade of airfoils
p0286 876-25199
Aerodynamic performance of tvo variable-pitch
fan stages
[BASA-TH-X-73416] p0332 876-26154
Acoustic and aerodynamic effects of rotor pitch
angles for a variable pitch, 6 foot diameter
fan stage
[BASA-TH-I-73418] p0332 B76-261S5
The BASA pollution-reduction technology program
for small jet aircraft engines
[BASA-lH-X-73419] p0335 876-26199
Bicroeconomic analysis of military aircraft
bearing restoration
t8ASA-TH-x-73439] p0338 B76-26510
Evaluation of ball and roller bearings restored
by grinding
[BASA-TH-X-73440] p0338 876-26512
Bozzle and ving geometry effects on O1R
aerodynamic characteristics
[BASA-IB-X-73420] p0340 B76-27167
Aerodynaaic and acoustic performance of a
contracting cowl high throat Bach number iinlet
installed on BASS quiet engine C
[.BASA-TH-X-73424 ] p0340 876-27168
ling shielding of high velocity jet and
shock-associated noise vith cold and hot flovjets
[BASA-JB-I-73428] p0340 B76-27169
OT1 noise correlation for variations in
nozzle/king geometry vith 5:1 slot nozzles
[HASA-lB-I-73425] p03U8 H76-27957
Effect of external jet-flow deflector geometry
on Ofl aero-acoustic characteristics
[ BASA-TB-X-73II60] p0421 B76-30156
Investigation of upper-surface-biowing nacelle
integration at cruise speeds utilizing povered
engine simulators
[ BASA-TB-X-73447] p0424 B76-30201
Acoustic, performance, and vake survey
measurements of a lobed velocity-decayer
nozzle installed on a quieted TF-31 turbpfan
engine(BASA-TB-X-3413] p0426 N76-30216
Variable-cycle engines for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[BASA-IB-I-73463] p0426 B76-30217
Ceramic thermal-barrier coatings for cooled
turbines
[BASA-IB-I-73426] p0428 B76-30565
Boise generated by impingement of turbulent flov
on airfoils of varied chord, cylinders, and
other flov obstructions
[ BASA-TB-X-73464] p0429 B76-30922
Description and test results of a digital
supersonic propulsion system integrated control
p0431 B76-31155
Effect of simulated forvard airspeed on
small-scale-model externally blovn flap noise
[BASA-TB-D-8305] p0435 H76-31198
Tvo-layer thermal barrier coating for turbine
airfoils - furnace and burner rig test results
[BASA-TB-X-3425] p0438 B76-31330
Durability of zirconia thermal-barrier ceramic
coatings on air-cooled turbine blades in
cyclic jet engine operation
[ BASA-TB-X-3410] p0472 876-32192
Effects of long-chord acoustically treated
stator vanes on fan noise. 2: Effect of
acoustical treatment
(BASA-TH-D-8250] p0479 B76-33206
Inspection of composites using a computer-based
real-time radiographic facility
[ BASA-TB-X-73504] p0482 876-33526
BATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISCBATIOB.
BIBSBALL SPACE FLIGHT CBBIEB, HOBTSVILLE, ALA.
Aircraft-mounted crash-activated transmitter
device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-16609-3] p0470 876-32140
BATTOBAL ABBOSPACE LAB., ABSTEBDAB (BBTHEBLABDS).
An introductory description of a hodograph
method for transonic shock-free aerofoil design
[BLB-TB-73152-D] p0147 876-16041
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet
structures
[BLB-BP-74017-0] p0153 876-16500
Three dimensional separation of an
incompressible turbulent boundary layer on an
infinite swept wing
p0156 876-17062
titanium structures in commercial subsonic
aircraft
[8LB-BP-74030-0] p0193 876-19149
Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft vith fly-by-vire primary
flight control systems
[BLB-BP-74022-0] p0195 876-19160
Beasurements of the Beynolds stress tensor in a
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
under infinite svept ving conditions
CHLB-TB-74095-0] p0241 876-22167
A simulator experiment to investigate a lateral
rate field display
[ BLB-TB-74093-0] p0244 876-22195
Beat treatment studies of aluminium alloy
forgings of the AZ 74.61 type, the effect of
heat treatment on a variety of engineering
properties
[HLB-TB-74151-0] p0246 B76-22360
Introduction to a Fighter Aircraft Loading
Standard for Fatigue evaluation (Falstaff)
[BLB-BP-75017-0] p0247 876-22598
Some remarks on unsteady transonic flov
p0271 876-24148
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Two-dimensional tunnel nail Interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flov
p0287 H76-25233
The character of fio* onsteadiness and its
influence on stead; state transonic wind
tunnel measurements
p0289 H76-25256
Evaluation of a potential theoretical nodel of
the wake behind a wing Tia comparison of
measurements and calculations
[HLS-TB-74063-0] p0341 N76-27178
Computations with the Garabedian and Korn
program for two-dimensional transonic flows
vith embedded shocks
CHLB-TR-74091-0] p0341 H76-27179
Two-dimensional tunnel wall interference for
multi-element aerofoils in incompressible flow
CHLH-BP-75021-0]
 P0341 H76-27181
On the motion of shock waves on an airfoil with
oscillating flap
[BLH-SP-75028-0] p0342 H76-27182
High temperature gas turbine materials
CBLB-TB-75098-0] p0347 N76-27416
Design and performance of the
four-degree-of-freedom motion system of the
HLB research flight simulator
p0394 B76-29304
the development of transonic airfoils for
helicopters
[BLB-HP-75032-0] p0436 H76-31221
Beview of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the motherlands during the period April 1973 -
March 1975
[HLB-HP-75011-0] p0439 H76-31582
BATIOBAL 1EBOSP&C2 LIB., IOKIO (JiPAB).
Hover control tests on flying test bed for VTOL
aircraft
[HAL-TB-425] p0182 N76-18142
Loaded hydraulic servo mechanism simulation study
fNAL-TB-421] p0182 N76-18143
BATIOBAL AVIAIIOH FACILITIES EXPBRIHEBTAL CEBTEB,
ATLABTIC CITI, B.J.
Investigation of factors influencing propeller
blade failure
[AD-AO13918/8] p0083 B76-13059
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches
CBASA-TB-I-72908] p0107 176-14046
Characteristics of Balon 1301 dispensing systems
for aircraft cabin fire protection
CAD-A017061/3] p0124 176-15122
Besponses of small rigid aircraft to discrete
and continuous gust analysis, phase 1
[AD-A020103/8] p0222 H76-21191
Beasnrement of the trailing vortex systems of
large transport aircraft, using tower fly-by
and flow visualization (Summary, comparison
and application)
CAD-A021305/8] p0249 B76-23172
Aircraft communications interference tests
[AD-A022954/2] p0281 B76-24435
Abbreviated full-scale flight test investigation
of the Lockheed L1011 trailing vortex system
using tower fly-by technique
[AD-A028095/8] p0477 B76-33187
Effectiveness of a pilot ground trainer as a
part task instrument flight rules
flight-checking device stage 2
tAD-A026754/2] p0480 H76-33218
BATIOBAL GAS TDBBIBE BSTABLISBBEKT, CIESTOCK
(BBGLABD) .
Ihe effects of salt and carbon particles on the
erosion and corcosion behaviour of gas turbine
materials
[HGTB-H-339] p0438 B76-31341
BATIOBAL BATEBIALS ADVISOHT BOABD, IASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Aerospace cost savings: Implications for BASA
and the industry
[BASA-CB-148224] p0339 B76-27103
BATIOBAL RESEARCH COQBCIL OF CABADA, OTTAIA
(OBTABIO) .
Bide-cnt versus kerosene fuels: Fire safety and
other operational aspects
p0108 B76-14062
Flame propagation in aircraft vent systems
during refuelling
p0108 B76-14066
Hechanical engineering and aeronautical research
projects
[DBE/KAE-1975(4)] p0217 N76-20156
The response of a lifting fan to '
crossflow-induced spatial flow distortions
p0285 N76-25191
BATIOHAL TBAHSPOBTATIOB SAFETY BOABD, RASHIBGTOB,
D.C.
International Business Hachines, Inc., Gruaman
G-1159, N720Q, Kline, South Carolina, 24 June
1974
[PB-242811/8] p0075 B76-12030
Air France, Boeing 707-B-328B-FBLCA, near
O'Heill, Nebraska, 13 flay 1974
[PB-242806/8] p007S N76-12031
Aircraft accident report. Eastern Air Lines,
Inc., Douglas DC-9-31, H8984E, Charlotte,
North Carolina, 11 September 1974
[PB-243296/1] p0083 H76-13042
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format OS ,
Civil Aviation, issue number 5, 1974
accidents. File number: 1-0008, 1-0030,
1-0036, 1-0039 through 1-0045, 3-3601 through
3-4106, 3-4108 through 3-4300
[PB-243421/5] 'pOIIO H76-14092
Aircraft accident report Federal Aviation
Administration Douglas DC-3C, B6 DnBois,
Pennsylvania 27 March 1975
[PB-244224/2] pOIIO N76-14093
Aircraft accident report OSAF Convair VT-29D
(CV-34Q) and Cessna 150H, N50430 Newport News.
Virginia 9 January 1975
[PB-244223/4] p0110 H76-14094
Aircraft accident/incident reports: Brief -
format, supplemental issue 1974
[PB-244115/2] p0125 N76-15124
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make
and model. OS civil aviation 1973
CPB-244520/3] p0125 N76-15128
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions.
DS general aviation 1973
tPB-244521/1] p0125 N76-15129
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
tPB-244522/9] p0125 N76-15130
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft. OS
general aviation 1973
[ PB-244523/7] p0126 B76-15131
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor: OS general aviation 1973
[ PB-244524/5] p0126 N76-15132
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor. OS general aviation 1973
[ PB-244525/2] p0126 N76-15133
Briefs of accidents involving missing and
missing later recovered aircraft. OS general
aviation 1973
[ PB-244526/0] ' p0126 N76-15134
Briefs of accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft. OS general
aviation 1973
[PB-244527/8] p0126 H76-15135
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built
aircraft. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244528/6] p0126 N76-15136
Briefs of accidents involving air taxi
operations. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244529/4] p0126 B76-15137
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations. OS general aviation 1973
[PB-244530/2] p0126 S76-15138
Aircraft accident report: Golden lest Airlines,
Inc., De Bavilland DBC-6, H6383 and Cessnair
Aviation, Inc., Cessna 150, N11421, Ihittier,
California, January 9, 1975
[ PB-245583/0] p0157 N76-17080
Aircraft accident report: Bontana Power Company
Rockwell Turbo Commander 690A, N40HP and OSAF
F-111A, 77-055 near Kingston, Utah, November
12, 1974
[ PB-245582/2] p0157 N76-17081
Aircraft accident report: Sorthwest Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 727-251, H26 40S, near Thiells,
New York, December 1, 1974
[PB-245581/4] p0157 N76-17082
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format OS
civil aviation issue number 1 of 1975 accidents
[PB-245771/1] p0192 N76-19133
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' Briefs of fatal accidents involving «eather as a
cause/factor: OS general aviation 1974
[PB-250037/9] p0343 B76-27200
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, o.S.
general aviation, 1974
CPB-250038/7] p0343 S76-27201
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by lake
and model. o.S. civil aviation, 1974
CPB-250039/5] p0343 B76-27202
Briefs of accidents involving
corporate/executive aircraft, O.S. general
aviation 1974
[PB-249984/6J p0343 H76-27203
annual review of aircraft accident data, O.S.
air carrier operations 1974
CPB-250813/3] p0378 B76-28209
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, US general aviation 1974
[PB-25051S/4] p0378 H76-28210
OS general aviation takeoff accidents: The role
of preflight preparation
tPB-252203/5] p0385 H76-29191
Annual review of aircraft accident data. OS
general aviation calendar year 1974
[PB-252606/9] p0470 S76-32144
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft. OS general aviation 1974
CPB-250514/7) p0476 876-33167
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations. Os general aviation 1974
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F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
P33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
F33615-
•73-C-2082
p0179 N76-
•73-C-2081
p0013 A76-
-73-C-3007
p0275 1I76-
p0275 876-
-73-C-3011
p0179 B76-
•73-C-3051
p0113 S76-
•73-C-3068
p0013 H76-
73-C-3121
p0282 H76-
•73-C-3122
p0395 N76-
•73-C-3138
p0012 476-
p0377 N76-
73-C-3117
p0026 M76-
73-C-1093
p0216 K76-
73-C-1155
p0129 876-
•73-C-1158
p0030 N 7 6 -
•73-C-5027
p0170 876-
•73-C-5073
p0216 H76-
73-C-5093
p0337 876-
73-C-5161
p0196 876-
73-C-5173
p0160 476-
71-C-2012
pOOOS 476-
71-C-2011
p0388 876-
71-C-2020
pOOSS H76-
71-C-2032
p0392 876-
71-C-2010
p0396 N76-
71-C-2063
p0077 876-
71-C-3001
p0112 876-
71-C-3015
pOOII 876-
71-C-3051
pOOOS 476-
71-C-3063
p0397 H76-
71-C-3068
pOOSS 476-
71-C-3091
p0313 476-
7I4-C-3093
p0128 H76-
p0128 N76-
p0128 N76-
71-C-3103
p0179 H76-
7U-C-1015
p0125 1176-
71-C-5003
p0130 H76-
71-C-5022
p0076 N76-
74-C-5021
p0396 H76-
74-B-6251
p0396 N76-
75-C-2057
p0327 476-
75-C-3005
p0127 H76-
75-C-3012
pOOai N76-
75-C-3013
p0283 H76-
75-C-3029
p0178 H76-
75-C-3030
p0386 S76-
•33211
•11230
•24218
-24219
•33202
-14141
•11106
•24598
29311
•11229
•28202
•10118
•20118
•15170
•10910
•32113
•22367
26336
•19464
•47358
10287
29238
13108
29284
29615
12070
•14119
•11448
10288
29650
11136
37037
15155
15156
15157
18112
15127
15486
12045
29416
29429
38206
•30225
11092
25159
33199
29226
D-2
COBTBICT HOHIEB IBBBI
F33615-75-C-3031
p0423 H76-30187
F33615-75-C-3038
pOi(78 N76-33200
f33615-75-C-3039
p0363 176-40180
POU73 1176-32333
F33615-75-C-3124
P0229 176-30010
P0460 176-47358
F33615-75-C-3155
p0344 H76-2722J
F33615-75-C-5092
p0154 876-16830
F33615-76-C-2023
p0327 A76-38205
F33615-76-C-2024
P0327 A76-38205
F33616-74-C-0043
p0217 S76-20232
P33657-68-C-1292
p0111 B76-14116
F33657-70-C-0800
p0257 176-31975
p0089 N76-13112
F33657-71-C-0789
p0280 B76-24262
p0280 N76-24263
F33657-72-C-0191
p0125 876-15125
F33657-73-1-0056-0005
p0040 876-11086
F33657-73-C-0692
p0482 876-33388
F33657-76-C-0606
p0329 176-38247
FU0600-72-C-0015
p0152 N76-16111)
P40600-75-C-0001
p0290 N76-25270
F44620-71-C-0021
p0476 876-33158
F44620-72-C-001
p0172 176-25096
F44620-72-C-0079
p03S1 176-38399
p0075 876-12021
F44620-73-C-0011
p004« N76-11915
F44620-74-C-0058
p0214 N76-20112
F44620-74-C-0060
P0028 N76-10135
F44620-74-C-0065
p0078 N76-12073
p0285 K76-25195
HF136703
p0275 N76-24218
IBK-11-12-73197
p0123 N76-15106
JPL-953964
p0314 176-37270
K431/421/C.B.43<1) 2
p0423 N76-30172
HFS1524005
p012S 876-1512C
p0222 N76-21178
Mil PEOJ. OSP-76265
p0089 N76-13113
HOD-AT/2037/0102
p0134 176-20480
BOD-1T/2037/0133
p0259 176-32587
N A S A ORDEB C-41581-B
p0042 N76-11099
p0088 N76-13103
SASA OEDEH L-18051-A
P0382 S76-28961
N A S A OBDEE W-13183
p0149 N76-16067
UASK-2371
p0339 N76-27103
NASW-2607
P0382 N76-29060
HAS8-262U
P0216 H76-20151
NAS8-2781
P0250 B76-23249
»ASK-2789
P0344 N76-27235
HASW-2790
p0194 H76-19151
p0250 H76-23173
p0284 N76-25166
p0333 876-26185
p0333 H76-26186
p0305 B76-27236
p03U6 B76-27248
p0378 H76-28207
p0380 H76-28236
p0388 H76-29240
p0437 N76-312JO
p0480 N76-33213
p0480 »76-332i1
H1SH-2791
p0185 N76-19057
p0212 H76-20078
p0241 B76-22157
p0341 H76-27171
p0376 876-28193
p0380 N76-28229
p0435 N76-31194
p0475 S76-33136
pO«76 B76-33165
p0479 B76-33207
HASil-2792
p0034 B76-11031
p0042 N76-11100
p0244 B76-22189
N1S1-6666
p0223 N76-21209
p0251 N76-23264
p03"45 S76-27238
K1S1-10210-8
p0202 176-2638U
NAS1-10920
p0433 B76-31175
K1S1-11352
p0362 A76-40034
»iSl-11525
p0272 B76-24152
N1S1-11621
p0026 S76-10116
NAS1-11668
p0471 N76-32181
N1S1-11839
p0322 176-38067
B1S1-12121
p002« N76-10094
p0193 B76-19147
N1S1-12185
p0020 N76-10044
N1S1-12199
p0370 476-41470
p0029 N76-10140
NAS1-12238
p0073 N76-12006
N1S1-12288
p0378 N76-28219
p0379 B76-28220
p0379 N76-28221
p0379 N76-28222
NAS1-12308
p045« 176-45877
p045U 176-45878
NAS1-12325
p0353 176-38627
S4S1-12365
p0436 N76-31214
NAS1-12426
p0018 N76-10015
NAS1-12451
p0371 176-41488
NAS1-12501
p0253 N76-23626
H1S1-12726
p0019 N76-10030
N1S1-12834
p0090 N76-13883
N1S1-12870
p0429 N76-30921
NAS1-12875
P0021 N76-10049
p0035 N76-11034
p0035 N76-11035
p0035 N76-11036
pOU69 N76-32132
HAS1-12972
p0193 N76-19144
N1S1-12995
p0184 H76-18536
H1S1-13000
p0215 B76-20126
B1S1-13002
p0102 176-18790
p0156 B76-17072
BAS1-13089
p033« H76-26193
B1S1-13158
p0147 176-45410
p037« 876-28175
p0469 B76-32131
HAS1-13259
p0075 B76-12039
p0075 H76-12010
BAS1-13286
pOOSI B76-13013
KAS1-13371
p04«6 A76-45395
BAS1-13372
p0138 A76-20929
BAS1-13378
p0472 N76-32203
BAS1-13383
p0370 176-41463
N1S1-13416
p0320 176-38043
H1S1-13500
p0375 B76-28182
N1S1-13578
p0343 B76-27214
HAS1-13606
p0346 876-27400
S1S1-13618
p0370 176-41480
BAS1-13624
p0250 B76-23250
H1S1-13631
p0178 B76-18103
p0424 876-30198
NAS1-13690
p0381 876-28958
NAS1-13694
p0271 H76-24144
p0271 B76-24145
HAS1-13705
p0469 B76-3212U
HAS1-13714
p0471 B76-32182
MAS1-13732
p0373 H76-28161
p0373 N76-28162
SAS1-137U6
p0243 876-22179
BAS1-13773
p0346 876-27247
N1S1-13823
p0368 176-41393
p0474 876-32974
N1S1-13833
p0361 176-39873
SAS1-13835
p0248 876-23159
81S1-13855
p0376 876-28194
N1S1-13870
p0366 A76-in76
HAS1-13872
S-0282 M76-25146
H1S1-13906
p0085 876-13069
NAS1-13914
p0371 A76-41182
8AS1-13930
p0371 A76-41488
HIS1-13963
p0283 H76-25157
D1S1-13964
p0379 876-28225
NAS1-13978
p0284 N76-25168
NAS1-13991
p0100 A76-18736
NAS1-1407R
p0369 A76-41430
N1S1-14086
p0447 176-45410
HAS1-14162
p0361 176-39867
N1S1-14383
p0477 876-33186
B1S2-5006
p0159 H76-17151
p0160 876-17152
p0160 876-17153
81S2-5143
p0234 A76-30861
BAS2-5462
p0027 H76-1012S
8AS2-S499
pOOBS H76-13066
p0085 S76-J3067
p0178 H76-18105
8AS2-6463
p0176 H76-18058
p0382 N76-29153
B1S2-6473
p0429 N76-31090
B1S2-6475
p0064 176-14963
p0105 S76-14022
NAS2-6563
p0145 176-22315
p0178 H76-18100
p0178 S76-18101
p0178 N76-18102
NAS2-6564
pOOSS H76-13070
pOOSS 876-13071
p0178 876-18106
HAS2-6660
p0352 176-38481
8AS2-7025
p0017 S76-10005
NAS2-7210
p0277 876-24240
N1S2-7212
p0362 176-40034
N1S2-7229
p0177 H76-18069
MAS2-7307
p0182 H76-18139
MIS2-7627
p0023 N76-10089
p0023 H76-10090
p0023 876-10091
B1S2-7641
p0439 876-31978
KIS2-7684
p0324 176-38080
NIS2-7729
p0360 176-39865
p0020 876-10042
BAS2-7879
p0107 876-14057
p0108 B76-14058
BAS2-7917
p0082 H75-13023
B1S2-7926
p0107 876-14045
p0192 876-19129
p0192 876-19130
81S2-7978
p0246 K76-22330
N1S2-8084
p0178 876-18107
MS2-8135
p0214 876-20104
N1S2-8189
p0252 N76-23358
N1S2-8213
p0335 876-26202
pO»74 N76-32972
8AS2-8259
p0193 876-19145
p0243 876-22175
S1S2-8269
p0039 876-11078
NAS2-8324
p0157 876-17078
p0157 N76-17079
8AS2-8382
p0090 876-13882
fiS2-S5n9
p0385 876-29188
8AS2-8580
p0376 S76-28190
NAS2-8599
p0021 S76-10062
HIS 2-6605
p0370 176-41465
D-3
COIIB1CT BOIBIB
BAS2-8607
p0219 876-21159
p0219 B76-21160
B1S2-8608
P0377 B76-28203
P0377 876-28204
BAS2-8625
P0429 876-31079
BAS2-8651
P0361 A76-39872
BAS2-8653
P0085 876-13072
p0086 B76-13073
8AS2-8655
p0471 B76-32178
BAS2-8738
p0308 476-36903
P0222 876-21188
BAS2-8745
p0379 876-28227
B4S2-8781
p0159 876-17101
BAS2-8799
p0193 876-19146
BAS2-8855
P0274 876-24208
BAS2-8864
p0081 B76-13020
8AS2-8971
p0426 B76-30214
BAS3--14420
P0140 A76-21627
BAS3-16790 *
p0207 A76-28029
BAS3-16807
P0312 A76-37019
BAS3-16811
P0334 876-26195
P0334 876-26196
P0334 876-26197
p0335 B76-26198
B4S3-16813
P0277 B76-24236
P0277 876-24237
P0277 876-24238
P0387 876-29234
B4S3-16826
P0381 876-28553
BAS3-16829
P0330 476-38253
P0027 876-10124
P0028 876-10128
BAS3-16948
P0087 876-13100
BAS3-16950
P0112 B76-14129
BAS3-17559
P0027 876-10127
BAS3-17837
P0427 876-30296
BAS3-17840
P0077 876-12067
P0087 B76-13089
BAS3-17841
P0084 B76-13060
P0084 B76-13061
P0084 B76-13062
P0084 B76- 13063
BAS3-17842
P0179 876-18118
pOIBO 876-18119
P0222 876-21189
P0222 876-21190
BAS3-17861
P0027 876-10123
BAS3-17866
' p0138 A76-20931
P0138 A76-21075
RAS3-18020
P0028 B76-10133
B4S3-18021
P0028 876-10129
P0029 B76-10130
P0028 B76-10131
P0345 876-27240
BAS3-18028
p0042 876-11098
BAS3-18033
p0216 B76-20146
8AS3-18513
P0387 876-29231
p0387 B76-29232
BAS3-18523
P0339 B76-26514
BAS3-18526
p0245 876-22200
BAS3-18535
p0223 B76-21205
BAS3-18539
p0382 B76-28960
BAS3-18540
p0323 A76-38072
p0367 A76-41387
BAS3-18544
p0330 A76-38253
BAS3-18548
p0330 A76-38252
BAS3-18552
p0224 B76-21210
BAS3-18561
p0330 A76-38251
p0380 176-28237
BAS3-18563
p0479 B76-33208
BAS3-18564
p0335 B76-26201
BAS3-18909
p0207 A76-28029
BAS3-18941
p0438 B76-31298
BAS3-19132
p0003 A76-10259
p0245 B76-22197
BAS3-19201
p0426 876-30218
BAS3-19411
p0159 B76-17144
BAS3-19426
p0474 B76-32971
BAS3-19447
p0330 A76-38253
8AS3-19465
p0387 B76-29233
8AS3-19530
p0294 B76-25375
BAS3-20219
p0404 A76-42418
8AS4-2068.
p0302 A76-36158
BAS4-2090
p0056 A76-14438
8AS5-20852
p0211 876-20063
P0211 876-20064
p0211 876-20065
p0211 876-20066
BAS7-100
p0256 A76-31964
p0319 A76-38039
p0323 A76-38075
p0381 876-28272
BAS7-150
p0314 A76-37270
BAS8-20082
p0236 476-31187
8AS8-28046
p0301 A76-36132
BAS8-28310
p0101 A76-18738
B4S8-28984
p0360 A76-39847
BAS8-29584
p0083 B76-13041
BAS8-30652
p0294 876-25331
BAS9-9744
p0063 476-14818
BAS9-10268
p0064 A76-14958
B4S9-11303
p0024 B76-10092
BAS9-12200
p0247 B76-22584
BAS9-12829
p0154 876-16825
BAS9-13247
P0122 876-15089
p0147 876-16033
p0147 B76-16034
p0147 B76-16035
p0293 B76-25322
p0293 B76-25323
p0294 B76-25324
p0294 B76-25325
p0294 B76-25326
p0294 B76-25333
p0294 B76-25334
p0341 H76-27174
BAS9-13584
p0154 B76-16825
BAS9-13680
pOaOO A76-41770
BAS9-13707
p0282 B76-2514B
BAS9-14331
p0246 B76-22260
BAS9-14349
p0252 B76-23349
p0252 B76-23350
BAS9-14520
p0154 B76-16825
BAS9-14718
p0183 876-18278
BAS9-14726
p0183 B76-18234
BAS9-14753
p0281 B76-2436S
BCAB-340-401
p0176 B76-18057
HCAB-745-427
p0007 A76-10350
BCA2-OP-850-601
p0380 B76-28232
BELC PBOJ. F228
p0386 B76-29222
BGL-05-020-007
p0172 A76-25096
B6L-05-020-243
p0101 A76-18737
BGl-05-020-498
p0231 A76-30051
B6L-22-009-124
p0089 B76-13113
P0149 B76-16058
p0287 B76-25211
BGL-22-009-6UO
p0371 A76-41486
B6L-33-016-119
p0325 A76-38095
p0452 A76-45780
p0382 B76-28962
HGL-36-008-138
p0247 B76-22419
BGB-05-007-337
p0231 A76-30050
p0185 B76-18537
BGB-05-007-414
p0231 A76-30047
p0261 A76-32849
BGB-09-010-08S
p0324 A76-38079
BGB-10-005-127
p0196 B76-19367
BGB-15-005-119
p0358 A76-39434
BGB-15-005-147
p0101 A76-18754
p0328 A76-38233
p0245 B76-22199
BGB-17-003-021
p0035 B76-11037
BGB-22-004-030
p0102 A76-18771
p0232 A76-30066
p0313 A76-37053
p0021 B76-10047
p0074 B76-12014
p0120 B76-15077
p0120 B76-15078
p0212 B76-20077
B6B-22-009-339
p0250 B76-23182
BGB-22-009-782
p0017 B76-10002
B6B-23-004-068
p0153 B76-16375
BGB-25-001-055
p0007 A76-10346
p0018 B76-10023
BGB-31-001-197
p0063 A76-14804
BGB-31-001-241
p0381 B76-28949
BGB-31-001-267
p0473 B76-32251
BGB-33-010-057
p0236 476-31180
BGB-33-010-203
p0236 176-31180
SGB-33-016-131 '
p0452 A76-4S780
BGB-33-016-167
p0405 A76-42526
BGB-33-016-201
p0405 A76-42526
BGB-33-018-152
p0113 B76-14464
p0247 B76-22544
HGB-36-004-061
p0309 A76-36912
p0219 H76-21158
HGB-43-001-081
p0417 A76-44587
BGB-43-001-102
p0007 A76-10351
BGB-43-001-134
p0324 A76-38084
BGB-44-001-157
p0213 B76-20082
HGB-47-005-145
p0135 A76-20733
KGB-47-005-181
p0305 A76-36599
p0035 B76-11040
p0175 B76-18043
HGB-47-005-202
p0110 B76-14089
8GB-47-005-208
p0310 476-36921
BGB-47-018-005
p0380 B76-28239
p0427 B76-30224
BGB-48-002-047
p0297 A76-35336
p0196 876-19381
BGB-48-002-085
p0157 H76-17074
BGB-48-002-107
p0354 A76-38632
BGB-48-002-144
p0134 A76-20224
p0180 876-18120
p0180 876-18121
BGB-52-012-008
p0244 B76-22188
BGB-74-004-090
p0208 A76-28606
BOAA-04-3-158-3
p0349 H76-28107
BOAA-04-5-158-48
p0349 876-28107
BB PBOJ. 061-192
p0384 B76-29177
BB PBOJ. 061-213
p0383 B76-29168
BB PBOJ. 094-369
p0213 B76-20095
BB PBOJ. 094-393
p0286 B76-25198
BB PBOJ. 098-038
p0213 B76-20096
p0286 B76-25201
BB PBOJ. 196-115
p0111 B76-14095
BB PBOJ. 211-194
p0276 876-24228
BB PBOJ. 212-225
p0082 B76-13035
BB PBOJ. 215-163
p0082 B76-13033
SB PBOJ. 215-207
p0082 B76-13032
BB PBOJ. 215-215
p0177 B76-18085
BB PBOJ. 215-227
p03B3 B76-29172
p0384 B76-29178
BB PBOJ. 215-230
p0044 B76-11396
BB PBOJ. 215-232
p0157 B76-17077
BB PBOJ. 215-233
p0079 B76-12322
Conner
HB PBOJECT 061-215
p0007 A76-10350
p0460 A76-47355
HB PBOJECT 062-414
p0134 A76-20480
BBC A-7799
p0101 A76-18770
p0354 A76-38639
BBC-A-7799
p0175 B76-18045
BBL PBOJ. C04-10
p0395 H76-29372
BSP 1EH-7500367-000
p0405 A76-42479
BSP EB6-72-04101-A02
P0247 H76-22610
HSP EBG-73-03855A01
p0007 176-10347
HSP EHG-73-04257-A01
P0482 H76-33959
HSF GK-38342
p0417 A76-44587
HSP GK-39735
p0166 A76-23289
HSP GK-41217
P0482 H76-33959
HSG-1004
p0311 476-36991
p0036 H76-11046
HSG-1010
p0288 H76-25250
HSG-1047
p0344 H76-27234
HSG-1050
p0172 A76-25136
p0322 476-38068
p0352 A76-38487
HSG-1051
p0155 H76-17025
HSG-1078
p0078 H76-12077
HSG-1083
p0033 H76-11017
HSS-1093
p0193 H76-19143
HSG-1099
p0232 A76-30060
p0262 476-33117
HSG-1101
P0429 H76-30919
HSG-1114
p0333 R76-26191
HSG-1118
, p0383 H76-29157
HSG-1121
p0148 H76-16052
HSG-1135
P0283 H76-25156
HSS-1137
p0370 A76-41481
p0427 H76-30222
HSG-1139
p0442 A76-45097
p0374 H76-28174
HSG-1169
p0182 H76-18140
HSG-1174
p0081 H76-13015
HSG-1175
p0031 H76-10997
HSG-1180
p0256 476-31962
HSG-1188
p0380 H76-28238
HSS-1189
p0337 H76-26221
BSG-1224
P0311 A76-36987
HSG-1231-
p0243 H76-22185
BSG-1248
p0248 R76-23160
HSG-1262
p0375 H76-28179
SSG-2016
p01«7 H76-16036
p0220 H76-21164
p0421 H76-30157
H5G-2024
p0113 H76-15014
p0113 H76-15015
HSG-2037
p0382 876
HS6.-20U4
p0183 H76
HSG-2045
p0379 H76
HSG-2093
p0396 H76
HSG-2106
p0302 A76
HSG-3037
p0324 476
HSG-4003
p0311 A76
P0333 H76
p0333 H76
p0333 H76
HSG-4005
p0149 H76
B00014-67-A-0112
p0172 A76
H00014-67-A-0202
p0286 H76
H00014-67-A-0202
p0090 H76
B00014-67-A-0204
p0200 A76
H00014-67-A-0204
p0044 B76
B00014-67-A-0226
p0213 H76
p0286 B76
B00014-67-A-0267
p0276 B76-
H00014-67-A-0269
p0070 476
p0352 476
H00014-67-C-0357
p0258 476
800014-68-4-0308
p0234 476
H00014-68-A-0493-
p0134 476
R00014-68-A-0512
p0209 476
p0082 H76-
H00014-70-C-0265
p0266 476
p0478 H76-
H00014-71-A-0121-
P0351 476
H00014-72-A-0406-
p0297 476-
H00014-72-C-0041
p0111 H76
H00014-72-C-0218
p0082 H76
H00014-72-C-0351
p0199 476
p0213 B76
800014-73-4-0417
p0383 H76
p0384 H76
H00014-73-4-0417
p0157 B76-
H00014-73-C-0178
p0043 B76-
H00014-73-C-0237
p0383 B76-
H00014-73-C-0354
p0258 476
H00014-73-C-0379
p0007 476
p0460 476
S00014-74-C-0134
p0053 476-
H00014-74-C-0151
p0079 B76-
H00014-74-C-0344
p0082 B76-
H00014-71-C-0355
p0266 476-
B00014-74-C-0373-
p0007 476-
H00014-75-C-0520
pOOOS 476-
p0384 B76-
B00014-75-C-0818
p0302 476-
H00014-75-C-0873
p0328 476
-29064
-18144
-28226
-29419
-36160
-38082
•36926
•26187
•26188
•26189
•16064
•0063
•25096
•0016
•25198
•0037
•13315
•0079
•25835
•0085
•11396
•0005
•20096
25201
•0009
24228
•0021
15736
•38492
32167
007
•30857
0001
20480
•28611
13033
34164
•33197
•006
38457
0002
35329
-14095
-13032
25773
•20095
•0003
•29172
•29178
•0004
•17077
•11317
29168
•32167
•10350
47355
14409
12322
13035
34158
P0001
10346
10357
29177
36158
38233
inn
B00014-76-C-0157
p0301 A76-36132
B00017-72-C-4401
p0388 B76-29243
H00019-71-C-0242
p0090 B76-13225
B00019-72-C-0612
p0327 A76-38203
B00019-73-A-0070
p0460 A76-47358
B00019-73-A-0301
p0054 476-11426
B00019-73-C-0335
p0229 A76-30016
B00019-73-C-0426
p0041 876-11088
B00019-74-A-0376
p0310 A76-36921
H00019-74-C-0226
p0043 B76-11257
B00019-74-C-0264
p0337 B76-26350
B00019-74-C-0273
p0229 A76-30016
p0196 876-19286
B00019-74-C-0301
p0128 876-15154
H00019-74-C-0401
p0194 876-19156
p0194 B76-19157
H00019-74-C-0484
p0428 N76-30581
B00019-75-C-0208
p0229 476-30016
H00140-73-C-0046
p0100 A76-18728
B00140-74-C-0113
p0003 476-10263
H00140-74-C-0618
p0347 H76-27441
H00140-75-C-0382
p0414 476-44240
B00140-75-C-0449
p0279 H76-24259
B00156-72-C-1053
pOOOS A76-10289
H00156-73-C-1794
pOOOS A76-10289
B60921-75-C-0069
p0082 B76-13031
B61339-73-C-0138
•p0195 B76-19170
B62269-72-C-0597
p0386 B76-29225
H62269-74-C-0265
p0026 B76-10122
B62269-74-C-0368
p0230 A76-30028
B62269-74-C-0470
p0384 H76-29176
H62269-74-C-0535
p0460 A76-47358
B62269-75-H-6443
p0079 B76-12342
H000156-73-C-0152
p0276 B76-24227
B062269-74-C-0718
p0276 B76-24227
OSP PBOJ. 82266
p0183 H76-18144
PBOJ. PEDD
p0028 B76-10129
p0028 B76-10130
p0028 876-10131
p0085 H76-13068
p0159 B76-17151
p0160 H76-17152
p0160 876-17153
PBOJ. 10.3/230-56
p0029 876-10141
- p0029 876-10145
PBOJECT SQUIB
p0300 »76-35829
BP54545002
p0281 B76-24483
BBLAF-BB-C13-KL-1975
p0347 B76-27416
B8L4P-B1-KLD-P.32
p0247 B76-22598
BB0330301
p0276 876-24228
SP53536001
p0383 B76-29174
SP54903201
p0395 B76-29372
SBC-B/BG/4313
p0242 B76-22169
SBC-B/SB/8168.6
p0245 B76-22212
STO-73-4381
p0242 B76-22168
SHBI PBOJ. 03-2801
p0478 B76-33197
T-0250-12510-11059
p0272 B76-24175
BP41I1001
p0386 H76-29222
HP32421212
p0127 H76-15153
IP41411000
p0472 H76-32196
RB PBOJ. 8-CIP-1913
p0111 H76-14116
BB0000101
p0385 H76-29211
182-530-035.2
p0107 H76-14045
501-06-01-01
p0034 H76-11032
501-06-05
p0337 H76-26225
501-06-05-08-00
p0213 H76-20082
501-38-19-31-72
p0083 876-13040
p0250 H76-23181
504-09-11-01
p0243 876-22180
504-09-13-01
p0224 H76-21990
p0339 H76-26949
504-09-31-03
p0151 876-16100
504-09-41-01
p0334 876-2619*4*
p0477 H76-33189
505-01 p0438 H76-31330
505-02-13-01
p0221 876-21173
505-02-21-01
pOOSI 876-13019
p0241 876-22159
505-02-21-03
p0183 876-18145
505-02-22-01
p0076 B76-12042
505-03 p0180 876-18126
p0181 876-18130
p0181 876-18134
p0241 H76-22156
p0248 876-22977
p0479 B76-33206
505-03-11-04
p0042 876-11097
p0218 B76-20941
505-03-12
p0474 B76-32973
505-03-21-01
p0087 H76-13099
505-04 p0017 876-10004
p0155 B76-17024
p0156 B76-17073
p0177 H76-18076
p0177 H76-18077
p0181 876-18128
p0181 B76-18129
p0272 B76-24153
p0277 H76-24242
p0426 H76-30216
p0472 H76-32192
505-04-11
p0340 H76-27166
505-04-11-01
p0017 S76-1000S
p0077 B76-12068
505-04-11-01-00
p0121 B76-15084
505-05 p0180 B76-18127
p0435 H76-31198
505-05-41-01
.p0335 H76-26203
COITB1CT IOIMB IIMI
505-05-41-03
p0223 H76-21209
p0251 B76-23264
p0345 B76-27238
505-06-11
p0248 876-23162
505-06-11-02
p0376 S76-28189
505-06-11-05
p0035 B76-11041
p0332 876-26161
505-06-12-02-00-21
p0121 B76-15082
505-06-12-08-00-21
p0035 876-11039
505-06-13-03
p0082 N76-13022
505-06-23-01
p0381 B76-28957
p0382 876-28961
505-06-31
p0155 876-17026
p0176 876-18054
P0331 B76-26153
' 505-06-31-02
p0034 876-11033
P0081 H76-13017
505-06-31-03
p0074 H76-12015
505-06-12
p0022 876*10064
505-06-81
p0121 876-15080
p0212 H76-20079
505-06-91
p0042 B76-11105
505-06-92
p0182 B76-18141
505-06-93-03
p0183 876-18147
505-06-95
p0421 876*30158
505-06-95-01
p0280 B76-24266
505-06-98-01
p0036 1176*11042
505-07-11
p0083 B76-13052
505-07-41-02
p0280 H76-24265
505-08-20-01
p0121 H76-15083
505-08-21-01
p0039 876-11069
505-08-22
p0378 876-28206
505-09-33
p0423 N76-30196
505-10-11-02
p0430 H76*31134
505-10-11-03
p0078 H76-T2077
p0336 B76-26218
505-10-11-07
p0332 H76-26165
505-10-21-09'
p0220 H76-21162
505-10-22
p0391 H76-29268
p0421 H76-30148
505-10-24
p0379 H76-28224
505-10-24-02
p0218 876-20940
505-10-26-02
p0079 H76-12828
pOOSO H76-13000
p0160 H76-17925
p0185 H76-18889
505-10-35
p0340 876-27170
505-10-41-03
p0121 H76-15085
p0121 H76-15086
p0122 H76-15088
p0212 876-20081
505-10-41-09
p0085 H76-13068
505-10-42-06
p0192 B76-19129
p0192 H76-19130
505-10-44-03
p0156 H76-17071
505-11 p0027 S76-10126
505-11-11-01
p0036 H76-11044
505-11-11-04
p0332 B76-26164
p0383 M76-29167
505-11-12
p0192 M76-19142
p0243 H76-22186
p0282 H76-25113
p0282 B76-25144
p0331 H76-26146
p0388 H76-29241
505-11-15-01
p0475 1176-33143
505-11-15-03
p0249 H76-23170
505-11-16-08
p0332 H76-26163
505-11-21
p0422 H76-30159
505-11-21-02
p0022 H76-10066
p0383 H76-29156
505-11-21-04
p0474 H76-33133
505-11-24
p0160 B76-17156
505-11-31-02
p0078 B76-12079
505-11-31-02-00
p0334 B76-26193
505-11-41
p0333 B76-26190
505-11-41-10
p0343 B76-27213
505-11-41-11
p0469 B76-32134
505-11-41-15
p0424 B76-30199
505-26-10-07
p0272 876-24152
505-010-31-02
p0074 B76-12013
506-17-21-01
p0185 B76-18537
506-17-32
p0469 B76-32133
506-26-22
p0381 H76-28514
510-56-01
p0294 B76-25354
512-53-01-05
p0339 H76-26585
512-53-03
p0112 B76-14137
p0129 876-15176
p0252 B76-23272
513-50-50-01
p0175 B76-18043
p0422 876-30160
pO«75 B76-33134
513-51-01
p0221 B76-21175
p0331 B76-26145
513-52-01-04
p0339 876-26950
513-52-01-18
p0224 B76-21216
514-50-01-01
p0024 876-10093
514-52-01
p0034 B76-11030
p0185 B76-19054
514-52-01-01-
p0081 B76-13014
514-52-01-03
p0121 876-15087
p0175 876-18041
514-52-01-04
p0035 876-11038
516-50-20-01
p0084 876-13064
p0084 876-13065
516-51-02
p0194 876-19152
7H3-01-11-03
p0184 876-18530
743-01-12-01
P0373 876-28158
743-01-12-02
p0035 B76-11034
p0035 B76-11035
p0035 876-11036
p0469 B76-32132
743-04-01-01
p0185 876-19055
743-04-12-02
P0074 B76-12017
745-01-01-01
p0373 876-28160
760-61-02-10-00
p0085 B76-13070
p0085 876-13071
769-02-02
p0214 876-20101
769-38-02-01
p0022 876-10067
769-89-02-01
p0022 876-10063
791-40-03
p0031 876-10996
p0039 876-11079
p0478 B76-33190
791-40-03-01
p0111 876-14113
791-40-03-01-00
p0429 B76-31090
791-40-04
p0023 876-10088
791-40-15
p0376 876-28187
791-93-15-01-00
p0023 B76-10089
p0023 876-10090
p0023 876-10091
31450124
p0077 876-12070
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-4982
-5552
-6193
-6202
-6232
-6307
-6333 ..
-6375
-6389 ..
-6397 ........ . ,.
-6002-VOL-1 „.
-6ft 07 --
-6023
-6030 ......... ..
-6086
-6098
-6512
-6555 • ..
-6690
-6692 ,.
-6713
AAAP-BT-75-5
, p0282 H76 -25100**
. p0333 H76-26190*t
p0111 876-10113**
p0030 876-11030*+
p0030 H76-10995*f
.. p0220 B76-21162**
. . p0176 N76- 18050**
. . pQ192 H76-19129**
p0155 B76-17026**
p0331 H76-26152**
p0208 B76-23162**
. p0300 B76-27166**
p0290 B76-25350**
p0381 H76-28510**
.......... p0391 H76-29268**
p0023 876-30196**
....... p0388 H76-29238 #
P0123 H76-15099 *
AAAP-HT-75-14 p0127 B76-15107 *
AAAP-HT-75-10 p0333 H76-26186M
AAAP-HT-75-15 p0128 B76-15160
AAAF-HT-75-17 p0123 B76-15102
AAAP-BT-75-18 p0123 H76-15103
AAAP-BT-75-20 p0123 H76-1510a
AD-A007000 p0029 B76-10845
AD-A007179 ., p0029 H76-10530
AD- A0 10652 p0023 B76-10080
AD- A0 10780 p0026 H76-10121
AD- A0 10790 p0023 H76-10078
AD- AO 10795 p0029 B76-10101
AD- AO 10820 p0028 H76-10137
AD-A01 1270 p0026 H76-10119
AD-A011007 p0003 H76-11257
AD-A01 1501 p0030 H7 6-1 0909
AD-A011509 p0026 B76-10118
AD-A011603 pOOOO B76- 11915
AD-A01 1606 p0026 H76-10120
AD-A01 1657 .... . pOOOO H7 6- 11085
AD-A01 1660 p0028 H76-10135
AD-A01 1717 ... .. p0079 H7 6-12170
AD-A01 1725 p0076 B76-12005
AD-A01 1727 p0003 H76-11106
AD-A01 1770 ... . . p0075 B76-1202*^-
AD-AO 1 1772 . . pOOOO B76-11086
AD-A01 1803 p0003 B76-11317
AD-A01 1928 .... ... . . p0001 B76-11088
AD-A01 1983 ... .. p0039 B7 6-1 1067
AD-&012000 •• p0078 H76- 12086*
AD- AO 12009 • . pOOOO H76-11008
AD- AO 12080 p0001 H7 6-1 1091
AD-A0 12202 p0076 B76-12056
AD-A012225 . . p0001 B76-1 108*9.
AD- AO 12229 . p0087 B76- 13085
AD-A01 2233 . ... p0003 B76-1 1107
AD- AO 12230 . • . p0001 B76-1 1093
AD- AO 12270 . . p0023 876- 10082
AD-A0 12292 ............. pOOOl B76-11090
AD-AO 12298 p0002 H76-11103
AD-A01 2301 . ...... p0077 B76— 12070
AD-AO 12345 .. p0079 B76-12177
AD-AO 12399 .. ... pOOOQ B76— 11396
AD-A0 120 11 p0039 B76-11070
AD-AO 12537 p0076 B76-12006
AD-A01 2598 ... . . . p0076 B76-12050
AD-A0 12629 p0076 B76-12008
AD-A01 2655 • .. p0086 B76-13078
AD-A012657 .... p0088 B76-13105
AD-A01 2687 * ... . . p0078 H76-12078
AD-A012695 p0078 B76-12073
AD-A01 2770 .... . p0075 H76-12023
AD-A01 2776 p0076 H76- 12050
AD-A01 2820 .... . . p0079 H76-12322
AD-AO 12899 • . p0076 B76-12047
AD-AO 12975 p0079 B76-12250
AD-AO 13007 .. p0090 H76-13225
AD-A01 3168 .... . p0088 B76-13108
AD-AO 13181 p0086 B76-13080
AD-AO 13260 p0082 B76-13032
AD-AO 13281 p0090 B76-13315
AD-A013310 . .. p0082 B76-13031
AD-AO 13330 p0082 B76-13033
AD-A013366 p0089 B76-13115
S-1
BEPOHT/iCCESSIOir BOHBEB IHDEI
AD-A013373 p0090 B76-13300
AD-A013375 p0086 H76-13079
AD-A013376 p0086 H76-13081
AD-A013407 p0089 B76-13114
AD-A013434 p0212 H76-20071
AD-A013467 p0089 H76-13127
AD-A013500 p0111 B76-14114
AD-A013501 p0111 N76-iai15
AD-A013562 p0090 H76-13314
AD-A013574 p0086 K76-13082
AD-A013588/9 p0089 N76-13111
AD-A013794 p0112 N76-14134
AD-A013837 p0111 B76-14116
AD-A013861 p0111 B76-14117
AD-A013918/8 p0083 H76-13059
AD-&013926 p0113 B76-14141
AD-A013927 p0112 N76-14119
AD-A014047 p0107 H76-14055
AD-A014057 p0111 B76-14095
AD-A014102 p0130 N76-15187
AD-A014126 p0127 H76-15153
AD-A014130 p0128 B76-15154
AD-A014135 p0129 H76-15468
AD-A01U196 p0130 H76-15904
AD-A014225 p0125 N76-15125
AD-A014226 p0125 B76-15123
AD-A014227 p0148 N76-16055
AD-A014228 p0148 H76-16056
AD-A014229 p0128 B76-15166
AD-A014230 p0128 B76-15167
AD-A014231 p0129 N76-15168
AD-A014240 ; p0124 B76-15117
AD-A014261 p0129 H76-15169
AD-A014267 p0130 B76-15469
AD-A014301 p0126 B76-15145
AD-A014304 p0127 H76-15152
AD-A014308 p0127 H76-15151
AD-A014310 p0124 H76-15118
AD-A014312 p0129 N76-15174
AD-A014359 p0130 H76-15486
AD-A014368 p0129 N76-15170
AD-A014401 p0124 B76-15119
AD-A014423 p0125 N76-15126
AD-A014430 p0127 H76-15150
AD-A014432 p0125 N76-15127
AD-A014469 _ p0127 B76-15148
AD-A014470 p0127 H76-15149
AD-A014636 p0160 H76-17345
AD-A014640/7 p0087 B76-13091
AD-A014642/3 p0087 H76-13094
AD-A014786 p0150 B76-16076
AD-A014810 p0128 B76-15155
AD-A014811 p0128 N76-15156
AD-A014812 p0128 H76-15157
AD-A014868 p0151 B76-16095
AD-A014873 p0150 B76-16073
AD-A014890 p0149 N76-16069
AD-A014895 p0151 B76-16077
AD-A014912 p0150 H76-16075
AD-A014964/1 p0087 H76-13093
AD-A014989 p0150 N76-16074
AD-A014998 p0150 H76-16072
AD-A015000 p0150 B76-16071
AD-A015011 p0148 B76-16049
AD-A015021 p0152 B76-16113
AD-A015191 ' p0153 H76-16387
AD-A015192 , p0157 B76-17077
AD-A015521 ; p0159 1176-17102
AD-A015623 p0177 N76-18085
AD-A015630 p0184 N76-18358
AD-&015632 p0184 B76-1851U
AD-A015699 p0195 H76-19170
AD-A015725 p0194 B76-19157
AD-A015735 p0185 H76-18891
AD-A015745 p0179 B76-18113
AD-A015766 p0183 B76-18332
AD-&015804 p0179 B76-18112
AD-A015860 p0196 H76-19464
AD-A015871 p0212 H76-20072
&D-A015891 p0181 H76-18136
AD-A015893 p0182 H76-18137
AD-A015912 p0177 H76-18081
AD-A016017 p0194 H76-19156
AD-A016117 p0179 H76-18111
AD-A016120 p0181 B76-18135
AD-A016126 p0179 H76-18109
AD-A016161 p0214 H76-20122
AD-A016266 p0182 B76-18138
AD-A016269 p0196 H76-19323
AD-A016278/4 p0112 B76-14126
AD-A016387 p0218 B76-20545
AD-A016389 p0219 H76-21017
AD-A016406 p0275 H76-24218
AD-A016407 p0275 H76-24219
AD-A016408 p0223 H76-21194
AD-A016409 p0219 H76-21024
AD-A016410 p0223 H76-21195
AD-A016430 p0216 N76-20148
AD-A016141 p0216 B76-20153
AD-A016455 p0218 H76-20455
AD-A016457 p0213 H76-20091
AD-A016564 p0217 B76-20339
AD-A016866 p0217 H76-20360
AD-A016885 p0183 H76-18148
AD-A016921 p0215 H76-20131
AD-A016925 p0215 H76-20129
AD-A016929 p0215 B76-20130
AD-A016932 p0217 B76-20154
AD-A016961 p0217 S76-20232
AD-A017038 p0217 H76-20169
AD-A017061/3 p0124 B76-15122
AD-A017073 p0213 H76-20096
AD-A017090 p0217 H76-20301
AD-A017095 p0211 H76-20069
AD-A017097 p0216 N76-20136
AD-A017198 p0215 B76-20134
AD-A017203 p0213 H76-20095
AD-A017286 p0152 H76-16114
AD-A017298 p0217 B76-20386
AD-A017309 p0213 B76-20098
AD-A017321 p0213 H76-20093
AD-A017367 p0218 H76-20387
AD-A017376 p0246 S76-22404
AD-A017378 p0215 H76-20135
AD-A017452 p0196 N76-19286
AD-AO17586 p0214 B76-20112
AD-A017622 p0211 B76-20068
AD-A017665 p0222 H76-21178
AD-A017760 p0244 B76-22192
AD-A017848 p0246 B76-22367
AD-A017858 p0223 H76-21193
AD-A017928 p0223 H76-21196
AD-A018036/4 p0151 B76-16083
AD-A018060 p0221 H76-21172
AD-A018168 p0246 B76-22389
AD-A018261 p0246 H76-22407
AD-A018353 p0283 H76-25158
AD-A018366 p0107 B76-14046*
AO-A018420 p0251 H76-23255
AD-A018470 p0248 B76-23153
AD-A018518 p0250 H76-23175
AD-A018547 p0251 B76-23256
AD-A018637 p0280 H76-24262
AD-A018638 p0280 H76-24263
AD-AO18691 p0280 H76-24261
AD-A018715 p0283 B76-25151
AD-A018733 p0281 H76-24279
AD-A018751 p0281 B76-24370
AD-A018779 p0275 B76-2U222
AD-A018804 p0282 B76-24598
AD-A018890 p0276 B76-24225
AD-A018907 p0276 B76-24227
AD-A019000 p0281 B76-24459
AD-A019044 p0276 B76-24229
AD-A019049 .' p0276 B76-2U230
AD-A019094 p0279 B76-2U260
AD-A019183 p0279 B76-24259
AD-A019222 p0274 H76-24190
AD-A019286 p02B3 B76-25152
AD-A019323 p0280 B76-24278
AD-A019330 p0274 876-24189
AD-A019379 p0282 B76-25017
AD-A019407 p0284 B76-25161
AD-A019417 p0338 B76-26438
AD-A019429 p0281 B76-24483
AD-A019436 p0276 876-24228
AD-A019440 p0151 H76-16102
AD-A019482 p0280 B76-24277
AD-A019506 p0281 B76-24455
AD-A019519 p0276 B76-24223
AD-A019556 p0287 B76-25211*
AD-4019759/0 p0224 B76-21211
AD-A019843 p0287 B76-25207-
AD-A019846 p0287 B76-25209
AD-A019954 p0286 B76-25204
AD-A019956 p0283 B76-25159
AD-A020103/8 p0222 B76-21191
AO-A020111 p0284 B76-25160
E-2
BBPOHT/ACCESSIOI iOHBBB ISDBI
AD-A020140 p0392 876-29284
AD-A020170 p0337 B76-26350
AD-A020210 p0348 H76-26094
AD-A020223 p0377 B76-28198
AD-A020228 p0348 H76-28093
AD-A020229 p0348 B76-28095
AD-A020284 p0347 B76-27443
AD-A02029B p0347 B76-27442
&D-A020307 p0346 S76-27215
AD-A020327 p0428 B76-30575
AD-A020348 p0397 B76-29628
AD-A020349 p034« B76-27217
AD-A020360 p0344 876-27218
AD-A020362 p0437 B76-31232
AD-A020383 p03«7 B76-27441
AD-A020495 p0345 876-27244
AD-A020631 p0348 B76-28010
AD-A020634 p0342 B76-27186
AD-A020669 p0348 H76-28104
AD-A020692 p0335 B76-26207
AD-A020719 p0342 B76-27187
AD-A020729 p0437 B76-31226
AD-A020730 p0437 B76-31225
AD-A020871 p0342 H76-27193
AD-A020924 p0344 H76-27221
AD-A021053 p0337 B76-26329
AD-A021075 p0388 H76-29238
AD-A021079 p03«4 H76-27223
AD-A021086 pQ345 B76-27243
AD-A021112 p0342 876-27188
AD-A021139 p0344 876-27225
AD-A021174 p0337 B76-26336
AD-A021176 p0342 H76-27190
AD-A021177 p0345 B76-27242
AD-A021184 p0342 B76-27189
AD-A021200 p0380 B76-28231
AD-A021201 p0342 B76-27192
AD-A021202 p0342 B76-27191
AD-A021223 p0423 H76-30187
AD-A021257 p0386 B76-29222
AD-A021258 p0386 876-29221
AD-A021263 pO«39 H76-31552
AD-A021280 p0397 B76-29650
AD-A021305/8 p0249 B76-23172
AD-A021311 p0385 B76-29211
AD-A021320 p0396 B76-29429
AD-A021328 pQ388 H76-29242
AD-A021344 p0377 H76-28202
AD-A021348 p0391 H76-29276
AD-A021407 p0386 B76-29223
AD-A021427 p0396 B76-29615
AD-A021434 p0423 H76-30186
AD-A021435 p0479 B76-33202
AD-A021449 p0384 B76-29177
AD-A021472 p0425 B76-30206
AD-A021481 p0383 B76-29168
AD-A021576 p0391 B76-29279
AD-A021626 p0384 B76-29182
AD-A021692 p0387 B76-29228
AD-A021713 p0386 H76-29226
AD-A021718 p0384 876-29176
AD-A021733 p0384 H76-29175
AD-A021749 p0384 B76-29181
AD-A021872 p0389 B76-29244
AD-A021874 p0384 B76-29180
AD-A021876 p0426 876-30215
AD-A021913 p0429 B76-31081
AD-A021925 p0423 B76-30197
AD-A021965 p0383 B76-29174
AD-A021967 p0383 B76-29172
AD-A021968 p0384 B76-29178
AO-A021996 p0386 B76-29225
AD-A022025 p0392 B76-29281
AD-A022051 p0388 876-29243
AD-A022086 p0387 B76-29227
AD-A022146 p0427 876-30225
AD-A0221S8 p0428 876-30581
AD-A022254 p0388 B76-29239
AO-A022257 p0385 876-29184
AD-A022275 p0396 876-29416
AD-A022321 p0386 876-29224
AD-A022331 p0395 876-29372
AD-A0223UO .,, , p0385 S7S-29130
AD-A022344 p0396 B76-29407
AD-A022348 p0425 B76-30205
AD-A022481 p0424 B76-30204
AD-A022571 p0437 B76-31228
AD-A022583 p0437 B76-31227
AD-A022616 p0479 B76-33211
AD-A022618 p0482 B76-33388
AD-A022670 p0470 876-32135
AD-A022699 p0472 876-32195
AD-A022768 p0476 876-33162
AD-A022769 p0478 B76-33191
AD-A022795 p0440 B76-32060
AD-A022954/2 p0281 876-24435
AD-A023006 p0478 876-33197
AD-A023037/5 ..., p0277 876-24239
AD-A023038 p0440 876-32046
AD-A023087 p0472 876-32196
AD-A023185 p0480 H76-33328
AD-A023189 p0476 876-33158
AD-A023216 p0480 B76-33215
AD-A023222 p0477 B76-33172
AD-A023271/0 p0333 H76-26169
AD-A023354 p0476 876-33163
AD-A023356 p0476 B76-33161
AD-A023359 p0478 B76-33192
AD-A023404 p0472 876-32198
AD-A023408 p0478 B76-33194
AD-A023415/3 p0331 B76-26149
AD-A023416 p0478 876-33199
AD-A023425 p0475 876-33154
AD-A023445 p0472 876-32193
AD-A023461 p0480 876-33214
AD-A023472 p0473 876-32599
AD-A023527 p0473 B76-32333
AD-A023619 p0473 B76-32601
AD-A023621 p0470 876-32142
AD-A023628 p0470 B76-32143
AD-A023810/5 p0378 B76-28205
&D-A023850 p0478 N76-33200
AD-&024403 p0482 876-33957
AD-A024469 p0482 876-33398
AD-A024478 p0478 876-33201
AD-A024500 p0477 876-33173
AD-A024958/1 p0276 876-24233
AD-A024959/9 p0276 B76-24234
AD-A025246/0 p0430 876-31092
AD-A025401/1 p0430 876-31091
AD-A026103 p0346 876-27246
AD-A026754/2 p0480 B76-33218
AD-A027393 p0347 876-27451
AD-A028095/8 p0477 876-33187
ADIC-IH-76-23-V01-1 p0482 B76-33398
ABDC-TB-75-36 p0078 B76-12086»
AEDC-IB-75-60 p0152 876-16114
ABDC-rH-75-82 p0129 876-15169
ABDC-rB-75-85 p0112 876-14134
ABDC-TB-75-116 p0215 876-20135
ABDC-tB-75-119 p0280 876-24261
AEDC-IB-76-1 p0385 876-29184
AEB-76-02 p0282 876-25148*
ABBO-1205 p0177 876-18085
ABBO-1209 p0150 876-16073
ABBO-1213 p0338 B76-26438
ABBOTHBBH-74-116 p0076 876-12045
ABBOTHBBH-76-193 p0252 876-23358*
ABBES-CB-S-75-3 p0152 876-16113
AFAPL-IB-74-105 p0077 876-12070
APAPL-TB-75-1 p0218 B76-20455
iPAPL-TB-75-9 p0088 H76-13108
SPAPL-TB-75-14-VOL-1 p0128 876-15166
4PAP1-TB-75-14-TOI-2 p0128 B76-15167
APAPL-TB-75-14-VOL-3 p0129 876-15168
»PAPL-TB-75-22 p0182 876-18137
AP&PL-TB-75-28 p0213 876-20091
AMPI-tB-75-33 p0472 876-32198
APAPL-TB-75-37 p0042 B76-11103
APAPL-tB-75-44-VOL-1 p0280 876-24262
&PAPL-TB-75-44-VOL-2 p0280 876-24263
iPAPl-TB-75-47 p0246 876-22404
APAPL-TB-75-52 p0279 B76-24260
»PAPt-IB-75-56 p0392 876-29284
&FAEI.-IH-75-58 p0181 876-18136
APAPL-IB-75-68-PT-1 p0479 876-33211
APAPL-IB-75-70 p0396 876-29429
APAP1-IB-75-86 p0396 876-29615
APAPL-IB-75-88-PT-1 p0388 B76-29238
APAPL-IB-76-2-PT-1 p0472 876-32193
E-3
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOB HDBBBB IHDEI
AFATL-TB-75-111 p0215 H76-20135
AFArL-TR-76-25 p0385 H76-29184
AFCBL-AFSG-313 p0221 B76-21172
APCBL-TR-75-0120 p0041 H76-11090
AFCRL-TR-75-0294 p0183 N76-18332
AFCRL-TB-75-0368 p0221 876-21172
AFCBL-TB-75-0466 p0217 H76-20339
1FFDI-IH-75-111-FYS p0437 B76-31228
4PPDL-TR
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TR
1FFDL-TB
4FFDL-TR
4FFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
APFDI-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
APFDI-TB
APFDL-TR
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TR
AFPDL-TH
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TR
AFFDL-TB
4FFDL-TR
iFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-TB
AFFDL-fR
AFFDL-TH
•73-126 pO«79
-73-113 p0040
-74-90 p0377
-74-111 p0217
-74-123 p0473
-74-143 .-. pOO»0
•74-147 p0043
-74-151 p0112
-74-155 p0470
-75-3 p0041
-75-16-VOL-1 p0275
-75-16-YOL-2 p0275
-75-26 p0044
-75-27 ....' p0281
-75-34 p0250
-75-39 p0113
-75-M4-VOL-1 p0223
•75-44-VOL-2-PT-1 p0219
-75-44-VOL-2-PT-2 " p0223
-75-51 p0397
-75-58-VOL-1 p0128
-75-58-TOL-2 p0128
-75-58-VOI-3 p0128
-75-60 pOl79
-75-63 p0126
-75-83 p0217
-75-89 p0251
-75-90 p0478
-75-93 p0282
-75-94 p042«
-75-105 p0423
-75-112 p0283
-75-121 p0386
-75-124 p0478
-75-135 p0478
-75-136 p0427
-75-140 p0344
-75-150 p0470
-75-156 p0473
S76-33202
876-11086
876-28202
H76-20169
876-32601
H76-11085
H76-11106
H76-14119
H76-32142
H76-11092
H76-24218
H76-24219
876-11448
876-24370
H76-23175
N76-14141
H76-21194
H76-21024
B76-21195
876-29650
B76-15155
876-15156
H76-15157
B76-18112
H76-15145
B76-20232
H76-23256
H76-33194
H76-24598
876-30204
K76-30187
H76-25159
H76-29226
H76-33199
H76-33200
H76-30225
H76-27223
F76-32143
H76-32333
H76-10120
H76-15486
AFML-TB-74-233 p0076 S76-12045
876-12170
H76-26329
H76-19464
N76-22367
876-20136
876-26336
876-33328
876-29416
APHL-TB-74-174 p0026
AFBL-TB-74-198 p0130
AFML-TR-74-269 p0079
AFaL-TR-75-42-VOl-1 p0337
AFBL-TR-75-50 p0196
AFSL-TH^75-97 p0246
AFBL-TB-75-99 p0216
4FBL-TR-75-148 p0337
4PBL-TB-75-200 p0480
AFBL-TR-76-1 p0396
AFOSR-75-0813TR ^ p0028 876-10135
AFOSR-75-0822TB p0075 876-12021
AFOSB-75-0949TH :.. p0078 876-12073
APOSH-75-096KTR .'. , p0078 H76-12078
4FOSB-75-1216TR' p0177 B76-18081
4FOSR-75-1501TB p0214 876-20112
4FOSR-75-1600TB p0287 876-25211*
4FOSB-76-0003TR p0342 876-27186
4FOSR-76-0040TR p0476 876-33158
4FHL-TR-74-315 p0150 876-16075
4FBL-TB-75-146 p0477 876-33173
AFHL-TR-75-161 p0477 876-33172
ASABD-AG-221 p0385 H76-29187
AG4BD-4R-82 p0105 876-14018
4G4BD-4R-89 p0127 876-15146
4G4RD-4R-92 p0178 876-18108
4S4BD-4B-93 p0196 876-19295
4G4RD-AR-96 p0220 H76-21163
AGARD-CP-133 p0244 876-22189**
AGABD-CP-159 p0152 H76-16256 *
AGABD-CP-166
ASABD-CP-186
AGABD-CP-198
AGABD-CP-199
AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-76/1
AGARD-BIGHLIGHTS-76/2
AGABD-LS-84
AGARD-B-632
AG4R0-R-640
AGARD-R-645
4144 PAPER 74-1102
AIAA PAPER 75-1180
AI4A P4PEB 75-1206
AI44 P4PEB 75-1208
4144 P4PEB 75-1214
AIAA PAPEB 75-1289
AIAA PAPEB 75-1292
AIAi PAPBB 75-1295
AI4A PAPER 75-1305
AIAA PAPER 75-1308
AIAA PAPEB 75-1310
AIAA PAPER 75-1312
AIAA PAPEB 75-1319
AIA4 PAPBB 75-1328
AIAA PAPER 75-1395
AIAA PAPER 75-1399
AIAA PAPER 75-1402
AIA4 P4PER 75-1405
4IAA PAPES 75-1417
AIAA PAPER 76-3
AIAA PAPER 76-4
AI4A PAPEB 76-6
AIAA PAPER 76-7
AIAA PAPBB 76-11
AI4A PAPEB 76-15
AIAA PAPEB 76-16
AIAA PAPEB 76-17
AIAA PAPEB 76-18
AIAA PAPEB 76-19
AIAA PAPEB 76-20
AIAA PAPEB 76-43
AIAA PAPEB 76-46
AIAA PAPEB 76-61
AIAA PAPBB 76-62
AIAA PAPEB 76-63
AI44 PAPEB 76-64
AI44 P4PEB 76-79
4IAA PAPER 76-81
AIAA PAPEB 76-83
AIAA PAPEB 76-98
AIAA PAPEB 76-118
AIAA PAPEB 76-148
4144 P4PEB 76-149
4IAA PAPEB 76-152
AIAA PAPEB 76-200
AIAA PAPEB 76-216
AI44 P4PEB 76-217
AIAA PAPEB 76-326
AIAA PAPEB 76-327
AIAA PAPER 76-328
AIAA PAPEB 76-332
AIAA PAPER 76-335
»IAA PAPER 76-337
4144 P4PEB 76-356
p0108 H76-W59 *
p0158 B76-17092 *
p0197 H76-19471 *
p0392 876-29287 *
p0389 H76-29245 *
• p0425 876-30207 t
p0211 H76-20067 *
p0434 876-31179 *
p04B1 B76-33332 t
p0195 H76-19235 *
p0198 876-19487 *
p0249 H76-23163 *
p0271 876-24146 *
p0385 876-29187 t
p0208 476-28608 f
p0002 476-10251 t
p0002 476-10252**
p0003 476-10253 *
p0003 A76-10258 t
p0003 A76-10259**
p0003 A76-10260 *
p0003 A76-10264**
p0004 A76-10279 *
pOOOK A76-10280 *
p0004 A76-10281 *
pOOOl 476-10282 #
p0004 476-10284 *
p0004 476-10285 *
p0004 476-10286 *
pOOOS 476-10287 *
pOOOS 476-10288 *
pOOOS 476-10289 *
p0047 476-13188 *
p0047 A76-13191 *
p0047 A76-13193 *
p0047 A76-13196 *
p0048 A76-13197 #
p0137 476-20916**
p0137 A76-20917 *
p0100 476-18728 *
p0100 476-18729 *
p0100 476-18732**
pOlOO 476-18735**
p0100 476-18736**
p0101 476-18737**
p0138 A76-20919**
p0101 A76-18738**
p0101 A76-18739 *
p0101 A76-18754**
p0101 A76-18757 *
p0101 A76-18768 *
p0101 A76-18769**
p0101 A76-18770 *
p0102 A76-18771**
p0138 A76-20928**
p0102 A76-18778**
p0102 A76-18779 t
p0138 A76-20929**
p0102 A76-18780**
p0102 A76-18789 *
p0102 A76-18790**
p0102 A76-18803**
p0138 A76-21075**
p0138 A76-20931**
p0103 A76-18831 *
p0103 A76-18865 *
p0103 A76-18867 *
p0131 A76-19130 *
p0131 A76-19131 *
p0360 A76-39855 *
p0360 A76-39856 *
p0311 A76-36987**
p0311 A76-36989 *
p0311 A76-36992 *
p0311 A76-36994**
p0311 A76-37006 (
p0311 A76-37007 1
p0312 A76-37008 *
p0312 A76-37016 *
BBPOBT/iCCBSSIOH HOHBEB IIDEI
1111 PIPBB 76-369
ilii PiPEE 76-379
llil PJPEB 76-381
llli PiPEE 76-383
1111 PIPEB 76-385
llil PiPEB 76-386
llil PiPEB 76-388
ilii PIPES 76-397
ill* PiPEB 76-006
ilii PiPEB 76-014
ilii PiPEB 76-015
ilii PiPBB 76-016
ilii PiPEB 76-117
ilii PiPEB 76-018
ilii PiPEB 76-019
ilii PiPEB 76-005
ilii PiPEB 76-087
ilii PiPEB 76-089
ilii PiPBB 76-099
ilii PiPEB 76-501
ilii PiPBB 76-502
ilii PiPEB 76-503
ilii PiPEB 76-500
ilii PiPBB 76-505
ilii PiPEB 76-506
ilii PiPEB 76-507
ilii PiPEB 76-508
ilii PiPEB 76-510
ilii PiPEB 76-511
ilii PiPEB 76-513
ilii PiPBB 76-515
ilii PiPEB 76-520
ilii PiPEB 76-521
ilii PiPEB 76-523
ilii PiPEB 76-520
ilii PiPEB 76-525
ilii PiPEB 76-526
ilii PiPEB 76-527
ilii PiPEB 76-530
ilii PiPEB 76-531
ilii PiPEB 76-532
ilii PiPEB 76-530
ilii PiPEB 76-539
Ilii PiPEB 76-500
ilii PiPEB 76-501
ilii PiPEB 76-503
ilii PiPBB 76-500
ilii PiPEB 76-505
ilii PiPBB 76-507
ilii PiPEB 76-508
ilii PiPEB 76-509
ilii PiPEB 76-550
ilii PiPEB 76-551
ilii PiPEB 76-552
ilii PiPEB 76-553
ilii PiPEB 76-550
ilii PiPEB 76-556
ilii PiPBB 76-557
ilii PiPBB 76-958
ilii PiPEB 76-559
ilii PiPEB 76-560
ilii PiPEB 76-561
ilii PiPEB 76-562
ilii PiPEB 76-563
ilii PiPEB 76-560
ilii PiPEB 76-565
ilii PiPEB 76-566
ilii PiPBB 76-567
ilii PiPBB 76-570
ilii PiPEB 76-571
ilii PiPEB 76-572
ilii PiPEB 76-573
ilii PiPEB 76-570
ilii PiPBB 76-576
ilii PIPEB 76-577
ilii PiPEB 76-578
ilii PiPEB 76-579
ilii PiPBB 76-581
ilii PiPEB 76-580
ilii PiPSB 76-585
ilii PiPBB 76-586
ilii PiPEB 76-587
itli P»PFR 7K-5S8
ilii PiPBB 76-589
ilii PiPEB 76-616
ilii PiPBB 76-617
ilii PiPBB 76-618
ilii PiPEB 76-619
ilii PiPEB 76-620
t p0312 i76-37019«*
p0312 176-37025**
p0360 i76-3986S*t
p0361 176-39867**
p0312 176-37028**
p0312 i76-37029 *
p0312 i76-37031 *
p0313 i76-37037 *
p0313 i76-37000 t
p0313 i76-37051*t
p0313 i76-37052*t
p0361 176-39873**
p0313 i76-37053*«
p0361 i76-39870 *
p0361 i76-39905 *
p0319 i76-38026 *
p0319 i76-38028 *
p0366 i76-01377»*
p0319 176-38037**
p0319 i76-38038 »
p0366 176-01378**
p0367 176-01379**
p0319 176-38039**
p0367 i76-01380 *
p0367 176-01381 «
p0367 176-01382**
p0320 176-38000 *
p0367 176-01383 *
p0320 176-38002 *
p0320 176-38003**
p0320 176-38007**
p0320 176-38008**
p0320 176-38009**
p0320 176-38050**
p0367 176-01380 *
p0321 i76-38051 *
p0321 i76-38052*«
p0321 176-38053 *
p0367 176-01387**
p0368 176-01388**
; p0321 176-38055 *
p0368 176-01389 *
p0321 176-38059**
p0321 176-38060**
p0321 176-38062**
p0321 176-38063 »
p0322 i76-38066*«
p0322 176-38067**
P0322 176-38068**
p0322 176-38069**
p0322 176-38070**
p0322 176-38071 *
p0368 176-01390**
p0323 176-38072**
p0323 176-38073**
p0323 176-38070 t
p0323 176-38075**
p0368 176-01391 *
p0323 176-38076 *
p0323 176-38077 *
P0323 i76-38078 *
p0320 176-38079**
p0320 i76-38080*»
p0320 176-38081 *
p0320 176-38082**
p0320 176-38083 *
p0368 176-01393**
p0320 176-38085**
p0325 176-38086**
p0325 176-38087**
p0325 176-38088**
p0368 176-01390 *
p0325 176-38089 t
p0369 176-01395 *
p0325 176-38091 *
p0369 176-01397 *
p0325 176-38093**
p0325 i76-38090 »
P0325 176-38095**
p0326 •''6-38096 *
p0369 176-01398 *
p0326 176-38168**
p0326 176-38169 *
p0326 176-38170 *
p0326 176-38171 *
p0326 176-38172 *
1111 PIPEB 76-622
1111 PIPEB 76-623
1111 PIPEB 76-620
1111 PiPBB 76-626
1111 PIPEB 76-606
1111 PIPBB 76-608
1111 PIPEB 76-650
1111 PIPEB 76-652
1111 PIPEB 76-655
1111 PIPEB 76-665
ilii PIPEB 76-666
1111 PIPEB 76-667
1111 PIPEB 76-672
1111 PIPEB 76-673
1111 PIPEB 76-678
1111 PIPEB 76-681
llli PIPEB 76-682
1111 PIPEB 76-701
4111 PIPES 76-700
1111 PiPBB 76-705
ilii PIPEB 76-727
1111 PIPEB 76-728
1111 PIPEB 76-731
1111 PIPEB 76-732
1111 PIPEB 76-735
1111 PIPEB 76-750
1111 PIPEB 76-751
llli PIPBB 76-750
1111 PIPEB 76-756
H1A PIPBB 76-757
llil PIPEB 76-758
llil PiPER 76-759
llil PIPEB 76-760
1111 PIPEB 76-761
1111 PIPBB 76-762
llil PiPEB 76-795
1111 PIPEB 76-806
1111 PIPEB 76-876
ilii PIPEB 76-878
1111 PIPEB 76-887
1111 PIPBB 76-888
1111 PIPEB 76-891
1111 PIPEB 76-893
1111 PIPEB 76-890
1111 PIPEB 76-895
1111 PIPES 76-896
1111 PIPES 76-897
1111 PIPEB 76-901
llil PIPES 76-900
llli PIPBB 76-907
1111 PIPBB 76-908
llil PIPES 76-909
1111 PIPSB 76-910
llil PIPEB 76-912
1111 PIPES 76-913
llli PiPBB 76-917
1111 PIPES 76-918
1111 PIPES 76-920
1111 PIPEB 76-921
1111 PIPBB 76-922
1111 PIPEB 76-923
1111 PIPEB 76-920
ITkl DID0D 7A— Q?7
1111 PIPBB 76-928
llli PIPBB 76-929
1111 PIPBB 76-931
1111 PIPBB 76-932
1111 PIPES 76-933
1111 PIPES 76-930
p0326 176-38170**
p0003 176-02008*
p0326 176-38175*
p0003 176-02003
p0003 176-02000
p0327 176-38188
pOU03 176-02012
p0327 176-38189
p0327 176-38190
p0327 176-38191
p0003 176-02010
pOOOO 176-02415
pOOOO 176-02426
pOOOO 176-02018*
pOOOO 176-02019
p0327 176-38203
p0327 176-38205
p0327 176-38206
p0328 176-38207
pOOOO 176-02023
p0328 176-38218*
p0328 176-38219
p0328 176-38232
p0328 176-38233*
p0328 176-38234*
p0329 176-38235
p0329 176-38236
p0329 176-38237
p0329 176-38238
p0329 176-38207
p0329 176-38208
p0329 176-38209
pOOOS 176-02435
p0405 176-42036
pOOOO 176-02020
p0003 176-02410*
p0330 176-38251*
p0330 176-38252*
p0330 176-38253*
p0330 176-38254*
p0008 176-03102
pOUSO 176-45501
pOOSO 176-05508
pOOSO i76-05517
pOOSO 176-05519
pOOSO 176-45521
p0003 176-45376
p0065 176-07678
p0065 176-07679
p0043 176-05377
pOOOO 176-05378
pOOOO i76-05379
p0465 176-07680
pOOOO 176-05380
pOOOO 176-05381
pOOOO 176-45382
p0400 176-45383*
pOOOO 176-05380
pOOOS 176-05387
pOOOS i76-05388
pOOOS 176-05390
pOOOS 176-05391*
pOOOS 176-05392
p0066 176-07681
pOOOS 176-45393*
pOOOS 176-05394
p0466 176-07682
p0006 176-05395*
p0066 i76-47680*
p0006 176-05396
p0466 176-47685
p0406 176-45397
p0406 i76-05398
p0046 i76-05399
p0046 176-05000*
p0006 176-05401
p0007 176-05002
pOS«7 i76-«5000
p0007 i76-05005
p0007 176-05006
p0066 176-07686*1
pOOOT 176-45008*1
p0007 176-05009 1
p0407 176-05010*1
H-5
HBPOBT/ACCBSSIOH BOHBBB liDEI
AHA P1PBB 76-936 ......
AIAA PAPER 76-938
AIAA PAPEB 76-939 ........
AIAA PAPEB 76-9111
AIAA PiPEE 76-912 .....
AIAA PAPER 76-9*3 .
AIAA PiPEE 76-911
AIAA PiPEE 76-916
AIAA P1PBB 76-917
AIAA PiPEE 76-951 ......
AIAA 76-1911
AIAA 76-1912
AIAA 76-1913
AIAA 76-1911
AIAA 76-1910
AIAA 76-1950
AIAA 76-1952
AIAA 76-1951
AIAA 76-1958
AIAA 76-1959
AIAA 76-1975
AIAA 76-1976
AIAA 76-1979
AIAA 76-1987
AIAA 76-1990 .............
AIAA 76-1991
AIAA 76-1992
AIAA-PAPEB-76-504
AK-5752-F-1
ABA-75-10 '.
ABBRC-CTB-75-10
AHBHC-CIB-75-12 ...... ,
ABBBC-CTH-75-13
ABBBC-TB-76-1
ABBC-B-11
A8BL-IB-75-15
ABS-1238-T
ABS-1298
ABSAA-IB-151
ABSAV-D-75-1
A8CB-1292
APL-JBO-TG-1280
APPL-5-2
1B-1
AB-2
AB-2
AHA-36-VOL-1
ABAP-256
ABC-CP-1317 -. ...
ABC-CP-1319
ABC-CP-1336 ..............
ABC-CP-1311
ABC-CP-1312
ABC-8/B-3763
ABC-8/H-3761
ABC-a/B-3767
ABC-B/H-3769 .............
ABC-B/B-3776-HOHO
ABC-S/B-3777
ABC-K/H-3781
ABC-S/B-3783
ABC-33080
ABC-33515
pOIIS A76-15113 »
pOIIS A76-15111*i
pOIIS A76-15115 *
p0118 A76-15118 *
p0419 176-15120 *
p0372 A76-11191**
pQ369 A76-11131 *
p0372 A76-11192 *
p0370 A76-11161 *
p0370 A76-41163**
p0370 A76-11165**
p0370 A76-11181**
........ p0371 A76-11182**
pQ371 A76-41186**
p0371 A76-11190M
p0429 H76-30922**
pQ213 H76-22179**
pQ012 H76-11095 *
p0386 H76-29221 t
......... p0396 S76-29107 t
......... p0079 H76-12251 t
pfl272 H76-21151 t
pOISO H76-33211 *
p0029 H76-10907 »
•• p0138 H76-31333 1
p0380 H76-28239**
......... p0171 H76-32181**
p0153 H76-16375**
p0112 H76-14133 t
p0386 H76-29226 f
pQ123 H76-15095 »
pQl27 H76-30226 *
p0175 H76-33150 i
p0175 B76-33119 t
D0175 H76-33119 *
ARC- 33886
ABC- 33963
ABC-35085
ABC-35185
ABC-35231
ARC-35269
ABC-35551 ...
1BC-35588
ABC-35650 ..... .....
ARC-35652
ABC-35831 . ....
ARC-35865
ARC-35906
ARC-36079 .. . .....
ABC-36187
ARL-75-0008 . . ........
ABL-75-0112
ABL-75-0131
ABl-75-0137
ABL-75-0227
ABO-ETF-TB— 71-115 • ••
ABO-BTF-TB-75-70
ABO-PBT— TB-75-95 .. .
AHO-PiT-TB-75-121
ABO-9519.10-E
ABO-12095. 1-BTL
ASC/IB-TB-75-25
ASD-COSTJ-BBS-110B
ASD-TB-75-3
ASD-Xfi-75-28 .. •
ASD-TB-75-37
ASD/XR-TB-75-22
iSED-333
ASED-1208
ASI-TB-75-21
ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AB-1C-1 ....
ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AB-2A-1
ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AB-2C-1 ....
ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AB-1A-1 ....
ASLE PBBPBIHT 76-AB-5B-1 ....
ASLE PBEPBIHT 76-AB— 6C-2
AS HE PiPBH 75-DB-S
ASHE PAPEB 75-DBT-99
ASBE PAPBB 75-DET-112 ... ...
ASBE PAPEB 75-DBT-113 .......
ASHE PAPEB 75-DET-125
ASBE PAPEB 75-LOB-20 ........
ASBE PAPEB 75-LUB-10
ASBB PAPEB 76-AOT-B .........
ASBE PAPER 76-A0T-U . .
p0427 H76-30226
...... p0122 H76-15091
...... p0122 H76-30171
p0122 H76-15090
p0123 H76-15091
...... p0122 H76-15092
p0122 H76-15093
...... p0122 H76-30170
p0123 H76-15095
p0135 H76-31205
p0475 H76-33150
p0123 H76-30172
..... p0130 H76-15501
... p0138 H76-31231
p0437 H76-31221-
p0030 H76-10910
p0039 H76-11067
p0124 H76-15117
p0129 H76-15170
..... p0153 H76-16387
p0216 H76-20118
p0381 H76-29182
p0073 H76-12010
p0073 H76-12011
p0181 H76-18527
.... p0112 H76-11131
..... p0129 H76-15169
p0280 B76-24261
p0078 H76-12086*
.... p0385 H76-29181
p0215 B76-20135
p0086 B76- 13082
p0345 B76-272H4
p0391 B76-29279
pOIIO B76-32060
..... p0179 B76-18113
... p0472 H76-32195
..... p0473 H76-32599
. . p0388 H76-29242
p0076 H76-120U6
p0127 B76-15153
p0029 H76-10140**
p0413 A76-44118
... p0413 A76-44109
p0113 A76-11123
p0413 176-44105
..... p0113 A76-44110
... p0113 A76-4U111
p0413 A76-44127 '
..... p0402 A 76-12052 *
..... p0135 A76-20736
... p0135 A76-20710
p0135 A76-20741
P0135 A76-20747
... p0064 A76-14872*
p0061 A76-14882
P0142 A76-21671
... p0302 A76-36160*
.. p0302 A76-361S6*
... p0199 A76-25773
... p0199 A76-25786
... p0200 A76-25813
..... p0200 A76-25821
p0200 A76-25825
.... p0200 A76-25829
D0200 176-25833
B-6
BZPOBX/ACCESSIOB IOBBBB IIOBZ
ASBE P&PEB 76-6T-95 ............... p0200 A76-25835
ASBE PAPEB 76-GT-97 ............... p0201 i76-25837
ASBE PIPEB 76-GT-116 .............. p0201 A76-25849
ASBB PIPEB 76-ST-118 .............. pOZOI A76-25851
ASBE PAPEB 76-6T-125 .............. p0201 A76-25855
ASBB PAPEB 76-LUBS-8 .............. p041<l A76-44240
ASBE PAPEB 76-LDBS-16 ............. pOllt A76-44246*
ASBL-TB-154-9 ..................... p0250 H76-23182*i
ASBL-fB-177-1 ..................... p0397 H76-29650 f
ASBL-fB-180-1 ..................... pOISS H76-17025*i
ASBL-IB-183-1 ..................... p0183 B76-18144M
AIC-B-94300/4CB-24 ................ p0041 B76-11088 t
ATL-IB-201 ........................ p0027 B76-10127**
ATL-TH-216 ........................ pOOSI B76-13013**
ATB- 76(7310) -1 .................... p0429 B76-31090«l
AV-FB-538 ......................... p021» B76-20112 t
BBH-2955 .......................... p0090 B76-13882**
BBH-3130 .......................... p0219 876-21160**
BBS-3338 .......................... p0474 B76-32971*i
t ,
BC&C-D6-42440-1-VOL-1 ............. p0179 H76-18118*t
BCAC-D6-42440-2-VOL-2 ............. p0180 H76-18119*f
r
BHC-299-099-740 ................... pOIII 876-14114 f
BHC-299-099-743 ................... p0159 H76-17102 i
BLB/7402 .......................... p02»2 B76-22170 I
BLL-BEL-TT-2654- (6075. 461) ........ p0338 B76-26496
BBV6-FBiT-75-2 .................... p01»8 876-16044 *
BBTG-FBIT-75-20 ................... P0436 B76-31220 t
BBL-CB-292 ........................ p0470 H76-32135 *
BB44083 ........................... p0043 876-11292 *
BR48362 ........................... p0439 H76-31586 f
BE48386 ........................... p0272 H76-24173 *
'BR49708 ........................... p0153 H76-16491 »
BB50445 ........................... p0438 R76-31341 *
BD-173 ............................ p0221 H76-21168 *
BO-175 ............................ p0221 B76-21169 I
BO-176 ............................ P0221 H76-21170 *
CAB-BAS-75-01-SOPPL ............... p0378 H76-28208 *
CALSPAB-AK-5280-F-8 ............... p0113 876-14141 *
CASD-APS-73-006 ................... p0152 H76-16114 *
CB/BEL-136 ____ ' .................... p0090 B76-13300 *
CEL-TH-1410 ....................... p0383 H76-29174 *
CB-6032-EBHEB ..................... p0039 H76-11080 *
CH-6032-EBBEH-PT-1 ................ p0029 B76-10144 *
CH-6032-EBBBB-PT-2 ................ p0029 B76-10145 *
CB-ISSB-0082-5263 ................. p0438 876-31236 *
CP-1320 ........................... p0434 B76-31193 *
CBABFIBLD-BEBO-7512 ............... p0220 H76-21167 I
CI-BB-74-034.F .................... p0076 H76-12047 *
DDA-BDB-7704 ...................... p0090 H76-13225 *
DDA-EDB-8524 ...................... p0078 B76-12073 f
DOA-EDB-8617 ...................... p0213 H76-20095 *
DGLB PAPEB 75-008 ................. p0096 A76-18276 «
D6LB PAPBB 75-011 ................. p0096 A76-18278 *
DGLB PAPEB 75-012 ................. p0096 A76-18279 *
DSLE PiPES TS-Q'S ................. P009"1 »76-'82SO
DGLB PAPEB 75-014 ................. p0097 A76-18281 *
DSLB PAPEB 75-020 ................. p0097 A76-18285 *
DGLB PAPEB 75-022 ................. p0097 A76-18287 *
DGLB PAPEB 75-024 ................. p0097 A76-18289 *
•DGLB PAPEB 75-036 ................. p0097 A76-18298 *
DGLB PAPEB 75-038 ................. p0097 A76-18300 *
DGLB PAPEB 76-048 ................. p0303 A76-36547 f
DGLB PAPEB 76-050 ................. p0302 A76-36S44 i
DGLB PAPEB 76-053 p0303 A76-36546 *
DGLB PAPBB 76-060 p0449 A76-45489 t
DGLB PAPEB 76-061 p0449 A76-45487 *
DGLB PIPES 76-065 p0449 A76-45488 *
DGLB-PAPBB-72-122 p0036 B76-11049
DGLB-PAPBB-72-123 p0036 B76-11050
DGLB-PAPEB-72-124 p0037 B76-11051
DGLB-PAPBB-72-125 p0037 B76-11052
DGLB-PAPEB-72-126 p0037 B76-11053
DGLB-PAPEB-72-127 p0037 B76-11054
DGLB-PAPEB-72-128 p0037 B76-11055
DGLB-PAPEB-72-129 p0037 B76-11056
DGLB-PAPEB-72-130 p0037 H76-11057
DGLB-PAPEB-72-131 p0038 876-11058
DGLB-PAPBB-72-132 p0038 B76-11059
DGLB-PAPEB-72-133 p0038 876-11060
DLB-FB-
DLB-PB
DLB-FB-
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLB-FB
DLR-FB-
DLB-FB-
DLB-FB
DLR-FB
DLB-FB
DLR-FB
DLH-PB-
DLB-FB-
DLB-FB
DLR-FB
DLB-FB
DLH-FB-
DLB-FB-
DLR-FB
DLB-FB
DLR-FB
DLR-FB
DLB-FB-
DLR-FB-
DLB-FB-
DLB-FB-
DLS-FB
DLB-IB
DLR-IB
DLB-IB
DLB-IB
DLB-IB
DLB-IB
DLH-IB
DLB-IB
DLB-IB-
DLR-IB-
DLB-IB-
•73-02 p0022 B76-
-73-41 p0242 876-
-73-98 p0242 B76-
•73-102 p0148 B76-
-74-11 p0022 B76-
-74-25 p02«3 876-
-74-30 p0086 B76-
-74-32 p0274 876-
-74-47 p0038 876-
•74-61 p0038 B76-
•75-10 p0038 876-
•75-12 p0213 876-
•75-14 p0022 B76-
•75-15 p0244 876-
i-75-34 p0215 B76-:
I-75-37 p0082 876-
•75-40 p0246
•75-41 p0216
•75-43 p0086
•75-49 p0213
•75-51 p0123
876-
876-
B76-
876-
876-
•75-54 p0427 B76-
•75-56 p0124 876-
•75-57-PT-1 p0124 876-
•75-58-PT-2 p0124 876-
•75-59 p0424 876-
•75-61 p0435 B76-
•75-62 p0423 B76-
•75-72 p0218 B76-
•75-74 p0215 876-
•76-06 p0337 876-
•76-09 p0422 876-
•76-18 p0338 876-
10068
22173
•22172
•16047
•10069
•22176
13075
•24184
•11065
11064
11063
20087
10071
22191
20128
13025
22213
20152
13076
20083
15108
30227
15109
15110
15111
30203
31204
30175
20942
20127
26291
30165
26352
•151-74/11 p0273 876-24178
•151-75/8 p0273 876-24180
-151-75/12 p0273 B76-24181
•151-75/13 p0436 876-31223
•552-75/11 p0341 B76-27177
•555-74/1 p0203 876-22177
•555-74/4 p0245 876-22203
•555-74/7 p0243 876-22178
•555-74/11 p0245 876-22204
•555-74/12 p0244 876-22190
•555-74/13 p0279 876-24258
DLR-BITI-73-04 p0036 876-11048
DLB-BITI-74-02 p0026 876-10117
DLB-BITT-74-11 p0040 876-11081
DLB-BITT-74-15 pOOSO 876-13009
DLB-BITT-74-21 p0278 876-24243
DLB-BITT-75-12 pOOSO B76-13001
DLB-BITT-75-21 p0211 876-20070
DLB-BITT-75-24 p0274 876-24209
DBB/BAE-1975(3) p0151 876-16102
DBB/8AE-1975(4) '. p0217 876-20156
DBS-DR-2217-VOL-1 p0147 876-16033*
DBS-DB-2217-VOL-2 p0147 876-16034*
DBS-DB-2217-VOL-3 p0147 B76-16035*
DBS-DB-2236 p0122 876-15089*
EaS-BE-2245 p0341 B76-2717**
DBS-DB-2273-VOL-1 p0293 876-25322*
DBS-DB-2273-VOL-2 p0293 B76-25323*
DBS-DB-2273-VOL-3 p0294 B76-25324*
DBS-DB-2273-VOL-4 p0294 876-25325*
DBS-DR-2273-VOL-5 p0294 876-25326*
DBS-DB-2275-VOL-1 p0294 876-25333*
DBS-DB-2275-VOL-2 p0294 876-25334*
E-7
REPORT/ACCESSIOH HOMER IgDEI
|DOD-AGFSBS-75-1 ." p0125 H76-15125 t
DOD-AGFSBS-,75-2 p0125 876-15123 *
DOD-AGFSBS-75-3 ' p0148 876-16055 t
DOD-AGFSBS-75-4 p0118 H76-16056 #
IDOD/DF-75/003A p0281 876-24459 *
DOT-TSC-FAA-74-24-VOL-1 p0217 876-20301 *
DOT-TSC-FAA-76-4 p0331 876-26149 +
DOI-TST-75-86-VOt-1 p0435 876-31209 *
DOT/IST-76-58 pOU39 H76-31763 *
DB-HAT-198 p0043 H76-11292 *
DBSA7-76-5 -. p0388 876-29239 *
DSPS-75-74 ....' p0380 H76-28231 t
DTBSBDC-4727 . .! '. . . . .' p0437 876-31227 i
D3-9042-6 p0277 H76-24239 t
D6-41064-1-VOL-1 p0159 B76-17151*f
D6-41064-2-VOL-2 p0160 B76-17152»t
D6-41064-3-VOL-3 p0160 876-17153**
D6-41995 .- p0382 876-28960**
06-742141-1 p0087 876-13094 *
D6-42141-3 .'. ." p0087 876-13093 *
D6-42312 - ; p0439 H76-31978**
D6-42440-3-V01-3 p0222 876-21189**
D6-42440-4-VOL-4 p0222 876-21190**
D6-42536 '* p0156 876-17072**
D6-42611-ADD "." p0178 876-18100**
D6-42614 p0246 876-22330**
D6-426U7 p0178 876-18101**
D6-42647 p0178 876-18102**
D6-42670-1 p0469 876-32132**
D6-42670-2-VOL-1 p0035 876-11034**
D6-42670-3-TOL-2 p0035 876-11035**
D6-42670-4-VOL-3 p0035 H76-11036**
D6-42768 p0253 876-23626**
D6-42813-1 p0335 H76-26202**
D6-42967 ." p0282 876-25146**
D6-43798-1-PT-1 p0373 876-28161**
D6-43798-3-PT-3 p0373 876-28162**
D6-44121-1-VOL-1 p0474 876-32972**
D6-75748 p0283 876-25159 *
D6-75776 ^ p0283 876-25157**
D180-17503-3 p0043 876-11257 *
D180-19181-1 p0337 876-26350 *
D210-10792-3 p0177 K76-18069**
D210-10900-1 p0041 876-11094 *
D210-10965-2 p0478 876-33201 *
D210-10975-1 p0342 876-27190 *
D210-11007-1 ." p0250 876-23250**
D313-099-001-VOL-3 p0243 876-22175**
D313-099-002-V01-4 p0193 876-19145**
E-7604 p0156 876-17073**
E-8040 p0272 H76-24153**
E-8057 p0177 876-18077**
E-8063 ' p0177 876-18076**
E-8331-1 p0077 S76-12065**
E-8334 p0027 K76-10126**
E-8382 -. p0017 876-10004**
E-8431 .' p0181 876-18130**
E-8482 p0155 876-17024**
"E-8490 p0180 876-18126**
E-8491 p0159 876-17143**
E-8518 p0077 876-12066**
E-8519 p0077 876-12063**
E-8523 p0180 876-18127**
E-8530 p0181 H76-18134**
E-8548 p0181 876-18128**
E-8553 p0181 876-18129**
E-8559 p0241 876-22156**
E-8581 p0088 876-13102**
E-8590 ..j p0277 876-24242**
B-8591 p0088 876-13101**
E-8598 i p0248 876-22977**
E-8606 p0112 876-14127**
E-8631 -. p0151 876-16081**
E-8633 p0149 876-16065**
E-8651 p0184 876-18499**
E-8652 ." p0180 876-18125**
E-8658 p0332 876-26154**
E-8676 p0426 876-30216**
E-8682 p0223 876-21206**
E-8688 p0251 876-23265**
E-8693 p0252 876-23268**
E-8697 p0435 876-31198**
E-8700 p0472 H76-32192**
E-8703 p0223 876-21208**
E-8713 i p0251 876-23267**
E-8728 p0338 876-26510**
B-8728B p0338 876-26512**
E-8736 p0479 876-33206**
E-8753 p0332 876-26155**
E-8757 p0335 876-26199**
E-8758 p0340 876-27167**
E-8762 p0340 876-27168**
E-8763 p0348 876-27957*
E-8766 p0428 876-30565*
E-8767 p0438 876-31330*
E-8771 p0340 876-27169*
E-8806 p0424 876-30201*
E-8823 p0421 876-30156*
E-8826 pO«26 876-30217*
E-8829 p0429 876-30922*
BCOB-4337 p0089 876-13115
ECOH-4357 p0217 876-20360
ECOB-4383-PT-3 p0281 876-24455
BDB-8708 , p0380 876-28237*
BPA-460/3-76-009-A-VOL-1 p0479 1176-33209
EPA-460/3-76-009-B-VOL-2 p0479 B76-33210
EQ-5174130281-VOL-1 p0428 B76-30678
BSi-TT-159 p0022 876-10068
BSA-TI-160 p0022 876-10069
ESA-TT-162 p0026 876-10117
ESA-TT-164 p0040 876-11081
ESA-TT-165 p0022 B76-10071
ESA-TT-174 p0038 876-11063
ESA-TT-175 p0036 876-11048
BSA-TI-181 p0030 876-10979
ESA-TT-184 p0044 B76-11472
ESA-TT-187 p0038 876-11064
ESA-TI-189 p0038 876-11065
ESA-TT-190 p0079 876-12984
ESA-TT-210 p0148 876-16047
ESA-TT-214 p0213 876-20087
ESi-TT-215 p0216 876-20152
ESA.-IT-217 p0274 876-24184
ESA-TT-222 p0243 876-22176
BSA-TT-224 p0215 876-20128
ESA-TT-225 p0246 B76-22213
ESA-TT-232 p0434 876-31180
BSA-TI-234 p0242 876-22172
ESA-TT-238 p0273 876-24182
ESA-TT-244 p0278 H76-24243
ESA-TI-256 p0424 876-30203
ESi-TT-258 p0427 876-30227
ESi-TT-259 p0244 876-22191
BSA-TI-263 p0275 876-24216
ESA-TT-266 p0242 876-22173
ESA-TI-269 p0423 876-30175
ESA-IT-301 p0439 876-31591
ESA-TT-308 p0434 876-31187
ESDO-75018 p0039 876-11077 *
ESDO-75027 p0219 876-21152
ESDD-75028 p0219 876-21153
ESDD-75031 p0347 876-27597
ESDB-76003 p0347 876-27598
ESl-P-622 p0287 876-25211**
ESL-B-632 p0149 876-16058**
ESL-SB-634 p0089 876-13113**
ESS-4032-104-75 p0035 876-11040**
ESS-4039-103-75 p0110 876-14089**
EXX08/GBD.15GABF.75 p0347 876-27441 *
FAA-AFS-1-76-2 p0477 876-33187 *
FAA-AVP-75-4 p0212 876-20072 *
FAA-AVP-75-7 p0211 876-20069 *
FAA-ATP-75-12 p0211 876-20068 *
FAA-AVP-75-14 p0333 876-26169 *
E-8
BBPOHT/ACCBSSIOB HUSBBB IHDBI
FAA-BD-75-1-VOI-1 p0378 876-28205 *
FAA-EQ-73-5 p0112 H76-1I1126
PAA-EQ-73-7-2 p0087 876-13094
FAA-BQ-73-7-4 p0087 H76-13093
FAA-EQ-74-5 p0224 H76-21211
PAA-BA-74-44 p0222 H76-21191
FAA-BA-74-59 p0124 H76-15122
Pii-HA-75-1 p0083 H76-13059
PAA-BA-75-3 p0249 H76-23172
FAA-BA-75-14 p0177 H76-33187
PAA-SA-75-56 p0281 B76-2H435
FAA-BA-75-60 pOUSO 876-33218
PAA-BA-75-151 p0107 H76-1SOUS'
PAA-BD-73-131-VOL-2-ADD-A p0277 876-21239
FAA-BD-74-160 p0222 876-21191
FAA-BD-75-79 p0087 876-13091
PAA-BD-75-105 p0121 876-15122
FAA-BD-75-123-VOL-2 p0089 876-13111
PAi-BD-75-121-VOL-1 p0130 876-31091
FAA-BD-75-121-VOL-2 p0130 876-31092
PAA-BD-75-127 p0219 876-23172
FAA-BD-75-162-TOL-1 p0276 876-21233
PAA-BD-75-162-VOL-2 p0276 876-24234
FAA-BD-75-174-VOL-1 p0217 876-20301
PAA-BD-75-190 pOISI 876-16083
PAA-BD-75-197 p0107 B76-1i|Oi|5«
FAA-BD-75-206 p0378 876-28206*
PAA-BD-75-222-VOL-1 p0192 876-19129*
FAA-BD-75-222-VOL-2 p0192 876-19130*
FAA-BD-76-43 p0331 JI76-26149
FAA-BD-76-72 p0469 876-32132*
PAA-BD-76-72 p0480 876-33218
FAA-BD-76-100 p0424 876-30200*
PB-20 pOa38 876-31233
FPA-HO-1745-PT-2 p0473 876-32583
FFA-IB-AO-636 p0123 876-15106
PFA-TB-AO-648-PT-3 p0147 876-16039
FFA-TB-AO-988 p0038 876-11061
FFA-IB-AD-1083 p0242 876-22168
PPA-TB-AO-1116-PI-1 p0147 876-16040
PILB-1-0020 p0083 876-13042
FILB-3-0001 p0110 H76-14094
PILE-3-0288 p0110 876-1*093
FILB-3-1941 p0157 H76-17080
PO-1153 p0039 B76-11080
FO-1230-PT-1 p0029 876-10111
FO-1230-PI-2 p0029 876-10115
FOK-K-81 p0281 876-21411
POK-8-00-28 p0216 875-20138
FOK-B-1775 p0316 B76-27371
FOK-B-1796 p0347 B76-27431
FOK-B-1805 p0346 B76-27375
-FOK-B-1806 p0346 876-27115
FSTC-BT-23-0131-75 p0107 876-14055
PTD-BC-23-2131-71 p0246 B76-22407
PID-ID(BS) 1-0039-76 p0341 B76-27217
PTD-ID(BS)1-1265-75 p0215 876-20134
PTD-ID(BS)1-1518-75 p0127 B76-15152
FTD-ID(BS)I-1602-75 p0127 876-15151
FTD-ID(FS)1-1618-75 p0121 B76-15119
PTD-ID(RS)1-1637-75 p0121 B76-15118
PID-ID(BS)1-1653-75 p0129 B76-15171
FTD-ID(BS)1-2214-75 p0248 B76-23153
FTD-ID(BS)1-2286-75 p0317 B76-27443
FTO-IO(BS)1-2308-75 p0223 B76-21196
FID-ID(BS)1-2316-75 p0246 B76-22389
PID-ID(BS) 1-2458-75 ,... p0397 B76-29628
PID-IDBSI-0068-76 p0391 H76-29276 *
PTD-HT-24-0285-75 p0029 B76-10530 *
PTL-B75-1 p0113 B76-15814**
FIL-B75-2 p0113 B76-15015**
FTB-2 p0344 B76-27234**
P0164-PB-VOL-1 p0128 B76-15166
F0164-PB-70L-2 p0128 876-15167
F0164-FB-VOL-3 p0129 B76-15168
P0350-FB p0423 B76-30187
GAB/AB/75D-8 p0384 B76-29180
GAE/AB/75D-12 » p0476 B76-33163
6AB/AB/75D-15 p0384 B76-29175
GAE/AB/75D-16 p0476 B76-33161
GAB/AE/75J-6 p0426'876-30215
GAB/AB/75S-10 pO«78.876-33192
GiB/HC/75-3 p0280 876-24278
GAB/BD/75D-6 p0274 876-24189
GAPD-I0528-FB p0217 876-20154
GAS1-TB-227 p0479 876-33208*
GB/EE/75-19 p0287 B76-25207
GB/EE/75D-9 p0389 876-29214
GB/EB/75D-12 p0287 876-25209
GEB1-2074 p0041 876-11087
GOB/SH/75D-3 p0348 876-28094
GOB/SB/75D-5 p0348 B76-28095
GOB/SB/750-7 p0348 876-28093
GPO-33-379 p0192 876-19131
GPO-37-626 p0242 876-22174
GPO-48-894 pO«28 S76-306«9
GPO-50-870 p0148 876-16053
GPO-56-322 p0343 876-27204
GPO-56-607 p0251 B76-23254
GPO-60-520 p0283 B76-25154
GPO-60-913 p0477 B76-33188
GPO-62-325 p0470 876-32139
GPO-62-786 p0218 876-20695
GPO-66-059 p0180 876-18124
GPO-68-258 p0382 876-29054
GPO-68-927 p0382 B76-29056
GPO-69-739 p0429 876-31085
GPO-69-812 p0429 876-31086
GPO-72-600 p0474 B76-33131
GPO-72-601 p0373 H76-28155
GPO-73-502 p0382 876-29057
GPO-77-667 , p0474 876-33132
GSB/SH/75D-13 p0439 876-31552
GSH/SB/75D-18 p0344 876-27218
GSH/SH/75D-24 , p0437 876-31232
GSH/SH/75S-3 p0386 B76-29221
GSB/SH/75S-4 p0150 876-16076
H-889 p0160 B76-17156**
H-901 p0042 B76-11105*#
H-905 i p0129 876-15176**
H-908 ; p0252 B76-23272**
H-935 p0194 B76-19152*»
BAC-BBP-C5350-F p0183 B76-18332 *
HOB8ISEI.L-S-3068 p0043 B76-11106 *
HSBB-6700-VOL-1 p0387 876-29231**
HSBB-6700-VOL-2 p0387 876-29232**
HSSB-6794 p0279 876-24259 *
BSBB-6968 p0427 B76-30296**
IAF PAPEB SI-76-06 p0454 A76-46171 *
IC-ABBO-75-08 p0242 876-22169 *
ICAP-DOC-794 p0044 B76-11440 *
ICAF-DOC-795 p0044 B76-11156 *
ICAP-834 p0473 876-32583 *
ICAS PAPBB 76-06 p0460 A76-47355 *
ICAS PAPBB 76-07 p0460 A76-47356 *
IC»S PAPBB 76-08 p0460 A76-47357 *
ICAS PAPEB 76-09 p0460 A76-473S8 *
ICAS PAPBB 76-10 p0460 A76-47359 »
ICAS PAPEB 76-12 p0461 A76-17360 «
ICAS PAPEB 76-13 p0461 A76-47361 *
ICAS PAPBB 76-14 p0461 A76-47362 *
1-9
RBPOHT/ICCBSSI08 BOHBBB IHDEI
ICIS PiPER 76-15 ,
ICIS PIPBB 76-21
ICIS PiPEB 76-22
ICiS PIPEB 76-23
ICIS PiPEB 76-24
ICiS PiPEB 76-28
ICiS PIPEB 76-34 ,
ICiS PiPBB 76-35
ICiS PIPES 76-36
ICiS PiPEB 76-41 ,
ICiS PiPEB 76-42 ,
ICiS PiPBB 76-44 ,
ICiS PiPEB 76-45
ICiS PiPEE 76-46 ,
ICiS PiPEB 76-48
ICiS PIPEB 76-50
ICiS PIPEB 76-51 ,
ICiS PiPEB 76-53
ICIS PiPEB 76-56 „
ICiS PiPBB 76-57
ICiS PiPBB 76-58
ICiS PiPEB 76-59
ID1/HQ-75-17099-70I-2
I1R-2-1974 ,
II.R-5-1975
18-2
180-182 ,
ISBB-0-85679-136-0
ISBH-2-7 170-0323-1 ,
ISBH-2-7170-0333-9 ,
ISBN-2-7 170-0335-5 ,
ISBH-2-7170-03UO-1
ISBH-92-835-0152-7 ,
ISBH-92-835-0154-3
ISBB-92-835- 1201-4 ,
ISBB-92-835-1202-2 ,
ISBH-92-835- 1205-7
ISBH-92-835- 1209-X
ISBH-92-835-1 210-3 .'
ISBN-92-835- 1218-9 ,
ISSB-0047-9055
ISSH-004 7-9055 .-
ISO-ERI-1HES-74253
p0461
P0461
p0461
p0461
p0461
p0462
P0462
P0462
P0462
P0462
P0462
P0462
P0462
P0463
P0463
P0463
P0463
P0463
P0463
p0463
P0463
p0464
p0464
p0464
P0464
p0464
P0464
pO«64
p0464
P0465
p0465
P0127
P0127
P0151
P0272
P0246
P0223
P0347
p0123
P0128
P0123
P0123
P0195
P0197
P0196
P0198
P0178
P0220
p0249
P0385
P0151
P0217
p0194
P0194
176-47363**
i76-47367 *
176-47368 *
i76-47369 *
i76-47370 *
i76-47373 *
176-47374 *
i76-47375
i76-47377
i76-47379 *
i76-47380 *
i76-47381 *
176-47382 t
176-47385**
i76-47386 *
i76-47388 *
i76-47389
i76-47390 *
i76-47391 *
i76-47392 *
i76-47393 *
176-47394 *
176-47395 *
176-47396
176-47397 *
176-47399 #
176-47400 *
176-47401**
176-47402 *
176-47403 *
176-47404 *
H76-15148 *
H76-15149 *
N76-16084 t
H76-24170 *
876-22360 *
1176-21193 *
N76-27598
H76-15099 *
H76-15164 #
H76-15102 *
H76-15104 *
876-19235 *
H76-19471 *
1176-19295 *
H76-19487 *
N76-18108 t
1176-21163 *
H76-23163 *
S76-29187 *
1176-16102 *
H76-20156 *
876-19156 *
H76-19157 *
Ml-TH-33-777 p0381 876-28272**
JSC-09811 p0247
JSC-09832 p0083
876-22584**
M76-13040**
JSC-106.13 p0250 H76-23181**
JSC-10655 P0340 B76-27164**
JICG/1S-74-D-003 P0026 1176-10118 *
K-TR1HS-77 p0279 H76-24257 *
1-223 P0188 B76-19078*
L-464 p0188 H76-19076*
1-651 p0188 H76-19080*
1-8452 p0151 H76-16100**
1-9796 p0185 H76-18889**
1-9898 p0077 B76-12068**
L-9957 P0036 B76-11044**
1-10018 p0082 H76-13022**
L-10037 p0035 876-11041**
1-10106 p0121 H76-15085**!
L-10129 p0122 H76-15088**I
1-10173 p0121 B76-15086**i
1-10183 p0017 H76-10006*»
•1-10297 p0383 876-29167**
1-10305 p0078 H76-12079**
1-10333 p0076 H76-12042** i
1-10336 , p0074 876-12015** i .
1-10355 L p0121 H76-15083** ,
1-10361 p0183 876-18147** ;
1-10370 p0084 B76-13064** -
1-10375 p0034 B76-11033** i
1-10379 p0079 B76-12828** '
1-10387 p0332 B76-26164** '
1-10389 p0183 876-18145**
1-10400 p0335 876-26203** ,
1-10406 p0074 H76-12013** ,
1-10428 pOOSO 876-13000** {
1-10435 p0373 B76-28160** '
1-10437 p0160 H76-17925**i |
1-10442 pOOSI B76-13014**.
1-10450 p0036 876-11042**
1-10473 p0084 876-13065**
1-10476 p0081 876-13017**
1-10497 p0121 876-15084** '
1-10514 p0221 B76-21173**
1-10522 p0332 H76-26161**
1-10545 p0280 876-24266**
1-10555 p0280 B76-24265**
1-10558 p0212 876-20081**
1-10568 p0121 876-15087** '
1-10584 p0224 876-21216** |
1-10593 p0334 876-26194**
1-10607 p0218 876-20941**
1-10611 p0469 B76-32134**
1-10635 p0430 H76-31134**
1-10654 p0175 876-18041** '.
1-10735 p0332 876-26165** '
1-10736 p0336 876-26218**
1-10738 p0339 B76-26585**
1-10752 p0249 H76-23170**
1-10780 p0339 876-26950**
1-10823 p0475 876-33143**
1-10847 p0474 B76-33133**
1-10908 p0332 H76-26163**
1-10948 p0373 B76-28163**
1BF-S-119 p0224 B76-21601 *
IEC-5809 p0247 B76-22584**
1675BB0028-PT-1 p0079 876-12322 *
1G75EB0028-PT-2 p0079 B76-12322 *
1G75BB0121 p0344 B76-27223 *
1G76BB0013 p0477 B76-33186**
1G76ER0076-V01-1 p0271 B76-24144**
1G76BR0076-V01-2 p0271 B76-2414S**
IHSC-D057194-PT-4 p0294 B76-25331**
1B-589 p0346 B76-27246
IB-26575-BEV-1 p0342 876-27187
1B-26650 p0193 876-19147*
18-26700 p0215 H76-20130
IR-27180-VOI-1 p0276 B76-24229
1B-27180-V01-2 p0276 B76-24230
1B-27338 p0284 876-25168**
1B-27347 , p0159 B76-17101**
1B-27446 p0193 H76-19144**
1IC-74-17.3 p0088 876-13105 *
B-74-9 p0471 B76-32180**
H-154 p0083 B76-13041**
H1B-5170-T5 , p0247 H76-22610 *
H1B-5192-I1 p0482 876-33959 *
H1R-101H pOISI B76-16083 *
BBB-OPE-1014-0 p0220
HBB-IJFE-1067-0 p0281
876-21165 *
B76-24368 *
HBB-OFB-1070-0 p0272 H76-24175 *
HBB-OFB-1072-0 p0275 876-24215 *
HBB-OFE-1073-0 p0273 876-24176 «
HBB-OFB-1098-0 p0244 876-22190 *
HBB-OFE-1164-0 p0241 876-22166 *
E-10
HBPOBl/iCCBSSIO* BDBBKB IIDBZ
BCO-3900.4A
BDC-A2960-VOL-1
BDC-A2960-VOL-2
BDC-A2960-VOL-3
BDC-A3304
BDC-A3313-VOL-1 ............
BDC-A3313-VOI-2
BDC-A3440-VOL-1
BDC-A3440-VOL-2-ADD-2 ......
BDC-J7245
BB-73-11-70L-1
BE-73-11-VOL-2
BB/A-75-3 -
BBBO-403225
BPIS-BIIT-61
BB-S-1322-A ....
BB-403212 .
Hl-72-82 .
BiCi-BB- k56C<n
BADC-74181-30-VOL-1
BADC-75024-30
BSDC-75037-30
B&DC-75223-20 .......
BADC-75236-30 ..............
BADC-753 10-30 • ....... .
BADC-76079-30
BiBC— EBG-7856 ...
BAL-TB-284T • ..---.. ..
BAL-TB-421 ............. .
BAl-tB-425
BAPTC-PB-67
BAS A-C AS B- ABC- 10470-3
BASA-CASE— ABC- 108 12-1
BAS A -CASE-LAB-1 0585-1
BASA— CASB-LAB-1 1387-1 . .
BASi-CASE-LAB— 11674-1
BASA-CASB-LAB-1 1833-1
BASA-CASB-LAB-1 1868-1
BASA-CASB-LAB-1 19 19-1
BASA-CASB-LAB-1 1932-1
BASA-CASE-BPS-16609-3
BASA-CB-2552 .. ....
BASA-CB-2576
BASA-CB-2578 . ....
BASA-CB-2597
BASA-CB-2599 ........
BASA-CR-2602
BASA-CB-2604
BASA-CB-2605
p0127 B76-15150 *
p0128 B76-15155 *
p0128 876-15156 *
p0128 B76-15157 *
p0472 876-32203**
p0178 876-18103**
p0085 876-13066**
....... p0178 876-18105**
p0082 876-13031 *
. p0224 B76-21211 *
. ..... p0084 876-13061**
. ..... p0084 876-13062**
p0112 876-14126 *
p0082 B76-13032 *
p0385 B76-29188**
p0180 876-18120**
....... p0180 B76-18121**
..... p0175 876-18045 *
....... p0035 B76-11040**
p0422 B76-30163 *
....... p0216 B76-20148 *
... p0175 876-18043**
. ..... p0089 B76-13112**
POH69 B16-32133**
p0086 876-13084
.. p0079 B76-12177
....... p0151 876-16095
.. .. p0275 B76-24222
p0385 B76-29211
....... p0283 876-25158
....... p0281 876-24459
... p0276 B76-24223
p0472 876-32196
....... p0377 B76-28198
. p0029 876-10157
p0482 B76-33957
. . p0141 A76-21801
....... p0182 876-18143
p0182 876-18142
... p0125 876-15126
p0222 876-21178
....... p0088 876-13103**
p0385 876-29217*
p0181 876-18131**
p0241 B76-22154*
. p0214 876-20114*
p0179 876-18117*
p0437 876-31229**
p0194 876-19159**
. . p0245 876-22202*+
p0436 B76-31219**
..... p0470 876-32140*
p0185 876-18537**
p0335 B76-26202**
. .. p0213 B76-20082M
p0027 876-10125**
p0156 876-17072**
.. .. p0073 B76-12006**
p0039 B76-11078**
p0017 B76-10002»«
BASA-CB-2610 ......
BASA-CB-2612
HASA-CB-2625
8ASA-CB-2632 ......
BA5A-CB-2636
BASA-CB-2651 . .
BASA-CB-2652
8ASA-CB-2658
BASA-CB-2676
8ASA-CB-2688
BASA-CB-2696
BASA-CB- 2703
BASA-CB-2706
BASA-CB-2708
BASA-CB-2733
BASA-CB- 2740
BASA-CB-114714
8ASA-CB-132575-2
8 AS A-CB— 1 32 57 5-4
BASA-CB-132718
SASl-CB-1 32732-1
BASA-CB-134594
BASA-CB-1 34777
8ASA-CB-134802
SASA-CB-134849
BASA-CB-134857
BASA-CB-134861
BASA-CB- 134862
BASA-CB-134875
8ASA-CB-134889
BASA-CB-134904
BASA-CB-134912
..... p0469 B76-32132**
p0078 876-12077**
....... p0090 B76-13883**
p0340 876-27164**
p0157 876-17074**
....... p0184 876-18536**
p0424 876-30198**
p0253 876-23626**
p0216 B76-20146**
p0219 876-21158**
......... pQ272 876-24152**
p0216 876-20151**
p0277 876-24240**
p0334 876-26193**
p0243 876-22175**
p0383 876-29157**
p0382 876-28960**
.... . p0339 B76-26514**
p0381 876-28949**
p0469 876-32131**
p0381 B76-28959**
........ p0382 B76-28961**
........ p0373 876-28161**
....... p0373 B76-28162**
p0474 B7 6-32974**
p0436 876-31214**
p0469 876-32124**
p0479 876-33208**
p01S9 876-17151**
p0160 B76-17152**
p0160 B76-17153**
p0378 B76-28219**
p0379 876-28220**
p0379 B76-28221**
....... p0379 B76-28222**P0029 sie-wt^o**
........ p0471 876-32181**
pOOSI B76-13013**
p0024 876-10094**
p0035 B76-11034**
p0035 B76-11035**
p0035 876-11036**
p0075 B76-12039**
p0075 B76-12040**
p0026 B76-10116**
p0435 B76-31195**
p0027 B76-10124»*
p0027 876-10127**
p0179 B76-18118**
pOISO B76-18119**
p0222 876-21189**
p0222 B76-21190*»
p0277 B76-2U236**
p0277 876-24237**
p0277 876-24238**
p0334 B76-26195**
p0334 876-26196**
p0334 876-26197**
p0335 B76-26198**
p0028 876-10133**
p0027 B76-10123**
p0028 876-10129**
p0028 876-10130**
p0028 B76-10131**
p0042 B76-11099**
pOOSS B76-13103**
p0084 876-13060**
p0084 B76-13061**
p0084 876-13063**
p0387 876-29231**
p0387 B76-29232**
p0345 876-27240**
p0087 876-13089**
p0077 B76-12067**
p0042 B76-11098**
p0387 876-29234**
p0087 B76-13100**
p0250 876-23182**
p0224 876-21210**
p0112 876-14129**
p0159 B76-17144**
B-11
BEPORt/ACCESSIOR SDBBBB IBDBI
HASA-CB-134961 p0153 H76-16375**
HASA-CB-134962 p0294 H76-25375M
HASA-CB-134977 p0381 H76-28553**
HASA-CB-134978 p0245 H76-22200*t
RASA-CB-134980 p0247 H76-22544*t
H»S»-CB-13a996 p0223 H76-21205**
HASA-CB-134999 , p0473 H76-32251**
HASA-CB-135001 p0427 H76-30296*t
HASA-CR-135002 p0245 H76-22197**
HASA-CB-135033 p0335 H76-26201*t
HASA-CR-1350110 p0380 H76-28237M
HASA-CB-135053 p0426 H76-30218**
HASA-CB-135062 p0438 H76-31298*t
HASA-CB-135065 p0387 H76-29233**
HASA-CB-135066 , pOU74 H76-32971»t
HASA-CB-137529 p0178 H76-18107**
HASA-CB-137534 p0177 H76-18069*t
HASA-CB-137581 p0439 H76-31978*»
HASA-CB-137671 p0023 H76-10089*t
HASA-CB-13767a ...." p0023 H76-10090*t
HASA-CB-137678 p0085 R76-13066**
HASA-CB-137695 p0085 H76-13070**
HASA-CB-137696 p0085 H76-13071**
HASA-CB-137698 p0085 H76-13067**
HASA-CB-137722 p0023 H76-10091«t
HASA-CB-137727 p0178 B76-18106**
HASA-CB-137728 p0178 H76-18105*t
HASA-CB-137729 p0178 H76-18100*t
HASA-CB-137733 pOOSI H76-13020**
HASA-CB-137747 p0219 H76-21159*t
HASA-CB-137748 p0219 H76-21160»*
HASA-CB-137?49 p0178 H76-18101**
HASA-CB-137750 p0178 H76-18102»t
HASA-CB-137760 p0021 H76-10062**
HASA-CB-137763 p0107 H76-14057**
HASA-CB-137764 ". p0108 H76-14058*#
HASA-CB-137765 p0193 H76-19145**
HASA-CB-137766. p0085 H76-13072**
HASA-CB-137767" p0086 H76-13073*f
BASA-CB-137770 p0157 H76-17078*f
HASA-CB-137771 p0157 H76-17079**
HASA-CB-137772 p0017 H76-10005*t
HASA-CB-137776 p0159 H76-17101»*
HASA-CB-137779 p0182 H76-18139**
HASA-CR-137784 p0090 H76-13882»t
HASA-CB-137799 p0113 H76-1501<l«*
HASA-CB-137800 p0113'H76-15015**
HASA-CB-137810 pOl'76 H76-18058»*
HASA-CB-137815 p0183 H76-18144*!
HASA-CB-137819 p0222 H76-21188**
HASA-CB-t37820 p0214 H76-20104**
HASA-CB-137821 p0376 H76-28190**
HASA-CB-137826 p0193 H76-19146**
HASA-CB-137828 p0274 H76-24208**
HASA-CR-137834 p0252 H76-23358*f
HASA-CH-137838 p0246 H76-22330**
HASA-CB-137839 p0380 H76-28232**
HASA-CB-137855 p0379 H76-28226**
HASA-CB-137857 p0379 H76-28227»*
HASA-C8-137863 p0385 H76-29188*f
HASA-CB-137878 p0377 H76-28204**
HASA-CB-137889 , p0426 H76-30214**
HASA-CB-137891 p0429 H76-31079**
HASA-CB-137899 p0382 H76-29153»*
BASA-CB-137911 p0382 H76-29064*t
HASA-CH-137913 p0474 H76-32972**
NASA-CB-137916 p0471 H76-32178**
HASi-CB-137940 .- p0429 "H76-31090**
HASA-CB-138877 , p0377 H76-28203**
HASA-CB-141835 -.. . p0122 H76-15089**
HASA-CB-141844 p0147 H76-16033**
HASA-CB-141845 p0147 H76-16034*t
HASA-CB-141846 p0147 H76-16035**
HASA-CB-144335 p0294 H76-25331**
HASA^CB-144535 p0024 H76-10092**
HASA-CB-144600 p0341 H76-27174**
HASA-CB-144603 p0294 H76-25333**
HASA-CB-144604 p0294 H76-25334*t
HASA-CB-144612 p0293 H76-25322**
HASA-CB-144613 p0293 H76-25323**
HASA-CR-144614 p029<l H76-25324**
HASA-CB-144615 p0294 H76-25325»*
HASA-CB-144616 p0294 H76-25326*t
HASA-CB-144893 p0085 H76-13069**
HASA-CB-144914 p0346 H76-27400**
HASA-CB-144920 p0178 H76-18103**
HASA-CB-144924 p0155 H76-17025**
HASA-CB-144935 p0193 H76-19144*t
HASA-CB-144949 p0271 H76-24145»t
HASA-CB-144950 p0282 H76-25146*t
HASA-CB-144953 p0250 H76-23250**
HASA-CB-144959 p0243 B76-22179**
HASA-CB-144962 p0379 H76-28225**
HiSA-CB-1«4963 p0283 H76-25157**
HASA-CB-144964 p0215 H76-20126**
HASA-CB-144967 p0248 H76-23159**
HASA-CB-144971 p0251 H76-23252**
HASA-CB-144972 .., p0251 H76-23253**
HASA-CB-144975 p0271 H76-24144**
HASA-CB-144978 p0429 H76-30921**
HASA-CB-144995 p0343 H76-27214**
RASA-CB-144996 p0284 H76-25168**
HASA-CB-145001 p0381 H76-28958**
HASA-CB-115004 p0346 H76-27247**
HASA-CB-145023 p0376 H76-28194*t
HASA-CB-145034 p0477 H76-33186**
HASA-CB-145037 p0469 H76-32129*«
HASA-CB-145041 p0471 H76-32182**
HASA-CB-145084 p0472 H76-32203**
HASA-CB-145562 p0078 H76-12086*t
HASA-CH-145627 p0031 H76-10997«»
BASA-CE-1U5693 p0036 876-11016**
HASA-CB-145700 p0035 H76-11040**
HASA-CB-145741 p0035 H76-11037»»
HASA-CB-145848 p0081 B76-13015**
HASA-CB-145862 p0089 H76-13113**
HASA-CB-145877 p0082 B76-13023**
HASA-CB-145903 p0089 H76-13112**
HASA-CB-145979 p0110 H76-14089**
HASA-CB-146067 p0120 H76-15078**
HASA-CB-146073 p0120 H76-15077**
RASA-CB-146127 p0149 R76-16058**
HASA-CB-146138 p0149 H76-16064*t
HASA-CB-146141 p0147 H76-16036**
HASA-CB-146282 p0176 H76-18057**
HASA-CB-146283 p0182 H76-18140**
HASA-CB-146349 p0180 H76-18120**
HASA-CB-146351 p0148 H76-16052*t
HASA-CB-146361 p0155 H76-17022**
HASA-CB-146420 p0180 H76-18121**
HASA-CB-146434 p0196 H76-19367**
H&SA-CB-146506 p0193 H76-19143*t
HASA-CB-146573 p0212 H76-20077**
HASA-CB-146815 p0220 H76-21164**
HASA-CH-147092 p0243 H76-22185**
HASA-CB-147099 p0247 H76-22419**
HASA-CB-147142 p0244 B76-22188**
HASA-CB-147160 p0245 H76-22199*f
HASA-CB-147230 p0248 R76-23160*t
HASA-CB-147479 p0183 H76-18234**
HASA-CB-147496 p0183 H76-18278**
HASA-CB-147550 p0247 H76-22584**
HASA-CB-147557 p0246 H76-22260**
SASA-CB-147706 p0252 H76-23349**
HASA-CB-147707 p0252 H76-23350**
HASA-CB-147741 p0282 H76-25148«*
RASA-CB-147750 p0281 H76-2.4365*f
HASA-CB-147932 p0249 B76-23169*t
RASA-CB-148100 p0287 H76-25211**
H1SA-CB-148148 p0250 H76-23249**
HASA-CB-148149 p0283 H76-25156»f
HASA-CB-148205 p0333 H76-26187*»
HASA-CB-148206 p0333 H76-26188»»
HASA-CB-148207 p0333 B76-26189M
HASA-CH-148224 p0339 H76-27103**
NASA-CB-148286 p0333 R76-26191**
HASA-CB-148287 p0337 H76-26221**
HASA-CB-148321 p0344 H76-27234**
RASA-CB-148491 p0380 R76-28238**
HASA-CB-148509 p0382 R76-29060**
RASA-CB-148515 p0381 H76-28272*t
HASA-CB-148535 p0380 H76-28239**
HASA-CB-148548 p0382 H76-28962*t
HASA-CB-148567 .- p0396 H76-29419**
HASA-CB-148604 p0427 H76-30222**
HASA-CB-148718 p0429 H76-30919*«
HASA-CB-148723 p0421 H76-30157M
HASA-CB-148778 p0427 H76-3022««t
HASA-CB-148832 ; p0471 H76-32180**
HASA-HEBS-BELEASB-76-51 p0214 B76-20106**
RASA-SP-347-PT-1 p0017 R76-10007**
RASA-SP-367 p0036 R76-11043**
HASA-SP-385 p0024 R76-10095**
RASA-SP-405 p0373 H76-28163*»
HASA-SP-3093 p0074 H76-12019**
E-12
R2POBI/ACCBSSIOB IOBBBB IBOEX
BASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TS-
8ASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
SASA-TB-
BASA-Tfi-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASi-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
8ASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-IB-
BiS&-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB"
BASS-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-1B'
BASA-TB'
BASA-IB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA'-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB'
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
SASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HA5A-TH-
SASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-1
8ASA-TB-1
X-3234
X-3259
X-3276
X-3281
X-3284
X-3297
X-3298
X-3309
X-3310
X-3314
X-3319
X-3320
X-3323
jt-3324
X-3334
X-3337
X-3338
X-3341
X-3342
X-3349 ........
X-3351
X-3356 ........
X-3360
X-3361
X-3362
X-3365
X-3372
X-3376
X-3379
X-3387
%-3392
X-3402
X-3410
X-3411
X-3413
X-3425
r-56034
X-56036
X-56037
-56039
-58165
-58172
-62256
-62355
-62459
-62460
-62461
-62468
-62469
-62473
-62478
-62479
-62489
-62491
-62494
-62496
-62498
-62499
-62513
-71804
-71811
-71819
-71820
-71849
-71853
-71857
-71865
-71867
-71877
-71878
-71896
-71899
-71904
-71911
-71912
-71979
-71980
-71981
-72662
-72693
-72750
-72779
-72784
-72786 .......
-72787
-72788
p0181 B76-18134**
p0335 B76-26203**
p0388 B76-29241**
p0248 B76-22977**
p0474 876-33133**
p0438 B76-31330**
p0042 876-11105**
p0474 B76-32973**
p0191 876-19105*
p0192 876-19142**
p0030 876-10995**
p0107 B76-14045**
p0031 B76-10996**
.. ...... p0159 876-17143**
p0112 876-14127**
p0180 B76-18125**
p0251 B76-23265**
p0252 B76-23268**
p0251 876-23267**
p0156 876-17071**
p0376 876-28189**
....... p0383 B76-29156**
p0022 B76-10067**
p0022 B76-10066**
p0074 H76-12018**
p0035 B76-11038**
p0087 B76-13099**
P0176 H76-18056**
BASA-TB-X-72789 p0042 B76-11097**
BASA-TB-I-72790 p0184 H76-18531»t
BASA-TB-I-72792 p007l> B76-12017»*
BASA-TB-I-72794 p0085 876-13068**
BAS1-TB-1-72796 p0082 876-13038**
BASA-TB-X-72799 p0081 B76-13019**
HASA-TB-I-728011 p0112 B76-14130**
BASA-TB-X-72815 p0185 876-19055*1
BASA-TB-X-72816 p0184 B76-18530**
BASA-TB-X-72818 p0343 B76-27213**
HASA-TB-X-72821 p0251 B76-23264**
BASA-TB-X-72822 p0345 B76-27238**
BASA-TB-X-72824 p0223 B76-21209**
HASA-TB-X-72828 p0243 876-22180**
HASA-TB-I-72833 p0214 876-20124**
BASA-TB-X-72836 p0220 B76-21161**
HASA-TB-I-72837 p0241 B76-22159*t
BASA-TB-I-72838 p0218 876-20940**
HASA-TB-X-72839 p0224 B76-21990»*
HASA-TB-X-72908 p0107 B76-14046**
HASA-TB-X-72995 ' p0211 B76-20063**
HASA-TB-X-72996 p0211 876-20064**
HASA-TB-X-72997 p0211 H76-20065**
BASA-TH-X-72998 p0211 876-20066**
HASA-TH-X-73051 p0214 876-20106**
HiSA-TH-X-73088 p0282 876-25144**
HASA-TH-X-73091 p0185 B76-19054**
HASi-TH-X-73093 p0192 876-19129**
BASA-TB-X-73094 p0192 B76-19130»t
HASA-TH-X-73097 p0155 B76-17026»f
BASA-TB-X-73103 p0243 876-22186**
HASA-TB-X-73109 p0214 B76-20101**
BASA-TB-X-73112 p0331 B76-26152*f
HASA-TB-X-73113 p0378 N76-28206*t
BASA-TB-X-73115 p0248 H76-23162*f
BASA-TB-X-73116 p0331 876-26145**
SASA-TB-X-73118 p0340 876-27166**
SASA-TH-X-73119 p0422 S76-30159*t
BASA-TB-X-73123 p0421 H76-30158*t
BASA-TB-X-73124 p0424 B76-30200*«
BASA-TH-X-73126 p0294 B76-25354**
BASA-TB-X-73131 p0343 876-27215*1
BASA-TB-X-73139 p0340 B76-27170**
BASA-TB-X-73149 p0331 876-26146**
BASA-TB-X-73151 p0376 B76-28187*i
NASA-IB-1-73153 p0391 876-29268**
HASA-TB-X-73157 p0381 B76-28514**
BASA-TB-X-73158 p0421 876-30148**
SASA-TB-X-73160 p0423 H76-30196**
SASA-TB-X-73162 -. pO«78 B76-33190**
BASA-TB-X-73416 p0332 876-26154**
BASA-TB-I-731118 p0332 876-26155**
BASi-TB-I-73419 p0335 B76-26199**
BASA-TB-X-73U20 p03«0 876-27167**
BASA-TB-I-73424 p03«0 B76-27168**
BASA-TH-X-73425 p0348 876-27957**
BASA-TB-X-73U26 pO«28 876-30565**
BASA-TB-I-731128 p0340 B76-27169**
BASA-IB-X-73439 p0338 B76-26510**
BASA-TB-X-73440 p0338 876-26512**
BASA-TB-X-73447 p0424 876-30201**
BASA-TB-I-73460 p0421 876-30156**
BASA-TB-I-73463 p0426 876-30217**
BASA-TB-X-73464 p0429 B76-30922**
BASA-TB-X-73504 p0482 B76-33526**
8iSi-TB-I-73901 p0373 876-28159**
BASA-TB-I-73902 p0373 876-28158**
BASA-TB-I-73908 p0381 876-28957**
BASA-TB-I-73915 ; pO»21 876-30154**
BASA-TB-X-73919 p0339 B76-26949**
BASA-TB-X-73921 p0385 B76-29218**
BASA-TB-X-73922 p0379 876-28224**
SASA-fB-X-73935 p0424 876-30199**
BASA-TB-I-73940 p0436 B76-31217**
BASA-TB-X-73943 p0471 876-32146**
BASA-TB-I-73944 p0422 B76-30160**
BASA-TB-X-73950 p0482 876-34039*+
BASA-TB-X-73953 p0475 876-33134**
BASA-TB-X-73954 p0477 B76-33189**
BASA-TB-X-73958 p0480 S76-33212**
BASA-T8-D-7890 p0077 876-12068**
BASA-TB-D-7936 p0035 B76-11041**
BASA-IB-D-8022 p0082 876-13022**
BASA-TS-D-8052 p0160 876-17156**
BASA-I8-D-8057 p0122 B76-15088**
BASA-T8-D-8058 p0121 B76-15083**
SASA-IH-D-8061 p0121 B76-15086**
BASi-TH-D-8065 p0078 B76-12079**
E-13
HEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH BOBBBB IBDEI
BASA-TB-D-8083 p0081 B76-13014**
BASA-TB-D-8089 p0036 B76-11042**
HASA-TN-D-8090 p0332 H76-26161**
HASA-TS-D-8091 p007« B76-12013**
BASA-TB-D-8103 p0151 H76-16100**
BASA-TB-D-8115 p0083 B76-13052»t
HASi-TB-D-8117 p0081 B76-13017»i
HASA-TN-D-8130 p0181 B76-18130**
BASA-TB-D-8133 p0121 B76-15087**
HASA-TN-D-8136 .' p0129 H76-15176**
HAS1-TS-D-81U2 p0183 H76-181U5**
HASA-TB-D-8144 p0111 B76-1ll113*t
BASA-TH-D-8152 p0183 H76-18147**
HASA-TH-D-8157 p0334 B76-26194**
BASA-TB-D-8153 p0280 B76-24265**
BASA-TH-D-8162 p0175 H76-18041**
BASA-TH-D-8173 p0180 B76-18126*t
BASA-TB-D-8176 p0280 B76-24266**
BASA-TH-D-8179 p0221 B76-21173»t
SASA-TB-D-8180 p0182 B76-18141*»
BASA-TB-D-8186 p0218 B76-20941**
BiSA-TB-D-8190 p0224 B76-21216*t
HASA-TB-D-8192 p0220 B76-21162*t
HASA-TN-D-8198 p0373 H76-28160**
BASA-TB-D-8206 p0332 B76-26165*t
BASA-TB-D-8209 p0252 B76-23272**
BASA-TH-D-8212 p0339 B76-26585»*
NASA-TB-D-8218 p0469 B76-32134**
BASA-TB-D-8222 p0221 B76-21175**
HASA-TB-D-8234 p0430 B76-31134**
HASi-TH-D-8236 p0336 »76-26218*t
BASA-TB-D-8247 p0475 H76-331U3**
BASA-TB-D-8250 p0479 B76-33206*t
BASA-TB-D-8260 p0332 B76-26163»*
BASA-TB-D-8264 p0332 B76-2616U**
NASA-TS-D-8267 .." p0383 B76-29167*t
NASA-TH-D-8293 p0469 B76-32133**
BASi-TN-D-8305 p0435 B76-31198*f
HASA-TR-B-444 p0017 B76-10006**
BASA-TB-B-447 p0074 B76-12015*»
BASA-TB-B-451 p0079 B76-12828*t
SASA-TB-R-<f56 p0121 B76-15082**
BASA-TT-F-16565 p0034 B76-11031*t
NASA-TT-F-16637 p0194 B76-19151**
BASA-TT-F-16648 p0042 B76-11100**
BASA-TT-F-16846 p0212 B76-20078*f
NiSA-TT-P-16869 p0149 H76-16067**
HASA-TT-F-16875 p0244 B76-22189**
BASA-TT-F-16916 p0185 H76-19057**
HASA-TT-F-16981 p0250 »76-23173*t
BASA-TT-F-17004 p0241 B76-22157*t
BASA-TT-F-17010 p03<!1 H76-27171**
HASA-TT-F-17066 p0333 H76-26185**
BASA-TT-F-17068 p0333 H76-26186**
BASA-TT-F-17072 p0344 B76-27235**
BASA-TT-F-17090 p0284 B76-25166**
BASA-TT-F-17094 p0346 H76-272t8*«
BASA-TT-F-17109 p03t5 B76-27236**
BASA-TT-F-17122 p0376 B76-28193**
HASA-TT-F-17123 p0388 B76-29240**
BASA-TT-P-17125 p0380 B76-28229**
BASA-TT-F-171M6 p0378 B76-28207**
BASi-Tr-F-17149 p0380 B76-28236**
BASA-TT-F-17176 pOU37 B76-31230*f
BASA-TT-F-17177 pOU76 B76-33165**
BASA-TT-F-17201 ". pOH35 B76-31191**
BASA-TT-F-17251 pOU75 B76-33136**
BASA-TT-F-17253 p0180 B76-33221**
BASA-TT-F-17277 p0180 876-33213**
BASA-TT-F-17280 pOU79 B76-33207**
BATC-SA-75B-75 p0286 H76-2520H *
BAVTRAEQDIPC-73-C-0138-1 p0195 B76-19170 *
BAVBESA-B-7502 p0028 B76-10137 *
NAVHESA-B-7510 p031)6 B76-27245 *
HEAB-TR-87 .., p0082 B76-13035 t
BELC-TB-1968 p0386 B76-29222 *
BEIC/TB-1969 , p0281 B76-21483 *
HGTE-R-339 pOU38 H76-31341 *
BISC-TBAHS-3677 pOO«1 B76-11091 *
NISC-TBANS-3692 p0218 B76-205K5 *
BISC-TBABS-3700 p0213 H76-20098 f
HISC-TRABS-3718 p027« B76-24190 f
HISC-TBABS-3743 p03H5 B76-27213 *
BISC-TBAHS-3748 p03<!2 H76-27188 *
HISC-TBABS-3756 p03«2 B76-27189 *
NLB-BP-74017-D p0153 B76-16500 *
BLB-aP-7U022-D p0195 N76-19160 *
BLH-HP-71030-0 p0193 B76-191II9 *
HLB-HP-75011-D pOU39 H76-31582 *
BLB-BP-75017-0 p0217 B76-22598 t
BLB-BP-75021-0 p03<(1
SLB-HP-75028-0 p0312
N76-27181
B76-27182
NLB-HP-75032-0 pOU36'B76-31221 *
BLB-TB-73152-0 p01»7 N76-16011 *
BLB-TB-7»063-0 p03«1 H76-27178 *
HLB-TB-74091-0 p0341 B76-27179 *
HLB-TB-71093-0 p02«lt B76-22195-*
NLB-TB-7<t095-0 p0211
BLB-TB-7U151-D p0216
B76-22167 *
B76-22360 *
BLR-TR-75098-0 p031|7 B76-27116-*
BHAB-326 p0339 B76-27103*!
BOiA-76012712 p0349 B76-28107 t
BOB-72-182 ,p0283 H76-25151 *
BOB-75-30 p0196 876-19164 f
HOB-75-70 p038U B76-29176v»
HOB-76-19 p0383 B76-29168 *
BPS-57PH75061 p0076 B76-12050,*
BPS-57P176031 pO»76 B76-33162 *
BPS-02375071 p0090 B76-1331U *
HBC-15215 p0346 H76-27216 *
BBt-BB-3223 p0395 H76-29372 *
BB73H-35 p0276 B76-21227 *
BSBDC-46115 p0177 B76-18085 *
BSBDC-M670 p0127 B76-15153 *
BSBDC-4697 p0061 A76-14603
HSBDC-4697 p0150 B76-16073 *
BTSB-AAB-75-B p0157 B76-17082 f
BISa-AAB-75-4 p0075 B76-12031 *
BTSB-iiB-75-8 p0075 S76-12030
BTSB-AAB-75-9 p0083 B76-13042
BTSB-AAB-75-10 p0110 B76-11094
BTSB-AAB-75-11 p0110 B76-14093
BTSB-AAB-75-12 ."."; p0157 B76-17081
BISB-AAB-75-14 p0157 H76-17080
BTSB-AAS-76-2 p0385 B76-29191 *
BTSB-AHB-75-1 p0125 H76-15128 *
BTSB-ABB-75-2 p0125 B76-15129 *
BTSB-ABB-75-3 p0125 H76-15130 *
BTSB-ABB-75-4 p0126 H76-15131 *
BTSB-ABB-75-5 p0126 H76-15132 t
BTSB-ABH-75-6 p0126 B76-15133 t
BTSB-ABB-75-7 T p0126 H76-15134 *
BTSB-ABB-75-8 p0126 B76-15135 *
BTSB-ABH-75-9 p0126 H76-15136 *
NTSB-ABH-75-10 p0126 B76-15137 t
BTSB-ABB-75-11 p0126 B76-15138 *
BTSB-ABB-75-12 p0343 S76-27202 *
BISB-ABB-75-14 p0476 B76-33167 t
BTSB-ABB-75-15 p0343 876-27201 #
BTSB-ABB-75-16 p03»3 876-27200 *
BTSB-ABB-75-17 p0378 876-28210 #
BTSB-ABB-75-18 p0476 876-33169 «
BTSB-AHB-75-19 p0343 B76-27203 *
NTSB-AHB-75-20 p0477 876-33170 «
BTSB-ABH-75-21 p0477 B76-33171 f
BTSB-ABB-75-22 p0476 876-33168 *
HTSB-ABC-76-1 p0378 876-28209 *
BTSB-ABG-76-1 p0470 B76-32144 *
BISB-BA-75-2 p0110 B76-,14092-i
BTSB-BA-75-3 p0125 B76-.15124 f
BTSB-BA-75-4 p0192 876-19133, t
B-_14
BBPOBT/&CCBSSIOB IDBBBB IBDBI
OBEBA-HT-222 p0275 876-24216 *
OBBBi-HT-223 p0044 876-11472 t
OlBHi-p-157 p0273 876-24182 *
OBBBA~TP-1412 p0346 876-27248**
OBEBA, tt BO. 1975-16 p0056 A76-14449 t
OBBBA. TF NO. 1975-54 p0014 A76-11660
OBEBA, TP BO. 1975-59 p0056 A76-14454
OBEBA, IP BO. 1975-60 p0056 A76-14455
OBBBA, TP BO. 1975-61 p0056 A76-14456 t
OHBBA, TP BO. 1975-62 p0056 A76-14457
OBBBA, TF BO. 1975-102 p0056 A76-14463 *
OBBBA, TP BO. 1975-115 p0095 A76-17503 t
OBEBA, IP BO. 1975-121 p0142 A76-21991 t
OBEBA, TP BO. 1975-140 p0095 A76-17513 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1975-142 p0103 A76-18872
O'BEBA, TP BO. 1975-143 pOi42 A76-21993 t
OBBBA, TP BO. 1976-6E p0455 A76-46368 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1976-9 p0409 A76-43142 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1976-20 p0131 A76-18960
OBEBA, TF BO. 1976-47 p0322 A76-38064 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1976-48 p0321 A76-38063 *
OBBBA, TP BO. 1976-51 ..t p0368 A76-41391 t
OBBBA, TP BO. 1976-72 p0301 A76-35997
OBEBA. TP BO. 1976-88 p0237 A76-31190 *
OBBBA. TP BO. 1976-98 p0455 A76-46367 *
OBBBA, TP BO. 1976-113 p0452 A76-45777 f
OBEBA. TP HO. 1976-117 pO«62 A76-47373 *
OBEBA, TP HO. 1976-123 p0357 A76-39180
OBBBA, TP HO. 1976-124 p0357 A76-39181
OBEBA. TP BO. 1976-129 p0461 A76-47367 *
OB-14145 p0475 H76-33154 *
OB-14178 p0294 B76-25375*t
OSOBI~3611-IF-PT-1 p0472 B76-32193 t
OOBL-1139/75 pO«28 H76-30568 f
P-1141-VOL-1 p0440 B76-32046 t
PAPBB-28 p0349 B76-28107 *
PAPBB-70 p0043 B76-11179*
PAPBB-64S p0074 B76-12018*t
PB-242806/8 p0075 B76-12031 *
PB-242811/8 p0075 B76-12030 f
PB-243296/1 ...; p0083 B76-13042 *
PB-243421/5 p0110 B76-14092 »
PB-243522/0 pOOBS B76-13106 t
PB-241H15/2 P0125 H76-15124 I
PB-244223/4 p0110 H76-14094 *
PB-244224/2 p0110 B76-14093 *
PB-244520/3 p0125 B76-15128 *
PB-244521/1 P0125 B76-15129 *
PB-24H522/9 p0125 B76-15130 t
PB-24<I523/7 P0126 H76-15131 *
PB-244524/5 p0126 H76-15132 i
PB-24II525/2 p0126 876-15133 *
PB-244526/0 p0126 876-15134 *
PB-244527/8 p0126 B76-15135 *
-PB-24H528/6 '. p0126 B76-15136 »
PB-244529/4 p0126 876-15137 t
PB-244530/2 .' p0126 B76-15138 *
PB-245581/4 p0157 B76-17082 *
PB-24S582/2 p0157 H76-17081 t
PB-24S583/0 p0157 876-17080 f
PB-21S771/1 p0192 H76-19133 *
PB-245802/4 p0194 B76-19154 t
PB-248728/8 p0247 H76-22610 *
PB-249007/6 p0333 B76-26172 f
PB-249463/1 p0339 H76-27103**
PB-249921/2 P0349 H76-28107 I
PB-249984/6 p0343 H76-27203 *
PB-250037/9 p0343 B76-27200 i
PB-250038/7 p0343 B76-27201 *
PB-250039/5 P0343 876-27202 i
PB-250514/7 p0476 876-33167 t
PB-250515/4 p0378 B76-28210 *
PB-2S0516/2 P0476 B76-33169 t
PB-250517/0 P0477 B76-33170 •
PB-25Q518/8 p0477 876-33171 *
PB-250519/6 p0378 876-28208 »
PB-250520/4 p0476 876-33168 *
PB-250813/3 P0378 876-28209 *
PB-2SQ883/6 p0428 B76-30678 *
PB-251234/1 p0435 H76-31209 »
PB-252075/7
 P0439 H76-31763 t
PB-252203/5 p0385 876-29191 »
PB-252606/9 p0470 H76-32144 *
PB-252825/5 p0479 876-33209 f
PB-252826/3 p0479 876-33210 f
PB-252985/7 p0482 H76-33959 i
PE-12464 p0216 876-20136 t
PG/SrK/7402 p0242 876-22170 *
PHTC-TP-75-55 p0423 876-30197 f
POLT-AE/AH-76-8-PT-1 p0248 876-23160**
PBA-PB-6983 p0345 H76-27242 *
PiA-FB-7419 p0428 H76-30581 *
PiA-5101 p0216 876-20146**
PIA-5153 p0027 H76-10124**
PRA-5232-VOL-1 p0280 876-24262 *
PBA-5232-VOL-2 p0280 H76-24263 *
PfA-5252 p0026 876-10128**
PiA-5258-VOL-2 p0334 B76-26195**
PRA-5266 p0028 B76-10133**
PWA-5272 p0028 876-10135 *
Pii-5298 p0087 876-13089**
P»A-5299 p0077 876-12067**
PIA-5302 p0223 876-21205**
P»A-5303-70L-3 p033« B76-26196**
PRA-5304 p0334 B76-26197**
PiA-5305 p0335 876-26198**
PSA-5311 p0224 H76-21210**
PBA-5312 p0087 876-13100**
PRA-5318 p0245 876-22197**
PWA-5333 p0339 876-26514**
P»A-5434 p0387 H76-29233**
QB-8 p0276 H76-24227 *
R-1325 p0111 876-14115 *
H-1518-PB p0044 876-11915 *
H-1693-1-PA/E p0387 B76-29227 *
B-9660 p0088 876-13108 *
8-0275006 p0041 876-11090 *
BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1858 p0153 876-16491 *
BAB-TH-AEBO-1641 p0272 876-24173 *
BAB-TH-STBOCT-807 p0377 876-28195 *
BAE-TB-70182 p0475 B76-33149 *
BAB-TB-71113 , p0475 876-33149 *
HAB-TB-71131 p0377 B76-28195 •
BAE-TB-71227 p0377 876-28195 »
BAE-IB-73119 p0422 B76-30171 *
BAE-TB-73130-BEV p0123 876-15094 *
BAE-TB-73141 p0122 B76-15092 *
BAB-TB-73145 p0122 876-15090 *
BAB-TB-74022 p0122 876-15093 *
BAE-TB-74073 p0422 876-30170 *
BAB-TB-74078 p0435 B76-31205 *
BAE-TB-74089 p0123 876-15095 *
BAB-TB-74099 p0438 H76-31234 *
BAB-IB-74163 p0130 876-15501 *
BAE-TB-75039 p0437 876-31224 *
BAB-TB-75072 p0439 876-31586 *
BASA/SBL-75-01 pOISO B76-1607H *
BD-TB-75-32 p0075 876-12023 *
HDB-1814 p0042 B76-11098**
BE-90 p0017 B76-10002**
BE-509 p0334 B76-26193**
BEPT-PB-113 p0153 H76-16491 »
BBPT-2-57110/4B-3187 p0026 B76-10122 *
BBPT-18 p0089 876-13113**
BEPT-62-PT-2 p0429 876-30921**
BBPT-71-0839-00-00 p0436 876-31214**
BEPT-75-27 p0222 876-21188**
BBPT-75-116 p0075 876-12021 *
BEPT-75-163-1 p0250 876-23249**
BEPT-75-311636-1 p0479 876-33209 *
B-15
BEPOBT/iCCBSSIOB BDBBBB IIDBX
BEPI-75-311636-2 p0479 H76-33210 *
BEPT-76-TB-10 p0382 B76-29064**
BBPT-76/1 p0382 H76-29060*t
HBPT-126 p0078 H76-12077**
BEPT-301-099-004 p0178 H76-18107*f
BEPT-301-099-005 p0376 B76-28190**
BBPT-560 p0186 B76-19062*
BBPT-570 p0186 N76-19063*
BEPT-579 p0186 H76-19064*
BEPT-605 p0187 H76-19066»
BEPT-635 p0187 H76-19067*
BBPT-638 p0187 H76-19068*
BEPT-681 p0187 H76-19070*
BEPT-709 p0187 H76-19072*
BBPX-722 p0187 H76-19073*
BEPI-731 p0188 H76-19077*
BBPI-798 p0188 H76-19079*
BBPT-801 p0188 H76-19081»
BEPT-835 , p0189 H76-19082*
BEPT-851 p0189 B76-19085*
BBPI-863 p0189 H76-19083*
BEPT-902 p0189 N76-19086*
BEPT-1146 p0381 H76-28949**
BBPT-1284 p0191 N76-19099*
BEPI-1335 p0191 H76-19097*
BEPI-2630 p0339 N76-26949»f
BEPT-75005 p0078 H76-12078 «
BH-605 p0111 B76-14110 *
BH-620 , p0347 H76-27a51 *
BHC-OB-286-VOL-1 p0428 B76-30678 *
B74AEG334 p0027 K76-10125**
B75-911852-18 p0342 H76-27191 *
B75-912083-3 ..^ p0213 N76-20096 *
B75AEG252-70L-1 p0028 H76-10129**
B75AEG252-VOL-2 p0028 H76-10130**
B75ABG252-VOL-3 p0028 H76-10131**
B75AEG406 p0245 H76-22200**
B75AEG457 p0279 H76-24260 t
B75ABG494 p03it5 N76-27240**
B75AEG508 p0112 B76-14129**
B76-29 p0246 H76-22260**
B76-912098-11 p0438 B76-31298*!
R76AEG152 p0159 B76-1714»*t
R76AEG257-V01-1 p0277 B76-24236**
B76AEG258-70L-2 p0277 B76-24237**
B76AEG259-VOI-3 p0277 B76-24238**
B76AEG324 p0335 H76-26201*t
B76AEG432 p0426 H76-30218**
S-451-TOL-1 p0127 B76-15148 *
S-451-VOL-2 p0127 S76-15149 *
S-452 p03<K> B76-27164**
SAB PIPES 7510<|i| p0143 A76-22283
SAE PAPEB 751046 p0143 A76-22284
SAE PAPEB 751050 P0143 A76-22288*
SAB PAPBB 751051 p0143 A76-22289
SAE PAPEB 751056 P0144 476-22291
SAE PAPEB 751077 p0144 A76-22303
SAE PAPBB 751079 p0144 A76-22304
SAE PAPBB 751086 p0144 A76-22305»
SAB PAPBB 751087 p0144 A76-22306
SAE PAPEB 751088 p0144 A76-22307
SAE PAPEB 751089 ..: p0144 A76-22308
SAE PAPEB 751091 p0145 A76-22309
SAE PAPEB 751092 '. "p0145 A76-22310*
SAE PAPEB 751093 p0145 A76-22311
SAE PAPEB 751100 - '... p0145 A76-22315»
SAB PAPEB 751101 P0145 A76-22316
SAE PAPBB 751103 p0145 A76-22317
SAB PAPEB 751104 p0145 A76-22318
SAB PAPEB 751105 p0145 A76-22319
SAE PAP-EB 751106 p0146 A76-22320
SAE PAPEB 751107 p0146 A76-22321
SAB PAPBB 751108 P0146 A76-22322
SAE PAPEB 751114 p0146 A76-22323
SAE PAPEB 751120 p0141 A76-21697
SAE PAPEB 760452 p0255 A76-31953
SAE PAPBB 760454 p0255 A76-31954*
SAE PAPEB 760455 p0255 A76-31955
SAE PAPEB 760456 p0255 A76-31956
SAE PAPEB 760458 p0255 A76-31957*
SAB PAPEB 760459 p0307 A76-36825*
SAE PAPEB 760460 p0255 A76-31958*
SAE PAPEB 760462 p0255 A76-31960
SAE PAPEB 760463 p0256 A76-31961»
SArf PAPBB 760466 p0256 A76-31962*
SAB PAPEB 760468 p0256 A76-31963
SAB PAPEB 760469 p0256 A76-31964*
SAE PAPEB 760470 p0256 A76-31965
SAE PAPEB 760473 p0256 A76-31966
SAE PAPEB 760474 p0256 A76-31967
SAE PAPEB 760476 p0256 A76-31968*
SAE PAPEB 760477 p0257 A76-31969»
SAE PAPEB 760478 p0257 A76-31970
SAE PAPBB 760479 p0257 A76-31971
SAB PAPBB 760486 p0257 A76-31972
SAB PAPEB 760491 p0257 A76-31973
SAE PAPEB 760492 p0257 A76-31974
SAE PAPBB 760496 p0257 A76-31975
SAE PAPBB 760497 p0257 A76-31976*
SAE PAPEB 760500 p0303 A76-36582
SAE PAPEB 760501 p0303 A76-36581
SAE PAPBB 760503 p0303 A76-36583
SAE PAPEB 760504 p0303 A76-36584
SAE PAPEB 760505 p0304 A76-36585
SAE PAPBH 760507 , p0304 A76-36586
SAE PAPEB 760508 p0304 A76-36587
SAE PAPEB 760509 p0304 A76-36588
SAE PAPBB 760511 p0304 A76-36589
SAE PAPEB 760512 p0304 A76-36590
SAE PAPEB 760513 p0304 A76-36591
SAE PAPBB 760514 p0304 A76-36592
SAE PAPEB 760517 p0305 A76-36593
SAE PAPBB 760518 p0305 A76-36594
SAE PAPEB 760520 p0305 A76-36595
SAE PAPEB 760521 p0305 A76-36596*
SAB PAPEB 760525 p0305 A76-36599»
SAE PAPEB 760526 p0305 A76-36600
SAE PAPEB 760527 p0305 A76-36601
SAB PAPBB 760528 p0305 A76-36602
SAE PAPEB 760535 p0305 A76-36603*
SAB PAPEB 760536 p0306 A76-36604
SAE PAPBB 760537 p0306 A76-36605
SAB PAPEB 760538 p0306 A76-36606
SAB PAPEB 760539 p0306 A76-36607
SAE PAPBB 760540 p0306 A76-36608
SAB PAPEB 760542 p0306 A76-36609
SAE PAPEB 760615 p0409 A76-43153
SAB SP-398 p0141 A76-21697
SAE SP-406 p0406 A76-42740
SAB-TB-75-3 , p0029 H76-10845 *
SAH-TB-75-22 p0185 H76-18891 f
SABSO-TB-75-224 p0218 H76-20387 t
SAHSO-TB-75-241 p0217 H76-20386 *
SAHD-75-0444 p0396 H76-29620 *
SAPB-3 p0333 H76-26191**
SCAC-001 p0333 B76-26172 t
SC506.8PB p0476 B76-33158 f
SEB-50897-VOL-3 p0129 B76-15468 I
SEB-50909 p0335 876-26207 *
SEB-50910 p0382 B76-29153*t
SEB-50911 p0150 B76-16071 *
SEB-50912 p0176 B76-18058*t
SEB-50945 p0342 H76-27192 *
SEB-67015 p0089 B76-13114 t
SEfi-72011 p0215 B76-20126*t
SIT-Dt-75-1722 p0090 B76-13315 *
SKF-A175T032 p0381 B76-28553M
SLSB-7-75B p0182 B76-18138 t
SLSB-10-75B p0196 H76-19323 *
SLSB-12-75B p0219 B76-21017 »
SHE PAPEB EB76-416 p0301 A76-35971
SBB PAPEB EH76-417 p0301 A76-35972
SO-6-4446-0 p0183 B76-18278*f
SP-196U p0435 H76-31195*»
SQDID-TB-OTBC-1-PD p0213 H76-20096 *
SB-1 p0476 B76-33158 *
SB-6 p0428 B76-30581 t
E-16
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HOBBBB IBDBI
SBC-75-IB-13 p0396 H76-29615 t
SBl-TB-75-0021 p0384 H76-29181 *
SBt-3169-0014 p0469 H76-32124**
STI-TB-1047-3-VOL-1 p0192 H76-19129**
SfI-TB-1047-3-VOL-2 p0192 H76-19130**
SD-DAAB-500 p0427 B76-30222**
SBBI-BS-629 p0042 876-11103 t
IAB-230 p0334 H76-26192 t
IAE-261 p0439 B76-31565 t
I&B-283 p0436 B76-31218 *
IAB-290 p0439 R76-31566 t
TABBP-3324-7501 p0081 H76-13015**
TiSC-TB-545-1
18-123(1975)
ICBL-3
TCBL-4
p0473 H76-32333 t
p0178 B76-18104 I
p0194 B76-19156 *
p0194 H76-19157 t
TDCK-65616 - p0039 H76-11068 +
IBBS-3018-75-01A p0082 H76-13023»l
I1BS-3068-75-02 p0177 H76-18081 *
TPD-75-640 p0196 H76-19286 t
11-069220-75-06 p0244 H76-22192 t
TI-073820-75-1 p0388 H76-29239 *
1B-AL-308 p0338 B76-26438 t
TB-206 ,. p0021 B76-10062**
TB-586 p0186 H76-19065*
18-667 p0187 B76-19069*
TH-771 p0187 H76-19071*
tH-837 p0188 B76-19075*
TH-1081 p0189 H76-19084*
TB-1350 p0189 B76-19087*
IB-1402 p0189 H76-19088*
TB-1901 p0190 876-19091*
TB-2249 p0190 B76-19093*
TB-2-62 p0439 B76-31591
IE-13 p0082 B76-13033
IB-44 p0157 H76-17077
TB-45 p0383 B76-29172
TB-46 p0384 876-29178
TB-73-02 p0074 B76-12014*
TB-76-H2 p0193 876-19143*
TB-76-T11 p0283 H76-25156*
TB-148 p0043 876-11317
IB-0076(6»01)-1 p0217 B76-20386
18-0076(6401)-2 p0218 876-20337
TB-1035-3R-VOL-2 p0089 B76-13111
TB-1049-1 , p0216 B76-20151*
TB-1273 p0379 H76-28226*
TB-2902-24 p0247 H76-22419**
TB-40390S p0110 876-14089*1
TBA-30120-1 p0040 876-11086 t
IBB-26960-6001-ID-00-VOL-1 p0252 B76-23349**
TBB-26960-6001-TO-00-VOL-2 p0252 B76-23350**
TSPC-TB-76-1 p0245 B76-22199**
TT-7505 p0149 876-16068 t
OC-7256 p0482 B76-33388 *
BDBI-TB-75-B9 ,,..„,.,,..,, „«.,,, p0396 H7S-29416 t
OBICB-013367-1-P p0217 B76-20339 t
OS-PiTEHT-APPL-SB-82279 p0470 B76-32140*
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SB-197183 p0241 B76-22154»
OS-PATBBT-APPL-SH-206279 p0385 H76-29217*
OS-PATBBT-APPL-SB-307714 p0470 B76-32140*
OS-PATEBT-APP1-SB-321180 p0385 B76-29217*
OS-PAIEBI-APPl-SB-331759 p0179 B76-18117*
OS-PATBBT-APPI-SH
OS-PAT EBT-APPL-SB-
OS-PAIBBT-APPl-SB
DS-PATBBT-APPl-SH
0S-PATBBT-APPL-SB
OS-PATEBT-APPL-SH
OS-PATBHT-APPL-SH
0S-PATBHT-APPI-SB
OS-PATBHT-APPL-SN
•488616 p0179 876-
•496779 p0385 876-
•511894 p0470 B76-
•531647 p0214 B76-
•651002 p0194 B76-
•657903 p0181 B76-
•672221 p0245 H76-
•718244 p0436 H76-
•725828 p0437 H76-
0S-PATBHT-CLASS
OS-PATEBT-CLiSS
OS-PATEHT-CLASS
OS-PATBHT-CLASS
OS-PATBHT-CLASS
OS-PATEBI-CLASS
OS-PATEHT-CLASS
OS-PATEHT-CLASS
0S-PATEHT-CLASS
OS-PATEHT-CLASS
OS-PATEBT-CLASS
-33-356 p0214 B76-
-75-178B p0214 H76-
•181-33HC p0179 H76-
-239-265.11 p0179 B76-
-244-35B p0241 H76-
-244-40B p0241 H76-
-244-46 p0385 H76-
-325-114 p0470 H76-
-325-115 p0470 H76-
-325-186 p0470 B76-
-343-705 p0470 B76-
29217»
32140*
20114*
19159**
18131**
22202**
31219**
31229**
20114*
20114*
18117*
18117*
22154*
22154*
29217*
32140*
32140*
32140*
32140*
OS-PATEHT-3,737,121 p0385 H76-29217*
OS-PATEBT-3,938,742 p0179 B76-18117*
OS-PATEBT-3,943,763 p0214 B76-20114*
OS-PATEHT-3,952,971 p0241 H76-22154*
OS-PATEBT-3,971,535 p0385 H76-29217*
OS-PATBHT-3.978,410 p0470 B76-32140*
OSA-HLABS-TB-75-38-CE p0090 H76-13300 *
OSAAEFA-70-15-6 p0425 H76-30205
OSAAEPA-74-20 p0076 B76-12056
OSAAEFA-74-22 p0284 H76-25161
OSAAEPA-74-33 p0251 B76-23255
OSAAEPA-74-48 p0111 H76-14117
OSAAEPA-75-01 p0280 B76-24277
0SAAEPA-75-09 p0386 B76-29223
OSAAEPA-75-18 p0284 B76-25160
nsiiHDBi-TB-75-56B-VOL-2 p0478 H76-33201
OSAAHBOL-TB-21 p0344 H76-27221
aSAAHBDL-TB-22 p0425 876-30206
OSAABBD1-TB-73-98-VOL-2 p0428 H76-30575
OSAAHBDL-TB-73-98C-701-3 p0129 H76-15468
BSAABHDL-TB-73-98B-V01-5 p0130 H76-15469
OSAAHBDL-TB-74-57-PB p0043 B76-11107
OSAABBDL-TB-75-6 p0215 B76-20130
OSAABBDL-TB-75-10 p0023 B76-10082
OSAAHBDL-TB-75-14 p0041 H76-11089
OSAABB01-TB-75-16 p0041 H76-11094
OSAABBOL-TB-75-17 p0076 H76-12054
OSAABBDL-TB-75-18 p0041 B76-11093
OSAABBDl-TB-75-19 p0089 B76-13114
OSAABBDL-TB-75-23 p0111 H76-14114
OSAABBDL-TB-75-24 p0076 H76-12047
OSAAHBDL-TB-75-26A p0130 B76-15487
OSAABBDL-TB-75-27 p0150 H76-16072
OSAABBD1-TB-75-28 p0150 H76-16071
aSAABBOL-TB-75-29 p0149 B76-16069
OSAABBDL-TB-75-34A p0276 H76-24229
OSAABBDL-TB-75-34B p0276 B76-24230
OSiABBDL-TB-75-35 pOISO B76-16074
0SAABBDL-TB-75-38 p0215 B76-20129
OSAABBDL-TB-75-40 p0342 B76-27193
OSAABBDL-TB-75-43 p0217 B76-20154
OSAABBDL-TB-75-44 p0215 H76-20131
OSAABBOL-TB-75-45 p0342 H76-27191
OSAABBDL-TB-75-46 p0345 B76-27242
OSAAHBDt-TB-75-47 p0159 B76-17102
DSAABBDL-TB-75-48 p0342 H76-27192
OSAAHBDL-TB-75-50 p0342 B76-27190
OSAAHBDL-TB-75-51 , p0387 B76-29228
OSAABl-75-21 p0125 B76-15126
OSAABL-75-22 , p0086 B76-13078
OSAABL-76-1 p0222 H76-21178
ns»»Rl-7fi-2 p0183 H76-18148
OSAABl-76-10 p0348 B76-28010
OSAABL-76-14 pOU78 B76-33191
OSAA7SCOB-IB-75-2 p0087 H76-13085
DSAA7SCOB-TB-75-3 p0026 B76-10121
OSAAVSCOB-TH-75-10 p0026 B76-10119
OSAAVSCOB-TB-75-17 p0023 H76-10080
OSAATSCOB-TB-75-19 p0213 B76-20093
OSAAVSCOB-TB-75-20 p0029 B76-10907
E-17
HBPOBT/&CCBSSIOI 101
OSiiVSCOB-IB-75-22 p0076 B76-12048
DS1&VSCOB-XB-75-25 p0086 H76-13079
OSAiTSCOB-TB-75-26 p0086 B76-13081
OSMVSCOB-TB-75-27 p0244 B76-22192
OSilTSCOB-TB-75-33 p0151 H76-16077
USMVSCOB-IB-75-38 p0179 B76-18111
OS4AVSCOB-TB-75-41 p0181 H76-18135
USklVSCOB-TB-75-42 p0179 H76-18109
OSkAVSCOB-TB-75-48 p0423 H76-30186
OSAAVSCOB-TB-75-49 p034« H76-2722S
OSAAVSCOB-TB-75-50 p0276 876-24225
OSAA?SCOB-TB-76-1 p0348 B76-28104
OSAA7SCOH-TB-76-3 p0437 H76-31226
OS&&VSCOB-TB-76-4 p0437 S76-31225
OSiHBBDC-2158 p0347 H76-27442 *
OS1BICOH-C-TB-75-11 p0148 H76-16049 *
OSC&B-133 p0384 R76-29177 *
DtIkS-TI-197 p0438 H76-31236 *
OtB-004 p0073 H76-12006**
niBC-B76-912036-16 p0377 H76-28203**
OIBC-B76-912036-17 p0377 H76-28204*t
OTBC/S611653-70L-5 p0130 R76-15469 t
OTBC/S611675-VOI-2 p0428 B76-30575 *
OT1/528075/EB76/103 p0429 176-30919**
fIZEX-CB-74-H p0182 H76-18139**
VB-19-5 p0430 H76-31091
TB-19-5-TOL-2 p0430 H76-31092
ftB-187 ; p0193 B76-19148
TIB-193 p0473 H76-32576
VIH-195 p0148 H76-160U5
•CB-74-13 p0088 H76-13106 •
flOBRIB6-PtFBB-119-11 p0125 H76-15127 *
IBE-TH-1522(«B/D) ,i p0341 H76-27172 *
•SO-1B-7S-2 .' p0383 B76-29157**
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